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N O T I C E
THIS DOCUMENT HAS BEEN REPRODUCED FROM
THE BEST COPY FURNISHED US BY THE SPONSOR-
ING AGENCY. ALTHOUGH IT IS RECOGNIZED
THAT CERTAIN PORTIONS ARE ILLEGIBLE, IT
IS BEING RELEASED IN THE INTEREST OF MAK-
ING AVAILABLE AS MUCH INFORMATION AS
POSSIBLE.
PREFACE
This document is presented in two volumes and is
of the Research Data Facility :(REDAF) R&D-File.
issue will be published in January, 1972.
the cumulative issue
The next cumulative
VolumeI lists all Earth Resources Program documentary information that
is available at the National Aeroniautics and Space Administration's
Manned Spacecraft Center. Included in Volume II of the R&D File are
sensor data collected during flights over test sites and from missions
flown by subcontractors supporting the.-Earth Resources Survey Program.
The information cataloged in the two volumes of this document is
divided.into six major data categories as follows:
Vol. I Part 1 - Technical documents and maps
Part 2 - Satellite data
Part 3 -'-Special data types
Vol. II Part 4 - Functional and check out data
Part 5 - Imagery data
Part 6 - Electronic data
The method for assigning accession numbers to the technical data is
shown on the following pages. All requests for information concerning









The REDAF at the Manned Spacecraft Center has arranged for program
personnel and investigators supporting the Earth Resource Survey
Program to avail themselves of all appropriate and related information
concerning earth resources activities. This facility functions as the
principle depository and distributive source for sensor data, program
documents, and related information. All data contained in the REDaF
are indexed in the R and D File and may be obtained by investigators
and program related personnel through written requests or by visiting
this facility. The R and D File is distributed in accordance with a
current distribution list maintained by this office.
Each data item in the Research Data Facility (REDAF) has its own accession
number which can be used in requesting data from the R and D File. The
accession number is structured to yield such information as major subject
or discipline, specific data type, geographic location, site number, and
the shelf or index number. This number identifies each unit of data for
retrieving data requested from the files. An example of an accession
number and its elements is shown on the following page.
ii
ACCESSION NUMBER FORMAT
1.- NASA Index identifier
2.- Major discipline catagory and data type
3.- Geographic zone
L - Shelf or index number
NR- A4- FJ- 199-00166
1. NR
The first field of the accession number is a double letter code which
distinguishes this index (Natural Resources) from other NASA indexes.
2. Major discipline and data type
The second field contains a double-digit code which identifies the
specific data type under consideration. Documentary data is denoted
by an upper case alpha plus the numberic. Other data types (imagery
and nonimagery et cetera) are indicated by a double numeric.
In the case of documentary information, the first alpha digit








H - Multi-discipline and other sciences
P - Earth Observations Program documents
iii
The second digit is a numeric which designates one of nine specific








8. Subject Related Document
9. Technical Report
In addition to the nine document data types, described above, double-digit
numeric indicators have been provided for the following data types:
10 Inflight Records (charts, graphs, et cetera)
11 Journals
12 thru 19 Reserved for future data types
20 thru 49 Imagery data (see TABLE I on page vi for a list of
specific sensor types)
50 Gemini Film and Documentary Data File
51 Apollo Film and Documentary Data File




55 thru 74 Reserved for spacecraft data types
75 Electronic Data (Magnetic Taped). See page vii for
non-imaging sensors.
76 Processed Electronic Data
v
TABLE I.- LIST OF SENSOR DATA TYPES
A.- CODE 20-49 IMAGERY SENSOR DATA TYPES
CODE NO. SENSOR
20 Multiband Camera (Itek - 9 Lens)
21 RS-14 Dual Channel IR Scanner (Texas Instruments)
22 RC-8 Camera (Wild-Heerbrugg)
23 Reconofax IV IR Scanner (HRB Singer)
24 AAS-5 UV Camera (HRB Singer)
25 Nikon Data Panel K-17 Camera (Chicago Aerial)
26 T-ll Camera (Fairchild)
27 APS Camera (Maurer)
28 IR Radiometer Scanner (Block Engineering Co.)
29 RS-7 IR Scanner (Texas Instruments)
30 K-17 Metric Camera (Chicago Aerial)
31 Hasselblad Camera - 6-inch focal length
32 Reserved
33 APQ-97 SLAR (Westinghouse)
34 Reconofax IV Camera (HRB Singer)
35 Zeiss RMK 30/23 Camera - 12-inch focal length
36 Hasselblad Cluster Camera A
37 Hasselblad Cluster Camera B
38 Hasselblad Cluster Camera C




40 Hasselblad Cluster Camera E




45 DPD-2 SLAR (Philco-Ford)
46 KA-62 Cluster Camera A (Chicago Aerial)
47 KA-62 Cluster Camera B (Chicago Aerial)
48 KA-62 Cluster Camera C (Chicago Aerial)
49 KA-62 Cluster Camera D (Chicago Aerial)
B.- CODE 76 NON-IMAGERY SENSOR TYPES
SENSOR
Liquid Water Content Indicator (Johnson-
Williams Co.)
Dewpoint Hygrometer (Cambridge System)
Multifrequency Microwave Radiometer (MFMR) -
(Space General Corp.)
IR Rapid Scan Spectrometer (Lockheed Aero.
Corp.)
Precision Radiation Thermometer (PRT-5) -
(Barnes Engineering Corp.)




Total Air Temperature Probe (Rosemont
Engineering Co.)
Multispectral Scanner-24 Channel (Bendix)
.400 GHz Scatterometer-DP (Emerson Corp.)
13.3 GHz Scatterometer-SP (Ryan Aero. Corp.)
13.3 GHZ Scatterometer-DP (Ryan Aero. Corp.)




The third field contains a double-digit alpha code which indicates
the general geographic zone in which the data were collected. The
REDAF geographic reference system is similar to the World Geographic
Reference System (GEOREF) which is described on page xiv. This
system divides the earths surface into 15 degree quadrangles of
latitude and longitude. Letters are assigned each 15 degree-division
of longitude, extending eastward 360 degrees from the 180th meridian
and also for each 15 degree division of latitude extending 180 degrees
northward from the south pole. The appropriate letters for each
division are shown on a Earth Zone Map on page x. Quadrangles
covering areas within the United States are shown on the U.S. Zone
Map on page x.
The initial letter indicates the approximate longitude and the
second letter indicates the approximate latitude. For example the
zone designated "GJ" indicates that the general geographic area for
a given data type is located in the eastern half of the United States.
The first letter indicates the approximate longitude, the second
letter indicates the approximate latitude. If more than one zone is
overflown the data are classified in the zone of greatest coverage.
The numberals "00" are used when zoning is not appropriate.
4. Site Numbers
Site numbers have been arbitrarily assigned by NASA for areas which
have been overflown and are indicated by a three-digit code in the
fourth field of the accession number. For the convenience of users
numbers covering test sites located within the United States are
shown on a U.S. Zone Map preceeding the index. A world map is also
included which shows sites overflown outside the United States. A
list of site numbers, zone indicators, test site titles and major
disciplines follows the maps. The code number "998" is used when
more than one site is covered by one document or map.
5. Bin or File Number
This number is used by the REDAF to indicate the shelf position in
which the data is stored and to locate or retrieve the data when
needed. All entries in the R and D File are arranged under separate
sections according to discipline and data type or sensor type. An
example of a typical entry is shown on page xii.
ix
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NR-E9-EJ-002-20007 U.S. Geological Survey, Technical
Test Site Letter NASA-7. Topographic studies
Geographic Reference of Pisgah Crater, California,
R. E. Altenhofen USGS, Menlo
Park, California, J. K. Oman and
T. M. Sousa USGS, Washington, D. C.
June 25, 1965, Contract No. R-146
Information extracted from the above annotation establishes this
entry as a document in the Geological discipline and is a technical
letter concerning NASA Test Site 2 located within the "EJ" 15-degree
quadrangle which covers the western portion of the United States.





indicates that the data contains Reconofax IV imagery over Test
Site 75 - Goldfield, Nevada which is located within the EJ 15-degree
quadrangle covering the western portion of the U.S.
When the requestors area of interest has been determined, data-
research personnel at the Redaf will assit as needed in providing
the appropriate information and answering questions.
Documents, photographs, and maps are available to visitors for
examination and viewing. After deciding which information will be
needed, source information concerning its availability will be
provided.
xii
Computer searches can be made according to the geographical zone,
the test site, personal and corporate authors, missions, and subject
descriptors, or any combination of these classifications when more
specific information is desired.
Information may also be scanned on microfilm viewers in a viewing
area.
In an effort to improve the utility of this document for meeting the
needs of users we-have included a questionnaire following the index.
Your comments and the return of this form will be appreciated.
xiii
GEOREF-WORLD GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE SYSTEM
The REDAF World Geographic Reference system is similar to the World
Geographic Reference System (GEOREF) described in A. F. Manual 51-40,
Vol. I, Air Navigation, pages 3-34 through 3-38.
The GEOREF is based on the normal geographic longitude and latitude
projection lines of any specific chart, and defines a unit of geographic
area in which a specific point lies. The GEOREF divides the earth's
surface into 15 degree quadrangles of longitude and latitude with the
point of origin at the 180th meridian and the South Pole (see Earth
Zone Map, page xv). The divisions extend eastward 360 degrees from
the 180th meridian with each component zone of these divisions indent-
fied by a leter from A through Z, omitting I and 0, and extends
northward 180 degrees from the South Pole with the zones lettered from
A through M, omitting I. This combination divides the earth's surface
into 288 basic 15 degree quadrangles, each having 2 letters identifying
the zone of longitude and latitude.
Each such basic 15 degree quadrangle (see GEOREF 15 degree square sample
quadrangle, page xvi) is further divided into 15 lettered 1-degree units
eastward and 15 lettered 1-degree units northward. These 1 degree
quadrangles are lettered from A through Q, omitting I and 0.
As an example, within a one degree square quadrangle, the geographical
location of Site 002 (Pisgah Crater, California) the coordinates of
which are 116 degrees 16 minutes to 116 degrees 34 minutes west longi-
tude and 34 degrees 35 minutes to 34 degrees 50 minutes north latitude
is completely described by the four letters EJDE and located as follows:
1. On the Earth Zone Map, locate the 15 degree quadrangle "EJ" by read-
ing right to "E" and up to "J".
2. On the GEOREF 15 Degree Square Sample Quadrangle, locate the 1 degree
quadrangle "DE" with the sample "EJ" 15 degree quadrangle by reading
right to "D" and up to "E".
By the use of this method and assigning the appropriate four letter
designators for each 1-degree-square covered, all available photography
and other documented information on any specific geographical area can
be readily indexed and speedily retrieved by the 4-letter combinations.
The first two letters of each 4-letter combination which locate the
specific 15 degree zone quadrangle are also a part of all associated
document accession number. A map showing the location of each 1-degree
quadrangle is included on the page xvii.
xiv
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In addition to retrieving data by GEOREF all data coverage can be
located in the United States and can be retrieved by test quadrant
number. The Test Quadrant number corresponds to the Army Map Service
number shown on page xvix.
As an example NH15-7 covers from 940 N to 960 W longitude and from
290° N to 30° N latitude which is the Houston, Galveston Bay Area.
xviii
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001 E) CIDIR CITt (IRON SPRINGS), UTAH
PI - HIEIr', U.S., U.S.G.S., U1AH
002 EJ PISGAI CRATi'R, CALIRIlRI.A
PI - LfOI, R.J.P., STl'&NURD LNIV.,
PI -CHICK, R., HSAIMS KIt, ,CS lTh AS
PI - (GWA4IEKKI, S.J., U.S.G.S., VIRGf;INIA
PI - IURE, R.K., tNIVELSIT OF' KA.NS4S,
003 EJ MONO CORATRS, CALI-URNIA
P1 - LION, R.J.P., S1T%'FORD UNIV.,
004 EJ CARiRIZD PLAIN, CALIIURNIA
P - CARK, M., U.S.G. S., ASH., D.C.
P1 - IRM*N, R.D., JHR., U.S.G.S., CALIF.
005 E'J UIRk.A (TINTIC D.ISI'IC'r), 'lUTA
P1 - ORRIS, H.T., U.S.G.S., CALIF.
PI - LlON ,ING, 1'.S., tlIV. OF ARIZUONA
006 EJ SALT LAKE (SALT LAKE DISTRICT) UTAH
PI - ROBERTS, R.J., U.S.G.S., C'ALIF.
PI - CRITit),DN, H., U.S.G.S., CALIF.
007 DJ COAST RANGE, OHt'iX/*4SHIfl;'IU
Pi - SNAVELY, P.D., JR., U.S.G.S., CALIF'.
Pi - PEARHC, W.G., (JLX-. S'TATE LNIV.,
PI - PAItl D, J., ORLkXr S'I'ATE UNIV.,
00$ F.J SOU'i1IH OREN .STRIP, O.Hlt'l
PI - WALU.t G.W., U.S.G.S., CALIF.
009 EJ SAN. FIA:CI.i. DISHICT, ULT.Hi
PI - HILPER T, L.S., U.S.G.S., UL'AH
010 EJ CARS(N CITY(CU-TL'IUK DISTRICrT), NI.VAI
P1 - 'ilTMPSON, G.A., S'ITAIURD UNIV.,
PI - WHITE, D.E., i'E\L PARK, CALIF.
PI - TRUl: , P., U. OV NEVADA,
011 EJ EItIMS1XE N 'I\ATlNIAL PARK, '1,-llNGV/
KlT.A/1I DAHO
P1 -ShEk'S, H.W., U.S.G.S., D\!ikR,
PI - COX, E.R., U.S.G.S., 'HEENNE,
PI - CAMP*1EL, A.B., U.S.G.S., IDENV,
012 W CRATI.R LAKE, ORWOI
PI "- WALJ, G.*., U.S.G.S., CALIF.
PI - IOXH)i4, R.M., U.S.G.S., VIRGINIA
013 eJ SILV1ER CITY(CctNIRAL DISIHICT), NEW
Pi - PRA1T W P., Ui.S.G.S., iENVER,
014 ' L.1il'LE DR,.l.N MOLUN'AINS, ARIZNA
PI - G4AWARU hI, S.J., U.S.G.S., VIHCINIA
015i E'J TWIN BnIT'ES (PI.1 DISTRICT), ARIZONA
PI - SIb-,hS, F'.
Pi - COOPER, J.R., U.S.G.S., DE2NVER,
PI - CANNE, I.C., U.S.G.S., DE:t.H,
016 FIH .OL I TARIO, E EXAS
PI - at* HILL, W.H., I:.S. G.S.,
017 W BALTI.lOE (H.U*U*RD-It(H.), .CAfl.AN)/
PENNSYLVA% I A
PI - OSUAI ICK, D.L., U.S.G.S., ,VIWAND
PI - WISE, D.U.
018 IliW iEI'STOAN (CENtRAL APP4PkACHIN)
PI ux^T), HlWLANI)/PENNSLL I . IHG 1 1 A
PI SU-(LIICK, D.L., U.S.G.S., n\R1Lx\D
PI - RED, J..C., JR., U.S.G.S.
019 EJ SONJRA PASS, CALIIURNIA
PI - LtON, R.J.P., Sl'TAxITD (NIV.,
0Z0 J BUCKS LAKE, C.ALIUR1NIA
Pi - DHAFJiEFI, %.C., U,. OF' CALIt'INIlA,
PI - COLWELL, R.N., U. 0(' CALIFWONIA,
OU1 Eg BA'ITLE MULNTAIN HlE PA'ICH HESEHRWOIH/
RUBHY FNLI'A I NS), NEIADA
P - RORTS, R.J., I;.S.G.S., CA.IF'.
PI -CRIn1ENDN, M., U.S.G.S., CALIF.
022 EJ 10NOPAH, NEVADA
PI - CXADE, J., MWAN SCHOOL OF' MINES,
PI - GAWA4WKI, S.J., U.S.G.S., VIRGINIA




















02.1 DU INIO NATIONAL )REtS'I' (WARD ,t.N'T'AIN/
CRAIER WULI'TAIN), CAL IUHNI A
PI - HATIAN P.C., U.S.G.S., C,4LIF.
024 Do SAN ANUREAS FAILT, CALIFRINIA
PI - WALLACE, H., JET PROP. LAB., CALIF.
P- CLAIRK, M., U.S.G.S., WASH., D.C.
P1 -CAWIEHR, W., U.S.G.S.,.WASH., D.C.
P1 - BR(tN, R.D., JR., U.S.G.S., CALIF.
025 EJ DEVILS PLAtGROLND, CALIFOINIA
Pi - DEU.WIG, L.F., U. OF' KANSAS,
026 EJ SCRIPPS IEACH, CALIFLURIA
PI - IN~, D.L., SCRIPPS , CALIF.
Pi - FEALUTSCHY, J.D.
027 EJ SALIUN SEA, CALIFURNIA
PI - S'LRHOCK, A.M., U.S.G.S., CALIF.
028 EJ WINSLU (.Nl:I:XJR CRATER), ARILZONA
PI - SCHIAHR, G.G., U.S.G.S., ARI/ZONA
029 EJ PHOENIX, ARIZONA
PI - PEfTINEIR, L.R., UNIV. OF' CALIF.,
P! - COLWELL, R.N., U. OF CALIFURNIA,
PI - GARRISON, W.F. N, HREUS'It:LhR U.,
PI - MAR;LE, DH. D.F., NORlWESl'I'IN UNIV.
030 EJ TLCSON/AJO, ARIZONA
PI - MORRISON, R.B.., U.S.G.S., IU.XERS.,
PI - CREA, W.J., JR., NA/SA/SC;', *;I'EAS
PI - C(XIL*I , R.N., U. OF CtALI-NI:A,
PI - cHE.STNVIrwu, C.M., NA\SA/ c. ''t.AS
031 EJ WILLCOX DR LAKE, ARIlZONA
PI - SKIBITZKEi H.E., U.S.G.S.., FPtINIX,
032 FH WESLACO, TEXAS
P1 - WIIUND, C.L., U.S.D.A., r.X.:S
P1 - MYLRS, V.I., S*llH DAhrJA .II.A'IE Li.
Pi - BLINN, J., JET PROP. LAB., CALlF'.
PI - BARATH, F., JET POP. LAB., CALIF.
033 FH GUADEL*PE RIVEN, T'EX.AS
P1 - DELLWIG, L.F., U. OF KN\SAS. ,
03:14 FJ OCUACHITA fU:lANTAINS, ~AH.JASAS/i]AkV.T4
PI - DEULWIG, L.F., U. OF KANSAS,
033 FJ WICHITA, KANicS.S
P1 - SICNiE'IT', D.S., LNIV. OF( K.NSa.S,
036 FJ SPANISH PUAKS, COL.LAADO
Pi - DELLWIG, L.F., U. OF( KANSAS,
PI - BICKFORI,. M.E., U. OF' KXAN.S,
037 EJ OCLAV (SIL vHI'IN/CREEDE DISTHIRtf .AxD
SAN JUAN 20 (;.ADAN'), C(lTUX)
P1 -MOHRIS, H.T., U.S.G.S., CALIF.
03 EJ GCREAT SAGE PLAIN (LISbtON VUALU), -TAH/
CO 0RADO
PI - SHAWE, D.R., U.S.C.S., D'XER,
PI - BROKAW, A.
039 EX EAST'ERN HlEAR 'iUUH ULINTAINS, *OII.NG/
MONTANA
P1 - ROA4N, I..C., U.S.G.S., IF.%- R,
040 DK CASCADE LNT.TAINS (CA:SCADE} GCLACIL SIT'E),
WASH IMN(5t
P{ - CA4MPEL., W.J., U.S.G.S., TACt.A,
PI - I'lER, M.F., U.S.G.S., TACU[^4,
041 t'X NESABI RANGE, MINNES.TA
PI - SIMS, P.K., MiINN. G.S., MINNEAPAIS
PI - REEVES, R., U.S.G.S., DEL\ER,
042 FK (fl'AWA NAT'IONAL UIRkEST (CCEBITIC RAGE),
MICHIGAN
P1 - TRT, V., U.S.G.S., WA.S., D.C.
PI - REEvES, R., U.S.G.S., D'2%ER,
043' G CHICAGO. ILLINOIS
P I - GARRI.SON, W.IF., N.RIH'ESTERN U.,
PI - MRH:ULF, UR. D.F., NCRl1fAESTHl N LNIV.
044 WG PLUXE, INDIANA
P1 -MACDONAD, R.B., PtRdXE tNIVlESITl,
Pi - LANUGHEBE, D., PtUXAE L\I.RHSI1T,
PI - HUFFER, H.M., PRLUE. LNFIWFHSVIT,














045 Wd ORANGE, VIRGIN;IA
Pi - DElL.WIG, L.F., U. OF KANSAS,
046 W ASIEVIULE, NMORT CAROLINA
Pi - PEPLIES, R.W., tE. TENN. STAlE UNIV.,
PI - WMORIA, S., U.S.G.S., WA.-., D.C.
047 WG MRlE BHEACCH, S(AIIiH CAMOLINA
040 W SAN PABLO HER'SE.HOIR, CALIlOtRNIA
Pi - PETir,I, L.H., UNIV. OF' CALIF.,
.PI - LAUt, D.T., LNIV. OF C.AIl-T.\I I,
P1 - C(OLELL, R.N., U. OF CALIUOLHNIA,
049 DJ DAVIS CALIFURNIA
P1 - &iLELL, R.N., U. OF CALIIOUNIA,
050 DJ DONNER PASS, CALIIFIR14
Pi - LcON, R.J.P., STA'iRUHD LUIV.,
051 EJ FMESQUITE SET)i.l'%TAY, AR12U4.
P! -QLADE, J., tlMACKA SCIXX. OF' I'NES,
PI - LINTZ, J., IACKAY SCH-UL OF' 1Im-ES,
052 EJ NEVADA AEC
Pi - MI.tIS, R.H., U.S.G.S., DeNNVtR,
053' EJ SPANI.SH PEAKS, C(LX.(I)'/CEAR CITY, L'UtA
P - WYANT, D.
054 EJ SNKE CREEK DS.ETWIVHIER, t', lAH
Pl - R(RT1'S, R.J., U.S.C.S., CAL.IF.
PI -CRIITEENVEN, M., U.S.G.S., CA*LIF.
055 EJ H HRAS4 lA ,SI, NEVAD!
PI - RO8ININE, C.J., U.S.G.S., WASH. D.C.
05-6 DJ MI'.LASSEN, CALIFIURNIA
P1 - LYON, R.J.P., ST'WtURD hNIV.,
PI - QUADE, J.., MACKAY SCHIU. L OF MINES,
057 IHH HAWAII
Pl - LYON, R.J.P., STANIRD UNIV.,
P1 - EEVES, R., U.S.G.S., LINVER,
05$ EJ VALLES CAMDRA, NE-t WICY)
Pi - MOXIAM, R.M., U.S.G.S., VIRGINIA
059 WEJ TOBIN RAIU\E, NEVADA
P1 - SL/Bl S, D.L., NIKAY SCHOOL OF M.
060 t) DIXIE VALLE:, NEVADA
Pi - SLhIXNS, D.1., tMlA KAY SCH Of' M.
061 D THE GEYSERS, CALIPUN'IA
PI - MOX'M, Rh.M., U.S.G.S., VIRGINIA
06:2 W MW. SHASTA, CALIIFORNIA
Pi - HDXtM, R.M., U.S.G.S., VIRGINIA
063 DJ NEMIBtIY CRA'rEHS, O(MAON
P1 - SWANSON,. D., U.S.G.S., CALIF.
Pi - WALIKEQ, G.w., U.S.G.S., CALIF.
PI - NOXHi'b, R.M., U.S.G.S., VIRGINIA
064 W CENTRAL CA .CADE HAC, E, OHU;ON
PI - WALR, G.K.,  .S.G.S., CALIF.
P1 - SWANS.N, D., U.S.G.S., CALIF.
065 OK MT. H(1OD, ORl;ON
PI - SWANSON, O., U.S.G.S., CAL.IF.
P - WALhER, G.W., U.S.G.S., CALIF.
P1 - MOIkAM, RM .U S.G.S., HVIRGINIA
066 DK MT. ADAMTS, WASH.1III.'N
Pi - *WAUh , G.W., U.S.G.S., CALIF.
Pi - SWANSON, D., U.S.G.S., CALIF'.
Pi - MIONX4, R.M., U.S.G.S., VIRGINIA
067 DK M. S'T. HSi1.4S, WASHlrIO')iN
Pi - WALER, G.W., U.S.GC.S., CALIiF.
P! SWANSON, D., U.S.G.S., CALIF.
P! - O)HAM, R.M., U.S.G.S., iIRGNIA1
068 K M'. RAINIER, WASHINGIl
Pi - ALKE'R, G.W., U.S.G.S., CALIF.
P - SWANSON, D., U.S.G.S., CAL.IF'.
Pi - MXI-t4,, R.M. U.S.GS., VIRGINIA
069 DK NT. BAKER, WASHI-NI'!ON
PI - SWA.SO, D., U.S.G.S., CALIF.
Pi - WALKER, G.W., U.S.G.S., CALIF.























070 HJ HUPKI N1U-MI Lf.URD/TIELUON/(0IANE,
MASSACK3 SE`TS
P1 - PACE, L.R., U.S.G.S., WASH., D.C.
Pl - 'OLDAL, RH.., U.S.G.S , ,ASS.
071 F. HOPI BLM'l'lS, ARIlYIA
PI - )SCH , .A , G..G U S.G.S., A/RIILA
072 EJ COSO HUT SPRINGS, 'A*LII..HIA
Pi - A:STIN, H., U. O' CALIF., SCRIPPS
P - GAWARE'KI, S.J., U.S.G.S., VIR;INIA
P1 - AUSTIN DR.. C.F., NAVAL WEAPONS CAL.
073 EJ LYhN DIS1RICU', NEVlD:A
Pi -OAWAREXKi, S.J., U.S.G.S. VIRGINIA
PI - ROBEn'S, R.J., U.S.G.S., CALIF'.
074 WJ HITNU, CALIFFRNIA
075 EJ (OLtDFI'D, NEVaDA
P1 - LYON, R.J.P., STANJF H) LUIV.,
PI - M(XKE, R.K., UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS,
PI -ASHLEY, H., U.S.G.S., CALIF.
PI.- .ALBEMS, J.P., U.S.G.S., CALIF.
076 FJ GAMRME CITY;, KANSkS
Pi - MO3RAIN, S.A., ,NI1VESi"!N OUI' KNSAS,
PI - SIM.NETr , D.S., NIV.. (' KANSAS,
PI - 40URE, R.K., LNIER;SIT'' (*' KANSAS,
PI - HOLT."N, J., U. F' I..ANS,
077 GJ NIR':-DI.U, VIRGINIA
07 W CL.tEI. AN.D ,(XXt'I, IRTH C:-ULINA
PI - (NINTREEI', W.C.
079 CJ Ml*VIMt N, KEN.VILKt1
PI - RICHARDS, P.W., U.S.G.S., KEhN'ILKY
0$0 EJ BIG PIE F'AUL.T, CALIFU NIA4
PI - SLk'qtS, D.B., k'-% KA) SH CIIUOL OF M.
0#I WJ T. M!RRISO( FAL'LT, CALI.NtlIA
P1 - SI.klM4NS, D.B., bC'KAi SCHOOUL tI' m.
0g2 EJ ALVORD VALU.E, OCREUN
P1 - WALKJER, d.., U.S.G.S., CALIF.
083 FJ IRONU1% , MIS.SCIRI
PI - GUILD, P.*., U.S.G.S., WASH., D.C.
084 EJ ALAMOSA, X10L1RADO
PI - DIl'LWIG, L.F., U. OF' KANSAS,
0$5 FJ LAWl .'CE, hKASAS
Pi - SLNLNE.', D.S., UNIV. t(' KANSAS,
0$6 HJ AALCS ISLE, t*]tLDA
Pt - HOLLINERH, J.P., NAVAL RESEARtL LAA.
PI - ASTIN, R., U. OF CALIF., SCHIPPS.
PI - GHAHHA, A.L., U.S. NAVAL OF'ICE
PI - I IROE, R.K., uIV SI' ( OF KANSAS,
Pi - PIUISON, W.J., JR., Nt'* YOHK UNIV.,
PI - WILLIAMS, C.F., JR., L-IV. OF' MIAI,
087 JK GOOSE BAY LABRADOR
PI - IA1r 6 , H.J.
P1 - GHAHWRH, A.L., U.S. NAVAL UOF"ICE
Osi' FJ MISSISSIPPI V-ULLE, MISSOClI/'I'ENNESSEE
PI - D'AGOSTI.N, J.P.
Pi - IEY, A.
09 EK BLACBIRD DISTRItT, IDAHO
PI -CANNE, F'.C., U.S.G.S., DENVER,
090 EK ALIERTN, I NTA'A
PI - ULS, J.D., U.S.G.S., DENVER,
091 EK TOAUCXX) RWOTr LNTAIN, MONTAA
Pi - AGNEW, A.A'.
092 HH PLWERT RICO
PI - IH:RIHILL, H.L., JR., U.S.G.S., 11:.
PI - SIMOIn1'r, D.S., UNIV. Of' KANSAS,
PI- POIICN, F.C., uhiV. OF' MICHIGAn,
P! - MH1I4E, MR. D.FP., MITHWESTEIRN UNIV.
Pi - LLUW, D.S., UNIV. Of' MICHIGAN,
P! - BRIOGS, R.P., U.S.G.S. t.HIIlO RICO





















093 ML PT. BARiM, ALASKA
Pl - CA.,PLUL]L, *.J., U.S.i..S., 1'.,X)A,
PI - KE'I M, R., NAVAL, H. 'EAH LAB.,
Pi - PRUIT, E.L., U.S. DEPI'. OF NAV"
P! - ROUSE, J., TEXAS A+M LUN*UIISII1,
Pl - W4LKER, H., L.S.U., A'IU RI WAGE, IA.
PI - MC L.ERAXN, J., U.S. AR4Y' I"NjINEU.S
094 (W NORTEAST PENNS¢LVANIA (PEAT }X;JS)
PI - CAMtHON, C.C., U.S.G.S., WASH., D.C.
095 GH EVERGLADLS, ILRIDA
Pl - KOLIPINSKI, M.C., U.S.G.S., MIAMI,
096 EJ DIXIE/FISH LAKE NATIONAL UHE'ST, tIfAHI
Pl - WILLIAMS, P.L., U.S.G.S., DENEXHU
Pl - HACKMAN, R.J., U.S.G.S., W4,SH., 6.C.
097 HJ CAPE COD/IARITA'S VINEYARD,
MASSAC1HSE'S
PI - CRONIN, J.F., APIRL, MASS.
09 CGH HOiMSTEAD, I2HRILA
PI - COPNJR, DR. H., LA.
099 GH F1R1IDA S'TRA 1TS
Pl - WILLIAMS, H. LUNIV. OF' OGrON,
Pi - WILLIAMS, Gi'., JR., UNIV. OF MIAmI,
PI - C(X UOD, A., MlT, CAIBRIDGE, &ESS.
100 FJ HOT SPRINGS, ARKNSAS
101 EIJ NAi F'RANCISC() VUAL'IC FIk]DS, &RIZ01%4
PI - CHICK, R NASA/mSC HV:ASlUN, 'ICkAS
Pi - SCHAR, G.G., U.S.6.S., ARIZ(%4
G02 J STpATENVILLE, GUHGIA/LA3J, CITY, FWRIDA,
PHOSPHATE
P! - CATHCART, J.H., U.S.tG.S., LDEWVR,
!03 GH CRYSTAL RIVtR, FLlRI1A
P1 - CATdART, J.B., U.S.G.S.,  .S., D R,
104 GH WALIt'LJA/'tAMPA, llt ICD
PI -CA'TCART, J.B., U.S.G.S., DENVER,
105 CH CRESCEN' BEACH SLU1R1INE SPRINO, FILJRIDA
P1 - KOHUbI, FI.A., U.S.G.S., MIAMI,
106 GH CLEARWAT .R/NAPLKES SLtMARINE SPRING,
P! - KOCIrUT, F.A., U.S.G.S., MIAMI, FL]A.
107 GH CAPE SA4LE .LiniARINE SPRINM, FILRIDA
P1 - KOHOUT, F.A., U.S.G.S MlMIl
10$ GH Ctl..'l AREA SLtM4ARINE SPHRIji, FluRIIU)
PI - KOHOLT, F.A., U.S.G.S., MIAMI,
Pi - KOLIPINSKI, M.C., U.S.G.S., Ml1ml,
109 FJ SIElRRA K MDA, 'tE.AS
P! - WILSHIRE H.G., U.S.G.S., LENUR,
110 ,K( CLARK FURK, II-HO
P1 - ARRISON, J.E., U.S.G.S., L~VE],
Ill EJ MEFT M.NTAIN, (XXUHctW
Pi - SINEEW.4LD, O.D.
112 EJ 1 OR'1AST RANGE, CO(JLJADO
Pi - RADOCK, W.A., LNIVEIsrn OF cow..
113 G) FAIR1TEVILE, NW11H CAROLINA/NEMPOR',
1111IESSEE
P - ROWAN, L.C., t.S.G.S., 'DENVER,
114 EJ WHITE SAND, N.. EW XICO 
Pi - KRE ,, H., U.S.G.S., CALIF.
Pi - 4ASUSKY, H.
115 EJ NEW MEXICO MINERAL AND STlICILRAL BtLTS
PI - BACHA, G.O., U.S.G.S., lE:NW,
Pi -JOHNSON, R.B., U.S.G.S., DUIEVkR,116 EJ GREAT . L4A'L E,, IT AH
Pl - ARNW T.
117 EJ LAKE CACIH IA, CALI FJRNIA
P1 - SKIBIT71E, H., U.S.G.S., PHOENIX,118 FK MISSOLRI RI E, Rh iAKHL'A
P - RSKIN, H., U.S.G.S. BISWHcK, N.D.


















120 FJ LAKE COLORADO CITY, TEXAS
PI - HARIEtK, G.i., JR. U.S.G.S. (LO.
121 GH EFFmI.l'S AND PMAJOR RI ViLS, LWISIANA
PI - MEADE, R.H.
12] HJ MILLERS RIVER, MASSACI.'SE'TrS
Pi - WIESNET, D.R U S .G.S., ST1UN,
!23 HJ MERCK RIMAC VER; 4SSACHSiq'S
PI - WIESNEIT, D.R., U.S.G.S., HOSlUN
124 OJ DELMARVA PEN INSLUA, DELAWAHEMARLW Ab/
VIROINIA
PI - WHITE, W.F.
Pl - OrIUN E., U.S.G.S., TUWSON, MD.
Pi- HO-LLYY, E.F., U.S.G.S., M.D.
125 GJ RWA3O RESRVOIR, NORTH1 Cc-ALINA
Pi - 1: N J.F., U.S.G.S., N.C.
Pi Gi.[b, G.C., U.S.G.S., N.C.
126 GK M4ARUiTTE/REPU;LIC THCHS, MICHiGA(N
P - WHITTrEN, E.H., NORTIIES''"ERN UNIV.,
127 (J JOHNSON O*Y GRAVEL 1EST, INDIANA
PI - BLAKELY, R.F., INDIANA G.S.,
P1 - CAHR, D.D., INDIA\A G.S.,
120 GH MISSISSIPPI DELTA, LJUISIANA
P1 - MC INTIRE, W.S., L.S.U., A'IUN R(X1.E
Pi - CA1TE, C.E., U.S. COA.ST GLAHD, 4ASH.
Pi - CAPURRO, L.R.A., TEXAS A + e,
129 FJ ARKANSAS BASIN
Pi - HALE. B.R., U.S.G.S ISNVIEW, COW.
PI HENDRICKS, '.A., U..S:.S., DINV1R,
130 EJ SOI'tERN CALII'ORNIA
PI -BIADEN, L.W., U. Of' CALIFRNNIA,
PI - PEASE, DR. R., LNIV. UO"CALIF.,
132 GH NEW ORLEAFNS LUJISIANA
Pi - X]RL, S., U.S.G.S., WASH., D.C.
PI - MARBLE, DR. D.F., NROH11-WEST1RN UNIV.
PI - MALLON, J.H., (EP, WASHINJIUTN, D.C.
133 W. MICHOLD, LUbISIANA
P1 - MAL, I HN, JH OEP, WASHIG;1UN, D.C.
134 GJ SLIDELL, LOUISIANA
Pi - MALLON, J.H., OEP, WASHINGTU7N, D.C.
135 DJ HARVEY VALLEY, CALIRFIRNIA
'PI - COL*WLL, R.N., U. F' CALIF1URNIA,
PI - CARNEUGIE, D., UNIV. OC CALIF'.,
136 HI NAVY ACHES
PI - BATES, C.C., U.S. NAVY DEPT., WASH.
1371 J MISSISSIPPI TEST FACILI1T
P! -I oLLON, J.H., OEP, WASHINGTUN, D.C.
PI- NRIOH, G., U.S.G.S., WASH., D.C.
13 HJ GL.FSTREAM NORnH
P1 - NELSCN, R.M., ESSA, ROCKVILLE, M.D.
139 eJ ST' 'I' SPRINGS, COIAtADO
P1 - SE1GE]RS1MI, K., U.S.G.S., ULNvER,
140 EJ BISHOP, CALIItUIRNIA
PI - RCOR, D.F., U.S.G.S., CA.IF.
Pi - SlHHIDAN, M.F., ARIZONA S'TATE LUIV.
141 GJ CHAWLESTON/COUI31IA, Sun'I CAROLINA
PI - COLULLH N, DR. D., U. OF S.C.
142- J DELAWARE ESTlARY, PENNSVLVANIA/NEW
JERSEY
PI - PAULSO, R.W., U.S.CGS., PHIL. PA.
P! - WHITE, T.E., U.S.G.S., PHIL. PA.
143 CL COOK INLET, ALASKA
PI - BARN.IL], W., U.S.G.S., ALASKA
Pi - F-l.lll, A.J., U.S.G.S., ALASKA
-144 FJ WISCONSIN SAND PLAINS
PI - bTANGLAND, H.O.
Pl - fWEKS, E.P., :.S.C.S., MADIS.O, WIS.
145 GH GLtF cOST SPRINGS, 'SiNHIDt


















146 GH ALdAFIA AND PEACE HIRL.HS, I-LUIIRD
PI - COKER, A.E., U.S.U.S., T'AtPA, FlA.
147 CH LAKES/TAMPA, FIRID4
PI - STEWART, J.W., U.S.G.S., Tl.FPA, FI-A.
148 Wi LEHIGH RIHVER, PENNSNL'vJIA
P1 - WOLD, C.R., U.S.G.S., PA.
149 FJ BLACK HIUS, SW.lIH DAKOTA
PI - 801tES, C.G.
Pt - HilE'R,, R.C., PACIFIC S.W. IFtRFST'
150 GJ PAMLICO SOLDD, NORTH CAROLINA
Pi - iERRIHILL, H.L., JR., U.S.G.S., TEX.
151 IH LNC ISLAND, NEW YORK
Pi - PLUIO'SKI, E.J. U.S.G.S., WASH.
P - COHENi, P., U.S.G.S., M~EOLA, N.Y.
152 IU BARNEGAT BAY, NEW JERSEY
PI - ANDERSON, P.W., U.S.G.S., N.J.
Pi - SLUITZSKI, S., U.S.G.S., N.J.
153 G. ANNAPOLIS, MARYLAND
PI - BARBEhENN, DR. K., SNIITHSONIAN INST.
P! - BU-CHNER, H.
154 EJ AMBOY CRATER, CALIFORNIA
PI - CHIK , H., NASA/MSC, HIUS'IUN, TEXAS
155 (H GUY COAST FISHERIES
P - DRhENNAN, K.L., FISHERIES, MISS.
P1 - NORRIS D.
PI - GR.lA\EL, , , NASA/MSC, Ha-S'lvN
PI - ULLIS, H., FISHERIES, MISS.
156 DK WIND RIVER, WASHINC1GUN
P - WAR, J.F., 1PORTAND, OIUON
!57 FJ BHORREIO SPRINGS, CALIUHRNIA
P1 - CLARK, M., U.S.G.S., WASH., D.C.
P! - W(UE, E., U.S.G.S. CALIF.
1.58 FH COiRPUS CtISTI, iXlASiGUl OF' (W XICO
PI - HOLLINIR, J.P., NAVAL, RESEAHL LAB.
P - WILLAsMS, G.F JR UNIV. OF MIAMI,
159 DI HORSEFLV MNlh'NTAIN, AIN
PI - SIMONET'I , D.S., INIV. OF KANSAS,
160 JK NEWRLIWAND C&AST (AitLENTIA)
Pi - PIESON, W.J. , JR., NEW YORK UNIV.,
P! - WILLIAMS, G.F., JR., UNIV. OF M.IAMI,
161 HJ RARITAN RIVIER, hNEW JERSE
Pi - ANDE.]SN, DR. R., A*tRICAN UNIV.
P! - ANIYHSON, P.W., U.S.G.S., N.J.
P1 - SLBITZSKY, S., i.S.G.S., N.J.
162 CH Bl.,A BANKS, FJJlII.A
P! -CIONRW, A., MIT, CA*:RIUL;E, iA~SS.
163 GH BISCAYNE EBA , -I.URII)
PI - CONROU, A., MIiT, CAtU8HIWUE, qA.SS.
Pl - KaLL, ., E., W OI(K LNIhEHSITI,
Pl - NORRIS, D.
Pi - POLCIN, F.C. LNIV. OF' MICHIG.N,
164 GH BOCA RAITN/M I LE 6 .LA.E:, FWJRIVA
P - LA , R. J, UR. ., iUHIDA A'TL'IC I:.
PI - IIRL IN, G.L;, U.S.G.S., ARIZONA
165 GJ DESERLE -ST. MARRKS, 'FIRI'DA
Pi - PRIUN.I, M.C., JR., UNIV. OF GEORGI.A,
166 LL NORTH ATANTlC
P1 - EVANS, D., NASA/MSfC, HLtSIUN, T'lXAS
P - MOE, R.K., NIVIERSIf' OF' KNsAS,
P - PIERSON, W.J., JR., NEW O1K L, IV.,
167 GJ LAKE MICHIGANW
Pi - LO(E, D.S., IV. OF' MICHIGANC
Pi -PULCYN, ..C., UNIV. OF' IlHIGAN~,
168 OG PATLUXLVi RI VER, MARlAND
PI - ANIDERSON, R. R., ANERICAN UNIV.169 OH 1..RID04 KEYS
P1 - LATHAM, DR. J., F-RIDA AlANTl'IC U.
PI- POLCN, F.C., NIV. OF' MICHIGAN,
PI - )HHi S, D.






















170 EJ .SHEP XOJN'AIN, W1O11iNG
171 i.H SABINE LAKE K1SUAH, kTEXAS/LCJISIANA
Pi - HAHL, D.C. U.S.G S HUUSIiUN, 1.
Pi - RATZLAFIF', K.W., U.S.G.S., HOUSlLU,
172 UH YUCATAN PENlhNSULA, MEXICO
P - KENDRICKS, L.
P - LLUE, D.S. UNIV. OF MICHIGAN
P - POLCN, F .C., UNIV. OF' MICHIGAN,
173 CH GULF LOOP
PI - CAPtURO, L.R.A., TEXAS A + M, TEXAS
174 CJ WALLOPS ISLAND VIR;IiNIA
Pi - CARR, D.D., I.NDIANA U.S.,
P1 - FT.UThR, D., XASA/WALLOPS STATION,
PI - PINNhEWEL, J.D., PHIUX)-,RRD, VA.
175 IH HOUSTON, TEXAS, AREA
P1 -McRLAGA, S. U.S.O.S., WASH., D.C.
P - WHITIEEAD, V., NASA/MSC, HOUSTON,
P1 - GRAYEAL, O., .ASA,/btSC, TEXAS
Pi - CEFSTNtOD , C.m., kASA/.SkC, E'IEAS
PI - BOVAV, H., HVAV ENLNIElERS, INAC.,
176 HJ NEW ENGILAND
PI -SIMPSON, R.B., DaIWUL1tXH Wk'LL-.E,
177 G1J TENiESSEE VAL.LE-
P1 - PEPLIES, R.W., E. 1,NN. STATE UNIV.,
P! - WITHER, R., El. TLN. -TAE LUNIv.,
17P FJ MILL CREE(, AOK.Ly4H
P1 - ROWAN, L.C., U .S.G.S. , VXCOL).
Pi - SCHRE'R, G.C.,LKS.G.S., .., ARIZL
PI - CANNIN, P.J U S G.S., ,RIZONA
179 FM LAGUNA MADRE AND CIRP 'S 'TI, L.AS
P1 - BERRIHILL H.L., JR., U.SG..S., TEX.
PI - MASON, C.C., h/iSAMSC, HI'iSIENi, 11X.
180 EJ GARNET blKUNTAIN, ARIZONA
Pi - A.LCT P.M., USDA, WASHINFTOIN D.C.
P -GAWARkiKI, S.J., U.S.G.S., VIRhINIA
181 EPJ (XCOL1RAiX) RIVER DELTA, EXI:XCO
PI - MASON, C.C., NAA/MiSC, HOUS¶IUN, TEX.
1P2 CH WEST PALM BEACH, .LLHIDA
183 EJ LURDSBURG, NE rEXICO
PI - GAWARKI, S.J., U.S.G.S., VIRGINIA
184 FJ CHICKASHA KLA,(IA
PI -BiLANCI.HD BJ. USDA, (OKA04A
185 EJ BONANZA AREA, &OALRAiA
Pi - WL 'SE, DI. Ll'., CULO. SO'. OF MINES
P1 - REEVES, R., U.S..G.S., D0%VER, COW.
186 EJ CLARK FURK, W(OMING
PI - ROWAN, L.C., U.S.G.S., DENVER, CULO.
187 HI BSTOUN, 1MASSACHiUSETS
Pi - C(NRJj A., MIT, CAMBRIDCE, MASS.
!'8 HJ NEW YORK BIGT''
PI - KI1LI M.G, NFW YORK UNIViERSITY,
1 9 W KLA.,ATH FALLS, uHEGUN
P1 - PET!INGER, L.R., bNIV. OF CALIF.,
190 GJ ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN
Pi - OLSUN C.E., JR., :NIV. OFC MICHIGAN,
191 GJ WAS.'IENAW &l.'TY, MICHIGAN
Pi - POLCYN F.C., UNIV. OF' MICHIGAN
PI - NALEPA, H.F., tNIVERSITY OF' MICH.
192 'JO !a~flam
P - LOWE, D.S. UNIV. OF' MICHIGAN
Pi POLCYN, F C., UNIV. OF' MICHIGAN,
PI - PEASE, DR. R., UNIV. OF CALIF.,
P - ALEXANDR, R.H., U.S.G.S., WASH.
193 DJ EL DORAX) FUtEST, CALIIH IA4
PI - LANLEY, P.OC., USDA, CALIF.
194 FJ DENVER, CULORADO
Pi - GRIFFITS, DR., T.M., U . UF' DENER,
195 FJ BROOKINGS, SUUWH DAKO1'A
















196 GK GRAND Sal:, MICHIGAN
Pl - GCOLItR,, M.J., I.S.G.S., AHIW'DNA
197 FK CHIPPE4A NATIONAL iUREST, MINE.'4IrA
Pl - JHISTON, J., U.S.G.S., WASH., D.C.
PI - ACE, A., uNiVEISmI' OF - M.I.NE`UrA,
Pi M-ER, M.P., U. OF MINNESOTA,
19§ Gi MISSISSIPPI SOiND
P1 - PItAND, R.O., NASA/MSC, HS1fN,
PI - CRA3EAL, G. NASA,/: HXLLS1IUN
199 IH GALVESTON I SLN;.'TEXAS
PI - GRABEAL, G., NASA/MSC, HOUSTION, JX
200 FJ KERR COLtY, ;ThxS
P1 -HILDS, L.,  SAC, X.J'SIUN, TEXAS
201 GJ MECHAN ICSHRG, PENNSILVAN IA
Pi - MALL/N, J.H., OEP, WLHIr1UNS , D.C.
202 FH PT. CG*tIT, TEXAS
Pl - N41JFN, J.H., OEP, WASHINGiroN, D.C.
203 FJ GRANITE CITY, ILLIhU IS
PI - MdLLON, J.H., OEP, WASHIMIijUN, D.C.
204 GJ BYNM, ALABAMA
Pi - MALLN, J.H., (EP, WASHIMfliNN, D.C.
205 'J BATON RLLGE, LU ISI.ANA
PI - MLLU N, J.H., OEP, WA.SHI: LSI'UN, D.C.
206 GJ MUSCLE SHOALS, ALAiJAW
Pl - MANLLN, J.H., (EP, WASH INlUON, D.C.
207 IE MOSES LAKE, WASHIllGTUN
P1 - MAIERiOFER, C.R., W.ASH., D.C.
20P 01 BARABOU, WISCONSIN
PI - cWFIE1D, T.W., U.S.G.S., DENVER,
209 FJ FORT APAC'HE/SAN CARLOS INDIAN
RESERVATION ARIZ ONA
Pi - LL. A. U.S. DEPT. OF INTERIOR,
Pi - CLER, A., U.S.G.S., WASH., D.C.
PI - AST, C., LR. OF' INDIAN AF.}AIRS,
210 EJ IMPERIAL VALLEY, CALIFUH1NIA
Pi - COLWELL, R.N., U. OF CALIitMHNIA,
P1 - BOWEi, L.W., U. OF CALITR%1IA,
211 Pl - WRAY, J., U.S.G.S., WASHINGITh, D.C.
SAN F'RANCISCO BAY AREA, CALItILHNIA
P! -WRAY, J., U.S.G.S., WASHI;711/N, D.C.
PI - RUSS, D.S., WUD HOLE OCEAN. IN'1T.
PI - WC CUICH, D.S., U.S.G.S., CALIF.
PI - MOORLAG, S., U.S.G.S., WASH., D.C.
Pi - GRANTZ, C., U.S.G.S., CALIF.
Pi - CAUSON, P., U.S.G.S.
P1 -CAUSUON, P., U.S.G.S.
212 FJ MARATHON, TEXAS
P1 - STEFFISON, R., NASA/MSC, H(UST'U,
213 F'J COLORADU RIVR, '11'EXAS
PI - CHESN1TW0OD, C.M., NASA/MSC, HUL!S'%UN
214 EH CGLF OF CALIFURNJA
PI - LA VIOLETUE, P.A., WASH., D.C.
215 HJ LCNG ISLAND SOLND, NEW ORHK
PI - RUXL2,ES F.H., JR., U.S.G.S., CONN.
216 FR JAMESTOWNi, H6 ITi DAUI'A
Pi - JISHlDOIN, J., U.S.G.S., WASH., D.C.
2117 G ATLANTA, GEORhIA*
PI - MURLAG, S., U.S.G.S., WASH., D.C.
Pi - 1HULE, R.C., PACIFIC S.%. FOREST
P! - ALDRICH, H.C., PACIFIC S.W. -OHEST
218 PJ SIOUX FALLSj SUTH DAIkOTA
P1 - MYLS, V.I., SOUITH DAKOTA S'ATE U.
219 CL BEAUwuRT SEA, A.LASKA
PI - MOORE, R.K uNIIVESInT OF KANSAS,
220 E Ii I.JHUACHUC, ,k1ZrA
P - POU1UN, C.E.,. ORC ON S'TATE UNIV,
Pi - LtlrFR R.M., U.S.G.S., WASH. D.C














221 UK KAII NATIONAL MOUM.ET, ALASKA
Pl - HATIRE, N., LANKILE RESAR;H CUlR.
Pi -DROPPtSN H.D., NASA/iSC, HILKS1UN,
222 FH BIG BEND NATIONAL PARK, 'EXAS
Pi -AMSt.HY, D., NASA/MSC, HOUSTUN,
223 FJ VAN IKORN, TEXAS
Pl - AMSLAURY, D NASA/MSC, HJUSTON,
.224 W JA'WS RIVER, VIR;lNIA
Pi - ANIERSN, P.W., U.S.G.S., N.J.
Pi -PA.LSON, R.W., U.S.G.S., PHIL., PA.225 EJ RIVER1SIE, CALIFORNIA
2206 J PElRIA, ILLINO)IS
227 FJ WITCHITA FLLAUS, TEXAS
PI - RLAQ, S., U.S.G.S., WASH., D.C.
220 FJ HIDLA)., TIAS
229 IH NLEW HAVEN, OX'NETlRICaT
230 GJ WASHIiNGD1N, D.C.
231 CJ PONTIAC, MICHIGah
232 WJ AUIORA, ILLINMIS
233 GH TAMPA, IURIDA
234 FJ CEINR RAPIDS, IOlA
235 EJ SALT LAKE Clim, LT414
236 DK SEATRl, WASH I MIUN
237 HH VIRGIN ISLAND
P1 - ASON, C.C., 4ASA/MSC, HUS'IT,
PI - oXD, W., miCHIGAN STATE LNIV.,
PI - XOD, B.
Pi - GCARErT, W.D., NAVAL RESEARCH LAB.,
Pl - CAPURO, L.R.A., IEXAS A + M,
23$ FJ LUUBCK TEXAS
Pi - WI lN, J.H., (EP, WASHIMNt,1, D.C.
239 GJ LAKE ONTAHIO, U.S./C.AADA
Pi - KLXCDO L, J., CAMA
PI - DrrSCH, ., U.S.G.S., WSH., D.C.
240 HI CATIART N(,TTAI, iCINE
241 FH E4GLE PASS, TEXAS
242 FJ 4ANITUU COLOADO
Pl - DRISCOLL, H.S., U.S. FUtEST SERVICE,
243 EJ STANISLAUS NATIONAL IUREST CALIFI-RNIA
PI - LAK-, P.G. USDA, SDA, LIF.
24, CJ CEnIRAL AIIANTIC QiA'TAL AHEA
PI - GOOUDLL, H., U . OF VIRGINIA,
Pi - PALLSON, R.W., U.S.G.S., PHIL. PA
Pi - L, S., IU.S.G.S., WASH., 6.C.
PI - DlIEL, J. US.G.S.
PI - AN ON, DR. R. , *.RICAN ,IliV.
245 EJ NWaJ;, A
Pi - OFiEELD T.W., U.S.G.S., R
246 EJ GILA RIVER, ARIZONA
PI -' lRNER, R.m.., U.S.G.S., WA.-., D.C.
247 OH AUIEC/ANSHMD ISLAMD, BW4HDS
Pi - ZAITrFV J.B., NAS.SA/IMC, H(USTO,
PI - S'TRES, L. NAVOCEAIO, 4..H., D.C.
24 i G NHRTH CAHOLINA ' T
P1 - MAIRS, R., 'NAVCEAN, A.SH., D.C.
249 GJ GUYANT'E RIlR, WEST VIRGIIIA
P - BONN1, R., WHAHLL UNIVERSITM,
250 GJ INDIANA GRAIN BFLT
PI - MCDONALD, H.B., PUUJ1E UIIV1]SITY,
251 GJ DESTIN, I1..ORIIDA
PI - MC INTIRE, %.S., L.S.U., Ita'lN HUCLE
252 G1J CESAPINAKE BAY, iRlAtIUl/V lIRG IPi - BELVfE, J., NASA/.WALLOPS ST., NA.
253 FH CEX.RAL GUWF COASTAL AREA
P1 -b ![R23, S., U.S.G.S., WASH., D.C.
PI - WRA, J.j U.S.G.S, WA.;HI,%TN, D.C.
254 PI - A J, , U.S.G.S., WA.SHII10XN, D.C.
CALIFORNIA iASTAL AREA
PI - WAY, J., U.S.G.S., WASHIO;WIU" , D.C.




















255 FJ NORTH HIGH PLAINS, SI,1TH DAKLT'A
PI - MELRS, V.I., SOUTH DAKir'A STATE U.
256 FH TRINITY 1A, 1TEXAS
Pi - ZAITZErT, J.B., hASA/MSC, H(tUSTUN,
257 'J TRINIT1 RIViE; TEXAS
P! - LU4ANOVSKI, E.J., 119TIS TECH,
Pi - TALLOR, P.
25e GJ PITISBtRG, PENNS[LVANIA
259 EJ ARETS (ARIZONA RI]IO(IAL EOXLOICAL. TEST
SITE)
260 EJ CALIIORNIA (FEATIR RIVER PROJE )
261 'EJ JORNAUA BiU.E, NEW NEXICO
262 FJ AEh'TED REOCK, TEXAS
263 F'J (.A)ALUPE MTS, IEX/N.M.
264 EJ PAINM'D DESERT/PERIFIEI ) H F 'HEST, ARIZFNA
265 GH LOUISIANA GLUY (XCST
266 GJ EVANSVILLE, INDIANA
267 FJ JUNCTION CIT, 'ITXAS
26$ DJ MT. DIABLD, CALILIUHNIA
269 FK KMRTH GREAT PLAINS, SOUTH DA[IfTA
270 GJ NORTHERN MISSISSIPPI
271 EJ RLACK., ML ARIt,;
PI - HEkES, W.
272 IFJ OLAHO:MA ClTY, OKLAHIOM
273 W ALL3GHANY RIVER, PEtN.SLVANIA '
Pi - ODULLASS, DR. R., PA. STATE UNIV.,
274 RI TEXAS GULF C(AST
Z75 FJ BIG SPRINGS, T1XAS
276 EJ SAN HERARDINO/ANIMIAS VALLEYS,
ARIIZOIA/N:W MEXICO
277 F'J CitN EFLT
27$ FNH FU*WlR GARDtNS (CORAL REEF')
279 GJ SnU1.AFSTElN MICHIGAN
2*0 W0 H;ILWALUEE/GRILEN BA CORRIDOUR
u2l GJ MSS TEST SI1TE
2*2 GJ INU;HA CCOLt , MICHIGAN
2$3 lH FLUR BLUW.F', TJEAS
701 FH EL (O/.TLALPUJAHi:A, NtXIC(
P! - DEL CAPO, C., A*XICO
·702 FHI IX'iLAN CE LS HEHVU' ES/LUi NI.LtI'I[X,
MEXICO
PI - VALLE, H., MEXICO
703 FHRI TCA IX1W.AHUACA, EgxICO
Pi - DE LA MCRA, J., HRA21L
P! - TRJWIUD, A., NEXICO
Pi - SANDUVAL , F. XICO
Pl - GARZA, G., EXIC
PI - FPIGkO, ., i t.I(X)C704 IHI CHAPIN;O, fMXI()
P1 - TAKE, J., MEXIC0
Pi - POHRAS, J., NIXI .)
PI - ,UNEZ, K., EXICO
P! - F_ 1AN R., 'EXI(C705 FH VERACRUZ, REXICO
PI-VASQU.Z A., ItXICO
706 FH PAPALOAPAN BASIN, EXICO
P! - RDRIQCEZ, A., ,IEXICO
PI - PENICHE, A., EXICO
PI -MARTINEZ, R., MEXICL
P/ - ALTAMIRANO, M., WEXICO707 IH IATROCIENP.G;AS, NXICU
PI - TEJ- , C.
70$ IH' SAN JCSE DE LAS RUSIAS, tMEXI0C
P1 - 'TEJIt,, C.710 dJH H1Wt-
PI - BARNEqT, T., NASA/MS,, H(1X;'iN,




























711 GH JAMAICA, WEST INDIES
801 JE CAMPINAS, BRAZIL'
PI - CUJO, A., BRAZIL
0Z KE IPEACS (Ki-47), BRAZIL
PI - CARVAL)O, L., HRAZIL
$03 KE QOADRILA'ERO FEHIFjU1NO, BRAZIL
Pi - OLIVEIRA, G., BRAZIL
e04 KE RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL
PI - PENNA, F.
PI - LANER, B., BRAZIL
e05 KE CAO BD RIO, BRAZIL
PI - A IDA, E., BRAZIL
$51 GF' PER (,EARTULIAE)
P1 -A/,81tY', D., NASA/MSrU, HI-:1i , ''X.
901 HE GREAT CCU R.HUI'I, AHGE.TI'I'A
Pi - MULalO, J., IN'TA, A.LTIhNA
992 FH FIRAN'T, (1EXA.)
993 GH TITUSVILLE, i-LLHII
PI - PILAND, R.O., NAS4/.SC, IOUST)N,
994 EJ EL PASO, TEXAS
PI - AISBlRY, D., .ASA/SC, 1(K'STN1 , 1EX.
995 FIJ ANSON/SNhDORE, 110'XS
99h F'J DiALLI/F'r. ORTH, '1EXAS
PI - C'i!M.S1w), C. M. ,4&A/'C, 1EXAS
P - KMXRLA, S., l.S.6.S., o*., D.C.
PI -SINlfTEl', O.S., LNIV. OF KhNSAS,
997 GH CAPE KENNEDY, I-LRIDA
P1 - UIXI.EiSTU, J., NASA./SC, 'I1-XAS
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087 16-21 APR 66 POSTFLICHT
130 8-11 AUI 66 PRFLJCT/FPTTFIlIGhI'
040
040 11-12 AID 66 PREFtlQT/POSTFLIHUI
019 30 AVU 66 PREFLIGHT/POSTFILIGaf
003 . lAIGH

































3 SEP 66 PREFLIGfl/POSTFLIGifl
19-22 SEP 66 PRELI'fT/POSTFLIGHT
11-12 OCT 66 PIEFLIGT/POSTFLIG.T
12 OCT 66 POSTFLIGIf
13 OCT 66 PRtLIGHT /POSTFLIGI
13 OCT 66 PREFLIQ;I/POSTFLIG'T
14 Ocr 66 PEI T/LI PFos.'L.HT
17 OCT 66 PRFIIGNT/POSTFLIGf
23 JAN 67 PR!EFLIGT/POTF1IQ.i
25-27 JAN 67 PRE1LIfFPOSTF IGT
22 JAN 67
21 FEB 67 PREFLIGT/POSTFLIGT
22 FE 67 P!EFI-IT
22-23 FE6 67 OSTFLIGH
23 FIR 67
24 FUE 67 PREFLIGHT/POSTMLII. f
14-16 MM 67 PIELI.If'/POSTFLIGIi'
21 WAR 61 PRIFOLIFr'/POSTFI,IOHT
21 4AR 67 PREFLIT'/PS"FlIM
22-24 4R' 67 PREFLIlmr/POSI-LiIr

















































































































7 .FE 68 PREFIIQIIT/POSlMLIorG
8 FEB 68 PREFI.irH
8im 68 PREFLIQHr
9 FIB 68 PREFLQIGH/P!TFQiGT











22 MAY 68 PRILI, IMHT/ POHsFICHT
23 MAY 68 PREFLI*GT/POSTF'.IGTr
23 MAY 68 PREtLICHT/POSTFLIGHT















































25 MAY 68 PREFLICT/POSTFLICHT
26 RAY 68 PREFLICI/POSTFLIHT
6 JUL 68 PREFLIGHT/POSTFLIGHT
CALIBRATION PANEL















19 DEC 68 PREFLIGHT/POSTFLIGHT
20 DEC 68 PREFLICIfT/POS1'LIG,.T
NR-10-FH-175-00074 EARTH R'SOI.JCES AIRCRAFT PROCRAM SCRE.NINC AND INWEXII.G
REPORT, FUTCTIONAL C*ECK FLIGHTS, FHUSILN AREA TESTS' SITE
175, JUNE 1965 TO DEC. 1969. REPORT NO. MSC-03726. NASA,
MNNW4 SPACECRAFT CENTE', HOUSTON, TEXAS. JAN. 1971, 121P
M-10-FH-998-00075 EARTH RESLURCES AIRCRAFT PROCRAM SCRENIN1 AND I)EMI l14
REPORT, FPUCTIONAL CHECK FlLIGHTS IN 1970. REPORT NO.
MSC-03740. NASA, NANNtD SPACECRAFT CENTER, KLUSTUN, TtXAS.
MARCH 1971. 68P.
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PART V - IMAGERY DATA
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029 PHOENIX, ARIZON A 12
049 DAVIS,CALIFUNIA 13
048 SAN PABLO RESERVOIR, CALI-URNIA 13
050 DOINN3E PASS, CALIFDRNIA 13
040 CASCADE FOJNTAINS, WASHF'INGTON 13
003 MO) CRATERS, CALIFRtlNIA 13
046 ASHEVILLE. 1ORTH CAROLINA 14
046 ASHtVILLE, NORTH CARDLINA 14
043 CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 14
043 CIICAGO, ILLINOIS 14
043 CHICAOO, ILLINOIS 14
032 WELASCO, TEXAS 16
032 RELASOD, EAS 17
029 PHOEIIX, ARI2N4A 19
086 ARUS ISLE, BERL4DA 20
086 ARI;US ISLe, BER4M 20
086 ARUS ISLE, uBEIM36 20
087 GOOSE BAY, LA3RAIDR 22
087 GOOSE BAY, LA1BRADIR 22
107 CAPE SABLE SUB4ARINE SPRINt, FLA. 23
10o U(I'lt, AREA StlWhINE: SPHI;, P1A. 23
095 A3..:.:.-:S , FI.ImDA 23
098 HtOMIKlEAD, Ft IIIA 23
106 CI'AlWAIER/NAPtKKS SltrHINE SPRINt, 23
F.t I DI.
107 CAPE SAFIE SL14AliRNE SPHIIIG, FLA. 23
000 MIAMI REWY 23
046 ASE'tVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA 23
106 CIEARATAER-1APLES SJtHIqARNE: SPRING, 23
URIRDA.
095 EVEGtA"I.S, FIRIDI 23
105 CRESCEIN B 'EAIC SUIMARINE SPRING 23
108 CUTlIR ARFA SIlIAREINe SPRIFN, FIA. 23





















































































































































Nl-20-FJ-011-00042 19-22 SEP 66
(M-20-B-e011-00043 19-22 SEP 66
MR-20-CJ-046-00044 10-14 OCT 66
1I-20-G0-099-00045 10-14 OCT 66
Ml-20-*4J-136-00046 10-14 OCT 66
M-20-O-046-00047 10-14 OCT 66
"R-2e0-G-0099-0048 10-14 OCT 96
























Ml-20-UJ-086-00064 22-25 JAN 67
PM-20-U-086-00065 22-25 JAN 67
SITE iE
043 CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
019 SON1A PASS, CALIFORNIA
020 ICKXS LAKE, CALIFORNIA
019 SOFCRA PASS, CALIFORNIA
020 E(CKS LA(E, CALIFORNIA
135 IARVEY VALLEY, CALIFIRNIA














011 YELnS!ONE NATIONAL PARK, W(hMII1/ 32
MWrANA/ I DA)
011 IYELLSTiE NATIONAL PARK, WVCMIHG/ 32
FOqANA/ I -HD
046 ASIEVILLE, hNITH CAR.IOLA 34
099 FRlRIDi STRAITS 34
138 a STE KUM 34
046 AS1EVIULL, iNOR CARMILIN 34
099 FRRIDl STRAITS 34
130 IF`SR E4 NORTH 34
032 UIASO. TEXAS 35
032 WELASO, TEAS 35
095 EV1 A.IES, FLORIDA 3
0986 ESA, FRORIIM 30
102 STATENVILLE/LAE CITY, FORIDA, 36
PHO6PHMTS
103 CRYSTAL RIVER, FIORIDA 36
104 uWWA/TAPA, FLaRIDA 36
095 EVE s, FUlGRIDI 36
098 HMESTEAD, FaRIDA 36
102 STATEhNVHILLE/LAE Cl', F.WRMIDA, 3i
103 CRVSTAL RIVER, FUHIID 36
104 WAL.ALA/TAMPA, FIORIDA 36
095 EvRCLADES., FURIMDA 36
095 EVEL ,D FILORI 36
086 ARWUS ISLE, 14DA 38
















I iLT I I4ND
FELT I 1A.%,D
ML TIAM)
i JLT I BNIqD













































































ULTI BAN I AFRD I N I'FARD) - T0 505sos








































1l-20-DJ-135-00084 17-18 OCT 67
NR-20-OK-156-00085 17-18 OCT 67
M1-20-DJ-159-00086 17-18 OCT 67
NR-20-W-020-00087 17-18 OCT 67
R-20-0*1-135-00088 17-18 OCT 67
t*-20-OC-156-00089 17-18 OCT 67
NR-20-DJ-159-00090 17-18 OCT 67
*M-20-FJ-076-00091 14-15 NN 67
NR-20-FJ-085-00092 14-15 NOV 67
NR-20-FJ-076-00093 14-15 NOV 67
NR-20-PJ-08S-00094 14-15 NOV 67
*R-20-FJ-076-00095 26 SEP 68
NR-20-FJ-076-00096 26 SEP 68
NR-20--G-132-00097 11 OCT 68
1R-20"C-132-00098 II OCT 68
SITE NAME
128 MISSISSIPPI DI.,TA, LOUISIANA
128 MISSISSIPPI DELTA,' LOUISIANA
099 FLORIDA STRAITS
108 tos Icr AREA SI.4MARINE SPRING, FLA.
099 FURI I DA STRAITS







048 SAN PABLO RESERVOIR, CALIFORNIA
156 WIND RIVER. WASHINGTON
048 SAN PABl RESEIRVOIR, CALIIORNIA
156 WIND RIVER, WASHINITON
146 ALAFIA AND PEACE RIVERS, FRIWDA
020 B.CKS LAKE, CALIFORNIA
135 HARVEY VALLEY, CALIFORNIA
156 WIND RIVER, WASHINGTON
159 HORSEFLY MOLNTAIN. OREXXN
020 EIClS LAKE CAL IFRNIA
135 HARVEY VALLEY, CALIFORNIA
IS6 WIND RIVER, WASHI.NGON
159 HORSEFLY MOXNTAIN. OREGN
076 GARCEN CITY, KANSAS
085 LAWRIECE, KANSAS
076 GARDFR CITY, KANSAS
085 LAWRENCE, KANSAS
076 GARDEN CITY, KANSAS
076 GARDEN CITY, KANSAS
132 NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA






































































































































































IP4ClRtY DATA FIIUI - MltTIIHAND CAMFRA (IITh - 9 IENS)
IMTE SITE Sl
ACCESSION NtMIER NO.
R-20-FH-175-00099 19 PAY 70 176S'Ht;SIN. TEXAS
ROLL LINE EXPU.R4E N.ItIE
0, 000- 026
* 2 *02 1- 211
* 0212 - 0216
0 5 021 - 0245
M-2-F1I-175-001006 I MY 70 175 "IOUTO , TAS
ROLL LIM EXPOSUIE M RS
I 000- 026
0 a 027- 211
* 0212 - 0210
* 5 0217- 0245
M-20-FH-175-00101 19 PIAY 70 175 HXSTN, 7EAS
FIL LIN EXJ'(OSP E NLIMERS
10 000 - 026
10 2 027- 211
10 0212 - 0210




130 IT1'X/1, 47 * 2E/45/21 . 57, H/W 5401, 6 IN.
ALTIllt)E SCALE RFI, lAKS
CAMiFtA TEST I-RA'1FS, NOT P.lyrlED.
1,800 FtL 1.3,600 t.LSTON SHIP CHANNEL AT PATHILK tHA9(x TO SlMS
BAtOU EAST 04F F*. 3.
COUNTIER MFJ-l'ClION BErTEEN LINES, C RAt*F 1IEST
.RA%4ES MIT PtIAl'lD.
5,250 MSL 1.10,500 OFF COAST OF GAL.VESTtON FACT WHI-. TO TEXAS CITY
SHIP CHIANNEL, U.XNTEt BMAt JL-.LTION Wtt,1EN LINES.
MAP NO. mH 15-7.
130 ITtr/2, 64/65/34A * 47A, R/W 5401, 6 IN.
ALT ITUE SCALE RiiAWS
CDFIRA TEST iNmms, NOT PLr'l:D.
1,800 SL 1.3,600 ' HtiSTON SHIP (C3ANEL. AT PATHII( HFAI TO SIIMS
BAYOU EAST O" HWY 3.
-COUTER K1MA.LFUNTION wHEIEE LINFS, CA'tiA TEST
FRAI S tIl PLI1'tD).
s,250 MSL 1.10,500 OFF COAST OF' GALVESON EAST BEACH T7) TEXAS CITY
oNEL, OLXlTER I 1AL2FUCTION BEtWEEN LINES.
YP NO. NI4 15-7.
130 119(/3, 898/87/87C, B/W IR 5424, 6 IN.
ALTI1U3E SCALE kPyWM S
CMERA TEST FRLAS, NOt PLOI'TD.
1,800 FSL 1.3,600 H'USTON SHIP CFANNEIL AT PATRICK BAYOU TO SIMS
BAYOU FAST OF' I*Y 3.
COUNTER ( ULRCTION BEWEEN LINES, CAERA TEST
FlAENS Nor PLU'ED.
5,250 MSL 1.10,500 OF OOAST OF GALVESTON EAST BACH O TEAS CITY
SHIP QWN4*EL, IS-LN ER AUlNCTION FElTEEN LINES.
MAP NO. Nmi 15-7.









I STI tN'' CONFII(;I1WIAT ION
RAIL 2498 5 IN. 125
N-21-IHH-092-00002 21 JL 69 092 PLU RICO 98 05-14, 3.0-5.5 MIOcIwflWs..
O1,L FLIGf LINE START Sim ALTITI.U SCALE R*l[YJ(kS
1 I 24 12 24 20 12 27 05 20,250 PL 1.151,875
I I 13 12 36 45 12 43 35 20,200 PL 1.151,5%00
I 1 23 124820125705 20,200 MPL 1.151,500
I I I 13 03 20 13 13 20 20,200 MPL. 1.151,500 GRA.ND SPELD I11RM 276 1 300.
1 1 · 131730 132120 20;200 ML 1.151,500
·I I 10 13 26 10 132920 20,200 ML 1.151,500
I I II 13 37 00 13 41 10 20;000 L 1.150,000
1 13 13 47 25 1356 00 20,000 PAL 1.150,000 ALT. HC.
I I 16 14 29 50 14 34 25 20,000 ,L 1.150,000 TAPE (.44CE
I 1 IS 14 40 06 14 49 35 20,000 PAL 1.150,000
I 1 14 S1 00 30 IS 06 15 20,000 MSL 1.150,000 PAP N). OC J-27.
M-21-HH-092-00003 23 · JUN 69 092 PfETO RI(C 96 RS-14, 3.0-5.5 MI(o(M*.'/"S.
IM.FLIGHT b LI'NE START STOP ALT I .T SCALE RM49J(S
I 2 03 00 1103 15 15 20,000 MSL 1.150,000
i 2 II 04 30 11 05 15 20,000 ML 1.150,000
I 2 4 13 07 20 13 09 00 20,000 MSL 1.150,000 CW)UD COVER T71I34INAT'' LINE
1 2 5 13 21 30 13 27 10 20,000 PAL 1.150,000 TEIWINATED CLOD COVER
1 2 21 14 05 30 14 15 50 5,000 MSL 1.37,500 M4P WP). ONC J-27.





NR-21-HH-092-00004 24 JUN 69 092 PUERTO RICO
WLU F'LIGHT LINE START STOP ALTITUOE
1 3 07 40 40 20,000 MtSL
1 3 071 42 00
1 3 8 08 37 45 08 45 20 21,400 MSL
1 3 9 08 49 10 08 53 20 20,000 MSL
I 3 10 08 53 20 08 56 00 20,000 MSL
I 3 11 09 00 35 09 04 55 20,000 MSL
1 3 12 09 10 15 09 19 10 20,000 MSL
MR-21-M-092-00005 24 JUN 69 092 PUERT RICO
XOL FLIFGHT LINE START STOP ALTI1UDE
1 4 18 12 22101225 45 ,000 MSL
1 4 17 12 30 40 12 34 00 000 MSL
I 4 20 12 53 15 12 54 55 5,000 MSL
1 4 5 13 17 55 13 25 10 22,000 MSL
1 4 6 13 34 10 13 45 50 20,000 MSL
thR-21 -H1-092-00006 25 JUN 69 092 ERITO RICO
ROLL FLIGHT LINE START SRCOP A.T I1DE
I S 11 38 45 11 40 00 20,000 MSL
1 5 11 40 30 11 41 00 20.000 tSL
I 5 20 12 30 05 12 32 35 5,000 tsL
I 5 4 12 58 30 13 11 30 20,000 MSL
1 S 13 17 15 13 28 45 20,000 tAL
1 5 6 13 33 45 13 44 10 20,000 MSL
1 S 5 14 04 00 14 14 50 20,000 MHL
I 5 21 14 32 35 14 40 25 5,000 MSL
t-" NR-21-JO-192-0000 26 JUN 69 192 BABADOS
0 ROULL FLIG4TF LINE START STOP ALTITn.E
I 6 5 16 19 30 16 24 30 20,000 MSL
I 6 4 16 36 55 16 42 20 20,000 MSL
Nt-21-JG-192-00008 27 JUN 69 192 EARBADOS
ROIL FLIGrT LINE START STOP ALTIlI7XE
I 7 13 45 45 13 46 10 3,000 MSL
I 13 46 T70 13 47 00 3,000 ML
I 7 13 47 30 13 48 15 3,000 MSL
I T 1 14 28 IS 14 31 20 3,000 MSL
I 7 2 14 59 45 ABORT 3,000 KSL
I T 2 15 07 00 15 13 20 3,000 MSL
1. I 6 15 34 15 15 39 30 15,000 MSL
I * 6 15 43 10 15 51 30 15,000 MSL
I t 3 15 57 30 16 02 20 20.000 MSL
I 1 1 16 09 20 16 13 10 20,000 WSL
I * 1 16 120 16 22 45 20,000 MSL
I 1 4 16 40 45 16 46 05 20,000 MSL
"R-21-fi-039-00009 27 ALI 69 039 EASTERN BEAR TIO] MOINTAINS
RXOLL, F LI NE START STOP ALTIIXUJ
1 5 I 16 44 45 16 49 00 8,500 ISL
5 2 16 55 40 16 59 35 6,500 ML
I . IT1 15 20 17 18 20 6,500 ISL
I S I 19 35 30 19 39 00 6,500 MSL
NR-21-tK-039-00010 28 ALU 69 039 FAST'RN HIFAH lXYlI MRtNTAINl
RoLL R.ICHT LINE START S1W ATIllT'DE
2 6 2 11 08 40 11 11 50 5,000 MSL
2 6 I II 15 30 11 18 50 5,000 HAL
NR-21-FK-197-00011 26 AUG 69 197 CHIPPFEA NATIONAL FOREST
RIlL FLIG.T LINE START STOP ALTITEW
I I 10 01 07 10 02 00 6,000 HAL
I 1 2 10 02 40 10 03 35 6,000 L
I I I II 09 35 11 20 30 3,500 MFL
I I I 11 24 40 11 32 55 3,500 ASL
MIS-
SION
I NSTRHItF;NT X)NFI I CRA'I ON






1.150.000 CAL SOUR NO. I C(H 17.5 (OVR LAND ON PRT 5
1.150,000 MAP NO. ONC J-27.
98 RS-14, 3.0-5.5 MICOMETEJIS.
SCALE REMPR(S
1.37,500
1.37,500 CAL SOJR CHG.
1.37,500 50 PER CENT CLOJD COVER
1.165,000 CHG.TO 20K
1.150,000 MAP NO. ONC J-27.






1.150,000 START-270KNTS. MOST Rit. AT 290 hN'TrS.
1.150,000 START-270KNTS. MIST RIN AT 290 KNOTS.
1.150,000 GAIN CHANGE MAOW IONIN LINE 25-HIN 1
1.37,000 DOG Lu
1 MP NO. ONC J-27.
98 RS-14, 3.0-5.5 MICROMETERS.
SCALE R. lR[KS
1.150,000 20 FT. LEADIER PUJLED PRtW. FLICGH
1.150,000 MAP NO. ONC K-27.
98 RS-14, 5.5 MICKE'TERIS.
SCALE REMARKS
1.22,500 PRT-5 41.6 DOCREE
1.22,500 PRT-5 41.2 FX;REE
1.22,500 PRT-40.8 DEGXREE. HOUSING TEMP IS ON VOICE
1.22,500 28 - 40 -5
1.22,500 TAPE NOT ON ABORTED.
1.22,500
1.112,500 START MAK INDICATES SPEED OCHG 153720.




1.150,000 MAP NO. OKC K-27.






AttP NO. NL 12-12
102 RS-14. 249i, 3.0-5.5 MICH('I1-WTS.
SCAI .: HEtWRKS
1.8,400 CANNI" . 2
1.8 .400 MAP NO. NI. 12-12
102 RS-14, 2498, 3.0-5.5 MICR(Wtm.'I.S.
SCALE RI'VHKS
1.10,080 PRH'-5-34.25 AND PRT-5-34.00
1.10,000 PRT-5-34.00 AND PRT-5-33.25
1.7,680 CtOtINNEL. 2
1.7,680 CUANNEL. 2
MP NO. NI. 15-2






PR-21-FK-197-00012 26 AUI 69 197 CHIPPEWA NATIONAL. FOREST 102
ROLL FIGC.T LINE START STOP ALTITt[E SCALE
I 2 1 13 49 30 14 00 00 3,500 MSL 1.7,680
NR-21-FK-197-00013 26 ALG 69 197 CHIPPEWA NATIONAL FOREST 102
ROLL FACI1T LINE START STOP ALTIT.OE SCALE
1 3 1 16 51 30 17 08 15 3,500 MSL 1.7,680
1 3 1 17 12 40 17 22 50 2,000 MSL 1.3.360
1 3 1 17 32 20 17 39 40 10,000 MSL 1.16,800
1 3 1 17 57 30 18 04 05 20,000 MSL 1.33,600
1 3 1 16 23 15 16 31 45 10,000 NML 1.16,800
I 3 1 19 26 20 19 34 30 3,500 MSL 1.7,680
MI-21-FK-107-00014 26 A' 69 197 CHIPPEWA NATIONAL FREST 102
mLL I. FLIT LINE START STOP ALTITWE SCALE
I 4 1 22 46 20 22 57 30 3,500 ML 1.7,680
1-21-EJ-186-00015 27 AG 69 186 CLARKS FORK 102
OL FLIGHT LINE START STOP ALT1ITE SCALE
I 5 1 17 23 00 17 26 20 6,500 MSL 1.10,920
1 5 2 17 31 33 17 34 15 6,500 MSL 1.10.920
1 5 3 17 43 50 17 47 00 O,500 MSL 1.10,920
1 5 4 17 56 40 17 58 55 6,500 MSL 1.10,920
1 5 5 18 07 00 18 09 45 6,500 MIL 1.10,920
1 5 1 190 1 15 19 21 50 6,500 MSL 1.10,920
I - 4 19 26 15 19 27 50 6500 tMSL 1.10,920
%P-21-oEJ-186-00016 28 AIG 69 186 CLARS FlRK 102
ROLL FLIGIT LINE START STOP ALTITIa SCALE
2 11 24 25 Ii 28 10 5,000 ML 1.8,400
a a 3 11 32 25 11 36 00 5,000 MSL 1.8,400
2 I 1 43 20 II 47 05 5,000 tSL 1.8,400
2 1 4 II 50 55 11 53 00 5,000 MSL 1.8,400
2 6 s 11 56 50 12 01 40 5,000 MSL 1.8,400
FR-21-BJ-011-00017 27 ALdG 9 Oil Y'ELOSTONE NATIONAL PARK 102
RXL FIGHT LINE START STOP ALTITUE SCALE
I S 13 16 26 50 16 28 50 5,000 MSL 1.8,400
1 5 12 18 29 35 18 31 05 5,000 MSL 1.8 400
I S 9 18 37 30 18 39 05 5,000 MSL :1.8,400
I s 10 16 50 30 1 51 50 5.000 MSL 1.8,400
I s II 18 56 25 18 58 05 5,000 SL. 1.8,400
NR-21-eJ-ll0-00018 28 A0 69 01il YEUWSTOE NATIONAL PARK 102
ROLL FLIGHT LINE START STOP ALTI'TtDE SCALE
2 I10 12 17 25 12 19 30 5,000 MiL 1.8,400
2 a 11 12 22 55 12 25 30 5,000 MSL 1.8,400
a a 9 12 33 15 12 35 30 5,000 MIL 1.8,400
a2 6 12 41 40 12 44 20 2,500 MSL 1.4,200
2 6 12 12 47 25 12 49 00 5,000 MSL 1.8,400
2 · 13 12 50 05 12 51 55 5,000 MSL 1.8.400
PM-21-PJ-076-00019 04 SEP 69 076 GARDEN CITY 102
ILL FLHT LINE START STOP ALTITn DE SCALE
3 9 10 17 24 40 17 31 20 20,000 MSL 1.33,800
3 9 15 17 36 25 17 42 40 20,000 MSL 1.33,600
3 9 13 17 50 00 17 56 45 20,000 MSL 1.33,600
3 9 14 16 00 20 18 07 00 20,000 MSL 1.33.600
3 9 11 1 0 30 18 17 03 20,000 MSL 1.33,600
3 9 13 16 21 25 18 28 00 20,000 MSL 1.33,600
3 12 16 32 00 S1 39 30 20,000 MSL 1.33,600
3 0 10 16 50 30 18 56 36 20,000 MSL 1.33,600
3 0 15 10 12 35 19 19 30 20.000 MSL 1.33,800
3 9 17 19 49 15 19 55 03 3,000 MSL 1.5,040
3 0 18 19 50 0 20 06 19 3,000 MSL 1.5,040
3 9 10 20 12 10 20 10 20 3,000 MSL 1.5,040
3 9 10 20 2  20 34 10 3,000 MSL 1.5,040
3 9 9 20 48 20 20 57 00 3,000 MSL 1.5,040
3 9 18 21 04 30 21 12 20 3,000 MSL 1.5,040
3 9 19 21 28 10 21 37 20 3,000 MSL 1.5,040
I NSTHLM.hNT ' I ( Tl'I ON
RS-14, 2498, 3.0-5.5 MICROFI'RS.
R9.ARKS
HAZY, GROIND, PM.
MAP NO. NL 15-2




HAZ VERY BAD. CHANNEL 2.
HAZE VFRY RAD. CHANNFI. 29.
SPEC. RIN FOR SLAR.
MAP NO. NL 15-2
RS-14, 2498, 3.0-5.5 MICREF'IES.
RIFMJRKS
CHANNM 2
MAP NO. NL 15-2






CHECR DARK SLIDE REMOVAL. CHANNEL 2.
MAP NO. NL 12-12
RS-14, 2498, 3.0-5..5 MICR(*,TIR'S.
RtARKS
MAP NO. NL 12-12
RS-14, 2498, 3.0-5.5 MICR(L*CIERS.
NOT REWAJIRtD RAN CHANEtl. 2.
NOT RlIIR'RFD RAN CHL-ANEL 2.
NOTR UJIRFD RAN CIhANEL' 2.
NOT RQIIRItl) RAN RANI.Et. 2
NOT RElOUIRED RAN CHANNEl. 2.
VAP NO. NL 12-11
RS-14, 2498, 3.0-5.5 MICRI'ETERS.
REY4ARKS
MAP NO. NL 12-11
RS-14, 2498. 3.0-5.5 MICHRFMTERS.
REM4RKS
WAS NOI' SGCHEID, CHAINNE 2.
NOT SCHILkD, a'iNNi. 2.
CHANNEL 2
NOT SOCFItkD, CH4ANl., 2
CHANNEL 2
CHANNEL 2
NOP REIUIRED, CHAWNNE 2
OPTIC F;EED
COANNEL 2
MAP NOS. NJ 14-4, NJ 14-7.
H
I.
IMAGERY DATA FIUL - RS-14 DUAL. CLFNNkII. IR SCANNER
DATE SITE - S IT: NAME
ACCESSION NM.1BE NO.
NR-21-PJ-178-00020 29 SEP 69 178 MILL CIWFXK, (tKLAA
ROLL PFLICGHT LINE START S1UP ALTITnuE
I I 11 20 53 10 20 57 00 21,000 MSL
I I IS 21 00 30 21 03 45 21,000 MSL
I 1 20 21 11 25 21 17 40 21.000 MSL.
I I 18 21 25 00 21 32 30 21,000 MSL
I I 19 21 36 00 21 43 20 21,000 MSL
I I 17 21 47 00 21 53 10 21,000 MSL
I I 11 22 15 40 22 19 05 6,000 MSL
I 1 12 22 23 25 22 27 18 6,000 MSL
I 1 12 22 23 25 22 27 18 6,000 MSL
I 1 13 22 32 15 22 35 50 6,000 MSL
I I 16 22 46 35 22 49 50 6,000 MSL
I 1 14 22 55 00 22 57 25 6,000 MSL
I I IS 23 02 20 23 05 20 6,000 MSL
I 1 12 23 II 40 23 14 40 6,000 MSL
NR-21-PJ-178-00021 30 SEP 69 178 MILL CREE, OKLAHOMA
ROLL PFLIGH LINE START STOP ALTITUDE
1 2 II 12 26 35 12 29 55 6,000 MSL
1 2 12 12 34 30 12 38 30 6,000 MSL
I 2 13 12 44 20 12 48 45 6,000 MSL
I a 14 12 53 45 12 57 10 6,000 MSL
I 2 IS 13 01 20 13 05 00 6,000 MSL
I 2 16 13 09 45 13 13 10 6,000 MSL
I 2 II 13 37 00 13 40 45 21,000 MSL
I 2 IS 13 44 00 21,000 MSL
I a 15 13 51 20 13 54 05 21,000 MSL
I 2 19 13 59 15 14 05 50 21,000 MSL
I a II 15 01 10 15 04 35 21,000 MSL
I 2 IS 15 07 15 15 09 45 21,000 MSL
I a 19 13 30 IS 10 30 21,000 MSL
1 2 11 15 43 30 15 46 50 6,000 MSL
I a 12 15 50 15 15 53 20 6,000 MSL
I a 13 15 57 10 16 00 30 6,000 MSL
i 2 14 16 04 00 16 07 10 6,000 MSL
I 2 15 16S 11 00 16 13 55 6,000 MFSL
I a 16 16 17 I 6 151619 45 6,000 MSL
NR-21-PJ-178-00022 01 SEP 69 178 MILL CREIK, OKaLI14A
OLAL FLtI(IT LINE START STOP ALTITLDE
1 3 11 06 23 40 06 24 50 6,000 MSL
1 3 11 06 28. 40 06 32 00 6,000 MSL
1 3 12 06 37 05 06 40 50 6,000 MSL
I 3 13 06 45 15 06 49 10 6.000 n MI.
I 3 14 06 46 30 06 57 015 6,000 I1,
I 3 16 07 01 40 07 04 55 6,000 Km1.
I 3 IS 07 07 0 0 7 11 25 fi6,0n 1 SI.
I 3 11 07 27 15 07 II 20 h6,110( Ml
I 3 IS 07 35 40 07 .4 4% 6,0fi10 Mm.
1 3 19 07 44 20 07 SI :40 h.00!0 ML
NR-21-PJ-184-00023 29 SEP 69 1P4 CHIL1ASlA,, (OIAkA1L
FO.n FLI Q LINE START S1OP AL.TIIU*.:
I I 17 27 50 17 2Z 30 s,000 ML.
I 1 17 29 15 17 29 45 5,000 MSL
I I I 19 571 40 20 oe 50 3,000ooo L























































NR-21-FJ-184-00024 30 SEP 69 184 CHICKISA.4A, (IKIAHA 105
ROLL FLIGFT LINE START STOP ALTITlU.E SCALE
I 2 10 54 30 10 55 00 2,000 MiL 1.3,360
I 2 10 55 04 10 55 30 2,000 MSL 1.3,360
I 2 I 11 32 10 11 33 00 2,000 MSL 1.3.360
I a I 1 139 35 11 47 00 2,000 MSL 1.3,360
1 2 2 11 56 00 12 03 00 2,000 MSL 1.3,360
1 2 2 12 07 00 12 07 42 2,000 MSL 1.3,360
I EXiIRA RMN
INSTRLU'tT C(XIFIGLHATI(ON
RS.-14, 35.5/P.14 MICR(E6TtFRS, H/W I1XP 5427
RFMAKS
TAPE CH.AK;FO. ROt1., NO. I END.
TAPE HILL NO. 2 START.
HEREL NO. 2 TAPE END.
REEL hO. 3 TAPE START.
MAP NO. NI 14-6.
RS-14, 35.5/8.14 MICRO"EJS, R/w DIP 5427
REMARKS
TAPE OANGCE REEL NO. 4 START
TAPE REEL NO. 4 TAPE RECORDER OFF
TAPE CFA E.
TAPE REEL NO. 5.
4MAP NO. NI 14-6.
RS-14, 35.5/8.14 MICROM['TERS, B/W OUP 5427
ABORT. DISCOTNINULD FUR aErTER START.
TAPE REEL NO. 5.
TAPFE HFFI. [). 6 STAHT
MP I. NI 14-6.
RS-14, 35.5/16.4 MICR (]E?.'FP.S, H/W IX:P .427
PRT-5 SIX)P 52 START 55 CHt'.CK MN. I PHE'I.IMtL'.
START 52 ST.P 51 CIFtK* NO. 2 PHFE'LI(T.
COHANNEL NO. 2 (N FIIM
MAP NO. NJ 14-11, NJ 14-12, NI 14-2. NI 14-3, NI
Nl 14-6.
RS-14, 35.5/8.14 MICRWCMtFTS, H"/W DUP 5427
RFtARKS
PRT-5 40.5. PRF:-FLIGN CAL. CA. NEL NW. I.
PR'-S 40.5. CH4ANIL NO. 2.
AtORT
SENSOR R4A I NED ON DlH I N TRN
MAfP iOS. NJ 14-11, NJ 14-12, NI 14-2, NI 14-3, NI
NI 14-6.
H





NR-21-EJ-185-00025 02 OCT 69 105 BONANZA, CIRRADJO
ROLL FLIIhr LINE START SlOP
I S 14 45 00 1445 30
I S 14 44 30
I 5 49 15 58 40 16 00 40
I S 22 16 06 00 16 11 05
I 5 41 16 12 15 16 16 10
I 5 37 1624 30 16 28 00
I 18 16 29 00 16 33 25
I 5 23 16 36 45 16 41 30
I. S 42 16 42 4 16 46 30
I 38 16 47-45 16 52 00
I S 19 1 59.30 17'04 00
I 5 24 17 10 I5 17 14 25
I 43 17 16'40 17 20 30
I 5 '44 124 20 17 27 40
I 5 25 1720 40 17 33 30
1 S 21 17 36 25 17 40 45
I S 40 17 42 00 17 45 35
I 3 17 SO 25 17 54 10
I 5 20 . 175 20 18 00 00
I S 27 18 03 15 18 08 10
I S 34 18 It 135 1 15 45
I S 35 18 19 10 18 24 20
I . 5 36 18 29 40 1 34 50
I 5 26 3I 40 00 1 44 55
1 5 34 18 SO 30 I8 55 25
1 5 28 IP 59 05 19 03 50
I 5 33 19 05 45 19 10 30
I 5 29 19 13 45 19 IP 40
1 5 32 19 21 30 19 26 15
1 5 30 19 30 50 19 37 15



























NR-21-EJ-002-00027 08 OCT 69 002 PISCAM CRATFR, CA1.IIRNIA 8OP
ROLL FLIGhT LINE START S1UP ALTITIDE SCALE
I I 19 17 12 00 17 13 30 2,000 MSL 1.3,360
I 17 18 49 40 18 53 15 2,000 MtL. 1.3,360
1 18 18 56 40 18 58 34 2,000 ML 1.3,360
I 1 18 19 00 30 19 02 53 2,000 MSL 1.3,.160
I 1 17 190 10 19 09 45 2,000 MSL 1.3,360
I 1 20 19 IS 35 19 17 00 2,000 MSL 1.3,360
I I 20 19 18 38 19 19 36 2,000 MSL 1.3,360
NR-21-EJ-022-00028 10 OCT 69 022 TNOPAH, NEVA1D 108
ROLL FLIGI LINE START STOP A.TlIlJDE SCALE
I 2 15 09 42 00 09 44 40 Z,000 MSL 1.3,360
1 2 9 09 53 10 09 56 00 2,000 MSL 1.3,360
1 2 9 10 02 30 10 04 55 2,000 MIL 1.3,360
1 2 9 10 10 25 10 13 35 2,000 MSL 1.3,360
I 2 9 10 20 10 10 23 15 2,000 MSL 1.3,360
1 2 9 10 29 30 10 33 00 2,000 tML 1.3,360
1 2 9 10 40 15 10 43 00 2,000 MSL 1.3,360
i 2 16 10 49 55 10 52 50 2,000 tML 1.3,360
I 2 10 10 54 00 10 56 38 2,000 ML 1.3,360
1 2 10 11 02 20 11 04 20 2,000 MSL 1.3,360
1 2 10 11 10 20 11 12 15 2,000 MSL 1.3,360
I 2 10 11 17 40 11 19 25 2,000 MtL 1.3,360
1 2 10 11 24 30 11 26 40 2,000 SL 1.3,360
1 2 10 11 32 00 11 34 00 2,000 MSL 1.3,360
105 RS-14, 35.5/8.14 MICRE`I-ERS, B/W 2498
SCALE RIO4RKS
1.11,760 TAPE REE'L NO. 8. PRE-FLIGHT CAL. CHANNt.L O. 1.










1.14,280 TAPE CHAFE. REEL NO. 9
1.12,600








1.14 280 END OF TAPE REEL NO. 9
1.14,2 0 'I'APE L:H.\(;: H1FF'I. (;). 11.
I. 14,2.(1




1.14,2P0 MAP NM0. 13-1. .J :13-2. Nl 1-4. .J 13-6, '.5.3 33-'*
RS-14, 8-14 MICR(IEtI'':RS, RIW 2498
RtIHARFKS
IADDED HUN. 3 MRA) CtANtN.l. O. 2. TAPE HE:L
NO. i.
NO DIRECT I8A.;t:R.




MA4P NO. NI 11-5.
RS-14, .3-.5 MICROM"Et;RS, R/W 2498
RENIARKS
REEL. NO. 4. TAPE C0H14{:.








NO DIRECT IMAGERY. TAPE REL HO. 4.
REEL NMH3ER 5. TAPE C4AME.
NO DIRECT IfMAFRY.
NO DIRECT IMAGERY.
NOP SO. NJ 11-5, NJ 11-8.
MIS-
SION
IN.SIRMIp' T (; 'IC(RAW4TI(In
PI
I
IMAGICRY DATA FILE - RS-14 DUAL CH-NNEI. IR SCANNER
DATE SITE
ACCESS ION NUM.*3 NOO.
SIT7 NAME MIS-
SION
WM-21-eJ-022-00029 10 OCT 69 022 TO'NOPAH, NEVADA 108
IOLL FLIqHT LINE START STOP ALTITUDE SCALE
1 3 9 17 05 35 17 07 33 2,000 MSL 1.3,360
1 3 9 17 13 00 17 15 35 2,000 MSL 1.3,360
I 3 9 17 21 20 17 24 05 2,000 MSL 1.3,360
1 3 9 17 29 15 17 31 50 2,000 MSL 1.3,360
1 3 9 17 35 40 17 38 45 2,000 MSL 1.3;360
1 3 10 17 50 25 17 52 00 2,000 MSL 1.3,360
1 3 10 17 56 30 17 58 00 2,000 MSL 1.3,360
1 3 10 18 03 45 18 05 00 2,000 MSL 1.3,360
1 3 I0 1 8 09 20 18 10 40 2,00OOMSL 1.3,360
NR-21-EJ-075-00030 10 OCT 69 075 COLD-IELD, NFVADA 108
ROLL FLIGHT LINE START STOP AIT I 11 E SCALE:
I 2 7 09 14 09 44009 20 00 2,000 SL 1.3,360
1 2 8 09 26 45 09 29 I 0 2,000 MSL 1.3,360
1 2 9 09 31 50 09 34 00 2,000 MSL 1.3,360
I 2 7 11 38 15 11 40 20 2,000 MI. 1.3,360
I 2 8 11 42 30 11 44 25 2,000 MSL 1.3,360
I 2 19 11 46 05 11 48 00 2,000 MSL 1.3.360
IE-21-FH-175-00031 19 MAY 70 175 HOU;STON, TEXAS
ROXL FLIGHT LINE START STOP
11 1 16 09 45 16 10 26
II I 16 11 30 16 12 25
II I I 17 38 00 17 39 40
11 I 2 17 45 00 17 52 18
1I I 2 17 54 45 IT 58 40
11 1 3 18 02 30 18 05 45
11 I 3 18 08 40 18 11 40
II 1 3 18 15 45 18 18 30
11 1 3 18 21 45 18 24 30
II 1 3 18 39 20 18 41 40
II 1 1 18 52 22 18 53 35
11 I 1 18 58 30 19 00 00
11 I 1 19 04 45 19 06 00
.1 1 5 19 10 30 19 15 40
II 1 4 19 31 40 19 34 00
11 1 4 19 36 20 19 42 15
1! 1 4 19 46 50 19 49 10
11 I 4 19 54 00 19 56 00
11 1 4 20 00 45 20 02 20
II I 4 20 07 00 20 08 35
11 I 4 20 1300 20 14 50
II 1 4 20 19 2020 22 00
II 1 4 2026 20 20 38 30
II 1 4 20 32 30 20 3400
1I 1 4 20 38 00 20 39 40
1t I 1 21 35 00 21 37 20
1 1 22 00 29 22 Ol 08





























































22 MAY 70 175 FtX;ST)N, TEXAS 130
ROLL FLIGCT LINE START STOP ALTIlnDOE SCALE
12 2 15 28 51 15 29 23 3,000 MSL 1.5,040
12 2 15 29 50 15 30 IS 3,000 MSL 1.5,040
12 2 4 17 05 03 17 07 30 11,500 MSL 1.19,320
12 2 4 17 14 20 17 16 20 9,500 MSL 1.15,960
12 2 4 17 20 00 17 23 45 7,500 MSL 1.12,600
12 2 4 17 29 20 17 32 45 5,200 MSL 1.8,736
12 2 4 17 38 30 17 41 10 4,100 MSL 1.6,888
12 2 4 17 45 45 17 49 15 2,000 MSL 1.3,360
12 2 4 17 53 20 17 57 10 1,000 MSL 11.1,680
12 2 6 18 II 20 18 13 35 1,000 MSL 1.1,680
INST1I FENT 1PFI(R lT 1 (1
RS-14, .3-.5 MICROWMERS, B/W 2498
RE4ARKS
A 15-SECXOND LATE START.








PMAP NOS. NJ 11-5, NJ 11-8.
RS-14, .3-.5 MICHr(}MY .~.;, H/V Z490





MAP NO. NJ Il11- .
RS-14, 8-14 MICRO(]IETI. , O/w 2498
RM/ARKS
PREPLICHT CAI.IRRATIOI CHAN-FL I.
CHANNIL 2. EF'E¥l'I I.E FXAI. LENG'TH.
ALTITLIM USED ALSO - 500 MSL - SCALE - 040.
VIDED ON 2.
WFADI NG NE
HEADING SE, VIDFD 2.
EAD ING NW, VIDF)O 1.
FEWADING SE, VIDEO 2.
HFEADING NW, VIDEO 1.
VIDEO 2.
FEADING SE, VIDEO I ABORTED.
HEADING SE, TRLE HEADING 97 DECREE VIDEO 2.
HEADING NW. VIDEO I.





HEADING 164 DEIGREE. VIDEO 2.
HEADING 351 DECREE. VIDEO I.
F.ADING 158 DECREE. VIDOX 2.
IEADINO 354 DEGREE. VIDEO I.
HEADING 154 DECREE. VIDEO 2.
HEADING 359 DEGREE. VIDED 1.
ALTITDE ALSO USED 500 MSL - SCALE 1.840.
EADINGO 160 DECREE. VIDFX) 2.
HEADING 286 DECREE. VIDEO 2.
POSTFLIHTI CALIBRATION CHANNEL 1. VIDED 2.
CHANNEI 1. VIDEO I.
a.P ND. NH 15-7.
RS-14, 8-14 MICIR(MEI¥RS, H/W 249P
RE'IARKS
PREIFLIGHT CAI.IRlI'IH( CH.NlNEI, I. PHT 39 DECHRFE
ChANiNEL 2 PREI:I.ICHT. PRT 39 DECREE.
VIDEX 2. DARK SLIDE: IN.
VIIOX) 2. DARK SLAWII: IN.
VIDtO) 2. DARK SLIDE, HRIOVED.





MAP NO. m4 15-7.






I NSTHLF*%T N'l( IGtRAT I ON
PR-21-CH-129-00033 16 MAR 70 128 MISSISSIPPI DELTA, LOUISIANA 135 RS-14, 4-18 MICROME'TFRS, H/W 2498
ROLL FLIGHT LINE START STOP ALTITIDE SCALE REMAR(S
4 1 10 20 59 30 21 03 15 7,000 MSL 1.11,760
4 1 10 21 07 30 21 1I 40 7,000 MSL 1.11,760 TRUE HEADING 130 DtIREES.
4 I 10 21 15 40 21 19 30 5,000 MSL 1.8,400 TRUE HEADIMN 275 DREIES.
4 1 10 21 23 30 21 28 50 5,000 MSL 1.8,400 AT 21 28 20, AIRCRAF'T ,ENT INTO A iULN. TRUE
'EADING 120 DFGREF'S.
4 1 11 21 35 00 21 38 10 5,000 MSL 1.8,400 TRUE HEADING 050 DCR REES.
1AP NO. 4H 16-7
N9-21-Ql-128-00034 16 MAR 70 128 MISSISSIPPI DELTA, LOUISIANA 135 RS-14, 4-18 MICROMEIERS, B/W 2498
1OLL FLIOIHT LINE START STOP ALTITJDE SCALE REMARKS
4 2 10 00 51 30 00 55 40 5,000 lML 1.8,400 TRUE FEADING 310 [ EGREES.
4 2 10 00 59 00 01 04 00 5.000 MSL 1.8,400 TRUE HEADING 130 DFRU:ES.
4 2 16 01 07 40 01 12 10 7,000 MISL 1.11,760 TRUE HEADING 300 DIGR.,ES.
4 2 10 01 22 40 01 28 35 7,000 MSL 1.11,760 TRUE hEADING 135 DEIREES.
4 2 10 01 35 00 01 39 20 5,000 MSL 1.11,760 TRUE FEADING 300 DEGREES.
MAP NO. NH 16-7.
IMAGERY DATA FILL - RC-8 CAM:RA (II D-H:CEIII..IO)
DTE SITE











































000 SAN DIUGO/SAN CL1k4T?.E7
040 CASCADE MOW.TAINS, WASHINGTON
040 CASCADE MIONTAINS, WASHISITDN
007 C04ST RACGE, OREGON/WAStHIIT1N
007 COAST RANCE, oRECON/WASHIFICroN
003 MW CRATERS, CALIFDRNIA
003 MOD CRATERS, CALIFCRNIA
003 MONO CRATERS, CALIFORNIA
003 MONO CRATERS, CALIFORNIA
003 M0SO CRATERS, CALIFORNIA
046 ASHFVIlUE, URTM CAROLINA
046 ASEVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA
046 ASHEVIlLE, NORTH CAROLINA
046 ASiEVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA
046 ASFEVILLE, NORR' CAROLINA
046 ASHEVIULE, NfIRH CAROLINA




























































IMAW(3 DATA FlIE - NC-F C4MF.*:lb tIIJ)-H:' HIHLIJA;I


















































































028 WINSLta (MlE01R CRATi)- ARIZN4A
051 MESfUITE SED$IM['NTAR, ARIZONA
051 MESQUITE SED)IENTARY, ARIZONA
015 TWIN BUIIES (PIMA DISTRICT), ARIZ.
015 TWIN BIUTES (PIMA DISTRICT). ARIZ.
027 SALIUON SEA, CALIFMRNIA
027 SALTON SEA, CALIFORNIA





086 AfUS ISLE, BERMUDA
086 ARGUS ISLE, BIIW1UA
086 ARGUS ISLE, BIE4L~DA
06 ARGUS ISLE, HIFlMtDA
086 ARC"iS ISLE, FtIl4DA
012 CRAIER LAKE, ORSON
040 CASCADE MOUNTAINS, WASHIN6.;UN
040 CASCADE MUIA INS, WASH I NTON
007 aOAST RANGE, OIN( /wASHIItmN
012 CRATER LAKE., ORE(XN
002 PISGAIH CRATIE, CALIFORNIA
003 MONo CRATERS, CALIFIRNIA
002 PISGAH CRATR, CALIFORNIA
0O7 GOOSE BAY, LAARAIR
046 ASHEVILLE, NORTH CAJOLINA
046 ASHEVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA
046 ASHEVILUE, NIRTH CAROLINA














































































































































IMACERY DATA FILE - RC-8 CAM*JA (WILD-HI':rHRULX;)



































































NR-22*-EJ-011-00090 19-22 SEP 66
SITE NAM MIS-
SION
046 AMSEVI.e, NORTH CAROLINA 23 RC-8
147 LAKES/TAMPA, FRAIM 23 RC-8
000 MIAMI REEF 23 RC-8
107 CAPE SABLE SBIPARINE SPRING, FLA. 23 RC-8
108 CUTLFR AR*A SLARINiE SPHINM, -1A. 23 RC-e
095 EVEKADES, FU.RIDA 23 RC-8
098 O.ESTEAD, UI.RIDA 23 RC-9
106 CLFARWAT]R/NAPLES SUAIRINE SPRIS;, 23 RC-8
095 EVEIGLADLS, IF'RIDA 23 NC-8
106 CLEARWATER/NAPLES S.JBARINE SPRING, 23 RC-8
FULRIDA
107 CAPE SABLE S4AJARINE SPRINC, FLA. 23 RC-8
095 EVERGAL4ES, FUIRIDA 23 RC-8
105 CRESCENT SPRING SLUIMIRINE SPRINGC, 23 RC-8
FlDRIDA.
043 CHICACO, ILLINOIS 25 RC-8
088 MISSISSIPPI VALLEY, MISSOURI/IEN. 25 RC-8
043 CIICAGO, ILLINOIS 25 RC-8
088 MISSISSIPPI VAlLEY, MISSURI/TENN. 25 RC-8
043 CHICAiO, ILLINOIS 25 RC-8
088 MISSISSIPPI VALLEY, MISSOaRI/'ThN. 25 RC-8
128 MISSISSIPPI DELTA, LOUISIANA 26 AC-8
032 ESLACO, TEXAS 27 RC-8
114 WHITE SANDS, NEW MEXICO 28 RC-8
024 SAN ANIXIEAS FAULT, CALIFORNIA 28 RC-8
130 SOtlrNERN CALIFtRNIA 29 RC-8
040 CASCADE MNTAINS, 4ASHII''ON 29 RC-8
019 S(ORA PASS, CALI.FINIA 30 RC-8
020 BLCKS LAKE, CALIFIRNIA 30 RC-8
003 MOW CRATERS, CALIFORNIA 30 RC-8
020 BUCKS LAKE, CALIFSRNIA 30 RC-8
052 NEVADA AEC 30 NC-8
043 CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 31 RC-8
011 YELIOSTONE NATIONAL PARK, WfOMIN/ 32 RC-8
MrNTA/NA IDHO



























EKTAClaRON 9-1/2 IN. 75
KTAC"R(E 9-1/2 IN. 75
EKTACHROME 9-1/2 IN. 715
EKTACHROME 9-1/2 IN. 75
EKTACRCEK 9-1/2 IN. 75
TrACtIROM 9-1/2 IN. 300
EKTACIRQE 9-1/2 IN. 300
kTAC'ROME, IR 9-1/2 IN. 300
E(TA(ROME. IR 9-1/2 IN. 300
PUIS-X 9-1/2 IN. 450
PtUS-X 9-1/2 IN. 450
PIJUS-X 9-1/2 IN. 830
EXTACFIR , IR 9-1/2 IN. 225
EKTAC.HR1E 9-1/2 IN. 45
PLUS-X 9-1/2 IN. 75
EXTAl tROmE, IR 9-1/2 IN. 135
PtIJS-X 9-1/2 IN. 75
PLUS-X 9-1/2 IN. 230
EKTACUME 9-1/2 IN. 75
ETACaWIE, IR 9-1/2 IN. 375
EKTACHIROE, IR 9-1/2 IN. 375
EXTAOKT ME, IR 9-1/2 I N. 75
ETACHROT E, IR 9-1/2 IN. 150
EKTACOMEY 9-1/2 IN. 150
EKTA(IRCME, IR 9-1/2 IN. 675
...- . .. -,. .- - . . -_ 











































































114 tHIITE SANDS, NEW MEXICO
046 ASHEIVltLE, NORTH CAROLINA
099 F..RIIDA STRAITS
138 GUQJLFSTREAM NAT
046 ASHEVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA
128 MISSISSIPPI DELTA, JlUISIANA
032 WESLACO, TEXAS
095 EVERGLADES, F.R I DA
098 IO'ESTEAD, FUORIIDA
102 STATENVIL.LE/LANE CITY, M1I(ItDA,
PH)SPtKAT .
103 CRISTAL RIVER, -LURIDA
104 WALIIALA/TAMPA, IFLIDA
128 MISSISSIPPI DELTA, LOUISIANA
086 ARGUS ISLE, DBfE3.A
114 MHITE SANTS, NEW MEXICO
099 F.LORI DA STRAITS
132 NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA
128 MISSISSIPPI DELTA, LOUISIANA
128 MISSISSIPPI DELTA, LDUISIANA
007 COAST RAhGE, OREXCx/WASHIIINON
130 SOUlHFERN CALIFFRN IA
130 SOaITIERN CALIFORNIA
101 SAN FRANCISCO VDLCANIC FPIELDS,ARIZ.
114 WMHITE SANDS, NEW MEXICO
114 WIHITE SAMNS, NEW MEXIIO
014 LITTLE DRAGaON MOUNTAINS, ARIZONA
029 PHOENIX, ARIZONA
051 MESIITE SEDIMENTARY, ARIZONA
154 AMBOY CRATER, CALIFORNIA
002 PIS.iAH CIRATFR, CAL. IFTNIA
052 NEVADA AEC
052 NEVADA AMC
093 PT. BARROW, ALASKA
143 COOK INLET, ALASKA


































































































































































9 JUN 67 099 F.RIIDA STRAITS
9 JUN 67 155 GIF CO.AST FISHIRIFS
9 J 67 099 FPLRIDA STRAITS
9 JUN 67 155 GU COAST FISHERIES
12 JUN 67 128 MISSISSIPPI DLTA, LOUISIANA
23 JUN 67 032 WESLACO, TEXAS
JULL 7 032 WESLAC, TEXAS
29 JDN 67 044 PLRDLUE, INDIANA
17 JtL 67 040 ASIHVIUL.E NO1 CAROLINA
17 JLL 67 124 IDEUSVA PENINSLLA, DELAWARE/
MIRY!AED/VIRGINIA
17 JULL 67 153 ANN4APLIS, MARYIAND


















152 B4RNMAT M4Y, NE. JFNS-Y
046 ASIVIULLE, MNOI CAROLINA
124 OEIMARVA PENINSUA, DELAWARE/
MARtI.~DV VIRGINIA
046 ASIEVILLE, N4OTH CAROLINA
150 PALICO SfaD, NORTH CAROLINA
124 DELl3ARVA PENINSU"LA, DILAWARE/
MIRYLANd/VIRGINIA
152 BARNIEAT BAY, NEW JERSEY
124 D]IEARVA PENINSLLA, DELA.AREI
MARYLAND/VI RINIA
153 ANNAPOLIS, M(ARYLAND
046 ASHEVIIJ.E, taC CAROLINA
044 PURIRO, INDIANA
144 WISCONSIN SAND PLAINS
085 LAIAECE, KANSAS
044 PtIA.E, INDIANA
076 CARIDE CITY, KANSAS
156 WIN) RIVER, WASHINGOT"
21 AUL 67 048 SAN PABLO RISERlOIR, CALIFORNIA
























































AERO EKTACROME 9-1/2 IN.
































CEKTA1RQE4, IR 9-1/2 IN. 150
KIC('F E, IR 9-1/2 IN. 75
EKTAaCHRE, IR 9-1/2 IN. 75
EKTA WE, IR 9-1/2 IN. 75
AERO EKTAC'fSfE 9-1/2 IN. 225
AERO E(TACOE 9-1/2 IN. 225
EK(TI'ARI, IR 9-1/2 IN. 75
EXITACIDE, IR 9-1/2 IN. 225
IEKTACROE, IR 9-1/2 IN. 75
AENO E(TAOX TE 9-1/2 IN. 50
PILM( O' NO VAU)E
RONG FILEIR
ITET E, IR 9-1/2 IN. 200
EKTACHROM, IR 9-1/2 IN. 200
ACCESSION NltRI4




































WR-22-W1-020-00171 17-18 OCT 67
MR~-22-1J-051-00172 17-18 OCT 67
NR-22-DJ-135-00218 17-18 OCT 67
MR-22-CK-156-00219 17-18 OCT 67
NR-22-PJ-076-00174 13-16 NOV 67
NR-22-41-079-00175 13-16 NOV 67
NR-22-FJ-129-00176 13-16 NOV 67






















157 tOMIE;O SPRING;S, CAL.Il)RNIA
003 M)NO CRATERS, CALIPIftNIA
019 SONORA PASS, CALIFIORNIA
019 SOKNOA PASS, CALII-URNIA
130 SOnItURN CAL I R.iN I A
157 IbRHRlO SPRINGS, CALII-URNIA
003 MO CRATIlRS, CALIFURNIA
158 CORPUS CHRISTI, TXAS/(CJ' O1F
MEXICO
146 ALAFIA AND PEACE RIVERS, FRLRIDA
128 MISSISSIPPI DELTA, LDUISIANA
997 CAPE KNNEDY, FDIlIDA
997 CAPE KENNEDY, FtRIDA
128 MISSISSIPPI DELTA, LOUISIANA
993 TITUSVILLE, FRIDA
993 TITUSVILLE, FUIRIDA
159 HORSEFLY MOUNTAIN, O ON
020 BLCKS LAKE, CALIFORNIA
051 MESQIITE SEDIMENTARY, ARIZONA
135 HARVEY VALLEY, CALIFORNIA
156 WIND RIVER, WASHINGTON
076 GARD:iN CITY, KANSAS





132 NEW ORLEANS, LOJISIANA
133 MICFLOUD, LOUISIANA
134 SLIDEL,. LOUISIANA
137 MISSISSIPPI TEST FACILITY
165 DESERET/ST. MARWS, FL.RIDA
032 WESLAC, T7XAS
032 WESLAO, TEXAS






































INSTHRUNENT (XF' I lAT1 ION
PLUS-X 5401 9-1/2 IN. I00
PLIWS-X 5401 9-1/2 IN. IOF0
PLUS-X 5401 9-1/2 IN. l0O0
EKTAC-MRIE, IR 9-1/2 IN. 375
EKXTACHROE, IR 9-1/2 IN. 375
EKTAUCFKME, IR 9-1/2 IN. 375
EKTACHOE, IR 9-1/2 IN. 375
COUIR {ETA.CH ;I,: 9-1/2 IN. 100
EKTACHROI, IR 9-1/2 IN. 200
COILOR EKTACHROI 9-1/2 IN. 450
COJLOR ETACRFICE 9-1/2 IN. 100
EKTACtOE, IR 9-1/2 IN. 100
EKTAC:ROME, IR 9-1/2 IN. 450
OLUR EKTAC1IROME 9-1/2 IN. 100
W(TAOCROE, IR 9-1/2 IN. 100
EKTACHROME 8442 9-1/2 IN. 40
rEKTACIRO 9-1/2 IN. 255
EKTACHRICM 9-1/2 IN. 255
FlTA. IR 8443 9-1/2 IN. 255
EKTA. JR 8443 9-1/2 IN. 255
EXTA. IR-t443 .9-1/2 IN. 275
EhTA. IR-8443 9-1/2 IN. 275
EKTA. IR-8443 9-1/2 IN. 275

































I,',J'iY DATfA PILu: - RC-H CAWtRA (WILD-Ht*,NHIH UX)
DATE 
ACCESSION YLt41tR F
NR-22-GL-124-00187 19 JAN S8
NR-22-OJ-150-00188 19 JAN 68
NR-22-GJ-150-00189 17-19 JAN 68
Nl-22-H J-I52-00190 18 JAN e8
MR-22-14-16-00191 - 18 JAN 6S
MR-22-4-046-00192 16-17 JAN 88
MR-22-"-124-00193 16-17 JAN 68
NI-22-J-124-0019i 17-19 JAN 68
MR-22-J-150-00195 17-19 JAN 68




















NR-22--14-146-00206 27-28 FEB 68






























124 DELAWARE PEYINSULA, DELAWARE/
MRYLA/V VIRRGIN IA
150 PALICI SOWND, NORIT CAROLINA
150 *PAMLICO SOLN, NOTH CAROLINA
152 BARNEGAT BAY, NEW JERSEY
161 RARITAN RIVER, NEW JERSEY
046 ASL'VILLE, NORTH CAROLINA
124 DElARVA PEN I NSULA, DILAWARE/
MAIRLAN,'D/V I FI N I A
124 DEt4ARVA PENINSULA, DELAWARE/
IMRYYLAND/V I R II A
150 PAILICO SUND, NRITh CAROLINA
124 DEIMARVA PENINSILA, DELAWARE/
LMRk.AND/VIRGINIA
163 BISCAYNE BAY, FURIDA
164 BOCA RATON/L-LE CLADE, FtA.
162 HA~WM BAmNS, FIJRIDA
164 BOCA RATON/BELLE GLADE, FI-CIDA
162 B4AFMA BANKS, FLRIDA
163 BISCAYNE BAY, FU.RIDA
164 BOCA RAIN/BELLE OGLADE, FURIDA
155 ULF COAST FIS4ERIES
132 NEW ORLPANS, LOUISIANA
146 ALAFIA AND PEACE RIVERS, RFLIDA
147 LAKES/TAMPA, FULIDA
147 LAKES/TAMPA, FU.RIDA
15 DESERET/ST. 1M4RKS, RIRIDA
145 CULF COAST SPRINGS
992 FIREANT
147 LAKCS/TAMPA, FtLRIDA
165 Dt2CRET/IT. MRKS, FMIIDA
145 GULF CDAST SPRINGS
165 DESIERE/ST. MAWKS, FURIDA





























































































































































































126 MARJbETTE/REPtIHLIC TROUCHS, MICH.
044 PIRDUE, INDIANA
167 LAKE MICFHIGAN
041 MES4RI RANGE, MINNESOTA
044 PURDUE, INDIANA
167 LAKE MICHIGAN
126 MARQUMITIE/REPUtLIC TILGIS, MICHI.
041 MESABI RANGE, MINNESOTA
027 SALTON SEA, CALIFORNIA
130 SWl1HiN CALIFORNIA
157 BORREO SPRINCS, CALIFORNIA
072 Ca)O H1T SPRINGS, CAI.IFORNIA
048 SAN PABLO RFSERVOIR, CALIFURNIA
020 BLICKS LAKE, CALIFORNIA
027 SALTOr SEA, CALIFORNIA
130 SOIHERIN CALIFORNIA
157 BORE)OD SPRINGS, CALIRFRNIA
072 OSO) HlT SPRINGS, CALIFUORNIA
020 BIaXS LAKE, CALIFCRNIA
174 WALODPS ISLAND, VIRGINIA
076 GARDEN CITY, KANSAS
044 PFLE, INDIANA
168 PAIXEPNT RIVER, MARYLAND
076 GARDEN CITY, KANSAS
044 PUIRJE, INDIANA
085 LAWRENCE, KANSAS
174 WALLOPS ISLAND, VIRGINIA
162 BAHAMI B ANKS, FLRIDA
032 WESLACO, lEXAS
032 WEStAC), 7EXAS


































































































































































































































29 JUL 68 076 GARD CITY. KANSAS

































148 LEHIGH RIVER, PENNSYLVANIA
076 CARDN CITY, KANSAS
044 PRDe. INDIANA
148 LEHICH RIVER, PENNSYLVANIA
156 WIND RIVER, WASHICNG"IN
019 SONORA PASS, CALIFCRNIA
003 MOND CRIATES, CALIFORNIA
056 Mr. LASSEN, CALIFORNIA
040 CASCADE EXJNTAINS, *ASHINGION
156 WIND RIVER, WASHING"CIN
019 SOiCRA PASS, CALIFORNIA
003 NO.CRAATEIS, CALIFORNIA
056 Mr. LASSEN, CALIPIRNIA
040 CASCADE OUNTAINS, WASHIWXNU
155 GULF COAST FISIERIES
173 GULF LOP
164 BOCA RA1ON/RIEUJE GLADE, FIaRIDA
155 LAF COAST FISIRIF.S
172 YUCATAN 'ENINSUA
155 GULF (AST FISHERIES
174 WALI~PS ISLAND, VIRGINIA
168 PATUXENT RIVER, MARYlAND
172 YUCATAN PENINSILA
174 WALLOtPS ISLAND, VIRGINIA
171 SABINE LAKE, LOUISIANA
078 GARDEN CITY, KANSAS
171 SABINE LAKE, LCUISIANA
07OT ARE CITY, KANSAS
163 BISCAYNE AMY, F1.RRIDA
165 OESER5r/ST. MARKS, FLRIAm
145 aULF COAST SPRINOS
146 ALAFI[A AND PEACE RIVERS, FLORIDA





















































































































































































































































PR-22-LL-166-00332 13-14 MAR 69
SITE NAME
163 BIISCAINE \AY, I.1XII)4
165 DE:SE.I'T/ST. MARKS, FIlMIDA
145 GCl,' COAST SPRINGS
146 ALAFIA AND PEACE RIVERS, F11RIDA
132 NEW ORLEANS, LJUISIANA
996 DALLAS/FT. WORTH, TF(XAS
995 ANSON/SNYDER, TEXAS
030 TUCS.5N, ARIZONA
994 EL PASO, TEXID(AS
181 COLDRADO RIVER DELTA
175 HOUSTON, TEXAS, AREA
996 DALIAS/FT. WORTH, TEXAS
995 ANSON/SNYDER, TEXAS
030 TUCSON, ARIZONA
994 EL PASO, TEXAS
181 COLORADO RIVER DELTA
176 NEW ECGLAND
147 LAKES/TAMPA, FOR IDA
176 NEW ENGCLAND
147 L4KES/TAMPFA,FORAIDA
178 MILL CREI'X, EKLAHUMA
179 LACNA MADRE/OORPUS CHRISTI, TEXAS
178 MILL CREEK, CKLAHOMA
179 LACUNA MADRE, TEXAS
164 BOCA RATION/EJLE GLADE, FLORIDA
165 DESERET/ST. MARKS, FU1ORIDA
146 ALAFIA AND PEACE RIVERS, FILRIDA
164 BOCA RATOIN/BEILLE GLA, FL. RID
165 DESERET/ST. MARKS, F'ORIDA
183 LORDSUG, NEW ME:XICO
180 GARNET MOUNTAIN, ARIZONA
171 SABINE LAKE, LOUIISIANA
171 SABINE LAKE, LOUISIANA
166 ICELAND - SEA STATE
186 ICELAND - SEA STATE




























































































































































































M-22-H6-092-00400 21-23 JUN 69 092 PUEL RICO 9g
ROLL LINE EXPOSRE MNLlRS ALTITUDE SCALE
I 11 0361 - 0369 20.000 MSL 1.40,000
I 12 0370 - 0389 20,000 MSL 1.40,000
3 14 0421 - 0433 20.000 MSL 1.40,000
I N/A 0441 - 0443 20.000 MSL 1.40,000
I s .0444 - 0454 20,000 MSL 1.40,000
I 21 0455 - 0525 5,600 MSL 1.10,000
I N/A 0528'- 0515 5,000 MSL 1.10,000
NR-22-6H-092-00401 24-25 JUN 69 092 PI RICO 98se
RBLL LINE EXPOIRE 5MJ*AS AIT'FlrlE SCAl FI
a2 0576-- 0597 20,000 SL 1.40,000
a N/A 0598
2 20 0604 - 0621 5,000 MSL 1.10,000
2 4 0622 -0651 20,000 MSL 1.40,000
2 s 0653 - 0670 20,000 ML 1.40,000
2 6 0679 - 0702 20,000 MSL 1.40,000
2 5 0103 - 72 - 20,000 PL 1.40,000
2 21 0728 - 0780 5,000 MSL 1.10,000
NR-22-H-092-00402 27 JUN 69 092 PURIrO RICO 98
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE 5NUI*3S ALTITLiE SCALE
3 N/A 0281 20,000 oEL 1.40,000
3 24 02804 - 0288 20,000 iL 1.40,000
3 13 0289 - 0303 20,000 MIL 1.40,000
3 23 0304- 0323 20,000 tSL 1.40,000
3 8 0324- 0345 20,000 MSL 1.40,000
3 9 0346 - 0353 20,000 MSL 1.40,000
3 30 0354 - 0360 20,000 ISL i.40,000
3 16 0390 - 0399 20,000 MSL 1.40,000
3 IS 0400 - 0420 20,000 MSL 1.40,000
MR-22-1-092-00403 21-23 JUN 69 092 PUI70 RICO 98
ROLL LINE EXPOfItE M13S3 ALT I1iDE SCALE
I 11 6390 - 6398 20,000 MSL 1.40,000
1 l2 6399- 6417 20,000 o MSL 1.40,000
1 14 6454 - 6467 20,000 MSL 1.40,000
I N/A 6472 - 6474 20,000 MSL 1.40,000
1 5 6475 - 6485 20,000 MSL 1.40,000
1 21 6486 - 6555 5,000 MSL 1.10,000
I N/A 6556 - 6607 5,000 MSL 3.10,000
MR-22-Mt-092-00404 24-25 JUN 69 092 PUIRO RICO 98
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE .P41BERS ALTITLVE SCALE
2 5 6609 - 6630 20,000 MSL 1.40,000
2 N/A 6631 - 6633
2 20 6641 - 6658 5,000 MSL 1.10,000
2 4 6659 - 6687 20,000 MSL 1.40,000
2 5 6688 - 6713 20,000 MSL 1.40,000
2 6 6714 - 6737 20,000 MSL 1.40,000
2 5 6738 - 6761 20,000 MSL 1.40,000
2 21 67B3 - 0b15 5,000 M1S. I.l(),(100
PN-22-HH-192-00405 27 JIt 69 192 RP.HADXOS 98
ROLL LINE EXPOSURIE NI1H43S ALTIIAI. ,S'AI E
3 5 6820 - 6830 20,000 MSL 1.40,000
3 1 6848 - 6869 3,000 tSL 1.6000
3 2 6870 - 6916 3,000 MSL 1.6000
3 6 0862.- 0903 15,000 MSL 1.30,000
3 3 0904 - 0915 20,000 MSL 1.40,000
3 5 0916.- 0921
3 6 0922 - 0935
3 4 6831 - 6842 20,000 MSL 1.40,000
I NSTRtLhFNT CO-'F IGLTAT I ON
RC-8, RATI1I 15, COLOR IR SOl17, 9.5 IN.
REMARKS
RAMSEY AFB-SLIGHTLY OVEREXPOSED
RAMSEY-ARUC I BD-VEIA BAJA
CAWB SAN JUAN
GUAN ICA-ENSENADA
CLXJDS - LACO CAONILLU.AS
COASTLINE - FUNTA TUtNA TO PONCe
SAN JUAN-LAGO CAOIILLAS
MAP NO. ONC J-27.
RC-8, tAUr) iS, COUH IR 1o117, 9.5 IN.
It8NHIIKS
CULaS-HA'E., PtUN'A CFJIH) (UMIX)
LAWC) CAN I IJAS-I ;,1AG AO
rIxADO - IU'TA JO(tHAlX)
lAHI A 4MOTALVA-PINMA CIMHO O(RDIO
PALAS AT11AS-CAHF) Ha)O
PUNTA CF4HNO COIX-A4HAHIA MONTALVA
PL1'tTA PE-'1ONA-PLUATA T'IA, *.CL)bWD
MAP NO. ON(C J-27.







MAP NO. ONC J-27.





CLLUES - LAGO CAON I LAS
COASTLINE-PUNTA TL'NA-PONC
SAN JUAN-LAGO CAONILLAS
MAlP NO. ONC J-27.
RC-8, C 2448, 9.5 IN.
REMARKS
CLOU DS-HAZE, PUNTA CERRO ORDO
LAO CAONILLAS-GUARAGUA
DMRADO-PUNTA JOROBADO
BAHIA MONTALVA-PLNTA CERRO GCOI l
PAL.4AS ATLAS-CABO ROJO
PUNTA CUeRM OGO-BAHIA MONTALVA
Pt '.i\ eP:I'H(0A-pt rTA 'l' NA
MAP MNO. (NU J-;7. 
RC-8, COXlIR 24:4, 9.5 IN.
ONLt. CIAM.S 6P48-F0916
MATIH C(taI IN 0789-0O60
MAP NO. ONC K-27.
Kn
IMAGERY DATA FIIE: - HCI-S CAIF:HA WIIII)-HFItNHtI iSU)
DATE SITE
ACCESSION NUIF'IR NO.
R-22-t1H-192-00406 27 JUN 69 192 HARHADOS
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE N1t*RS
3 1 0789 - 0810
3 2 0811 - 0860
SITE NAMF:
ALT I TLK, SCALE:
3,000 MSL 1.6000
3,000 ML 1.6000
I NSTHLM'4,T COF I (GRAT' IONMIS-
SION
98 RC-8, WHATI'EN 15, C)It)L IR .0117, 9.5 IN.
HI'21K(S
IR I DGFNIN
NO COLJR IR WAS TWKEN FDR REST OF' SITE 192
MAP NO. ONC K-27.
NR-22-HH-092-00500 21 JUN 69 092 PUtTFRO RICO 098 RC-81I, COLtR D-500, 6 IN.
OLL LINE EXPOSURE NIM4RS ALT I TtDE SCALE REMARKS
1 24 6311 - 6315 20,200 MSL 1.40,400 EMULSION BROKEN ON OITH FTES OF" FI'M. FHVRAI
1 13 31 -6330 20,200 MSL 1.40,400 COUNTR DOESN'T AGHEE WITH FLI'GH' PHn'O LX;.
I 13 6316 - 6330 20,200 MSL 1.40,400
3 23 6331 - 6350 20,200 MSL 1.40,400
1 8 6351 - 6372 20,200 MSL 1.40,400
1 9 6373 - 6380 20,200 IISL 1.40,400
1 10 6381 - 6387 20,200 MSL 1.40,400
I 16 6421 - 6430 20,200 MSL 1.40,400 50 PER CENT ClIDLS.
I 15 6431 - 6451 20,200 MSL 1.40,400 25 PER CENT CLCID
MAP NO. ONC J-27.
MN-22-JG-192-00501 27 JUN 69 192 BARBADOS 098 RC-8/2, CDR D-500, 6 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSUIE NUMBERS ALTITlDE SCALE R.MARKS
2 6 6919 - 6959 15,000 MSL 1.30,000 6919-6924 OVEREXPOSED
2 3 6960 - 6971 20,000 MSL 1.40,000
2 5 6972 - 6981 6978-6981 NDEREXPOSED
2 6 6983 - 7000 15,000 MSL 1.30,000 MAP NO. ONC K-27.
NR-22-EJ-019-00407 17 JUL 69 019 SONORA PASS, CALIFORNIA 100 RC-8, 0.5 MICROMETER, COtDR IR SO117, 6 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NMIHERS ALTITLDE SCALE RE.ARKS
2 10 01 - 18 60,000 MSL 1.120,000 M0NTEREY BAY TO M)NO LAKE
2 9 19 - 31 60,000 MSL 1.120,000 ITULA~I4 RIVER TO NTEREY BAY
2 8 32 - 45 60,000 MSL 1.120,000 SKYPARK TO MA1IAN PEAK.
2 1 46 - 72 60,000 MSL 1.120,000 JUNCTION RESERVOIR TO PACIFIC COASTLINE, SITE
19, SONCR0 PASS.
2 6 73 - 96 60,000 MSL 1.120,000 PACIFIC COASTLINE TO DARDANIELL
2 S 97 - 119 60,000 MSL 1.120,000 SALT SPRINGS RESERVOIR TO PACIFIC COASTLINE,
SITES 48 AND 193.
2 4 120- 142 60,000 MSL 1.120,000 SAN FRANCISCO TO SILVER LAKE.
2 43.' - l65 B0,1100 RI. I.I 1I, (lll i.' O 1.IkEll TO3 i"%3l'slO
2 2 166 - 1I9 , On"l, i 11 1 110 i.SA 'ill I %i. mF l4iii
2 I 190 - 2l:l hll)0 011 111. 1. 1) L11)101 :
2 2 214 - 222 Ellt101 tI9, I.Ill 1110 PtKI11411 l ill SMIUXl ll. 1IIIf. 4 1W i.
WI15 %1). %I II-I.
NR-22-EJ-e19-00408 17 Jlt 69 019 .S()WRA PASS, CALIFORNIA 100 RC--8, 2.2AV, W(WHI 244P, 6 Ih.
RILL LINE EX:POSLHE hNI.IIS AI.T I 'I1 IE SCALE RE*XlRKS
2 10 3211 - 3227 60,000 MSiL 1.120,000 I4(.ThI.f HAMY TO MI)O tAKE, I*-'t: 322$ CAa.'HA
TST.
2 9 3229 - 3241 60,000 M'iL 1.120,000 TUOIAtMA RIVFN T) 'M)NTE1l'RE t,\
86 3242 - 3255 60,000 MSL 1.120,000 SKIPARK TO WI-N PEAK
2 7 3256 - 3282 60,000 (MSL 1.120,000 JUNCTION RII.SENVOIR 10 PACIFIC COASTI.INE, SITE
19 O PASS.
2 6 3283 - 3306 60,000 MSL 1.120,000 PA CISIC COA.STLNE TO DARD&%:IE. L
a 5 3307 - 3329 60,000 MISL 1.120,000 SALT sPRINGS RESERVOIR 10 PACIFIC Ct)AST'INE,
SITE 48 AND 193.
2 4 3330 - 3352 60,000 MSL 1.120,000 SAN FRANCISCO 11) SILVER LA'E
a 3 3353 - 3374 60,000 NMSL 1.120,000 ICH0 LAKE TO SAN FRA'NISCO
2 2 3375 - 3398 60,000 MiL 1.120,000 SAUSALITI) TO LAKE ALtliA.
a 1 3399 - 3422 60,000 MiL 1.120,000 LJON LAKE TO PACIFIC COASTLIlE
a 2 3423 - 3432 60,000 MSL 1.120,000 PMII'O.RAPEt STOPPED SonT OF SITES 48 AND 193.




IMACNER DATA FIIEF - HC-N CAF*RA (II1J-HFE:HIUII*U)
DATE SITE SI TE NAI:
ACC SS I NIF lR NlO.
NR-22-EJ-003-00409 17 JL 69 003 M)NO LAKE
ROLL LINE EXPOSLUE MNLlRS ALTITDE
a 10 01 - 18 60,000 nSL
2 9 19- 31 60,000 MSL
2 6 32- 45 60,000 MSL
7 4 - 72 0',000 MSL
73- 96 60,000 MSL
a 97- 119 60,000 ISL
a 4 120- 142 60,000 MSL
a 3 143 - 15 60,000 MSL
2 166 - 189 60,000 MSL
a 1 190 - 213 60.000 MISL
2 a 214- 222 60.000 MSL
NR-22-EJ-00303-410 17 JUL 69' 003 MNO LAKE
ROLL LINE EXPOXURE NMERS ALTITtJE
2 10 3211 - 3227 60,000 MSL
2 * 3229 - 3241 60,000 MSL
2 6 3242 - 3255 60,000 MSL
a 7 3256 - 3282 60.000 MSL
2' 6 3283 - 3306 60,000 MsL
2 5 3307 - 3329 60,000 MSt.
2 4 3330 - 3352 80,000 W11.
2 3 3353 - 3374 80,000 MSL
2 2 3375 - 3398 60,000 P'L
2 1 3399 - 3422 60,000 'SL


























I. I 0, 1()0
I . I z 000'
1.120,000
1. 120,000
17 JUL 69 193 FII1)AIX) FXIEST 100
ROLL LINE E(POSLRE 11*tl-ES ALT IlDE SCALE
2 10 01 - 18 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
2 9 19 - 31 60,000 hSL 1.120,000
2 8 32- 45 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
2 7 46 - 2 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
2 73 - 96 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
2 5 97 - 119 60,000 MIL 1.120,000
a 4 120 - 142 60.000 kSL 1.120,000
3 143 - 165 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
2 2 166 - 189 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
2 1 190 - 213- 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
2 2 214 - 222 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
PNR-22-J-193-00412 II JUL 69 193 ELDOIACO FORbST 100
ROUL LINB EXPOSUPE rNuEt.RS ALTITlUE SCALE
2 10 3211 - 3227 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
9- 3229 - 3241 60,000 MSL · 1.120,000
2a 3242 -3255 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
a 7 3256 - 3282 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
a2 3283 - 3306 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
2 5 3307 - 3329 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
a 4 3330 - 3352 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
a 3 3353 - 3374 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
a 2 .3375 - 3398 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
2 1 3399 - 3422 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
2 2 3423- 3432 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
I N.STlIMtl':NT C I (lll' l 
RC-8, 0.5 4MIc 'TM-3t, COLER IR SOl, 6 IN.
REMARKS
MONTEREY BAY' TO O8% LAKE.
TL0U/A A RIVKE T O N3TtREY BAY
SKYPARK TO MAINAN PEAK.
JUNCTION RESERVOIR TO PACIFIC COASTLINE, SITE
19, S(ONRO PASS.
PACIFIC COa(STLINE 1) DARDANELL
SALT SPRINGS RESERVOIR 1' PACIFIC COASTLINE,
SITES 48 AND 193.
SAN FVNC I SCO TO SI LVEIR LAKE
ECHO LAKE TO SAN FRAC ISCO
SAUSALITO TO LAKE ALCXA
LOtN LAKE O0 PACIFIC COASTLINE
PHOTOGRAPHY STOPPFD S.HRT OF SITES 48 AND 193.
'MAP NOS. NJ 11-4, NJ 11-7.
RC-8, Z.2AV,.C(XLCR 2448, 6 IN.
RENAAKS
MONT1EM AY YTO 1ON LAKE, IIRAME 3228 CAMERA
TEST.
lTUC4A RIVER TO MONTMREY BAY.
SKYPARK TO kMHAN PEAK.
JU.CTION REuSEtRVOIR TO PACIFIC COASTLINE, SITE
19, SONORO PASS.
PACIFIC COASTLINE TO IDRDANELL
SAI.T S.PHI4Mi HI':SF:H'()IH 11) PACIFIC COWASTIN.lE,
Tl'lF: 4 .INI) 191.
SA% I)A%CI.'OL) 'I) SII.AF'H IAIKFI
F.CHt) I kI '1l) SAN .FHYN CI.CO.
SltK ... I1l) '1) IUI.: AIl(t,.
I[13 I11W.I 1') PAC'IFIC (I)l.ST I I\F.
PtIlI:; PH1 STllW)PFI-) SHO'NT ()l' SI''TES 4 ADI) 193.
MAP M). NJ 10-".
RC-8, 0.5 MICR;IE'1IHS, tXL)R ItR S0117, 6 IN.
RIOARKS)INTF.HFYt BAY 1O) MOO IAU(E.
T'X.IJNA HRIVEH 1XT) l'TFH':H HIAY
SKI PARK TO MWIAN PI.AK
JLUC-rlN HESEHVOIR lO PACIFIC COASTI.IN, SITE. 19,
SONORO PASS.
PACIFIC COASn.lINF TO DARANLEIU.
SALT SPRINGS REStRU OIR TO PACIFIC COASTIANE,
SITE 48.
SAN IIANCISCO TO SII.VE'R LAKE
ECFIO LAKE TO SAN -l.%"C:lSCO
SAUSALIlO TO iAKE AIlHlA
U)IN LAKE TO PACIFIC UAISTI.INE
PtHO`II.IAPtH STOPPUD SHUOT OF SITES 4i AND 193.
MAP NO. NJ 10-6.
RC-8, 2.2AV, COLJR 2448, 6 IN.
REAIAKS
MONT.REY BAY TO MOW) LAKE, FI-RA 3228 CAMl*tA
TEST.
nTULU4A RIVER TO MNITRLEY BAY.
SKYPARK TO (FW-tAN PEAK.
JUNCTION RESERVOIR TO PACIFIC COASTLINE, SITE
19, SORO PASS.
PACIFIC COASTLINE TO DARANELL
SALT SPRINGS RF.SItVOIR TO PACIFIC COASTLINE,
SITE 48 AND 193.
SAN FRANCISCO TO SILVER LAKE
CH)D LAKE TO SAN IFRANCISCO
SAUSALITO TO LAKE AIL.HIA.
LOUN LAKE TO PACIFIC COASTLINE
PHIOTOGRAP'IY STOPPED SHORT OF SITES 48 AND 193.
MP NO. INJ 10-6.
ro
--A
IMIH¥Y DATA FIIJ. - HC-e CA":HA (WIID-HE'HHUICLG)
7 JUL 69 048 SAN PABLO RESERVOIR
iOLL LI NE EXPOSURE NULEM S ALT ITUIe
a .10 3211 - 3227 60,000 MSL
a 9 3229 - 3241 60,000 MSL
a 8 3242 - 3255 60,000 MSL
a 7 3256 - 3282 60,000 MSL
2 6 3283 - 3306 60,000 MSL
a 5 3307 - 3.29 60.0n00 no .
2 4 3330 - 33*Z 60.1000 NM1.
a 3 3353  - .,174 bO,1111 tl.
2 2 3315 - i9'q hO,o01n0 *t1.
2 1 3:199 - 3I422 bOI(11 'I1.










I . I 0,( no(0
I. 2(1.)(ll
I . I ,(I, (111
I. I (O, {lul(1
I . I l .11 110
I . I LL. 111)(1
NR-22-DJ-048-00414 I1 JUL 69 048 SAN PAIlI) HES(1tVOIH 100
ROLL LINE EXPOSU(E M H.N S ALTITmln SCAtE
2 10 01 - 18 60,000 o ML 1.120,000
2 9 19 - 31 60,000 bSL 1.120,000
2 6 32 - 45 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
17 46 - 72 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
6 73 - 96 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
2 S 97 - 119 60,000 (SL 1.120,000
2 4 120 - 142 60,000 SL 1.120,000
2 3 143 - 165 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
2 2 166 - 189 60,000 FSL 1.120,000
a I 190 - 213 60,000 ESL 1.120,000
2 2 214 - 222 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
MR-22-J-020-00415 18 JUL 69 020 BUCKS LAKE, CALIIPRNIA 100
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NM4ERS ALT ITUDE SCALE
3 3 3468 - 3484 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
3 4 3485 - 3506 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
3 5 3507 - 3525 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
3 6 3526- 3542 60,000 MSL 1.120.000
3 7 3543 - 3561 60,000 (SL 1.120,000
3 8 3562 3583 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
3 9 3584- 3606 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
NI-22-D-020-00416 18 JUL 69 020 UICKS LAKE, CALIFORNIA 100
XLL LINE EXPOSU9E NLIHERS ALT ITUDE SCALE
4 3 3459 - 3775 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
4 4 3776 - 3797 60,000 MSL I.120,000
4 S 3798 -3816 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
4 6 38117- 3833 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
4 7 3834 - 3852 60,000 ISL 1.120,0C5
4 a 3853 - 3874 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
4 I 3875 - 3897 60,000 MsL 1.120,000
NR-22-DJ-189-00417 18 JUL 69 189 KLAMAT FALLS 1
ROLL LINE EXPOSLURE NMI3S ALTITDE SCALE
3 1 3457 - 3461 60,000 (SL 1.120,000
3 a 3462 - 3467 60,000 MSL' 1.120,000
NM-22-DW-189-00418 18 JUL 69 IP9 KIATH FALLS 100
ROL LINE EXPOSUIE NUINi43S ALTITILE SCALE
4 1 3748 - 3752 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
4 2 3753 - 3758 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
INST'RI*M'NT Ct)hFl(HIAT I1(N
RC-8, 2.2AV, COLOR 2448, 6 IN.
REMARKS
MF['T'REY BAY TO MONO LAKE, FRAME 3228 CAMFRA
TEST.
UflULMA RIVER TO MONV'EREY BAY.
SKYPARK TO MAHAN PEAK.
JUNCTION RESERVOIR TO PACIFIC COASTLINE, SITE
19, SONORO PASS.
PACIFIC COASTLINE TO DARDANELL
A,%I.T.X lIf,*t"ilMl()l 'li P.CIFI(: (.*"''I'I%~,
SIC-E, 0.0 MICRNI) 14 , i XI1 IN SO1l?, 6 IN.
.,7% FRlAMs 'I"'( 'i1) ~iI sH AKI.-
'tKX) I .,T )', 7% pi l I, l 'co().
.~71 ~Ai. I \) '111 i -TIP: AI( I T
I(X) IAkF 'ld pe.*ll-It: ((t 'I' Ip.
Pt/l'd]K;itl'I h'l'()l'Pf"l) ~d t* 11- . l'Fh 4r AM'%) I9J.
%%P '-)~. ~,,I I 1-4, %J i i-7.
F -8, .5 ICROa-cn.'HS, . I)x IR 'OI17,  .
REMARKS
MXhT)I-F BAt 'I) M()hO LAKE
'IIXXALAL HlIVI-. I) lty'l-141EF: A
SK' PAHK 1TO HUAN PE.AK.
JUhTION R'S:'tHVOIR 11T PACIFIC COASTLINE, SITE
19. 5(fVJ0 PASS.
PACIFIC a)ASTL.lhE 1'O DA.IWAIL.
SALT SPRINGS HESIEROIH TO PACIFIC CXASTLINE,
SITE 48 ANO 193.
SAN FRANCISCO 1TO SILVI'I L AKE
V 3CHO LAKE 1TO IN I-RC I SCO
SAUSALITO TO LAKE AILOHA
LXON LAKE TO PACIFIC COASTLINE
PHOTOGAPHY STOPPFD S.(HtT OF SITES 48 AND 193.
14AP NO. NJ 10-8.
RC-8, 2.2AV, COUOR 2448, 6 IN.
RE74ORKS
SUCAR PINE MT. TO PAINTERS FLAT.
TWIN MT. TO BELA VISTA.
BLACK BUTTE IT GIUAVLN SPRINGS.
SIERRA ARM/ I:POT TO' TAHIPE MT.
RAWSON T1o HOhEY LAKE VALLEY.
SEVtN LAKES MT. TO TABLE MT.
WARM SPRINGS MT. TO LACK IIUT'TE RES.ERVOIR.
MAP NO. NJ 10-3.
RC-8, 0.5 MICRiOTER, COLOR IR SOll7, 6 IN.
REMARKS
SUtAR PINE MW. TO PAINTEIS FLAT.
TWIN Mr. TO BIELLA VISTA.
BLACK BUrTE TO GILMAN SPRINGS.
SIERRA ARMY DEPOT TO TABLE MW.
RAWSON TO HONEY LAKE VALLEY.
SEVEN LAKES MT. TO TABLE MT.
WAR4 SPRINCS Mr. TO BLACK BaTTE RESERVOIR.
AP NO. NJ 10-3
RC-8, 2.2AV, COLx 2448, 6 IN.
KLAMATH LAKE TO DIAMN)D LAKE JUNCTIONK IRK TO KLAMATh F'ALS
MAP NO. W( 10-6.
RC-8, 0.5 MI.CI(n,-T-, (.XXHR IH S.017, 6 IN.
RE-MAKS
KIAMTH IAKE TO DI'VA)NI) LAKE J.LNCTION
KIHK T1O kIJllI'H FAILS















I NSTHU+L-NT C(Nfi Gll RAT I O(
F1-22-DJ-056-00419 18 JUL 69 056 LASSEN PAR(K 100 RC-8, 2.2AV, COLDR 2448, 6 IN.
ROLL LINE EXiORE PA.eIMBRS ALTITLUE SCALE REMARKS
3 3 3468 - 3484 60,000 HSL 1.120,000 SICAR PINE MT. TO PAINTllIS FLAT.
3 4 3485 - 3506 60,000 MSL .1.120,000 TbIN Kr. TO BEtLA VISTA.
3 5 3507 - 3525 60,000 MSL 1.120,000 BLACK UTFTE TO CGILN SPRINS.
3 S. 3526 - 3542 60,000 MSL 1.120,000 SIEFR.A AR, Y D;POT TO TA.LE MI'.
3 7 3543 - 3561 60,000 HSL 1.12 0 RAWSON TO HONE LAKE VALLEY.
3: a. 3562 - 3583 60,000 MSL 1.120,000 SEVEN LAKES KY. TO TABLF MT
-3 3584 - 3606 600000 MSL 1.120,000 WSRM SPRINGS MT'. TO ILAC( LSfl'E RESERVOIR.MaP NO. NK 10-12.
Nl-22-DJ-056-00420 18 JUL 69 056 LASSEN PARK 100 RC-8, 0.5 MICR]MEE'R. COLOR IR S0117, 6 IN.
FL LIN EXPOSUIE NLM8ERS ALTITlDE SCALE REMARKS
4 3 3459 - 3775 60,000 MSL 1.120.000 .SUGAR PINE MT. TO PAINlERS FAT.
4. 4 3776 - 3797 60,000 MSL 1.120.000 TWIN MT. TO HEIUA VISTA.
4 5 3798 - 3816 60,000 MSL 1.120,000 HLAK HUTE TO CILAN SPNINGS.
·4 S ·3817 - 3833 60,000 HSL 1.120,000 SIERRA ARMY DEPOT TO TARLE MT.
4 1 3834 - 3852 60,000 MSL 1.120,000 RAWSON TO HONEY LAKE VALLE.
4 6 3853 - 3874 60,000 MSL 1.120,000 SEVEN LAKES M. TO TABLE MT.
4 · 3875 - 3891 60,000 MSL 1.120,000 WARM SPRINGS MT. TO BIACK HtrE RESERVOIR.MAP No. NK 10-12.
NR-22-WD-135-00421 18 JUL 69 135 HARVEY VALLEY 100 RC-8, 2.2AV, C318R 2448, 6 IN.
ROLL LI N EXPLURE EMERIS ALTI'TUDE SCALE REMARKS
3 3 3468 - 3484 60.000 MSL 1.120,000 SUGAR PINE MT. TO PAINTERS FAT.
3 4 3485 - 3506 60.000 MSL 1.120,000 TWIN MT. TO BELLA VISTA.
3 S 3507 - 3525 60,000 MSL 1.120,000 BLACK BTrrT TO GILZAN SPRINGS.
3 6 3526 - 3542 60,000 MSL 1.120,000 SIERRA ARMY DEPOT TO TABLE MT.
3 7 3543 - 3561 60.000 MSL 1.120,000 RAWSON TO HOFEY LAKE VAUEY.
3 8 3562 - 3583 60,000 MSL 1.120 000 SEVEN LAKES M. TO TABLE MT.
3 9 3584 - 3606 60,o000 MSL 1.120,000 WARM SPRINGS MT. TO BLACK tIIITE RESERVOIR.MAP NO. NK 10-12.
hR-2-DJ-135-00422 18 JUL 69 135 HARVEY VALLEY 100 FC-8, 0.5 MICROlrEr, COLOR IR SO117, 6 IN.
RLL LINE EXPOSUIE NIBEfRS ALTITE SCALE REMIARKS
4 3 3459 - 3775 - 60,000 MSL 1.120,000 SUGAR PINE MT. TO PAINTERS FIAT.
4 4 3776 - 3797 60,000 MSL 1.120,000 TWIN Mr. TO BELLA VISTA.
4 5 3798 - 3816 60,000 MSL 1.120,000 BLACK UIE TO GILMAN SPRINGS.
4 6 3817 - 3833 60,000 M;S. 1.120,000 SIF:HFA 14,, IPln' 'ID I' \U FI'r.
4 7 3*34 - 3J52 60,0010 MLI. I.12 00(0 RH1,.NIP% 1-) HNFl I.Ah: V 1 I FW.
4 8 3P53 - 3*174 60,1100 lStI. I. 120,01F(1 S.:% L.AKES NO'. TO 'I'THIF : '.
4 9 3ti75 - 397 60.000 MSL I. 12,(100 HIIR I SPH N.S ( 1)'. TO HIAU:C. HllI( HK.SIHV()IH.FtAP NO. K 10-12.
NR-22-DJ-007-00445 18 JL ti69 007 hI-.1(YA C)OAST 100 RC-P. 0.45 MICH(tn'E:HS, (XCOIW t)-500, I I1.
ROLL, LINE EXPO'L'RE' N~L.S ALTI'IV:I*: SCALE.'I: KS
1 3 3373 - 3406 60,000 HtL 1.120,000 Mfl.VII.L.E TO SIDNIXAN T.
1 3 3407 - 3444 60.000 MSL 1.120.000 X)4Sll.INF: (X.HA(:E. P)6HllI.S I.1.F 2, - MIIS W.
I I 3444 - 3448 860000 , fSL 1.120000 0 X.L l , ( IA RIVER tASIN, CA'II.VF,¥fI IlA '11) PACIFIC
OCEAN.
1 4 3449 - 3484 60,000 MSL 1.120,000 PACIFIC OC(IAN OVERVAGE, P.IAI.ELI.S LINE 2. 10
MILES WEST, No HAp Iovl'RGE.
I 5 3485 - 3495 60,000 WSL 1.120,000 PACIFIC OCEAN (X)VXIACE. PAHAIIJ.LS LINE 2. 15
MILES WEST, NO MAP COVEI.-GE.
M-22-D1-007-00446 16 JLL 69 007 ORCON OAST 100 RC-8, 2.2 AV, COLOR 244$, 6 IN.
PO0L LINE EXPOSUE NLMHERS ALTIl U SCALE EttLXRKS
I I 2985 - 3017 60,000 WML 1.120,000 SAWTIlTH ROCK Mr. TO EI M'.
I 2 3018 - 3055 60,000 MSL 1.120,000 MELVIUlE TO SIJNDI)N M'.
1 3 3056 - 3092 60,000 MSL 1.120,000 COASTLINE COVERACGE, PARAUIF.S I.IE 2. 5 MIIES W.
I 1 3093 - 3097 60,000 HAL 1.120,000 CO(ILMlA RIVEt R-ASIN, CTIHI*nA..T HAI TII PACIFIC
OCEAN, NO MAP COVEJAIGE URA FFtAt*:S 3056 'I) 3oSt,.
1 4 3098 - 3133 60,000 HAL 1.120,000 PACIFIC OCEAN C.VERACE, PAIJE.L; I, INE 2, 10
MILES WEST, NO (MA4P COVLRAGE.
I 5 3134 - 3171 60,000 MSL 1.120,000 PACIFIC OCEAN (X)VEIRAGE, PiUL. ELS LINE 2, 15
MILES WEST., NO WAP CXVNRAE.
I 6 3172 - 3204 60,000 HSL 1.120,000 PACIFIC OCEAN COVERAGE, PARALLEIS LINE 2, 20
MILES WEST, NO MAP COVERAGE.
MAP NDS. mN 10-2, NL 10-8, NL 10-11, NK 10-1,4.
IMAKtl DATA FI IF: - HC-8 CMIF:RA (11D-I I)-IF:HlHItX;I
DATE SITE SIT E M HlS-




















INSTHI.NM I ' IGIR4NF1i 1 ,ri(
JUJL 70 000 RENO IO NEVADA CITY, NEVADA 100 RC-8/4L, 2.2 AV, COLCR 2448, 6 IN.
LINE EXPOSLRE NL*I.S ALT I TDE SCALE RFAARKS
RENO 3607 - 3609 60,000 MSL 1.120,000 RENO. UNSCEtULED COVERAGE.
RENO 3610 - 3687 60,000 MSL 1.120,000 REN)0 TO NEVADA CI1T.
MAP NO. NI ii-1.
JUL 69 000 RENO TO NEVADA CITY, NEVADA - 100 RC-8/4R, 0.5 MICR'ERS, COLOR IR SOI50117, 6 IN.
LINE EXPOSUREE NIMF*1S ALTITUDE SCALE REMARKS
RENO 3898 - 3900 60,000 MSL 1.120,000 RENO
RENO 3901 - 3975 60,000 MSL 1.120,000 RENO TO NEVADA CITY.
MAP NO. NJ 11-1.
AUG 69 194 DENVER, COLORADIO 101 RC-8/4L, HF-3/2.2 AV, COLOR 2448, 6 IN.
LINE EXPOSURE N.4II8S ALT I TUDE SCALE REMARKS
I 3683 - 3685 56,500 MSL 1.113,000 B(XLDER TO DENVER
2 3686 - 3690 56,000 MSL 1.112,000 LOWRY AFI BObIING RANGE TO CONIFIER
3 3691 - 3696 56,600 ISL 1.113,200 SOlIH DtNVER
4 3697 - 3701 56.600 MSL 1.113.200 DENVER .
5 3702 - 3706 56,300 M.SL 1.112,600 (H'MItH I'.F:I .) ,\ F:I%,II\IST'I.H
6 3710 - 3709 56,600 MSL 1.1131.2~00 IANDE:1IIJ-: .) 18XI)WH
8 3710 - 3716 56,600 M.:i, 1.113,200 HNIGI'I'N '1T) II.IIJ.H
,AP -). NK 13 -I .
AIC 69 194 DEtVER, COILIADO 101 RC-8/4R, 0.5 MICHkO'TIn:R, COYIR II .)-117, h 1%.
LINE EXPOSILRE NIM~.iS AL.TI'¥DE SCALE RHbtARKS
I 3994 - 3996 56,500 M.SL 1.113,000 FHOiJ)I'IR TO -:NI-FR
2 3997 - 4001 56,000 MSL 1.112,000 LU.4H1 AFH H(IHIING RANGF: '1D C(IFi:H.
3 4002 - 4007 56,600 MSL 1.113,200 S(Xn'H :'NVFIH
4 4008 - 4012 56,600 MIL 1.113,200 DENVER
5 4013 - 4017 56,600 MSL 1.112,600 NORTH DF'NVRh AND WES'tI+NISIER
6 4018 - 4020 56,600 KSL 1.113,200 LLWISVILLE AND H.IDfI'-
6 4021 - 4027 56,600 MSL 1.113,200 RIGIwN T1O tU0IJ.DER
IAP 1? . NH 13-11.
AUG 69 011 LYEL.*STONE PARK 101 RC-8/4L, HF-3/2.2 AV, C(XOR 2448, 6 IN.
LINE EXPOSURE, NUt41S ALT I DE SCALE REMARKS
I 3700A- 3712 55,000 KSL 1.110,000 TARGI, NATI(ONA, I-REST TO MINFR, iM41TANA
2 3713 - 3716 56,000 MSL 1.112,000 CORWlN SPRINGS, MhNTANA, 10 H1O SPRINGS.
FRAI COul'ER MALUF.C'IONED ON RC-0/4L.
MAP NOS. NL 12-8, NL 12-9, NL 12-11, NL 12-12.
AUD 69 011 'I-EJLSWTOhE PARK 101 RC-8/4R, 0.5 MICR(OmT8, CUIR IR SO-117, 6 IN.
LIN EXPOSUIE &IERS ALT I TLUiE SCALE REI4RKS
1 4031 - 4043 55,000 MSL 1.110,000 TARCGEE NATIONAL F1REST TO MINER, MI(NTANA
2 4044 - 4047 56,000 MSL 1.112,000 CORWIN SPRINGS, "M-TANA, TO HF' SPRINGS.
MAP NOS. NL 12-8, Nh 12-9, NL 12-11, NL 12-12.
AUG 69 149 BLACK HILLS, SOUTH DAKOTA 101 RC-8/4L, HF-3/2.2 AV, COLOR 2448, 6 IN.
LINE EXPOSURE NU1,5RS ALT I TUDE SCALE RE4ARKS
1 3717 - 3726 56,500 MSL 1.113,000 CUSTER, S.D., TO ST. OCE, S.D.
2 3727 - 3138 58.IK/55.5K MSL 1.116.2K/11K BGLLA FAURCIE, S.D., TO BL.ACK HILLS NATIONAL
FOREST. SITE WAS REIF.ZN AUG. 8, 1969. ONLY
1it FIRST AND LAST FRAIES OF LINE 2 WERE
II[TIFIEID.
MAP NO. NL 13-12.
AUL 69 149 BLACK HILLS, SOVLI DAKOTA 101 RC-8/4R, 0.5 MICROMTIER, COLO tR SO-117, 6 IN.
LINE EXPOSIRE N1BERS ALT ITUD SCALE RRE1AKS
1 4048 - 4057 56,500 MSL 1.113,000 CUSTER, S.D., TO ST. ONGE, S.D.
2 4058 - 4069 58.IK/55.SK MSL 1.116.2K/IIK BELLA iRCHE, S.D.-, TO LACK HILLU.S NATIONAL
FOREST. ONLY THE FIRST AND LAST IF'RAIES OF" LINE
2 WERE IDENTIFIED.
NOP MD. NL 13-12.
O
IMAGRCWY DATA FILE: - RC-8 CAE*'FRA (tIItD-HFHHLUG)
DATE SITE TE NAtE
ACCESSION NM NO.
NR-22-EJ-011-00429 04 AUG 69 OIY ELIYSTOSNE PARK
ROLL LIE EXPOSLRE N&'IR5S ALTITUI:E
I I 3741 - 3753 56K/54.SK MSL
I 2 3754 - 3764 54,000 MSL
1 3 3765 - 3775 54,000 MSL
1 4 3776 - 3787 54,500 MSL
I 5 3788 - 3799 53,500 HAL
I 6 3800 - 3811 54,500 MSL
I 7 3812 - 3823 54,500 MSL
I a 3824 - 3839 54,500 MSL
I- 6 3840 - 3850 55,000 ISL
EXITA 3851 - 3854 56,600 MSL
NR-22-E'J-011-00430 04 AULC 69. 011 YEIDWSTONE PARK
ROLL LINE POSU4E NAIBERS ALTITUDE
I I 4072 - 4084 60,000 ISL
1 a 4085 - 4095 54,000 MSL
1 3 4096 - 4106 54,000 MSL
1 4 4107 - 4118 54,500 ISL
I 5 4119 - 4130 53,500 MSL
I. 6 4131 - 4142 54,500 MISL
I 7 4143 - 4154 54,500 MSL
I 8 4155 - 4170 54,500 MSL
1 9 4171 - 4181 54,500 tI,



























NR-22-FJ-149-00431 08 AUG 69 149 BACK HILLS, SU1GH DAKOTA 101
,' ROLL LINE EXPOSURE N&tHERS ALTITU'DE SCALE
2 1 3914 - 3923 57,000 MSL 1.114,000
2 2 3924 - 3935 55,000 HAL 1.110,000
2 3 3936 - 3949 56,000 HAL 1.112,000
2 3 3950 - 3960 56,000 MSL 1.112,000
hR-22-FJ-195-00432 08 AtI 69 195 I.U(KINGS, S(TH) DAK(rA 101
ROLL LINE EXPOSblE NlMI.ENS ALT I DE SCAIE
a 1 3961 - 3973 60,500 MSL 1.121,000
2 a 3974 - 3987 60,500 MSL 1.121,000
2 3 3988 - 4001 60,500 MsL 1.121,000
2 4 4002 - 4016 60,400 MSL 1.120,800
2 EXTRA 4017 - 4025 61,000 MSL 1.122,000
NR-22-FJ-149-00433 08 AUC 69 149 RBIa( HILLS, SOUTH DAKOTA 101
ROLL LI NE EXPOSUTE NMHES ALTITLDE SCAIE
3 1 4253 - 4262 57,000 ML 1.114,000
3 2 4263 - 4274 55,000 o ML 1.110,000
3 3 4275 - 4288 56,000 o SL 1.112.000
3 3 4289 -4299 56,000 MSL 1.112,000.
hR-22-FJ-195-00434 08 AlC 69 195 (BROOKINGS, SOUTIH DAKOTA 101
OLL LIKNE EXPOSURIE NUMBRS ALTITLDE SCALE
3 1 4300 - 4312 60,500 MSL 1.121.000
3 2 4313 - 4326 60,500 MSL 1.121,000
3 3 4327 - 4341 60,500 MSL 1.121,000
3 4 4342 - 4356 60,400 MSL 1.120,800
3 ICTRA 4357 - 441 61,000 MSL 1.122,000
I NSTRtI:NT CO(NF' I RX'1 I ON
RC-8/4L, HF'-3/2.2 AV, CO(tIR 244k, 6 IN.
RH4ARK
INDIAN LAKE TO BIG HORN PtIK.
GALIATIN RANM;E TO SIIHVEY PEAK
PITCHSTONE PLAT1EAU 1O COHWtIN SPRHI.;S
GARDINI-R TO HIKlHl:H-:RHY NtfTAIN
HIART LAKE 1V ASH MXlNTAIN
1I.'R JUNCTION TO PIN(ON PEAK
OVER YEI.LDSX)NE LAKE 1') HIF"AWLD PLATEAU.
CU(IF'F MHUL'NTAIN TO HAhkS RFST. HC-"/4L 'FRAI:S
3836 TO 3839 ARE OULI~CE. AIHCRIAFT AS IN A
TURN AT l't END O-' THE FILM.
TRIDENT PLATEAU TO CODKE CITm.
EXCESS F'VI. EXPOSED EN HOLU'E TO STAGIMN AREA.
hAP NOS. NL 12-8, NL 12-9, NL 12-11, NL 12-12.
RC-8/4R, 0.5 MICIOEt71'ER, COLOR IR SO-117, 6 IN.
RE4ARKS
INDIAN LAKE 7TO BIG HORN PEAK.
GALLATIN RANGE T7 SLRVEY PEAK
PI TCHSTONE PLATEAU TO CORW IN SPRINGS
GARDINER TDO 1HCKLBE1tHRY M)UNTAIN
HIAR1' LAKE TO ASH MIXNTAIN
1TOWE JUNCTION TO PINION PEAK
OVIER E'UL STONE LAKE TO HL1:-ALO PLATEAUl.
CU(X7FF MNT'A IN 70TO HAWKS REST. AIRCRAFT WAS IN
A TLRN AT THE END OF THE F'ILM.
TRIDENT PLATEAU 10 COOKE CITY.
EXCESS FILM EXPOSED EN ROUTE TO STAGING AREA.
MAP NOS. NL 12-8, NL 12-9, NL 12-11, NL 12-12.
RC-8/4L, HF-3/2.2 AV, COLOR 2448, 6 IN.
REMIaRKS
OILLER CANYON TO BElIE FRRCHE
SPEARFISH, S.D., TO) PIL3ER UOLNTAIN
NEWCASTLE TO MIDF[M CRETK BUTITE, AIRCRAFT OFF
COURSE D1RIN ThIS LINE.
HAY CREEK( TEO EPEE RANER STATION
MAP NO. NL 13-12.
RC-t/41., HF-3/Z.2 AV, COLIR 244 k , 6 IN.
CRESWIRD, S.D., 1)0 P1-[F \'CE. S.D.
GARDFr:N CIT1, D.S., 'I) ORIEN'I', S.D.
(OCVIkH)I, S.D., 11) W.A'FIRTIMN, S.1).
lm' .iAS, S.D., 1') PO1,), S.D.
.)C:SS FIlM EXPOSID FN HN7':E 17) STAGING AH:A.
MAP NS . NL 14-8. NL 14-11.
RC-8/4R, 0.5 MICROtU'.1Hf, (XOIR IR SO-117, 6 IN.
GILLUFTrT CANMON TO HELI F' I*tcRCHE
SPEARFISH, S.D., 1V7 PII;tRl N..NT.AI N
NE*CAS11.E TO MIDDIE: CRHEFKl HLTTE, AIRCRAFIT O(F
CO(RSE DURING; THIS LINE.
HAY CREEK TO TEE:PtE RANGER STATION
MAP NO. NL 13-12.
RC-8/4R, 0.5 MICRI-.T13R, COtJDR IR SO-117, 6 IN.
REMRN(S
CREStARD, S.D., TO FLORENCE, 5.D.
GARDEN CITY, S.D., T1 ORIENT, S.D.
ROCKWAM, S.D., TO WATERTO1N, S.D., ItRAE' 4341 IS
DOUBLE EXPOSED.
TH(1OAS, S.D., TO POLO, S.D.
EXCESS FILM EXPOS.) EN ROUTE TO STAGING AREA.
MAP NS. NL 14-8, NL 14-11.
SIT
IMAt4GY DATA FIIE - RC-8 CAMFXA (WlIJ)-H:FRHHCW)
DATE SITE SITE NAME MiS-
ACCESSION N41ER O. SIO
NR-22-fJ-186-00435 09 AUGC 69 186 CLRKS FUK, WUAMING 101
ROLL LINE EXPOSUHE UNIERS ALTITUDE SCALE
3 1 4161 - 4166 56,700 MSL 1.113,4003 2 4167 - 4173 55,000 MSL 1.110,000
3 3 4174 - 4179 54,500 MSL 1.109,000
Nh-2Z-EJ-186-00436 09 ALCUG 69 186 CLARKS FOHK, WOIMING 101ROLL LINE EXPOSUE NlRS ALTITUDE SCALE
5 1 4498 - 4503 56,700 MSL 1.113,400
5 2 4504 - 4509 55,000 MSL 1.110,0005 3 4510 - 4515 54,500 MSL 1.109,000
NR-22-EJ-0 1-00437 09 AUb 69 011 OIL. II.IN-W: PARK 101ROL LINE EtXPOSCUE NlltHi-HS ALTI 1)UF. SC-U E3 1 4180 - 4192 55,000 MKL 1.110,000
3 2 4193 - 4206 54,500 SO 'L 1.109,000
3 3 4207 - 4219 55,000 MSL 1.110,0003 4 4220 - 4232 54,200 MSL 1.108,400
3 5 4233 - 4244 '54,000 MSL l.1080003 6 4245 - 4258 55,000 MSL 1.110,000
NR-22-EJ-011-00438 09 ALO 69 011 YEIJaOSTONE PARK 101
.FOLL LINE EXPOSURE NaJUIRS ALTITWDE' SCALE
5 1 4516 - 4528 55,000 M-L 1.110,0005 2 4529 - 4542 54,500 MSL 1.109,0005 3 4543 - 4555 55,000 MSSL 1.110,0005 4 4556 - 4568 54,200 MSL 1.108,4005 5 4569 - 4580 54,000 MSL 1.108,0005 6 4581 - 4594 55,000 MSL 1.110,000
NR-22-EJ-030-00439 10 AUG 69 030 TUCSON/AJO, ARIZONA 101ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NbMiERS ALTITIUDE SCALE
1 4286 - 4313 61,000 MSL 1.122,000
4 2 4314 - 4337 60,000 MSL 1.120,0004 3 4338- 4361 60,000 MSL 1.120,0004 4 4362- 4385 60,000 MSL 1.120,0004 5 4386 - 4410 60,000 MSL 1.120,0004 6 4411 - 4435 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
NR-22-EJ-030-00440 10 ALO 69 030 TLCSON/AJO, ARIZONA 101
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NR1141IS ALTITLE SCALE
* 1 4622 - 4649 61,000 MSL 1.122,000
* 2 4650 - 4673 60,000 M4L 1.120,000
T 3 4674 - 4697 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
41 4698 - 4721 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
7 5 4722 - 4746 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
* 6 4147 - 4771 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
NI-22-EJ-105-00 4 4 l1 II Att 69 185 WEST, HINANZA AR'EA, C (IR,( X) 101RILL LINE EXPOSURE NbFtlRS ALTITUIE SCAlE
5 1 4542 - 4553 53,000 MSL 1.106,000S 3 4554 - 4574 54,500 MSL 1.109,000
5 5 4575 - 4594 53,000 MSL 1.106,0005 7 4595 - 4615 53,500 MSL 1.107,0005 9 4616 - 4638 54,000 MSL 1.108,0005 10 4639 - 4666 53,000 MSL 1.106,0005 8 4667 - 4689 54,000 MSL I.108,0005 6 4690 - 4713 52,000 MSL 1.104,0005 4 4714 - 4735 60,000 MSL 1.120,0005 2 4736 - 4760 56,000 MSL 1.112,0005 I 4761 - 4768 56,000 MSL 1.112,000
N
INSTRHELNT )F IIl.LAT I1 ON
I RC-8/4L, HF-3/2.2 AV, COLOR 2445, 6 IN.
R64ARJKS
MOINT MAUR I C TO HIART M(XNTA I N.PAT O'HARA PEAK 1T WAPITI MOiLTAIN.
SILVER RUN PLATEAU TO EiJKNOR PEAK
MAP NO. NK 13-11.
I RC-8/4R, 0.5 MICRGMETER, COLOR IR SO-117, 6 IN.
RE4ARKS
MO(NT MAURICE TO HEART MOUNTAIN.
PAT O'HARA PEAK TO 8APITI MX.NTAIN.
SILVER RUN PLATEAU TO EL(UORN PEAK.
MAP NO. NK 13-11.
RC-8/41., HF-3/2.2 V. CX1H Z 144h, 6 I%.
HI1NHK S
AR I AYA% (:HF:FX 10 . IF:F':P -I T I AlN.
PASSAG;E: CHF:hIK 11) 1CKl .I:HEHHI IM \Nl N
BIG G',-F: H1IIX;E T1 tHIZZtL. CHI'FX
t,FF-AL) PLATEAU 10 MINK CREEK
TWO XOCAN PIATEAI! TO L.(X)K( 1-A MlXTAIN
HOIRSESHO(E h(X.NlAIN TO J-A CHE-hK.
MAP NOS. hL 12-8, NL 12-9, I. 12-I11, NL 12-12
RC-8/4R, 0.5 MICROt.TEli, COLOR IR SO-117, 6 IN.RtMHKS
AR I DNA CHFI'XI( TO SHEEP UI,%TA IN.
PASSAGE CHEElX 10 HIWCKLEHIFR' ION.%TAIN
BIG GAI-E HIDGE TO GRIZZ. CHEIEK
HIFI'AID PLATEAU TO MINK CHEFX
TWO OCEAN PLATEAU TO UX)kOlXT M.N1'TA IIN
HOiSESH:E OA'NTAIN 10 JAY CREFX.
MAP NOS. NL 12-8, NL 12-9, NL 12-11, NL 12-12
RC-8/4L, HF-312.2 AV, COLxOR 2448, 6 IN.
RE14ARKS
M.TFZIMA TO IO (XI rr MOUNTAIN
MAMNbIyH TO SENTINEL
CRATER RANME TO MAIt-H
VISTA CATAL.INA 1TO GRANITE 1-(.:'hTAINS
AJO TO T'CSON
TLCSON TO O'NEILL HILLS
MAP NOS. NL 12-11, Ni 12-12, NH 12-2, NH 12-3
RC-8/4R, 0.5 MICROMEER, COLOR IR SO-117, 6 I.N.
MONTEZUMA TO LOOKXOU MOJNTA IN
MAMMOTH 10 SENTINEL
CRATER RANE TO MAWMJ
VISTA CATALINA TO GRANITE MWONTAINS
AIO TO TUSCON
TUCSON TO O'NEILL HILLS
MOP NS. NL 12-11, NI 12-12, NH 12-2, NH 12-3
RC-8/4L, WH-3/2.2 AV, (lAI)H 2448, 6 IN.
REMARKS
MUNTE VISTA, I]4*MA), TO UCtHltIn)PA DiCE:
GOTHIC 10) ALA'I)SA
GRFAT SAND ILX.I:S NATIONAL F-()NIhENT 10 ASPEN
I N1PENIO:NCE 'I RE. I NGLBRAD.tOD TO tE*ARDS
WOACU1T 10 SAN ISAB:EL
WESTCL IFFE TO EAGVL, (XXIRA)
ASPEN 1i0 REI NG
SAN LUIS LAKE 1i0 WHITE RIVER
MARBLE, (LCOLRAIX), 1n AIA'OSA
RAZ/R CREEK IXOI.E TO IBALD. N
MAP NOS. NJ 13-1, NJ 13-2, NJ 13-4, NJ 13-5,
NJ 13-7, NJ 13-8
N






NR-22-EJ-185-00442 11 AUL 69 185 WEST, RONANZA AREA, COLADOR 101
F.LL LINE EXPUSLRE NLMHBERS ALTITIDE SCALE
I I 4878 - 4890 53,000 MSL 1.106,000
I 3 4890 - 4910 54,500 MSL 1.109,000
I 5 4911 - 4930 53,000 MSL 1.106,000
1 7 4931 - 4951 53,500 MSL 1.107,000
I 9 4952 - 4974 54,000 MSL 1.108,000
I 18 4975 - 5002 53,000 MSL 1.106,000
I 8 5003 - 5025 54,000 MSL 1.108,000
I 6 5026 - 5049 52,000 MSL 1.104,000
I 4 5050 - 5071 55,000 MSL 1.110,000
I 2 5072 - 5096 56,000 MSL 1.112,000
I I 5097 - 5115 56,000 MSL 1.112,000
PR-22-KJ-185-00443
NR-22-EJ- 185-00444
12 ALU 69 185 EAST, BONANZA AREA, COLORADO
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NitMERS ALTIT'IE
8 1 4782 - 4805 53,500 PMSL
* 12 4806 - 4830 54,000 MSL
6 13 4831 - 4834 54,000 MSL
12 Ait 69 185 EAST, BOWANZA AREA, (XIOHAWD)
ROLL LINE EXPOSUE NUIMERS AiT lTI DE
11 11 5117 - 5140 53,500 MSL
11 12 5141 - 5165 54,000 MSL










NR-22-EJ-000-00542 10 AU8 69 000 TIODORE ROX)SFVELT LAKE, ARI1XNA 101RiO. LINE EXPOiLRE NLvM.iS ALT I DUE SCALE
4 EXTRA 4466 - 4498 80,000 MSL 1.120,000
Ml-22-E.J-000-00543 I0 AUG 69 000 HXOODOE RCOSEYVELT LAKE, ARI2ONA 101
ROU. LINE EXPOSURE NMIBURS ALTI TI.E SCALE
I EXTRA 4802 - 4834 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
NR-22-eJ-029-00544 10 AUG 69 029 PHiOENIX. ARIZONA 101ROLL LINE EXPOSURE m4LRS ALTI TRXE SCALE
4 EXTRA 4436 - 4465 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
RI-22-EJ-029-00545 10 Alki 69 029 PHOENIX, ARIZONA 101
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NLMERS ALTIT'LDE SCALE
7 EXTRA 4772 - 4801 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
I0i-22-EJ-000-00546 10 AtIl 69 000 AL L, NQXIICO 101
1.LL LINE EXPOU'RE NLMIERS ALTITLIDE SCALE
4 EXlRA 4499 - 4508 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
INSTHIN I'T CONFIl fl'I I ON
RC-8/4R, 0.5 MICROM'EIR, COUR IR SO-Ill7, 6 IN.
MONTE VISTA, COItAUDO, TO CULi*IWA O*EGOIH IC TO ALAF)SA
GREAT SAND DXIlES NATIONAL MNNUiENT TO ASPEN
INDEPEN'DENCE TO REDWING
BRADIURD TO EDWUARDS
W.COIT TO SAN ISABEL
WESTCLIFFE TO EAGLE, COLORADO
ASPEN TO RIl'IN,
SAN LUIS LAKE TO WHITE RIVER
MARBLE, CODLRADE, TO ALAOSA
RAZOR CREEK IXOME TO BALW IN
MAP WNS. NJ 13-1, NJ 13-2, NJ 13-4, NJ 13-5,
NJ 13-7, NJ 13-8
RC-8/4L, W-3/2.2 AV, COLOR 2448, 6 IN.
R!E4ARKS
SAN ISABEL 70T MINURN, APPROXIMATELY 30-PERCENT
CLUD COVER.
REDCLI FF TO GREENH1ORN, APPROX IMATELY 50-PERCENT
CUOUD COVE.}OODPASTtLRE TO FUOIENCE, APPROXIMATELY 50-PEl-
CrNT CLOXD COVER.
I'AP NOS. NJ 13-1, NJ 13-2, NJ 13-4, NJ 13-5,
INJ 13-?, NJ 13-8.
RC-8/4R, 0.5 MICH(W'I'R, CXtI IJR S.O-117, 6 IN.
SAN ISAHIEL TU MINTLRN, APPROXIiATE'.Y J0-PFE(:C'TCUL COV63R.
REX;LIFV TO GRENIH(ORIN, APPROXII\TELY S0-PF.CENT
CLOUXD COVER.
XOODPASTIHE TO FO.RENCE, APPROXIMATEI.Y 50-PF.R-
CEW CIAD (XC)VR.
NMP 13O. NJ 13-1, NJ 13-2, NJ 13-4, NJ 13-5,13-7, NJ 13-8.
RC-8/4L, HF'-3/2.2 AV, COODR 2448, 6 IN.
R6IAAKS
SAGUlARO LAKE TO SALT RIVER, ARIZONA, COVEIS
7'lDORWE ROOSEVELT LAKE.
MIP NO. NI 12-8.
RC-8/4R, 0.5 MICRtME'ttR, COIR IR SO-II117, 6 IN.
RhYARKSSAGUARO [AKE TO SALT RIVER, ARIZ.NA, COvhRS
TF11O.RE RDtOSEVELT LAKE.
MAP NO. NI 12-8.
RC-8/4L, HF'-3/2.2 AV, COLOR 2448, 6 IN.
SIE'RA ESFTRELUA TO SC(XTSDALE AIRPORT.
CVERS POENI X.
MAP WS. NI 12-7, NI 12-8.
RC-8/4R, 0.5 MICROM11N, COLR R SO-117, 6 IN.
SIERRA ESTREI.A TO S(XITSDALE AIRPORT.
COVERS PIENIX.
MAP NOS. NI 12-7, NI 12-8.
RC-8/4L, Fi'-3/2.2 AV, COLR 2448, 6 IN.
ALUIJIE, NEW EX I CO(XCESS FILM EXPOSED EN RUITE TO STAGING AREA.
MAP NO. Ni 13-1





NR-22-EJ-000-00547 10 AUG 69 000 AI.H(.'IR'AE, I` l.CO I
ROLL LINE EXPO(3SLE Nl-**'S5 AI.TIII3E SCALE
7 EXTRA 4835 - 60,000 MISL 1.120,00
NR-Z2-E-039-00447 27 AUI 69 039 EASTERIN BEAR IO'IH MXANTAINS
ROLL LINE EXPoSLCE NNI3S ALTI'I I SCALE
2 1 3855 - 3881 6,500 MSL 1.13,000
2 2 3882 - 3907 6,500 MSL 1.13,000
2 2 3908 - 3928 6,500 FSL 1.13,000
3 1 4116 - 4136 6,500 14SL 1.13,000
NR-22-EK-039-00448 27 AUG 69 039 EASTESlN HEAR 1H MLX.TA INS
ROLL LINE EXPOS(LE NLMBELRS ALTITULAT SCALE
2 1 9810 - 9836 6,500 FISL 1.13,000
2 2 9837 - 9862 6,500 MSL 1.13,000
2 2 9863 - 9883 6,500 MSL 1.13,000
3 1 0070 - 0090 6,500 MSL 1.13,00
NR-22-EJ-011-00449 27 AUC 69 011 t .lAS'NE NATIONAL PARK
ROML LINE ExPOSuE NU3ERS ALTIITDE SCALE
3 13 4022 - 4036 5,000 MSL 1.10,000
3 12 4037 - 4048 5,000 MSL 1.10,000
3 9 4049 - 4062 5,000 MSL 1.10,000
3 11 4063 - 4073 5,000 MCL 1.10,000
3 .10 4074 -4088 5,000 MSL 1.10,000
NR-22-EJ-011-00450 27 AUL 69 011 YEJIASTONE NATIONAL PARK
4P FAOLL LINE EXPOSURE NLMBIERS ALTITUDE SCALE
3 13 9975 - 9989 5,000 iSL 1.10,000
3 12 9990 - 0001 5.000 MSL 1.10,000
3 9 0002 -0015 5,000 MSL 1.10,000
3 11 0016 - 0026 5,000 ML 1.10,00
3 10 0027 - 0042 5,000 o SL 1.10,000
1N-22-J-186-00451 27 AIG 69 186 CLAIKS tUCK, W(l ,ING
RDLL LINE EXPOSLRE Nlbt3e*S ALTITh.E
2 1 3929 - 3947 6,500 oSL
2 2 3950 - 3966 6,500 MSL
2 3 3967 - 3986 6,500 MSL
3 4 3991 - 4004 6,500 MSL
3 5 4005 - 4021 6,500 KSL
3 1 4089 - 4107 6,500 MSL
3 4 4108 - 4115 6,500 .SL
MR-22-EJ-186-00452 27 AUG 69 186 CLARKS FORK,WOMING
RLL LINE EXPOSURE N1LMH'tRS ALTITUDE
2 1 9884 - 9902 6,500 s MSL
2 2 9905 - 9921 6,500 MSL
2 3 9922 - 9942 6,500 ISL
3 4 9944 - 9957 6,500 MSL
3 5 9958 - 9974 6,500 MSL
3 1 0043 - 0061 6,500 MSL
3 4 0062 - 0069 68,500 MSL
NR-22-FX-197-00453 26 AUi 69 197 CHIPPEWA NATIONAL FPOREST
RLL LINE EXPOISURE NUMI*35 ALTI 1U9
I I 3553 - 3632 3,500 MSL
I I 3653 - 3716 3,500 KSL
1 1 2,o000 SL
1 I 3118 - 3146 10,000 ML
I 1 3747 - 3760 20,000 oSL
2 1 3764 - 3850 3,500 IESL


























INSTHIME:NT aUCII(LXA I I TU
101 RC-8/4R, 0.5 MICH('ITEFR, C()I.H IR SO-117, 6 IN.
Rk7AMKS
)0 ALAF:RULE, N.EW tI'XIX) HC-/4H E:XK)SF:I) O(L1
ONE FRIAE.
EX1lA
M14P NO. NI 13-1
102 RC-8, ANl'I-VIGN, 2448, 6 IN.
R61IARNS
D AG. HEADING 301 DI-RHE:.D G. HEAD)ING 129 DHREEF
D MAG. HEADIN;G 120 I:HEE:.D MG. WHADING 231 I*X;HFeE.
MA4P MNO. NL 12-9, NL 12-12.
102 RC-8, WRATITN 15, 50117, 6 IN.
R4OIAKS
D MA. HEADING 301 DFGREE .D AG. HEAD)ING 129 DI.X;RFE:.D MAG. HADING 120 DIHF:FE.
DO MAC. HFADING 231 DEGREE.
MAP MOS. NL 12-9, NL 12-12.
102 RC-8, ANTI-VIGCN, 2448, 6 IN.REMARKS
O 4AC. HFADING 330 DEGREE.
MCG. HEADING 350 DI-eREE
D MAG. HEADING 270 FIGREE.
O MICG. HFADING 200 DEGREE.
O N4AC. HEADING 006 DEGREE.
4MAP NOS. NL 12-8, NL 12-9, NL 12-11, NL 12-12.
102 RC-8, WRATTIN 15, SO117, 6 IN.
RE4ARKS
14M4. tEADING 330 DEX;REE.
M4A0. HEADING 350 DEXIREE.
O MAC. HEADING 270 DEUREE.
O MO9. HEADING 200 DEGREE.
0 M14. HEADING 006 DI-GRFE.
MAP NOS. MNL 12-8, L 12-9, NL 12-11, NL 12-12.
102 RC-8, ANTI-VIGN, 2448, 6 IN.
PIA4ARKS
O M4C. HEADING'234 D1xIWREE.
O MA4G. HADII 43 DFXH8:E.
O f4AG. HEADING 236 DFX;H:E.
O NAG. HEADING 316 DIrHi:E.
MAG. HEADING 313 'DIFGR:.
O WAG. HEADING 307 DOIWREE.
O MA14P NO. N( 13-11.
102 RC-s, WRATTEN 15, 50117, 6 IN.REMtARKS
O M4G. HEADING 234 DEGREE.
O MAG. HEADING 43 DEIGREE.
MA40. HEADING 236 D3E;RE:E.
O MAG. HIADING 316 DEIGXIEE.
1MA4C. HEADINO 313 LEGREE.
0 MAC. HEADINO 307 DEGREE.
I MAP NO. NK 13-11.
102 RO-8, ANTI-VIGN, 2448, 3 IN.
M1A4. HEADING 268 DE[REE. FLIGHT NO. 2.
ACG. HFADING 274 DEGREE. FLIGHT N). 3.
MAG. HEADING 104 DEGREE.
O APPROXIMATELY 10 PER CENT CLOUD CXbER AND HEAVI
HAZE. MAG. HEADING 274 (DEGREE.
O CLOLD COVER, APPROX. 10-50 PER CENT ALONG FLIGHT
LINE. NA. HEADING 272 DEGREE.
3763 AND 3851 ARE TEST FRIMES.
FLIHIT NO. 4.
MAP NOS. NL 15-1, NL 15-2.






I NSTHLU:N1T U- IW IRAT ION
NR-22-FK-197-00454 26 AUI 69 197 CHIPPEWA NATIONAL FOREST 102 RC-8, WRATTIE 15, 50117, 6 IN.
ROLL LINE ExPOS.JRE Nm880 ALT'lUIE SCALE REARKS
I 1 9507 - 9586 3,500 MSL 1.7,000 MAC. HEADINM 268 DECREE. FLIGHT NO. 2.
I 1 9589 - 9610 3,500 MSL 1.71,000 MAO. HEADING 274 DEIREE. FLICfH NO. 3.
I 2,000 NtL 1.4,000 MAL. EA)DING 104 DEGREE.
1 1 6672 - 9700 10,000 MSL 1.20,000 APPROIMATIELY 10 PER CENT CLO) Ct)ER AND HEAVY
HAZE. KAU. HEADING 274 DEIlEE.
I 1 9701 - 9716 20,000 MSL 1.40,000 ClXtJD COVER, APPRFX. 10-50 PER CENT ALONG FLICHT
I 97119 - 9805 3,500 MSL 1.7,000 LINE . IN 272 I .
I 3,510 MSL 1.7,000 FLIGHT NO. 4
MAP "SN. NL. 15-1, NI. If,.
hPR-22-PJ-085-00455 28 AIG 69 085 IAYWt*CE, KANSAS
R0.,L LINE EP.SLUE RNHdS ALTI 1UE
3 16 4139 - 4162 10,000 ML
3 14 4163 - 4190 10,0000 FL
4 17 4193 - 4216 10,000 MSL
4 1-13 4217 - 4245 10,000 MSL
4 18 4246 - 4273 10.000 MbL
r-22-PJ-085-00456 28 ALC 69 085 LAWRkE)CE, KANSAS
R0LL LI EE M.EPOSM , RB1-  ALTTIUE
3 16 0093 - 0116 10,000 MSL
3 14 01117 - 0143 10,000 MSL
4 17 0146 - 0169 10,000 MSL
4 1+13 0170 - 0198 10,0000 ML
4 18 0199 - 0226 10,000 MSL
MR-22-PJ-076-00457 04 SEP 69 076 GARDEN CITY, KANSAS
ROLL LINEB EXPOUSJE NIMFRS ALTITUDE
5 10 4475 - 4487 20,000 MSL
5 15 4488 - 4498 20,000 MSL
5 13 4499 - 4512 20,000 MSL
5 I 4514 - 4526 20,000 1M4L
S 13 4527 - 4539 -20,000 MSL
S 10 4541 - 4552 20,000 SAL
5 16 4555 - 4606 3,000 MSL
S 17 4607 - 4658 3,000 MSL
6 18 4662 - 4274. 3,000 MSL
6 19 4725 - 4779 3.000 MSL
6 10 4780 - 4861 3,000 ISL
1 9 4918 - 4948 3,000 MSL
T 18 4949 - 5022 3,000 MSL




4 SEP 69 076 GARDEN CITY, I
IL LI NE EXPS .E LM.4RElS
4 10 0262 - 0274
4 10 0276 - 0287
 SEP 69 167 LAE MILHICAN
ILL LINE EXPOSNSE NJ4IH S
3 1 5432 - 5473
3 a 5474 - 5515
3 3 5516 - 5557
3 4 5558 - 5601


















































RC-8, ANTI-VI.N, 2448, 6 IN.
RFHARKS
MAP IOS. NJ 15-1, NJ 15-4.
RC-8, WRATTEN 15, 50-117, 6 IN.
FRKS
M9P NOS. NI 15-1, KNJ 15-4.
RC-8, FW-3 ANTI-VICN, 2448, 6 IN.
RIFRKS
MAC. HEADING 348 DEIREE.
MAG. HIADU)I N 169 D[;REtE.
MAq. HEADING 347 DIREFF:.
RC-8/1 FIAME 4513 CA4.RA TEST. MAO. HEADINM
348 DECREE.
RC-8/1 FRAME 4540 CAMERA TEST. ' ] O. EA. DING
117 DEGCEE.
RC-8/2 FRAME 0288 CAMPRA TEST. MAO. HEADING
348 DEGREE.
NO FRIWAID OVERLAP BE."EEN FRAS 4555 AND 4556.
MAC. HEADING 087 DECREE.
4659 TEST FRAME.
MAC. HEADING 0o9 DEIREE.
MPA. HEADING 251 DEXREE.
MAO. HEADING 347 DOGIEE.
MAC. HEADINC 154 DECREE.
MAO. HEADING 180 DGIREE.
MAC. HEADING 145 DECREE.
4MAP NOS. NJ 14-4, NJ 14-7.
RC-8, WIATEN 15, SO-117, 6 IN.
MAC. HEADING 348 DEIEE. 
MAP NOS. NJ 14-4, NJ 14-7.
RC-812 FRAME 0288 CAMERA TEST. MAG. HEADING 348
f*P NOS. J 14-4, NJ 14-7.
FC-8, UOXL 2448', IHP-3/2.2AV. 6 I1.
S(XIOR1EST MO .rIXjH.:ND, IND., TO H(X ISLAND),
MICH.
FR(IM HICH ISIAND, MICH., 1'0 STII.LWMI.. IND.
F(]M NEhtW H.FAID, MICt., 1) Nj\hlS'ITIAE FHIVFN
FOREST PARK.
FROM1 MANISTIXE TO VALPAlRAIStO, Il).
EXTM A * 16-S2, 
MAP MIS. NW 16-2, NW 16-5.
,n




SITE NAME SIS-S ION INSTRHLFN'T' CONF'II H4T'I('N
NR-22-G-167-00511 10 SEP 69 167 LAKE MICHIGAN 103 RC-8, SO-117, 0.5 MICH(OI':'R, 6 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE NU'-HERS ALTI'lnDE SCAIE RI4MtKS
4 1 5765 - 5806 59,000 MSL 1.118,000 SAfl'HWESl' OF S.QlHHFI:ND, IND., T1 H(X; ISLAND,
MICH. CILLDS LOVER (N SOUTH END ODF FI'IGHT LINE.
4 2 5807 - 5848 59,000 MSL 1.118,000 IFRTM HIGH ISIk.'lD, MICH., qID STIlI•II,,. IN .
4 3 5849 - 5890 59,000 MSL 1.118,000 FROMi NFWW HLYFAlD, MICH., '10 MANISTI'IL)E HI''FR
UItEST PARK
4 4 5891 - 5934 59,000 MSL 1.118,000 FI'R MANISTIOLEE TO VALPARAISO, IND.
4 5935 - 5941 EXTRA FRAF'S
MAP NOS. NK 16-2, NK 16-5.
NR-22-GJ-168-00512 15 SEP 69 169 PATIXENT RIVE'R, MARrIAND 103 RC-8, OLOR 2448, HF-3/2.2AV, 6 IN.
ROLL, LINE EXPOSLUE NLUiFRS ALTITDUE SCALE REMARKS
9 1 6404 - 6421 61,000 MSL 1.122,000 FRAOM SMITH ISLAND, N., 'TO I:., AIR, MD. CLOLUDS
AND HAZE ON NOHTH END O,' LINES 1.
9 2 6422 - 6438 61,000 MSL 1.122,000 FROM BALTIMORIE, MD., 10 POn1AC RIVER AT' MA./VA.
9 3 - 6439 - 6455 61,000 MSL 1.122,000 FRIM POTll'C RIVFR TO WESTINISTTER, MD).
9 4 6456 - 6466 61,000 MSL 1.122,000 FROS SIL.VER SPRIN, MG., TO NOMINI CRHEF, VA.
9 5 6467 - 6475 61,000 MSL 1.122,000 F'ROM DAH]IREN, VA., T0 ROCVIULIE, NMD.
9 6 6476 - 6485 61,000 MSL 1.122,000 FR0M ROCKVILIUE, MD., TO MUSFS BF*AL'H, VA.
9 1 6486 - 6501 61,000 MSL 1.122,000 FROM POIAAC RIVER WESTMORELAND, VA., TO
WESTIMINISTER. MD.
9 8 6502 - 6517 61,000 MSL 1.122,000 FROM BALTIMORE, MD., TO EDWARDSVILLE, VA.
9 9 6518 - 6534 61,000 MSL 1.122,000 FROM KEDGIES STRAIT, MD., TO BIEL AIR, MD.
9 6535 - 6570 UNOWN UNIN MAP NO. NJ 18-4.
NI-22-J-168-00513 15 SEP 69 168 PATtlXERT RIVER, MARYLAND 103
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE NLMlERS ALTITUlDE SCALE
10 1 6732 - 6749 61,000 MSL 1.122,000
10 2 6750 - 6766 61,000 ASL 1.122,000
10 3 6767 - 6783 61,000 MSL 1.122,000
10 4 6784 - 6794 61,000 MSL 1.122,000
10 5 6795 - 6r03 61,000 Mt. I.Izz2.00
10 6 6t04 - 6r13 61,000 M' . .12ZZ000
10 7 6814 - 6F29 61,000 il. IlA.2.000
10 8 6s30 - 6845 61,000 Ms., I.IZ2,000
10 9 6t46 - 6r62 61,000 Ifl. 1.1Z1,000
10 6F63 - 6902 LNNKM.Nh UNMM&N
R.-22-HJ-176-00514 13 SEP 69 176 NFW EiNLAND 103
ROLL LINE )OSURE NU4ilS ALTIUI.:DE SCALE
5 1 5889 - 5906 60,000 MCL 1.120,000
5 2 5907 - 5923 60,000 MHL 1.120,000
5 3 5924 - 5939 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
5 4 5940 - 5954 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
5 5 5955 - 5970 60,000 HML 1.120,000
5 9 5971 - 5976 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
5 6 5977 - 5992 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
5 1 5993 - 6008 60,000 MiL 1.120,000
5 6 6009 - 6025 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
5 6026 - 6114
NR-22-I-176-00515 13 SEP 69 176 NEW ENGLAND 103
ROLL LINE EXPOSL.RE NM1BS ALTITUDE SCALE
6 1 6217 - 6234 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
I1 6235 - 6251 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
8 - 3 6252 - 6267 60,000 MHL 3.120,000
8 4 6268 - 6282 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
8 5 6283 - 629& 60,000 HML 1.120,000
8 9 6299 - 6304 60,000 HL 1.120,000
6 6 6305 - 6320 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
8 7 6321 - 6336 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
8 8 6337 - 6353 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
8 6354 - 6445
RC-8, 50-117, 0.5 MHCROLETER, 6 IN.
RE2NRCS
fRM SMIT ISLAND, MD., TO RE. AIR, Mv. CLOUDS
AND HAZE ON NORTH END OF LINES 1.
FROM BALTIMORE, MD., TO POITOMAC RIVER AT MA./VA.
FROM POIOAC RIVER TO WESTMINISTER, MD.
FR10M SILVER SPRING, MD., TO' NMINI CREEKb, VA.
t(lI I.f1i8;HY, VA., *1r H.N¢'VII.II:, Mi).
IH(Ii HIU'K% I.", MI. *_ , T Ii 'F'' IF:';CII, , .
I1II)'i PYI'II.IAC HI N'IH 1'S' HFNIl.I AI), N' 1, 1'O
I(l IXll S rII, 'r, '11). ') 14*:! 11I, i .1.
MRA-, X. 24I H-4 .
RC-B, (,O.LOM 2448, HI-3/2.2AV, 6 IN.
F W(I MT. WlI.lIAM, N.H., TO CIARLEST(N, R. I.
FROM NE-P." T, H. I., TO MICUH.E'WR' N.H.
I"tiM (lI.HN HILL, N.H., TO LUHX:, iH. I .
FIIWM IMA ,APOISEnl', MASS., T1) KIlVl':IY, M\INE.
FROM KILTERI, M\INE,: 10 VX1)S HM.E, MASS.
PROl CAMP EDWARDS, 'AST 11) CHAIH.I., ON CAPE COL
ROS NEW HEDIlNI), MASS., TO NF.WNlHkI'. N.H.
FROM PHILLIPS POND, N.H. TO S(ItREST' P1T., R.I.
FROM SAUGATXCKFNT, R. I., X) KItILL POND, N.H.
EX1T FRAA ES.
NMP NOS. NK 19-1, MW 19-4.
RC-8, SO-117, 0.5 MICRtMT. R, 6 IN.
RI[-MRKS
FlM NP. WILLIAM, N.H., 'IO CHARILES'TO, R. I.
FROM NEWkPORT, R. ., TO MANCHEST'IR, N.H.
F"OM ODtiLRN HILL, N.H., 1T ACOIXF'T, R. I .
FROCM MAtAPOISETT, MASS., 1V KIl I.'HY, MAINE.
FRl K I rrT Y, MAINE TO )OODS HX LE, MASS.
FRMN CAMP I'DW4ARDS, EAST TO CHAlHAM, ON CAPE COD
IROCM NEW BEDIURD, MASS., TO NEWtlIAIFFT, N.H.
FR1OM PHILLIPS POND, N.H. TO SACHIEST %P'., R.I.
FIROM SAUGATUET'T, R. I., 10 KIMALL POND, N.H.
EXTRA FRAMES.
IMAP NOS. M( 19-1, NK 19-4.
I'IERY DATA F'ILE - RC-8 CAM'tRA IIIJ-HISHHIttIG)
DATE, SITE SITF NAM MIS- INSTRIt4FNT PraNFIHAtxl'oC
ACCSS I ON NtMI.ER NO. SION
R-22-J-177I-00516 25 AUC 69 177 TIENNEsSEE VALLEY 103 RC-8, OOLCR 2448, F'-3/2.2AV, 6 IN.ROLL LINE EXPOSUIE 4B3RS ALTIt1JDE SCALE RESRKSI
1 5083 - 5090 TEST/H..C(EOT
I 1 5091 - 5106 57,000 MSL 1.114,000 FRaM INMAN, S.C., TO GRANDVIWE, TENN.I 2 5107 - 5121 57,000 MSL 1.114,000 FRIM GRF!NEVILtF, TENN., TO CREER, S.C.1 3 5122 - 5137 57,000 MSL 1.114,000 FR' SALLDA RIVER, POINSEIT RESERVOIR, TO
RGERSVIULE, TENN.
1 4 5138 - 5155 57,000 MSL 1.114,000 FRO(M WARIRENSRA, 'TEN., TO PEtLZER, S.C.5I . 5156 - 5169 57,000 MSL 1.114,000 FRPM JONES NOH0 TO COPPER RIDGE, NEAR CORR¥TON.
FRAMES 5161 AND 5162 HAS A 50-PERCENT CLOLD
COVER.
1 a 5170 - 5182 57,000 CL 1.114,000 FROM KNOXVIULE, TENN., TO LEFIORD WM., NEAR MT.
CITY, S.C. 30-PERCETr CLJUMD COVER.
7 5183 - 5194 .57,000 MSL 1.114,000 FROM BIG 7TNI CREEK, S.C., TO OAK RIDGE, rTEN.
20-PEI3CENr CLOUD COER.I 6 5195 - 5208 57,000 MSL 1.114.000 FR2O ClPST' RIDGE, TENN., TO SPANIARD Mr., S.C.
:10-PE'CENT CIAX ) tx'*R.
W\P Nos. N.I Ib-10, I. 1b-11, .1 IF -I, %1 16-2.
KR-22-W-177-00517 25 AtC 69 177 TFNNES.SEF VAILFY 103 RC-8, SO-117, 0.5 MICRO.TW;R, 6 IN.W L LINE EX'OSURE Nt*LRS ALT i.DE I SCAIE REKS1 5433 - 5440 TEST/(CC*.K(Xwr
I I 5441 - 5456 57,000 HSL 1.114,000 IFROM I NXN, S.C., 1'O) fCRIVI,, TT:hNN1 2 5457 - 5471 57,00 HAL 1.114,000 lHN( (REENEvIU,., 1'1'i., TCO RtIE,, S.C.I 3 5472 - 5487 57,000 MSL 1.114,000 FRCO SALUDA RIV.H, POINSl.11' HERSER(OIR, 10
R.IHSVILLE,', TENhN.1 4 5488 - 5505 57,000 MSL 1.114,000 FT(M WARRENSHIRU. TENN., TO P'I.ZHt, S.C.I 5 5506 - 5519 57,000 MSL 1.114,000 -URM JONI:S KNOJ 1) COPPE. RIDGE., NiAR t.RTHi(N.
I 6 5520 - 5532 57,000 MSL 1.114,000 FREO KNOXVILLE, TENN., 1O LkIt-ID Mt'., NEAR
Mr. CITY, S.C.1 71 5533 - 5544 57,000 MSL 1.114,000 FROM BRIG T'NI CRF.:F, S.C., TO OAK RIDGI:, TEhN.I S 5545 - 5558 57,000 MSL 1.114,000 FNCR (HESlThUr RIDGE, TEN., TO SP.ANIARI Mfl. . S.C
MAP NOS. NJ 16-10, NJ 16-11, NI 16-1, NI 16-2.
Sd-22-HJ--18-00518 14 SEP 69 188 NEhW rO( BIHfr 103 RC-8, COLOR 2448, iH-3/2.2AV, 6 IN.ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NUI S ALTTllU. SCALE REMARKS
I1 6126 - 6146 61,000 MSL I.122,000 iRM MRRISTOWN, N.J., TO WRI(WCH, CONN.7 2 6147 - 6168 61,000 MSL 1.122,000 IFRM NEW LONDON, CONN., TO tASKIMI RIDGE, N.J.7 3 6169 - 6189 61,000 MSL 1.122,000 FROM PERTH AOY, N.J., TO LONG ISLAND S(XUND7 4 6190 - 6213 61,000 MSL 1.122,000 FRI( FISHIERS ISLAND, (CON., 1O MANVIUE, N.J.7 5 6214 - 6235 61,000 MSL 1.122,000 FRtM S HIi RIV, N.J., TO TNTALU( PT., L.IS.7 6 6236 - 6272 61,000 MSL 1.122,000 -RC(4 MONIT'AU PT., L.I., 1D PLE'SVIU.E, MD.7 1 6273 - 6290 61,000 FSL 1.122,000 FIRM LONG BiRA NCH, N.J., TO IFLKTIN, MD.7 8 6291 - 6308 61,000 MSL 1.122,000 FROM TOWS RIVER, N.J., 1'0 ABWIHeEN PROVIi (GlD1 9 6309 - 6324 61,000 MSL 1.122,000 FROM HAVRE DE GRACE, MD., TO LOST CRE:X RIIE;:,PA7 6325 - 6335 EXTRA FRAIES.
MAP NOS. WN 18-5, WN 18-6, NW 18-8, NK 18-9.
FR-22-UJ-188-00519 14 SEP 69 188 NFEW YORK BICIT 103 RC-8, SO-117, 0.5 MICROMETER, 6 IN.RLL LINE EXPORLRSURE ALTI1.3 SCALE RkVWRKS9 2 6475 - 6496 61,000 MSL 1.122,000 FROM MORRISTON, N.J., TO NORWICIC., (XZN.9 I 6454 - 6474 61,000 MSL 1.122,000 FRCM NEW LUONON, XONN., TO BASKING RIDGE. N.J.9 3 6497 - 6517 61,000 MiL 1.122,000 FRCM PERIT AMOY, N.J., TO LONG ISLAND SOUND9 4 6518 - 6540 61,000 MSL 1.122,000 MRM FISHERS ISLAND, CONN., TO MANVILUE, N.J.9 5 6541 - 6562 61,000 MSL 1.122,000 FRIM SOUTH RIVER, N.J., TO MONTAU( PT., L. IS.9 6 6563- 6599 61,000 ML 1.122,000 FllOM MONTAUI PT., L.I., TO PYLESVILIE, M).9 7 6600 - 6617 61,000 MSL 1.122,000 FR)M L C BRANCH, N.J., TO ELKTON, MD.9 6 6618 - 6635 61,000 MSL 1.122,000 FROM 7S04 RIVER, N.J., TO AFU:IEEN PROVING CRD9 9 6636 - 6651 61,000 MSL 1.122,000 FROM HAVRE DE GRACE, MD., TO LOST CREX R IISE,PA9 0052 - 8069 EXTRA FRAMES.
MAP NOS. NK 18-5, NK 18-6, NK 18-8, NE 18-9.
IAIFRY DAT1A F'IL: - HC-H CAi'.H,\ (TIIJ)-1HtI.AHI"UI(U)
OATE SITE
ACCESSION NU1iJR


















191 WASMI'nEAW aXl 'T, MICHIGUAN
EXIPOtkNE NIHi*S ALT '1'11
5633 - 5649 59,000 MSL
5650 - 5664 59,000 ,SL
5665 - 5680 59,000 MSL
5681 - 5697 59,000 FMSL
5698 - 5714 59,000 MSL
5715 - 5731 59,000 MSL
5732 - 5748 59,000 MSL
5749 - 5764 59,000 MSL
5765 - 5781 59,000 ,SL
















12 SEP 69 191 WASHTF.NAW CLXn, MICHIGAN 103
lOL LINE EXPOSURE F4J47FRS ALT I lDIE SCALE
6 I 5961 - 5977 59,000 MSL 1.118,000
6 2 5978- 5992 59,000 MSL 1.118,000
6 3 5993- 6008 59,000 MSL 1.118,000
6 4 6009 - 6025 59,000 MSL 1.118,000
6 5 6026 - 6042 59,000 MSL 1.118,000
6 6 6043 - 6059 59,000 Ft5L 1.118,000
6 7 6060 - 6076 59,000 MSL 1.118,000
6 8 6077 -6092 59,000 MSL 1.118,000
6 9 6093 - 6109 59,000 MSL 1.118,000
6 10 6110 - 6124 59,000 M1L 1.118,000
6 11 6125 - 6109
12 -
INSIt II*:Nl' tLI (RHAT ION'
RC-8, C()JXR 244?, HI-3/2.AWV. F IN.
HH-1,WKS
FM(1I FI:N 10 R1lljF1H. D\Hh SI'(JI' IN CF'NTFH O(F
FlAl*ES .
FR(M HOIND ILAKF: 'IUO 1 A. I)HDA SPO'n IN CF:NT'I'
OF' 1RAMES.
IAL'S) IHON CHFF. TO (M(OSO. IANHh SF't IN CF:NTF:
.(FR(tIM LRAND 1O NAPOFIY. :A. DARK SPOT IN CENTER OF'
FROll U.S. 9U/a0, SWA-\1T, 10 F.lINT. DARK SEINr
IN CEhTEH Ot' FlHiAt'S.
FRL( SWARTZ CHEFh' 1x) COLTIXq. IDRK SPOT IN
CENTER ()F I' RU':S.
FRt(( M' tbl:E TO FLINT. D1RK SP(r IN CENTElR O)'
F'I0I BIG FISH LAKE TO ID,7)NE. DARK SP(O IN
CENT'ER O' F1RA':S.
FRObI ELLIS1ON/GRA*TLMN 1O LAPEKR. DAHK SPOT IN
Cl"I-R OF' FRANMES.
FR(0M RFlX- TO iRIE PROVING (GROtD. DARK SPOT
IN CENRTER OF' F`RV-S.
EXTRA FltAMES (SAIE AS LINE 9).
EXTRA FRA'ES
MAP NOS. NK 16-6, NK 16-9, NK 17-4, NK 17-7.
RC-8, SO-117, 0.5 MICHO(TI'R, 6 IN.
FROM EDTN 10 ROUlER. bUDEE'XPOSFD.
FRIL4 R(ND LAKE TO BRAN. LUNDEXPOStED.
FROM IRON CREI'FX TO OSSO . INDEIREXPOSFD.
FRDM DURAIAND 10 NAPOLEAN. UNDERtEPOSED.
FRfOM U.S. 90/80, SWAN'TON, TO FLINT. UNDER-
EXPOSED.
FROM SWARTZ CREEK TO COLTON.
FROM MAUEE TO FL I NT.
FROM BIG FISH LAKE TO LEMOYNE.
FROM ELLISTON/GRAITOAN TO LAPEER.
FROM RO) TO E I E PROV I NGROUND.
i1XIRA FRAlFES.(SAME AS LINE 9).
EXTRA FRAMES.
t'P NOS. W It-6, W 16-9, NK 17-4, NK 17-7.
NR-22-CJ-224-00522 IS SEP 69 224 .I*:S HIVIH. VIHI\IA 1031 HC-A, CIIIII Z44-, HF-'/2.24., h I1.
ROIJL LINE E'XI()StE N"11Fi-S AI:rTllt'. C'AI- NRiFWn'S
9 1 6342 - 6147 60,000 M'.L I. 120.03110 FRO l.I%0tMA. 4A. , rI (;H-I.\ ,T., .
9 2 6346 - 6374 60,000 'Sl, I.1120,000 10I4 L-H.:.oI) 1% J',:h HIVN FIH 11.TO HIL3+IhD., 1'0 POINT IN. A'I'LI'II. OI'F:AN lS1' (O'
VIHGINIA HIACH, VA.
9 3 6375 - 6391 60,0000 MSL 1.120,000 FRM Y1HIH \I A h All ANTIC COAST, TO %WKA1AWCI}X, O'IH'.ST F HICLI(II), VA.
9 4 6392 - 6403 60,000 MSL 1.120,000 FRI1 Al.F .VA., 11 AREA IN CHXAPEAhF flSWI'H OF' MOKJALi EA.
MAP H0. NJ l-I0.
MR-22-J-224-00523 15 SEP 69 224 JAE[S RINt', VIRIl~,IA 103 RC-8, 5S-117 0.5 MICR1ON1'. 6 IN.
ROL LINE EX,'SL14E Nk"*3S ALT I1U*, . CALE 1'RKI(S
10 1 6670 - 6675 60,000 fML 1.120,000 1R4) LtNOHIII)4, VA., 10 GHtEN MT., VA.
10 2 6676 - 6702 60,000 MSL 1.120,000 FRIM U-I -hD IN J8M S RIVER NAR SOT1'SVl.LL..TO RICHtOND. TO POINT IN ATLAIT'IC OCL'AN EAST ('
VIRGINIA BEACH, VA.
10 3 6703 - 6719 60,000 FtL 1.120,000 FR'M NOtRTHI HA ON ATLANTIC COAST, TO MUHA6K
CI)K](, SOUllhEST OF HICI'4ND, VA.
10 4 6720 - 6731 60,000 MSL 1.120,000 FRMh Aflh, VA., 10 AREA IN CHESAPEAKE HAlSqii OF' MeIJACK BAN.
IW ND. NJ 18-10.




S I : NNAM MIS-
SIUN
I NS"LIEN.T %I,' I (.RAtI' I Th
NR-22-CJ-168-00524 13 SEP 69 · 168 PAlTUXfLT RIVEN, MARSLAND 104 RC-8/i, 2448, AV, 6 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE N.JIMRS ALTITtIE. SCALE ,RKARS
1 3 7451 - 7518 10,000 FSL 1.20,000 FALTIO1RE TO POINT iUKOUIT, CHSAPEKE \AY.
1 5 7519 - 7587 10',000 IL 1.20,000 SMITH ISLAND TO KENT ISLAND, CHESAPEME FAY.
FRAFES 7519 AND 7520 ARE EXTIRA AT THI: S(u/H OF'
s4Trlh ISLAND.
1 I 7588 - 7634 10,0ooo00 MSL 1.20,000 JUL'CTION OF IAYS 450 AND 3 TO PATUX-ENT RIVER
NAVAL BASE, PATUXENT RIVEN.
I 5 7635 - 7657 25,000 tSL 1.50,000 VAN HIBDHR TO CO(K POINT, CE'.SAPEAKE IAY.
I 5 7658 - 7681 25,000 MSL 1.50,000 TILCH4AN ISLAND TO SI4 MARCH ISLAND, CHESA-
PMAKE BAY.
MAP NO. NJ 18-4.
N-22'-J-168-00525 13 SEP 869 168 PATULWE RIVER, PMARYLAND 04 RC-8/1, 2448, AV, 6 IN.
ROLL LINe EXDPOSLRE NUBERS ALT I TIUE SCALE REIlEKS
a 3 7692 - 7701 25,000 tsL 1.50,000 POINT LIO(KOU TD COVE POINT, CHESAPEA.KE DAY.
FRAW 7692 IS EXTRA AT TI StnWI OW POINT
LOOUT.
2 3 7702 - 7710 25,000 MSL 1.50,000 FRAM .7702. BROOM S ISLAND. 77)0, BREEZY POINT,
2 3 7711 - 7731 25,000 *EL 1.50,000 IA3le 77.131 IS FT1H4 MW'1TEAST' O(W HAIt"RII.:.
MAP W0. .1 If-4.
PI22-aG-168-00526 13 SEP 69 168 PATNaENT HIVeN,
ROLL LIN EX WR IE IUMHIS
1 3 1100 - 1167
I 5 1168 - 1236
I 1 1237 - 1283
I 5 1284 - 1298
I S 1300 - 1330












NR-22-,J-168-00527 13 SEP 69 16t PAIXEKNT RIVER, MARILAND
ROLL LINE XPOSE NUCB: FiS ALTITDE SCALE
2 3 1340 - 1344 25,000 MSL 1.50,000
2 3 1347 - 1349 25,000 SeL 1.50,000
2 3 1351 - 1377 25,000 StL 1.50,000
NR-22-CJ-174-00528 16 SEP 69 174 WALLOPS ISAND, VIRGINIA
ROLL LINE EXPOSLR:E NifS ALTI1TDE
6 4 8486 - 8542 6,000 MSL
6 1 8543 - 8559 6,000 MSL
6 2 8560 - 8570 6,000 MSL
6 5 8571 - 8626 6,.000 FSL
6 6 8827 - 8682 6,000 FSL
6 3 8683 - 8705 6,000 ESL
FR-22-GJ-174-00529 16 SEP 69 174 WALLOPS ISLAND, VIRGINIA
RPL LINE EXPOSULRE UM:.IS ALTI'UDE
7 1 8720 - 8756 6,000 MSL
7 7. 617 - 8789 6,000 tSL












104 RC-/i. S0-117, .5 MICHfWf'FIS. h I.
HD 41.TIf(MiE 1V POI'lI' tlX9(ltl', (tIHFS4AE.iE t.1 .
D SMITH ISIANO lt) NN'I' IItll), tCItHS-I\',FhIF' MI.
JLNCTI(O (WIF MI'4 450 AND 3 l0 PA1T'XENT RIVt'
NAVAL HWISE. Prn71F:NT HIRIVFM.
VAN BIIHFI-R T.) LIX POINT, (CHESAPFA(E BLY.
I'N SO-117 CO"EI FIs %icHmT.
TIL3H.4,N ISLAND TO S..'1H ,.ImCH II SLaND, CIESAPFIA-
KEt tAt. TI SO-117 (X.VI,AL:E 15 SIJRHT Ot 1HE
KW31'H \ND OF' 1IE LINE.
MAP HO. NJ 18-4.
104 RC-8/2, SO-117, .5 NICRLTERRS, 6 IN.
REMARkS
POINT LOlXOKT TO COVE POINT, CES4APEAE RAN.
PD 4ALCTION (W' 50-117 '.ILM4. COVE POINT ARFA.
TD IE LFI.CTIONI 0' WlHE RC-8/2 CAEIA CAUi:SE
IKNTEtI'r[T1*%T C(,ERAL.E. CONE POINT TO DALTI, FORE.
IMP HO. NJ 18-4.
104 RC-8/1, 2448, AV, 8 IN.
RE3SARKS
0 OCEAN CITY 3D ASSATEfAGE COVE, VA. IFRA: 8542
IS EXTRA FiRAe.
I ASSATEAGE COVE TO ME-mKIN ISLAND, VIRGINIA.
FRAME 8559 IS AN EXTRA FI4AE.
MI *K(IN ISLAND TO WALLOPS ISLAND, VIRGINIA.
I ASSATEAGuE COVE TO OCEAN CITY, VIRGINIA. FRAt
8626 IS AN EXTIRA RAME.
O ISLE OF WIGHTF BAY TO ASSATEAGLE CaVE, VIRGINIA.
O TEI[M(IN ISLAND TO CHINCIOTEACtIC E BAY, VIRGINIA.
MAP NOS. NJ 18-5, NJ 18-7, WJ 18-8, 11.
104 RC-6/I, 2448, AV, 6 IN.
WAILLOPS ISLAND, TOD ROBBINS MARSH, CH!INOTEAUE
BAY, VIRGINIA.
o ISLE OP W6RIGHT TO t4MRTIN BAY, CHINC(IEAGC BAY,
VIRGINIA.
0 SOUH OF ASSATEACUE COVE TO OCEAN CITY, VIRGINIA
MAP NOS. NJ 18-5, NJ 18-7, NJ 18-8, 11.




NH-22-..-174-00530 16 SEP b9 174 WAI.IA)pS IMIAND,
ROLL LINE EXPOSHEN NLUV'IFS
6 4 2139 - 2165
6 1 2188 - 2204
a 2 2205 - 2215
6 5 2216 - 2237
6 6 2281 - 2335
6 3 2336 - 2358
Nh-22-CJ-174-00531 16 SEP 69 174 WALLOPS ISLAND.
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE NL`IHERS
7 7 2372 - 2408
7 7 2409 - 2441





























NR-22-HJ-176-00532 14 SEP 69 176 NEW ENGLAND 104
ROLL LINE EXPOSU:RE NUh,.'RS ALTI TL¶E SCALE
3 1 7777 - 7819 10,000 MSL 1.20,000
3 2 7820 - 7871 10,000 MSL 1.20,000
3 3 7872 - 7898 10,000 M5L 1.20,000
3 3 7899 - 7917 10,000 MSL 1.20,000
3 4 7918 - 7946 10K/EK MSL 1.20K/16K
3 4 7947 - 7966 10K/eK MSL 1.20K/16K
3 5 7967- 7998 9,500 MSL 1.19,000
N4-22-ZI-176-00533 14 SEP 69 176 NEW ENGLAND 104
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NP4I.ERS ALTITIUE SCALE
4 6 8014 - 8055 10,000 MSL 1.20,000
4 7 8056 - 8077 10,000 MSL 1.20,000
4 8 8078 - 8126 10,000 MSL 1.20,000
IN''iHTNI ':l ae- l(;( HA.'. I'I
RC-I/:', S()-117, .5 MI(CHIl'I'P.HR, .h IN.
(EE&N CllW 11 AS.SAiTFI'AV E C(NF., VA. PH\'IE:
2165 IS AN F:XILtA Al/T:. 1.,1\ : FUIS 0 N H'*I' LEHuAt:-D;
ASSAlTAjVIAE C(hF: ) ?0'Fl7Rt1 ls IsAL..A), IIFlINIA.
FI"r.E 2204 IS ANh X'I'HA .. tX-:.
Mn.'IKIN ISLAND 'IV0 W.It1)PS ISIAM), VINGINIA.
ASSAT'F;LE CIVE '11) (X.'t. CIT'., IH(R;I*IA. SH'IMT
CODVEY;E ON H IS 1.1 NE:.
I.I-E OF' WIIfl' HIAN nTO ASSAT'l,. E C(OVE, VIHN;GNIIA.
M nK I N I SLAM) TO CH I %CSrl:AG E HA'. , V I HG I N I A.
MAP NLS. NJ It!-5, NJ Ie-7, Nh I0-., II.
RC-8/2, 50-117, .5 MICH.ILETE-HS, 6 IN.
REMARKS
WAUDJPS ISLAND, 1VT ROHINS ARSH, CHIN(C7'EAAGLE
BA', VIRGINIA.
ISLE OF WIGHT 1O FMARI'lN BA', LHINtOTEAGLE Dli%,
VIRGINIA
SOIlH OF ASSATEACLE' CXOE 1TO OCEA CITY, VIRGINIA
MAP tCS . NJ 18-5, NJ 18-7, NJ 18-8, II.
RC-8/1, 2448, AV, 6 IN.
REMARKS
NEW HAVEN IT WINDS-l-, CONN)hN'ICLtl'.
UL'C* A[XI:W, CONN., 1O HINSDALE, N.H.
SPRINFI ELD, VT., TO COIXTONSI)NE KMUONTA IN, N.H.
CLDU) COV CAUSeD TH1: RERUN.
TEAKETI'LE RIDGE TO 041II, N.H.
CARTER RIDG E TO MILAM, N.H.
FRANKLIN TO MANIHESTER, N.H.
MAP NOS. NK 19-1, N< 19-4.
1C-8/1, 2448, AV, 6 IN.
REMARKS
CANOBIE LAKE, N.H., TO 1EYNMUflH, MASS., OVEN
BHOSTO, MASS.
WEYMOfRI' TO LYNN, MASS.. OVER BOSTON BAY.
BOS'TN BAY TO HOPKINTON, MASS., OVEN BOSTON,
MAP NJO. NK 19-1, NH 19-4.
NR-22-HJ-176-00534 14 SEP 69 176 Nl' E.MIANI) 104 RC-'/2, .S-117, .5 MICH(I-*TI:HS. 6 IN.
ROL LINE EXPOiSLt': NUH4*RS AI.TI 1)E NC.MJE HNFWt4.KS
3 I 1403 - 1445 10,000 KStL 1.20,000 NEW HA\VE: 1T .x)lN)5H, LU)NI.I'IIC'T.
3 2 1446 - 1497 10,000 MSL 1.20.000 I lID(.ht1W, CON. , 1i) HINNSIA.I:, N.H.
3 3 1498 - 1524 10.000 MSL I.20.000 SPRIM.;FI1-iD, V'r. , l7)( a(lyIfRT.h'T F-lNTIAIN, N.H.
3 3 1525 - 1543 10.000 MISL 1.20,000 CIJkD Ct(I'XH CAUSI.'D 1H HLEH(t:U.
3 4 1545 - 1572 10K/PK MSL I.20K/16K TEAIKEI' HIIX' E TO ((H*I , N.H. I-.IE 1544 IS AN
3 ' 4 1573 - 1592 10K/PfK ML I.20K/16K CAHWITR RIIXDIE '1I MIIAM, N.H.
3 5 1593 - 1624 9,500 M5L 1.19,000 F-'ANKI.IN T1. MFLH.4iESTlER N.H.
MP M)N. NK 19-1, NK 19-4.
NR-22-HJ-176-00535 14 SEP 69 176 NFW EN:LAND 104 RC-8/2, SO-117, .5 MICRLO'TERS, 6 IN.
ROLL LINE E(4P-L N4.E-*RS ALTI 1U3 SCAlE R H1ARKS
4 6 1638 - 1679 10,000 4SL 1.20,000 CAFM' IE LAKE. N.H., TO CRAM; XmI. MASS. , OVER
BOSTON, MASS., URAy %I*X.E ON 16.19 AND 40.
4 7 1680 - 1701 10,000 MCL 1.20,000 l'Z.NfUI.H TO Li.NN, MASS., OV'R HOStlN BRAI.
4 6 1702 - 1750 . 10,000 MOL 1.20,000 BOSTON BA' TO HOPKI(NTON, MASS., (IV'R EOSTON,
MASS. FRAM'E 1750 IS AN EXX1A FRANE:.
M5P NOS. NK 19-1, NK 19-4.
M4-Z2'U-188-00536 16 SEP 69 188 NEW YH l( RIGIT 5 104 RC-S/I, 2448. AV, 6 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSLIlC NVt/4k3S ALTITUOE SCALE REMARKS
4 4 8155 - 8207 11,500 MSL 1.23,000 EAST ROCKAWAY TO YESTHANPO, N.'.
4 6 8208 - 8221 11,500 MSL 1.23,000 BRIUDG, I'ANPO* TO MNTALK POINT, N.'.
14P NOS. NK 18-5, NE 18-6, NK 18-8, NK 18-9.
O
IIGt.HI .Vf A V'II.F - RC-, (:Cblt. I(I1l)-H ''HIXtlIt;I





NP-22-4U-188-00537 15-16 SEP 69 188 NEW YORK RIG1HT
XIL LINE EXFOSUIE NUMBERS ALTITULC
5 1 . 8243 - 8263 ' 12,500 MSL
5 S 8264 - 8319 12,000 MSL
5 6 8320 - 8363 11,500 MSL
S 0 8364 - 8379 12,500 MSL
S 3 8381 - 8404 12,500 MSL
5 8640 - 6424 12,500 MSL
S 1 8428 - 8447 12,500 MEL
5 6 8448 - 8459 12,500 HSL
NR-22-FJ-188-00538 IS SFP 69 188 NEW NORK BIGHT
FXLL LINE EXPSULE MBHERS ALT IllTUE
4 4 1777 - 1825 11,500 MSL
4 8 1826 - 1844 11,500 MSL
1N-22-4J-188-00539 15-16 SEP 69 188 NEW YORK BIGHT
ROLL LINE EXPOS.RE LMI*3R ALTITL]E
S T 1866 - 1885 12,500 MISL
S S 1886 - 1941 12,000 MSL
5 6 1942 - 1985 11,500 MSL
S 9 1986 - 2001 12,500 MSL
S 3 2003 - 2026 12,500 MSL
5 2 2027 - 2046 12,500 ISL
S 1 2049 - 2052 12,500 MSL
5 a - 12,500 MSL
NR-22-J-201-00540 14 SEP 69 201 MEHA'SICSBRG, PENNSYLVANIA
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NIMBERS ALTITUE
4 1 8127 - 8130 20,000 MSL
4 1 8131 - 8137 8.000 MSL





SEP 69 201 MECHANICSBRG,
LINE EXPOSURE MNF 3tS
1 1751 - 1754
I 1755 - 1761






OCT 69 076 GARDEN CITY, KANSAS
LINE EXPOSUREB PIlS ALT ITUDE
10 5665 - 5678 20,000 MSL
MR-22-FJ-076-00550 01 OCT 69 078 NWU'S CITN, KANSAS
ROILL LINE EXP, iLHE NIM18'4S AITI'Il':
3 10 0842 - 0855 20,000 IeL
NR-22-FJ-085-00551 01 OCT 69 085 LAVRk.CE, KANSAS
RLL LINE EXFPARE :i l4"31S A.T 'll E
3 12 5621 - 5634 20,000 ;L
3 14 5635 - 5649 20,000 MSL
3 13 5650 -5663 20,0O00 L
MIS-
SIlN
INSTRIIM*NT COF IGlRAT ION
104 RC-8/1, 2448, AV, 6 IN.
SCALE RE4ARKS
1.25,000 'TREE MILE HIARBOR TO-MrTAUK POINT
1.24,000 SHINNSOCx( BAY n) LOG EACH, N.Y.
1.23,000 LUG NEAC1 TO -ESTHAI)N, N.Y.
1.25,000 ONTAU( POINT TO AMAGANSE'T, N.Y.
1.25,00w 1HE RC-8/1 MCALTcrIOED. VALLEY STREA, N.Y.
ITO MOMJflI BEACH, N.J.
1.25,000 TE RC-8/1I AILJCTION)F. RED RANK, N.J. TO'
VALLEY STREAM, N.Y.
1.25,000 ITE RFC-8/1 MALFUCTIOND. BROOKLYN, N.Y. TO
SANDY HOW, N.J.
1.25,000 'TE RC-8/2 RAN OTr OF PILM.
rP NOS. NK 168-, NK 18-6, Sm 18-8, NK 18-9.
104 RC-8/2, SO-117, .5 MIC.iN'I.'R1S 6 IN.SCALE RHlAfIIKS
1.23,000 FAST ROCKAWAY TO %E8STIiHlrPN, N..
1.23,000 IHRIIC.;A')4F'lIN IX MDl'ALk POINT, N.'Y.
AP Ns. NK 18-5, NK 18-6, NK 18-8, Nc 18-9.
104 RC-8/2, SO-117, .5 NICR( YTERS, 6 IN.
SCALE REiAtH(S
1.25,000 THIREE MILE HARIIR TO MIUNTAIX POINT, N.Y.
1.24,000 SHIINN-.CX( BAY nX) IL3 HEIACH, N.Y.
1.23,000 LLNG BEACH TOD WESTAPI ;)N, N.Y.
1.25,000 MDSTAUK POINT TO AMAGANSEKIT, N.Y.
1.25,000 VALLEY STREIM, N.Y. 1D MDW4M I'H B:ACH, N.J.
1.25,000 RED HASW, N.J. TO VAI.:Y. STREAM, N..
1.25,000 BROCKLYN, N.Y. TO SANDY X(, N.J.
1.25,000 T'E RC-8/2 RAN OUT OP PILM.
AP NOS. NK 18-5, NK 18-6, MN 18-8, NK 18-9.
104 RC-8/1, 2448, AV, 6 IN.
SCALE FEMA1RKS
1.40,000 MECIANICSBmI NAVAL SUPPLY DEPOT, MEidANICSBL1G,
PA.
1.16,000 MEX:ANICSBiRG NAVAL SUPPLY DEPOT, TCW3'ANICSl&UG,
PA.
1.8,000 MECHANICSBU RG NAVAL SUPPLY DEPOT, 1PCH1ANICSOLRG,
PA. PFRAES 8150 AND 51 ARE EIllA.
14AP NO. m 18-10.
104 RC-8/2, 50-117, .5 MICROEIrERS, 6 IN.
SCALE REMIARKS
1.40,000 MIHANICSBURG NAVAL SUPPLY DEPOT, MCIANICSHti.U,
PA.
1.16,000 MEXCIiANICSBUjR NAVAL SUPPLY DEPOT, )XCHANICSBUWG,
PA.
1.8,000 MECIANICSBUR NAVAL SUPPLY DEPOT, MECHANICSBURG,
PA.
RMP NO. NK 18-10.
105 RC-8/1, ANTI-VIGN, OLXOR SO-397, 6 IN.
SCALERP4ARKS
1.40.000 GARDEN CITY, KANSAS AREA
MAP NOS. NJ 14-4, NJ 14-7.
10N RC-;/2?, I (ACeMN, 11[A  IN O)-117, 6 IN.SCAILE Nb xhS
1.40,000 HIII'. CIl,. KIA,%SAS MI-FA.
MAP iSM. I 14-4, NJ 14-7.
105 RC-8/I, AhTI-VIGN, tIDIJ S.O-3J7, 6 IN.
SCALE F S
1.40.000 tAWRYIECF, KANSAS A*4-A.
1.40,000 LA*N'.CI', IK.AN$,S UR-FA
1.40,000 LANRI-.'C, KANSAS *'X-A.
AP IOS. NJ IS-I, hJ 15-4.







NR-22-FJ-085-00552 01 OCT 69 085 IA**ENCE. K.ANSAS 105 RC-8/2, *15.C0Mo4600, tX.tlR IN .S)-117 6 IN.FOLL LINE EXPLStHU NUMI46S ALT11ItlE SCALE RtH,).KS
3 12 0798 - 0811 20,000 MSL 1.40,000 LAWRHI.CF, KANSAS .AR-A
3 14 0812 - 0526 20,000 MSL 1.40,000 AWH.NCE, KANSAS A-4EA
3 13 0827 - 0840 20,000 MSL 1.40,000 LAR.NCE, KANSAS AREA








SEP 69 178 MILL CRIE, OK(LAJ4MA
LINE EXPOSLUE NUt1*1S' ALTI1JUDE
11 5392 - 5408 21,000 MSL
IS 5409 - 5416 21,000 MSL
SEP 69 178 MILL CRF-X, O(LAHOMA
LINE EXPOSLRE NU4*ERS ALTITUtDE
20 5418 - 5430 21,000 MSL
18 5432 - 5451 21,000 MSL
17 5456 - 5467 21,000 MiL
11 5470 - 5475 21,000 MSL
IS 5476 - 5480 21.000 MSL
19 5481 - 5493 21,500 MSL
11 5494 - 5516 6,000 MSL
12 5517 - 5537 6,000 MSL
13 5538 - 5560 6,000 MSL
14 5561 - 5581 6,000 MSL
15 5582 - 5601 6,000 MSL
16 5602 - 5618 6,000 MSL
SEP 69 178 MILL CREF, OLAHOMA
LINE EXPOSURE KM3t4I S ALTIT'IDE
II 0568 - 0584 21,000 MSL
12 0585 - 0592 21,000 MSL
SEP 69 178 MILL. CUIE. , OKLAMA
LINE EXPI URE N1HFNS ALTI 111*:
20 0594 - 0606 21,000 ML
18 0608 - 0627 21,000 MSL
17 0632 - 0643 21,000 MSL
11 0647 - 0652 21,000 MSL
15 0653 - 0657 21,000 ML
19 0658 - 0670 21,500 MSL
II 0671 - 0693 6,000 MSL
12 0694 - 0714 6,000 MSL
13 0715 - 0737 6,000 MSL
14 0738 - 0758 6,000 MSL




































RC-8/1, ANTI-VIGC , WLOR S0-397, 6 IN.
REMARKS
MAP NO. NI 14-6.
RC-8/1, ANTI-VIGN, OLER SO-397, 6 IN.
REMARKS
MAP NO. NI 14-6.
RC-8/2, W15/CC20M, C LORIR SO-117, 6 IN.
MAP NO. NI 14-6.
RtC-8/2. WIS/CC.0.M, (XAH IR S.)-117, 6 IN.
REMARKS
12 l 0779 - 0795 6,000 MSL 1.12,000 MAP NO. NI 14-6.
MR-22-PJ-184-00557 29 SEP 69 184 CHICK(ASHA, OKI.Al A 105 RC-/I, ANTI-VIGN, COLOR SO-397, 6 IN.ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NI4.AdRS ALTIT1i:E SCALE RFMAiIS
I I 5216 - 5314 3,000 MSL 1.6,000
1 2 5315 - 5391 3,000 MSL 1.6,000 MAP NOS. NJ 14-11, NJ 14-12, NI 14-2, NI 14-3,
NI 14-5, NI 14-6.
MI-22-FJ-184-00558 29 SEP 69 184 CHICKA.SIA,, OKLAHMA 105 RC-8/2, 4600, COLR IR SO-147, 6 IN.
RIOLL LINE EXPOSO N.MIE3RS ALTI'1% SCALE REMARKS
I 1 0390 - 0488 3,000 MSL 1.6,000
I 2 0489 - 0565 3,000 MSL 1.6,000 MAP NOS. NJ 14-11, NJ 14-12, NI 14-2, NI 14-3,
NI 14-5, NI 14-6.
MI-22-BJ-185-00559 02 OCT 69 185 BONANZA, COXlRADO 105 RC-8/1, ANTI-VIGN, 0LOR SO-397, 6 IN.
RBLL LINE EXPOSURE M.14IRS ALTITUDE SCALE RWMARKS
3 49 5682 - 5689 10,000 MSL 1.20,000 RUSSeL LAKES, (XORAWO.
3 22 5690 - 5713 8,500 MSL 1.17,000 ALL LINES LISTED ARE IN THE VICINITY OF TIH
(LNIISON( AND NATIONlAL FIORESTS, CORAO
3 41 5714 - 5737 1,500 145L 1.15,000
3 31 5738 - 5755 7,500 MSL 1.15,000
3 16 5756 - 5779 6,500 MSL 1.17,000 SAGACHE, COLRADO3 23 5780 - 5803 8,500 MSL 1.17,0003 42 5804 - 5821 7,500 MSL 1.15,000
3 38 5822 - 5841 7,500 MSL 1.15,000 SARGENTS, aCOLRADO



























IKA(*311 DATA .IIk; - RC-S CAI.6A (IIi-H1IJ)- .HH:I. X;)
DATE SITE SITE SW MISl- INSTH0I*'.T Wx.'IG.4ArTION
ACCESSI(ON IUM&R l O. SION
NR-22-FJ-185-00560 02 OCT 69 105 RO.N?7, A. [X.ORAUO 105 RC-0/I, A.NTI-VIN, CO11XH .)-397, 6 IN.
BRL. LINE EXPOSL' m.J4':*5 ALTITLLDE SCA!J: IlE'ARKS
4 19 5644 - 5666 8,500 MSL 1.17,000 SA.VAVH t, (CXX(MAIX)
4 24, 5867 - 5090 8,500 i1. 1.17,000 All. LIN:.S LISI-) ARE I% TI' ¥VICINIT (I' TIIE
9I.NNISON AND .. AO d NATI(ONLI. t'WET'T, I(X1.4tAX).
4 43 5891 - 5912 7,500 L 1.15,000
4 44 5913 - 5933 7,500 N 1.15,000
4 25 5934 -5962 .8,500 IVL 1.17,000.
4 21 5963- 5984 8,500 bL 1.17,000
4 40 5985- 6005 7,500 NL 1.15.000 SAR..NTS, C(00M4.~[
4 39 6006 - 6029 7,500 ML 1.15,000 SNI;G.NTS, (XEIMUIX)
4 20. 6030 ' 6054 8,500 ML 1.17.000 S.I.:A(C I, C0LkIAU)O
4 27 6055 -6078 8,500 MSL 1.17,000 PAP NO . NJ 13-1, NJ 13-2; iNJ 13-4, NJ 13-5,
NJ 13-7, NJ 13-8.
MI-22-EJ-185-00561 02 OCT 69 185 BNOAN7A, COORAX) 105 RC-8/1, ANTI-VION, COL(O SO-397, 6 IN.
VIL LINE EXPOSUE IU S ALTTITU.E SCALE RIJ4ARKS
5 34 6082 - 6105 8,500 SL 1.17i000 ESTERN SLOPE OP SANAE DE CHISTO WIrS.
5 35 6106 - 6132 8,500 PWL 1.17,000 6ESTIIRN SLOPE D SAN;HE GE CRISI") MTS.
5 36 6133 - 6158 8,500 I L 1.17,000 .ESTERN SLOPE Ok SAM1RE DE CRISSTO MTS.
5 26 6159 - 6183 8,500 MSL 1.17,000 ALL LINES LIST) ARE IN THE VICINITY OF THE
QN4NISON AN) .RAN3E NATIO,.L t.SXESTS, COXXLAtA.
S 34 6184- 6209 86.500 HSL 1.17,000
S 26 6210- 6234 0,500 MSL 1.17,000
5 33 6235- 6262 ,500 MSL 1.17,000 SAN UIS CRE(, COLORADO
5 29 6263 - 6289 8,500 ML 1.17,000
s 32 6290 - 6315 8,500 MSL, 1.17,000 SAN LUIS CREX, COLRAIO
P NOS. NJ 13-I1, NJ 13-2, NJ 13-4, NJ 13-5,
NJ 13-7, NJ 13-8.
.NR-221EJ-185-00562 02 OCT 69 185 BONANZA, COLDRADO) 105 RC-8/1, ANTI-VIGN, COLR SO-397, 6 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOS.URE NUBlS ALTITUIE SCALE M1451KS
6 30 6320 - 6352 6,500 PSL 1.17,000 ALL LINES LISTE) ARE IN THE VICINITY O' THE
UNNISON AND GRANDE NATIONAL FORESTS, CXIOPADX
6 31 6353 - 6381 6,500 MSL 1.17,000 SAN UJIS CRE3, COLONADO
6 11 6382 - 16,000 MSL 1.32,000 AP NOS. NJ 13-1, NJ 13-2, NJ 13-4, NJ 13-5, NJ 1
NJ 13-7, NJ 13-8.
MAP NOS. NJ 13-1, NJ 13-2, NJ 13-4, NJ 13-5,
;R-22-UJ-185-00563 02 OCT 69 185 ONAANZA. CLRADO 105 RC-0/2, 4600, COLOR IR SO-117, 6 IN.
ROL LIIN EXPOSUlE r&IteRS ALTI'IUE SCALE AJ0 15s
3 40 0859 -oe0666 10o,ooo000 L .i2o,ooo JSS. LAKES, COLRAx
3 23 0867 -0890 6,500 MSL 1.17,000 ALL. LINES LISTED ARE IN TM VICINITY O THE
GUINISON AND GRANE NATIONAL FORESTS, COLXORADO.
3 41 0091 - 0914 7,500 "L 1.15,000
3 37 0915- 0932 - 7,500 K-L 1.15.1000
3 18 0933 - 0956 0,500 IK,. 1.17.000 S',;I:,ACHC, C(RAlAM IX)
3 23 0957 - 0900 ',500 So5. 1 .17,1100
3 42 091 - 0990 '7,500 .1S, 1.15.000
3 36 0999 - 1018 7,500 MSL 1.15,.00 ,AHEN'r'tS, (XCI(XXA)
MAP HN. %.J I.l-I , % - % I . I-4, %N I 1-5,
NJ II-7, N.l I1-o.
IR-22-EJ-105-00564 02 OCT 69 1i5 HWN.hN7.,. XIlIIUAX) I05 HNC-"/. 4bOO, CXI./H IH 5)-117. 6 IN.
ROUL LINE E'APOQ. E NlI48R AII.Tl ITDE S,*AIEF HIHI2ANKS
4 19 1021 - 1043 8,500 PAL 1.17,000 SAAL.'M:, CIXIUAIX)
4 24 1044 - 10671 8,500 sL, 1.17,000 All. l.INES LAI.TI-) AIE IN THE VICINI'T (- THE(Ahl:S A.M S.N)(.HAi- NAT (kIONl. -XSE-S1N'l (X)IMAIX)
4 43 1068 -1089 7,500 PL 1.15,000
4 . 44 1090 - 1110 7,500 MSL 1.15,000
4 25 1111 - 1139 6,500 MSL 1.17,000
4 21 1140- 1161 8,500 PAL 1.17,000
4 40 1162 - 1182 7,500 FHL 1.15,000 SA.GENTS, (.X1RAWI3
4 390 1103 - 1206 7,500 MiL 1.15,000 A411':NTh., CXI.H.AUX)
4 20 1207 -1231 8,500 mt 1.17,000 SA(;lACHE, .XII)RADU
4 27 1232 - 1256 8,500 PAL 1.17,000 MP, NO. NJ 13-1, hNJ 13-2, NJ 13-4, NJ 13-5,
NJ 13-7, NJ 13-0.




S 11:T NA: MIS-
S I ON
INSHllO:NT'I NFl(FI RAVI I l(h
41-22-EJ-185-00565 02 OCT 69 185 I(XAN.%7A, COLRAJX) 105 RC-8/2, 4600, COat IR S0-117, 6 IN.
NULL LINE fEPOSLRt NLtN*HS ALT I TUI. SCALE Rti.I(KS
5 34 1260 - 123 8,500 MSL 1.17,000 WESTERN SLOPE 01" SANGRE DEV CFIS1) MTS.
5 35 1284 - 1310 8,500 MSL 1.17,000 WESTEIN SLOPE OF SANiRE DE CHISTO TS.
5 36 1311 - 1336 8,500 MSL 1.17,000 WESTERN SLOPE OF SAM.RE D: CRISTO M'S.
5 26 1337 - 1361 8,500 MSL 1.17,000 ALL LINES LISTED ARE IN 1HE VICINITl OF 1HE
-GUNNISON AND CRANDE NATIONAL I-URESTS, COLORADO.
5 34 1368 - 1387 8,500 MSL 1.17,000
5 28 1380 - 1412 8,500 MSL 1.17,000
5 33 1413 - 1440 8,500 MSL 1.17,00C
5 29 1441 - 1467 8,500 MSL 1.17,000




























NR-22-KJ-185-00566 02 OCT 69 185 IBONANZA, COLORADO
ROLL LINE -EXPOSiRE NU4II-3S ALT 171E
6 30 1498 - 1530 8,500 MSL
6 31 1531 - 1559 8,500 MSL
6 17 1560 - 16,000 MSL
NR-22-FJ-085-00567 02 OCT 69 085 LARFNCE,. KANSAS
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE N1It-OS6 ALTI1UDE
3 1 7133 - 7148 60,800 MSL
3 2 7149 - 7166 60,200 MSL
3 3 7167 - 7183 60,400 lS,.
3 4 7104 - 7202 61,000 Mtl
3 5 7203 - 7220 61,200 %ML
3 6 7221 - 7239 60,100 CSL
3 7 7240 - 7327 60,600 MS[.
NR-22-FJ-085-00568 02 OUC 69 05S IAHENCE, KANSAS
RCLL LINE EXPOSltIE NLI MK{'S ALT'llIX:
5 1 7416 - 7431 60,000 MSL
5 2 7432 - 7449 60,200 ML
5 3 7450 - 7466 60,400 ML
5 4 7467 - 7485 61,000 M4SL
5 5 7486 - 7503 61,200 MiL
5 6 7504 - 7522 60,100 M4SL
5 7 7523 - 7628 60,600 MiL
NR-22-'H-175-00569 29 SEP 69 175 HOU'SIE AREA, TEXAS
RI.L LINE EXPOSLRE NLf-ERS ALT I.1DE
I 1 6752 - 6773 60,000 K-iL
I 3 6774 - 6784 60,000 MKSL
1 3 6787 - 6821 60,000 ML
NR-22-FH-175-00571 01 OCT 69 175 HOUSTON AREA, TEXAS
ROL LINE EXPOSURE NUiHERS ALTI7UIDE
4 -6920 - 6947 60,000 MSL
aZ 6948 - 6958 60,000 MSL
6 6959 - 8984 60K/3K 1SL
6 SAN LUI S CREE(, OCL/OADD
0 SAN LU IS CREEK, COLORADO
KAP "NS. NJ 13-1, NJ 13-2, NJ 13-4, NJ 13-5,
NJ 13-7, NJ 13-8.
105 RC-8/2, 4600, COLOR IR SO-117, 6 IN.
I ALL LINES LISTED ARE IN THE VICINITY OF THE
GUNNISON AND GRANDE NATIONAL IDRESTS, COL)RADO.
I SAN LUIS CREEK, COLXRADI
a MAP NOS. NJ 13-1, NJ 13-2, NJ 13-4, NJ 13-5,
NJ 13-7, NJ 13-8.
106 RC-8/4L, HF-3/2.2 AV, COLOR 2448, 6 IN.
RhARKS 
D0 NORTH OF GARNETT TO MISSOURI RIVER, NORTH OF
H IGLAND.
00 MIS.SCURI RIVER NCIRTIWEST OF ST. JOSEPH TO SOUTH
OF SAWATOMI.
DO I ('.I{: O1(X('11I 1T STO V'A%\,H.
DI) 'HIHr1-'lIHN-: ,lII:S lO(HI'H (IF- S,'ITIIIIllE, I"l'H
D I) F-Y1.FH .SVIII
DO PAT¥IHI-:ASI 11' 0'IT SMk'Ii-ll-lsT OF'D0 JHHJ)flHllT (IF C,~'tP:H(', HXlnll 'IH .11.'l'tlFl:,4  (IF
HICH HI1.1..
DO PlI'l'II sI;, ^'H IXFIHI, lT) /9 sIII:. ." (XTH ()OF T I.SA
t.\P \()S. 1 15-1, .1 IS-.
106 WI-r/4HR,0.5 MICtN(r IHRSi/.4-WV,L*XIH INH O.117,hIN.
RHI-IRKS
o MH'INIH TC GAH%Irr lI) MIS.-XHI RIVR, NORTHH (
HIOKllNIiS.
I0 MISSXHI RIVt N M'IHt:EST OF ST. JOSEPH TO S.(TH
OF SA*Al`UI.
0 LA CClOA MI1RH T1O SAV4\NAH.
o0 THIRIr-THHIEF M S IIS H'IH OF' S.MllHILf.:, .,1H
TO HUit;.
0 F7lr3.R, NIORTH TO MA¥SVIIE.'.
o NORlTHFAST O' C.A4*N, S.XTH TO (X1HE1-AST OF1
RICI HiiL..
o PITTSI.UI, MISSOLHI, D0 29 MILES SOLTH 01 TnlSA.
MAP NIS. NJ 15-1, MN 15-4.
106 RC-8/4L, WF3/2.2AV, CAOOR 2448, 6 IN.
REM4RKS
o0 .ES*IL6D TO HOBIY AIRPORT, THEN EAST TO
ELLI NGO:N AFI.
o HOUSTOn N TO BAITOYlN n1NEL.
o HUG ISLAND TO GAL'ESlTON AND WEST ALOG COAST.
MAP Ml. NH 15-7.
106 RC-8/4L, HF3/2.2 AV, COIOR 2448, 6 IN.
o0 MADISONVIULL TO BIRD ISLAND, 1HEN EAST TO
GALVESTION.
0 GALVESII TO17 HIGHCAY 75 NORTH OF HOUXJSTON.
iK SOrTH O FAI RANCH TO NEW CULF' AND THEN NE TO
ELLINGTON AFH.
FRAES 6985 - 7065 LENS F)OGD).
M1P NO. N11 15-7.
IMoI;)( Y DATA FILE - tC-" C,,F:R4. (IIIJ)-lIIIi.' II(X;)
DATI SITE SITE NAE: MIS- IlSTHiS:Y1 T [UII-' TI:('
KCESSION IM-'R NO. SImO
Nh-22-F1-175-00572 01 OCT 69 175 HOUSTON AHFA, TEXAS 106 RC-8/4R,0.5 NICRM1TER1S/I.4AV,COtLR IR 50117,61N
ROLL LINE EXPOS.RE hM4BtHS ALTITUDE SCALE REMARU(S
3 4 7235 - 7262 60,000 MSL 1.120,000 MADISONVILtE TO BIRD ISLAND, TF*N EAST TO
GALVESTON.
3 5 7263 - 7273 60,000 MSL 1.120,000 GALVESTON TO HIGHWAY 75 NORTH OF 1XJSTON.
3 6 7274 - 7300 60KX3K MSL 1.120K/6K SGni OF FAY RANCH TO NEW GLF AND THEN NE TO
ELLINGTOO N ABE.
3 - 7301 - 1379 RC-8/4R LENS BADY FtXX.,D. FPJIGRAPHY NUT
PILITED.
IAP NO. M1 15-7.
NR-22-FJ-178-00573 29 SEP 69 178 MILU CREI., (tS LAL]- 106 RC-8/4L,, HF-3/2.2 AV, (XCOI 244Z, 6 IN.NW.LL LIKNE EXPL:SLE N.l*31'S ALT TI TUE SCAIE R kl'iAS
2 6591 - 6596 61,000 MSL .. I.2,000 AHI4IX4E TI) MILL.. CHE-k.
I! 6597 - 6605 60,800 MSL 1.121.600 WEST (O) WAPAN\LICKA 1X) RATLIIFF CIT1.
1 3 6606 - 6614 60,300 MSL 1.120,600 FT. SIll. TO LAKE ALTS. MAPY SHE:- hi 14-5.
MAP O). NI 14-6.
MI-22-FJ-178-00574 29 SEP 69 178 MIL, CREIX, OKLAIOA 106 RC-8/4R,0.5 MICR0MtklERS/1.4AV,CAIR4 IR S0117,61N
ROLL LINE EXPOSqRE NhtJ3S ALTI.UDE SCALE RII4.UKS
I 2 6933 - 6936 61,000 pSLL 1.122,000. ARDWRE TO MILL CRAIA.
I 1 6937 - 6945 60,000 MSL 1.121,600 WEST OF WAPNLICKA TO ATLIFF CITY.
I 3 6946 - 6954 60,300 MSL 1.120,600 FT. SILLU. TO LUKE ATI'LS. WiP Stl-'T hi 14-5.
MAP NO. Ni 14-6.
PI-22-FJ-184-00575 29 SEP 69 184 CHICKAS*SA, KLAHOIA 106 RC-8/4L, If-3/2.2 AV, (CR 2448, 6 IN.
RXLL LINE EXPOSRE r&J[1S ALTITUADE SCALE REMAIKS
I I 6615 - 6631 60,800 MSL 1.121,600 EAST OF HOART TO DAVIS
1 2 6632 - 6647 59,900 MSL 1.119,800 WEST OF WYINNE OOD TO S.NTAIN VIEW.
I 3 6648 - 6665 60,200 MSL 1.120,400 EAST OF CORDELL 1D STRAdW"FUD.
1 4 6666 - 6682 59,800 MSL 1.119,600 EAST OF PIRCELL TO CLINT)N.
I S 6683 - 6699 59,900 MSL 1.119,800 EAST-SE OF CDUS1ER CITY TO SW OF MALD.
I 6 6700 - 6716 60,100 MSL 1.120,200 TECMSEH TO CODY STATI(ON.
I 7 67117 - 6734 60,500 SL 1.121,000 TEN MILES NW OF WAI1XC.A TO 5 MILES S TO PRAMLVE.
I 6'735 - 6751 60,600 MSL 1.121,200 FIVE MILES N OF PRACLE TO CANTON RESERVOIR.
M4,p NOS. NJ 14-11, NJ 14-12, NI 14-2, hi 14-3,
NI 14-5, NI 14-6.
MR-22-PJ-184-00576 29 SEP 69 184 CHICKASHA, OKI.AIMA 106 RC-8/4R,0.5 MICRMETERS/I.4AV,COL.OR IR SO117,61NfL LINE EICPosRE NUEMERS ALT I TtE SCALE ,I REMAKS
I I 6955 - 6971 60,800 MSL 1.121,600 EAST OF HOBART TO DAVIS
1 2 6972 - 6987 59,900 MSL 1.119,800 WEST OF WYNNEU¥O TO HOIJNTAIN VIEW.
1 3 6988 - 7005 60,200 MSL 1.120,400 EAST OF CORDLL. TO STRAFFURD.
1 4 7006 - 7022 59,800 MSL 1.119,600 EAST OF PLRCELL TO CLINTON.
1 5 7023 - 7039 59,900 IMSL 1.119,800 EAST-SE OF CUSTER CITY TO SW OF' MUD.
I 6 7040 - 7056 60,100 MSL 1.120,200 TEMSEH TO CODY STATION.
I 7 7057 - 7074 60,500 MSL 1.121,000 TEN MILES NW OF WATOGGA TO 5 MILES S TO PRAGUE.
I 8 7075 - 7091 60,600 4SL '1.121,200 FIVE MILES N OF PRAUE TO CANTON RESERVOIH.
MAP NW(. NJ 14-11, NJ 14-12, NI 14-2, NI 14-3,
NI 14-5, NI 14-6.
IR-22-FJ-996-00577 01 OCT 69 996 DAMIAS/FThT W(ITH, TF:XAS 106 HC-8/41., WHF-3/2.2AV, (XXO( 244e, 6 hN.
ROLL LINE EXI(P'OSU' 1.1412,-345 ALTI' 11.1': SCALE . HIEYAIKS
RO I 6852 - 6064 60,300 KSL 1.120,600 FltR MILES .MIJTl (I' FIhfl TO li JACKSH(H).
2 2 6865 - 6877 60,800 MSL 1.121,600 Sl.IP IiON MtNl'AIN 11') H(Rh*AI..
2 3 6878 - 6891 60,000 MSL 1.121,600 DALIAS TO MINIRAL F:LL.S.
2 4 6892 - 6905 61,000 MSL 1.122,000 DEST OF 11FHE:LI. TX HBIG VUIfi (% THE MA7..ON R.FAP NO. NI 14-12.
PNR-22-PJ-996-00578 01 OCT 69 996 DAUAS/FORT IOTRI, TEXAS 106 RC-0/4R,0.5 MHICRO.'f.RS/I.4AV,CO0LC IR S0117,61N
ROLL LINE E(PUfiRE NU43ERS ALT ITDE SCALE RMWhKS
3 1 7167 - 7179 60,300 MSL 1.120,600 F5.3 MILES 5(11H O 1(INN\I TO JACKSIRO.
3 2 7180 - 7192 60,800 MSL 1.121,600 SLIP D.N MAN'I'AIN TO H(l1KWAIJ..
3 3 7193 - 7206 60,800 MSL 1.121,600 DALLAS 1 MINERAL WEULS.
3 4 7207 - 7220 61,000 MSL 1.122,000 MAEST (WO TIREL. 11) BIG VAUE,- (O. T.: E HtHAZ R.
MAP WO. NI 14-12.





NR-22-EJ-002-00588 08 OCT 69 002 PISCAH CRATFR, CALIIURNIA
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRF Nth~IS AL1T'I I)E
I 19 6386 - 6396 2,000 MSL
I I 6398 - 6423
1 18 6424 - 6437
I 18 6438 - 6454
1 17 6455 - 6480
I 20 6481 - 6490
I 20 6491 - 6497







NS-22-EJ-022-00589 10 OCT 69 022 TONOPAH, NEVADA
ROLL LINE EIPOSLRE NIIEIRS ALTITUDE
I 9 6517 - 6529 2,000 MSL
I 9 6530 - 6546 2,000 MSL
1 9 6547 - 6565 2,000 MSL
I 9 6566 - 6576 5,000 MSL
I 9 6577 - 6586 5,000 MSL
I 10 6587 - 6595 2,000 MSL
1 10 6596 - 6604 2,000 MSL
NR-22-EJ-022-00590 10 OCT 69 022 TOIPAH, N.UVADA
ROLL LINE EXIO'SLUE _64*lS ALTITtlUE
a 10 6607 - 6614 2,000 SL









OCT 69 022 TONOPAH, NEVADA
LINE EXPOSULE NUERS ALTI TUDE
9 1565 - 15817 2,000 ISL
9 1589 - 1604 5.000 MSL
OCT 69 075 GODF'IELD. NEVADA
LINE EXPOSLRI: MLIBERS ALTITUDE
10 1606 - 1614 10,000 MSL
OCT 69 196 GRAND SABLE, WASHINGTON
LINE EXPOSURE ISERS ALTITUDE







NR-22-G-196-00602 17 OCT 69 196 GRAND SABLE, WASHINTlON
ROLL LINE EXPOSRE NI't4ERS ALTI7M





3459 - 2,800 MSL
2,800 MSL
108 RC-8/1, AV/W-15, H/W 2402. 6 IN.
SCALE REMARKS
1.4,000 CALIBRATION RUN OVFR LAKE PAIAI)L.E, PAIJ41.E,
CALIF. THE RC-8 CAMERA FULNTS WUEft PINSF)ED DNh.
T'IENTY-PRECENT OVIHLAP.
1.4,000 PISGAH- CRATER AND LAVIC LAKE, CALIFORNIA,
HEADING 160 DEGRHEE
1.4,000 LAVIC LAKE, CALIF.
1.4,000
1.4,000 HEADING 340 D[IRHEE.
1.4,000 EAST OF LAVIC LAKE, CALIF., TFIE LOCATION IS
APPROXIMATE.
1.4,000
EXTIRA FRAES OVER STANFaR D UNIVERSITY.
MAP NO. NI 11-5.
108 RC-8/1, AV/W-15, B/W 2402, 6 IN.
SCALE REMARKS
1.4,000 MINING AREA NORTHWEST OF TONOPAH, NEVADA.






1.4,000 MINING AREA SCUM OF TONOPAH, NEVADA.
1.4,000 MAP NOS. NJ 11-5, NJ 11-8.
108 RC-l/I, AV/*-I5, H/w Z402. 6 IN.
SCAILE REkARKS
1.4,000
1.4,000 CALIHIRAlTIN H.IN ONVH t U ) IlAKE, CALItlRNDIA.
'TUERT-PERCENT UI-NLAP ON RC-OIN .
MAP OS. NJ 11-5, J 11-S8.
108 RC-8/2, 4600/CC20M/W-15, C(XtM IR SO-117, 6 IN.
SCALE R4tARKS
1.4,000 MINING AREA NOIIM.SST OF 1W)PAH, NEVADA.
1.10,000 MAP NOS. NJ 11-5, NJ II-8.
108 RC-8/2, 4600/CC2M/W-15, COLOU IR SO-117, 6 IN.
SCALE RIO1S
1.20,000 MAP NO. NJ 11-8.
I11 RC-8/1, 2.2 AV, COLtR SO-397, 6 IN.
SCALE REWARKS
1.4,400 RC-8 IMAGERY TOO DARK AND TOW LARGE A SCALE TO
PW.T ON 1.250,000 MAP. HASSELLAD TOO DARK TO
PLWT. HEAVY CLOLDS OVER LINE 9.
1.5.600 GRAND SABLE LAKE AREA. HF4AV CLOLDS OVER LINE
10. ALL SENSORS STOPPED ,N TO CO5MPENSATE ICR
RDIEECTANCE OF' SAND DN ES.
1.5,600 GRAND SAtLE LAKE AREA. FFAVY CLODS OVER LINE
II.
1.5,600 NO IMAGERY. ON LINE 12, N0 IMAGERY WAS
RECORJDED.
MAP NO. N. 16-5.
111 RC-8/2, 1.4 AV, COLOR IR SO-117, 6 IN.
SCALE REI4ARKS
1.4,400 RC-8 IMAGERY TO DARK AND TOO LARGE A SCALE TO
P 'T ON 1.250,000 MAP. HASSEIAAD TOO DARK TO
PLT. HEAVY CLOUS OVER LINE 9.
1.5,600 GRAND SABLE LAKE AREA. HEAVY CLOUS OVER LINE
10. ALL SENSORS STOPPED DOSIN TO CWOPENSATE FRM
RJFBLTANCE OFF SAND DUNES.
1.5,600 GRAND SABLE LAKE AREA. HEAVY CLOUDS OVER LINE
11.
1.5,600 NO IMAGERY. ON LINE 12, NO IMAGERY WAS
REICORED.
MAP NO. ML 16-5.
MIS-
SION
I STH, .' I - I (h lA i' I (h





hR-22-FJ-203-00603 14 O.T 69 203 CRAtNITE CITY, ILLIN)IS
RULL LINE EXPOSNLlE NiUlf.S AT1I'ID%11)
I 1 9187 - 9203 4,000 ISL
1 2 9204 - 9215 4,000 MSL
I 3 9218 - 9231 4,000 HSL
I 1 9232 - 9235 8,000 ,SL
1 2 9236 - 9243 8,000 KSL
1 3 9244 - 9248 8,000 HSL
I 1 9249 - 9250 20,000 FiSL
1 3 9251 - 9254 20,000 MSL
MI-22-FJ-203-00604 14 OCT 69 203 CRANIT CITY, ILLINOIS
ROLL LINE EXPUOSRE NlPM43S ALT IllUE
1- I 3238 - 3255 4.000 KSL
I 2 3256 - 3268 4,000 MSL
1 3 ' 3270 - 3283 4,000 HAL
I 1 3284 - 3287 8,000 MSL
.I 3288 - 3295 80,000 MSL
1 3 3296 - 3300 8,000 FSL
I 1 3301 - 3302 20,000 iSL
1 3 3303 - 3306 20,000 ISL
PM-22-CJ-208-00605 14 'OCT 69 208 MARAHOO, WISCONSIN
ROLL LINE EXPOSUIE NU4-IHS ALT I 'DE
I 1 9259 - 9271 5,000 HSL
1 2 9272 - 9290 5,000 MSL
























Pk-22-"U-208-0060 6 14 OCT 69 200 BARAOX), WISCONSIN
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NUMBERS ALTITICE SCALE
I 1 3308 - 3324 5,000 lL 1.10,000
I 2 3325 - 3343 5,000 MSL 1.10,000
1 3 3344 - 3370 5,000 MSL 1.10,000
1I-22-G-208-00607 17 OCT 69 208 HARAi.O, WISCONSIN
ROLL LINE EXPOSL RE NU41*'1, S ALTI TlDE

















111 RC-P/I, 2.2 AV, COXIl .SO-:97, 6 1,.
HFI)4KS
CHI\IN OF' H(LCKS CANAL, It..IINIS. 1HE: RC-o/l
la-IXUt;IbPlPHS H-ASE NVAM IXUtHLF EXUPOSLHI'S n( LINES
I AND 2.
MAP NO. NJi 15-6.
III RC-8Z/2, 1.4 AV, CLOH IR S0-117, 6 IN.
RNI-RNKS
(3IAIN OF' ROCKS CANAL, ILtLINOIS.
CHAIN OF' ROCKS CANAL, ILLINOIS.
GRANITE CITY, ILLINOIS. TE RC-t/2 PnXI'RnApHS
ARE LNI36EXPOSED ON LINE 3.
O MAP NO. NJ 15-6.
111 RC-81, 2.2 AV, COLOR S0-397, 6 IN.
RI'MARK(S
IDEVIL'S LAKE STATE PARK TO FISH LAKE AREA.
R01lFE 12 WEST OF' tADXHI D ODIINANCE WOKS TO
O4ENLEY CRNEtKX.
O RC-8/1 FRAME 9311 NO GOOD. ROCK SPRINGS TO
I4P NO. NK 16-1.
I111 C-8/2, 1.4 AV, CILOR IR SO-117, 6 IN.
RIg4ARKS
O DEVIL'S LAKE STATE PARK TO FISH LAKE AREA.
0 ROTE 12 WEST OF RADGER ORDINANCE WORKS TO
RIWLEY CREEK.
0 ROCK SPRINGS TO WIlTET.
H14P NO. NK 16-1.
111 RC-8/1, 2.2 AV, COLUI .SO--.197, 6 IN.
RF4IANKS
0 49 PFICENT1' OF' H: HC-8//I C(N:HN.;E 5l IXX HI.E
EXPOSED. lHE STCAtE 15 hUI' COX IS1'EN' WI HIN
iLIG(lI' L IN-.
0 RC-8/I WAS NIO' PWIT'ED OR3CANUSE OF RXTLE
3 RC-8/I WAS NOT PLLf'TF) HFCAt1lSE, OF' OLA;tI.E
EXPOSlRES .
3 F1RA: C(lIVAE IS APPROXIATI-LS HF:CAUSE tF*
DOt3LE EXPOUSULES .
MAP NO. NK 16-1.
Ii-22-I-208-00608 17 OCT 69 208 BARABOO, WISCOL SIN 111 RC-8/2, 1.4 AV, COLOR IR S0-117, 6 IN.
R.LL LINE EXPOSURE NmbFmS ALTITUDE SCALE RFiMARKS
2 3 3460 - 3483 6,120 HSL 1.12,240
2 2 3484 - 3511 6,120 MSL 1.12,240
2 I 3512 - 6,120 F4L 1.12,240
2 1 3544 - 3574 6,120 HAL 1.12,240 RC-8/2 WAS NOT PLOqTED, SAME AS LINE 1.
M4P NO. N4( 16-1.
k1-22"CJ-044-00609 07 OCT 69 044 PURl.E, INDIANA 112 RC-814L, l5*-3/2.2 AV, COLOR 2448, 6 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSURF N.H11S ALTITtID SCALE RI43ARKS
I 1 7355 - 7386 58,700 MSL 1.117,400 INDIANAPOLIS TO SPRINCFIELD, ILLINOIS.
I 2 .387 - 7414 58,700 MSL 1.117,400 AITHENS, ILLINOIS TO FURTVILUE, INDIANA
1 3 7415 - 7444 59,000 MSL 1.118,000 CICERO, INDIANA TO PFRT.rHStLRG, ILLINOIS.
1 4 7445 - 7471 59,000 HAL 1.118,000 MASO CITY, ILLINOIS TO TIP'ON, INDIANA.
I 5 7472 - 7500 58,000 MSL 1.116,000 KOKOMO, INDIANA TO MANITO, ILLINOIS.
I 6 7501 - 7527 59,000 HSL 1.118,000 PEKIN, ILLINOIS TO AREA NORTH (F' KOK(IMO,
I T 7528 - 7556 58,800 MSL 1.117 600 PERU, INDIANA TO PEORIA, ILLINOIS.
I S 7557 - 7576 58,700 MSL 1.117,400 CHILLICOIU, ILLINOIS TO Mo30, INDIANA.
MAP NO. NK 16-11.






I NSTHI lrN-T C(IUKIxH' ,Vi(o%
IIR-22-GJ-044-00610 07 OCT 69 044 PRDJUE, INDIANA 112 RC-8/4R,I.4AV/0.5 MICRE)TIOS,COU)LR IR 50117,61N
ROLL LINE EXPOSUIRE NLPU9ES ALTITUDE SCALE IRMARKS
I I 7637 - 7668 58,700 MSL 1.117.400 INDIANAPOLIS TO SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOS.
2 7669 - 7696 58,700 MSL 1.117,400 ATHENS, ILLINOIS TO FORTVIL.LE, INDIANA.
I 3 7697 - 7726 59,000 MSL I.1l8,000 CICERO, INDIANA TO PETERISBLURG, ILLINOIS
1 4 7727 - 7753, 59,000 MSL 1.118,000 MA:SON CITY, ILLINOIS TO TIPION, INDIANA5 7754 - 7782 58,000 MSL 1.116,000 KK((M3, INDIANA TO MANITO, ILLINOIS.
1 6 7783 - 7809 59,000 MSL 1.118,000 P63IN, ILLINOIS TO AREA NORTH OF KOKO(O.
1 7 7810 - 7838 58,800 MSL 1.117,600 PERU, INDIANA TO PE)IIA,. ILLINOIS.
a 6 7839 - 7862 58.700 MSL 1.117,400 CHILLICOTHE, ILLINOIS TO MO., INDIANA.
MAP NO. NK 16-11.
N-'-22GH-146-00611 14 OCT 69 146 AIAFIA AN) PEACE HIVEI-S, '11XHIlA 112 RC-8/4L, HF-4/L2 .AV, LXIM S(O-Z2?H, b IN.
ROL LINE LEXPOSNLE NLM*. 4 ALTI n1*: SCALE Ri'NHKS
3 1 7660 - 7676 61,000 K4L 1.122,000
3 2 7677 - 7696 61,000 MSL 1.122,000
3 3 ?696 - 7716 61,000 MS L 1.122,000 I1(1. LAKE 'ARAf.r A I) ISPHKI.IA.)
3 4 7717 - 7743 62,000 MSL 1.124,000 IR(OM WI'I`IX1L.XX.J-:I HRIVER 'I) (;1I.F O(F .EXICO.
3 5 7744 - 7770 62,000 MSL 1.124,000 I'H(l L117rLE PINE I IStllD '1) H0LLJI
3 6 7771 7803 62,000 MSL 1.124.000 FH(V( LAKE GHIFFIN '11) GLL OF ,I%"CO.
3 7 7804 - 7835 62,000 MSL 1.124,000 IHI( HIG CPHEsF SIIP TO HkkK LAKE.3 6 7836 - 7870 62,000 MSL 1.124,000 FRI.M LAKE ThACY TO tl." OF r*':XICO.
3 9 78711 - 7887 62,000 MSL 1.124.000 FRL7l PALI:IDIE 'T JTO ESl..
MAP NWO. NH 17-1I, N 17-2, M. 17-1.4.
PR-22-Gl-147-00612 14 OCT 69 147 LAKE[S/TAMPA, FLJRIDA 112 RC-8/4L, W-4/2.2 AV, COLOR %0-278, 6 IN.
IKXL LINE EXPOSLURE NUlERS ALT I3E SCALE RPJ:IKS
3 1 7660 - 7676 61,000 MEL 1.122,000 FR(M I-TlrI' KFIS TO WACCASASSA HA.
3 2 7677 - 7696 61,000 MSL 1.122,000 FP(* HUMIXSASS4 ISLANLiS TO GULLF Of" "XICO.
3 3 17696 - 7716 61,000 MSL 1.122,000 .1FR(* LAKE SARASOTA TO DNNEULJO.
3 4 7717 7743 62,000 SL 1.124,000
3 5 7744 7770 62,000 MSL 1.124,000
3 6 77711 - 7803 62,000 MSL 1.124,000
3 7 7804- 7835 62,000 M4L 1.124,000
3 8 7836 - 7870 62,000 MIL 1.124,000
3 9 7871 - 7887 62,000 MSL 1.124,000 MAP NO. Nil 10-10.
PM-22-OH-146-00613 14 OCT 69 146 ALAFIA AND PEACE RIVERS, FILDIDA 112 RC-8/4R,1.4AV/0.5 MICRMI-rTES,COLOR IR S0117,61N
ROLL LINE E1POSURE NMBElRS ALTIITUDE SCALE P1K
4 1 7952- 7968 61,000 MSL 1.122,000
4 2 7969- 7989 61,000 M4SL 1.122,000
4 3 7990 - 8009 61.000 KiL 1.122,000 FRO LAKE SARASOTA TO DUNNEUJ.M.4 4 8010 - 8035 62,000 M'L 1.124,000 FROM WI'TIH.ACOUCHE RIVER TO GULA OF MEXICO.4 5 8036 - 8062 62,000 MSL 1.124,000 FRP0 LITITE PINE ISLAND TO BELIEVIEW.
4 6 8063 - 8095 62,000 MSL 1.124,000 FROM LAKE GRIFFIN TO GULF OF MEXICO.4 8096 - 8127 62,000 P6L 1.124,000 FROM BIG CYPRESS SWAMP TO BUCK LAKE.
4 8 8128 - 8162 62,000 MSL 1.124,000 FlRO LAKE TRACY TO GULF OF MEXICO.4 0 8163- 8182 62,000 MSL .1124,000 '1¥4l PAIALE TO JAW:STOWN.
MAP NOS. PNH 17-1, HK 17-2, NO 17-1,4.
MR-22-GH-147-00614 14 OCT 69 147 LAKES/TAMPA, IFLIDRI 112 RC-8/4R,11.4AV0.5 MICROMM1EISCOL IR SOI1T,6IN
ILL LINE EXPOSIUE NLI14 ITIRW SCALE RI.ARKS
4 1 7952 - 1968 61,000 ML 1.122,000 FROM ,LLIEUT KEYS TO WACCASASSA BAY.4 2 7969 - 7989 61,000 I1L 1.122,000 PFIM HI.MSASSA ISLANDS TO GUL. OF P:Xl~.
4 3 7990 - 8009 61,000 6L 1.122,000 PROM LAKE SARASOTA 7TO DINNELLON.
4 4 6010 - 8035 62,000 M1L 1.124.000
4 5 8036 - 0062 62,000 ISL 1.124,000
4 6 8063 - 14095 62,000 MSL I.124,000
4 7 8096 - 8127 62,000 MPM. 1.124,000
4 8 128 - 14162 62,000 MSL 1.24,100
4 9 8163 - 1182 62,000 MsL 1.124.000 MAP NO. NIH 10-I10.
R-22-GIH-I163-00615 13 OCT 69 163 HISCAINE AY, .FL1RIDA 112 RC-*14L, HI-312.2 AV, COL(A 50.-27., 6 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE N1.1*1.S ALTI'.I.E SCA1E HE'ORKS1 3 7611 - 7634 61,500 MSL 1.123,000 ROCK HARIHOR TO PAhlM 'E-CH. IA.
I 4 7635 - 7650 61,500 MSL 1.123,000 W1ST PAIM HIACH TO %MELHBUhNE, IlA.
NR-22-0-163-00616 13 OCT 69 163 BISCAYNE RAY, F1.XIGA
ROLL LINE EXPOSI.E NtU4-KRS ALTITUDE
1 3 7910 - 7927 61,500 MSL





P49P NO~. NO 17-2, M. 17-5, NO 17-8, NH 17-11
RC-8/4R. D-500, 6 IN.
R34ARKS
ROCK HAR-KX TO PAlM HEACH, -LA.
W:ST PALM BEACH TO b.1.4UNE, IFLA.




IN4ACFEY DATA FIllE - RC-6 CI YAt:NA IL * EIt I H F:fIHNI
DATE S I TE' SITE NAM*E MIS- INSTNLt,*T t)NFIGR1RATION
ACCFSSION NItI4R NO. SION
NI-22-(H-164-00617 15 OCT 69 164 ROCA RATONI/FLLE GLAE, FLORIDA 112 C-8/4L, HF'-3/2.2 AV, CO11R SO-278, 6 IN.
iOLL LINE EXPOS/RE NtL/RS ALTI TtE SCALE RFI4ARKS
4 16 7899 - 7907 60,700 MSL 1.121,400
4 9 7908 - 7927 60,400 MSL 1.120,600
4 10 7928 - 7967 61,000 MSL 1.122,000 CFHISTAS TO IMARATVION
4 11 7968 - 8005 61,600 MSL 1.123,200 MATECU4IE KEY TO TITIUSVILLE
4 12 8006 - 8043 61,500 MSL 1.123,000 tRR1RITTS ISLAND TO WINDLi.E KEV.
4 13 8044 - 8073 60,500 MSL 1.121,000 KE' LARGO DTO MEIXARNE HEACH.
4 14 6074 - 8098 60,300 MSL 1.120,600 FORT PIF'RCE It) KEY LARGO.
4 1B 8099 - 8114 61,000 MSL 1.122,000 ELLIOTT KEY TO H-OM: SOUJND
M4AP NO. iG 17-5
MR-22-GJ-165-00618 15 OCT 69 165 D:siRET/ST. MARKS, FLRIDA 112 RC-8/4L, F-3/2.2 AV, COLOR SO-278, 6 IN.
RiLL LINE EXPOSLIRE NUIEtRS ALTI)tDE SCALE RFEARKS
4 19 7899 - 7907 60,700 MIL 1.121,400 MARXESAS KEIYS TO PACE'T KEY.
4 9 7908 - 7927 60,400 MSL 1.120,800 CAPE SALtE TO IRIGHTON INDIAN RES.
4 10 - 7928 - 7967 61,000 MSL 1.122,000 CfHISTMAS TO MAR1ATION
4 11 7968 - 8005 61,600 MSL 1.123,200 MATF1~IIE KEY TO TITUSVILLE
4' 12 8006 - 8043 61,500 MSL 1.123,000 MRRI'ITTS ISLAND TO WINDLEY KEY.
4 13 8044 - 8073 60,500 MIL 1.121,000
4 14 8074 - 8098 60,300 MSL 1.120,600
4 IS 8099 - 8114 61,000 NML 1.122,000 M4P NOS. NHi 16-6, NH 17-4, mi 17-11, NG 17-2.
NR-22-CGI-14-00 619 IS OCT 69 164 BOCA RATON/BEL.E GLADE, FLORIDA 112 RC-8/4R,i.4AV/0.5 MICRItMETERS,C(YLO IR SO117,61N
RtLL LINE EXPRE NIHS ALTITLE SCALE RE6ARKS
S 16 8191 - 8199 60,700 MSL 1.121,400
S 9 8200 - 8219 60,400 MSL 1.120,800
5 10 8220 - 6259 61,000 MSL 1.122,000 CHRISTMAS TO MARATHION
S I 8260 - 8297 61,600 MSL 1.123,200 MATiCUBE KEY TO TITUSVILLE
S 12 8298 - 8336 61,500 MSL 1.123,000 NWRRITTS ISLAND TO WINDLEY KEY.
B 13 8337 - 8366 60,500 MSL 1.121,000 KEY LARGO TO MUlEOLEANE BCI .
B 14 8367 - 8391 60,300 6SL 1.120,600 FORT PIEXCE TO KEY LARGO:
5 IS $392 - #407 61,1111'. I. IeIlOn IFl I l(1l1l' F: '11) H4*. .(X lI)
NlFP Y). N; 17-5
-Z22-WJ-165-00620 IS OCT 69 16b FI:SENKI. /ST. MARFS, I1lII 11m 112 RC-P/4R,1.4AV/0.5 MICH(F.'-FHS.L)ITl IR .0I117,lNI
ROLL LINt EXP.ONIE NLtHIFS ALTI'IIE SCALE RHiARHKS
S 16 8191 - 8199 60,700 MSL 1.121,400 MAR;IESAS KF1S 1TO PACET kl').
S 9 8200 - 8219 60,400 MSI. 1.120,o00 CAPE SAL;E 1O) HHIUt.t INDIAN Ht.:S.
S 10 8220 - 8259 61,000 MSL 1.122,000 (HISTM*AS lTO KXRATH(I
5 11 8260 - $297 61,600 KSL 1.123,200 fMATlXtEi: KEY. 1i l'lTiSVIltlE
5 12 8298 - 8336 61,500 MSL 1.123,000 M'iRITI'S ISLAhD TO WINDI,.:1 KEN.
5 13 8337 - 8366 60,500 M4L 1.121,000
5 14 8367 - 8391 60,300 OSL 1.120,600
5 IS 8392 - 8407 61,000 MSL 1.122,000 MAP NOS. Nil 16-6, Ni 17-4, NH 17-11, ,h 17-2.
N-22-GM-164-00621 16 OCT 69 164 BOC4 RATi/HfEII GLADF:, ILt]RIDA 112 RC-8/4L, HF'-3/2.2 AV, (XAO .50-276, 6 IN.
OXLL LINE EXPOSLRE N1MtM84S ALTlITIL SCAlE RktlRKS
S 12 8122 - 8128 62,000 MSL 1.124,000 S.OtRT LINE CIVFRING i R:L/:I CIUIE
S 12 8129 - 8163 62,000 SL 1.124,000 IMATCIF*iHE KE *l1.hRl'I'S ISA1\) ISLAND.
S 13 8164 - 8206 62,000 MSL 1.124,000 CANAVERAL PENNINSbLA T) PIANTATIO% KEI.
S 14 8207 - 8232 62,000 MSL 1.124,000 EILI(ITO KEY TO VERO HFACH.
B EXTRA 8233 - 8239 62,000 MSL 1.124,000 MIAPXLNE, N IA. VhGY P(M I-tSH.
IAP NO. W. 17-5
R-22-GJ-1605-00622 16 OCT 69 165 DIF.E"ET/IS'T. 'WKS, FILMIDA 112 RC-8/4L, Wf-3/2.2 AV, COLOR SO-276, 6 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOS.LRE NbJ3R.S ALT IIUbE SCALE 4MCARKS
5 2 8122 - 8128 62,000 IkSL 1.124,000 SKRT LINE COVERI NG HBIUE GLADE.
5 12 8129 - 8163 62,000 MSL 1.124,000 S1T64A ~INE KEY T'O 6"vERIT'S ISLAND.
S 13 6164 - 8206 62,000 IAL 1.124,000
S 14 8207 - 8232 62,000 MSL 1.124,000
S EXTRA 8233 - 8239 82,000 FISL 1.124,000 M1.LbNE, FLA. VERY P(OR IIMA4G-.
1MAP hIS. NI 16-6, NiH 17-4, Ni 17-11, NGO 17-2.
H-22-CH-1164-00623 16 OCT 69 164 BOCA IRA7N/1FJ.E GLADE, FUIDA 112 RC-8/4R,1.4AV/0.5 MICRMTIS'f.TS,(OX IR SO117,61N
FOLL LINE EXPOSLRE' NbtIBI!S ALT I'UDE SCALE R.MYARK(S
? 12 8233 - 8239 62,000 MSL 1.124,000 SHORT LINE CWVEI INO RB.LE GLADE
7 12 8422 - 8460 62,000 FIISL 1.124,000 _MTTEX1E KEY MRIVI'S ISLAND ISLAND.
? 13 8461 - 8499 62,000 MSL 1.124,000 CANAV~IAL PENNINSULA TO PLANTATION KEY.
7 14 8500 - 8525 62,000 MSL 1.124,000 ELLIOrr KEY TO VERO BEACH.
I EXTRA 8526 - 8532 62,000 MSL 1.124,000 E1.LRNE A. VERY POOR IMIACRY.
iAP NO. 6l 17-5






INSlRh I ;:'l' C(e I I;t .ARAI (h
NR-22-GJ-165-00624 16 OCT 69 165 DESERF.T/ST. MARKS, FIJLRIDA 112 RC-8/4R,1.4AV/0.5 MICR(TtERS R,COLOR IR O0117,61N
ROLL LINE EXPSLSRE NUI-HRS ALTIThUDE SCALE RE 5IARKS
7 12 8233 - 8239 62,000 MSL 1.124,000 SHORT LINE COVERING BEl.tE GLADE:.
7 12 8422 - 8460 62,000 MSL 1.124,000 4ATEC1FIE KEY TO MERIRIT'rS ISLAND.
7 13 8461 - 8499 62,000 MSL 1.124,000
7 14 8500 - 8525 62.000 MSL 1.124,000
7 t:Xnl I fZ6 - .5:32 6Z.I(Ifl M'I. I . I . (1!( 11 1 Pl IIII6II\, FlR VIFIII 9 II llilF
'41P M)!. :il Ih-h, *,H 11-4, I ,- II17-I, M; 17-Z.
NR-22--169-00625 13 OT 69  169 FIlHIDAt KI-S 112 RC-H/41., Fl'F-3/2.2 AV, C(.I19R S0-27., h IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSLtHE NL~tiNS ALT I'lhl.: SCALE N'FNIKS
I 1 7593 - 7597 62,200 MSL 1.124,400 DR1 T'lcA.1$, FI.JofDa.
1 2 7598 - 7616 61,500 MSL 1.123,000 WUX..:SAS Kt -S 1O '\' .I-.I-:, FINA.
NI-22-Hi-169-00626 13 OCT 69 169 FUlRIDA KE.S 112
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE NUIIbR ALTI 71 SCALE
I 1 7885 - 7H90 62,200 MSL 1.124,400
1 2 7891 - 7909 61,500 MSL 1.123,000
PR-22-00-000-00627 16 OCT 69 000 LAKE P(NTIIARTRAIN AND NEW (IRLEANS 112
ROLL LINE EXPOSLtE NtU RS ALTI1tE SCALE
5 EXTRA 8242 - 8254 62,000 MSL 1.124.000
NR-22-00-000-0062d816 OCT 69 000 LAKE PONICHARRAIN AND NEW ORLEANS 112
IOLL LINE EXPOSLRE N RU41ES ALTI N:IE SCALE
7 EXLTRA 8533 - 8547 62,000 MSL 1.124,000
MAP NOS. G 17-8, M; 17-11.
RC-8/4R, (CXIL 0-500, 6 IN.
DR[ TORT1AS, FLOURIDA.
NLARE:SAS KIFlS TO TAVEiNIERH, FLORIDA
IqAP 'NOS. PG 17-8, NG 17-11.
RC-8/4L, HF-3/2.2 AV, CJR S0-27@, 6 IN.
RIE?9KS
FRANKLINTON, IA. TO LAKE SALVAIOR
14AP NOS. NH 15-6, NIl 15-9.
RC-8/4R,1.4AV/0.5 MICROt1E`1S,COLOR IR S0117,61N
REIARKS
FRANKLINTON, LA. TO LAKE SALVADOR
14AP NOS. NH 15-6, NI 15-9.
NR-22-00-000-00629 16 OCT 69 000 GAI.VESTON, TEXAS 112 RC-8/4L, 1W-3/2.2 AV, COLOR 50-278, 6 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOStRE NLU"IRS ALTI TnDE SCALE RE4AKS
5 EXTRA 8257 - 8266 60,000 MSL 1.120,000 BOLIVAR PENINSLLA 70 CGALVESTON ISLAND.
MIP NO. mi 15-7.
PNR-22-00-000-00630 16 OCT 69 000 GALVESTON, TEXAS 112 RC-8/4R,1.4AV/0.5 MICRa 'rERS,(1LER IR 50117,61N
FILL LINE EXPOSLRE N ER6S ALT ITU.E SCALE REMIARKS
I E1XRA 8548 - 8559 60,0000 PSL 1.120,000 BOLIVAR PENINSULA TO GALVESTON ISLAND.
14AP NO. NH 15-7.
M1-22-G-1603-00631 19 NOV 69 163 BISCAYNE BAY, FLORIDA 114 RC-811, AV, LGIR D-500, 6 IN.
OLL LINE XPOSURE N~PtJR.S ALT ITUDE SCALE RARKS
1 27 0292 - 0300 -12,600 MSL 1.25,200 PtM(IN KEY, CARD SOL.ND TO CONVOY POINT, RISCA9NE
BAY. aOVERAIE OVIR TUI(EY POINT PUIER PLANT.
PAP NO. Ni 17-8.
NR-22-Q-163-006i32 19 NCV 69 163 BISCAYNE BAY. FLORIDA 114 RC-8/2, AV, COCUR 50-397, 6 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOFM *]IkB43RS ALTITULE SCALE RfEMARKS
3 27 5352 - 5360 12,600 IMSL 1.25,200 PUMKIN KEY, CARD S5OND TO CONVDY POINT, BISCAYNE
BAY. COVERACE OVER TULKEY POINT POWER PLANT.
KAP NO. NG 17-8
MR-2ZZ--169-00633 19 ' b69 169 FUINIDR VkFS
ROLL LIMKE EU11. : NEHtI3SL
I I 0120 - 01e
I 1 0189 - 0202
I a 0203 - 0254
I 2 0255 - 0291
114 RC-*/I, AV, UXILH N 11-500, h IN.
AI.T I 11E SCALE Nl'hU4S
12,600 KMPL I .5,200 OC(XiEN RHFE, KF1 IAR1(X 1) IIA1' IO:R KI: . HR:EAK
IN I.l(HTr LINE () CItt-%EIF M/H FILMi.
12.600 WSL 1.25,200 FIAT DLF:E:H kE: 1TU HXC. CHICI CRANF:L. .h:4
12,600 MSL I .Z5,200 EASTE1HN SV-I) SHOAL. 111 i ST S.OlTI551-T li
ALLIGAITL H:tFF LICtfn ALU.NG 1HE (:I n.H SlILt
OF HASWK I(.ctNEL.
12,600 PSL 1.25,200 SLlTIFeST OF ALU.IGA'IR RFEE LIC;HT 1t N'I'HE4ST
OF CAR SFURIT HEIEE L.IU(TH(IL SE.
4A~P NOS. 7-, m 17-11.
o
IPW NI. DATA F'ILE - RC-P C-VIMFA (IIIJ)-HFFRI:HII(;I)
DATE SITE SITE NA:4E MIS- INSTDI-t.1' (AFPI.lRI, Tl (A
ACCESSIH I C4 N N. SION
PRl-22-I-169-00634 19 MV 69 169 FUDMRIA KES 114 RC-8/2, AV, CUtLR 50-397, 6 IN.
ROLL LIN t(POSAbRE NP4'IS ALTIfTUWE SCALE REARKS
3 1 51680 - 5226 12,600 PSL 1.25,200 OCEAN REEF, KEY LARCO TO FIAT DEER KEl. IBREAK
IN I'lGTff LINE TOD CHANIGE /H FIlM.
3 1 5254 - 5262 12,600 MSLt. 1.25,200 FLAT DEER KEY TO BOCA CHICA CtANNEL. SOW
WLAXDS.
3 a 5263 - 5314 12,600 MSL 1.25,200 EASTERN SAMH6 SHOAL TO JUST SOXfiMiFST OF
ALLIGATOR RIEEF LICHT AL*ON 1TH SOAnH SIDE
OF HAM( CHANNEL..
3 2 5315 - 5351 12,600 MSL 1.25,200 SOUTIEST OF' ALLIGATOH REEF LIGHT TO NORTHEAST
OF CARYSFDRT REEF LIGIWfnISE.
MAP NOS. NG- 17-8, NG 17-11.
RI-22--F-171-00635 01 DE: 69 171 SABINE LAKE ESTUARY, TEXLA. 115 RC-8/1, CLEAR, COLOR SO-397, 6 IN.
ROL LINE EXPOSURE N.UP4RS ALT171E SCALE REIARKS
1 3 5785 - 5792 7,000 NSL 1.14,000 NE TO BEAU'4T, SE TO NEHIES RIVER.
1 4 5793 - 5798 7.000 MSL 1.14,000 ROSE CITY OIL FIELD, SOUTH TO NECHES RIVER.
I 5 5799 - 5813 7,000 MSL 1.14,000 U.S. 87 EAST TO SABINE LAE ALONC NECHt:S RIVElt.
I 22 5814 - 5821 7,000 MSL 1.14,000 SABINE LAKE TO HLACh HAI.
I i1 5823 - 5854 7,000 MSL. 1.14,000 TACN FIAT IN PORT AR'1AR, SE TO TEXAS POINT TO
VICINITY OF LIGHT.
I 21 5855 - 5867 7,000 MSL i.14,000 SABINE LAKE, NE UP SABINE RIVER TO POENDIX
LME OIL FIlD.
I · 6 5868 - 5875 7,000 MSL 1.14,000
I 22 5676 - 5882 7,000 MSL I.14,000 MAP MNO. NH 15-5, NH 15-8.
PR-Z2-FIH-171-00636 01 DEC 69 171 SABINE LAKE ESTUARY, TEX./LA. 115ts RC-/2, 15, CLOR l SO-117, 6 IN.
sQL LINE ESE PLRS ALTiTUDE SCALE RlARKS
I 3 0635 - 0642 1,000 MSL 1.14,000 NE TO BEAUONT, SE TO NECHES RIVER.
Fnil1 4 0643 - 0646 7,000 MSL 1.14,000 ROSE CITY OIL FIElD, SOUH'1 TO NECHES RIVER.
1 5 0649 - 0663 1.000 MSL 1.14,000 U.S. 87 EAST TO SABINE LAE ALONG NEICES RIVER.
I 22 0664 - 0671 7,000 MNL 1.14,000 SAHINE LA:E IX) 1IUKtN HI\(Xl. HREhKE' , I) HI(;H(NEWIAN'r UlflA , AT :ENO (WF I INI, A.
I II 0672 - 0704 7,000 M'1. 1.14,000 TANK FltS 'tN .1 tH'I ANH'IFH-, S. ll) TIXA.S POI'T T(
VICINIl ( L.Iffrl'.
I 21 0705 - 0715 7,000 MSL 1.14,000 SABHINE IA.;, NE: IP SABINE HIVt:H TO) FlII):NIX LANE
OIL FIELD.
I 6 0718 - 0725 7,000 PISL 1.14,000
I 22 0726 - 0732 7,000 tESL 1.14,000 MAP NOS. NH 15-4, NH IS-5. Nil I5-0
R-2Z-FH-171-00637 02 OF 69 171 SABHINE IAE F:S1lAN, TEX./Ir. 115 RC-./1, CIEAR, t(tIH 50-3:97, hI IN.
RULL LINE tP kLEN NFL3 AILTI11UE SCAIE :T HkitNKS
I 11 5906 - 5930 7,000 MSL 1.14,000 TANK F'Ath IN PORT ARTIAR E: 'I) TEXAS POIlNT TO
1 4 5931 - 5930 7,000 EL 1.14,000 RHSE CITN 011. FIELDI SMATH T) NKttlES HIVED.
I 3 5939 - 5945 7,000 KSL 1.14.000 NE TO HMAIth-l-T. SFE lI) NHEES DINR.
I 5 5946 - 5961 7,000 'iSL 1.14,000 U.S. e7 FAST 1O SAHINE LAKE ALO:; Nt-UHES HIEFH.
I 22 5962 - 5967 7,000 KSL 1.14,000 SAHINE LAME nT HBLACK HANOU.
I 6 5968 - 5979 7,000 oML 1.14,000 CRJMJE, TEXAS.
I 21 5980 - 5986 7,000 PtL. 1.14,000 SABINE LAKE NE UP SABINE RIVER TO PHO:NIXLAKE OIL FIELD.
KEP NOS. NH 15-5, MH 15-8.
PR-22-PH-171-00638 02 oDE 69 171 SABINE IAKE EISARY, TF'X./IA. 115 RC-8/2, IS, CM IR SO-l117, 6 IN.
OLL LINE EXIPOSRE NU41ERS ALTIT LD SCALE REMffKS
I 11 0752 - 0776 7,000 ESL 1.14,000 TANK FARM IN PORT ARTtIR SE TO TEXAS POINT TOVICINITl OF' LICGHT.
1 4 0777 - 0784 7,000 MSL 1.14,000 ROSE CITl OIL FIELD S(OUt TO NECHES RIVER.
I 3 0785 - 0791 7,000 MEL 1.14,000 NE TO BEAMtONT, SE TO NECtES RIVER.
I 5 0792 - 0807 7,000 MSL 1.14,000 U.S. 87 EAST TO SABINE LAKE ALaC NCHEI'S RIVER.
I 22 0808 - 0813 7,000 MPL 1.14,000 SABINE LAKE TO BLKA HAIWU.
I 6 0814- 0825 7,000 :VSL 1.14,000 ORIXE, TE)XS
I 21 0826 - 0832 7,000 ESL 1.14,000 SARINE LAKE NF UP SABINE RIVER TO PHt)ENIX
LAE OIL F I ELD.
EAP NOS. PM 15-5, PNH 15-8.
IPMAF:N IDATA FIL: - RC-8 CAM*:RA (8IID-HFF:HIMIIUI
LDATE S TE SITVTE INAt
ACCESSION NU8HFR NO. SION
NR-22-PF-175-00639 04 DMC 69 175 Htx:.S)N TEXAS AREA 115
ROU. LINE EXPOSURE NUtMHRS ALTILD:E SCALE
1 13 6101 - 6137 3,700 M.SL 1.7,400
1 13 6138 - 6140 3,700 MSL 1.7,400
1 13 6141 - 6152 3,700 MSL 1.7,400
I 11 6153 - 6164 3,1700 MSL 1.7,400
1 12 6165 - 6173 3,700 MSL 1.7,400
1 7 6174 - 6197 3,700 MSL 1.7,400
I 7 6198 - 6221 3,700 MSL 1.7,400
NR-22-FH-175-00640 04 DEC 69 175 IKUSTON, TEXAS AREA 115
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NLtIHERS ALTI TUE SCALE
2 13 0937 - 0973 3,700 MSL 1.7,400
2 13 0974 - 0976
2 13 0977 - 0988
2 11 0989 - 1000
2 12 1001 - 1009
2 7 1010 - 1033
2 7 1034 - 1057
NR-22-FH-202-00641.01 DC- 69 202 POINT (MIHT T,1'XS T15
FRLL LINE EXPOSLRE NhLt*S5 AlI'I'IIUE SCAlE
1 2 5889 - 5891 20,000 1.40,000
I 1 5892 - 5897 8,000 1.16,000
1 3 5898 - 5903 8,000 1.16,000
NR-22-FH-202-00642 01 OFC 69 202 POINT (NIURT, TEXAS 115
ftL LINE EXPOSURE NUV4HEI. ALTI1UDE SCALE
1 2 0735 - 0737 20,000 1.40,000
I 1 0738 - 0743 8,000 1.16,000
1 3 0744 - 0749 8,000 1.16,000
NR-22-FH1-202-00643 04 DEC 69 202 POINT CarFT, TEXAS 115
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE 4tRS ALTITtDE SCALE
2 2 6031 - 6042 4,000 MSL 1.8,000
2 1 6043 - 6051 4,000 MSL 1.8,000
2 3 6052 - 6060 4,000 MSL 1.8,000
Z 1 6061 - 6065 8,000 MsL 1.16,000
a 3 6066 - 6071 8,000 MSL 1.16,000
2. 2 6072 - 6075 20,000 MSL 1.40,000
N-22-FH4-202-00644 04 DEC 69 202 POINT CII RT'F, TEXAS 115
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE I3S ALTIlDE SCALE
2 2 0887 - 0897 4,000 FSL 1.8,000
a 1 0898 - 0906 4,000 FSL 1.8,000
2 3 0907 - 0915 4,000 ESL 1.6,000
2 1 0916 - 0920 8,000 MSL 1.16,000
2 3 0921 - 0926 ,8 000 MSL 1.16,000
2 2 0927 - 0930 20,000 MSL 1.40,000
NR-22-PJ-205-00645 02 DEC 69 205 BATON ROUGE, LUWISIANA 115
FOiLL LINE EXPOS.URE NI43E1RS ALTITUBE SCALE
I 1 5987 - 5989 20,000 FSL 1.40,000
I 1 5990 - 5996 &,000 MSL 1.16,000
I 1 5997 - 6007 4,000 MSL 1.8,000
I N.THI) *'T I Ul.I"HUL'ATION( )
RC-8/I, W12/450, B/W 2402, 6 IN.
REMARKS
WEST WHXISTON TO MULH OF BIFF'ALO HAyOU.
WEST LAKE AREA.
WEST LAKE AREA TO HOG ISLAND.
BACLIF'V Ttl LA MAROCE.
ALVESTON BHAY WEST TO WEST END OF' CLEAR LAKE.
TNI VERSITY OFSTON TO HOUISTON ITO ST NTERCON-
TINENITAL.
HOUSTON INTERCONTINENTAL TO SOUTICENTRAL
IOUSTON .
1MP NO. NJ 11-8
RC-8/2, 15, COLOR IR SO-117, 6 IN.
REMARKS
WEST HOUSTON TO MOtH OF' iBFALO BAYOU.
WEST LAKE AREA
WEST LAKE AREA TO HO I SLAND.
HACLIIF TOI 14A MHR(X:.
GAI.VES.'utN HL W;1ST TI) -:ND O)-' CI.EARH I. h:.
LNIVI.RSITi' 1 IE xSl'( '1B) HxL sl()\ I1- IIC'()-
TI NENl'At,.
FtUJS)ON I NTEHL)I'N I NF:N'AI. T .*O4T*'Fl".'*4 l.L
HOUIXO .
,MAP Wi. NIJ 11-8
RC-8/I, CilEAN, aXOR SO-397, b IN.
RR-VXHKS
MD POINT TO REF'INER AT POINT [ICIOI1T'.
C)X RAY NORH1I 10 tX:)IH1 O1r AVCtA HIERH.
FAV CUL)D COVER LAS1' 3 E ..-: AND FIHIST' FHR.IE
iORTH OF' RT. 35 CAUSE'A1, 1;ITH ACH()ROSS MIItILL
PF., TO AREA NW OF RHUOES PT.
MP1P NO. NH 14-12
RC-8/2, IS, COLOR IR SO-117, 6 IN.
MID POINT TO REFINlEH1 AT POINT (Xft.ITR'.
COX A NOR H1H 10 l 01.111 O' LAVACA HIVEI.
HEAVY CLOD COVER LAS1T 3 FRAES AND FIRS1T FRAEMEF
MIRT OF RT. 35 CAUSELWAA, S(.'TH ACROSS MITCHELL
PT., TO AREA NW O( RHODES PT.
MAP NO. Hi 14-12
RC-8/1, CLEAR, COLOR SO-397, 6 IN.
MD) POINT TO POINT COMFORT.
COX BAY TO LAVACA RIVER.
CAUSEWAY TO RHODES POINT.
COX MAY TO LAVACA RIVER.
CAUSEWAY TO RHOFES POINT.
MUD POINT I0 POINT CXOMURT.
MAP NO. Nm 14-12
RC-8/2, 15, COLOR IR 50-117, 6 IN.
REMARKS
MUD POINT TO POINT COIMFRT.
COX BAY TO LAVACA RIVER.
CAUSEWAY TO RHODES POINT.
COX BAY TO LAVACA RIVER.
CAUSEWAY TO RHODES POINT.
MUD POINT TO POINT COMFORT.
MAP NO. NH 14-12
RC-8/1, CLEAR, COLOR S-397, 6 IN.
JUNCTION OF U.S. 190 AND ILLINOIS CENTRAL
RAILROAD EAST TO LIVELY BAYOU.
LIVELY BAYOU WEST TO JCT. OF U.S. 90 AND
1,HIN().IS CEN''H,RI. HRII.H)-I.
MAP NO. %H 1;-6
MIS-
IWAEHAI DATA FlII - It(-8 CAHAM-A IlJ8)-HN:.NHHlCt,)
DaTE SITE S ITF: INA:.
ACCESSIOYI MIER ND.
NR-22-FJ-205-00646 02 DXC 69 205 HAlts H(XGI', ItXIISIANA
ROLL LINE ESLSRF. N*FtI4S A6ALl IRU:
1' 1 0833 - 0835 20,000 M14L
I 1 6636 - 0842 8.000 isL




I06 D 69 029 PHO.NIX, ARIZONA
ROLL LINIE WcPOM MJBl'1*s ALTI'I.IWE
I 1 6933 - 8941 60.000 F;JL
I a 86942 - 0952 60,000 MSL
06 DEC 69 029 PHOENIX, ARIIX3A
ROLL LI NE EXPOSLRF N1.M:,RS ALT I'IDE
I 1 9364 - 9372 60,000 F1L
I 2a 9373 - 9383 60,000 1SL
904 DC 69 044 PRIEI, INDIANA
ROLL LINE EXIROSUE N0I(S 5 ALT I TUE
I 1 6734 - 8762 59,000 MSL
1 4 6763 - 8788 58,200 MSL
I 5 8t89 - 881? 58,200 MSL
I 8618 - 8634 58,200 MSL
I 1 8835 - 8851
I a . 6652 - 0868
1 3 6869 - 8887





MI-22-GJ-044-00650 04 WC 69 044 PtUIRE, INDIANA
HLL LINE 0(POSUR3E PO.14HER A1.TIUDE
I 1 9165 - 9193 59,000 MSL
1 4 9194 - 9219 58,200 HSL
0 9220 - 9248 58,200 MSL
I 9249 - 9265 58,200 MSL
I 7 9266 - 9282 56,200 MSL
1 2 9283 - 9299 58,200 MAL
1 3 9300 - 9318 57,400 MSL
I 8 9319 - 9331 58,200 MSL
MA-22-eJ-210-00651 06 0CM 69 210 IMPFRIAL VALLEY, CALIFORNIA
ROLL LINE EXPO-S IM"$S ALT ITn
1 1 8908 - 8914 60,800 MSL
I 2 8915 - 8921 60,800 MSL
1 3 8922 - 8927 60,800 MSL
I 3 6920 - 8932 60,800 MSL
NI-22-EJ-210-00652 06 DEC 69 210 IMFPRIAL VALLEY, CALIFORNIA
R0LL LINE EXPIOSURE NL4:S ALT ITUE
1 1 9339 - 9345 60,800 MSL
I 2 9346 - 9352 60,800 IAL
1 3 9353 - 9358 60,600 MSL




IS5 NC-8/2, 15, (XilNI IN l-117, b IN.
SCALE 001A
1.40,000
1.16,000 JIWTl(h (OF U.S. 190 kD IllJJIOlI CENTRAl.
HAILtIOAD EASlT 1) .IV11.1 H,(Ui.
LIVELt HANL.R .SET T)o JCT. F LU.S. 90 A-D
ILLINOIS CENTRAL .. RAII1JI0D.
- AP WN. NFI 15-b'
11I RC-8/4L, 2E/2.2 AV, C(XtlR SO-278, 6 IN.
SCAl E REI43MKS
1.120,000
1.120,000 M4P NOS. NI 12-7, NI 12-8.
116 RC-8/4R,2.2AV/0.5 MICLCP4ETR S,H/W 2402, 6 IN.
SCAIE .N6P,/'S
1.120,000
1.120,000 MAP NOS. NI 12-7, NI 12-8.
116 RC-8/4L, 2E/2.2 AV, COILR SO-276, 6 IN.
SCALE R614ARKS
1.118,000 RC-8/4L LINE I FlbRA-S 8727 TO 8733 ARE EXTRA.
F1R4 INDIANAPOLIS TO LAKE SPRIF.IEI.D.
1.116,400 RC-8/4L LINE 4 FRiAS 8783 AND 8784 90 PECENT'r
CQLD COVER. LINCOLN, ILLINOIS TO TIPRIN,
INDIANA.
1.116,400 RC-8/4L LINE 5 IRAM"S 8791 TO 8798 90 PIECENT
CLGVD OMRR. KKUIM)O, INDIANA TO LELAVAN, IU..
1.116,400 RC-8/4L LINE 6 F PRIES 633 TO 8834 50 PERCE.NT
CL.4D0 COVER. I 'ItR N, ILLINOIS TO .xU9Lk/R,
INDIANA.
1.116,400 RC-82/4L LINE 7 FRAME 8035 50 PERCENT CLOUX
CDVER. KI1.AND, INDIANA TO PWICIA, ILLINOIS.
1.116,400 RIVERION TO CAYL.A, ILLINOIS.
1.114,800 (VNING'lI, IND)IANA TO LINCXLN, ILLINOIS.
1.116,400 RC-8/4L LINE 8 FRIAM 8901 EXTIRA, 8900 AND 8901
5O PERCENT C.UX. (IILLIOX1-, ILLINOIS TO
CLIFPIN, ILLINOIS.
IHP NOS. NK 16-10, NJ 16-1, NK 16-11, NJ 16-2
116 RC-8/4R,2.2AV/0,5 MICR-e.FT'RS,CUlal' IN S0117,61N
SCAt LE RE KS
1.118,000 F'Rl INDIANAPt(.IS 1D LAKE SPNHIiFIEID.
1.116,400 LINCOXN, II.INOIS TO TIFTON, INDIANA.
1.116,400 KOKMO,. INDIANA TO DELAVAN, It.IN)IOS.
1.116,400 TRF1FJIT, ILLINOIS TO F1I'FlN, INDIANA.
1.116,400 KtNTLAND, INDIANA TO PXEOIA, ILLINOIS.
1.116,400 RIVeR1TS TO CALC.A, ILLINOIS.
1.114,800 COVIING-"'N, INDIANA TO LINCOI.N, ILLINOIS.
1.116,400 C(HIIJ.JICO1IE, Il.LINOIS 1I CLI'IFON, ILLINOIS.
MAP NOS. MN 16-10, NJ 16-11, N -11, NJ 16-2






NMAP WS. NI 11-12, NI 11-9, NI 11-11





M9FP mmOS. NI 11-12, NI 11-9, NI I1-11
U7
IMAECIfY DATA FILJt: - RC- C .M:A:H (*IIJ)-tI:eFHHHRIU)





I NSHLIt'i:NI LXmhI tR.A ' 1(l
NR-22-FJ-212-00653 08 DEC 69 212 MARATHON, TEXAS 116 RC-8/4L, 2E/2.2 AV, COLOR i0-278, 6 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSLNE NtMHTRS ALTITDE SCALE REMARKS
2 1 8974 - 9004 59,100 MSL 1.118,200 DEVILS RIVER TO HWY. 671.
2 2 9005 - 9033 59,100 MSL 1.118,200 MARFA (S/LTH) TO DEVIIS RIVER.
2 3 9034 - 9065 59,100 MSL 1.118,200 HWY. 163 TO MARFA (NORTH).
2 4 9066 - 9093 59,100 MSL 1.118,200 MCDONALD OtSEHVATORY TO OZONA (SUTHi).
2 5 9094 - 9125 59,100 MSL 1.118,200 ZONA (IHY. 163 AND 29) TO HWY. 118 AND 80.
a 6 9126 - 9154 59,100 MSL 1.118,200 CJLBERSON AND REEVES CAJNTY LINE TO HWY. 67.
2 7 9155 - 9184 59,100 MSL 1.486,400 STERLING AND T10M GREEN COUNTY LINE TO NW OF
PECOS.
2 8 9185 - 9204 59,100 MSL 1.486,400 HWY. 285 AND RED BLUFF LAKE TO SOUTH OF
MIDLAND. RC-8/4R HAS NO IMAGERY.
MAP NDS. NHi 13-3, NH 14-1, NH 13-2, NH 13-5,








F.tV 69. 220 FI'IHT t:AL CA, *UI Z(hA
LINE EXPiHLUE NI HFHS ALT I'IX UE
I 8953 - 8957 56,000 P4L
DlC 69 220 PORT HIAC.CA, AIZOhA
LINE EXOSLRE: N0ItS; ALT. I ILU:
1 9384 - 9390 56,000 tSL
1 9391 - 9397 39,500 MSL
DEC 69 220 FURT H4-CACA, ARI7flA
LINE EXKLSURE NU4$hS ALT 11DE










HC-*/41., 2E/Z.2 AV, UIHR .SO-27P1, 6 IN.
RKMRKS
Pt4P M). NH 12-2.
RC-8/4R,0.5 MIL It'I'.4RS/2.2 AV,H/W 2402,6 IN.
MAP NO. NH 12-2.
RC-P/4R,0.5 MICIR' ;TI'R./2.2AV,.R/ 2402,6 IN.
RE.Y4dRKS 
Lt;%Of'lIXhD 4aJ- WF;EH:. EH..' :S 9396 AND 9397 NO
lX.l. 1FR1aES 9422 1) 9429 50 PIRCENT CIIXD
OWI#R. DIlT HI'ACHCA TO SILVER CI1TY.
M1P OS. NH 12-2, Ni 12-3. Nh 12-2
NR-22-EJ-013-00657 06 DEC 69 013 SILVER CITY, NEW MX1ICO 116 RC-8/4R,0.5 MICROICN .TRS/2.2AV,H/W 2402,6 IN.
ROUL LINE EXPD SU1E NU.l*3RS ALTITIlE SCALE RFIIARKS
I 1 9398 - 9421 48.8/56.8K MSL 97.6K/113.6K LNSCHLtFlD CVERNAGE. F 9396 AND 9396  7 NO
CC0D. I1RAMES 9422 TO 9429 50 PERCENT CLU.D
UOIER. FORT FIA(31A TO SILVtbR CImT.
MI4P NS. NM 12-2, NM 12-3, NI 12-2.
NR/-22-*FI-707-00664 II JAN 70 707 CARTNO CIENEAS, M4..ICO 117 RC-8/1, CLEAR AV, COL.OR S0-397, 6 IN.
ROL LINE EX(POQSUR"LE Nt ALTITUE SCALE RMARKS
I I 1403 - 1423 21,300 MSL 1.42,600 WJIDO SAN FRANCISCO TO CUAR1O CIENECAS DE
CARRANZA.
I 2 1424 - 1441 17,800 MSL 1.35,600 EIDO GUADAIUJPE TO NOTH OF EJIDO SAN FRANCISCO.
I 3 1442 - 1466 21,400 MSL 1.42,800 NORTH OF GUADLUPE VICTORIA 1O RANCHO LAS FIWRES.
1 4 1467 - 1487 20,400 MSL 1.40,800 EJIDO EL OSO TOD EJIO SAN ANTONIO DE LA CASCADA.
1 5 1488 - 1507 21,000 MSL 1.42,000 RANCHO EL LIuO TO LEJIDO LA VICTORIA.
I 6 1508 - 1531 20,000 MSL 1.40,000 RANCHO LUA PRIEI'A TO SAN LORENZA.
I 1532 - 1553 20,000 MSL 1.40,000 SAN BLAS TO RANCHO SAN MIGUEL.
I * 1554 - 1577 19,200 MSL 1.38,400 SOUI1IEAST OF' VILLA OCAMPO TO RANCHO LAS ISLAS.
MAP NO. ONC H-23
NI-22-FM-10?-00665 II JAN 170 107 UARTO CIEI*GAS, MEXICO
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE NUME3RS ALTITUDE
I 6569 - 6588 21,300 MSL
I 2 6589 - 6606 17,800 MSL
1 3 6607 - 6631 21,400 MSL
1 4 6632 - 6652 20,400 MSL
! 5 6653 - 6672 21,000 PISL
I 6 6673 - 6696 20,000 IM;L
1 7 6b97 - 6718 20,000 M1.
I a 6719 - 6742 19,200 Kst.
117 RC-8/2, 0.5 MlatEETRS Ay, COLRIRSO-II7, 6 IN.
SCALE REMARKS
1.42,600 EJIDO SAN FRANCISCO TO OJARTO CIIENEAS DE
CARRANIZA.
1.35,600 eJIDO GUAIWALPE TO NORTH OF EJIDD SAN FRANCISCO.
1.42,800 NRITH OF GUADALUPE VICTORIA TO RANCHO LAS FlORES.
1.40,800 JIDO EL 0 TO 1EJI)D SAN ANTONIO DE LA CASCADA.
1.42,000 RANCHO EL TULILU O TO EJIDO LA VICITORIA.
1.40,000 HANCLH Ifl PHII'*1r Itl SAN Il(lE  A.
1.40,()00 SAN HIAS IX)RAC'HN.H() S MI(;I El..
.J8,400 MR'IHI..ST ()F VII..A (X>.lPnJ) () H.WTK CI() .A. 151.A.
MAP Y). (MC H-ZJ
i
IM4Mt' DATA FIlE -I RC-F CVf'R4 (IIJ)-- HI:HHIlI
DATE SITE SITE NA/t: MIS-
ACCESSION NU4EMR NO. SION
NR-22-FH-708-00666 12 JAN 70 708 SAN JOSE LE LAS RHI:IAS, tlI(X) 117RWLL LINE IXPOIitE NIMU 'S ALT IT lF: SCALE
2 1 1628 - 1649 22,000 M.L - 1.44,000
a 1 1666 - 1699
a 1702 - 1731
a 5 1386 - 1766
2 4 1767 - 1802






R-22-FH--70H-00667 12 JAN 70 708 SAN JOSE DE LAS RUSIAS, N.XICO 117IOLL LINE EXPOSilE NU4111RS ALTITUE SCALE
3 2 1865 - 1895 22,000 FSL 1.44,000
3 I 1896- 1916 19,700 MSL 1.39,400
P1R-22-F'-708-00668 12 JAN 70 708 SAN JOSE DE LAS RUSIAS, E(XI)CO 117
RXL LINE EXSXU1RE P41*MNS ALTITUtDI SCALE
2 I 6795 - 6826 22,000 MSL 1.44,000
2 6827 - 6862 21,800 MSL 1.43,600
2 6 66865- 900 22,000 MSL 1.44,000
a 5 6901 - 6929 21,800 MSL 1.43,600
2 4 6930- 6965 22,000 MSL 1.44,000
2 3 6970- 6990 21,850 MSL 1.43,700
M1-Z2-F1-708-00669 12 JAN 70 108 SAN JOSE DE LAS RUSIAS, MEXICO
ROIL LINE (EXPOSURE FWRS ALTITiDE SCALE
3 2 7029 - 7059 22,000 MSL 1.44,000
3 1 7060 - 1080 19,700 SL 1.39,400
MN1-22-PJ1-029-00658 13 JAN 70 029 PHOENIX, ARIZONA 118ULL LIPe eXPQSUIE NUm4MERS ALTITUDE SCALE
I I 0221 - 0231 59,000 MSL 1.118,000
I 2 0232 - 0244 59,700 MSL 1.119,400
! 3 0245 - 0255 59,800 IL 1.119,600
I 4 0256- 0269 59.500 MSL 1.119,000
1 5 0270 - 02'0 59,500 MSL 1.119,000
8R-22-EJ-029-0065 9 13 JAN 70 029 PtIX,.*R I.VIAI I11A
FOYLL LINE EXPOCL14E Nk1p*FS Al l'AIIlE IC-U 
I I 9751 - 9761 59,00 0 MSL IIO.000
I 2 9762 - 9774 59,700 MSL 1.119,400
I 3 9775 - 9715 59,800 KFL .119,b00
I 4 9786 - 9799 59,500 MiSL 1.119 000I 5 9800 - 9810 59,500 hSL 1.119,000
NR-22-FH-175-00660 07 JAN 70 175 FOISTON, TtXAS AREA 11iROLL LINE EXyJaSURiE NRlI:1tS ALTIllU:E SCALE
I I 0050 - 0061 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
I 2 0062 - 0076 60,000 FISL 1.120,000I 4 0077 - 0088 61,000 f4L 1.122,000
I 6 0089 - 0103 61,000 WSL 1.122,000I 8 0104 - 0115 60,000 1L 1.120,000
I 3 0116 - 0130 60,000 fSL 1.120.000
I 5 0131 - 0141 60,000 I*L 1.120,0001 7 0142 - 0156 60 000 FSL 1.120,000
I 9 0157 - 0168 60,000 E*L 1.120,000
I 10 0169 - 0180 60,000 MSL 1.120000
I 11 0181 - 01Ol 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
INSTHt',NT .- I J; R'l' I(h
I'C-0/I, CLtAR AV. (X111H .S)-:i97, h IN.
C'V.RA MUAIJ-lLC'TIO-l) ON FH,.*:.S Ih50 1T) 1663.
I1RAW:S 1664-16hS WIIR:E CAVl'H-A ITFST. F:AST (W'
AILNCITOS O NOtHHlTHASl' (O' IA SAMCED.
FNA-t:S 1700-1701 F'HRFI UIXX A: F. rIOI. .AX'tH O('
EL WRHANC 1X HRIO 501.1) I.A /MHIN..I.
EJII) EL SALIADITO 1T NH'ITH Ot S.'/A JI'4AA.
SOXTIH OF' VILLA De ALW '1M 0 T X.O 1*t'T OF'
LA AU I TA.
SOL-HEAST O1' EL, SAUlZ TO FAST (IF SANTA JUANA.
RIO TIGRE TO S(XnlH OF' EL VEILNE.
EMP NO. ONC J-24
RC-8/1, CLEA AV, COO(H SO-397, 6 IN.
LA PRESCA TO NlRT'FAST OF LA l'TIA.
NORWTEAST OF" LA SAL C'DA.
NOAP . OINC J-24
RC-8/2, 0.5 MICIRNTE"S," COLOa I, SO-117, 6 IN.
RFARKS
EAST OF BALDCITS TO ,R1l'S\AST O'F LA SAUCFDA.
FRAlES 6863-6864 tERE IXAJHLE EXPOSED. . ( nI (OFEL BARRANX) TO RIO SOO LA MARINA.
EJIIDO EL SALADITO TO 1,OR1H OW' SANTA JUANA.
SOUTH OF'1 VILLA DE ALIAMA TO SlM-NIEST OF'
LA AGUITA.
SO.lIIEAST OF EL SAUZ TO EAST OF SANTA JUANA.
RIO TIGRE TO SOU1H OF' EL VERDE.
MAP NO. ONC J-24
RC-8/2, 0.5 MIECROIEERS, COLR IR, SO-117, 6 IN.
RE{HNRKS
LA PRESCA TO ENfREAST OF LA TIFIA.
NOIlEAST OF' LA SAUCEDA.
1M4P NO. ONC J-24
RC-8/4L, 198/2.2 AV, B/W IR SO-246, 6 IN.
IUXCEYE HILLS TO RI'PENHOUSE AFB.
WILLIAMS AFE TO DIXIE HASSAYAMIA, ARIZONA.
Bl(CEYE, ARIZONA, TO SUPFERSTITION ,r.
SAIGUARA LA(E, ARiMoA, TO TONOPAH, ARIZONA.
HINT' TANK 1fS. , 'Ill) NI\'A'ATl\I. FCS
81AP MN. NI ie-7, NI 12-..
RC-.-4H, H'-/-3',2.2 , (111. L44', h If.
HI('K-:: HMI S. "11) i' {'t' T- %t'1E F: .i-*I
tIl.lAs.· ,l-I H 1i) I)1X1': HK-AS.A.%I.P-, ANI/(biA.
tlhFIFLK::, .LAHLZh-, 11) Sl PI.N .y'I'I' ,tfi
S-)W'.I IJKF:, AN1R()IA, TO 'l)hOPAH, AHIZ.,A..
mHITE TAS M'SI'. 1 tO MAz'I'ZIL 1'S.
MAP N[S. NI I2-7, NI IP2-
RC-8/41., 0.5 MICGE*n'fFS/2.2AV, RB/t 2402, 6 IN.
HFIPSTt:4AD TO DAIS.Tm4.
LI -l'] n) BF ILV 1IIILy.
St;M.Y TO) .AulSV IIIE HESFHI)OIIR.
TRINITV tY 1TO SAN ,BFR\,RD HIRF.
l'ASlk*. 1 BOI.VIAR PEl'?Sl..A
H*ULVIL/E TO AIJ.LISVILlj.: HF-.t'VOIH.
hROLKSHIHI:E TI) T11NITY IlS.
5IITH POINT TO EAST HEI.16R1D.
IV.RIN TO CGA.VE"STJ:.i
GCAIESTON ISLAND TO 'L CAIP-'O.
BAY cIT TO FHREEPURT.
MAP NO. Wi 15-7
Un
%,n




SITE NAIM: S I1l
INS'IIFO ?I:%T:'tI (FRl HT '1(
MN-22-l'H-175-00661 07 JAN 70 175 HOUFSTON, TEXAS AREA 118 RC-8/4R, HF'-3/2.2AV, COLOR 50-397, 6 IN.ROLL LINE EXPOSURE 5U1t8*1S ALTITLDE SCALE RESRSI 1 9585 - 9596 60,000 MSL 1.120,000 IEMP.STEAD TO DAItSFrTA.
I 2 9597 - 9611 60,000 ML 1.120,000 LIBE'T9 TO BEILVILIUE.
1 4 9612 - 9623 61,000 MSL 1.122,000 SEALY TDO WALLISVILLII RESERVOIR.I 6 9624 - 9638 61,000 MSL 1.122,000 TRINITY BAY TO SAN BER"NARD RIVER.I 8 9639 - 9650 60,000 MSL 1.120,000 BEASLEY T BOLIVAR PENINSI1A.
I 3 9651 - 9665 60,000 MSL .,120,000 BEILVILtE TO WALLISVILtE RESERVOIR.I 5 9666 - 9676 60,000 MSL 1.120,000 BROO(SHIRE TO TRINITY BAY.I 7 9677 - 9691 60,000 MSL 1.120,000 SMITH POINT TO EAST BERNARD.1 9 9692 - 9703 60,000 MSL 1.120,000 WHARIXTN TO GALVESTON.I 10 9704 - 9715 60,000 MSL 1.120,000 GALVESITON ISLAND TO EL CAMPO.I 11 9716 - 9723 60,000 'MSL 1.120,000 BAY CITY TO FREEPORT.
MAP NO. NH 15-7
NR-22-EJ-210-00662 13 JAN 70 210 IMPERIAL VALLEY, CALIFIRNIA 118 RC-8/4L, 69B/2.2AV, B/W IR SO-246, 6 IN.ROLL LINE EXPOSURE IIERS ALTITUE SCALE RF74ARKS
I 1 0199 - 0204 60,500 MSL 1.121,000 ALAMO LABOR CAMP TO VUIA DESERT.I 2 0205 - 0210 61,000 M09L 1.122,000 FILL AREA CANAL TO OLTVILE AUXILIARY.1 3 0211 - 0216 61,000 MSL 1.122.000 SAND HILlS (U.S. NAVAL IMPACT RANM'. TO U.S.NAVAI. (I; NlH H.IF: ).
1 4 0217 - 0220 61,000 MsL 1. 122 000 W:I:t 01 NIC(CtHFI.. C.lt).
oItp ,OS. N1I 1-9, NI 1l-Il, %I 1 l-IZ
NR-22-,J-210-00663.13 JAN 70 210 IMPE-IAl1, Nb LIElt , CAI.I.IIA A ,I I Rlt-"/.iH, W-3/?.ZA, C(O 244, , IN.POLL LINE W 1POSO4- MN.IE4RS AI.T I IA MD S.ALI RIU'] NS
I 1 9729 - 9734 60,500 MSL l.lZI,000 ) I.,T4)H C.%IP 11P) tlH4 ISII:H'r.
2 9735 - 9740 61,000 MSL 1.Z2O,000 Fi]. A1REA, ('0 A. 1O tOL.IIE IF:. AXLNI.IA.I 3 9741 - 9746 61,000 MISL 1.122,000 SAND HILLS I4i.S. NAVAL IfIPAT RANE 1O U.S.
NAVAL GINNlR H :ANIF.).1 4 9747 - 9750 61,000 OL 1.122.000 ESI'HtLA:IIO 1O NAVUA. RI:S.RI- V (COAHE.:LLA CA*AL).
MAP NS. PI 11-9, NIl 1-1l, NI 11-1t
NR-22-HJ-086-00680 19 JAN 70 086 ARGLS ISIe, HlERl4.A 119
ROLL Ll2NE EXPOSRE rNM*S ALTITDE SCALE
I 4 2215 - 2216 1,500 MSL 1.3,000
I 2 2217 - 2225 3,000 KSL 1.6,000
I 2 2228 - 2234 3,000 MSL 1.6,000
I 2 2235 - 2244 3,000 OFL 1.6.000
I 2245 - 2252 3,000 o14SL 1.6,000I 2 2253 - 2259 3,000 ML 1.6,000
I 2 2260 - 2266 3.000 MSL 1.6.000
a 2 2267 - 2272 3,000 MSL 1.6,000I 1 2273 - 2278 3,000 MSL 1.6,000
I ! 2279 - 2285 3,000 IL 1.6,000
5 2286 - 2290 1,500 oMSL 1.3,000I 5 2291 - 2295 1,500 3MSL 1.3,000
I 5 2296 - 2305 1,500 MSL 1.3,000
I 5 2306 - 2313 1,500 MSL 1.3,000
I 5 2314 - 2322 1,500 MsL 1.3.000
5 2323 - 2328 1,500 MSL 1.3.000
1 2329 - 2334 700 MSL 1.1,400
I 2 2337 - 2346 5,000 MSL 1.10.000
I 2 2347 - 2356 5,000 MSL 1.10,000
I 2 2357 - 2367 10,000 MSL 1.20,000
1 4 2369 - 2375 3,000 MSL 1.6,000
I 4 2376 - 2377 1,500 MSL 1.3.000
1 4 2378 - 2319 700 MSL 1.1,400
RC-$/I. c1, a .so-397, 6 IN.
RIt4RItKS
RESlAY ... rt PANI-.lS (1N THIS IlN.
MIX'L S..1'i SPEED - 1/200. F' STOP 5.6.
ME LIk ,] SO"lTN SPEID - 1/200. F STOP !.
7IW) t, HR, SiHtl' SPEID - 1/200. F STUP II.MR". F3,Pt SkRE SETrlI' 
ONE T.IIER THI: NWL EXPOSLRE SETTING.
7Y) LUNDE THE NORML EXPO)StRE SETING.
NUOL, ElXPOSOlE. AIOUS T(IER OIN THIS RUN.
*E UNDE'R TFE tMAUL EXPOSuRE SE'ITIW.
R.MAL fEXPtSttfE SFTTWIC.






ONE bLR%. N1RMAL EXPOSURE. RESoJTION PANELSCO THIS RUN.
ONE INDER, EXCEPr RC-8/1. 1/400, F STOP 8 AND
RC-8/2, 1/400, F SlOP 8. RESOLWION PANELS ON
111is RUN.
FRAMES 2378 AND 2379 ARE DOUBLE EXPOSED.
RJESOI.ION PANELS ON THIS RLN.
M#P NO. ARiUS ISLE, BERMUDA ONC G-22.
I,,WClY DATA FILE - RC-~ CA3,,1A (Il4l-HI:EHHUIK3
MDAT SITE SITE NAMe
ACCESS ION NM.IM NO.
W.-22-4J-086-00081 19 JAN 70 088 A,' iS ISlE, EII:MDA
XWU. LIlE EXPkW N4*13ERS ALTITUtE
2 4 2321 - 2322 1500 H6L
2 2 2323 - 2331 3,000 MSL
2 2 2334 - 2340 3,000 MtSL
a a2 2341 - 2350 3,000 MSL
2 a 2351 - 2358 3,000 MSL
a a 235 - 2365 3.000 MSL
2 2 2360 - 2373 3,000 MSL
2 I 2314- 2379 3, 00 MSL
1 230 - 2385 3.000 ML
2 23806- 2392
2 5 2393 - 2397 1,500 MSL
2 0 2308 - 2402 1,5oo0 LS
2 s 2403 - 2412 1 500 MSL
3 5 6 2413 - 2420 1,500 MSL
S 2421 - 2429 1,500 S.L
2 - 2430-2435 1,500 SL
2 2 2436- 2441 T00 MSL
a a 2443 - 2452 5,000 MSL
2 2 2453 - 2462 5,000 MSL
2 2 2463 - 2472 10,000 MSL
a 4 2475 - 2481 3,000 L
* 4 2482 - 2483 I,00eo SL



























20 JAN 70 086 ARGUS ISLE, 6W4UA 1ROL, LINE EXISUGRE NLERS ALTIU.e SCALE
8 4 2406 - 2401 I,500 MsL 1.3.000
6 4 2410 - 2416 3.00 eL 1.6,000
* I 2421 - 2426 3,000 o 1.6.000
1 2427 - 2436 3.000 M. 1.6,000
s 2 2437 - 2446 3 ,00 MSL 1.6,000
1 244 - 2450 3,000 MSL 1.6,000
1 2451 - 2454 S1,500 lM 1.3,000
I !2455 - 2460 I,500 ML 1.3,000
S 23464 - 2473 S5,001 ML 1.10,000
6 s 2474 - 2483 5,000 MSL 1.10,000
5 2484 - 2494 5,000 MSL 1.10,000
WM-22-HJ-086-00683 20 JAN 70 0F6 AF.,.S ISIE. H1F30A
POLL LINE EXPOSUIE M1,3lS ALTI TUD: SCALE
9 4 2512 - 2513 3,500 M1L 1.3,000
9 4 2516- 2522 3,000 MSL 1.6,000
2523 - 2532 3,000 1SL 1.6 000
9 1 2533 - 2542 3,000 MSL !.6.000
0 a 2543 - 52 3,000 MSL 1.6,000
o 1 2553 - 2556 3,000 MSL 1.6,000
9 I 2557 - 2561 1,500 MSL 1.3,000
9 2562 - 2560 1,500 SL 3.5,000
5 250 - 2579 5,000 MSL 1.10,000
* 5 2580 - 2589 5.000 MSL 1.10,000
O 5 2590 - 2600 S,000 ML 1.10.000
I NSvLRMNT C(XSE IG.CRAT I 0N
IONs c1O
119 RC-8/2. 0.7 MICIH(WFnRS. H/* IR 1.O-24h, 6 IN.
RI l4AKS
RESOFlWIG PANEIS UN ThIS RUN.
4AL .SIZflr SPEbM) - 1/200. F STOP P.
ONE UONTDE .%S&T1'R SPED) - 1/200. F' STOP II.
TO UNDER SHII-'E' SPFIFD - 1/200. F-' STOP 16.
E TeAL E'. XPOSURE SETTING.
Or)T ULOER 3MIO4L IX POSRE STEITTI M;.





aNE LINERO  UNDER
ONE ULDER Kr0L EXPOSlRE. RESOLAION PANELS
ON THIS RI0.
Ie u ]R, EXCEPT RC-8/1, 1/400, F SIOP 8 AND
RC-8/2, 1/400, F STOP 8. RESOUTION PANFLS ON
TIHiS Rq.
RESOUJfION PANELS ON THIS RUN.
IMP NO. AIUJS ISLE, BEIJ[1A ONC 0-22.
19 RC-S/1, OUOR SO-397, 6 IN.
NM4AL. AIRFIELD ON THIS RLN. FRAMes 2408
NDO 2409 ID.e EXPOsED.
NOW4.AL. RESLOUlION PANELS ON THIS RUN.
NM4AL. FPANES 2416-2120 ARE DOrBLE EXPOStRES.
0 UINER
ONE Ltl=
NORL. FRAES 2461 AND 2462 ARE DIULE EXPOSED
NOI04L.
ONE bU4.
Oltal RTX . ' - ISP:'n, F /O PT)P5h.
'*O ,l*D SffIH SP.ISK)1 -/ '00, / P' s'P I I .,
M4P MI). k% . H,1:, 4I. D C. (): (;-eZ.
19 RC-0/2, 0.7 MICH(F4I81'S. H/3Y 2406, 6 IN.
14tMU.,. AIRFIELD ON THIS HlS.







NORMAL SFIHIT SPEED - 1/400. F STOP 5.6.(e UNDRI SFUPrTER SPE)D - 1/200. F STOP II.
W1 LuNDE SIUrTrR SPEED - 1/200. F STOP 16.
PAP NO. ARGUS ISLE, 84*,DA ONPC 0-22.
V3






INSTHI'%lT LX" IG. RTlI (h.
NR-2241--086-00684 21 JAN 70 086 ARGUS ISLE, BEH&DLOA
ROlL LINE EXPOSLUE hNLH*RS ALTITUDE SCALE
8 1 2499 - 2508 2,500 MSL 1.5,000
8 1 2509 - 2519 2,500 MSL 1.5,000
8 I 2520 - 2531
a 2 2532 - 2540
8 1 2541 - 2546
I1 2547 - 2551
I1 2552 - 2563
6 1 2565 - 2576
6 3 2577 - 2580









NR-22-F1J-086-00685 21 JAN 70 086 ARGUS ISLE, BERMIDA
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NlUJL4tS ALTITUDE
* 1 2605 - 2615 2,500 MSL
9 I 2616 - 2626 2,500 MSL
OD
NR-22-HJ-086-00686
9 1 2627 - 2637
9 2 2638 - 2646
9 1 2647 - ZhSZ
9 1 2653 - Zhhl
9 I Z662 - Z6h9
9 3 2672 - 26~3
9 3 26a4 - 2695





2 500 MSL 1.5,000
1:50 so I. I.:f non
l,s0o Pit. 1.1. 000I .500 '41. I. 1.
1,500 "L'. 1. I,IlllO
.o(10o '1. . 10.1100
5,000 KW1. 1.10,o00
5,000 on l. 1.0,I00nc
22 JAN TO 086 ARGUS ISLE, BItERDA
LL. LINE EXPOSLRHE NL4*.,S ALTITVUi: SCALE
8 1 2602 - 2606 1,500 MSL 1.3,000
0 1 2607 - 2612 1,500 MSL 1.3,000
8 1 2613 - 2616 1,500 MSL 1.3,000
I1 2617 - 2622 1,500 MfL 1.3,000
IR-22-UL-066-00687 22 JAN 70 086 ARGUS ISLE, RE3JDA
RIL .lINE EXPOSURE NLH S ALTITITU SCALE
9 1 2708 - 2717 1,500 MSL 1.3,000
9 1 2718 - 2728 1,500 PiL 1.3,000
9 1 2729 - 2736 1,500 MSL 1.3,000
9 1 2737 - 2748 1,500 MSL 1.3,000
9 3 2749 - 2753 1,500 MSL 1.3,000
9 6 2754 - 2758 1,500 MPL 1.3,000
9 7 2759 - 2763 1.500 MSL 1.3,000
NR-22-*44J-086-00688 23 JAN 70 086 ARGUS ISLE, BtRMLDA
ROUL LINE N(POSL'E h.41f1S ALTIl`E SCALE
6 4 2624 - 2626 3,000 MSL 1.6,000
6 4 2627 - 2628
8 4 2629 - 2630 1,500 MSL 1.3,000700 MSL 1.1,400




NORMAL SFHrIIER SPEED - 1/200. F STOP 5.6.
ONE LMND6R SIMrTrR SPEED - 1/200. F STOP 8.







MAP ND. ARGUS ISLE, BERMUDA ONC G-22.
119 RC-8/2, 0.7 MICROM.lERS, B/W IR SO-246, 6 IN.
ONe UNDER
NORMAL SFI.SlIER SPEED - 1/400. P STOP 5,6.
Ne UIDER SF`ITER SPEED - 1/400. F STOP 8.






lJP MNO. ,l[]s I. 1.-, II".>I" DcA% ( ;-z
119 RC-8/I, UIXOR SO:-37, 6 IN.




I RC-8 - ON:E AR. ,iAFNS 2617 AND 2616 ARE
IXJ LE EXPONIhRE.
MAP NO. ARGUS ISLE, BEI*4UA (CC 0-22.









MAP NO. A S ISLE, BERUDAl ONG G-22
119 RC-8/1, 1.LOR SO-397, 6 IN.
NORMAL. AIRFIELD IS ON IS IS LN. DATA B
MALTINiCTIONED RESULTIN IN A COhTINUOUS DATA
BLO(K IMFGE.
NORMAL. RESOLTION PAN.MS ON ThIS RUN.
NORMAL. RESOUJTION PANEtLS ON THIS RUN.
MPAP NO. AHGUS ISLE, BERM4DA ONC G-22
IMAI;f)I D.ATA FIE - HC-. C,V.LH1 (III).J-HI--.HHIl;J
DAlTE SITE SIT I NTV: MI%-
ACCESSION NMIEIR NO. SION
NR-22-1U-086-00689 23 JAN 70 086 ARGUS ISLE, ERx:MDA 119
ROLL LINE EXPOSIUE MNBS ALTITLE SCALE
1S 1 2632 - 2651 3,000 1.6,000
15 1 2652 - 28661 2,500 MSL 1.5,000
15 3 2662 - 2671 2,500 MSL 1.5,000
IS I 2672 - 2681 1,500 ISL L.3,000
15 1 2682 - 2691 1,500 MSL 1.3,000
15 1 2692 - 2701 1,500 MSL 1.3,000
IS I 2702- 2711 1,500 MSL 1.3000
15 1 2712 - 2722 5,000 L 1.10,000
IS 1 2723 - 2731 5,000 MSL 1.10,000
Is I 2732 - 2742 5,000 sL 1.10.000
15 1 2743 - 2753 .,000 . 1.10,000nno
15 4 2756 - 2757 5,000 (L .10,0()00
15 4 2751 - 2770 3,000 WEL 1.10,00nn
15 4 2771 - 2772 1,500 Wtl. I.:.,0
1s 4 277. - 700T KL. 1. I.,400
tR-22-HtJ-06-00690 23 JAN 70 088 ARGUS ISLE:, RIFt:DA 119
RXL LINE EXP"SLRIE MhJ' S ALTIIE SC(AE
9 4 2765 - 2767 3,000 MSL 1.6,000
9 4 2768 - 2769 1,500 MSL 1.3,000
9 4 2770 - 2772 700 MSL 1.1,400
Nt-22-JU-088-00691 23 JAN 70 0oe6 ARaS ISLE, BFIDA 119
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE Y*Y4s ALTITIrDE SCALE
16 1 2783- 2792 3,000 HSL 1.6,000
16 I 2793- 2802 2,500 ISL 1.5,000
16 3 2803 - 2812 2,500 s 'EL 1.5,000
16 1 2813 - 2822 1,500 MSL 1.3,000
16 1 2823 - 2832 i,500 MEL 1.3,000
16 1 2833 - 2842 1,500 MSL 1.3,000
16 1 2843 - 2851 1,500 MSL 1.3,000
16 1 2852 - 2858 5,000 MSL 1.10,000
16 1 2859 - 2867 5,000 MEL 1.10,000
16 1 286 - 2811 5,000 MSL 1.10,000
16 1 2678 - 2887 5s000 StL 1.10,000
16 4 290 - 2891 5,000 ooo L 1.10,000
16 4 2892 - 2904 3,000 MSL 1.6,000
16 4 2905 - 2906 1,500 MsL 1.3,000
16 4 2907 - 700 MSL 1.L,400
NP-22-J-086-00692 26 JAN 70 086 ARGUS ISLE, REIMDA 119
iLL LINE EXPOSUE NMBERSS ALTITUE SCALE
15 4 2780 - 2781 1,500 MSL 1.3,000
15 4 2782 - 2783 700 MSL 1.1,400
5s 1 2784 - 2793 3,000 MSL 1.6,000
15 1 2794 - 2803 3,000 MSL 1.6,000
5s 3 2804- 2813 3,000 MSL 1.6,000
15 1 2814 2816 1,500 MSL L.3,000
S 1 2817 - 2819 1,500 MSL 1.3,000
15 4 2821 - 1,500 MSL 1.3,000
i5 4 2822 - 3,500 ESL 1.7,000
IS 1 2823- 2825 700 MSL 1.1,400
s 1 2826 - 2828 700 MSL 1.1,400
15 1 2829 - 2831 700 MSL 1.1,400
15 1 2832 - 2834 .700 MSL 1.1,400
15 1 2835 - 2837 700 MSL 1.1,400
'IS I 2838 - 2840 700 MSL 1.1,400
15 I 241 - 284:1 . 700 Sl. I.1,4f00
15 I 2044 - 247 700 .FL 1.1,400
I NSTHtI I:N C¥'l I (; HV I IO











I:K ("NIH. H"(11 tO'll( p PAI'I. (I)% 11'11 HI,.\
N1Ht 01.
MJll))l . HIYMI till' P,1'):I S (IN THI, 1.;I.1*:.
MII*I.. HIF's)I, Tll) pA%'\I ..
M\p N,. ,(; Is 11, I:, I1.4 I"* ((' (;-.z-
2RC-8/2, 0.7 MICR(fIr:H.4, H/1 IH St)-246, 6 IN.
UMMA.. AIRFIELD IS ON THIS HUh.
MNCIIL. -E.SOUn I(ON P&AFkIS ON THIS RHl.
NOHMAL. RES(ArrIONI PFtLS ON 1HIS iHt'N.
M(P N). ARCUS ISLE, BF1.&..DA, ()C G-22






ONE. O RESOUION P '1 R.
MP NO. L ISLE, BE O -22.
E UNDER
ONE OVER. RESOl rTION PANIELS ON THIS RUN.
MEMAL
NOlMAL. RESOLlAION PANELS ON lIS FRAME.
MAP NO. ARCUS ISLE, BERNI&DA ONC C-22.
IRC-871, COER SO-397, 6 IN.
REMARKS




ONE (OVER(NlOAL EXPOSURE. RESOLUTION PANELS ON THIS
RUN.






%F%,. : IH E 1 -
%1p ,d) Alr"4j$ ISLE: t O G-72'.
N.
IMA5CFlt DATIA Fill-E - RC-0 C*I0.-1 ('IIJ)-HF)-HH4(4,lX;i
4CCESSION NIliKR
DATE SITE S I1TE NAME MIS-
S IC























086 ARL:S ISLE, iRN-IV)A
tPK)SL1kE N1B.IERS ALTIl E1, SCALE
2914 - 2915 1,500 KSL 1.3,000
2916 - 2917 700 MSL
2918 - 2927 700 MSL 1.1,400
2928 - 2937 3,000 MSL 1.6,000
2938 - 2947 3,000 MSL 1.6,000.
2948 - 2957 1,500 MSL 1.3,000
2958 - 2966 1,500 MSL 1.3,000
2967 - 2977 1,500 MSL .3,000
2978 - 2979 1,500 MSL 1.3,000
2980 - 3,500 MSL 1.7,000
2981 - 2983 700 MSL 1.1,400
2984 - 2986 700 M.9L 1.1,400
2987 - 2989 700 OsL4 1.1,400
2990 - 2992 700 MSL 1.1,400
2993 - 2995 700 SbL 1.1,400
2996 - 2998 700 MSIL 1.1,400
2999 - 3001 700 MSL 1.1,400
3002 - 3004 700 MSL 1.1,400
3005 - 3008 700 SbL 1.1,400
3009 - 3012 700 MSL 1.1,400
N4l-22-11J-086-00694 27 JAN 70 086 ARGUS ISLE, IERHtLDA
ROLL LINE EXPOSLE NU4EiS ALTIDUE
17 4 2862 - 700 MSL
17 4 2863 - 2889 1,500 MSL
17 4 2890 - 2915 3,000 MSL
17 1 2916 - 2919 2,000 MSL
17 1 2920 - 2922 2,000 MSL
17 1 2923 - 2926 2,000 MSL
17 1 2927 - 2929 2,000 MSL
17 1 2930 - 2932 2,000 MSL
17 1 2933 - 2935 2,000 MSL
17 3 2936 - 2940 2,000 MSL
17 1 2941 - 2951 1,500 MSL
17 1 2952 - 2961 1,500 MSL
17 1 2962 - 2971 1,500 MSL
17 1 2972 - 2974 700 MSL
17 1 2975 - 2978 700 MSL
17 1 2979 - 2980 700 MSL
17 I 2981 - 700 MSL
17 1 2982 - 2983 700 MSL
17 1 2984 - 2986 700 MSL
17 I 2q"7 - 2q-4 700 .k51.
17 1 299q0 - 299z 700n Ml.
17 1 2993 - 2995 700 MSI.
I7 1 298 - 29911 700 '14.
17 I 2999 - 3001 700 MSI.
17 I 3002 - 3004 700 4Si.
17 1 3005 - 007O 70O sti.
17 I 300" - 3010 700 SI51.
17 1 3011 - 3013 700 M1.
1t I 3014 - 3016 70(0 K.1
17 1 3017 - 3019 700 551.
17 I 3020 - 3022 700 MSI.
17 1 3023 - 3025 700 W5tL
17 I 3026 - 3028 5,000 MSL
17 1 3029 - 3032 5,000 5NL
17 3033 - 3034 5,000 ISL
17 I 3035 - 3037 10,000 1I.
1? 1 3038 - 3044 10,000 MSI.
11 1 3045 - 3047 10,000 MSL
11 I 3048 - 3055 10,000 KL
17 1 3056 - 3057 10.000 MSL
17 I 3058 - 3061 2,000 51SL
17 I 3063 - 3070 2,000 MSL
17t 3071 -2,000 I1L
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119 RC-8/2, 0.7 MICHlOb,'TFRS, H/I IR .0-246, 6 IN.
REtMARKS
OINE (Ni'H. R':.SIX.ANl ON PA NE:S O ThI HIS R






NOI XPOS. RF-:. S(X.Ll l(h PV,5-P LS Gn THIS HlN.









119 RC-8/1, COLOR SO-397, 6 IN.
Ri4SRkS
NORMAL. RIFSOLUfION PAN.I.S ON THIS RUN.
NORMAL. RESOWIUTION PANEtLS ON THIS RLN.


















,(F I HFA .
(Nie (NIlH
PF: (~t<H




THIS LINE 8$S M0i COtPIJ.'FiD.
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H-:H 70 029 PtHO:NIX, AIn70?A 120
ROLL LINE: XPOSU.F Nf.4-$S AI.TIllD: SCAi.E
11 3 0218 - 0239 59,800 MSL ' 1.119.600
11 5 0240 - 0257 59,500 MIL 1.119,000
I! 7 0258 - 0274 59 500 MSL 1.119,000
11 8 0275 - 0289 59 500 hML 1.119,000
11 6 0290 - 0309 59,500 MSL 1.119,000
11 4 0310 - 0327 59.000 ML 1.118,000
11 I 0328 - 0338 58,800 M. 1.117,600
11 2 0339 - 0349 58 800 MSL i.117,600
11 9 0350 - 0359 58,100 ML 1.116,200
I1 10 0360 - 0366 58.200 MSL 1.116,400
I1 II 0367 - 0377 57,000 MSL 1.114,000
11 12 0378 - 0387 57,000 KSL 1.114,000
11 13 0388 - 0400 57,000 MSL 1.114,000
11 14 0401 - 0408 57,000 MSL 1.114,000
11 15 0409 - 0420 57,000 MSL 1.114,000
I NSTRtI;NT COI'IRlAT ION
RC-8/2, 0.7 MICR(OnE.ERS, R/W IR .O-246, 6 IN.
N1l5Xt.. RRS01X.ln'l() PNt:tIS ON THIS HRt.
NtMAL.. RE.S(.tlTI( PAN3-lS ON THIS HUN.




























TI3S LINE WA NOT COMPLD.
NAP PA. AM (,AI lS F'. HIlHR't 1) A (YU-U
RC-8/4L., W-12/1.0,V, R/W 24(02, I I%.
RHFh $.
I)SFI-RT GCOD WIXXE TO HM CKt- iF.
LITCHFIELD P.MK 1O F(XXDIFIIJ).
OF'ST (F SA,,U"lRI) LAKE: TO) rHITE TAV KXANTAIN.
SRPRISE TO NMIR1H OF S$AFARD tAE.
GR.NITE HEFK-' IA1 TO WHITE TAINK MXNTAIN.
AVOND[* '1O HID ROCKING R RANCH.
CO(XIItUI{, TO MHAIOXIpA i.NTAINS.
EAST OF'* GItLESPIE DAM TO FOR:NCFE JIUNTION.
SHF:P: MFA 'TO IAKE AFH NO.I AIR STHIP.
NRTM OF' LARKE PLE.ASANT TO PINE MU'NTAIN MINI.
MIDNI(T MF.;SA TO EAST OF' XGRESS.
BLACK MOUNTAIN TO FAST VERDFE MINE. FRAMF-S
0387 TO 0389 - CAME.RAS RFMAINEI ON DERINC TIUN.
BIAH1R.SHOP CANION TO K IRLAD.
WATSON LAKE TO uEIItORN HkIXT.AIN.
RON)D M8USLNTAIN TO AULTIAN, ThEN WEST T)O NO]OG
MWNTA IN.
BEAR HEART RANCl TO MOHI1ON LAKE.
FM 'I0S. NI 12-7, NI 12-8




NR-22-EJ-029-00671 06 FEB 70 029 PH*ONIX, RHIZON)A 120
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE NUl4H.RS ALTITODE SCALE
10 3 0606 - 0239 59,800 MSL 1.119,600
10 5 0628 - 0E45 59,500 MSL 1.119,000
10 7 0646 - 0662 59,500 MSL 1.119,000
10 8 0663 - 0677 59,500 MSL 1.119,000
to 6 0678 - 0697 59,500 MSL 1.119,000
10 4 0698 - 0715 59,000 MSL 1.118,000
10 1 0716 - 0726 58,800 MSL 1.117,600
10 2 0727 - 0737 58,800 MSL 1.117,600
10 9 0738 - 0747 58,100 MSL 1 .116,200
10 10 0748 - 0754 58,200 MS5L 1.116,400
10 11 0755 - 0765 57,000 MSL 1.114,000
10 12 0766 - 0'75 57,000 04SL 1.114,000
10 13 0776 - 078tb 57,000 MVSL 1.114,000
10 14 0789 - 0795 57,000 MS5L 1,114,000
10 IS 0791 - 0808 57,000 MSL 1.114,000
10 16 0809 - 0817 57,000 MSL 1.114,000
hR-22-EJ-029-00672 0i FF'H 70 029 PHDFNIX, ARI1)%A 120
ROlU. LINE EXFXSLHIE Nk1t.3HS ALT'ITll* ScI' F'
19 1 0471 - 04N1 59,200 KSL I.llI,400
19 2 0482 - 0493 59,400 MSL l.llI,00
19 3 0494 - 0505 59,000 MSL l.llN.000
10 4 0506 - 0517 58,.500 .SL 1.117,000
19 5 0518 - 0529 59,000 (I1L 1.11il,000
NR-2-EJ0-029-00673
C'.Ni
08 FFB 70 029 PHOF-NIX, ARI?0iA 120
ROLU LINE EXJ'OSLRE NSlMHI-4S ALTI tI) SCALE
20 1 0859 - 0869 59,200 MSL 1.11e,400
20 2 0870 - 081P 59,400 MSL l.J118,00
20 3 0882 - 0893 59,000 MSL 1.116,000
20 4 0894 - 0905 58,500 MSL 1.117,000
20 5 0906 - 0917 59,000 MSL 1.118,000
RC-9/4R,0.5 MICaIFETE1RS,W-IS,CiXX IH .SO117,61N.
R.EMARKS
I:SFRT GOLD LOUGE TO) iLCK.NE.
l.ITCF'IELD PAHK TO GOIDF'IELD.
WE'ST OF' SAHUtAR LAFE TO WHI'I'E TANK KMI(L,'IAIN.
SURPRISE 1V0 NORTH OF SAHUARi) LAKE.
GRANITE REEF LOAT 1V WHITE TANK MC]h.TAIN.
AVUNDALE TO R(XOKIN; H RANCH.
COOLIDGE TO MARICOPA M'OXITAINS.
EA.iT OF GILcESPIE OAM TO FLRS'FCE JINCTION.
SHEi-EP 6ESA TO LMXE AFB NO. I AIR ST-RIP.
N(R.TH Of LAKE PLEASANT TO PINE (l.T,'AINh ' MINE.
MIDNIGHT MF:SA TO EAST OF CU 'l.RESS.
BLACiK XULNTAIN TO EAST XFJ1DE MINE.
BAFRBERSHCP CANMON TO KIRKLAND.
WATSON (LY.L TO BILCKH3-N M'XJTAI{.
ROJND MOT'l'AININ TO AULTMAN, 1TH'fN WEST TO IOL],G
MOjNTA I N.
BEAR HEART RANCH TO (M ONM0 LAKE.
PAP NOS. NI 12-7, NI 12-8
RC-1/41.,0.7 MIC'R(. IRI'fS] Z. ,\V,H/4 IH ,;)Zt. 1%.
GIL.IY1SPIF DAM T1 lk: S'' O(F FI-)-.l.C'. JI.11'l(M.
411J.l\&'i ,AFH 1'1 ST (' OF1 HICKF';F.
tCKI'. A!H RTHIP 'X) SkPI-.1.1STtT1(0' *A.'rA,.
. 11T MCIVI-:IJ, '11) 'IX)(IP,~ I)TVN :L*I-:T.
tULWI.OT Lt I'TINS 1') R(IOO-V:IT IESER.OIR.
9MP NOS. Nl IZ-7, NI 12-8
RC-P/4R, 2E, C(OL ' 50-274, 6 IN.
CIllJ-LSPIE i ,M1 TO WEST Of' FUIHENCE JL'-CTI(,.
IILU.,I/AM' 4FH 11' I) :1' OF HlCKE.E.
tIlC<EOF AIR STRIP 1V) S PFRSTITION 1mNT'rAINS.
4A'I' ?I 'IIXAFIL 1V IX()OPAH OD:SERT.
BiL.LMDlT (' t)NT.AINS TO H(X)tSEVI'I RES'ERNHOI .
MAP NOS. NI 12-7, NI 12-8
NR-22-PJ-194-00674 09 FFB- 70 194 DfNVEI, (XC)WIAU] 120 RC-8/4L,0. MICRIOW*-.0'RFS/2.IAV,C(Al.)IR. ;-117,61N.
R('LL LINE EXPOSCLHE NI.E7S ALTIlTDE SCALE RIIARKS
28 1 0747 - 0754 45,200 MSL 1. 90,400 KITT'Y C.LCH TO PINE JLLCTION.
29 2 0756 - 0763 55,200 MSL 1.110,400 FRAM-: 0755 Mn1' EXPOS:ED. KI''FIt:l;E TO O)AL CKRE.l.
28 3 0764 - 0769 55,500 MSL 1.111.000 tICKIF' AIRPIT 1TO CONTE.lNIAL COE.
28 4 0770 - 0775 55,500 MSL 1.111,000 WADUSWORII AVF.NE TO RAR IGULCH.
28 5 0776 - 0785 52,400 iMSL 1.104,600 B'RR LAiKE TO MOFF'AT T:Ntl,.
28 6 0786 - 0796 55,000 MSL 1.110,000 CABIN CREt'F TO HOYT LAK'E.
28 8 0797 - 0814 56,000 M4L 1.11Z,000 SAWI)OlTH MM-NTAIN TX) I-]' MOTLRAN.
28 7 0815 - 0821 54,900 MSL 1.109,F00 ERIE TO NIVOT RIDGLE.
28 9 0822 - 0834 56,000 MSL 1.112,000 FRAME 0834 OBLIUE, NOT PWorr.ED.
28 10 0835 - 0848 56,000 MSL 1.112,000 SANBlORN DRAW TO LOSi DRAW RESbRVOIR.
28 11 0850 - 0860 56,000 MSL 1.112,000 FRAME 0849 NOT iON FLICHT LINE. FRAME 0050 1.
OBLIOUE, Nor PLOTTED. DOUCLAS//BEE LAKES TO CH
AND 0 RR.
28 12 0861 - 0874 56,000 MSL 1.112,000 CB AND 0 RR TO DEADEAN CAMP AREA.
28 13 0875 - 0887 56,000 ISL 1.112,000 HARRIMAN TO PAWNEE MOlfNTAINS. PART OF 0885 -
0886 ON SCOTTS BUIJFWF WERE NO PLOTT:).
28 0888 - 0960 MISCELLANEOUS FRES OF THE DENVIE AREA, MIT
PLOrTD.11
F4AP NO. N( 13-11
SI 1'E N A.N:
S 01'
IMt iy' DVI'A ril.F.E - H('-r CCtiF' RA I,!! l)- l~lF' il;ll.;
I S1T'R6lt :s'' i()N rIL l. R\ii'l(N
IM'.WItR DATA FILE - RC-t CAIRI (*81)-HI-:*HIIH(LU)
DITE SITE SITE NAME MIS-
ACCESSION KLEW NO. SION
NR-22-FJ-194-00675 09 FtB 70 194 DIEN.'R, (OLORAiO. 120
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE N4IElRS ALTITL DE SCALE
29 1 1078- 1085 45,200 MIL I. 90,400
29 a 1086 - 1093 55,200 MSL 1.110,400
29 3 1094 - 1099 55,500 MSL 1.111,000
29 4 1100- 1105 55,500 MSL 1.111,000
29 5 1106 - 1115 52,400 FL 1.104,800
29 * 1116 - 1126 55,000 MSL 1.110,000
29 ' 1127 - 1144 56,000 MSL 1.112,000
29 7 1145- 1151 54,900 MSL 1.109,800
29 9 1152 - 1164 56,000 MSL 1.112,000
29 10 1165 - 1178 56,000 IMSL 1.112,000
29 11 1180 - 1190 56,000 MSL 1.112,000
29 12 1191 - 1204 56,000 SL 1.112,000
29 13 1205- 1217 56,000 MSL 1.112,000
29 1218 - 1291
t4R-22-EJ-210-00676 08 FE> 70 210 IMPERIAL VALLEY, CALIFORNIA 120
ROLL LINE E(XPOSALRE NMB.FRS ALTIThE SCALE
19 1 0452 - 0456 60,800 MSL 1.121,600
19 2 0457 - 0461 60,600 MSL 1.121,200
19 3 0462 - 0465 60,600 MSL 1.121,200




08 FEB 70 210 IMPERIAL VALLEY, CALIFOINIA 120
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE N.l]ERS ALTITWUE. SCALE
20 1 0840 - 0844 60,800 MSL 1.121,600
20 2 0845 - 049 60,600 MSL 1.121,200
20 3 0850 - 0853 60,600 SL 1.121,200
20 4 0854 - 0858 60,100 ISL 1.120,200
MP-22-.J-000-00670 08 FEB 70 000 e. ARIZONA TO ALBURJL~E,N.M. 120
ROLL LINE EX(OSRIE NM.LERS ALTI1DE SCALE
19 6 0530 - 0682 57K/20K NSL 1.114K/40K
I NSTH.'NT C(XI IllRAT I Oh
RC-8/4R, 2E/I.OAV, COLOR S0-397, 6 IN.
Rt4ARKS
KITTY G(ItCH TO PINE JLUCNTION.
KITTR'DIGE TO COAL CHEtX.
HLCKELEY AIRPORT TO CFNTENNIAL (ChNE.
*ADS(RIH AVENUE TO 1EAR GlLCH.
BARR LAKE TO MOFFAT T1NNEL.
CABIN CREEX 1O HOOT ILAKE.
SAWIOOTIH OUNTA IN TO FORT MA[GAN.
EI3E TO NIWOT RIDGE.
SANBORN DRAW TO LuNG DRAW RESERVOIR.
0OU[AS/BH-E LAKES TO CH AND O RH.
CB AND RR TO' DEAWA.N CANP AREA.
HARR IMAN TO PAWNEE EMXN.TA I N.
MiSCLNEJS FRAMES OF 7HE D.NVER AREA, NT
PLtITED.
MNP NO. NW 13-11
RC-8/4L, 0.7MICR0IETMS/2.2AV, B/WIRSO-246, 61N.
RE4ARKS
EAST TO WEST, SOI OF EL CENT'RO, CALIFORNIA.
WEST TO EAST, NORTH OF' L C.NTRO, CALIFORNIA.
EAST TO WEST, S.UH OF BRAWLEY.
WEST1EEAND.
RAP NOS. NI 11-9, NI 11-11, NI 11-12
RC-8/4R, 2E, COuDR 50-278, 6 IN.
RA44RKS
EAST TO WEST, SOi OF EL CENTRO, CALIFORNIA.
WEST TO EAST, NORiH OF EL CENrlO, CALIFlRNIA.
EAST TO WEST, SWUl OF BRAWLEY.
IEST-OELAND.
M4AP 1O5. NI 11-9, NI I-11t, NI 11-12
IC-8/4L, 0.7MICaT.IeRS/2.2AV,B/WIR 50-246, 6IN.
SGITWEST OF SOP W LOWI, ARI ZONA, TO
ALAlMJE NEW MEXICO. FRANES 0683 TO
07380 RE i6r PUL:TrED. AIRCRAFT WAS
APPFRCAOfIN KIRTLAND AFB FUR LANDI NO.
MP? NOS. NI 12-5, NI 12-6, NI 13-4
aR-22-EJ-000-00679 08 FtB 70 000 E. ARI/NA TO A AL.Ul:FRAEt.M.
ROLL LINE EXPOLZUE N7.4I.S AT TI11TIE, SCAlUE
20 6 0918 - 1070 57K/20K IL I.ll4k/4
41-22-J-124-00698 18 FEB 70 124 OEI4ARVA PENINSULA, M:/MD/VA
ROLL LIlh EXFOSRiE MH.t.WES ALT111l'' .SCALE
9 II 8093 - 8098 5,300 MSL 1.10,600
* 12 8101 - 0111
9 12 8112 - 8126
5,300 MIL 1.10.,60
5,400 FSL l.1o,e80
MN-22-WJ-124-00697 21 FI 70 124 IDE4ARVA PENINS.IA, DE/D0/¥VA
ROLL LIlN EXP(OSUE NLhtIE ALTITUDE SCALE
9 11 8152 - 8763 5,350 NL 1.10,700
9 12 6164 - 8797 5,350 MSL 1.10,70
9 12 8798 - 8821 9,950 ML 1.19,900
9 11 8823 - 8831 9,920 MSL 1.19,840
IZO RC-t8/4HR Z, LUMZE , EOlH . 6 IN.
RFEARKS
40K S(l8I.EST (OF SHLM Jt1, ARIZONA, 1O
AMUr, A.'E, SN.E ttXICW.
NP NOS. NI 12-5, hi 12-6, hi 13-4
121 RC-0/2, 0.7 MICR.I IE:.tlS, / I/R 50-246, 6 IN.
R.,4ARKS
0 MATERIDO TO tHARFI-ON. 1RA'-:S $099 AND P100
ARE kLxL I-E NPOS(LRES. RC-./2 *AS THE ONLY
CAIFRA OPE-AT I M;.
0 VER,3 TO 5(9/11 I- l (Wr*,'.RICAN (XCONES (IAPPROXI'ATE
LOCATION OF' LIhE PLarrED).
0 FEIDRsAL'RG TO S.W. 1OF HARRIKION (APPROXtINATE
LOCATION (o LINhE PLIOlED).
KIWP NOS. NJ 18-4, NJ 18-5
121 RC-8/2, 0.7 MI(CRFE1RS, 81W IR 50-246, 6 IN.
o sOLIr OF WATERLOO TO HARBESON. RC-8/2 WAS
UE ONLY CAIERA OPERATI NG.
0 WEST OF' ARRINGTOTIR D TO FIERALS.I).
0 SOIH OF I FCuALSLRG TO SOUIH VERNON. FRA, :
8822 WAS ON EXTRA EXPOSLRE.
o SOLml OF' WATERLOUD O RARBSON.
(WP NOS. NW 18-4, NJ 18-5





NI-22-J-125-00698 25 FER 70 125 ROX4DRO RESERVOIR, N. CAROLIN4
ROLL LINE EIPOSURE NLIMBIIRS ALTI1'DE SCALE
42 2 4632 - 4643 6,000 MSL 1.12,00
42 5 4644 - 4654 6,000 MSL 1.12,00
42 8 4655 - 4667 6,000 MSL 1.12,00
MNR-22-GJ1l25-00699 25 FEB 70 125 ROXIORO RESERVOIR, N. CAROLINA
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NU4MRS ALT:TUDE SCALE
43 2 8854 - 8865 6,000 MSL 1.12,00
43 5 8860 - 8876 6,000 MSL 1.12,00
43 8 8877 - 8889 6,000 MSL 1.12,00
NR-22-KJ-152-00700 21 FEB 70 152 HARNNCAT HBAl, NFM JF:RSF.N
FRLL LINE EXPSL~RE NUMtHES ALTI' l 1'F: SCALE
30 4 4536 - 4564 9,000 MSL I1H.000
30 1 4565 - 4578 3,600 ML 1. 7,200
30 2 4579 - 4595 3,600 MSL l. 7,200
30 3 4596 - 4618 5,350 MSL 1.10,70
NR-22-HJ-152-00701 21 FE8 70 152 BARNEGAT RAY, NEW JERSY
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRU N1M'HIRS ALTIn DE SCALE
31 4 8652 - 8680 9,000 MSL 1.18,000
31 1 8681 - 8694 3,600 MSL 1. 7,200
31 2 8695 - 8711 3,600 MSL 1. 7,200
31 3 8712 - 8735 5,350 MSL 1.10.,700
NR-22-UJ-188-00702 20 FEB 70 188 NEW YORK HIGHT
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NUHFERS ALTI 1UE SCALE
I 7 4127 - 4145 9,400 MSL 1.18,801
1 8 4146 - 4160 9,400 MSL I.18,800
1 9 4161 - 4187 9,400 MSL 1.18,800
I 5 4188 - 4227 12,500 MSL 1.25,000
NR-22-HJ-188-00703 20 FEB 70 188 NEW YORK BIGHT
FaL LINKE EXPOS(I/R NUtI.EHS ALT ITLOE SCALE
22 6 4265 - 4311 12,500 MSL 1.25,000
22 4 4312 - 4353 12,500 IMSL 1.25,000
22 8 4354 - 4363 24,000 MSL 1.48,000
22 1 4364 - 4379 12,500 MSL 1.25,000
22 2 4381 - 4396 12,500 MSL 1.25,000
22 3 4397 - 4420 12,500 MSL 1.25,000
NR-22-IU-188-00704 20 FEB 70 188 NEW YORK BIHf"r
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE NLMIERS ALT ITUDE SCALE
2 7 8231 - 8248 9,400 MSL 1.18,800
2 a 8251 - 8265 9,400 MSL 1.18,800
2 9 8266 - 8292 9,400 MSL 1.18,800
2 5 8293 - 8332 12,500 MSL 1.25,000
NR-22-HU-lr8-00705 20 FF:H 70 18e NFhw ORK HICGHfl
ROLL LINE EXPOSLliE Nth-HFRS ALTI'TDE: SCAIE
23 6 8370 - 8416 12,500 MSL 1.25,00C
23 4 8417 - 8459 12,500 MSL 1.25,00C
23 8 8460 - 8469 24,000 MSL 1.48,00C
23 1 8470 - 8485 12,500 kSL 1.25,00¢
23 2 8487 - 8502 12,500 MSL 1.25,00.




121 RC-8/1, AV, COLOR SO-397, 6 IN.
REMARKS
DO HARMOY TO N.E. OF TOPOI'. RC--4 CAMERAS W1ERE
THE ONLY CA1RA'S OPERATING OVFR THIS SITE.
DO S.W. OF LEASFBLR TO N.E. OF GE-EES MILL.
DO SOoH OF HFIOY TO LASBLHRC.
MAP NO. NJ 17-11
121 RC-8/2, 0.5 MICRIEETERS, COLOR IR SO-117, 6 IN.
REI4ARKS
DO HARfONY TO N.E. OF TOFNOT. RC-8 CAMI:RAS WERE
THE ONLY CAMNAS OPERATING OVER THIS SITE.
DO S.W. OF LEASBURG TO N.E. OF' GCI-:EES MILL.
DO SO(XII OF fWARONY TO LEASBLRG.
MAP NO. NJ 17-11
121 RC-8/I, AV, CXLOR -- 397. b IN.
RFX\HKS
O SEAS ID: PAHK 1T) CEDUAR R.,N.
3 OSl'Etl CRI':EX '1) 1HF' I N'lACOA.0'IAI, 1.VI'I*.D .
C3 'UI. I OF O)RHf.) RIER lTO S(X qI- RPIOH\IAI HIYHR.
0 HlARNLiAlT BAN 'Ol HIAti.A'I'.
MAP NO. NJ 18-2
121 RC-8/2, 0.5 MICRO*TTIIRS, (XDR IR SO-117, 6 IN.
0 SEASIDE PARK TO CEDTAR RIN.
3 OYSTER CREEK 10 THE IN1'ACOASTAL WATERWAY.
03 MI',H OF lil'ED RIYXH 0d S(qlH AXRNIli.Y RiVER.
30 B YARNAT BAY TO IAR'\IfGAT.
MAP NO. NJ 18-2
121 RC-8/1, AV, COLOR SO-397, 6 IN.
REIARKS
0 W.S.W. OF BLOCK ISLAND TO THE SPRINGS.
3 EAST HM'IPTN EASTERLY TO hONTALAK POINT.
0 SALTH OF RLOCK ISLAD ALG ()COASTLINE iTX
EAST HAMPTON.
30 UOLCE W.S.W. ALONG COASTLINE TO LIDO BEACH.
MAP NOS. NK 18-5, NK 18-6, NK 18-8, NK 18-9
121 RC-8/1, AV, COLOR SO-397, 6 IN.
REFARKS
0 BELLE HAROR E.N.E. ALOP'. COAST TO SOITH OF
30 WEST TIANA BAY W.S.W. TO FREEPORT.
0 EAST HAMIPTN E.N.E. TO MONTALK POINT.
0 AQUE3UCT RACE TRACK S.W. TO FORT HANCOCK.
FRAME 4380 OBLIQUE.
0 FAIR HAVEN TO JAMAICA RACE TRACK.
0 GARDEN CITY TO LONC BRANCH.
MAP NOS. NK 18-5, WN 18-6, NK 18-8, NK 18-9
121 RC-8/2, 0.5 MICRIMETERS, COLOR IR SO-117, 6 IN.
REMARKS
3 W.S.W. OF BLOCK ISLAND TO THE SPRINGS.
0 EAST HAMP'W EASTERLY TO 'ONTAI( POINT.
0 SOUWI OF BLOUCK ISLAND ALONG COASTLINE TO
EAST HAMPRYN.
30 0COUE W.S.W. ALONG COASTLINE TO LIDO REACH.
MAP N.(). NK L"-, h I.-h, Nk le-,, k I-9
121 RC-/2, 0.5 MICRO(MTl'ERS, (X)tIC H IH .,-Ill7, h IN.
RHFIR KS
o0 REI.'E HIRHOH E.N.E. AIt)NG COAST 10 StXTH (Ol
O{X)IE.
o W1:ST TIA.A RAY w .S.W. TI) vHF:EPotT.
0 EAST IA,1MPY)N E.E. TO) IlOLNTAtl'h PIXi.
0 A{:EIX.l.' RACE TRA CK' S.W. '1) FI-WI' H\,COCK.
FRAME 8486 OHLIOtE.
0 FAIR HIVEN TO JAMAICA RACE TRACK.
0 CARDEN CITY TO LONGC RA\CH.
MAP NOS. NK 1e-5, NK 18-6, NK 1P-8, NK 18-9
IMAEARY DATA FILE - RC-8 CAMNHA (WILD.-HF:I-NIiHL;)
5 21 FEB 70 188 NEW YORK BIOI 121
ROIL LINE EXPOSUHE NM.MBRS ALTITIJE SCALE
30 1 4476 - 4490 12,000 MSL 1.24,000
30 2 4491 -4510 12,000 MSL 1.24,000
30 . 3 4511 - 4535 12,000 MSL 1.24,000
MAP NOS. mK 18-5, NK 18-6, Wm 18-8, NK 18-9
21 FEM 70 88 NEW YORK BI(HT 121
ROlL LINE EXPOSURE N.HERS ALTITIU E SCALE
31 1 8592 - 8606 12,000 MSL L.24,000
31 a 8607 - 8626 12,000ooo L 1.24,000
31 3 8627 - 8651 12,000 MSL 1.24,000
tR-22-F4J-215-00708 20 FEB 70 215 3LOW ISLAND SOND, NEW YORK
ROLL LINE .EXPOSURE NbMIERS ALTITJDE
i I 4041 - 4106 11,500 MSL
I IA 4107 - 4126 10,500 MSL
1l-22-M1-215-00709 20 FE'B 70 215 L.Dh ISLAND SO(ND, NEW YORK
ROLL LINE EXPOSIRtE NI4ERS ALTITUDE
a 1 8145 - 8210 11,500 MSL
2 IA 8211 - 8230 10,500 MSL
NR-22-CH-163-00710 09 M4R 70 163 RIA.A R\MSNKS, FU1IDI
ROLL LINE W EXff:SIC NU4P,).S ALT., I 7
I 36 4683 - 4697 12,000 MSL
I 28 4698 - 4708 12,000 PSL
1 29 4709 - 4720 12,000 MSL
1 30 4721 - 4734 12,000 w4SL
I 31 4735 - 4745 12,000 ISL
1 32 4748 - 4763 12,000 MSL
I 33 4764 - 4775 12,000 MSL
1 34 4776 - 4788 12,000 MSL




















IR-22-CH-163-00711 09 MAR 70 163 AHAWMA BANKS, FUORIDA . 122
ROLL LINE EXf(lME NHUI4S ALTITtU SCALE
19 37 5006 - 5014 22,000 MSL 1.44,000
19 30 5015 - 5027 22,000 MSL 1.44,000
t'R-22-H-163-00712 09 MAR 70 163 BAHA BANKS, FIORIA ' 122
11OLL LINE E(POSFRE tHlERS ALTITUDE SCALE
' 36 8905 - 8919 12,000 MSL 1.24.000
a 28 8920- 8930 12,000 MSL 1.24,000
a 29 8931- 8944 12,000 MSL 1.24,000
2 .30 8945- 8958 12,000 MSL 1.24,000
a 31 8959- 8973 12,000 0SL 1.24,000
a 32 8974- 8980 12,000 ML 1.24,000
3 33 0990 - 9001 12,000 MSL 1.24,.000
2 34 9002 - 9014 12,000 tNSL 1.24,000
2 35 0015 - 9026 12,000 MSL 1.24,000
I NSTL:.NhT Ct"I C(lAT ION(
RC-8/1, AV, COR 50s-397, 6 IN.
RE4ARKS
AatEwLCT RACE TRACK TV RFD HANK, NEW JERSFY.
FORT MHU*Of-n, hEW JERSE' TO) JAMAICA RACE TRACK.
VALLEY STREAM, NEW YORK TO DEAL, NEW JERSEY.
I RC-8/2, 0.5MICRMETERS, COLORIR SO-117, 6 IN.
R4IARKS
AOLEDUCT RACE TRACK TO RED BANK, NEW JERSEN'.
FORT MONMH.. T, NEW JERSEY TO JAMAICA RACE TRACK.
VALLEY STREAM, NEW YORK TO DEAL, NEW JERSEt.
RC-8/2 FILM WAS BADLY UNDEREXPOSED.
tAP NOS. NK 18-5, NK 18-6, Ne 18-8, NK 18-9
RC-8/1, AV, COLOu SO-397, 6 IN.
REmARCS
FROM WHITESTONE BRIDGE IN N.Y. CITY ALONC NORTH
SHRE OF LjN ISLAND SOUND TO VHIITE SANDS BEACH.
FM WHITE SANDS BEACH TO WATCH HILL POINT.
MAP4 NOS. NC 18-8, NK 18-9, mN 18-11, NK 18-12
RC-8/2, 0.5 MICREiTERS, COIRIR 50-117., 6 IN.
RIa4ARKS
1F WHIITESTaONE BRtIDE IN N.Y. CITY ALONG NORTH
SHORE OF LDNG ISLAND SOUND TO WHITE SAND BEACH.
FROM WHITE SANDS BEACH T0 WATCH HILL POINT.
AP NOS. NK 18-8, NK 18-9, NK 18-11, NK 18-12
RC-"/I, A.V., C(XIIH SO-391. 6 IN.
RIH4RKS
CITIF.N HII'lnG: 1U KhIF: IHUO).
MllL LASD CANl. IU ) CARNSPAITI IEI' HF IiH111(X St.E.
MNMLOTRN KEl L,1).
FIR(M COAST OF FI.RIIDA TO OCEAN AREA WEST OF
INAtN KEI. LARGO).
FRC)M COAST OF FI1HIDA TO t)I.:CAN AREA W:EST (F
NhRlITRNN KECN LARGO.
IF.M COAST OF I-IFtIDA TO (CEAN AHRA WEST OF
NORIlIEN KEY LARGO).
FRO(M CO.AST OF F. LMIDA X) OCFAN AREA WEST OF
SNRIH4RN KE. LAGK).
FROM (XAST OF4 F"IL IDA TO OCEAN AREA WEST OF-
NTHINN KE' LARGO.
RrM a04)AsT O FWR IDA TU OCEAN AREA *FST aI
NOR1THEN KEY LAICO.
MAP ND. NG 17-8
RC-8/1, A.V., COLOR SO-397, 6 IN.
Rl4AARKS
FROM SHOAL POINT TO OCEAN REF.
FRGM SE OF OCEAN REEF TO SUJT1 MIAMI.
MAP NO. IC 17-8
RC-8/2, 0.5 MICROMETERS, C(L.R IR SO-117, 6 IN.
Cun.ER RIDGE TO KEY LARGO.
MODEL LAND CANAL TO CARYSFORT REEF LIGHTHOUSE.
FROM COAST OF FLfRIO DA TO OCEAN AREA WEST OF
NRTHERN KEY LARGO.
FROM COAST OF FLORIDA TO OCEAN AREA WEST OF
NOR1*3 KEY LARGO.
FIRM COAST OF FORIDA TO OCEAN AREA WEST OF
NORTERN KEY LARGO.
IlM OAST OF FLORIDA T OCEAN AREA M EST OF
NORIIIERN KEY LARGO.
IM COAST OF F1ORIDA TO OCtEAN AREA WEST OF
NR1THERN KEY LARGO.
FRCM COAST OF FlRIDA TO OCEAN AREA WEST OF
NORERN KEY LARGO.
FROM COAST OF FIORIDA TO OCEAN AREA WEST OF
NORTHERN KEY LARGO.










IMrV l DA'TA FILE: - RC-' C(.,'H.A x lx IJ)-I IIFtI& (tIA
DATE' SITE SITI
ACCESSION NlMiER NO.
NR-22-GCH-163-00713 09 MAR 70 163 ,AIVA UNKS, F1
ROLu. LINE EXtOSUHI N9U4HE S
20 37 9233 - 9241
20 39 9242 - 9253
SA-22-GH-169-00714 09 MAR 70 169 FIO/IDA KES$
R[LL LINE XWPOSLHE NUI-ERS
1 1 4801 - 4882
NR-22-Hi-169-00715 09 MAR 70 169 FIDRIDA KENS
ROLL LINE EXPOSLUE hLIN*tRS
19 2 4888 - 4915
19 4 4916 - 4922
19 5 4923 - 4929
19 3 4930 - 4935
19 2 4936 - 4994
19 2 4995 - 5005
NR-22-(4i-169-00716 09 MAR 70 169 FILRIDA KEYS
ROLL LINE EXtPOSLRE NIMERS




ALT I 'IL1D SCALE
22,000 NMSL 1.44,000
22,000 MSL 1.44,000
ALT I Tl'l SCALE
12,000 MSL 1.24,000









NR-22-GH-169-00717 09 MAR 70 169 FRLOIDA KYS I
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NUR.S .ALTIDWE SCALE
20 2 9115 - 9142 12,000 MSL 1.24,000
20 4 9143 - 9149 12,000 MSL 1.24,000
20 5 9150 - 9156 12,000 MSL 1.24,000
20 3 9157 - 9162 12.000 MSL 1.24,000
20. 2 9163 - 9221 12,000 MSL 1.24,000
20 2 9222 - 9232
NR-2Z2--J- 00719 16 MR 70 029 PHF(FNIX. ARHI/NA 1
ROII. LINE EXPULHE f, SLMHt.RS AL.'II: E SCALE
19 3 2571 - 2588 58,500 MSL 1.117.,000
19 4 2589 - 2603 58,500 MSL 1.117,000
19 5 2604 - 2615 58,500 MSL I.117,000
NR-22-EJ-029-00719 16 MAR 70 029 PIlENIX, ARIZONA I
ROLL LINE EXPOSLIRE NU4JI*R ALTIT E SCALE
20 3 2208 - 2226 58,500 KSL 1.117,000
20 4 2227 - 2241 58,500 MSL 1.117,000
20 5 2242 - 2253 58,500 IMSL 1.117,000
N,-22-GJ-165-00720 24 MAR 70 165 DESFERL/ST. MARKS, FULRIDA 1
ROLL LINE EXRPOSLIE NLPIERS ALTIT 1LDE SCALE
28 I 2908 - 2910 61,700 MSL 1.123,400
28 2 2911 - 2924 61,600 MSL 1.123,200
28 4 2925 - 2939 61,600 MSL 1.123,200
28 6 2940 - 2951 61,600 MSL 1.123,200
28 6 2952 - 2965 62,400 MSL 1.124,800
28 7 2966 - 2978 62,500 NSL 1.125,000
28 5 2979 - 2993 62,500 MSL 1.125,000
28 3 2994 - 3006 62,500 MSL 1.125,000
NR-22-GJ-165-00721 24 MAR 70 165 FSFE'ET/ST. AR(KS, FULRIDA 1
ROLL LINE 1E(POSRE R141S ALTITDE SCALE
29 1 2546 - 2547 61,700 WSL 1.123,400
29 2 61,600 MSL 1.123,200
29 4 2548 - 2562 61,600 MSL 1.123,200
29 6 2563 - 2574 61,600 MSL 1.123,200
29 8 62,400 MSL 1.124,800
29 7 2575 - 2587 62,500 MSL 1.125,000
29 5 2588 - 2602 62,500 MSL 1.125,000
29 3 2603 - 2615 62,500 MSL 1.125,000
IS1R N IT:' C(t- I(H.R,'II(,(11
122 RC-8/2, 0.5 MICHlR}T.'bl:Hs., lXil INH ,O-Ii, 6 IN.
I RFUMO SI).l. POINT ll'l (lICFAN Ht-F.) FR'M SE OF OM'EAN HEt:F 11T .,.ld MIAM/I.
MAP NO. NU 17-8
122 RC-8/1, A.V., COL SO-397, 6 IN.
RMHFRKS
FRO1M4 CiRIS'1*7S POINT 1T kOl EtST, FIUXIIDA.
MAP NOS. NG 17-8, Y4. 17-11
22 RC-8/1, A.V., CtOLtR 50-397, 6 IN.
REalHKS
I FRtM FASTIiRN SAIMK TO 51414H1( hKE' LIIMIt'.
OtE.H SENEN MILE: wHIDOE IN lV1.: IU)IIDA 6EIS.
StOLlli OF6' .MH4l.}RO hiF LIGMIT.
OVER SEVEN MILE BRII;: IN THE FU-HItA KF.S.
I FRM SFHEHOIO KEY LICGH' TO CARSI-lTl' HtEFF
LIGflVMSE.
FROM( CARSFUORT REF' LIGItHOm-SE TO PACIFIC REEF'
L IGfIMlUSE.
MAP I0M. NO 17-8, NO 17-11
22 RC-8/2, 0.5 MtIC ,ETERS, COLOR IR SO-117, 6 IN.
REM*ARKS
FROM CHRIS114AS POINT TO K[E ttEST, FU)WRlA.
MAP NS . NG 17-8, PB 17-11
122 RC-8/2, 0.5 MICR(4ETELRS, CtLOR IR SO-117, 6 IN.
REMARKS
FROM EASTERN SAMBO TO SMtB1RRO KEY LICHT.
OV.ER SEVEN MILE HRIDGE IN 1TE: FUJRIDA KEYS.
SOJTi OF SOMBRERO KEY LIGHT.
OVteR SEVEN MILE BRIDGE IN TE FIUOLIDA KESS.
FROM SIBER6RO KEY LIGFT TO CAR'SFURT REEF
LI{]I-JOUSE.
IFRJ CARYS¥FRT REEF LIGfTFlIOUSE TO PACIFIC REEF
LIOHfI1HOSE.
IMAP NO. NG 17-8, NO 17-11





MAP N)S. NI 12-7, Nhi 12-8
RC-8/4R, I'3/2.2 AV, COLOR 2448, 6 IN.
REMARKS
MAP NOS. NI 12-7, NI 12-8
RC-8/4L, 12, 2, COLOR IR 50-117, 6 IN.
MAP NOS. N1 17-11, NG 17-2, N4 17-4, NH 16-6




MAP NOS. NH 17-11, NG 17-2, Nhi 17-4, {q 16-6
0"
I







MI-22-eJ-210-00722 16 MAR 70 210 IF11IAL VALLEY, CALIFORNIA 123
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NMI4ERS ALTITiE SCALE
19 1 2552- 2556 80,700 MIL 1.121,400
19 2 255 - 2561 60,300 f SL 1.120,600
19 3 2562 - 2566 60,500 MSL 1.121,000
19 4 56 - 2570 60,700 MSL 1.121,400
N1-22-Ed-210-00723 16 MAR 70 210 IMPeRIAL VAILE., CAIIFINNIA 123
RLL LINE EX:POSUaE NlMlSL AL.TITLE SCALE
20 1 2189 - 2193 60,700 MSL 1.121,400
20 2 2194 - 2198 60,300 MSL 1.120,600
20 3 2199 - 2203 60,500 MSL 1.121,000
20 4 2204 - 2207 60,700 MSL 1.121,400
WR-Z2-DJ-211-00724 10 MAR 70 211 SAN FRANCISCO RBA ARtA, CAL.IF. 123
ROLL LINE .EPOSURE NlWIfFRS ALTITLE SCALE
I I 2039 - 2052 49,700 MSL 1. 99,400
1 2 2053 - 2060 50,000 MSL 1.100,000
I 3 2061 - 2070 49,900 MSL 1. 99,800
1 4 2071 - 2092 49,000 MSL 1. 9,000
I 6 2093 - 2109 49,800 MSL 1. 99,600
I 1 2110 - 2122 49,00 MSL 1. 99.600
1 2 2123 - 2130 49,700 MSL 1. 99,400
I 3 2131 - 2141 49,800 MSL 1. 99,600
I 5 2142 - 2162 49,100 MSL 1. 99,400
I 7 2163 - 2180 49,500 MSL I. 99.000
I 2181 - 2194 49,800 MSL 1. 99,600
I 1mRA 2195 - 2261 50,000 MSL 1.100,000
PM-22-DJ-211-00725 10 MAR 70 211 SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA, CALIF. 123
ROLL LI NE EXIPOSliRE MiB2ERS ALTITlE SCALE
1 1676 - 1689 49,1700 MSL 1. 99,400
a 2 1690 - 1697 50,000 MSL 1.100,000
2 3 1698 - 1707 49,900 MSL 1. 99,800
a 4 1708 - 1729 49,000 MSL 1. 98,000
a 0 1730 - 1746 49.800 MSL 1. 99,600
2 1 1747 - 1759 49,800 ML 1. 99,600
a 2 1760 - 1767 49,700 MSL 1. 99,400
a 3 1768 - 1778 49,800 MSL 1. 99,600
2 5 1779 - 1799 49,700 MFL I. 99,400
a 7 1800- 117 49,500 MSL 1. 99,000
2 1 118 - 1831 49,800 MSL 1. 99,600
a sXRA 1832 - 1894 50,000 MSL 1.100,000
Ni-22-PJ-213-00726 13 MAR 70 213 COLRADO RIVER, TEXAS 123
R.LL LINE EXPOSL:E MEURS ALTITU[ SCALE
10 1 2286 - 2297 53/55K MSL 1.106/110K
I0 2 2298 - 2314 53,000 MSL 1.106,000
10 3 2315 - 2321 53,000 MSL 1.106,000
10 4 2322 - 2355 . 53,000 MSL 1.106,000
10 5 2336 - 2352 53,000 kMSL 1.106,000
10 6 2353 - 2367 55,000 MSL 1.110,000
l0 7 2368 - 2380 56,000 MSL I.112,000
1 6a 2381 - 2390 56,000 MSL 1.112,000
10 9 2391 - 2403 57,500 MSL 1.115,000
10 10 2404 - 2415 57,500 NSL 1.115,000
I0 11 2416 - 2426 57,600 MSL 1.116,200
10 12 2427 - 2441 56,500 MSL 1.113,000
10 13 2442- 2449 56,500 MSL 1.113,000
10 14 2450- 2464 56,700 M1SL 1.113,400
10 IS 2465 - 2485 56,700 MISL 1.113,400
10 10 2486 - 2493 61,000 MSL 1.122/000
10 10 2494 - 25086 1.oo000 L 1.122,000
10 KX7R· 2509 - 2515 61,000 1L 1.122,000
INSTRtIL:NT. CONFICl RAT lON
RC-8/4L, 0.7.MIaW14AERS, B/W IR SO-246, 6 IN.
HA'ARKS
MAP NOS. NI 11-9, NI 11-119, II, NI 11-12
RC-0/4H, HI'F2.2 AV, CX(I Z:44-, 6 IN.
NEILSKS
AP NOS. NI 11-9, N1 11-11, NI 11-12
RC-8/4L, 0..MICHO*T3S/ 2.2AV ,CO(XXIR.SO II7, 61N.
RFRKS
SAN JOSE TO NOVATO.
lEA.SLtHE I1SLAN) 'X1 FANAI[ ISLAiS.
NOATlO TO ANTIUCH.
GIILROY 10 ST. HELENA.
WATS(NVIUE TO Pt'lT'IAMA.
SAN JOSE 10 NOVATI.
RICHiD N) FARALLON ISLANDS.
NAVAIO TO MANDEVIUE ISLAND.
GIL1Y TO PETAIiA4A VAtLLY.
PETALL4A TO1 WATSONVILLE.
NOVATO TO SAN JOSE.
P. - -
MAP hOS. NJ 10-5, NJ 10-8
RC-8/4R, 2E/2.2 AV, COLOR SO-278, 6 IN.
REARK(S
SAN JOSE TO NOVATO.
TREASLRE ISLAND TO1 FARAL)ON ISLANDS.
NOVATO TO ANT I OCH.
OILROY TO ST. HELENA.
WATSONVILLE TO PETALMA.
SAN JOSE TO NOVATO.
RICHMO' TD0 FARALULO ISLANDS.
NOVATO T MANDEV I LL ISLAND.
GILROY TO PETALUHA VALLEY.
PETALUA TO WATSONVILLE.
NOVATO iT SAN JOSE.
NOT PLJO7ED.
KMP NOS. NJ 10-5, NJ 10-8
RC-8/4L, 2E, COOR SO-397, 6 IN.
MATAGORDA TO CXOUJS.
aOU-I. AS TD LAKE TRAVIS.
LAKE TRAVIS TD SAN SABA.
.;AN SALN 1T) ` )H/H1T I FF:.
H(#*1~ .IE 1F 1 ()TO'IX)NI:I .
SI.CH Tl) AN4 AM.E:L1).
SAN .1%IS1A1 TO IIH.)N.
tlRADW 1I) (iRNITT: .' SHLLS tAKF.
IADNIT' St)Af.LS 1AKE, Ti) SCIA.,EAI-A;.
,SC"I3:N1H1; TO WImA1'4T(ALO PE:NI.NSlA.
LAKE .' iTIN 1) HFINNARIX).
EIN414HUX) 10 lAKE 1'HV IS.
Hh-FAN' TT) O(XJ7I414THF:.
Canl''AITH4E 1T0 (OAK CREEKL RF:SFH¥OIH.
(.K 1CRIi HES ERVOIH TO LrNF UI>j).
OLAJE TO OI.AIM AND POSSII4 KINc-XOM LAKE TO
FlIN1RAL .
WA TO N MHARLIN, HARNE ID HRIAN, ROSENIHNG1
TO REFI=IHT.
GU" O r-*X IC AND MATAUD4 HAI.
1MAP NS. NI 14-10, NI 14-11, NI 14-12, NH 14-1,
NF 14-2, NH 14-3, NH 14-4, hNH 14-5, NH 14-6,
IH 14-1, NH 14-8, NH 14-9, NH 14-10, NH 14-11,
NH1 14-12
I
II?4iFll4 OATA FIIF: - EIC-0 C*V4N' c*II.II5iti)
DATE SITE SITE NAME MIS-
ACCESSIOU NULt NO. Sltm
%R-22-FJ-213-00727 13 MAR 70 213 C(NtOA Rl , I t'I:X. AS IZ.1
EU. LINE WItrUtWE N S AMI 11 SCALE
II I 1923 - 1934 53/55h MSL 1.106/110K
II 2 1935 - 1951 53,000 KML 1.106,000
II11 3 1952 - 1958 53,000 SL 1.106,000
11 4 1959 - 1972 53,000 KML 1.106,000
II 5 1973 - 1969 53,000 MSL. 1.106,000
11 6 1990 - 2004 55,000 t.L 1.110,000
11 7 2005 - 2017 56,000 MSL 1.112,000
11 8 2018 - 2027 56,000 mtL 1.112,000
11 9 2028 - 2040 57,500 KSL 1.115,000
11 10 2041 - 2052 57,500 FS.L 1.115,000
II I 2053 - 2063 57,600 MSL 1.115,200
11 12 2064 - 2078 56.500 MSL 1.113,000
11 13 2079 - 20"6 56,500 MSL 1.113,000
II 14 2087 - 2101 56,700 NSL 1.113,400
11 IS 2102 - 2122 56,700 SL 1.113,400
I1 18 2123 - 2130 61,000 MSL 1.122,000
11 19 2131 - 2145 61.000 MSL 1.122,000
11 (EXRA 2146 - 2152 61,000 MSL 1.122,000
Nt-22-EJ-220-00728 16 MAR 70 220 FORT IbACHUCA, ARI1*NA 123
WRL LI NE EXPOSRE N4MRS ALTI TIM SCALE
19 EX'IRA 2521 - 2551 60,000 1.120,000
Mt-22-FJ-220-00729 16 MAR 70 220 FORT HU7ACCA, ARIZONA 123
ROL LINE EXPOSWLRE NhUL13 ALTIT UE: SCALE
20 EXIRA 2158 - 2188 60,000 MSL' 1.120,000
SiH-22-EJ-000-00730 16 PAR 70 000 PIHOIX TO EL PASO 123
RLL LINE EXPOSURE RhiaRS ALTII1DE SCALE
19 EXTRA 2616 - 2668 62.5/551,45L 1.125/110K
NR-22-EJ-000-00731 16 MAR 70 000 P1t*l:NX 1D0 1. P.1;V 123
ROLL LINE EXPR)StL NHt~l-S ALTIlTlU S'CAIF
20 XIRA 2254 - 2309 62.5/55K1%tL 1.125/IIO
NR-22-C1-137-00732 17 F13 70 137 MISSISSIPPI 1EST FACII.,IT 125
UILL LINE W(POSAtE NUF iS ALTIT.WI SCALE
1 3 0964 - 0975 60,300 MSL 1.120,600
1 4 0976 0988 60,200 MiSL 1.120,400
1 S 0989 - 1000 60,100 NSL 1.120,200
I 6 1001 - 1013 60,100 MSL 1.120.200
1 7 1014 - 1025 60,200 MSL 1.120,400
1 8 1026 - 1037 60,100 MSL 1.120,200
1 1 1038 - 1048 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
1 2 1049 - 1062 60,200 MSL 1.120,400
I - 1063 -1072 LNMMN
! - 1073 - 1075 LNKIWN
RC-0/4H, N). 12, 1t(l1t IR IS)-117, 6 IN.
HEMAHKS
MATAXRHI) 11() X t1'ltlSi.
X.tlX*RU.S TX) [.11: 11KF.1. IS.
LAKF' THAWISi 1) SAN SlARH.
SA% SAt ) I)IR:HTrI I"FF:.
HUItF'T I TE ) O IA)',n IJ..
1iCLH ni) S AC4 :FID.
SAN ANVI D :/) HI.U) .
lI) T1O URLNIl'El S):1 .11,) IAK:E.
GtIISI SI)1.S L.EI 11 ) StEIItlFIGF.
StMIF:NIIVII; .10 MXIHIA PF:I'SISIAA.
LAKE: 41S.lTIN TO *:lHRIX'.
HPFNR)O TO I1.6.:E TlV.WIS.
RRN1FT '1O U(.lTliI'HE:.(X.D1IAITHE 1TO OAK CHE':X RESE"HOIR.
OA -CRF.K RF:SEHWOIR 1' 0 HH(NFIFID.
O(LN-E TO GRAHAM AD) POSSLUM K I MAX. LAKE TO
MINERAL ELtUS.
WAC) TO bARLIN, HEARNE TO BRYAN, ROSENBLRj
TO FRtEPORT.
CuY O*F F:XICO AND MATAGORDA BAY.
MAP NOS. NI 14-10, Nhi 14-11, NI 14-12, NH 14-1,
NH 14-2, NH 14-3, Ni 14-4, NHl 14-5, NH 14-6,
i 14-7, hI 14-8, NH 14-9, NH 14-10, NH 14-11,
NH 14-12
RC-8/4L, 0.7 MICCRVEI1TRS, B/W IR SO-246, 6 IN.
PEIDNCIULLD MTNS., ARIZONA, TO WHETSTONE MTNS.,
ARIZONA.
MAP NO. NI 12-2
RC-8/4R, HF3/2.2AV, COLOR 2448, 8 IN.
PEIOONCILLO MTNS., ARIZONA, TO WHETSTONE MrNS.,
ARIZONA.
MAP NO. NH 12-2
RC-8/4L, 0.7 MICROMETERS, B/W IR SO-246, 6 IN.
-REIARKS
THXIXXDRE ROOSEVELT RESERVOIR, ARIZONA, TO
SIERRA DIAILE MTN., TEXAS.
MAP NOS. NI 12-8, NIl 12-12, NI 12-2, NI 12-3,
NH 13-1, NH 1:3-Z, %H 13-10
RC-*/4H, HF3/2.2A, C( ])RH 244, 6 Is.
lHF-UlXNHIF: IUX)SkI:IF HiSI(l-:HIRH, IHIKON,. 1TO
SI r.\ DI AHLE FIN., 'I.'XA,,
NWP IS. hi 12-6, NI 12-1;, hi 12-2, hNi 1-3,
MN 13-1, NH 13-2, NH 13-10
RC-8/41., 0.5 MICR(M'TEIS, C(XI)K IR SO-117, 6 IN.
IHRFNhVII .L TO H I L XI.
LAtU' CREEK TO CARllH IE.
ST. TAIHMA1N CU(HI-]. LA., TO RILUXI, MISS.
UO1. BEACH 1t) C(O.X) POINT.
IRISH BAlO(U LA.O TO) SHIP ISLAND.
OC-It, ld)JR tS(OID TO NEW (Htl I-N\S.
NhW O(LJANS TO BREItO)N NATIONAL WILDLIFE
REMGE .
CAT ISLAND TO POVITHARlRAI1N CAUSEWAI.
EXlTA FRAMES AT A LV4 ALTnI3DF:. COVk-.AGE (I'
DRILL RIC FIRE IN GLIF WITH RC-8'S.
EXTRA FRAMES OF ()11. W..L (HItN-OI-F) AT 6rTH
OP BAYOU AT LOS ALTITlDE WITH RC-8'S.
14AP NO. PI 16-4.
0'
I NI'I Lt; l ;T LCX I(A R Xl 1 (








I NSTHIVh:NT CONFIGI.RAI' ON
7 FIE 70 .137 MISSISSPPI TEST FACILITY 125 RC-8/4R, 0.5 MICRatC'TERS, B/W 2402, 6 IN.OUL LINE EXPOSURE NIM4ERS ALTITIWIE SCALE R4MARKS
a 3 1295 - 1311 60,300 MSL 1.120,600 ON RC-8/4R, FRANES 1310 AND 1311 ARE SUPER-
IMPOSED. FILlRVILLE TO BILOXI.
2 4 1312 - 1330 60,200 MSL 1.120,400 .JUF CREEK TO CARRIEIE.
2 5 1331 -1347 60,100 MSL 1.120,200 ST. Tt4MANY COFUINER, LA., 73 BILOXI, MISS.
a 6 ' 1348 - 1365 60,100 MSL 1.120,200 LON BEACH TO GOOSE POINT.
2 T 1366 - 1382 60,200 MSL 1.120,400 IRISH BAYOU LAOON TO SHIP ISLAND.
a 8 1383 - 1400 60,100 MSL 1.120,400 CHANOELEJR SOUND TO NEW ORLEANS.
2 I 1401 - 1417 60,000 MSL 1.120,000 NE ORLEANS TO BRETON NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE.
2 a 1418 - 1436 60,200 MSL 1.120,400 CAT ISLAND TO PONARTRAIN CAUSEWAY.
a - 1437 - 1447 UN0NWN EXTRA FRAES AT A LOW ALTITUODE. COVERAGE OF'
DRILL RIG FIRE IN GU.t WITH RC-8'S.
a - 1448 - 1451 WULnN EXTRA FRAMES OF OIL ,WELL (RUN-0OI') AT MOUTH
OF BAYOU AT LOW ALTITIUE WITH RC-8'S.
MAP NO. W4 16-4.
PI-22-IIL-093-00734 16 APR 70 093 PT. HARR(I, ALASKA 126 RC-8/2, 0.5 MICROMtTEHRS, C(XIH IH .St)-117, 6 IN.
ROLL LI NE E P NOSUISE NU,4IRS ALT I TUE SCALE RHKS
6 20 3246 - 3321 3,000 MSL 1.6,000 PT. BARR(Y I AIR'IEU), NORIIH 7 MEIL-S, 'HN
FNORT-N'L'T 27-1/2 MILES OvER ICE.
* 7 3322 - 3356 3,000 MSL 1.6,000 KRH OF NXAVIK, 13 MILES WEST OVER ICE.
6 6 3357 - 3407 3,000 MSL 1.6,000 NORT'MEST OF1' NLAVIK, EAST TO NOR'H OF' NILAVIK.6 3 3408 - 3463 3,000 MSL 1.6,000 MRTH1 OF1' N.AVIK, 19.MILES W.ST OVI' ICE.
MAP NO. PT. IARROW, ALASKA ONC C-9
hR-22-BI.-093-00735 16 APR 70 093 PT. BARROW, ALASKA 126 RC-8/2, 0.5 MICRaOE"RS, COLOR IR SO-117, 6 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NUhELRS ALTIT1UE SCALE RI'ARKS
9 4 3466 - 3511 3.000 MSL 1.6,000 NR1ITHE.S T O' NLIAVIK, EAST TO NORTH OF' NlAVIK.
9 5 3512 - 3558 3,000 MSL 1.6,000 NORTH (OF NL.AVIK, 16 MILES WEST OIRW ICE.
9 ERA 3559 EXTRA FRAME, HOT PIOMI-ED.
NAP O. PT. HARROW, ALASKA ONC C-9O,
MIP-22-CL-219-00736 20 APR 70 219 BEAI**R T SEA, ALA
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NHERS
17 13 3560 - 3606
17 3607 - 3608
17 12 3609 - 3656
1I 14 3657 - 3702
17 3703
hR-22-CL-219-00737 23 APR 70 219 BEALIFtRT SEA, ALA
ROLL LINE EPOSLRE lMijERS I
17 3 3706 - 3759
11 3760
ASKA 126 RC-8/2, 0.5 MICROMIEERS, COLOR IR SO-117, 6 IN.
ALT ITIE SCALE RNARKS
3,000 ESL 1.6,000 FR14 71 DEGRIEES 33 MINUTES N 148 DECREES 44
MINITES W TO 71 DEGREES 34 MINUTES N 149 DEGREES
30 MINUMTES W.
3,000 SL 1.6,000 IOUPLE EXPOED, NOT PLOTID.
3,000 FSL 1.6,000 FRlOM 71 DEREES 37 MINhtES N 149 DE.REES 30
MINUTES W TO 71 DEUREES 37 MINUTES N 148 O3I.:EES
44 MINJTES W.
3,000 MSL 1.6,000 FROM 71 DEREES 30 MINUTES N 148 DIGREES 45
MINrTES W TO 71 DEGREES 30 MINUIES N 149 DEGREES
29 MINU[TES W.
3,000 I4SL 1.6,000 EXRTA FRAMIE, NOT PLOIrED.
TIESB LINES ARE NOT PLITE3D BECAUSE TERE ARE NO
1APS FR THIS PORTION O( BEAU1IPRT SEA.
MIP NO. BEAU:R:T SEA, ALASKA ONC C-9,
ASKA 126 RC-8/2, 0.5 MICMTERS, COLO IR SO-lI7, 6 IN.ALTITUDE SCALE RE0AMRk(S
1,000 MSL 1.2,000 F1M4 72 DEGREES 23 MINUTES N 149 DEGREES 17
INUITES W TO 72 DEGREES 10 MINTES N 149 DEXREES
13 MINUTES W.
1,000 MSL 1.2,000 EXIRA FIAME, NOr PLOUnD.
'IESE LINES ARE NOT PLOIED BHECAUSE THER ARE NO
MAPS FPR 'IIS PORTION OF' BEAFI.TST SEA.
MAP NO. OFAUFORT SEA, ALASKA ONC C-9
c




NR-22-BK-221-00738 08 APR 70 219 KATMAI NATIONAL MKI-:NT., Ah.
ROLL LINE EK)SLIU4E Nbll:tS ALTIlnlE
5 1 5511 - 5539 32/92k MSL
5 1 5540 - 5571 54/92K ISL
5 1 5572 - 5603 54/92K MSL
5 2 5604 - 5651 42/12K MSLL
5 2 5652 - 5687 42/2K MSL
5 5688 - 5689
5 2 5690 - 5699 42/62K MiL
5 2 5700 - 5709 42/62K MSL












NR-22-6K-221-00739 08 APR 70 219 KAT`AI NATIONAL Mt'iUU'Tl,. AK. 126
ROLL LIhNE EXPOSLR: NUitM.RS ALTITTEU SCALE
4 1 3039 - 3067 32/92K M$L 1.64/184K
4 1 3068 - 3099 54/92K MSL 1.104/184K
4 1 3100 - 3131 54/92K MSL 1.104/184K
4 2 3132 - 3179 42/82K MSL 1.84/164K
4 2 3180 - 3215 42/82K MSL 1.84/164K
4 2 3216 - 3226 42/62K MSL 1.84/124K
4 a 3228 - 3237 42/62K MSL 1.84/124K
4 3238 - 3243
NhR-22-,J-029-00740 22 APR 70 029 PHOENIX, ARIZONA 127
RCLL LINE EXPOSRE ERS ALTILiTE SCALE
1 5 3172 - 3182 59.700 MSL 1.119,400
1 4 3183 - 3196 60,400 MSL 1.120,800
1 3 3197 - 3207 60,100 MSL 1.120,200
NR-22-FJ-029-00741 22 APR 70 029 PHENIX, ARIZONA 127
ROL LINE EXPOSLRE NUERS ALTITIUE SCALE
2 5 2775- 2785 59,700 MSL 1.119,400
2 4 2786 - 2799 60,400 MSL 1.120,800
2 3 2800 - 2811 60,100 MSL 1.120,200
I N$STHl .NT C(" I U C HAl ' i ON
RC-8/1, AV, (CAAX SO-391, 6 IN.
HIU4UAKS
N41IVWEASI ' O(V )XlP1.IN I[tt 'I'AIN '1 HARH I;IH hA;\.
SAlITt 0- P1AINTD'I:) %6X\I'AI.N.
S(1'IHF:AST OF UItmPI.I; MINi'I'N 13) PAIN'I'F-) ~IN.
(iAS CHE*riF TO K NIFE pe 1PEA TO S(lrHEAST O1-' DIPLIN
#MO.NTA I N.
IKA(;LUIK CHIRF:X TO KI-JULIK "(OLNTAINS.
[:H*IE O.; ESI).
MARTIN iSANTAIN.
sNT MA;FEIh T(O AHNTAI KN .NTAIN,
IX1HlA F1:Ss, Now Pi I*'F:D.
MAP NO. KAThAI NATIONAL FL-LENT' , ALAS. OhC D-1
RC-8/2, 0.5 MICROEtI-EHS, C(OUlR IR .O-117, 6 IN.
RH4ARKS
NORTHEAST OF DI.PLING MO*N1AIN TO HARRIER RANUE.
SO'UIH OF PAINTED t4LtXTAIN.
S(XLY'F-A.T OF DULPLI N M)X'NTAIN TO PAIN'D) MFN.
GAS CREb( TO KNIFE PEAK 1T SAJIIEAST OF DLNPLINI
MOUNTA I N.
IKAGLAJIK CREPK,( T KEJULIK XO'NTAINS.
FRA1E 3227 IS MISSIN,, COLUNTIE M AL.UCTION.
MARTIN OUXINTAIN.
MWjNT MAGtEIK TO MARTAIN MONlTAIN.
EXlTRA FRAMES, NOT PLOITED.
MAP MN. KATHAI NATIO4AL MiIENTU , ALAS. ONC D-11
RC-8/4L, 0.7 MIEROETERS, B/W IR SO-246, 6 IN.
REMARKS
LLUKE AF NO. 4 TO) SUGARLOAF' MkilNTAINS.
STEWART MOUNTAIN TO BUINT MOUNTAIN. FRIAE 3196
WAS A CAMERA TEST.
NORTH OFP BULCKEYE TO SUPERSTITION MOUNTAINS.
MAP NOS. NI 12-7, NI 12-8
RC-8/4R, 1F3/2.2 AV, COLDR 2448, 6 IN.
REMARKS
LUKE AF NO. 4 TO SUCLARI)AF FIONTA INS.
STEWART MOUNTAIN TO BLUNT YMOUNTAIN.
ORTH OF BUCKEYE TO SUPERSTITION MOUNTAINS.
MAP NOS. NI 12-7, NI 12-8
NR-22-EJ-030-00742 22 APR 70 030 TICON/.J.O, ARIZONA 127 RC-8/4L, 0.7 MICRHLETERS B/W IR S0-246, 6 IN.
ROLL LINE XPOSLkRE N~4LIS ALTITLDE SCALE REARKS
I I 3142 - 3155 57,600 1.115,200 SE OF WIISlXl PLAYA TO ltCSON.
MAP NOS. NI 12-11, NI 12-12, NhH 12-2, NH 12-3
NR-22-EJ-030-00143 22 APR 70 030 TXCSON/AIO, ARIZOhA 121 RC-8/4R, I1F3/2.2 AV, cOa1O 2448, 6 IN.
RILL LI NE kEPOSUE NU4I&..b S ALTITUD SCALE RIb4ARKS
2 1 2747 - 2757 57,600 IML 1.115,200 SE OF WILCOX PLAYA TO TlCSON.
MAP 5NW. NI 12-11, NI 12-12, NH 12-2, NHI 12-3
NR-22-F-1715-00744 29 APR 70 175 HOUSTON, TEAS AREA 127 RC-8/4R, 12+1.8/AV, B/W 2402, 6 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSURIE Nt3ERS ALT11.EM SCALE REMARKS
It 4 2915 - 2937 61,400 MSL 1.122,800 WEST BAY TO GLU. OF MEXIO).
MP No. Wi 15-7
NR-22-EJ-210-00745 22 APR 70 210 IMPERIAL VALLEY, CALIFORNIA 127 RC-8/4L, 0.7 MILCRMETERS, H/W IR 50-246, 6 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NULIES ALTITLDE SCALE REM4ARKS
* 1 3156 - 3159 60,800 MSL 1.121,600 SOLTH OF HOLTVILIE TO tIHA DESERT.
I 2 3160 - 3164 61,200 MSL 1.122,400 NAVAL AUX AIR STATION TO IMPERIAL VALLEY
TIJBEROlJ.Sl IS SAN ITOR IUM.
1 3 3165 - 3168 60,900 MSL 1.121,800 NORTH OP HOLLIILLE TO SULPERSTITION MIONTAIN.
I 4 3169 - 3171 61,000 MSL 1.122,000 WVESITMRILAND TO SAND HILLS.
MAP NOS. Nl 11-9, NI 11-11, NI 11-12
O






INSTHUMFLlT OL.F IGLRATI (
NR-22-EJ-210-00746 22 APR 70 210 IMPERIAL VALLEY, CALIFORNIA 127 RC-8/4R, HIF3/2.2 AV, COLOR 2446, 6 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NMERS ALTITUDE SCALE REMARKS
a I 2758 - 2761 60,800 MSL 1.121,600 SOCUM OF HOLTVILLE TO nHA DESERT.
a a 2762 - 2766 61,200 MSL 1.122,400 NAVAL AJX AIR STATION TO IMPERIAL VALLEY
'111Bull DSIS SANITORILM.
a 3 2767 - 2770 60,900 MSL 1.121,600 NORTH OF HOLTVlU.E TO SUPERSTITION MOUNTAIN.
a 4 2771 - 2774 61,000 MSL 1.122,000 WESTORLAND TO SAND HILLS.
MAP NOS. NI 11-9, NI 11-11, NI 11-12
MR-22-FJ-000-00747 29 APR 70 000 N. TEXAS, SEVERE DIT'ERSTCRMS4 127 RC-8/4L, 12+2.0/AV, O/W 2402, 6 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NUERS ALTITUDE SCALE REMARKS
10 1 3220 - 3267 64,000 MSL 1.128,000 EAST OF SEIMOUR TO LAKE BRIDGEPORT.
10 2 3268 - 3315 64,000 MSL 1.128,000 BOWIE TO WEST OF WICHITA FALLS
10 3 3316 - 3352 64,000 MSL 1.128,000 EAST OF 17FOQ'(4E1'N TO MINERAL WELLS.
,MP NOS.NI 14-5, NI 14-8, NI 14-9
IN-22-FJ-000-00748 29 APR 70. 000 N. TNA. SE : T 127 S-8/4H, RC-*/ +14, I.I./AV. H/i 2402, 6 IN.
ROLL LINE EX3IPSLIR Nk1ttS ALT I11 lE SCALE RiFMRKS
11 2 2822 - 2P69 64,000 SIL 1.12P,000 R.IE :)m WENT IIF WICHIT A AL.S.
11 3 2870 - 2914 64,000 MSL 1.128,000 0AST (F 14(X'45tIO% 11) MINIRX. Vtl..





JUN 70 o05 LAW:IECE. KANSAS
LINE EXPUOSUE ENUtRS ALTI. lWn:
1 4038 - 4042 49,600 MSL
a 4043 - 4047 50.200 IL
4048
NR-22-FJ-0P5-00750 07 JUN 70 0o5 LAWRE'NCE, KANSAS
ROLL LI N EX(PUSUtE 41.IERS ALTITUDE
2 .1 3638 - 3642 49,800 MSL
2 2 3643 - 3647 50,200 ISL
126C RC-/41., 12 * 1.8 AV, C(XOlR IN S-Il?7, 6 1%.
SCAI E RM'RKI(S
1. 99,600 .LAWNENCE 1 NAIDAUIN CIT .
1.100,400 LAWRHENCE 1U (tKAUMISA
MAP NOS. NJ 15-1, NJ 15-4
128C RC-8/4R. 12 * 2.0 AV, B/W 2402, 6 IN.
SCALE REMWAKS
1. 99.600 LAWiHRFCE T) BAID*IN CITY.
1.100,400 LAWRENCE 1O OSKHX)SA.
MAP IOS. *NJ 15-1, NJ 15-4
NR-22-WJ-226-00751 07 JUN 70 226 PIEORIA ILLINOIS 128 RCi-8/4L,12 * 1.8 AV, OOL. IR 50-117, 6 IN.
RXLL LINE EXROS NUE BERS ALTIUDe SCALE L,1RRMARS5
I 3998 - 3999 1TST FRAE eS.
I 1 4000 - 4005 50,200 ML 1.100,400 STANYI0RD TO ROAKME.
I 2 4006 - 4012 49,600 MSL I. 99,200 MITAMRA TO HOPEDALE.
1 3 4013 - 4019 50,300 MSL 1.100,600 DELAVAN TO CHILLICOIHE.
I 4 4020 - 4026 50,700 MSL 1.101,400 PERIA TO MASON CITY.
MAP NDS. N 16-7, NK 16-10
N-22"-J-226-00752 07 JU 70T 226 PEORIA, ILLINKOIS 128C RC-6/4R, 12 * 2.0 AV, B/W 2402, 6 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSMRL N114t ALT7ITUE SCALE RWARKS
2 3599 - 3600 TEST FRAMES.
2 1 3601 - 3606 50,200 MSL 1.100,400 STANFIqD TO ROANOKE.
2 a 3607 - 3613 49,600 MSL 1. 99,200 METAMORA TO HOPEDALE.
2 3 3614 - 3619 50,300 MSL 1.100,600 DELAVAN TO CHILLICOOTHE.
a 4 3620 - 3626 50,700 MSL 1.101,400 PEORIA TO MASON CITY.
MAP NOS. NE 16-7, NK 16-10
U-22-PJ-23 4 -00753 01 JUN TO 234 CEDAR4 RAPIDS, IOWTA 128C RC-6/4L, 12 + 1.8 AV, O.OR IR SO-117, 6 IN.
ROLL LIIIN EXPOM tUwlERS ALT'1!M SCALE R8145(5
I 1 4027 - 4031 50,300 MSL 1.100,600 CDAR RAPIDS TO CENTRAL CITY.
1 2 4032 - 4037 50,500 1SL 1.101,000 CEDAR RAPIDS TO IOWA CITY.
MAP NMS. NK 15-6, NE 15-9
IR-22-FJ-234-00754 07 JtN 70 234 CEtDR RAPIDS, IOWA
ROLL LINE IRE PUIE MAILRS ALTItlDE
a 1 3627 - 3631 50,300 ML
3 a 3t32 - 3631 50,500 MSL,
126C RU-8/4R, 12 * 2.0 AV, NH/ 2402, 6 IN.
SCALE RI",,',A
1.100,600 CFDAI RAPIDS 1D CEnTRAL, CITl.
1.101,000 CEDAH RAPIDS 10 ItukA cirT.
WP NOS. W 15-6, Nk 15-9
-3jI-
IMA,-1II D.ATA FILE - RC-m C.V-:RI WIIJ)-HF':HIWIL(,.
ACCESSION NIMMIFlt
DAE S I TE
NO.
SI 1F N\Mt:
NR-22-tEJ-029-00755 14 MA 70 029 PHOF.NIX, ARIZONA
ROLL LINE -PO.)SLRE NUM[1*S ALTTI.RtE
11 1 3573 - 3587 49,500 KSL
It1 2 3588 - 3600 50,100 ISL
11 3 3601 - 3611 50,000 MSL
11 4 '3612 - 3619 49,800 MSL
11 5 3620 - 3632 50,000 MSL
11 4 3633 - 3644 50,000 MSL
NR-22-EJ-029-00756 14 MAY 70 029 PIHENIX, ARIZONA
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NU4WRS ALTITlUDE
12 1 3158 - 3172 49,500 MSL
12 2 3113 - 3185 50,100 MSL
12 3 3186 - 3196 50,000 MSL
12 4 3197 - 3204 49,800 MSL
12 5 3205 - 3217 50,000 MSL
12 4 3218 - 3229 50,000 MSL
NR-22-EJ-029-00757 22 MAY 70 029 PHOENIX, ARIZONA
ROXL LINE E;XPOSURE NUlBERS ALTIlItDE
28 1 3836 - 3840 50,300 MSL
28 2 3841 - 3847 50,500 MSL
28 3 3848 - 3853 50,800 MSL
28 4 3854 - 3860 50,600 MSL
28 5 3861 - 3867 50,500 MSL
1R-22-EJ-029-00758 22 MAY 70 029 PHO1ENIX, ARIZONA
RCLL LINE EXPOSURE NU41RS ALTITUDE
29 1 3425 - 3430 50,300 MSL
29 2 3431 - 3438 50,500 MSL
29 3 3439 - 3444 50,800 MSL
29 4 3445 - 3452 50,600 MSL
29 5 3453 - 3459 50,500 MSL
MIS-
S i(
I NSHl- :lE %T C(~l1A(hAI 1'%
12PB RC-8/4L, 1.8 AV/12, COLOR IR SO-117, 6 IN.
SCALE REMkARkS
1. 99,000 CHbTJR TO HARTLF1T1 DAM.
1.100,200 CAVE CHREIt DA TO') N\RICOPA.
1.100,000 MK41O1E TO CAVE CRFEE DAM.
1. 99,600 THIS IS LINE 4, RHN I. SUN CIT 1 T0 INDIAN
RESIERVA1 ION.
1.100,000 ,(l'TH (W AVONDALE TO LAKE PLEASA.T.
1.100,000 THIS IS L.INE 4. RHN 2. IFMVER IS 1TE SAME
AS LI NE 4, RUN I. TO COHRELA1E, STARI FItE
3633 AT FRAME 3612.
MAP NOS. NI 12-7, NI 12-8
1288 RC-8/4R, 2.0 AV/12, B/W 2402, 6 IN.
SCALE REIMARKS
1. 99,000 CHANDLXFR TO BAR1ET.T D\M.
1.100,200 CAVE CREFFX D4M 1TD \ARIC)PA.
1.100,000 KCtAlTKE TO CAVE CREEK DAM.
1. 99,600 SLN CITr TO INDIAN RESEHVATION.
1.100,000 SOt)T OF AVONDALE TO LAKE PLEASANT.
1.100,000 MAP NOS. NI 12-7, NI 12-8
1268 RC-8/4L, 1.8 AV/12, COLOR IR SO-117, 6 IN.
SCALE REMARKS
1.100,600 CHANDLER HEIGCH'S TO LUSLEY HILL.
1.101,000 CAVE CREEK TO GILA BUIT'E.
1.101,600 PIMA BLrITE TO DEEM HILLS.
1.101,200 PYRAMID PEAK TO MINTEZIUAS HEAD.
1.101.000 RAINOWI VALLEY TO LIKE AIR FIELD NO. 2.
MAP NOS. NI 12-7. NI 12-8
1288 RC-8/4R, 2.0 AV/12, B/W 2402, 6 IN.
SCALE REMARKS
1.100,600 CHANDLER HEIGHTS TO LOUSLEY HILL.
1.101,000 CAVE CREEK TO GILA BUITFE.
1.101,600 PIMA HLB1E TO DEEM HILLS.
1.101,200 PYRAMID PEAK TX) MONTEZUMA HEAD.
1.101,000 RAINHBW VALLEY TO LLKE AIR FIELD NO 2.
·vSP %Ml'. %1 le7, x, I.- 
NR-22-EJ-030-00759 22 MA4 70 030 ICSL .N/A.JO, ARIZONA 1280 RC-8/41., 1.8 AV/12, CXAWR IR S0-117, 6 IN.ROLL LINE EXiOSULtE NiM-*MS ALTI .RA: SCALE HRI.vRKS
28 1 3822 - 3828 49,400 MSL 1.9IH,00 MXSNT 'I-NP 1T0 SANTA RlTA EXPEHRImENTALt. RN,".
28 2 49.900 MSL 1.99,F00 NO(RTH 11CS.ON TO SAIWARITA.
MAP NOS. NI 12-11, NH 12-2, NI 12-12, NH 12-3
r1-22-fJ-030-00760 22 MAY 70 030 RCSU N/AJO. ARIZONA 1288 RC-84R, 2.0 AV/12, ,W% 2402, 6 IN.ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NUI'I4S ALT I TIE SCALE Rk"IARKS
29 I 3411 - 3417 49,400 MSL 1.98,L00 M.,Xr' UL.V.t-ON TO SANTA RITA EXpEItI:NTAL RANME.
29 2 3418 - 3423 49,900 MSL 1.99,800 NtRTH TLCSON T1 SAIRtAITA.
MAP NOS. NI 12-11, NH 12-2, NI 12-12, NH 12-3
NR-22-EJ-225-00761 14 MAY 70 225 RIV]RSIDE. CALIFORNIA 128B RC-8/4L, 1.8 AV/12. CLCR IR 0-117, 6 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NUh ERS ALT ITLe SCALE RIV.($
11 I 3544 - 3552 49,900 MSL 1. 99,800 APPLE VALLEY TO PERRIS.
11 2 3553 - 3564 50,300 MSL 1.100,600 LNA 1A TO GOFXRCE AIR IFRCE BASE.
11 3 3565 - 3572 51,000 MSL 1.102,000 CAJON 10 SCUIH OF' CtXONA.
MAP NOS. NI 11-5, Nhi 11-8
NR-22-BJ-225-07T62 14 MAY TO 225 RIVERESIDPE CAN.I'AINITA 11281 RC-8/4R, 2.0 AV/12, H/W 2402, 6 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOS3.I.E NUI* ALTI'IDU SCALE RIARKS
12 I 3129- 3137 49,900MSL 1.99,800 APPLE VALLEY TO P11R8S.
12 2 3138 - 3149 50,300 o MSL 1.100.600 LAGUNA TO G1ER;E AIR FORCE BASE.
12 3 3150 - 3157 51,000 1MSL 1.102,000 CAJON TO W ,lJ( O1 O (.X16 NA.
MP NOS. NI 11-5, NI 11-8







N1-22-EJ-235-00763 22 MAY 70 235 SALT LAKE CITY, UT.AH 126B RC-8/4L, 1.8 AV/12, COLOR IR SO-117, 6 IN.
ROLL LIE EXPOSURE Nu4ERS ALTIlU[Y SCALE REI4ARKS
28 1 3870 3878 49,500 MSL 1.99,000 PLEASANT GROVE TO Mt[NTAIN GREEN.
28 2 3879 - 3884 51,000 MSL 1.102,000 KAYSVIUF TO RIVtRTON.
MAP NOS. NK 12-8, NK 12-10, NK 12-11
WI-22-EJ-235-00764 22 MAY 70 235 SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 1268 RC-8/4R, 2.0 AV/12, B/W 2402, 6 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NR14JS ALTIT1UE SCALE REMARKS
29 1 3462 - 3470 49,500 MSL 1.99,000 PLEASANT GROVE TO MOLUTAIN GREEN.
29 2 3471 - 3478 51,000 MSL 1.102,000 KAYSVILLE TO RIVER1TON.
MAP NOS. NK 12-8, NK 12-10, hK 12-11
NR-22-EJ-994-00765 13 MAY 70 994 EL PASO, TEXAS 128B RC-8/4L, 1.8 AV/12, COLOR IR SO-117, 6 IN.
HIL LINE EXPOSURE htMHERS ALTIT1DE SCALE RHEMAIKS
2 I 3521 - 3525 50,500 MSL 1.101,000 RC-8/4L, ROLL 2 IS LMhDE, EXPOSED.
SEV':E MILES WEST OF SAN E1IZARIO TO IHY. 54.
2 2 3526 - 3532 50,200 MSL 1.100,400 NORTH FRANKLIN MNETAIN TO 'TOMI1LO.
a 3 3533 - 3535 50,000 MSL 1.100,000 EL PASO EASTWARD TO 2 MILES S(U1f OF U.S.






MAY 70 994 F. PASO), TEXAS
LINE EXFOSUtFLRE NI6-S1
I 3106 - 3110
2 3111 - 3117
3 3118 - 3120
_,, Nt-22-&J-994-00767 23 MAN 70 994 F. PA,'O, TEXAS
ROLL LINE EXPIOSRE MN141~5
37 3 3890 - 3*93
37 2 3894 - 3899
37 1 3900 - 3904








NR-22-PJ000-0-0076 13 MAY 70 000 L.'WXCK, TEXAS
ROLL LINE EX(POLRE N.1RS ALTITIE
10 1 3516 - 3519 49,000 MSL
NM-22-FJ-000-00169 13 MAY 70 000 LLIWXCK, TtXAS
1XL LINE 3W(POSLRE. NLt S ALTITLDE
II 1 3101 - 3104 49,000 MSL
NR-22-GJ-046-00770 05 MAY 70 046 AqSMVIUE, NORH CAROLINA
OLL LINE EXPOSUtE N.IMIRS ALTliTDE
19 1 3491 - 3495 49,500 MSL
19 2 3496 - 3500 49,500 MSL
NM-22-G-046-00771 05 MAY 70 046 ASHIVIU.E, NoRTH CAROLINA
ROLL LIE EXPOSUHE .4MBERS ALTilnUE
20 1 3075 - 3079 - 49,500 MSL
20 a 3080 - 3084 49,500 MSL
NR-22-,I-132-00772 04 MAY 70 132 NEW ORLEANS, LOISIANA
IaL LINE EXPOSURE NUHIF3RS AL TIllDE
19 1 3434 - 3438 50,000 MSL
19 a 3439 - 3444 50,000 ISL
19 3 3445 - 3450 50,000 MSL
19 4 3451 - 3455 50,000 MSL
121 HRC-#/4H, Z.0 AV/12, HIW 240*, 6 IN.
SCAlIE RHNIAR' S
1.101,000 IIN'. MlltFS IEST (I F . I.*.l IZI/O 110) -MI 54.
1. 100,400 MTH IFlAKI.1% ttVI l'4 'It) T1111.I.
1.100,0000 l., PA4S(0 4A.'IVAD 1'X1 2 MILE'S S(IH O(F i.S.
MAFW S. NH 13-1, N" 13-10
128B RC-#/4L, 1.8 AV/12, COUXM IR Hi-117, 6 IN.
CALE RtNIARIKS
1.100,X00 1DtT H.IS .i REiSFRVATION T) HOISE HILL.
1.101,000 Ct.LINT T AN1hW(N.
1.100,600 Sl AND TO i'tRT HLISS RESFIRVATION.
mP NS . NH 13-1, MN 13-10
128e RC-8/4L, 1.8 AV/12, CO(XA IR SO-117, 6 IN.
SCALE WIYARKS
1.98,000 RC-8/4L HAD tUI.NEXPOSID FILM. IDAILUY TO
OP~KE.
AP NOS. NI 13-9, NI 14-7
1268 RC-8/4R, 2.0 AV/12, B/W 2402, 6 IN.
SCALE RA'YRKS
1.98,000 IDALVU I) OPD1(KE.
MA.P NOS. NI 13-9, NI 14-7
128A RC-8/4L, W-12/1.8 AV, COLOIRI SO-117, 6 IN.
SCALE RE,4ARKS
1.99,000 HENOE1SONVILLE TO MARS HILL.
1.99,000 JUNO TO HHEVARD
MP NO. N.J 17-11.
128A IC-8/4R, W-12/2.OAV, B/W 2402, 6 IN.
SCALE REMAWS
1.99,000 WHIERSONVILLE TO MARS HILL.
1.99,000 JUNO TO RREVARD.
MAP NO. NJ 17-11.
126A RC-8/4L, W-12/1.8AV, COLOR IR SO-117, 6 IN.
SCALE REMIARKS
1.100,000 FRL LAKE LERY TO LAKE BORGNE.
1.100,000 FtROM LAKE PONTCiARTRAIN TO IE MISSISSIPPI RIVER
1.100,000 Fl(J KENTA CANAL TO LAKE PONTI ARTHIIAN.
I.100,000 F1(4 OINCANCANAL TO LAKE SALVADI:
1MA . NH 15-6, NH 16-4, NH 15-9, NH 16i-7.





hR-22--H-132-00773 04 MAN 70 132 NO* (IULK-A'S, ILtilSIAA
ROLL LINE EXWPOSLR: NtNIFN-S AItI'l UL:
20 I 3017 - 302)1 50,000 MSL
20 2 3022 - 3021 50,000 MsL
20 3 3028 - 3033 50,000 MSL
20 4 3034 - 3038 50,000 MSL
kR-22-FM-175-00774 13 MAY 70 175 HOUSTON, TEXAS (AREA)
ROLL LINE EXPNSULE N.IMI]S ALTI3DE
I 1 3075 - 3082 50,000 MSL
1 2 3083 - 3091 50,000 MSL
1 3 3092 - 3101 50,000 KML
1 4 3102 - 3109 50,000 MSL
1 5 3110 - 3117 50,000 MSL
I 6 3118 - 3123 50,000 MSL
I 7 3124 - 3129 50,000 MSL
1 8 3130 - 3135 50,000 MSL
NR-22-FH-175-00775 13 MAY 70 175 HOUSTONh, TEXAS (AREA)
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE NUaI.RS ALTI TEDE
2 1 2686 - 2687 50,000 MsL
2 2 2686 - 2696 50,000 MSL
2 3 2697 - 2706 50,000 MSL
2 4 2707 - 2714 50,000 MSL
2 5 2715 - 2722 50,000 MSL
2 6 2723 - 2728 50,000 MSL
2 7 2729 - 2734 50,000 MSL
2 8 2735 - 2740 50,000 MSL
NR-22-J-217-00776 05 MAY 70 217 ATLANTA, CGEORGIA
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NL14BS ALTI 1TD
19 1 3464 - 3472 50,000 MSL
19 2 3473 - 3480 50,000 MSL
19 3 3481 - 3489 50,000 MSL
NR-22-CJ-217-00777 05 MAY 70 217 ATLANTA, GEORGIA
RO.L LINE EXPOSURE NTIHFRS ALTI' D.8
20 I 3048 - 3056 50,000 MSL
20 2 3057 - 3064 50,000 MSL
20 3 3065 - 3073 50,000 MSL
NR-22-1FJ-227-00771 02 MAt 70 227 WICHITA FAIL.S, TF:NAS
ROU. LINE EXPOSURE %NI.M-3)S A13'llT E
10 I 3361 - 3368 50,000 MLSL
10 2 3369 - 3375 50,000 MSL
10 3 3378 - 3382 50,000 MSL
NR-Z2-FJ-227-00779 02 MAY 70 221 WICHITA FAL.S, TEXAS
1OLL LINE EXPOSURE NUhlft S ALLTITuDE
11 1 2945 - 2952 50,000 MSL
11 2 2953 - 2960 50,000 MSL








272 OKLAHOMA CIT, OKLASMA
EXPOSLRE Nl4IH-S ALTIT nTE
3414 - 3418 50,000 MSL
3420 - 3429 50,000 MSL
M:i - IN.sTIMk'M:NT t(AXltiF\ II(ONT
5104
C IZA HC-'/4', *-12/2.0WA, H/W 2402, . I%.
SCAIJ RI'i"XRKS
1.100,000 F)(OI INAE: IMIN T) IoN.E FHX, u:.
1.100,000 -'lH(bI I,.E-: P(T'IHC\H'NI'HNI 1O): LTHE I 'ISS.,IIPI HNII-:'
1.100,000 I(ME kF:N'I'A CANAl. 11) I.AK: PhIl'CHIHTIA'.I
1.100,000 HROM IXNCN% CAAL,. '1) tIAK S\l.A,UXXi.
MAP NOS. NH 15-6, NH 16-4, NH 15-9, NH 16-7.
12PA RC-8/4L, W-12/I.tPAV, COLOX IR S0-117, 6 IN.
SCALE RI.tARKS
I .100,000 CAJUI'EST. I SLUND.
1.100,000 SFI1'FnIll'R LAK\E 1TO )OhT HE.VIPI 1 .
1.100,000 HU'.I.E HEFI'IN.RH (tiPI'AN) Ti) SAN LIlS PASS.
1.100,000 ALt) TO) tLAN H(,SltA.
1.100,000 HlNI :E TO ALVIN.
1.100,000 FRESINO TO SPRING.
1.100,000 CYPRE.;SS CRFH:F TO l RAZ705 RIVER.
1.100,000 RO'Et3E q TO( TV IH\LI..
IMP .0US. NH 15-4, NH 15-7.
128A RC-8/4R, W-12/2.OAV, B/W 2402, 6 IN.
SCALE RE.ARI(S
1.100,000 2 FRA-FS IhTO l.lINE I RC-P/4R. AI.VESl:iU,, TF:XAS
1.100,000 SkEETEIATFR LANE TO W1Y' HELVIFW.
1.100,000 HthI LE RFEFIN-ER1 (tBXNIAN) TO SAN LUIS PASS.
1.100,000 ALICOA TO LAKE IHOUSTON.
1.100,000 HLMHLE TO ALVIN.
1.100,000 FRESINO TO SPRING
1.100,000 CIPRESS CRE'E( TO BRAZOS RIVER.
1.100,000 ROSENBIEIG TO ITALL.
MAP NOS. NI 15-4, NH 15-7.
217 RC-8/4L, W-12/1.0 AV, COLOR IR SO-117, 6 IN.
SCALE RE4ARKS
1.100,000 MCDI(XMi TO ALPARETTS
1.100,000 ROSWE'IL TO WOLEY.
1.100,000 FAYETI'EVILLE TO SOUIH CAROLINA
t4P NOS. NI 16-9, NI 16-6.
128A RC-8/4R, W-12/2.0 AV, B/W 2402, 6 INh.SCALF, RE14ARKS
1.100,000 MCDOOtIGH TO ALPHARErTS
1.100,000 RONSWELL TO WUOLSEY.
1.100,000 FAYETTEVILLE TO SOLTH CANMON
,'.\P N)Q. NI Ib-q, NI Ih-b.
12-A HC-e/4L., 12/I.) AV, C(X9R IN .)-117, 6 IN.
SalE )v' FO \H iSN
1 100,000 0 (SCIIl A) NXlH 0 tO 1'Il
1 100,000 I-HAI:E, 3376 A.\) 3377 llX.Flt:I EPX()1.). DE.()I. 'IX
ARCHE,; CITN NI.I4H.
1.100,000 HOLLI DAY 'I HiUNLNIX I ED.
MAP .OS. NI 14-8, NI 14-5.
12PA RC-e/4R, 12/2.0 AV, B/W 2402, 6 IN.
SCALE: RE-,IARKS
1.100,000 Sci(X A'LND NORTH 1) C(XI.Iln.Ut N.
1.100,000 DnVOL TO AHCHIF. CI l' IRTIH
1.100,000 HFUL.IDD 1' TO GUAND'I-LFD.
MAP NOS. NI 14-S, NI 14-5
12PA RC-e/4L, I.8AV/12, COLOR IR (,)-117, 6 IN.
SCALE REAR.S
1.100,000 (UN,1SCIDFD) INION CITX TO) tltAD
ONE BLANK {%'cL E SEPARATING, L.INS I AND 2.
1.100,000 EIN)'ND TO NNTH HI NGEH.
MAP NOS. NI 14-3, NI 14-2.







hE-22-FJ-272-00781 02 MAY 70 272 OKIAKOMA CITY, CKLAHOMA 12A RC-8/4R, 2.0AV/12, R/W 2402, 6 IN.
RCLL LINE EXPOSUE NUBERS ALTITUE SCALE REMAR(S
II 1 2997 - 3001 50,000 MSL 1.100.000 (UNSC0HEJED) UNION CITY TO EID OD
ONE BLANK FRAME SEPARATIG LINES I AND 2.
11 2 3003 - 3012 50,000 MSL 1.100,000 EDMOND TO NORTH BINGi..
MAP NOS. NI 14-3, NI 14-2.
NR-22-FJ-000-00782 02 MAY 70 000 DALLAS, TXAS 128A RC-8/4L, 1.8AV/12, COLOR IR SO-117, 6 IN.
ROL. LINE E(POSLRE MEERS ALTITUDE SCALE REIMARKS
10 1 3383 - 3388 52,000 MSL 1.104,000 EAST FORK TRINITY RIVER TO WVLIE.
10 2 3389 - 3397 52,000 MSL 1.104,000 PIANO TO FIRIS.
10 3 3398 - 3404 52,000 MSL 1.104,000 LANCASTER TO HWY. 121.
10 4 3405 - 3413 52,000 MSL 1.104,000 LEWISVILLE TODMIDLTHIIAN.
MAP NOS. NI 14-12, NI 14-9.
M1-22-PJ-00000-783 02 MAY T70 000 DALLAS, TEXAS 128A RC-8/4R, 12/2.OAV, B/W 2402, 6 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE NLMIERS ALTITUE SCALE REMARKS
I1 1 2966 - 2971 52,000 MSL 1.104,000 EAST FX TRINITY RIVER TO WYLIE
11 a 2972 - 2980 52,000 MSL 1.104,000 PLANO TO FERRIS.
11 3 2981 - 2987 52,000 MSL 1.104,000 LANCASTER TO HWY. 121.
11 4 2988 - 2995 52,000 MSL 1.104,000 LEVISVILLE TO MIDLOTHIAN.
MAP NOS. NI 14-12, NI 14-9.
W-22-1FJ-228-00784 09 NOV 70 228 MIIAhD , TEXAS
.ROLL LINE X.PUSL.E N1IIRS
I I 9337 - 9341
1 9342-
1 2 9343 - 9348
1 9349 -
I 2 9350- 9354
NR-22-PJ-226-00785 09 NOV 70 228 MIDLAND, TEXAS
.WLL LINE EXIPOSIMRE M, 'RS
2 1 9034- 9039
2 9040-
2 2a 9041 -9045
2 9046-
2 2 041 - 9051
NR-22-PJ-228-00786 15 JAN 71 228 MIDLAND, TEXAS
ROLL LINE EXPDOSLRE NLMH
to0 0594 - 0605
10 2 0606 - 0615
10 3 0616 - 0624
NR-22-PJ-228-00787 15 JAN 71 228 MIDLAND. TEXAS
RPOL LINE MXPOSUPE N11E3RS
11 1 0338- 0349
II a 0350 - 0359
11 3 0360 - 0368
M-22-4J'U-1I7-00786 28 JIN T70 18 E DOMON, MASSA,.
JM. LINE fPOSL.E N4ES
10 1 4389 - 4394
NR-22-J1-11 7-e0078 26 JUN 0 187 BIS? Tl, MASSACHL
1XLL LINE EXPOR.E NLAISERS
II 1 4136 - 4743
128E RC-8/4R, 2E, CIXMI S0-397, 6 IN.
ALTITlDE SCALE RNARHKS
50,000 tML 1.100,000 FAST O* OD(:SSA TO IHl:ST (O' MIDlAD.
OBLILUE VIEW 413' P'LIPI7D
50,000 MSL 1.100,000 NaTH OFC MIDLAND 11) q. (Am'HK$T 0' HMIDANO.
O IOGE VIEW (WOT PLU)'11D)
53,300 ISL 1.106,600 scU'lEAST. Of MIXLA)D l NORIh OF MIDlAND.
MAP NS. NI 13-12, NH 13-3, NI 14-10, NI 14-I.
128E RC-8/4L, W-12, COLOR IR 2443, 6 IN.
ALTITUDE SCALE RAR5KS
50,000 MSL 1.100,000 EAST OF ODESSA TO NMRIFEST OF MIDLAND.
OBLIOU VIEW (iMl pLwr1rD).
50,000 MtL 1.100,000 ORTh OF MIDAND TO, SWII$AST OF" MIDLAhD
OBLIGL. VIEW (NI.T .PLtMD).
53,300 MSL 1.106,600 SOLITGEAST O' MIDLAD TO OURTH OF' MIDLAD
MAP NCS. NI 13-12, Mi 13-3, NI.14-10, NH 14-1.
128E RC-8/4R,.52 MICROMETERS+IA¥I,COtLR IR 2442,61N.
ALT ITUDE SCALE RFAIRKS
49,900 ML 1.99,800 WEST OF ODESSA TO WE OFS HIG SPRINS.
49,900 M6L 1.99,800 OMRTHEAST OF MIDLAND TO SOC1U KEST OF' OD:SSA.
49,900 MSL 1.99,800 SXUfiH-SOURtEST ODF ESSA TO EAST OF MIDLAhD.
MAP NM6. NI 13-12, NH 13-3, NI 14-10, NH 14-1.
1286 RC-8/4L, 2E.2.2AV, COLOR SO-397, 6 IN.
ALTITWU SCALE RE.ARKS
49,900 MSL 1.99,800 WEST OF OSSA TO WEST O BIG SPRINhS.
49,900 MSL 1.99,800 NORTHEAST OF MIDLAND TO SOUClH:$ST OF' OESSA.
49,900 FSL 1.99,800 SCOLlH-SOULlEST OF ODESSA TO EAST OF MIDLAND.
AP NOS6. Ni 13-12, NH 13-3, NI 14-10, Mi 14-1.
eITS 1280 RC-8/4L, 12, CLR IR SO-117, 6 IN.
ALTITUE SCALE R!H8KS
51,000 MSL 1.102,000 FRAES NOT r PITED 1ECAJSE FLIQIT' WAS ABORTED
OLB TO ASSIVE CLUW CVIERAGE.
MAP MO6. N( 19-4, NK 19-7
ETS 128D RC-8/4R, 12, /12 2402, 6 IN.
ALTITUJe SCALE RAIRKS
51,000 NSL 1.102,000 FRAIES NOT PLOWIEDT BECAUSE FLIFHT WAS ABTED
LwE TO MASSIVE C1OD) ACOVUAGE.
NA MS. IQC 19-4, #6 19-7
-4
IMAPtNY DATA F'ILF: - RC-8 C 'It:RA (WILJ)-HH-lilik(C)
DAT SITE SITE ANE
ACCESSION 1NLIBE NO.
NR-22-HJ-187-00790 07 JtL 70 187 ROS1XIN, MASSAC1Hi.'TS
ROLL. LINE EXI.SLRIE Nti3SL Ai.TIlULD1
19 I 5202 - 5211 51,000 MFSL
19 2 5212 - 5221 51,200 MSL
19 3 5222 - 5231 51,000 MISL
19 4 5232 - 5235 50,600 MSL
19 5 5236 - 5241 50,400 MESL
NR-22-HJ-187-00791 07 JUL 70 147 BOSTON, MASSACHLE.5TS
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE NLMHIRS ALT I T.E
20 1 5554 - 5563 51,000 MSL
20 2 5564 - 5573 51,200 MSL
20 3 5574 - 5583 51,000 hSL
20 4 5584 - 5587 50,600 MSL
20 5 5588 - 5592 50,400 MSL
iR-22-FJ-194-00792 27 JUN 70 194 DENVER, COURAWX)
ROLL LlNE EXPOSLRE NUL4S ALTIT1DE
1 4329 - 4331
I 1 4332 - 4338 50,800 ISL
1 2 4339 - 4353 51,200 MSL
I 3 4354 - 4359 50,800 MSL
1 4360
NR-22-FJ-194-00793 27 JUN 70 194 DENVER, C(XLRADO
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE 4.It:RS ALT I TIDE
a 4687 - 4689
2 1 4690 - 4696 50,800 MSL
2 2 4697 - 4703 51,200 MSL












JUN 70 229 NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICLT
LINE EXPOSiUR NhlERS ALT ITDE
1 4395 - 4400 49,900 MSL
2 4401 - 4405 50,000 MSL





229 NEW HA E N, !CONNI-'ICLT
E(POSiRE 5N(Lt:HS ALT I %:L
4744 - 4749 49,900 MSL
4750 - 4754 50,000 MSL
4755 - 4760 50,200 MSL
NR-22-G-230-00796 28 JLUN 70 230 WASHINGTON, D.C.
RO.L LINE EX)SARE NUMBERS ALTIl.DE
10 4412 - 4414
10 1 4415 - 4420 51,200 MSL
10 2 4421 - 4426 50,400 MSL
10 3 4427 - 4432 50,500 MSL
10 4 4433 - 4439 50,400 MSL
NR-22-GJ-230-00797 28 JUN 70 230 WASHIN;TON, D.C.
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE NUIRS ALT ITJDE
11 4761 - 4763
11 1 4764 - 4769 51,200 MSL
11 2 4770 - 4775 50,400 MSL
11 3 4776 - 4781 50,500 MSL
11 4 4782 - 4788 50,400 MSL
MIS- INSTRUIkE4NT C(NFIIJHAT ION
SION
128D RC-8/41., 12, tXULDX IH SO-117, 6 IN.SCALE IREZWRKS
1.102,000 NORTH OF IVERI.t 11) NOXIH NOF' NIW HWFj-I).
1.102,400 TAlN)iN 1T N(1TH OF HOS'ON.
1.102,000 IAWRENCE TO NMT1H OF' F'AI.L HIVRH.
1.101,200 SLMIf'ST OF' HFO)S1O 1 I NOIRHI-ES' OF' wt'lhN.
1.100,K00 FAST OF' FURT IvE.S TO MILIUHD.
MAP NOS. NK 19-4, NK 19-7
120D RC-8/4R, 12, H/W 2402, 6 IN.SCALE Ri4ARKES
1.102,000 NORTH OF Bi'ViHLY TO NiTH OF.' NFW IIFUHMD.
1.102,400 TANITON TO NOR1TH (F' tSTON.
1.102,000 LAWRFNCE TO MITH OFq FAII. RIVFR.
1.101,200 S(LnHIEST OF' UOSllN t1D NON'IiHSEST O' H)STON.
1.100,800 FAST OF' FURT DEti'S TO MILFOOD.
MAP NOS. NK 19-4, NK 19-7
128D RC-8/4L, 12, COLOR IR SO-117, 6 IN.
SCALE REIfARKS
TEST FRAES, NOT PIROrrD.
1.101,600 SOIT.EAST OF DIhNVER TO FORT lI)T1Y.
1.102,400 I(RTH OF DENVER Ti) ,SW'IH( OF DENVER.
1.101,600 S(X"tHEST OF' DENVR 1t) EAST OF' HtOItA.
TEST FRAFE, NOT PLOTEED.
MAP NOS. NK 13-11, NJ 13-2
1280 RC-8/4R, 12, B/W 2402, 6 IN.
SCALE REiRKS(
TEST FRAMES, NOT PLOITED.
1.101,600 SWI"IEAST OF DEN:VER TO FROT LUPTIN.
1.102,400 NORTH OF DENVER TO 5S1LIH O' DFNVER.
1.101,600 SOLIfHWEST OF DENVER TO EAST OF BOJlDER.
TEST FRAME, NOP PLDTED.
MAP NOS. NK 13-11, NJ 13-2
128D RC-8/4L, 12, ILOR IR SO-117, 6 IN.
SCALE R84ARKS
1.99.800 S(IlTEAST OF NEW BRITAIN TO EAST OF EAST HAVEN.
1.100,000 NEW HAVEN TO EAST OF' WATERBURY.
1.100,400 NORTH OF MERIDEN TO SCiH OF BRANFURD.
iAP NO, NK 18-9
1280 RC-8/4R, 12, B/W 2402, 6 IN.SCALE . REIHRKS
1. 99,k00 S(n1IFTAST OF NFM IRIT'AIN 11) -1' T OF E:AST HAK:\.
1.100,000 NFh HAVE*N 1O) F\S1' OF WA,'IF:H:HF .
1.100,400 NORIH OF' NFRIDFIN 11) oS11iH OF 'R-,\NI')HU.
MAP N.. hNk 18-9
128D RC-8/4L, 12, OILOR IR 50-117. 6 IN.
,~~~SCAi F:l~ RFI-t4ARKS
TEST IFRA..S, NOT PL7TFD.
1.102,400 LAIRFl. 1) SOAXHFAST OF WASHIN*IO.1, D.C.
1.100,800 0SC2 I OFH WAS.IINIG*IT, D.C., 1T) NORTH WASHING'IX%,
D.C.
1.101,000 ROCKVIUJ-: TO FCRT REI.VOIR.
1.100,800 SRLtEST OF' ARLINGTOIN TO NORTHWST OF
ARLINGTOIN.
MAP W(. NJ 18-1, NJ 18-4
128D RC-8/4R, 12, B/W 2402, 6 IN.
SCALE RE14ARKS
TEST FRAMES, NOT PLOTED.
1.102,400 LALREL TO SOMll{FAST OF WASHIINTON, D.C.
1.100,800 SOITH OF WASHINGTON, D.C., TO NORTH WASHINOIYV,
D.C.
1.101,000 RO(XVILLE TO FORT BELlVOIR.
1.100,800 SOWrE.ST OF ARLIN;TON TO NKRTIWEST OF
ARL I R)N .
MAP ,OS. NJ 18-1, NJ 18-4
-. 303,






I NSLTh'.NT CONFl IHAT IO
MR-22-" -231-00798 05 JLL 70TO 231 PONTIAC, MICHIGAN 128D RO-8/4L, 15, COLOR IR 2443, 6 IN.
ROL LINE BEXPOSUE lM3ERS ALTITJEM SCALE RA UI RKS
28 1 4910 - 4916 62,500 MSL 1.125,000 rN BEST OF DEIROIT TO LAPEEIR.
MAP NOS. NK It-I, NK 17-4
NR-22-'J-231-00799 05 JUL 70 231 PONTIAC, M4ICHIGAN RC-8/4R, 2, COLOR 0-397, 6 IN.
RUXL LINB B(PX1E MEN~ 3S ALT17.W SCALE REMARKS
29 1 001 - 007 62,500 MSL 1.125,000 NARIWEST OF DF!TROIT TO7 LAPEER.
RAP (NOS. NK 17-1, M( 17-4
WM-22-EJ-029-00803 21 MAY 70 029 PH!ENIX, ARIZONA
ROIL LINE EXPOSRE hU4RS ALTITUIE
I 1 028 - 038 50,700 MSL
I 2 039 - 050 61,200 MSL
1 3 051 - 062 61,100 MSL.
I 4 063 - 074 61-100 MSL
I 5 075 - 0f6 61,000 MIl,
hN-22-EJ-029-80004 21 P4AY 70 029 PHOENIX, ARI ZA
ROLL LINE IIEXPB L.E NMIRS AI.T I nDE,
2 1 3350 - 3360 60,700 MSL
a2 3361 - 3370 61.200 MSL
a 3 3373 - 3384 61,100 MSL
a 4 3385 - 3396 61,100 MSL
2 5 3397 - 3408 61,000 MSL
NP-22-&J-030-00805 21 MNY 70 030 C.USON/J
t
O, ARIZONA
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NLM1S ALTIT`U1E








RC-8/4L, 1.8 AV/W-15, COLOR IR SO-117, 6 IN.
RB4ARKS
CXUNIER MALU.NCTION, MNM3ERS WERE AFFIXED
MANUALLY. GII.LESPIB DAM TO FLORENCE JUNCTION.
DESERT OLD LDCOE TO ARLINGTPN.
NW {*' tCK:FN,: T1) S*:PFHl'TITION Xli1NT'AINS
1(XI J)FIIIJ) *tXl STSN '1' 1) T1O))PAH I'.FH'I'.
:EAST I F:l HELrtn'l' (NTINSS T1o ll'1Ni hNA'IONl(AL
S. N I- i 
14RP stb. NI 12-7, NI 12-8
129 RC-0/4R, 2.2 AV/ 1-3, COXLO 2441, 6 IN.
SCALE Re4ARKS
1.121,400 GII.ESPIE DAM TO FIARECE JlC'rio.'
1.122,400 DIESIiT COLD LOUIE 1) .ULINilYN. F*'lRVS 3371 ANoD
3372 %,.RE OUBLEL EXPO'ILES.
1.122,200 NW OF FILCKIEE TO St:PI-STIlli(N MRAiNTAINS.
1.122,200 OtDFIt-'LD M1,NTAINS T TON(WA)PH 0:SE'RT.
1.122,000 EAST OF' tElJO.rT MILNTAINS To I'Nl NATIONAL
FOREST.
MNP b0S. NI 12-7, NI 12-8
129 RC-8/4L, 1.8 AV/IS5,COLOR IR SO-117, 6 IN.
SCALE RN4,RKS
1.112,000 DIRAGON PFAK TO SW TXCSON. OUXTil1R M4AL.F1.CTION,
sMlaI ESW RE AWFIXED ANUALLI.
MAP NOS. NI 12-12, NI 12-11, NI 12-2, MH 12-3
l-Z22-EJ-030-00806 21 MAY 70 030 lc.CSON/AJO, ARIZONA 129 RC-8/4R, 2.2 AV/ZF-3, OLDLR 2448, 6 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSE t3~EERS ALTlIDE SCALE RERtIKS
2 1 3320 - 3332 56,000 MSL 1.112,000 DRXGN PEAK7D SW lRES1N.14MP N0S. NI 12-12, NI 12-11, MI 12-2, NI 12-3
M4-22-EJ-210-00S07 21 MAY 70 210 IPFRIAL VALLEY, CALIF1RNIA 129 RC-8/4L, 1.8 AV/WIS5,OCI. i IR SO-117, 6 IN.
ROLL LINE E SUI NLMIERS ALTIln T SCALE REMARKS
I I 011 - 014 61.800 MSL 1.123,600 SOUT OF HOLIVILLE W YUHA BASIN. CO:NTF'
144LUNICTION, MNIL~ERS *ERE AF IX*D MAI*UALLY.
I a 915 - 018 61,500 MSL 1.123,000 NAVAL AIR TECHNICAL TRAINING UNIT TO IM4ERIAL
VALLEY T 15RCUU)SIS SANITORIt1.
I 3 019 - 022 81,500 MSL 1.123,000 NOTH OF' HO ILE TO SSUPERSTITION HONnTAINS.
I 4 023 - 027 60,800 MSL 1.123,600 WEST OF WES'IRAD TO NAVAL RESIRVE.
IeP NOS. N1 11-9, NI 11-11, Ni 11-12
NE-22-gJ-210-00808 21 MAY 70 210 IMPERIAL VALLEY, CALIFORNIA 129 CI-864R, 2.2 AVIF-3, RCOLO 2448, 6 IN.
IIOL. LINE EXPOSUIE IU48S ALTITRiU SCALE REMS
a I 3333 - 333S 01,8001SL 1.123:o00 sam OF DLTVILLB O YUHA BASIN
aa 3336 - 3337 1,500 MSL 1 123.000 NAVAL AIR TEIIICAL TRAININO-UNIT TO IMPERIAL
VALLEY IBELfLOSIS SANITORIU4.
a 3 3341 - 3344 01,500 MSL 1.123,000 NOR4OF HOLT IVILLETO SUPERSTITION MOUNTAIN.
a 4 3345 - 3349 60,800 SL 1.121,600 WST OF WSTMOLANDD TO NAVAL RESERVE.
IW NW0. NWI 11-9, NI II-I, NI 11-12





NR-22-FK-216-00809 26 MAY 70 216 JAME:STIAN, NORTH DAK(TA
ROLL LINE E.POUSLIE NU1, RIS ALT I lDE
10 1 3908 - 3915 58,800 MSL
10 2 3916 - 3924 58,600 MSL
10 3 3925 - 3934 58,600 MSL
10 1 3935 - 3939 58,400 MSL
10 a 3940 - 3943 58,600 MSL
NR-22-FK-216-00810 26 MAY 70 216 JAMSTOWIN, NORTH DAKOTA
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRF NU4EIRS ALTITUDE
11 1 3500 - 3507 58,800 MSL
11 2 3508 - 3516 58,600 MSL
11 3 3517 - 3526 58 600 MSL
11 1 3527 - 3531 58,400 MSL

















NR-22-PJ-218-00811 26 MAY 70 218 SIOUX FALLS, SO.11 DAKOTA 129
ROLL LINE EXPOS:RE NUMERS ALTITIDE SCALE
10 1 3945 - 3959 59,300 MSL 1.118,600
10 a 3960 - 3974 59,800 MSL 1.119,600
10 3 3975 - 3989 60,200 MSL 1.120,400
NR-22-FJ-218-00812 26 MAY 70 218 SIOUX FALLS, SOU'H DAKOTA 129
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE FM3EUIRS ALTITUDE SCALE
11 1 3537 - 3551 59,300 MSL 1.118,600
11 2 3552 - 3566 59,800 MSL 1.119,600
11 3 3567 - 3581 60,200 MSL 1.120,400
I NSTRHLh:NT CONF I CR AT I ON
RC-8/41., 0.5 MICR(}?I;T'RS, (7X8lH IH S(-117, 6 IN.
50 PEtCFEN' CIlXiD CVI-RACIE ON FRAMIt:S 3914 AND
3915. CW'RR1 LAKE TO NW OF' JA',tS[N.
PINCFREE TO LAKE JOSEPHINE.
30 PERCENT CLLAD COVRAJUE ON IRAt':S 3933 AND
3934. WILLOW LAKE TO WEST (O' DAZFW.
NORH OF' JAMF"SIXWN TO EAST PE-.TITlH%E.
20 PEtRCENT CUIXX.D )VEUFRE 0 FR.r.SN 3942 AD
3943. VASHTI TO SOULI1 WlMHF:IXS.
MAP NOS. NL 14-1, hL  4-, , ?I 14-4, NI 14-5
RC-8/4R, 0"-3, C(XOR 2448, 6 IN.
CHERRY LAKE TO NM OF JAMESTO*4N.
PINGREE TO LAKE JOSEPHINE.
WIUL. LAKE TO :.S1T OF OAZEV.
NRtlM OF' JAM:STONN TO EAST PETFTI*N4E.
VAS'TI TO SOUIF 0F WIBIEd'1UxN.
MAP NOS. NI 14-1, NL 14-2, NL 14-4, NL 14-5
RC-8/4L, 0.5 MICRl(METES, CLOR IR SO-117, 6 IN.
RIMARKS
EAST OF WATERTOWN TO LENNOX. FRAME 3944 WAS
O0LIOE .
SOWTH OF SIaUA FALLS TO N(Rll OF CLEAR LAKE.
GARY TO CANION.
MAP NOS. IK 14-3, NL 14-9, NL 14-12, NK 14-13
RC-6/4R, HF-3, COL0R 2448, 6 IN.
FAST OF WATERTOWN TO LE:NOX. FRAME 3537 WAS
OBLIoJE.
SOU S'I OF (X F PALLS TO OTH OF' CLEAR LAKE.
GARY TO CAN1)N.
MAP NMS. NK 14-3, NL 14-9, NL 14-12, NK 14-13
Fi-22-FJ-076-00800 27 MAY 70 076 GARDEN CITY, KANSAS 130 RC-8/2, 0.5 MICRli(ETRS, B/W 2402, 6 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE NIMBERS ALT'ITUDE SCALE REARX(S
15 10 4087 - 4112 12,900 MSL 1.25,800 WEST OF GARDEN CITY TO WEST OF SCOTT CITY.
15 4113 - BLANK, NOT PLI''EID.
15 1 4114 - 4153 3,200 MSL 1.6,400 WEST OF FRIEND TO HOLCXMB.
15 a 4154 - 4190 3,100 MSL 1.6,200 HOIXIB TO WEST OF FRIEND.
15 3 4191 - 4238 3,400 MSL 1.6,800 WEST OF FRIEND TO HOLUXI.
15 4 4239 - 4279 3,100 MSL 1.6,200 WIST O)F' GARHI)F CITn' '1) FHI'N)D.
15 5 4280 - 4297 3,100 MSL .6, 200 WF:S'I' (OF' F IEI)
15 6 4298 - 432F 3,400 I0M'L 1.6,00 MEPS OF' 1FI1:I) 11) WF:S OF G.RIOF% Cl' .







MA1 70 076 GAFUEN CITY, KANSAS
LINE EWPOSLiE: NUMIE S ALTI 11 DE
10 5960 - 5985 12,900 MSL
5986 - 5989
MAY 70 175 HOUSTON, TFEXAS
LINE EXPOStAtE NUI S', $ ALT I TUIE
5 4042 - 4060 10,500 MSL
4061 - 4062
5 4063 - 4082 5,250 MSL
130 RC-8/I, CLUAR AV, COL.O. R .)-397, 6 IN.
SCALE RI'IAHIKS
1.25,Y00 WEST OF' GARDEN CITY 1X) W:ST O1)' SCOt'1' CIT1,
FR'AME 5985 HAD 75-PEHCENT CLOID COVELH.
BLANK, NOT PLUY'r'fD.
MAP NOS. NJ 14-4, NJ 14-7.
130 RC-8/2, C(XL[' D-500, 6 IN.
SCALE RI-''JKS
1.21,000 TEXAS CITY THOUGEI CH.ANNFL 10 CLa.F' OF EXICO.
C i.NTER MAL'NCMTI(O HF'I'EEN LINES, CAIlRA TEST
FRAMES, OT PLI1'vF-D.
1.10,500 OFF COAOST OF CALVESXIXN EAST EACH TO TEXAS
CITY SHIP CHANNEL, COL'NTIFR JTNTIl(N
BETWIEEN LINES.
MAP NO. NI 15-7
O-





NR-22-0-128-00813 16 MAR 70 128 MISSISSIPPI DELTA
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE MNU1RS A
I 10 2673 - 2694
!10 2696 - 2117
I 2718 - 2744
I 10 2745 - 2778
I11 2779 - 2800
RI-22-C4-128-00814 16 MAR 70 128 MISSISSIPPI DCLTI
R.LL LINE EXPOSULE hNUMRS 
a 10 5097 - 5118
a 10 5120 ; 5141
2 10 5142 - 5168
2 10 5169 - 5202
2 I1 5203 - 5224
MIS-
SION
I NSTI IPENT CXO F I. rATI Oh
A, LOUISIANA 135 RC-8/1, 1.4 AV, CLOLt SO-397. 6 IN.
LTIT'LE SCALE RE14ARKS
7,000 MSL 1.14,000 WILD OIL WEll NORTEAST OF THE MISSISSIPPI
DELTA. MAGNETIC WEADING 300 ,iRES. IFNAME
2695 WAS SKIPPED.
7,000 MSL 1.14,000 MAGNETIC HEADING 140 DI]GREES.
5,000 MSL 1.10,000 MAGNETIC FEADING 285 DIX;REES.
5,000 MSL 1.10,000 . MAGNETIC EADING 130 DEGREES.
5,000 MSL 1.10,000 MAGONEFIC HEADING 060 DEGREES.
MAP NO. NH 16-7
', LOUISIANA 135 RC-8/2, .05 MICREETIERS, COLO IR SO-117, 6 IN.
ALTITUDE SCALE RE (RKS
7,000 MSL 1.14,000 WILD OIL WELL NORT'EAST OF TIE MISSISSIPPI
DELTA. WGNETIC HEADING 300 DEGREES. FlUME
5119 WAS SKIPPED.
7,000 MSL 1.14,000 MAGNETIC IEADING 140 DEGREES.
5,000 MSL 1.10,000 MAINETIC tEADING 285 DEGREES.
5,000 MSL L.10,000 MAGNETIC HEADING 130 DEGREES.
5,000 MSL 1.10,000 M EGNFIC IEADING 060DEGREES.
MAP NO. Ni 16-7
R-22-OJ-204-00815 27 MA4Y 70 204 BYNUM, ALAB4
ROLL LINE XPO SURE IIRS




























































































































































RC8I/, 2.0 AV, COOR 50-397, 6 IN.
REMARKS
FR4IES 9339 TO 9351 ARE EXTRA AND ARE NMo
RCP/2, 0.5 MIClW+I3lNS/I.ASlV,LCO)L IH SO-117,61h
FtF'4 5113 1O 5125 ARE EX1RA AND AE I NOT
PtUIIRTD.
FRACMES 5143 TO 5146 ARe DOMLJ tMXPOSLRES.
4AP NO. NI 16-9
RC8/1. 2.0 AV, COLOR SO-397, 6 IN.
REMARKS
MAP NO. Nl 16-5
RC8/2, O.5MICRIEF8l/I .$AV,OCLX.R JR SO-117,61N.
Rt44R(S
lIMP ND. PI 16-5
-8/I, AV, CIOOR So-397 6 IN
UES ST90 AM) 5791 P ALE EXPOSE)
FRAES 5681 AD 5082 ARE DOUBEI eXIOS




IMeaERY DATA FILFI - RC-8 CAMIFRMA (0II)-HF-.HtHLXk.)
DATe SITE SITE N*AME MIS- INSTRLSr;:NT C*OYFI.Ut1ATION
ACCESSItN MII 4 NO. SION
4NR-22-PJ-238-00835 12 MAY 70 238 LUHCK, TEXAS 137
ROXL LINE EXPOSURE NMERS ALTI1TUE SCALE REMARKSI
a 1 3800 - 3830 3,000 MSL 1.6,000
2 2 3831 - 3851 3,000 MSL 1.6,000
a 3 3852 - 3873 3.000 L, 1.86,000
2 4 3874 - 3899 3,000 M.iL. 1.6,000
2 5 3900 - 3922 3,000 n,1. 1.6,0(00
2 3923 - 3943 3,000 M.1i. 1.6F.i(O
2 7 3944 - 3965 .1,000 MkL 1.6.,(00 6,WP (). I1 14-7
NR-22-FJ-238-00836 12 1MA 70 238 IAl3HIXEI , TEXAS 137 RC-8/2, 0.5 MICR(VF SMS- CtIIR IR S0-117, I IN 
RILL. LINE EXPOSLCIR NhtlFNS ALTITUtE SCAIE REhrIKS
3 8 3983 - 3994 10,000 MSL 1.20,000 MAP NO. NI 14-7














































002 PISGAH CRATFI, CAtLI-XFINIA
022 TOOPAIH, NEVADA
006 SALT LAKE, LUAH
002 PISU.AIF CRATER, CALIFDRNIA
022 TONOPAH, NEVADA
006 SALT LAKE, UTAH
002 PISGAH CRATER, CALIFORNIA
022 TONOPAH, NFVADA
006 SALT LAKE, UTAH
087 G(OOSE BAY, LABRADOR
024 SAN ANDREAS FAULT, CAL IFORNIA
003 MOFN CRATERS, CALIFORNIA
020 BUCKS LAKE, CALIFORNIA
049 DAVIS, CALIFDRNIA
048 SAN PABLU RESERVOIR, CALIORNIA
000 TEST FLIGHT
031 WILLCOX DRY LAKE, ARIZLNA
000 TE'ST FLIGfT
031 WILtlX)X UHI IAkE, ARI/)NA
032 AE.SLAt., TF:XAS
029 PHfN I X, ARUI ZINA
MIS-
SION
I NStEh'.NT C FIU.RAT I O
5 RILXX'OFAX IV 7T0 100
5 REnxNFAX IV 70 Tm too
5 REMSuOAX IV 70 m 1t00
5 RbX)OFAX IV 70 M 150
5 RAXXOAX IV 0 MM 150
5 R8EDOFAX IV 70 M IS0
5 RCOKOFAX IV 70 MM 100
5 RECNOFAX IV 70 M 100
5 REFNOAX IV 70 tMM 100
6 REDNOfAX IV TO7 MM 50
8 RECONOFAX IV 70 4 T75
8 RO'OFAX IV 70 M4 75
8 RECONOFAX IV TO7 M 75
8 RECIO'FAX IV 70 Mw 75
8 REXXNOAX IV 70 MM 75
12 RINOFAX IV 70 MM 50
12 RECOxNFAX IV 70 MM t
OLNPO'DER NECK TO SMITH ISLAND, CHESPFAKE BAY.
POINT LO(KOJT TO BALTIMORE, CHESPEAKE BAY.
PATAUXENT RI VER.
OINPOWDER N'EICK 'T SMITH ISLAND, CHESPEAKE BAY.
POINT LOOKUrTr TO BALTIMORE, CHE:SAPEAKE BAY.
12 RI.XX]r0FAX IV 70 6M4 50
12 REXXAYLAX IV 70 MM 50
12 RFXX.T"AX IV 70 M4 50
12 REXXNO-AX IV 70 50so














































































031 *WIIU1X DRI LAK:, ARIZl3hA
040 CASCADtE F0,NTAINS, WASHIG"N
040 CASCADE MlJNTrAINS, WASH.1*TON
007 COAST RANGE, ORtXOM/WASHIGT)ON
040 CASCADE M iNTAINS, WASHIII)G"N
007 COAST RANI;E, REOCIN/WASHI(TFON
040 CASCADEI MONTAINS, WASHIIGTON
007 COAST RANGE, ORiEGLN/WASFHINIlDR
031 WICOX DRY LAE, ARIZONA
032 WESLACO, TEXAS
032 WESLACO, TEXAS
031 WILCOX DRY LAKE, ARIZONA
015 TWIN BUTES, ARIZONA
027 SALTlN SEA, CALIFORNIA
028 WINSLO, ARIZONA
051 MS.X4ilTE S.DIMNTAHNI, ARRI"iA
086 AR(-S ISUL:, t3.DA
086 ARUS ISLE, H:.ItUDA
138 OULF'SllTEAM PRI
040 CASCADE OUNTAI NS, WI ASIITrN
003 OW CRAITERS, CAL IFRNIA
002 PISCAH CRATMI , CALIRARNIA
101 SAN F"RANCISCO VA.CANIC FIE.DS,
ARIZhNA
071 IOPI BAITES, ARIZONA
114 WHITE SANDS, PW MEXICO
087 GOOSE eRA, LAEWODR
087 OO0SE BAY, LARADOR





128 MISSISSIPPI rEUTA, LUUISIJIA
128 MISSISSIPPI D.,TA, LOUISIANA




































































































INST1thF NT LFRI NATITON


















































NR-23-FJ-114-00081 14-17 MAR I
NR-23-EJ-002-00082 24 MAR I
NR-23-EJ-051-00083 24 MAR I
'NR-23-EJ-154-00085 24 MAR I
,NR-23-CH-095-00086 12 JUN I
R-23-C1H-099-00087 12 JUN I
NR-Z3-CH-108-00068 I2 JUN I
NR-23-CH-128-00089 12 JUN 6
NR-23-F'H-085-00090 3 AUG 6
SI1T NME
66 128 MISSISSIPPI *L.k'.S, 11. 1iSI-%A
66 032 *ESIACO, TF:AS
66 024 SAN ANWDRAS FAULT, CALIIMNNIA
66 114 MHITE SANDS, NEW MEXIWO
66 130 SOa.'lIRN CALIIHUNIA
66 130 sin*.J4N CALIFORNIA
66 003 MONO CRATIES, CALIF1IRNIA
66 019 S(..RA PASS, CALIFCRNIA
66 020 BUXS LAKE, CALIFUNNIA
66 052 NEVADA AE
66 043 CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
66 011 YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARKJ, WIGMINIG/
MNUTANA/I DAIO
66 046 ASIEVILLE, NORIT CAROLINA
66 099 FIORIDA STRAITS
66 138 GUILFSTREAM NOiRT7
66 032 WESLACO, TEXAS
66 095 EVECAADES, FLCRIDA
66 098 HOMESTEAD, FIIRIDA
66 102 STATENVIULLELAKE CITY, FI.RIOA,
PFHlSPFIATE
66 103 CRISTAL RIVtR., F11NHI04
66 104 WAU4ALNAt,/TA/IPA, F~1RIDA
67 099 FURIIDA ST.AAITS
67 128 MISSISSIPPI OELTA, LL;ISIANA
67 014 LITTLE ORAGCOX)N NTAINS, ARIZ17 A
67 029 PHOENIX. ARIZO.NA
67 101 SAN FRANCISCO %OLCANIC FIE'LS,
ARI Z.NA
67 114 WHITE SANDS, NhW MEXICO
67 002 PISCdAI CRATER, CALI`FK:NIA
67 051 MSWUITE SEDIMENTARY, ARIZONA
67 154 A4XY CRATER, CALIFMNIA
67 095 EVERCADES, FURIDA
67 099 F1DRIDA STR1AITS
67 108 CUTERB AREA SLU4ARINE SPRING, F1LA.
67 128 MISSISSIPPI DELTA, LOIJISIANA
67 0o5 LAVRi-ICE, KANSAS
MIS-
Sl(N
I NS'1T 1:NT F I (. I JVITI(h

















































































































































NR-23-FH-1IS-00101 18-21 SEP 67
NR-23-JW-159-00102 16-21 SEP 67
NR-23-J-020-00103 11-21 OCT 67
R-23-J-051-00104 117-21 OCT 67
MR-23-DJ-135-00105 17-21 OCT 67
M4-23-DK-156-00106 L7-21 OCT 67
MR-23-Wd-159-0 107 17-21 OCT 67
MP-23-PJ- 120-00111 13-17 NW 67
NR-23-PJ-085-00112 13-17 NOV 67
M-23-PJ-076-00113 L3-l7 NIO 67
R1-23- o-071-00114 13-17 NOV 67



























118 MISSOURI RIVEI, NOR11 DAKOrA
144 WISCONSIN SAND PLAINS
044 URiE, INDIANA
044 PUlWE, INDIANA
076 GARDEN CI'n, KA%SAS
I56 WIND RIVER,. A.SHING11LN
007 COA.%T NRAE, OUIXX)N/IWA.SIN"I
048 SAN PAHUD RESEDVOIR, CA.I,IHtMNIA
056 MP. LASSFiN, CALIFIRNIA
146 ALAFIA AND PEACE RIVERS, IFlRIDA
158 CORPUIS CHRISTI, TFEXA/tFU.' OF'
159 HORSEILY MOUNTAIN, OREXGON
020 IJCKS LAKE, CALI[FXNIA
051 MESOUITE SEDIITANRY, ARIZODNA
135 HWRVEY VALLEY, CALIFUINIA
156 WIND RIVER, WASIINGT1N
159 HORSEFLY ONUTAIN, OREION
129 ARKANSAS BASIN
085 LAIIWE, KANSAS
076 GADEN CITY, KANSAS
079 MA4TEAN, KEN7LY
141 OCIARLESTUN/OLLM IA, S0H4 CAROLINA
032 WESLACO, TeXAS
132 NE.W RLEANS, LOJISIANA
133 MICHOUD. LUUISIANA
134 SLIIDL, UXJISIANA
137 14SSISSIPPI TEST FVACILITY
165 OESIRET/ST. WARKS, FLNIDAI
128 MISSISSIPPI DELTA, LOJISIANA
132 NEW ORIfANS, LIDUISIANA
163 ISCAVN YA, FlORIDA
164 CA RAIU/EIE GI.ADE, FLORIDA
14S GULF COASr SPRINoS









































































































































R-23-CJ-165-00129 27 FEB 68
NR-23-FK-041-00130 7 MAY 60
N1-23-GJ-04 4 -00131 7 MAY 68
NR-23-O-126-00132 7 MAY 68
NR-23-O-167-00133 7 MAY 68
NR-23-EJ-027-00134 21-24 MAY 68
NR-23-EJ-130-00135 21-24 MAY 68
NR-23-EW-157-00136 21-24 MAY 68
NR-23-EJ-072-00137 26 MAY 68.
NR-23-DJ-020-00138 Z8 MAN 6d8
PR-23-WD-048-00139 28 MAY 68
NR-23-FJ-076-00140 17 JUN 68
MR-23-FJ-085-001 4 1 18 JUi 68
NR-23-GJ-044-00142 18-19 JUN 68
NR-23-J-168-00143 20 JUN 68
NR-23-CIJ-174-00152 20 JUN 68
CC) NR-23-CG-162-00144 3 JUL 68
MR-23-FJ-032-00145 8 JUL 6
NR-23-EJ-022-00146 16-17 JUL 68
MR-23-EJ-075-00147 16-17 JUL 68
NR-23-DJ-056-00148 18-19 JAL 68
NR-23-FJ-076-00149 29 JUL 68
NR-23-G-044-00150 30 JUL 68
NR-23-J-148-00151 I ALC 68
M-23-FH4-171-00163 24 SEP 68
ENR23-(X-118-00164 26 SEP 68
NR-23-FJ-076-00165 27 SEP 68
NR-23-{H-146-00153 11 OCT 68
NR-23-GH-147-00154 II OCT 68
NR-23-CH-145-00155 II OCT 68
NR-23-CH-132-00156 11 OCT 68
hR-23-CH-163-00157 II OCT 68
NR-23-1-165-00158 II OCT 68
NR-23-KJ-161-00159 6 KV 68
NR-23-UJ-152-00160 6 NOV 68
NR-23-HJ-176-00161 6 Nv 68
SITE NAM
165 DESLEET/ST. MARKS, FIRIDA
041 MESABI RANGE, MINNESOTA
044 PUIDLE, INDIANA
126 MARLIETRE/REPLBLJC 'ROIWHS, MICH.
167 LAKE MICHIGAN
027 SALTON SEA, CALIFIRNIA
130 SOJTHRN CALIFORNIA
157 BORREDO SPRINGS, CALIFORNIA
072 COSO HOT SPRINGS, CALIF.RNIA
020 HICNS LAW:, CALIRIHNIA
048 SAN PAI1D) HIF1-tOIR, CAU.IlXHNIA
076 GAREN Cln, KANhSAS
085 LAWRE, KANSAS
044 PLRDUE, INDIANA
168 PAITNENT RI FR, MAR1iAND
174 WALLODPS ISLAND, VIRGINIA




056 MT. LASSEN, CALIFORNIA
076 GARDEN CITY, KANSAS
044 PUJRDE, INDIANA
148 LEHIGH RIVER, PENNSYLVANIA
171 SABINE LAKE, LOUISIANA
118 MISSOURI RIVER, KtC THDAKOTA
076 GARDEN CITY, KANSAS
146 ALWFIA AND PEACE RIVERS, FLORIDA
147 LAKES/TAMPA, FIRIDA
145 GU.L' CWAST SPRIN1GS
132 NEX ORLEANS., LUISIANA
163 BISCAINE W8I, F11OIDA
165 DESRE.I'/ST. MARKS, FI'1RIDA
161 RARITAN RIVER,NEW' JERSEY



















































































































































































I N.S'tIft:.%T' 7hIltN TIO(.h
NR-23-1H-147-00162 6 GN 68
MI-23-PJ-I17-00166 20 DEC 68
MR-23-FH-1T9-00167 23 DC 68
NR-23-GH-146-00168 13-1S JAN 69
NR41-23-IH-164-00169 13-15 JAN 69
NR-23-J-165-00170 13-15 JAN 69
Ml-23-lJ-183-00171 27-28 JAN 69
NR-23-EJ-180-00172 29 JAN 69








147 LAKES/TAMPA, FLRIDA 82
178 MILL CRlEK, aaOKMAH 84
179 LAXIIA /ADRE/ORPUS COIRSTI, TD(AS 84
146 ALAFIA AND PEACE RIVERS, IRIDA · 85
164 BOCA RATON/BELLE GLADE, FILORIDA 85
165 OESERFT/ST. A1RKS, FLRIDA 85
183 La..l HG, PE MEXICO 86
180 GAR'NET MOLNTAIN, ARIZONA 86
142 DELAWARE ESlVARY, PEWSYLVANIA/N.J. 104
LI NE START SITO ALTITUDE
1 22 28 35 22 33 50 10,000 MSL
1 23 54 40 23 00 25 10,000 ISL
I 23 25 30 23 31 05 10,000 MSL
1 23 55 45 00 01 30 10,000 MSL
1 00 25 45 00 31 30 10,000 MSL
I 00 57 25 01 03 15 10,000 MSL
1 01 27 45 01 33 55 10,000 ISL
1 01 58 10 02 04 15 10,000 MSL
I 02 27 40 02 33 45 10,000 MSL

































REXF'AX IV, 2-14 MICROMlTERS.
- REMARKS
DELAWARE RIVER - BELLEFOIhT TO BLAC(BIRD CREW(.
DELAWARE RIVER - BELLEFUNTE TO BLACKBIRD CREEK.
DELAWARE RIVER - BLIEE'VNTE T1 BLACKBIRD CRE'I(.
DELAWARE RIVER - BELLEFJNTE TO BLACKBIRD CREE(.
DELAWARE RIVER - BELLEVONTE TO BLACXBIRD CREFX.
DELAWARE RIVER - BELLEFRNTE TO BLACKBIRD CREEK.
DELAWARE RIVER - BBE.LEFhTE TO BLACKBIRD CREEK.
DELAWARE RIVER - BELLF.INTE TO BLACKBIRD CREEK.
DElAWARE RIVER - BILE.FON TO BLACKBIRD CREEK.
DELAWARE RIVER - BELLEFTiTE TO BLACKBIRD CREEX.
MAP FOS. NJ 18-2, N1 18-11.
MI-23-UJ-151-00174 19 SEP 69 I;G ISLAND. NF.' tOH( 104 UXN*'4AX IV, 2-14 .ml'-H( s
ROLL FLIl(HT LINE ST'ANI' h11[ a Al.T' If: HI-iVNkS
5 6 I 06 21 25 0S 40 00 .:.0n0 "l. IhdN H-(htH 11) IIXEJI.T PK)%'I', I% ISIAND, Nh.t
5 6 4 08 43 25 0 .56 50 :.5,000 MSI. hIN%-lUX. Htt 171) Ct)'HH SI'. , I( IIhD, .i.
5 6 a 08 59 35 09 14 55 35,000 ht4L tRASS Wis; .I 'ktH%, TIo. ) :H4I%%I.t(XK Hlt, IX
ISLAN%. tlCATI(ON (F 1:4I'.IF\ END IS LXlTFI.T, RIE
50 3U, IFI' IAN.tIL.
5 · 3 09 25 20 09 39 15 35.000 ISL MAT'I'I'I.U 11) PO~SPET POINT, ILAN; ISlAND, h.NA.,
MAP L). SK le-IL.
I-23-GJ-1I6-00175 13 SEP 69 168 PAI~X'NT RIVER, M4RVIlAND 104 REUGX)FAX IV, 2-14 MICH(W'rMS.
OLL FL ICIT LINE START SlTP ALTI'UE RF1ANKS
5 5 5 03 15 35 03 36 00 10,000 MSL
5 S 3 03 47 40 04 06 25 10,000 MSL
S S 1 04 12 40 04 23 20 10,000 MSL
5 5 5 04 4 010 05 09 10 25,000 WA1,
5 5 3 05 1805 05 35 55 25,000 MSL MAP NO NJ 8-4.
NR-23-J-174-00176 IS SEP 69 174 WAIJLDPS ISLAND, VIRGINIA 104 RCMCIAX IV, 2-14 MICROMETERS.
ROIL FLtIGI LINE START SRP ALTIT.E REARMS
4 4 4 14 26 00 14 35 30 6,000 WL OCEAN CITY TO ASSAThAXE L.NE, VIRGINIA.
4 4 1. 14 426 5 14 45 40 6,000 MSL ASSATEAO COE TO OLUMKIN ISLAND, VIRGINIA.
4 4 2 14 5 35 14 58 05 6,000 MSL LTMK1(IN ISLAND TO AUIOPS ISLAND, VIRGINIA.
4 4 5 IS 6t 15 15 10 40 6,000 MSL ASSATEAS, E COUE TO OCEAN CIT, VIRGINIA.
4 4 6 .15 25 10 IS 34 20 6,000 MEL ISLE OF 810T 70T ASSATEAMLP COVE, VIRGINIA.
4 4 3 15 39 " IS 42 30 6,000 MSL WEUKIN ISAL TO CFINtCTEE BAY, VIRCINIA.
4 4 7 15 54 55 1k 01 00 6,000 MSL WALLPS ISLAND TO ROBINS AIR.'l, C FICIOYTLE
BAY VIRGINIA.
4 4 7 16 S5 0 16 10 IS 6,000 MSL ' OF I WIHT' TO MARTIN BAY, CINC1TEIE BAY,
VIRGINIA.
4 4 4 II IS 2 16 23 55 6,000 SiL SaI ASSATEAIE E TO OCEAN. CITY, VIRCINIA
IWP NO. NJ 18-5, NJ 16-r, NJ 18--, 11.
C,
NX
IMAGtCiF3 DATA Fl': - RU"X)NIU IV IH ,CANFN'H (HHH SIMFI-.H)
ACCESSION NtMIHiR





NR-23-HJ-188-00177 15 SEP 69 188 NEW YORK BIGHT
RtLL FlIGHT LINE START STOP ALTITUE
3 3 4 17 47 45 17 59 55 11 500 MSI
3 3 8 18 03 35 18 07 55 11,500 MSI
3 3 7 18 17 30 18 22 30 12,500 MSI
3 3 5 18 26 35 18 20 10 12,000 MSI
3 3 6 18 46 55 18 57 45 11,500 MSL
3 3 19 09 45 19 13 40 12,500 MIS
3 3 6 19 18 30 19 22 05 11,500 MSI
3 3 3 19 33 20 19 39 00 12,500 MSI
3 3 2 .19 41 40 19 46 05 12,500 MSL
3 3 I 19 48 55 19 53 55 IZ. 5011) M.
3 .3 e 20 28 40 20 33 15 Z5,000 '.l1
NR-23-CG-201-00178 14 SEP 69 201 .tMHAICSFHtRl,
ROLL ILIGHT' LINE STA'.T
2 2 I 17 56 00
2a 1 18 06 20








1I7 57 10 Z0,000 MCL
18 07 35 8,000 MSL
10 13 30 4,000 MIL
14 SEP 69 176 NEW EINktAND
ROLL FIIGrT LINE START STOP ALTI'nDE
2 2 1 13 59 40 14 10 45 10,000 MSL
3 2 2 14 25 00 14 38 10 10,000 MSL
a a 3 14 45 45 14 57 55 10,000 MiL
a a 4 15 19 30 15 25 00 K;/9K MIL
a a 4 15 29 10 15 33 40 8K/9K MCL
2 a S 15 58 55 16 05 40 9,500 MSL
2 2 6 16 15 20 16 24 25 10,000 MSL
a a 7 16 30 05 16 35 25 10,000 MSL
a a 8 16 42 10 16 52 35 10,000 MSL
13 SEP 69 168 PATUXENT RIVER, MARYLAND
ROLL FLIGHT LINE START STVP ALTITUIE
I 1 3 13 41 20 13 58 IS 10,000 MSL
I 1 S 14 04 00 14 21 00 10,000 MSL
I 1 1 14 29 40 14 40 30 10,000 MSL
I I 5 15 07 55 IS 20 00 25,000 MSL
I I 5 15 30 00 15 42 00 25,000 MO
I I 3 IS 53 40 15 58 00 25,000 MSL
I 1 3 IS 06 45 16 10 35 25,000 MSL
I I 3 16 20 15 16 30 55 25,000 MSL
18 'AV 69 155 (CLF Ct(A.lT FISHi.RIFS
ROLL FlICHT LINE ST'ART SO'IP ALTI'IIDE
I 1 30 13 31 25 14 02 30 3,000 MIS
I I 29 14 07 55 14 11 30 3,000 MSl
I 1 28 14 19 40 3,000 MSIL
I I 27 14 23 55 14 29 00 3,000 MIL
I I 26 14 37 10 14 39 15 3,000 MIL
I 1 25 14 52 00 14 56 IS 3,000 MI.i
I 1 24 14 59 00 15 08 55 3,000 tL
I 1 23 15 11 55 15 14 40 3,000 MK
I 1 22 15 21 30 15 23 30 3,000 MIl
104 RE!ONFAX IV, 2-14 MICRE[TERS.
REARK(S ·
L EAST RO0(KAWAY TO WESTHANPION, N.Y.
iL BRIDGE)IAMP'lDN TO MDNTALK POINT, N.Y.
iL TREE MILE HARBOR TO MDNTALK POINT, N.Y.
L SHINNECOCK HAY TO LONG BEACH, N.Y.
iL LNG BEACH TO WESTHA'MPTRN, N.Y.
iL MONTAUK POINT TO AMAGANSUTr, N.Y.
L LONG BEACH TO WESTHAMPTON, N.Y.
L VALLEY STREAM, N.Y. TO MONIMIH, N.J.
L ED BANK, N.J. TO VALLEY STREAM, N.Y.
1. HH(X)Kl.tN, N.. 'TI) , X1NI) lXlh, N.J.
1. HlIX;Ni1HIVI'IO '11) l'Nl'At k PO)'l.'I, N.t.
MAP N,. NI,- Ir,-5, NK Ir-h(, ,k I*--, 1 N 1r-9.
104 HI-;XO'(AX IV, 2-14 MICH(OtITI.-'RS.
.NIIH.NICSI'HL NAVAL 1 PPI. IX:P(I', MI.CHNICSIHI(H(N°
PT-.NS LVAN I .
L MXtiAl.%ICtSKtNC NAVAL SLPPLI DFP.r, 14.CC0NAUSHING,
PETNNS% L.VAN 1.
L MEL'A ICSPtRC NAVAU. SLPPIL tD POt, N18CtAHhILCSHLjRN
PENNihSYLVAN¥IA.
MAP NO. N 18 o-10.
104 RFxCOF'AX IV, 2-14 MICRHOM-.FIS.
IMAHRKS
L IEW HAV-.N TO 1INl)S.O, (SLI'I:.'CiT.
LL E.IMX), COX%.t"'I1CLT., 1T HIN.DAI.:,. N.H.
L SPRINGF'IELD, VE-tl'oT, TO WI'ON'.stXN : MIN., N.H.
"L TFi-FITLE RHIDGE iX) C(ONlX%, N.H.
L CARTi'R RIDI;E TO MILAM, N.H.
L FlKl.IN TO MACIHETEIR, N.H.
L CANIXIE LAKE, N.H., TO 'mM ,fNlTHl, MASSACtH1SI-.T'S.
L WE3YIFJlH TO I.ANN, MASSAUL;SFI.T'S
L BOSTON BAY TO HOPKINTON, MASSACHL'SETRS
MAP HNS. hK 19-1, NK 19-4.
101 REDOK(FAX IV, 2-14 MICRI(TETRS.
RCCIRKS
L BALTIMORE TO POINT L3OwrT, CHESAPEAKE BAV.
STATIC MARKS.
L SMITH ISLAND TO KENT ISLAND, CHESAPEAKE HRA..
LINE EX(TNDS A LITT'LE .CSOnH OF' 36 ID*TREE NORTH.
L JUILCTION OF HI(-rIWA4S 450 AND 3 TO PTLUXENT
RIVER NAVAL BASE, PATUJXIET RIVER.
L VAN BIBH*R TO COOK POINT, (:ESAPEAKE BAY.
STATIC MARKS.
L TILCHAM ISLAND TO SOUTH MARSH ISLAND, CHESAPEAKE
BAY. STATIC MARKS.
L POINT LOMKOUT TO COVE POINT, CHESAPEAKE RAY.
STATIC MARKS.
L COE POINT AREA. STATIC MARKS.
L COVE POINT TO BALTIMNURFE, CHESAPEAKE BAY. STAT1IC
MARKS .
IMA.P NO. NJ 18-4
114 RI-.X)II'AX IV, Z-14 MICHR(*'FRS.
HEI"AS
MAP NOS. V0 14-3. NH 15-7, NH 15-', hH 15-10,













IR-23-GH-155-00185 19 NOV 69 155 GULF COAST FISIItEFS
IO.LL FLIGHT LINE START STOP
2 09 46 15 09 58 10
MR-23-GH-155-00186 20 NOV 69 155 OGLP COAST FISHFRIES
0LU.L FLIGHT LINE START STOP
3 4 30 19 12 50 19 34 55
3 4 21 19 39 50 19 46 05
3 4 26 19 46 10 19 48 00
3 4 25 19 48 50 19 52 45
3 4 24 19 53 20 19 57 00
3 4 23 19 57 30 19 59 55
3 4 22 20 00 40 20 02 55
R-23--H-163-0011. 7 19 NOV' 9 163 BISCAYNE BAY,FI.RIDA
RLL FLIGaT LINE START STOP
2 3 27 14 48 46 14 50 20
NR-23-"(4-169-001I8 19 NOV 69 169 FLORIDA KEYS
ROL FLIoIT LINE START STIP
a 3 1 13 53 35 14 09 40
a 3 1 1415 3 14 16 46
2 3 2 14 236 14 32 50











































171 SARINE: LIE FLSNUARI. TthX./
LINE START STOP
6 19 49 55 1 51 10
21 19 54 35 19 57 20
22 20 02 1 20 03 30
5 20 04 10 20 01 40
4 21n 40 2012 00
3 2016 20 201805
11 202850 203310
II 20 35 30 20 36 40
I171 SABINE LAKE ESlUIARY, TE./
LINE START STOP
II 15 33 00 15 39 25
4 1543 05 16 44 30
3 15 4905 15 50 25
5 IS 55 50 15 58 55
22 15 5 25 16 00 30
6 105 O0 1 01 20
21 16 9 55 16 12 00
I1TS HOUTON. T w AEA
LINE STAIW SOP
13 16 3 3 1 36 0
13 16 40 10 16 40 S0
13 16 48 Of 16 44 45
II 16 90 166 3 3S
II IT 16 I t IS63
· It0 1V 00
1 IV S 15 I' 13·5
IIS-28-F16-66 &L. = www j sOIr 'N
a a 3 It 88W ta"I s6 I I 8 6 uIm RIII
I i 2 8 6 8 6 6 8 69 6
114 RjBNOFAX IV, 2-14 MICROFt.TtMR.
AI.TITIE R1~44KS
4,O000 MSL ONLY SES"R OPERATING, NO IX4'OE DeTAIL RFXORDID.
MAP NOS. iG 14-3, H 15-7, NH 15-0, Ni 15-10,
Nm 16-S, N 16-7. NH 16-9.








3,000 iSL MAP NOS. NG 14-3, mN 15-7, Ni 15-8, N 15-10,
mN 16-S, NH 16-1, H4 16-9.
114 RECONOFAX IV, 2-14 MlaCRMElRS.
ALTIlU REPF4RKS
12,000 MSL PMKIN KEY TO CONVOY POINT. CWVR3GE OVER
UtY f POINT POEIR PLANT.
MAP N4). N 17T-8.
114 REONWAX IV, 2-14 MICFE'TRS.
ALTTInE RFlARKS
12,600 MSL OCEAN REEF KEY LAROO TO FLAT DEER KEY.
STATIC ia&TlICITY AIDG COMR LINE OF IMAGERY.
PER CI.GUDS.
12,600 1SL FLAT ER KEY TO BOCA CHICA CHAINEL. SCIe
CLDI)S.
12,600 ML eIAT6N S.IBD ScFHOL TO siuf .EST OF ALLIGATOR
12.,nO ,m1. .(I.°l)MI"IT (1* 1I.IIW;VII H1t'1-r- L.Ot 1) MS)l % 2:T.ST
(W CZH).~IH'|T HI':FF 1.l (irti l.
MAP MN. "; 17-', GI 17-1I.
LA. 115 HUXhWOFAX IV, 2-14 MIClrIFr'l.H S
ALTIllJE. RFIWiKS
3,000 MSL 1.t .'TIC HDU)ING 325 iO4X.;HhS
3,000 MSL
3,000 MiL




3,000 MSL MAP IM. NH 15-4, NH 15-5, m 15-8
(LA. 115 RFIF4WAX IV, 2-14 MICOWThtRS
ALT I 11DE RLX4R.KS
3,000 MSL
3,000 MSL
3,000 MSL MAGITIC fHEADING 110 DIHES.
3,000 MSL
3,000 tEL MWIGNETIC HEADING 145 I)BREES.
3,000 MSL MAP NOS. NM 15-4, FH 15-5, NF 15-8




3,750 M5L EVYW WOISE.
3,7500 MESL
3, 1506 ML
37,500 MSL 360 I IED-INiG.
3,1500 MSL i"W HEADING.
NI MD. KJ 11-6
IIn M0dRm IV. 2-14 4OCII NS
ARIOI" -
II e1 41L





I N'THIF';T(' hC%' I('L.T l'( ~
I






R-23-F1-202-00193 02 DC 69 202 POINT CtJ4FRT, TEXAS 115
OLL FtIGHT LINE START STOP ALTITWE
2 a a 19 12 30 19 14 10 4,000 MSL
2 2 1 19 17 10 19 18 45 4,000 MSL2 2 3 19 22 20 1923 40 4,000 MSL2 2 I 19 27 20 19 28 25 8,000 MSL
a 2 3 19 .t 25 19 '43:5 i -000 l ^t.
2 2 2 19 45 05 19 46 3S (I.,U00 1,I.
Mt-23-FJ-205-00194 01 DIFC 69 205 RA'nN R(XtE", LUIISI'ANA 115
OLL FLIGF.T LINE START ST1OP ALTI11DiE
I I 1 17 49 35 17 50 45 16,000 MSL
I I 1 17 59 25 18 00 45 8,000 SL
I I I 18 07 20 18 08 15 4,000 MSL
NR-23-PJ-205-00195 02 DE 69 205 BATOiN ROXlE, LUISIANA 115ROILL FLICHI' LINE START STOP ALT I TUIE
2 2 1 17 26 45 17 27 45 20,000 MSL
2 2 1 17 48 25 17 49 35 8,000 MSL
a 2 I 17 54 20 17 55 45 4,000 MSL
NR-23-FM-032-00196 07 JAN 70 032 iESLACO, TEXAS 117
RILL FLIGHTf LINE START STOP ALTITUE
I I 1 03 04 10 03 04 50 2,000 MSL
I 1 2 03 07 20 03 0915 2,000 MSL
I 1 4 03 12 45 03 13 40 2,000 MSL
I 1 3 03 16 35 03 17 30 2,000 MSL
I 1 5 03 23 40 03 24 15 5,000 MSL
I I S 03 28 05 03 31 00 4,000 MSL
I I 6 03 52 00 03 54 50 4,000 MSL
I I 1 04 01 20 04 03 55 4,000 ISL
WI-23-Fi1-032-00197 08 JAN 70 032 WESLAC, TEXAS 117
ROLL FLIGHT LINE START' STOP ALTITtJUE
1 2 1 05 59 30 06 00 15 2,000 MSL
I 2 2 06 01 50 06 04 05 2,000 MSL
1 2 4 0608 35 06 09 55 2,000 MSL
1 2 3 06 13 15 06 14 20 2,000 MSL
1 2 5 06 17 45 06 20 25 4,000 MSL
1 2 6 06 26 15 06 29 20 4,000 MSL
I a 7 06 35 20 06 35 55 4,000 MSL
R-23-FH-032-00198 08 JAN 70 032 WFSLAX), TEXAS 117
ROLL FLIGHfT LINE START STOP ALTI TLDE
1 3 1 09 11 05 09 12 45 2,000 MSL
1 3 2 09 14 30 09 16 45 2,000 MSL
1 3 4 09 20 50 09 22 25 2,000 MSL
I 3 3 0926 00 092705 2,000 MSL
1 3 5 09 30 50 09 33 25 4,000 MSL
1 3 6 09 37 10 09 40 20 4,000 MSL
1 3 1 09 44 IS U9 4h 5% 4,000 ItlI.
NR-23-FH-707-00199 II JAN 70 707 CJAR'TO CIENOF'AS, MF:XICO 117ROLL FLIGHT LINE START STOP ALT I T1lA'
2 4 12 18 10 40 18 18 00 10,800 MfSL
a 4 11 18 21 50 18 27 15 9,070 MSL
2 4 10 ' 18 33 40 18 37 25 9,500 MSL
2 4 9 18 41 20 18 45 00 7,200 MSL
MR-23-F1-707-00200 21 JAN 70 707 CUARTO CIENECAS, ME'XICO 117
ROLL FLIGlfl' LINE START STOP ALT ITDE
1 6 10 06 15 10 06 21 20 9,000 FSL
I 6 12 06 28 55 06 34 55 9,500 ;ML
I 6 9 06 40 10 06 45 35 9,600 MSL
1 6 t11 06 51 05 06 56 25 9,900 MSL
I NS1'Ui',NT OXINF'Il:RAT I 'O
R2ONFAX IV, 2-14 MHICRt(I S
RDIA4RKS
\IP ,0. %I4 I 4- I Z
RECO.lF'AX IV, 2-14 MICH()TkF.tS
MAP NO. NH 15-6
RECONOF"AX IV, 2-14 MICRM1-'.ETRS
R!F2RKS
P(XO OUA I T r.
MAP NO. NFI 15-6
RECONlOFAX IV, 2-14 MICROIM)EF.4S
REM4,ARKS
SOIl OF ELSA TO HNORT OF' WESIAWO.
SUOtH OF' OX'tH TO .SJIWF':ST OF' RC.I:S.
NORTH NORTHEAST OF HERCEIES TO MO1H OF'
MERCEDES.
NORTH OF MERCEDES TO NOHTHIAST OF' ESLACO.
NORTH OF ELSA TO WEST OF SEFtSTIA.
NORTH OF' ELSA TO NR1NEST'r OF' RAIM)NDVIUUE.
NORTH OF' ELSA TO NEST OF RAIK)MNDVILIE.
NORTH OF ELSA TO WEST OF' RAYMDVILIE.
MAP NOS. NO 14-5, NC 14-6,9
RECNOFAX IV, 2-14 MICROFtTFI.RS
RFIAA2KS
SIH OF ELSA TO NORTH OF WESLACO.
SOUTH OF' EDCIXCH TO SLX'HEST OF FMERCEL`ES.
NORTH OF F1IERCEDES TO NORTH OF' ESLACO.
NORTH OF WESLACO TO NORRH OF' MEHCEDES.
NORTH OF ELSA TO WEST OF' F-RAYM[DVILLE.
WEST OF RAMNNDVI .E TO NORTH OF ELSA.
NORTH OF ELSA TO WEST OF RAIMJNDV ILLE.
MAP NOS. NG 14-5, NG 14-6,9
REOlNOFAX IV, 2-14 MI CR ETS
RF4ARKS
SOUTH OF ELSA TO NORTH OF WESLACO.
SOUTH OF' EDCOCH TO NORTHEAST OF WESLACO.
NORTH OF' WESLAW TO NORTH OF' MFRCFD:S.
NORTH OF' IERCEDES TO NORtTHEAST OF tESLACO.
NORTHEAST OF ELSA TO WEST OF' RA)NDVILL.E.
WEST OF' RAYMONDVILLE TO NORTH OF' ELSA.
S.('I* (HF "IX.'( 'l '11) MIH'ItII':T ()F F'I.lt().
IMP N)U. Ni 14-5, ': 14-h.9
REUXhOF'AX IV, 2-14 MICRi(t-F.'HRS
HFi'YHKS
RANChL Fl. SAV% '1X) JIIO) CL.,)X\IIAPIF:.
EJ I00 F.1. 00 1TO PHESA LA 'I'INA.I (SLIGH-' HHFA
IN LINE).
SAN BIAS TO HACI:ENAL PFE)HO PHIFI;O.
RANCHO EL PLACER TO SAN HIlS.
MAP NO. ONC H-Z3
REDONOFAX IV, 2-14 MICHRII.''F':HS
RF'tARKS
SAN BIAS TO RANCHO EL HtHIO,
EJICDD CLADAU PE 11) ULADALLU.PE VICTOR IA.
R.NCHO LTA T'ILA 1TO RA,NCHO LAS POZAS.
LAS FliLRES TO RANCHO EL. SAVZ.
MAP NO. ONC H-23






NR-23-FH-708-00201 12 JAN T0 708 SAN JOSE DE LAS RUSIAS, MEXICO 117
KOLL FLIGHTL LINE START STOP ALTITIUE
3 5 10 16 45 30 16 52 30 7,310 MSL
3 .5 9 17 56 22 17 03 00 7,340 MSL
3 5 II 17 07 00 17 14.15 7,380 MSL
3 5 7 17 24 50 17 37 25 7,400 MSL
3 5 8 17 42 40 17 54 55 6,950 MSL
fR-23-FH-708-00202 12 JAN 70 708 SAN JOSE DE LAS RUSIAS, MEXICO 117
ROLL FLIGIT LINE START STOP ALTITlJE
I s 9 0801 05 08 07 30 7,400 MSL
1 6 11 08 1 115 08 17 10 7,400 MSL
I 6 08 20 55ss 08 28 40 7,400 MSL
I 6 S 08 32 40 08 40 45 7,300 MISL
I 6 . 10 08 44 55 08 49 30 7,350 MSL
NR-23-L-124-00203 21 FEB 70 124 DEARVA PENINSLLA, DE/MD/VA 121
PXOL RLIHTF LINE START STOP ALTITUDE
39 3 11 09 53 00 09 54 35 2,600 MSL
39 3 12 11 05 35 11 10 10 2,600 MSL
NI-23-J-125-00204-26 Fl 70 125 ROXFWRO RE:.ERVOIR, N. CAH)LINA 121
LL. FLIoHT LINE START STOP ALT ITLME
45 6 1 02 09 45 02 12 15 4,400 NL
45 6 3 02 16 20 02 20 50 4,400 MSL
45 S 4 02 24 45 02 25 47 4,400 MSL
45 S 6 02 30 50 02 34 50 4,400 MSL
45 8 4 02 38 20 02 43 40 4,400 MSL
45 17 02 48 05 02 51 50 4,400 MIL
45 9 ,.02 55 20 03 00 40 4,400 ML
45 6 1 03 6400 03 00 15 4,500 oSL
46 5 3 03 11 10 03 16 05 4,500 MSL
45 0 4 03 20 03 24 5 4,500 MSL
45 .6 03 2 55 3 33 45 4,500 L
45 6 71 3-36 55 03 41 4,500 MSL
45 6 ' 03 4455 03 49 25 4,500 fSL
M-23-W-142-00205 18 F 70 142 DELARE ESIUARY,PA/NEW JERSEY 121
OLL FLIOHT LINE START STOP ALTITUDE
38 2 . 04 00 I 04 0 55 6,000 MSL
38 2 1 e4 30 40 04 36 40 6,OOO ML
3 2a I 05 00 45 0507 25 6,000 MSL
38 a I 05 30 15 05 37 S 6,000 MSL
M-2.3-J-142-00206 28 FEB 70 142 IDELAWARE ESTUARY, PA/NEW JERSEY 121
POLL FLIGHT LINE STAT STOP ALTITUDE










46 9 6 6
44 
INSTUI'H T n al Ii( lR4TIhON
RECiOFWAX IV, 2-14 MICRET-UERS
RMARK(S
EAST OF LA ONMA ID NORTHEAST OF LA NMHIA.
SUJ(IAST OF tALANC ITOS TO SOUFI:AST OF LA
PESCA.
EAST OF LA COMA TO EAST OF SAN JUAN.
FAST OF BALNCITOS TO EAST OF GONZALEZ.
SANTA JUANA TO LA P I EDRA.
MAP NO. OG J-24
RFNDAX IV, 2-14 MIcRn ''ERIS
REMARKS
SLnJiEAST OF BALDNCITOS TO SOLTH OF LA PESCA.
LAGUNA DE MORALES TO EAST OF' SAN JUAN.
EAST OF SAN JUAN TO LA OM4A.
WEST OF SAN JUAN O SOurH OF EJIDO EL SALADITO.
SOUIHEAST OF BALDNCITOS TO EAST OF LA SAILUCDA.
~P NO. ONC J-24
REDONWAX IV, 2-14 MICROTERS
RE4ARKS
DElAWARE FICR WATERLUO TO HIA'Ha"ON.
DELAWARE FROM VERN TO FI'ERALSBLRG.
MAP NS. NJ 18-4, NJ 18-5
RF:aNN((AX IV, 2-14 MILCI-'II*S
RES
MAP ND. NJ 17-11
REMNFAX IV, 2-14 MICRO4*'ERS
tEJLIFONTE O11NG S.S.W. TO N.N.E. O' TAILORS
M14P NOS. NJ 18-2, NJ 18-11
REONOIFAX IV, 2-14 MICO lETERS
FIRST 2 mINIFES OF LINE SENSR mtLUNCTION3)D.
IE.130JNTE OOINFG S.S.W. TO N.N.E. OF TAIULRS
MIDGg.
I 2 30 22 36 10 6,000 MSL
23 00 20 23 05 30 ,000 MSL
233055 23 36 1 6 ,000 ML
s IS 15 00oo45 00 6.O sL
I 026 3 o 5 00 510 6,000 SL
1 01 O 20 01 5 s0 M6,oSL
I 01 1 IS 01 23 10 6,00 SL N.N.8. f T AYIORS IlOGE GOING N.N.E. TO
I 01 291 0 34 20 6,000  L 0I1PNII DOINO S.S.W. TO N.N.H. OF TAYLUS
I I1 30 2 601 44 15 5,500 ,eL N.N.E. O TAYLORS MIDGE GOING .N.E. TO
I 01 41 4 01 52 10 4.500 Ma.L . IJO ODING S.S.W. TO N.N.E. OF TAYLORS
I 01 56 to 621 16 3,50 eSEL N.N.E. GP TAYLORS MRID GOING N.N.E. T
02 64 35 02 09 05 z,son Met. fILIEI 'r: G:OIG S.S.w. TO N.N.E. OF TA4IIlHS
I35 1 .00 P S. I
'02 2 2*0 02 17 35 3,600 EEL MIP NON. NJ I0-2, PNJ I1-Il
OD
'~0








25 Ei3' 70 151 U14 ISItAD, hNt ItOK 121
ROLL PIC1(W LINE S'ART lX)P ALTI'1J3
44 1 2 10 01 55 10 16 15 5,000 MSL
44 *7 10 21 35 10 41 10 5,000 WSL
44 7 4 10 45 20 11 00 10 5,000 MSL
44 7 5 11 10 25 11 30 00 5,000 MSL
44 I I1 34 35 II 48 30 5,000 MSL
44 53 11 ss55 12 12 00 5,000 MSL
20 FEB 70 152 RARNAT PRAY, NPEW JFR-SEY 121
ROLL FLIOHT LINE START STOP ALTIT,'IE
39 3 1 08 47 15 08 48 30 4,000 MSL
39 3 2 08 54 55 08 56 25 4,000 MSL
39 3 3 09 02 00 09 04 00 4,100 MSL
39 3 4 09 11 35 09 16 30 4,200 MSL
1AP NO. NJ 18-2
I NhXLNlEr XI' I L;iATl N
RiFXXOP-AX IV, 2-14 MICRnMnT'WHS
URIVRK(S
FAST ILN; ISIANhD IPII VAIUJ.I STR':A. 'I) T AhDA iH.
[LLP ISLAND, F:VST TIAA HiX '1) VAIIF:. STFlI:Ai.
IDL*'*lLD AIRJR'T T1 SLF1"X (L.X)IT l ' AFB ON
L&G I SLAND.
1N:C ISLAND, W1"ST TIANA MY TO CFD1,VlI'tST.
LUN ISIAND, ROCKAWAY 'T1) (IXXX:.
LUO ISlAND, SIKHE TACI7:. TO p)PHOtSPE'I POINT.
MAP h). NK IL8-12
RECPOFAX IV, 2-14 MICROI.*Ti-RS
NR-23-JU-1868-00209 20 FEB 70 188 NW YORK BI' 121
ROLL FLICHT LINE START STOP ALTITCUJ
40 4 7 14 16 35 14 21 05 9,500 PMSL
40 4 14 24 15 14 27 50 9,500 WI'L
40 4 9 14 29 45 14 35 05 9,500 MSL
40 4 5 14 41 05 14 55 10 12,500 MSL
40 4 6 15 05 05 15 15 05 12,500 ISL
40 4 4 15 17 10 15 30 55 12,500 MSL
40 4 8 15 4515 15 48 00 24,000 o SL
40 4 1 16 16 35 16 21 45 12,000 ISL
40 4 2 16 23 50 16 28 55 12,000 . SL
40 3 16 32 05 16 40 00 12,000 MSL
PR-23-WJ-188-00210 21 FEB 70 188 NW YOK Bl4r 121
ROLL FLIGfI LINE START STOP ALTITU' E
41 5 1 14 08 55 14 13 05 11,00 MSL
41 5 2 14 16 10 14 21 10 11,800 MSL
41 5 3 14 25 50 14 32 00 11,600 MSL
NR-23-HJ-215-00211 20 FEB 70 215 LOW, ISLAND SOUND, NEW YORK 121
OXLL FLIITfr LINE START STOP ALTI1TUE
40 4 1 13 42 35 14 00 10 11,500 MSL
40 4 IA 14 04 20 14 08 45 10,500 MSL
NH-23-GH-163-00212 09 MAR 70 163 BAlI-MA L.KS. U1HIDA 122ROLL FLIG'T LINE START STOP ALTITUD6
31 1 36 18 58 25 19 03 00 12.300 WSL
31 1 28 19 08 35 19 11 00 12,400 M.SL
31 1 29 19 18 35 19 21 00 12,400 ISL
31 1 30 19 25 20 19 29 20 12,400 MSL
31 I 31 19 33 00 19 35 40 12,400 ISL
31 I 32 19 40 00 19 44 25 12,300 MISL
31 1 33 19 49 05 19 51 55 12,400 ML
31 1 34 19 55 55 19 59 35 12,400 MSL
31 1 35 20 03 50 20 07 10 12,400 MSL
31 1 37 21 48 10 21 52 25 22,900 MIL
31 1 38 21 55 50 22 01 40 23,000 MSL
NR-23-Q-169-00213 09 IMAR 70 169 FOR IDA KEYS 122
ROLL FLIG(T LINE START STOP ALTITUED
31 1 1 20 17 20 20 43 05 12 300 MSL
31 1 2 20 53 00 20 59 25 12:400 MSL
31 1 4 21 02 25 21 04 35 12,400 ISL
31 1 5 21 06 10 21 07 40 12,400 MSL
31 1 3 21 11 45 21 13 10 12,300 MIL
31 I 2 21 17 15 21 30 25 12,400 MSL
31 I 2 21 36 10 21 38 30 12,400 MSL
REXONOFAX IV, 2-14 MICRI'M,'ERS
Rf3ARKS
LAST 6 MINIMES (F LINE SENSOR MALlNRCTIONID.
1PAP NOS. NK 18-5. NK 18-6, N( 18-8, NK 18-9
REmNOFAX IV, 2-14 MNI CROETERS
REMARKS
MAP NOS. NK 18-5, NK 18-6, NK 18-8, NK 18-9
RE NOFPAX IV, 2-14 MICRMT'ERWS
REVARKS
MAP NOS. mN 18-8, NK 18-9, K 18-11, NK 18-12
RFXX)OEAX IV, 2-14 MICROIFWTRS
RA'IqARKS
MAP ND. WH 17-0
RECXXAX IV, 2-14 MICRTqRhS
RW4ARKS
MAP NOS. NG 17-8, NG 17-11
0
[




S I TE NAM MIS-
SION
I NSTRU*NT Ol' I t' RAT1 I ON
NR-23-W-204-00214 27 KAy 70 BYM04, ALA&A 136 RECON FAX IV, 2-14 MICRCMI[ERS
2OL FLIGHT LINE START STOP ALTITIUE O1 RE IRS
a 2 5 14 04 20 14 05 40 8,000 MSL
2 2 6 14 00 00 14 1010 8,000 MSL
2 2 7 14 13 55 14 15 15 8,000 MSL
2 2 1 14 25 00 14 26 20 4,500 M.L
2 2 3 14 29 50 14 31 10 4,500 MSL
3 2 2 14 35 40 1437 05 4,500 MSL
2 2 4 14 40 40 14 42 10 4,500 MSL
2 2 6 15 01 10 15 03 05 20 000 IMSL MP NO. NI 16-9
M-23-GJ-206-00215 2?1 MY 70 206 14JSCLE. SHOAS, ALAAA 136 R2EONFAX IV, 2-14 MICRXIAEITRS
RLL FLIGHT LINE START STOP ALTITlUDE RIMWI(S
2 2 1 15 31 25 15 33 35 4,000 MSL
2 2 3 15 37 25 15 40 00 4,000 MSL
2 2 2 15 44 20 15 46 35 4,000 MSL
2 ' I 15 54 30 15 5635 ,000 ML
2 2 2 16 3 50 10 15 30. 20,000 MSL MAP NO. NI 16-5
IMNG¥IY DATA 1'11 - AAS-5 L CV4NRA (HIH Sf.;H)
























30 JUN 66 043 C(ICAOX, ILLIIS 25
JL 66 128 MISSISSIPPI DELTA, LOUISIANA 26
8J6L 66 032 SLAO , TEXAS 21
I AU 66 024 SAN ANIAS FAtLT, CALIUtRNIA 28
I AO 66 114 WINITE SAM5 ., WIN WXICO 26
2 AL 66 003 MOND CATERS, CALIrFXNIA 30
2 AtC 66 020 IiCS LAKE, CALIFMNIA 30
2 ALC 66 019 SONIA PASS, CALIFORNIA 30
2 AUG 66 052 NEVAi AEC 30
IS SEP 66 043 CHICAOO, ILLINOIS 31
23 SW 6 011 O Oil NE S U NATIONAL PA4K, WYMINCG/ 32
MONTANA/ I OAHD
14 OCT 66 046 ASHVILLE, NIR CMIOLINA 34
14 OCT 66 0099 FI.RID STRAITS 34
14 OCT 6 130 LPS 14 MTH 34
0 f~C U6 096 8M~II, ..S3*DM "6 6 MnR", nm 31
O _C " ilU HuMwwI. mmA 3
* O 64 102 8TI WIIq A CTM, PUmRIDA, No




































































NR-24-GH-104-00020 9 DIC 66
Mn-24-CH-128-00021 14 DEC 66
NR-24-CH-099-00022 21 FER 67
NR-24-H-128-00023 24 FIER 67
NN-24-EJ-014-00024 14-17 MAR 67
NR-24-EJ-029-00025 14-17 MAR 67









































NR-24-FH-158-00047 20-22 SEP 67
M-24-CH-146-00048 20-22 SFP 67
N-24-DJ-020-00049 17-18 OCT 67
N1-24-DJ-135-00050 17-18 OCT 67
MR-24-FJ-129-00051 13-17 NOV 67
NR-24-FJ-065-00052 13-17 NOV 67
NR-24-FJ-076-00053 13-17 NOV 67




128 MISSISSIPPI DELTA, LOJISIANA
099 FlNRIDA STRAITS
128 MISSISSIPPI DELTA, LOUISIANA
014 LITLE DRAGCON MOUNTAINS. ARIZONA
029 PHOENIX, ARIZONA
101 SAN FRANCISCO VOLCANIC FIELDS,
ARIZONA
114 WHITE SANDS, NEW MEXICO
002 PISGAH CRATER, CALIFORNIA
051 MESQUITE SEDIMENTARY, ARIZONA
052 NEVADA AEC
154 AM3DY CRATER, CALIFIRNIA
095 EVEGLADES, FLORIDA
099 FLORIDA STRAITS
108 IER AREA SIB4ARINE SPRING, FLA.




076 GARDEN CITY, KANSAS
085 LAWRENCE, KANSAS
118 MIS.SURI RIVER, NCRTH DAuFrA
144 WISCONSIN SAND PLAINS
007 COAST RAhGE, OCRXl3N/WASHINCI7N
048 SAN PABLO RESERVOIR, CALIIURNIA
056 MT. LASSEN. CAI.IRNIA
156 WIND RIVER, WASHIMlITN
158 CORPUS CHRISTI, TFXAS/GUIy OF'
MEX ICO
146 ALAFIA AND PFACE RIVERS, IURIDA
020 BUCKS LAKE, CALIFlRNIA
135 HARVEY VALUL.", CALIFRNIA
129 ARKANSAS BAS I N
085 LAWRENCE, KANSAS





























































































































































































146 ALAFIA AND PEACE RIVERS, FLORIDA
041 MESABI RANCE MINNESO1A
167 LAKE MICHIGAN
027 SALT'IN SEA, CALIFORNIA
130 ,SJI,7*'IN CAI .IR'TNIA
157 W3IHHOXl SPH4ICS, CALIFHMNIA
072 CQSO tIr S~PRINMS, CALIFtRNIA
020 Hti.S LAKE, CALIIaLIA






076 GARDE CITY, KANSAS























































MI-2F-PlF-032-0000 5 21 JIh 65
Pi-25-UJ-031-00006 I JILL 65
1-2z5-J-2-0 9-0007 I J.LL 65
PR-25-i4-032-00008 I JUL 65
AR-25-lU-614-0009 1 JIL8 65
PM-25-4K-040-00010 23-24 SEP 65
Ml-25--02-000011 . 26 SEP 65
1--25-J-048-40012 26 SEP 65
R-25-I-049-040013 26 SEP 65
MI-25-D-050-04014 28 SW 65
111- 5-I-103-415 30 SEP 65
1M-25-J-600-MIT 2 OCT 65
4MI-2S,-443.04~6J I68 IS IM 65
032 IkLtAO, *T.XAS
031 WIIaOX RYN LAKE, ARILA
029 PF1.%IX, ANiIl7AA
032 ILACO, TEIXAS
014 LITTLE DIWN MOUNTAINS, AMIZINA
040 CASCADE AOLMAI . WASHIl G
020 DBUXS LAKE, CALIFUlNIA
048 SAN PABO. RESE',IR, CA..IPFMNIA
049 DAVIS, CALIRFRNIA
050 DVO0 PASS, CALIFORNIA
003 MON CRATERS, CALIFORNIA
000 5INRA, ARIBIA
046 ASHEVIe, N1. H1 CARLINA
I N I KON IMTA PAM..L
I 2 NIKON DATA PAi'L PiU;S-X
12 NIKON DATA PA*.L PUI:S-X
12 NI4ON DATA PA.]L PU;S-X
IZ NIKON DATA PAhI]. PIJS-X
13 NIKON DATA PANEIL PIAS-X
13 NIKON DATA PA.N. PUIS-X
13 NIKON DATA PA,'L PIUS-X
13 NIKON DATA PAMF. PJUS-X
13 NIKON DATA PANEL PUL.S-X
13 NIOsN DATA PN. PIS-X
13 1NICN DATA PAEL PUJS-X










































I N:S`'*.'l' OF' I L\T I1 
ACIaIG I MPON











































































046 ASHEVIUE, NORTH CAROLINA
043 CHICA)O, ILLINOIS
031 WILLUOX DRY LAKE, ARIZONA
032 WESLACO, TEXAS
032 WESLACO, TEXAS
031 WILLCOX DRY LAKE, ARIZONA
028 WINSLDW, ARIZONA
05.1 MSOIUITE SUIMENTAiRt, ANIZONA
015 TWIN HLrTtUS, ARI7L)NA
015 TWIN BurrEs, ARIZONA
027 SALTON SEA, CALIFORNIA
027 SALTUN SEA, CALIFRHNIA
029 PHOE IX, ARIZONA
086 ARGUS ISLE, BUHLD
086 ARGUS ISLE, HBE3DA
086 ARGUS ISLE, BMFDA
086 ARGUS ISLE, BER4.1A
114 wHITE SANDS, NE MEXICIO
101 SAN FRANCISCO VOLCANIC FIEL.DS,
ARI zNA
040 CASCADE MWNTAINS, WASHINGTON
003 MOW CRATERS, CALIFORNIA
002 PISCAH CRATER, CALIFODRNIA
032 WESLAC, TEXAS
043 CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
088 MISSISSIPPI VAILEY, MISSORII/TE:NN.
128 MISSISSIPPI DELTA, LDUISIANA
032 WESLACO, TEIXAS
024 SAN ANlUHIAS FALLT, CALIE-.NIA
114 WHIT'E SANDS, NEW PF"1XIOD
130 SOJIIFRN CALI FRNIA
130 SOUfHERN CAL. I IRNIA
135 HARVEIT VALJ.EY, CALIRFlNIA
003 MOW CRATERS, CALII-XUNIA




















I NSTRUM:NT COt I UHA'I' I O
NIKON DATA PANEL PLJ.S-X 35
NIKON DATA PANEL PIUJS-X 35
NIKON DATA PANEL PUjS-X 35
NIKON DATA PANEL PUUS-X 35
NIKON DATA PANEL PLAJS-X 35
NIKON DATA PANEL PUJS-X 35
NIKON DATA PANEL PLUS-X 35
NIKON DATA PAN:EL PIIIS-X 35 
NIK(ON DATA PANELI. PI.S-X .35
NIKON DATA PANEI. PLUS-X 35
NIKON DATA PANEL PLAS-X 35
NIKON DATA PANEL PU;S-X 35
NIKON DATA PANEL PLUs-X 35
NIKON DATA PANEL PLUS-X 35
NIKON DATA PANEL PUJS-X 35
NIKON DATA PANEL PLUJ-X 35
NIKON DATA PANEL PLUS-X 35 
NIKON DATA PANEL PLUS-X 35
NIKON DATA PANEL PLUS-X 35
21 NIKON DATA PANEL PLUS-X
21 NIKON DATA PANEL PLJS-X
21 NIKON DATA PANEL PIJUS-X
24 NIKON DATA PANEL PLJJS-X
25 NIKON DATA PANEL PLUS-X
25 NIKON DATA PANEL PIJS-X
26 NIKON DATA PANEL PLUS-X
27 NIKON DATA PANEL PLUS-X
28 NIK(h DATA PANEL PA'S-X
28 NIKON DATA PANEL. PLU.S-X
28 NIKON DATA PANEL PUIS-X
29 NIKON DATA PANEL PL:US-X
30 NIKON DATA PANEL PLUS-X
30 NIKON DATA PANEL PLUS-X












































































30 ALIG 66 020 BUCKS LE,. CALIFPONIA
3 SE 66
M1-25-CJ-043-00054 15 SEP 66























PI-n24J-l03-6T0 n 21-24 Um 67
P-25-Grl-H3-f6l 21-24 F el
4-1i-(4_-164-I74 2 21-24 FU 67
MI-IS-GII-e1-04173 24 PI *T
NR-n31-J-0114-0104 14-16 RA 61
PNR-I25i- --I 4i15 14-16 MR 67
0-25*-U-114-tl77 14-16 MAR 6?
P6-35- W -6ff-6 6 21-24 Pw 6?
-25- EJ4614 6 21-24 FM G1
K11--E-I'-6190 3r1-24 MO 67
25- 41-s-~1 1t2 12-1t AI 6T
lM-n61- 1-.0. 6 It-Il .AM Is
!f-I-IS~ 0(-'O6 r12-I AMI 6t
1~-4~M--111 8-414 mJU ST
NI l ~ sl-IIFHII-m) JU4 5*
043 CHICAO, ILLINOIS
011 YELJASTONE NATTIONA.L PARK, WYOMIN/
MONTAI/ I DFO
114 IITE SAHDI, MEXICO






102 STATEIVIl/LAKE CITY, FRIDAM,
PHOSPATE
103 CRYSTAL RIVtR, FUINIDA
104 UM A/T*A , FWA. URIM
12C MISSISSIPPI IITA, LDISIANA
94 AX I IL, .. 1DA
114 YHITE SANDS, MD MEXICD
O0 PLRIDA SIMIAITS
162 sTATwN ILLC/LU CITY, PLAlIDA,
103 CRYSTAL RlV, LOQIIDA
104 TUAi/T'WA, PIRIDM
129 ISSISSIPPI OELTA, LOUISIANA
014 LITlE DIAMION MIJTAINS, ARIZNA
029 P "IIX, MIUMA
101 SAM FRNC19SO0 NqCAIC FIEIDS,
114 l47111 SOS, 11 1EXICO
P1 aPM Mt, CALIFRNIA
614 MIM CI. FIPOIA
9 MPMIr MUA4TS
I" cL31 mm amll e SPRIIN, IA.




I NSTM .T O(XFI 1(RAT'1 N






















NIKlN DMTA PANEL PUS-X
NIKON DATA PANEL PLUS-X
NIKIN DATA PANEL PUIS-X
MIIKON DTA PANEL PL.S-X
NIKON DATA PANEL PLUS-X
NIIKN DATA PAbEL PULLS-X
MIO4 IMTA PANEL PLUS-X
NIMON IMTA PANEL PLUS-X
NINON DATA PANEL PLUi-X
NIKON DATA PANEL PLLIS-X
NIKON IMTA PANL PULtS-X
NIK(N DATA PANL PLUS-X
klO IM TA PA/L, PULL-X
WIlhO DTA PAaL PLJS-X
NIKN DATA PANEL PUJS-X
NIION DATA PA.L PLAS-X
NIMdN DATA PL PtS-X
MINOl ITA PANEL PUL-X
l41N DATA PAPIL PUS-X
NIION IDTA PAmL PULS-X
NIKON DATA PAML PUWS-X
MIKON DITA PANEL PtUs-X
NIKIN DATA PAN.L PJU-X
43 IO DATA PANEL PLIS-X
44 INO1 DAMTA PAPEL PUJS-X
44 NN M DMP lQL Pul-K
44 WSIM a FPIU FLS N4IA WM rPmL .A,-K
SNINU A ! FUJS.-K
59 MIH DIAD PAMEL PtLS-
N5 4 ~ A PAW&L PUs-K




35 m I 8
35 M1 160











35 144 11 0
35 m 90
35 MM 90
3514 ISOIS M "
36 14 160
6 14 160
56 0 ,, 95
35m 91


















































































118 MISSOURI RIV, NORTH DAKOTA
044 PURULE, INDIANA
144 WISCONSIN SAND PLAINS
044 PUROUE, INDIANA
044 PURDIUE, INDIANA
076 GARDEN CITY, KANSAS
007 COAST RANGE, OREGON/WASH IN07N
048 SAN PABLO RESERVOIR, CALIF0RNIA
056 Mr. LASSEN, CALIF1RNIA
156 WIND RIVER, WASHINGTON
158 ORPUS CHRISTI, TEXAS/CULF OP
MEXICO
146 ALAFIA AND PEACE RIVERS, FURIDA
020 UCKS LAKE, CALIFORNIA
051 MESOU-ITE SEDIIMENTAR, ARIZONA
135 HARVEY VALLFY, CALIFORNIA
156 WIND RIVER. WASHINGTON
159 HORSEFLY 1MOUNTAIN, ORfIFON
160 NEWFIUI.AND COAST (ARIGETIAI
129 ARKANSAS BASIN
085 LAIR.ECE, KANSAS
076 GARDEN CITY, KANSAS
079 MATEWAN, KEICXSKY
141 CHARLESTUN/COL.MBIA, SOUTH CAHOLI
032 WESLACOD, TEXAS
132 NEW ORLEANS. LDUISIANA
133 MICH061D, LOUISIANA
134 SLIDELL, LaOUISIANA
137 MISSISSIPPI TEST FACILITY
165 DESERET/ST. IMRKS, FLORIDA
128 MISSISSIPPI DELTA, LOUISIANA
162 BAHAMA BANKS, FORIDA
163 BISCAYNE BAY, FIRIDA
164 BOCA RATON/B.ILE CLADE, FRRIDA
INA
951 NIKON DATA PANEL PWLIS-X
52 NIKON DATA PANEL PLUS-X
54 NIKON DATA PANEL PLUS-X
54 NIKON DATA PANEL PLUS-X
54 NIKON DATA PANEL, PLUS-X
54 NIKON DATA PANEL PLUS-X
54 NIKON DATA PANEL PLUJS-X
54 NIKON DATA PANEL PLUS-X
54 NIKON DATA PANEL PLUS-X
55 NIKON DATA PANEl PLUS-X
55 NIKON DATA PANEL PLUS-X
55 NIKON DATA PANEL PLUJS-X
55 NIKON DATA PANEL PUAS-X
57 NIZON DATA PANEL PLUS-X
57 NIKON DATA PANEL PIJJS-X
59 NIKON DATA PANEL PLUS-X
59 NIKON DATA PANELI PLJS-X
59 NIKON DATA PANEL PiUS-X
59 NIKON DATA PANEL PLUS-X
59 NIKON DATA PANEL PLWS-X
60 NIKON DATA PANEL PLUIS-X
61 NIKON DATA PANhL PUJS-X
61 NIKON DATA PANEL PUJS-X
61 NIKON DATA PANEL PLIJS-X
61 NIKON DATA PANEL PLUS-X
61 NIKON DATA PANEL PLUS-X
62 NIKON DATA PANEL PWUS-X
62 NIKON DATA PANEL PLUS-X
62 NIKON DATA PANEL PLIS-X
62 NIKON DATA PANEL PWUS-X
62 NIKOH DATA PANEL PUJS-X
964 NIKON DATA PANEL PLjS-X
66 NIKON DATA PANEL PLUS-X
66 NIKON DATA PANEL PUJS-X
66 NIKON DATA PANEL PLUS-X






































































IWCERt DATA F'ILE - NIKON DAT4 PANiL. K-17 CV'.N:HA
DATB SITE
ANCLSSION N011 BER
NR-25-GH-155-00124 5-10 FlM 68
Nl-25-QH-145-00125 28 FIB 6P
NF-25-G4-146-00126 28 FEB 68
Ni-25-GH-147-00127 2 M4R 68
NR-25-4-165-00128 2 MAR 68
NI-25-FK-041-00129 7-10 1AY 68
IR-25-J-044-00130 7-10 4AY 68
MR-25-CK-126-00131 7-10 KAY 68
Ml-25-OJ-167-00132 7-10 MAY 68
FN-25-lW-020-00133 21-28 MAY 66
MI-25-I5-021-00134 21-28 MAY 68
M6-2S-WJ-048-0035 21-28 MAY 68
1M-25-EJ-012-0036 21-28 NAY 68
.-254gJ-13.-00137 21-28 MAY 68
IR-25-FJ-0?--00 136 17 J 68
P6-25-FJ-085-00139 18 JUN 68
\D
4 M-25-J-044-00140 18-19 JUN 68
I-25-OJ-168-00141 20 JUN 68
6-25-S -114-0050I 20 e JM 68
M-25-(0]-162-00142 3 JUL 68
PR-2S-14-032-00143 8 JUL 68
IR-25-DJ-056-00144 18-19 JUL 68
NR-25-FJ-022-00I14 16 JUL 68
NR-254-J-075-00146 1 JUL 68
PM-25-PJ-016-0014T 29 JUL 68
MR-25-GJ-044-00146 30 JUL 68
MI-25--144-00149 I AUG 68
PM-25-FIl-ll-00151 23-24 SEP 68
11-254-I-118-06152 26 SEP 68
MI-25-PJ-016-00153 26-27 SEP 68
P-25-G4 -165-0154 11 OCT 68
MI-25-OH-163-01SS II' OCT66
MN-25-O-145-6154I I1 OCT 68
MR-25-4-314'-([tS I1 OCT 66
Mit- 14318-4115 II OCT--W 3- ftlst it Mcr 
SIRTe NAe
NO.
155 GLt' OAST FISM'IIES
145 OILF COAST SPRIFGS
146 ALAFUIA AHN PACE RIVERS,. FLRIIDA
147 LAKES/TAMPA, FURIDA
165 DESERET/ST. MARKS, FURLIDA
041 MESABI RA.'E, MlNNEOYrA
044 PLR[LE, INDIANA
126 MALPE/ BREKPBLIC TROIJ(S, MICH.
167 LA(E MICHIGAN
020 EUCKS LAKE, CALIFORNIA
027 SAL"10N SEA, CALIFPINIA
048 SAN PABLO RESERVOIR, CALIFORNIA
072 COSO HOT SPRINGS. CALIFORNIA
130 SOLI1W1N CALIFaRNIA
076 GRI CITY, KANSAS
085 LECE, KANSAS
044 PKWE, INDIANA
166 PA'1TfNT RIVER, 1Vd11.WO
174 WA.LLPS ISLA.D, VIRGINIA
162 MA BAMNS, FLORIDA
032 W.StACO, TEXAS
056 MT. LASSEN, CALIF.URNIA
022 TOINOPAH, EVADA
075 OLODFIELD, hEVADA
016 GARDE3 CITY, KANSAS
044 PWIXE, INDIANA
148 IC10H RIVER, PENNSILVANIA
171 SAINE LAKE, LOUISIANA
III8 MISSOURI RIVER, NIRIH DAKOTA
076 CGARD CITY, KANSAS
I165 IET/ST. MARKS, FLIRIDA
113 BISCAYNe MY, FIIDA
3145 G(1 AST SPRINGS
144 ALAPIA S P3r RIVIRS, FU]RIDA
147 LIA/IS/WA, FPLRIDA






































I NST`t.*%"T tXNICI H7I.T I (N
NIlKON DATA PANEL PIXJS-X 35 M4
NIKON DATA PANEL PLUS-X 35 MM
NIKON DATA PANEL PLUS-I 35 M4
NIKON DATA pANEL PLUS-X 35 4M
NIKON DATA PANEL PUJS-X 35 MM
NIKON-DATA PANEL 1RI-X 3514
NIKON-DATA PANEL TRI-X 35NM1
NIKON-DATA pANEL TRI-X 35M1M
NIKON-DATA PANEL TRI-X 3514M
NIKON DATA PANEL PUS-X 35 94
NIKcN DATA PANEL PUJS-X 35 PM
NIKON DATA pANEL PWUS-X 35 MM
NIKON DATA PANEL PUJS-X 35 M4
NIKN IDATA PANAL PUS-X 35 m
1NMON DATA PANEL PUJS-X 35 M4
NIION DATA PANEL PLUS-X 35 MM
NI3N DATA PANEL PLLS-X 35 MM
N111N DATA PANEL PLS-X 35 MM
NlQMM DATA PANEL PS-X 35 M4
N11iN DtTA PANEL PIUJS-X 35 19
11ON IM ATA PANEL PLIS-X 35 M4
NIKON DATA PANEL PUS-X 35 *M
NIKON DATA PANEL PUJS-X 35 M4
NIKON DATA PANEL PLUS-X 35 4M
NIKOM DATA PANEL PLUS-X 35 M4
NIKON DATA PANEL PWIS-X 35 M4
NIKON DATA PANEL PWUS-X 35 t
NIKl DATA PANEL PUWS-X 35 M44
NIKN DATA PANEL PWUS-X 35 MM
NIKM DATA PANE PUAS-X 35 M4
NININ DATA PANEL PWS15-X 35 MM
NIKON DATA PANL PIUS-X 35 M4
NIKI DATA PANa PUS-X 35 11
NIXON DkTA PANEL PUS-X 35 9
N!M OA PMrAL IPAJS-X 35 14




































IMAC4O/ DATA FIILJ: - NIkO DATAL' PAN.%I. h-17 C1*4.FA








































996 DALJ.AS/PT. mRTH, TlEXAS
995 ANSON/SNYDER, TEXAS
030 TUCSON, ARIZONA
11R CULORADO RIVEI DELTA
994 El. PASO, TEXAS
175 HKLSTON, TEXAS, AREA
161 RARITAN RIFR,NtEm JIElbF.
152 BRANEGAT BAY,NEW JEwsF.I
176 NEW ErCGLAND
147 LUAKE/TAMPA , FlUl IDA
178 MILL CREuX, OKLAH'MA
179 LGL.3YA FARE/(CU RPUS CQRISTI, TEXAS
146 ALAFIA AND PEACE RIVi'S, 'UKII:A
164 BOCA RATON/IIE GLADE:, FLRlIDA
165 DESERET/ST. MARKS, FIlRIDA
183 LORDSCLRC, NEW FEXICO
180 GARNET IhoMITAIN, ARIZ2NA

















I KSlTt W'.% T C' I 14't' I (11 
NIKON DATA PANEL PWIS-X 35 M
NlIKfI DATA PANEL PUJS-X 35 M1
NI4ON DATA PANEL PLUS-X 35 MM
NIKON DATA PANl. PWUS-X 35 NM
NIIKO DATA PAE1. PiA'S-X 35 F44
NIKON DATA PAEL PIJUS-X 35 MM
NIKUNf DATA PANEL PLUS-X 35 MM
N11KON DATA PANE PLAiS-X 35 MM
NI(KON DATA PANEL PU:S-X 35 m
NlKON DATA PANEL PWjS-X 35 I4
NIKON DATA PANl. PLUS-X 35 m
NlKON DATA PANEl. PLUS-X 35 .
NIKON DATA PANElt PWUS-X 35 MM
NIKON DATA PANEI PLUS-X 35 44
NIKON DATA PANU. PLUS-X 35 MM
NIKON DATA PANEL PLUS-X 35 MM
NIKON DATA PAhFL PUUS-X 35 MM




















7-8 JAN 65. 031 WILCUOX DfI LAKE, AHIZONA












015 TWIN HUM'eS, ARIZONA
002 PISGAII CRATER, CALIFORHNIA
022 TX*)PAH, NEVADA
006 SALT LAKE, LTAHI
031 WILLCOX DRY LAKE, ARIZONA
014 LI'ILE IRAGOXN MOUNTAINS, ARIZONA
024 SAN ANDREAS FAULT, CAL, IF'NIA
024 SAN ANDREAS FAULT, CALIFORNIA
020 U(CKS LAKE, CALIFORNIA
020 BtLES LANE, CALIFORNIA






































































IMAP(GE D4TA FILE - T-lI (A'.*tA (FAIHCHI11))



























































015 TWIN frITES, ARIFZONA 18 T-1ll
032 WESLA), TEXAS 27 T-lI
052 NEVADA AfC 30 T-l1
099 FLRI3DA STRAITS 40 T-l1
101 SAN FRANCISCO VILCANIC FIELDS, 43 T-11
ARIZONA
014 IrlTlklE DIcACG(x MKX '9lhNS, AN1Nh3A 43 T-11
029 PMHN I X, A4 I (ZNA 43 T-i1
052 NV.ADA AflC 44 T-11
099 FL.RI DA STRAITS 50 T-ll
044 PIUIt.E, INDIANA 52 T-ll
056 MT. LASSEN, CALIFORNIA 55 T-l1
158 CORPUS CHRISTI, TX(AS/GLF(IO 57 T-ll
MEXICO
051 MESUITE SEDI4'ENTARY, ARIZOLA 59 T-ll
051 MESQUITE SEDIPITARY, ARIZONA 59 T-ll
076 GARD4N CITY, KANSAS 61 T-11
129 ARKANSAS RASIN 61 T-ll
141 0CHRLESTON/COOLU1A, SO11U CAROLINA 61 T-11
165 SEZRE/ST. 144WKS, FLURIDA 964 T-ll
128 MISSISSIPPI DELTA, LOUISIANA 66 T-ll
163 BISCAYNe BAY, FIORIDA 66 T-ll
164 BOCA RA'IN/MI.e GLADE, FLORIDA 66 T-ll
162 fMAHm BRANKS, FLCRIDA 66 T-11
164 BOCA RATON/BEU CGLADE, FLRIDA 66 T-ll
162 BA4MA A BNKS, lURIDA 66 T-11
163 BISCAYNE BAY, FLDRI1D 66 T-lI













.HOt Fl'TACHMIR(t 9-1/L IN.
AER30 33T),4"?E 9-1/2 IN.







































IZ2 MISlSISSIPPI UQ3T4. I41ISI 514
132 NM*, ORULAS. LOUISIANA
147 IAKS;/TAMPA, FIUlINI


















































I NSTl hF;M aO ' I cRAT I (
PLUS -X 35 t-M I 0




S 11T: NAME MIS-
SION
NIH-2-BL-093-00001 17 MA4 67 093 PT. tUIRR(I*, ALASKA 47 RIU)3lPrr:H I)3 tIY'TIC 54hl 70 PN
IMU4ltIY DATA F'II: - RS-7 IH SCANFH (T'I'AS IN.lHtlh.Nl.)
DATE: SITE
ACCESSION N)MI"E N).
SI1 E NAMF. MIS-
SION
INSTHtL*NT COI[FtlATIlON
NR-29-BL-093-00001 I1-17 MAY 67
R-29-CL-143-00002 11-17 MAY 67
t' NRM-29-1GJ50-00003 10 JLt 67
O NR-29-GJ-142-00004 11-12 JUL 67































NH-29-CJ-124-00021 17-19 J.AN 6t
NR-29-G-150-00022 17-19 JAN 68
093 PT. HARRUW, ALASKA
143 CC"c IhNL.T, ALASKA
150 PAMLIC) SOLND, NORTH CARU.INA
14Z DELAWARE ESlUARt, PN'.NSN.VANIA/
NEW JESEY
148 LEHIGH RIVER, PENNSYLVANIA
124 DEMARVA PENINStL.A, DLAWARE/
YRAND/V I RI N IA
151 LOW, ISLAND, NEW SORK
152 BAIUEXAT BAY, NEW JEISEY
153 ANNAPOLIS, MRY1.AND
046 ASHEVILlE:, ORTH CAROLINA
992 PORT ARTILR-FIREANT
019 SON0RA PASS, CALIFORNIA
130 SOLrIERN CAL IFCRNIA
157 BORR.BO SPRI N3S, CALI-FRNIA
003 MOKO CRATES, CALIFORNIA
128 MISSISSIPPI DELTA, LOUISIANA
032 WESLACO, TEXAS
046 ASHEVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA
150 PAMLICO SlJND, NORTH CAROLINA
142 LA*AHE EKSll'AHRY, PPA./N.J.
124 DItMtHUVA PENINaSt.A, DI:3AWHF:/
MRIlAND/V I G; MI A
150 PAMLICO .SXND, NORTH CAROLINA






































































MP-29-LL-166-00023 3-9 APR 68 166 ICELAND
MR-29-IJ-003-00024 27-28 ALG 68
R-29-&/-0O19-00025 27-28 AG 68
NR-29-WJ-056-00026 28 AUG 68
PR-20-aK-040-000o2 29 AUG 68
NR-29-[-156-00028 30 AID 68
NR-n-(l4-173-0002. 10 SEP 68
PR-29-J-!16-00030 13 SEP 68
MR-29-'-14-00031 13 SEP 68.
NR-29-*4-55-00032 I3 SEP 68
R-n29-H-164-00033 13 SEP 68





iR-2-(- 196-00035 617 oC 69
IOLL RLIGF
F9- .. ~4 6
'""' 4 6
,-, 4 6.




i' . I ...... I
.I 
I I
003 MOW CRATERS, CALIFORNIA
019 SONORA PASS, CALIFORNIA
056 M'. LASSEN, CALIF#(NIA
040 CASCADO MWO'NTAINS, WASHINGCN
166 WIND RIVER, WASHING"U4
173 G(LF LOOP
168 PARORET RIVER, MIARnIAN
174 WALDPS ISLAND), VIRGINIA
155 GU XLF ST FsFISHRIES
164 BCA RATONI/LE COLADE, FL.RIO
196 GRAND SABLE, WASHlINGON
LINE START STOP ALTI'
a it 03 10 11 06 15 3.5
3 ' 09 50 1! 12 50 3,5
4 111105 21 40 3,5
196 AIfN4 SAIA, ASHINGTCON
LIPN START STOP ALTI'
9 17 23 40 I1 25 40 2,2
10 11 28 45 11 30 10 2.8
II 1t 34 0o I 31 00 2.2
203 GRAIIe CITYn, ILLIM)IS
LINE STAHTR S7WP ALTI
I 15 s40 1 537 30 4
2 15 4 40 15 43 10 4,
3 154745 15 48 35 4,4
I 15 55 30 15 56 35 6,0
a 1601 16 16 02 55 8 ,
3 16 01 35 16 08 5 ,
I 24'45 16 25 00 20.O





7o RS-7 5498 7o0 M
78 HS-I 5498 AH 10 P4
78 RS-1 5498 RAR 7o0 4
.7 RS-7 5498 RAR 10 M4
78 RS-? 5498 HA 70T mM
78 RS-T 5498-RAR 10o 
19 RS-T RAR-549S8 7o0 
79 RS-I RAM-54968 T0 M
79 RS- RAR-54986 10 MM
79 RS-? RAR-5498 TO 4.
79 RS-T RAR-5496 1 M44











R-26-zJ-208-00037 14 OCT 69 208 B AAB0D, WISCNSIN 111
EIL FLIGHT LINE START STOP ALTITOE
2 2 I 16 51 40 6 854 35 s,oo000o L
2. 2 2 16 s7 so 19 01 00 5,000 MS(L.
a2 2 3 10 10 0O I 14 20 50000 #L
NR-29-J-206-00038 15 OCT 69 208 BARABO, t WISOSIN 111
mLL FLIGHT LIPN START SlP ALTIT'CE
3 3 3 12 35 25 12 36 40 5,0000 MSL
3 3 t 1242 40 12 46 25 5,000 MSL
3 3 I .61 49 30 . 13 40 5,000 SI,1
''-29-GJ-208-0039 15S OCT I69 206 I'RABOD WISCOISI 11I
5OL FLIOIT LINE SRAii sIM ALTITUE
I2 4 3 16 15 S0 15 20 05 4,000 MSL3·· I 2 I4S IS 21 4s 4:,0008 SL
3 4 a 16 35 25 16 460 0 4 000 NSL
L.L FLIGT LIP2M SAIT MsT ALTITUE
4 a 3 1 9 M0 . 00 oo MSL.,14 5 1 20 19 4 5.000 
I s I l lo 5 l 1e s s 4 0 Nt4SL4 t 5165 I 16 OS ,o000 MSL4 I 16 24 1 9301 5,000 MSL
MP MO. NL. 16-5.
RS-I, 6-14 maIOwEERS, INFRARED SCANmR
A¶'ER WTERATURE *414 DERE C.
D.E TEEATURE '10.5 DEGREE C.
AP NO. 4., 16-5.








MAP NO. NJ 16-6.




#4P MO. Wt 16-1.
RS-I, 8-14 MICROERS, INFRARED SCANN.E
RU44RKS
IP ND. NK 16-I.
RS-t, 8-14 MIlOI ,1 INFRRED SCANNER
M1P No. W 16-1.
RS-T, 6-64 14CIIEM , I-R4 IARD SCANNER
IA. KS












IMilt;FY DATA FliF: - K-I? 1 FIC C.A tCII'C[) AiIAI )
ACCESS I ON NUMF
DATE SITE
NO.
S I T hAM4.
IR-30-EJ-019-00001 6 SEP 67 019 SO4(A.PAS., CN.IIMNIA
R-30-UL.-J66-00002 6-14 HAR 69 166 ICEIJS.D - SEA STATE
MIS-
S6(-
56 IIHE: I (-'
d8 lJlF SIGHT
INhSTItEiiT' Ll^FIA'l)A4I'(l
C'aLIN 13hHt 35 MtH 500
2402 35 M4 F00
IW"Y;1 I TA F'II: - HR...II.,U ) Ct\'.F. I - h-I.%vtl . gc.U IP-;'
M3is-
S IO1




















-31-WSJ-030-00010 15-18 OCT 68
NR-31-J-994-00011 16-20 OCT 68
NR-31-J-181-00012 19 OCT 68
NR-31-FH-175-00013 23 OCT 68
hR-31-F'H-175-00014 23 OCT 68
NR-31-F1W-175-0001S 23 OCT 68
MI-31-FJ-996-00016 14 OCT 68
NR-31-FJ-995-00017 14 OCT 68
NR-31-WJ-030-00018 15-18 OCT 68
NR-31-EJ-994-00019 16-20 OCT 60
M1-31-eJ-181-00020 19 OCT 68
hR-31-F-1-75-00021 23 orT 64
M-31-FJ-030-00022 15-1F OCT 6F
IR-31--J-994-00023 16-20. OCr 68
HN-31-EJ-181-00024 19 OCT 68





156 WIND RIVER, AYSHIInTGW
156 WIND RIVER, WA.46IN(-'ION
996 DI/AS 'T. rT'h, TEAS
995 ANSON/SMD,,R. TEXAS
030 TlCSON, ARIZONA
994 EL PASO, TEXAS
181 CLaXRADO RIVER DELTA
175 HOUSTON, TEXAS, AREA
175 I10USTON, TEXAS, AREA
175 HOJSTON, TEXAS, AREA
996 DALUAS/FT. KMRTH, T4(AS
995 ANSON/SNYDER, TEXAS
030 TUCSON, ARIZONA
994 EL PASO, TEXAS
181 COLORADO RIVER DELTA
175 H.US1Ni, TFXAS, ARI:A
030 'IC.SON, ARIZON
994 EL PASO, TEXAS
181 CLADX RIV3 DELTA
175 H.OUS1ON, TEXAS, AREA
-7Z F4ACC.l1l1) SPC. IN
72 HASI-JHlAD a) 0443
72 KILSSEIIADL PU:S X






















NR-31-FH-175-00026 04 DEC 69 175 HOUSTON, EXws AREA 115
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE NLMBteS ALTI1l*DE SCANE



































HASSEI.I.AD HANHIID, 478, H/V 2402, .2.75 IN.
UNIVEISITY OCF Fi-STN TO HO)USTON INTFIR-
CONT I NENTAL.





























ACCESSIM I 4N *
~:3'~\~_"; iT-.,,~~~ I Ii~~ ~"' .-~if, ...
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26 JU 65 018 HAGRST'N, , U4RtLA.ND/PA./VA.
26 JUL 65 124 DELARVA PENIN.SUA, [D1AWARE/[94YIAMD/V F I N I A
20 ALG 65 000 PHIILAPIA ARFA
7 SEP 65 018 HAGERSTOWN, MA4RllAND/PA./VA.
14 SEP 65 085 LAWREICE, KANSAS
14 SEP 65 016 HAGERSTOWN, MARYLAND/PA./VA.
14 SEP 65 000 CI3TRAL OHIO, INDIANA, ILLINOIS
15 SEP 65 076 GARDEN CITY, KANSAS
15 SEP 65 034 O(JAHITA MOUNTAINS, ARKANSAS/OKIA.
IS SEP 65 129 ARKANSAS BASIN
15 SEP 65 046 ASHEVIL.E, NORTH CAROLINA
15 SEP 65 071 CLEVELAND OUlNVY, NORTH CAROLINA
IS SEP 65 045 (RANGE, VIRGINIA
S OCT 65 618 FHAERSO4N, mARIAM)D/PA./VA.
I OCT 65 600 IEST PSI.SYLV4A-CNITAL IO/IND.
10 OCT 65 644 PtRL, INDIANA
10 OCT 65 043 CHICAGO, ILLIN)IS
10 OCT 65 126 M/IHP4IZ/eL/PIC 7T1GS, MICHI.
10 OCT 65 060 HIPNEAPIS-OIEN
14 CCT 65 OII11 lS7% : NATI(Ih,. PARI, W(UNII.
OKFTAMA/I ODA
16 OCT 65 006 .SALT LAKE, UTAH
19 OCT 65 005 8AXA, UTAH
IS CCT 65 006 SALT LAKE, UTAH
I OCI 65 009 SAN IFRANCISCO DISmICT, LUTAH
19 OCT 65 096 DIXIE/FISH LAKE NATIONAL FI'UEST,
19 OCT SS ItS GREAT SALT L, UT'IH
51 OCT 65 036 SPANIS PEWS, O0MU]AD
n Ocr CI On au663AY, Cm~
32 OCI 65 UO AT SA IA. OTf 1YA,
tn OCT eS III wI'r fRET WSI. aWO

























"1 II C11T. 93
60 il PNImu IUcr.CT, UI 139




































































































































































22 OCT 65 054 SMOKE CRE( DESERTHFIF]EF, UTAH
22 OCT 65 021 BAT"IE MIOUNTAIN, NEVADA
22 OCT 65 073 LYNN DISTRICT, NEVADA
22 OCT 65 05S5 lIti(X.T FASINh, Nh.I'A
22 OCT 65 059 1XIHIN tANGE, NENU)4
22 OtT 65 060 DIXIE VALLE., NEVADA
25 OCT 65 00o SOnLI OR6;ON STRIP, uEIH)IN
25 OCT 65 082 ALV(RD VALJ.EI, (REGO
25 OCT 65 007 COAST RANE, OI.k;GON/%A.%HIMI'
26 OCT 65 067 Mr. ST. HtELkS, WASHIIlTON
26 OCT 65 069 MT. BAKER, WASHINGTON
26 OCT 65 040 CASCADE MOUTAINS, WASHINGCON
26 OCT 65 066 Mr. RAINIEmR, WASHImItON
26 OCT 65 066 Mr. ADAMS, WASHIN3T(WN
27 OCT 65 007 COAST RAM;E, (RECON/WASlHINGON
27 OCT 65 008 SOJU1 ORDECON STRIP, (RION
27 OCT 65 055 KOkILT BASIN, NEVADA
29 OCT 65 010 CARSON CITY, NEVADA
29 OCT 65 020 BI(KS LAKE, CALIFORNIA
29 OCT 65 050 DONNE PASS, CALIFORNIA
29 OCT 65 019 SONORA PASS, CALIFORNIA
29 OCT 65 003 KiNO CRATURS, CALIFORNIA
1 NOV 65 010 CAIR, CITY, NEVADA
I NOV 65 022 '1(W.H, NP.',\,A
I 1N' 65 023 INO NATI(ONU. IESTST, CAI.II.XJHIA
I NOV 65 074 BENTO., CALIFIlNIA
I NOV 65 003 MONO CRATFRS, CALIFUI3NIA
I NOV 65 054 SMKE CR( DE:.FIT/:HI-.I, t.TAH
2 NOV 65 002 PIS;GAH CR alE, CALII-MNIA
2 NOV 65 023 IN1O NATIONAL FUREST, CAL.II'NIA
2 NOV 65 024 SAN AN1FFAS IFAU.T, CALIFUtNNIA
2 NOV 65 025 DEVILS PLAI\GRlND, CALII'URNIA
2 NOV 65 000 SAN FRANCISCO PENINSULA
4 NOV 65 026 SCRIPPS REACH, CALIFORNIA
4 NOV 65 02'7 SALTOU SEA, CALIFORNIA































































































































































































































































101 SAN FRANCISCO VUXCANIC FIElDS,
ARIZONA
051 MESaJITE SEDIMITARY, ARIZONA
071 HDPI JITES, ARIZONA
029 PHOENIX, ARIZONA
030 lUCSON. ARIZONA
015 TWIN BUrIES, ARIZONA
014 LITILE DRAGN (X MUNTAINS, ,WIZ.OhA
031 WIUJX)X [DR LAKE, ARIZONA
013 SILVER CIT, NEW MEXICO
016 SOLITAR IO, 7(AS
033 QGADEL'PE RIVER, TEXAS
045 ORANGC, VIRGINIA
046 ASIEVIILE. NORTH CAROLINA
125 ROXBO RESERVtIR, NORTH CAROLINA
000 MISSISSIPPI RIVER
000 MISSISSIPPI/ALAB4A/GORGIA
000 NEY BRCK, PENNSYLVANIA
000 CESAPEAKE BAY
000 ATLANTIC OAST LINE
000 OIANTICO, VIRGINIA
000 WASHINGION, D.C.
000 EASIERN PENNSYLVANIA/WEST VIRGINIA









076 GARDEN CITY , KANSAS
034 OUACHITA MOUNTAINS, ARK(ANSAS/OULA.




































































































































































DATE S I T
le.
S1TS NI T MIS-
SION
26 JUL 66 000 UITrLE ROCK, ARKANSAS 128W
28 JUL 66 000 FEMIPIlS, TINNESSEE . 12dw
28 JU., 66 000 F)lSTON MI RNTAINS 1289
29 JUL 66 000 LDUISVILLe, KENW(CKY 129W
29 JUL 66 000 LEXINTON, tKFIU KY 129W
29 JUi 66 000 DIIERSBUROL STE6DVILLE, ILLINOIS 129W
29 JUL 66 000 LEWISBURG, VIRGINIA 129W
11 AUL 66 000 GUL' STREA 130W
II AIC 66. 000 CAPE HIATERAS







































































Or8 MlSSlSSIPPI V41F., MlS~t8MHI/ T':N. 3/S
000 NVANS-nT, INDIANA TO ST. U1XI1S, M). 3/S
129 ARKANSAS LASIN 4/S
000 V4tXRRIOD, TEXAS 4/S
000 NEW MFXICO AREA 5/S
013 SILVtR' CITY, NEW tX(ICO 6/S
015 TWIN lItUES, ARI7AZNA 6/S
000 AIlBU ,E U TOE PtOENIX 6/S
02$ WINSLUM, ARIZDNA 7/S
101 SAN FIANCISCO VOLCANIC FPIElD, ARIZ 7/S
000 MI.t-X) CRATtR TO PHUENIX 7/S
028 WINSLWM, ARIZONA e/S
071 IHOPI 1arlES, ARIZONA 8/S
101 SAN FRANCISCO VOLCANIC FIELDS, ARIZ 8/S
000 PHIOEIX TO WINSLtM 8/S
071 HOPI BrlFES, ARIZONA 9/S
000 PHOENIX TO WINSLU: 9/S
071 HOPI IIJI'FS, ARIZONA 10/S
000 PAXTON SPRINGS IO/S















































































I N.STRH .'NT U*t hl( HLO I0%R












































































000 SAN JUAN UXIAT AINS 10/S RHIXOKAX IV
000 MO'T1OSE mI SILV'e.WJ II/S RfHXOK"AX IV
000 MOrIIROSE TO DISAPPOINIMFNT VAILFY II/S RFXX)D(AX IV
000 PAIRADOX II/S REOW'AX IV
038 GCRAT SAGE PLAIN, UFAH/COifWX)o 12/S RH.XOF'AX IV
000 UrAH AND REfCN. LINES 12/IS RBOOa AX IV
000 COxLADO 1D CEDR CITY, UTAH i2/S R RD'AX IV
001 CEDR CITY, LUAH 13/S RfROXMAX IV
009 SAN FRANCISCO DISTRICT, UTAH 13/S RECO 'aAX IV
005 ELREKA (TINTIC DISTRICT), UTAI IS/S REXO'WAX IV
096 DIXIE/FISH LAKE NATIONAL KFREST, 15/S REXIl FAX IV
LTAH
009 SAN FRANCISCO DISTRICT, ITAH 15/S Rt0FAX IV
00 CEDAR CITY, UTMI 16/S RFOFOPAX IV
096 DIXIE/FISH LAE NATIONAL FOREST, 16/S RENI.fAX IV
022 P/AH, NEVAA 1/S Riu4NWAX IV
052 NEVAM ABC 11/8 - lS REOFAX IV
0715 GDFUELD NEVAM 11/S l '1OORCFAX IV
010 CARSON CITY. NEVADA 16/S R(WAX IV
021 BMT IWNTAIN, NIEVAdM ! /S REOONOPAX IV
054 Sk 14W.-K IJK*HF *I . :1, VN I-IS 3N HK1AN'AtX IV
073 1.%.% DIMIL'T -SV40 I/IS NHI1NA1" Iv
000 Nk.. (W wT.Nuam4, .'EV.4 I#iS 1H1U1*4WAX IV
01l 1]tALMSMt: NATIIOAL, PARK, W(O,'fIl 191/S HIRIFAXU( IV
Oil NL'AMS11':NE NATIONA. PARK, WO/JIOT 20/S R'CMAX IV
/IOAHD
011 YELVLU."S"h NATI.AL PARK, I0Oi/MUIT 21/S RE)HU IWAX IV
01l YEI1WS1TJIE NATIONAL PARK., VO/MT 22/S REDOok'AX IV
/IIIdO
06 BLACKBIRD DISTRICT, IDlaO 23/S REaONOAX IV
090 .IrUN4 MDNTAA 23/S REaOOFAX IV
I10 aCO R (, I lO 23/S REaOhNAX IV
001 CoST BAME, (OS HIE/DAHIfO 4 235/S RO 'AX IV
000 SamOU5l xOn STRIP, aOGR3 25/S I s4WAX IV
0l2 :aUCR LAK, Q No 25/S RCOMMFX IV
00T CST IWM, 4 EJON/SlWAHINGIN Z6/S RB01WANX IV
00 SOUIWI'WIs M SlIRIP, aGN 26/S IOAX IV
































































































NR-35-DJ-048-00001 17 JUL 69 048 SAN PAIUD RESERVOIR 100
ROLL LINE EXPOSLUtE NLHRS ALT IIU)E SCALE
3 10 03 - 27 60,000 FSL 1.60,000
3 9 28 - 45 60,000 MiSL 1.60,000
3 8 46 - 64 60 000 MSL 1.60,000
3 7 65 - 86 60,000 MSL 1.60,000
3 6 87 - 106 60,000 FtSL 1.60,000
3 S 107 - 125 60,000 MSL 1.60,000
3 126 - 157 60,000 MSL 1.60,000
3 3 158 - 191 60,000 FtSL 1.60,000
3 a 192 - 229 60,000 FSL 1.60,000
MR-35-EJ-019-00002 17 JUJL 69 019 SONORA PASS, CALIFORNIA 100
ROU.L LINE EXPOSLIRE NFtERS ALTITI)E SCALE
3 10 03 - 27 60,000 MSL 1.60,000
3 9 28 - 45 60,000 FtL 1.60,000
3 46 - 64 60,000 MSL 1.60,0003 7 65 - 86 60,000 MSL 1.60,000
3 6 81 - 106 60o.,000 FL 1.60,0003 5 107 - 125 60,000 MSL 1.60,000
3 4 126 - 157 60,000 L 1.60,000
3 3 158 - 191 60,000 FtSL 1.60,000
3 a 192 - 229 60,000 FSML 1.60,000
Hl WR-35-EJ-003-00003 17 JUL 69 003 MOW LAKE 100
o FRLL LIMN EXPOSlE NULMERS ALTITUE SCALE
3 10 03 - 27 60,000 MSL 1.60,0003 9 28 - 45 60,000 FOL 1.60,000
3 4 - 64 60,000 F'SL 1.60,0003 1 65 - 66 60,000 MSL 1.60,000
3 6 8 - 106 60,000 MSL 1.60,0003 5 107 - 125 60,000 FtSL 1.60,000
3 4' 126 - 157 60,000 FMSL 1.60,000
3 3 158 - 191 60,000 FSL 1.60,000
3 2 192 - 229 60,000 FtSL 1.60,000
MR-35-nt-193-00004 17 Jtl. 69 193 IDR1) CdO FEEiST 100
ROUL. LINE PFUFLRE NLM.IHS ALTI'LIUF: SCA 1E
3 10 03 - 27 60,000 MSL 1.60,000
3 9 28 - 45 60,000 MSL 1.60,000
3 6 46 - 64 60 000 FIL 1.60.0003 ? 65 - 6 60,000 MSL 1.60,000
3 6 17 - 106 600 L 1.60,000
3 5 101 - 125 60,000 FISL 1.60,000
3 4 126 - 157 60,000 FSL 1.60,0003 3 158 - 191 60,000 FML 1.60,0003 2 192 - 229 60,000 FOSL 1.60,000
1R-35-DJ-020-00005 18 JUL 69 020 HUCKS LAKE 100
OLL. LIN EXPOSUJRE NtIELRS ALTITIUE SCALE
5 3 024 - 049 60,000 MSL 1.60,000
4 050 - 086 60,000 MSL 1.60,000S 5 0ST - 121 60,000 MSL 1.60,000
5 6 122- 149 60,000 MSL 1.60,0005 7 150- 176 60,000 MSL 1.60,000
6 I?? - 195 60,000 MSL 1.60,0005 9 196 - 214 60,000 MISL 1.60,000
INSTRLII'T (CXNF' I LCAT I O
ZEISS, 15, (X)IR IR SOll7, 12 INh.
REMA14KS
M8t3OF-F HI 1TX) MN) IFAKE.
'I.ULLfiPNA RIVER 'IX) HT1(HE ItA\).
SK PARH TO MU-:AN PEAK.
JUNCTION RESEHROIR 71 PACIF'IC CO*AST.lINE, SITE
19, SO.OO PASS.
PACIFIC C(O)STLAINE TO DARLNEtl.L
SALT SPRINGS RESERVOIR TO PACIFIC COASTLINh,
SITE 48.
SAN FRANCISCO 1T SILVER tAKE
ECHO LAWE TO SAN F1ANC I SC
SALSALITO TO LAKE AIAI)A
MAP NO. NJ 10-8.
ZEISS, 15, COLOR IR S0117, 12 IN.
RE~4RKS
MONT'IEREY BAY TO MONO LAKE.
TLOt'A RIVER TO THEY- BtAY.
SKYPARK TO MAHAN PEAK
JULICTION RESERVOIR TO PACIFIC (OASTLINE, SITE
19 SONRO PASS.
PACIFIC COASTLINE TO OARDANILL
SALT SPRINGS RESERVOIR T1 PACIFIC COASTLINE,
SITE 48.
SAN FRANCISCO TO SILVER LAKE.
ECOD LAE TO SAN FIRANC I SCO
SAUSALITO TO LAKE ALGA
MAP NO. NJ 11-4.
ZEISS, 150, OLJO IJR 50117, 12 IN.
RIMARKS
M4NOTEREY BAY TO MODO LAKE.
fflOUA RIVER TO MONTEREY BAY
SKYPARSK TO MAtHAN PEAK.
JLWCTION RESERVOIR TO PACIFIC COASTLINE, SITE
19, SONRD PASS.
PACIFIC COASTLINE TO DARDANELL
SALT SPRINGS RESERVOIR TO PACIFIC COASTLINE,
SITE' 48.
SAN FRANCISCO TO SILVER LAKE
EH1D LAKE TO SAN FRANCISCO
SAUSALITO TO. LAKE ALJOHA
MAP MIS. NJ II-4,' N. 11-7.
ZEISS, I5.t, C(XA IR SOII7, IZ IN.
MOOTFOrEI'F HW\ TO Il),O LAKE
11tLLIPUNA RIVER T1 MTEN'EI LHA
SK PARK 11) MHUtIN PEAK
JL'UNTION RESSIVOIR 1X) PACIFIC COASTI INE, SI'I'E
19, SONORO PASS.
PACIFIC aXISTLINE 1To DIUtEIL
SALT SPRINGS RESERVOIR TO PACIFIC CO\S1T.IN:E,
SIF 48.
SAN FRANCISCO TO SILVER LAKE
ECHO LAKE TO SAN FRAC ISCO
SAUSALITO IX) LAKE Al]HA
MAP NO. NJ 10-6.
ZEISS, ISO, COLOR IR SOIl?, 12 IN.
RE4ARKS
SUGAR PINE MI. TO PAINTERS FLAT.
TWIN MK. TO BIiLA VISTA.
BLACK JVITE TO GILFtAN SPRINGS.
SIERRA ARMI DEIP( TO TAHIE M.
RAWSON TO HONE. LAKE VALLEY
SEVEN LAKES Mr. TO TABLE WM.
WARM SPRINGS Mr. TO BLACK BLrTTE RESERVOIR
MAP NO. NJ 10-3.




s I TE NAME
NR-35-WD-056-00306 18 JLL 69 056 LASSEN PEAK
ROLL LINE EIXPOSJRE NUMBERS ALTITLDE
5 3 024- 049 60,000 tS5L
* 4 050- 066 60,000 MSL
S 5 087 - 121 60,000 MSL
5 S 122- 149 60,000 I4SL
5 I 150 - 116 60,000 MSL
6 I 177 - 195 60.000 tSL
S 0 196'- 214 60,000 MSL
1M-35-DJ-189-000071 I JUL 69 189 KLAMATH FALLS
OLL LINE EIPOSU1E NtMERS ALTITDE
S I 004 -012 60,000 MSL
S 2 013 -024 60000 t45L
iR-35-DJ--135-OOOO 18 JIl. 69 1335 H ,v-F.' VULY
FROLL LI lE EX(PSL)SR N LI4,RS ALT I TUE,
5 3 024 - 049 60,000 iSL
S . 4. 050 - 086 60,000 KSL
S 6 087 - 121 60.000 KSL
5 $ 122 - 149 60,000 4SL
5 7 150- 176 60,000 FSL
6 17 - 105 60,000 ISL
6 0 196- 214 60,000 45L
Nm-35-W--00 020 16 JUL 69 007 OERmN COAMST
ROLL LINE EXQPUSE N41S1 ALTITUJE
I 1 004 - 035 60,000 FtL
I a 036 - 06" 6,000 SL
I 3 069 - I1i 60,000 tSL
I I 101 - 104 60,000 t4L
1 4 15 - 13 60, 00 tSL
I 6 136 - 161 60,000 4ESL
I .6 16e - 19t 60,000 tL
I OVER 1968 - 226
NR-35-KJ-000-00030 16 JL 69 000 RENO TO NEVAA CITY, NEVADA
LL LINE INPOSR.E hM3IRS ALT ITDE
6 REO 215 - 211 60,000 tEL
S IIEN 216 - 231 60,000 4irL
M4-35-1J-11 4 -000 01 ALO 69 194 EINVER, CaRAO
ttL LINE EXPOSIRE MNfRlS ALTITUII
a 1 f05 - 007 56,500 tSL
a 3 00 - 013 55,000 S tSL
3 014 - I16 54,600 tSL
8 4 019 - 084 S,S00 MESL
a $ 685 - oI 5s,600 1) L
a 6 030 -'034 S4,60 CSL
a 0035 - 44 54S,60 1SL
!M-35-1j-011-16016 62 ALC 69 011 'UWFSTCN' PARK
ROL 'LI N EX.IKlE hL NUBS A.LTITIE
a 1 043 - 052 55.000 tiL
* 0 653 - 055 5,000 tEL
t-35-PJ-1490 -0 0 11 03 MAG 6 149 .ACK HILLS, STH _DAOTA
a
a 1 754 - 013 6.SO tMSLI 614 - 695 .IK/55.SK L
MI4S-
SI(N I."111ttThl' CI-F IGLtRTION
100 ZEISS, IS, CCOLR IR SO117, 12 IN.
SCALE REI*R(S
1.60.000 SUGAR PINE MT. TO PAINTERS FLAT.
1.60,000 T*IN MT. TO BFJLA VISTA.
1.60.000 BLACK SUl TO GILM4N SPRINGS.
1.60.000 SIERIRA.ARMY DEPOT TO TABLE MT.
1.60,000 RAWSON TO HONEY LAKE VALLEY
1.60,000 SEVEN LAKES MTr. TO TABLE MT.
1.60,000 ' ARf SPRINGS MT. TO BLACK BtTE RESERVOIR
ttAP NO. NK 10-12
100 ZEISS, 150, COLOR IR SO117, 12 IN.
SCALE REM4RKS
1.60,000 KLAATH LAKE TO DIAMOND LAKE JUNCTION
1.60,000 KIRK TO KLAMATH FALLS
KAP NO. NK 10-6.
100 mz:ISS, lSO, COULR IR S0117, IZ IN.
SCALE RE844RKS
1.60,000 StI'AR PINE MT. TO PAINTI'HS tIIAT.
1.60.000 TWIN MT. 10 t:tJIA VISTA.
1.60,000 HIIAtCK IFl: 1V IIN SPRIMS.
1.60,000 SI1FRHA AMI D:EPUT TO TAHILE: MT.
1.60.000 RAWS.ON TO) IONE LAKE' V.uI'F
1.60,000 SIVMN LAKES MT. TO TAI.E MI'.
1.60,000 WAIN' SPRINCS Mr. TO EIACK HiT: RE'SIIVOIR
MAP NO. N 10-12.
100 ZEISS, ISG, CILOR IR SO-117, 12 IN.
SCALE g144RK S
1.60,000 MT. TO EK MT.
1.60,000 MELVILLE TO SUNLMN MT.
1.60,000 CASTLINE COVULC:, PARALLE'LS LINE 2, 5 MILES W.
1.60,000 C(OAMBIIA RIVER IASIN, CA1HAM.T HAS TO PACIFIC
1.60,000 PACIFIC OCEAN COVFIAGE, PARAULLLS LINE 2, 10.
MILES St-ST, N MAP CWAERAGE.
1.60,000 PACIFIC OCEAN COV:RACE, PAALtLkL S LINE 2. 15
MILES WEST, O MAP COVErRAGE.
1.60,000 PACIFIC OCEAN IWVERAGE, PARAILELS LINE 2, 20
MILES IEST, NO MAP OERAGE.
CZEIRING CA.EiRA DURINO LAND)ING AT BEtALE AFB
MtP NOS. M 10-2, NL 10-8, hL 10-11, NE 10-1,4.
100 ZEISS, 15I, COLOR IR SO117, 12 IN.
SCALE R4tRKS
!.60,00 R0O
1.60,000 R TO 0 NEVADA CITY.
MP NO. Hi Il-1.
101 ZEISS, ZEISS B, COLOR SO117. 12 IN.
SCALE RIAKS
1.56,500 BOLDER TO DENVER
1.54,000 LOWRY AFIB B(BING RANGE TO CONIF-R
I.56,600 SOUTH DENVER
I .5 600 DENVER
1.56,600 NORTH DEINVER AND ISMlNISTER
1.56,600 XJISVILLE Are ) XtOER
1.4600 RIlONl TO RBOUL
tP NO. NK 13-11.
101 ZEISS, ZEISS B, COLOR SOli, l2 I.h:
1.55,000 TAROHI'. NATI(ONA. I'EST TO MINER, O1.TFAA
1.56,000 COlWIN SPRIiN4S.S OTANA, i TOHI' SPF'IY;S.
MAP NS. M. 12-d, hL 12-9, t. 12-11, 4. 12-12.
101 ZEISS, ZEISS B, CLE SOCl, 12 Il.
SCAL Elmh
1.56,5.06 (tZ, S.D. 0 ST. DOG, S.D.
i658 IK/55.SKaFI1.A r Fi., SD. S NATINA
FOIEST. NOLA ,1t FIRST AND LAST 1fRANELS O(LINE 2 WIlE IODENTIFIED.
MP NO. NL 13-12.
E-
IMAGEOY DATA FILE - ZEISS Rti 30/23 CAFMIRA - 12-IN. F.L..
DATE SIT'E SITE NAM4: HIS-
ACCESSION NU.I"ER NO. SIm
NR-35-EJ-011-00012 04 AUG 69 011 YEIJ.ISTON PARK 101
ROLL LINE E3XPOSUIE NHBERS ALTIT tUE SCALE
2 1 098 - 107 56K/54.SK MSL 56K/54.5K
2 2 106 - 116 54,000 ISL 1.54,000
2 3 117 - 125 54,000 MSL 1.54,000
a 4 126 - 135 54,500 MSL 1.54,000
a 5 136 - 145 53,500 MSL 1.53,500
2 6 146 - 155 54,500 MSL 1.54,500
2 I 156 - 165 54,500 MSL 1.54,500
2 8 166 - 178 54,500 MSL 1.54,500
2 9 179 - 167 55,000 MSL 1.55,000EXTRA 188 - 192 56,000 MSL 1.56,000
NR-35-FJ-149-00013 00 AUG 69 149 BLACK HILLS, SO) DAKOTA 101ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NtIf3ERS ALTITUDE SCALE
4 1 007 - 024 57,000 MSL 1.57,000
4 2 025 - 046 55,000 MSL 1.55,000
4 3 047 - 072 56,0000 MSL 1.56,000
4 3 073 - 093 56,000 MSL 1.56,000
NR-35-FJ-195-00014 08 AUG 69 195 BROOKINGS, SOrIU DAKOTA 101
RDLL LINE EXPOSHRE NUMIEHS ALTITUDE SCALE
4 1 094 - 118 60,500 MSL 1.60,5004 2 119 - 145 60,500 HSL 1.60,500
4 3 146 - 173 60,500 ISL 1.60,5004 4 174 - 202 - 60.400 MHL 1.60,400
4 EXTRA 203 - 225 61,000 HL. I.hl ,lO0
NR-3.5-EJ-186-00015 09 AUG 69 186 CLARKS FORK, 1*UI ING 101ROLL LINE EXPOSUl6E NhlMt1S Al.T IIDE SCALE
6 1 005 -. 009 56,700 WSL 1.56,7006 2 010 - 014 55,000 MSL 1.55,000
* 3 015 - 019 54,500 MSL 1.54,500
NR-35-EJ-01 1-00016 09 ALG 69 011 YELIDSTOIroE PARK 101RWLL LINE EXPOSURE h111S ALTITLDE SCALE
6 1 020 - 031 55,000 HSL 1.55,000
6 2 032 - 043 54,500 IHL 1.54,500
6 3 044 - 054 55,000 MSL 1.55,000
6 4 055 - 066 54,200 MSL 1.54,2006 5 067 - 076 54,000 MSL 1.54,000
6 6 077 - 008 55,000 SL 1.55,000
NR-35-EJ-030-00017 10 AUG 69 030 TUCSON/AJO, ARIZONA 101
R.LL LINE EXPOSLRFE NIEIlS ALTI1TD SCALE
I1 003 - 026 61,000 MSL 1.61,000
a 2 027 - 046 60,000 MSL 1.60,0008 3 047 - 067 60,000 MSL 1.60,000
e 4 068 - 000 60,000 MSL 1.60,0008 5 089 - 109 60,000 MSL 1.60,000
a 6 110 - 130 60,000 SL 1.60,000
1R-35-EJ-115-00018 11 AUG 69 185 WEST, BONANZA AREA, COLORADO 101
ROLL LINE ERPOSURE N1U1ERS ALTITUDE SCALE
0 1 007 - 017 53,000 MSL 1.53,000
10 3 018 - 036 54,500 MSL 1.54,500
10 6 03T - 053 53,000 MSL 1.53,000
10 T 054 - 071 53,000 MSL 1.53,000
10 9 072 - 090 54,000 MSL 1.54,00010 10 091 - 114 53,000 MSL 1.53,000
10 8 115 - 134 54,000 MSL 1.54,00010 6 135 - 155 52,000 MSL 1.52000
10 4 156 - 174 55,00 HL 1.55,000
10 2 175 - 195 56,000 ISL 1.56,00010 1 196 - 206 56,000 MSL 1.56,000
I NSTtII,'ET 0%F' I GIA F' I ON
N
ZEISS, ZEISS B, COLOR 50117, 12 IN.
RI.ARKS
IN1)IAN LAKE 1O BIG HOlhN PALK.
CALLATIN RANGE TO SHIW. PFAK
PITCHSTONE PLATEAU TO CORWlN SPRINGS
GARDINER TO HUKL(11.IR M(XNTAIN
HEART LAKE TO ASH MOLNTAIN
TOWER JUNLTION 1O PINlhON PEAK
OVER YElLOWSSTONE LAKE TO RFl-1uFA PLATEAU.
CIPOFF UhN%'AIN TO HAWKS REST. AIRCRAFT WAS IN
A IURN AT THE END OF THE FILM.
TRIDENT PLATEAU TO COUOE CITN
EXCESS FILM E(POSED EN ROUTE TO STAGING AREA.
MAP NOS. NL 12-8, NL 12-9, NL 12-11, NL 12-12.
ZEISS, ZEISS B, COLOR IR SO-117, 12 IN.
RqMARKS
OILLETE CANYON TO 8ELLE FtRCJIE
SPEARFISH, S.D., TO PILGER MUUNTAIN
NEWCASTLE TO MIDDLE CRE( BLfTTE, AIRCRAFT OI'F
COURSE DLRING THIS LINE.
HAY CREEK TO TEEPEE RANGER STATION
MAP NO. NL 13-12.
ZEISS, ZEISS B, COLOR IR SO-117, 12 IN.
REMARKS
CRESBARD, S.D., TO FLORENCE, S.D.
GARDEN CITY. S.D., TO ORIENT, S.D.
ROCKHAM, S.D., TO WATERITWN, S.D.
THOMAS, S.D., TO POLO, S.D.FI:XC:.S F'IIM F:)'FII) F. H(t. X': 10 Si',%GING A1IF:,4.
waP N).s. NI. 14--. %1. 14-1l.
ZEISS, ZEISS H, (.L 0D IR MO-117i, 1 IN.
RbVARKS
NI.*T 4UIHRIC: TO H'ERT 6U.Tl'AIN.
PAT O'HARA PEAK 1O WAPITI it)OlNAIN.
SILVl-X RN, PLA'TFSU TO ElIOMN PF0AK
MAP NO. NK 13-11.
ZEISS, ZEISS B,  CO.LOR IR S)-117, 12 IN.
REIRKSAR I ZOhA CREIX IO SHF:EP X,_1'AT IN.
PASSAGE CREEt. TO HLCI-I--HI-RI MOUNTAIN
BIG GN .: RIDCE TO GRISZZ.. CHRE-i
8L1'1ALD PLAl'Fl! TO MINK CRFKF
IO OCEANh PLATEAU IO IlXIK(X5 Tl' NIl'Alh
HORSE.HOE ID:'I'AIN TO JAY CHF:KX.
MAP NOS. NhL 12-, NhL 12-9, NL 12-11, NL 12-12
ZEISS, ZEISS B, COiLOR IH SO-117, 3 IN.
RtUARKS
MThlEZUMA TO LOOKUT FMNTA IN
IA01'H TO SENTINElh
CRATER RANGE TO M,%+lUHm
VISTA CATALINA TO GRANITE MIiNTAINS
AJO TO TUSCON
TCFSON TO O'hEILL HILLS
MAP NOS. NL 12-11, NI 12-12, Ni 12-2, NH 12-3
ZESS, ZESISS B, COLOR IR SO-117, 12 IN.
REMARKSFOhTE VISTA, COLORADO, TO COCHDTOPA DOME
COTHIC TO ALAOSA
GREAT SAND DUNES NATIONAL MONLIMENT TO ASPENINDEPENDENCE TO RED ING
BRADFORD TO EDWARDS
YLXLOTT TO SAN ISABHE
WESTCLIFFE TO EAGLE, COLRA
ASPEN TO REDWING
SAN LUIS LAKE TO WIHITE RIVER
MARBLE, COLORADO, TO ALAIOSARAZOR CREEK DOlE TO BALDWIN
NMP OS. NJ 13-1, NJ 13-2, NJ 13-4, NJ 13-5,NJ 13-7, NJ 13-8.
IMACFRY DATA FILF: - ZEISS RFK 30/23 CI.MtA - 12-IN. F'.I..
DATE SITE SITE NAMe
NO.
12 ALG 69 185 EAST, R(FNANZA AREA, COIXAXDO
RaLL LINE tXP(UUHI( NUHHS ALT I llU
IZ II 003 - 023 53,500 MSL
12 12 024 - 045 54,000 MSL








NR-35-EJ-000-00028 10 AUG 69 000 TIHXfE ROOSFVELT LAKE, ARIZONA 101
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NU4(leS ALTI TLUE SCALE
6 EXTRA 159 - 190 60,000 MFL 1.60,000
NR-35-EJ-029-00029 10 AUG 69 029 PHOENIX. ARI2XOA 101
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NELHRS ALTI'TIU4E SCALE
8 EXTRA 131 - 158 60,000 MSL 1.60,000
NR-35-G-167-00021' 10 SEP 69 167 LAKE MICHICAN
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NtRS ALTIlUDE
5 I 009 - 046 59,000 MSL
S 2 047? - 083 59,000 MSL
5 3 084 - 121 59,000 MSL
5 4 122 - 160 59,000 MSL








NR-35-W-168-00022 IS SEP 69 168 PATUXENT RIVER, MARYAND 103
BRLL LINE EXPW* IRE M,6EIRS ALTITeIU SCALE
II 1 122 - 136 61,000 MSL 1.61,000
11 2 137 - 150 61,000 MSL 1.61,000
II 3 151 63 61,000 MSL 1.61,000
II 4 164 - 172 61,000 L 1.61,000
II 11i3 - 11 61,000 L 1.61,000
II 6 180 - 187 61,000 MSL 1.61,000
11 7 188 - 201 61,000 MSL 1.61,000
11 8 202 - 214 61,000 KSL 1.61,000
II 9 21% - 227 61.000 sl 1. 1F,0o
NR-35-HJ-176-00023 13 SEP 69 176 NSW F,%NI,ND 103
ROLL LINE POSLHE P'XPS S-(S ALTIlTIE SCALE
6 I 002 - 016 60,000 MSiL 1.60,000
* a 017 - 030 60,000 MSL 1.60,000
* 3 031 - 043 60,000 M'SL 1.60,000
6 4 044 - 056 60,0000 ML 1.60,000
S5 057 - 070 60,000 C O SL 1.60,000
6 9 071 - 074 60,000 MSL 1.60,000
6 6 075 - - 087 60,000 MSiL 1.60,000
a I 088 - 101 60,000 MSL 1.60,0000 6 102 - 115 60,000 MSL i.60,000
6 116 - 231
I NSTRI':Nf .I"F' I I R4T IO
ZEISS, ZEISS B, OLOR IR SOllI?, 12 IN.
SAN ISAHEI'. TO MINt.RN, APPHOXI.\l't-:I. 30-P:RHC'.%T
CLxAD) COVNR.
REDCLIIF 1 CHFI-H%"K)RN, APPROXIAIXT:l.¥ 50-PE'ICET
CLA)UD COV-R.
GOXDPASllHF TO FIl-EINCE, APPROXIM'.TEI.A 50-PEH-
CENT CLULD COVER.
MAP NS. NJ 13-1, NJ 13-2, NJ 13-4, NJ 13-5,
NJ 13-7, NJ 13-8.
ZEISS, ZEISS B, COLOR IR SO-117, 12 IN.
FIAH4KS
SACUARO LAKE 1D SALT RIVI-R, ARIZONA, COVI4S.
'HIXUHE ROOSt:VE.LT LAKE.
MAP NO. NI 12-0.
ZEISS, ZEISS B, COLOR IR SO-117, 12 IN.
REMAIRKS
SIERRA ESTRE.LA TD SCO(TSDALE AIRPORT.
OV-E.S PHON I X.
KAP HO. NI 12-7, NI 12-8.
ZEISS/SL, SO-117 ZEISS 0/0.5 MiCROMETRI , 12 IN.
RF-4ARKS
SaOUIEST OF SCaOIT'END, IND., TO HIG ISLAND,
MICH.
FPM HIGH ISLAND, HIGH., TO STILLWELL, IND.
FROM NEW HI-ALL), MICH., T M'I ANISTIOUE RIVER
FXREST PARK.
FROM MANIlSTIaLtE TO VALPARAISO, IhND.
EXTRA FRAMES
MAP NOS. mK 16-2, NK 16-5.
ZeISS/SL, SO-117, ZlISS D/0.5 MICROKlER, 12 IN.
REMARKS
FRM S41'TH ISLAND, MD., TOD EL AIR, 14). CUUIDS
AND MAZE ON NORTH END OF LINES I.
FR(M BALTIMORE, MD., ID POlT4AC RIVER AT MA./VA.
FROM POU4C RIVER TO IWESNINISTER, MDW.
F4OM SILVER SPRING, HD., TD NCIMINI CREEK, VA.
FROM DHWLCREN, VA., 1V ROC(VILLt., MD.
FR(M ROCKVILLE, D., TO JSES REACH, VA.
FROM PO R'AC NIVER WESTUORELAND, VA., TO
WP:5.I'MISINTi':~ ,).
.H(M)4 (5 I II'I-I4. , l). , T9 III.II :, V..
I"(Nl K FhtIx :.s .s'lIH4, 1'f , 'I) E.l. AIH, )O.
M'4P NO. NJ 1.-4.
ZEISS/5L, 244P, 12 IN.
F(4l MYW. wILU.IAM, N.H., l)O CHARL}.:LP'h, R. I.
FVNM NEKP(*'. , I. MI . I'3, N.H.
FNM COIHLN HIll., N.H., 'IV VHXI.T, H. I.
W MAHAPOls I %I'. SS, ' .  IT1) KEIIl'l'tH, MAINE:.
FR1(0 KITl'IHI1, WiNE TO W(X) HIXLE., 4ASS.
F(IM CArIlP EDllS0, EAS' , G C!T1I, ON CAPF L()
ERt(M NE*W BHDRI'D, MASS., TO NE*%INlkET, N.H.
FROM PHILLIPS P(ND, N.H. 11) SVT EST PT., R. I.
FR(M SAUGCAT'IXIIT, R. I ., TV KI MHLML POND, N.H.
EXTRA FRAMS.




IMAGERY DATA FILE - ZEISS R'* 3G/23 CMI*RA - 12-IN. ".l..
DATE SITE
ACCESSION NM 3i'R NO.
SITE NAME MIS-
SION
I NS'I'HLNI:NT UC IA.IGHATR I ON
25 AUG 69 177 TENNESSFE VAILFY
ROLL LINE EXPOSIRF: NIM1fRS 
a 042- 048
2 1 049- 061
I 2 062- 074
a 3 075- 087
2 4 088 - 101
a 5 102- 112
a 6 113- 122
2 7 123- 131










NR-35-J-IR9-000025 14 SEP 69 I R NEW YORK RIGHT
RILL LINE EXPOSLRE NU.BERS ALTITUDE SCALE
6 1 006 - 024 61,000 MSL 1.61,00
8 2 025 - 044 61,000 MSL 1.61,00
8 3 045 - 062 61,000 MSL 1.61,00
8 4 03 084 61,000 MSL 1.61,00
8 5 085 - 104 61,000 MSL 1.61,00
8 6 105 - 139 61,000 MSL 1.61,00
8 7 140- 155 61,000 MSL 1.61,00
8 0 172 - 185 61,000 MSL 1.61,00
8 186- 222
NR-35-WJ-191-00026 12 SEP 69 191 WASIT:NAW COUNTY, MICHIGAN
ROLL LINE E(POSLUE NFUH4S ALTIlIME. SCALE
7 1 004 - 017 59,000 ISL 1.59.00
7 2 018 - 029 59,000 MSL 1.59,00
7 3 030 - 042 59,000 MSL 1.59.00
7 4 043 - 055 59,000 MSL 1.59,00
7 5 056 - 069 59,000 MSL 1.59,007 6 070 - 083 59,000 MSL 1.59,007 7 084 - 097 59,000 MSL 1.59,00
7 8 098 - 110 59,000 MSL 1.59,00
7 9 III - 123 59,000 MSL 1.59,00
7 10 124 - 135 59,000 MSL 1.59,00
7 11 136 - 209
7 12 210 - 230
NR-35-WJ-22 4 -00027 IS SEP 69 224 JAMl:S RIVER, VIRGINIA
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NU.MBRS ALT IlI1I SCALE
11 1 004 - 015 60,000 MSL 1.60,001
11 2 016 - 066 60,000 MSL 1.60,001
11 3 067 - 099 60,000 MSL 1.60,000
11 4 100 - 121 60,000 MSL 1.60,000
NR-35-FJ-085-00031 02 OCT 69 085 LARENCE, KANSAS
-RLL LINE EXPOSURE NU4BERS ALTITLUE SCALE
6 I 000 - 030 60,800 MSL 1.60,800
6 a 031 - 047 60,200 MSL 1.60,200
6 3 048 - 063 60,400 MSL 1.60,400
6 4 064 - 080 61,000 MSL 1.61,00(
a 5 081 - 096 61,200 MSL 1.61,200
6 6 097.- 113 60,100 MSL 1.60,100
6 7 114 - 219 60,600 MSL 1.60,600
103 ZEISS/SL, 50-117, ZEISS D, 12 IN.
TEST/C.OgKtturr
DO FHRO INMAN, S.C., TD GRANDVIEW', T'ENN.
DO FR(M GRELE'VILLE, TE-N., TO GRE:.R, S.C.
DO FROM SALLDA RIVER, POINSETT REStRVOIH, TO
ROCRSVILUE, TENN.
0 F10M WAUIRENSHLRG, T%%N., TO PELZ,.'R, S.C.DO F1-R JONES KNX. TO COppER RIDGE, NEAR R, TNIX.
DO FM KCMXVILLE, TENN., TO LFDFRiD MT., NEAR
nr. CITY, S.C.30 FROM BIG '1UNI CRFIX, S.C., TO OAu RIDGE, TENN.
DO FRM CHESTNhJT RIE., TENN., TO SPANIARD Mf., S.C
MP NOS. NJ 16-10, NJ 16-11, NI 16-1, NI 16-2.
103 ZEISS/SL, 2448, 12 IN.
REARPKS
DO FM MORRISTOWN, N.J., TO NORWICH, CONN.
DO FRM NEW LODON, CONN., TO HASKING RIDGE:, N.J.
0 FROM PERTH AMBOY, N.J., TO LONG ISLAND SOUND
10 FROM FISHIRS ISLAND, CONN., TO MANVILLE, N.J.
O FRM SOLrI RIVER, N.J., TO KONTALK PT., L. IS.
0 FROM MONTALK PT., L.I., TO PYLESVILLE, MD.
0 FRCM LONG BRANCH, N.J., TO ELI0.N, D).
FROM TO4S RIVER, N.J., TO AIERWDEN PROVING GRD
0 FR1M HAVRE DE GRACE, MD., TO LOST CREEK RIDGE,PA
ETRA FRAES.
14P NOS. IW 18-5, W 1-, 6, NK 18-, 18-9.
103 ZEISS, SO-I117, ':ISS D-500, IZ IN.
IWUOIS
D0 FRM.4 K.tJN TO H(IG.:.
DO FtM RH( NI) LIKF 1I HRIAN.
DO HFR4 IIHO CHREE:K 1t) OtOSSO.
0 FR1M Llt.IRAND 10 NAPOl.FA.
DO FH(M U.S. 90/¢0, SWL%T('IN, 1`0 F.INT.)O FRO4 SWARTZ CREF:FK ID COL, T0.
D0 F8HR MAIE*.E TO F.IINT.)O FROM BIG FIISH ,I-'F:E 10 t.O()IE:.
O FPR]M EtLISTOL/G',1110'N ltO) L.AP.ER.)O PFRl H(0t9) TO .R I E PROV I N (t OhNO.
EXTRA *t,%ES.(S.I E AS LINE 9).
EIDRA F1bV..:S.
MAP IOS. NhK 16-6, NK 16-9, WN 17-4, NK 17-7.
103 ZEISS/SL, SO-117, Z.ISS D/0.S MICR*tC',l*-H, 12 IN.
RE8ARMS
10 FROM LYNCHHLRG, VA., TO GREEN MT., VA.
10 FROM U-BEND IN JAMIES RIVF.R NHEAR .SCLTVSVIt.LE,
TO RIOCIOND, l1 POINT IN ATLANTIC OCEAN EAST' OF
VIRGINIA BEACH, VA.
0 FR1M 0NORTH BAY ON ATLANTIC COAST, TO MOHAWKCREEX, SOUItHEST OF RICHIOND, VA.
0 FROM ATLF.E, VA., TO AREA IN CtHESAPEAKE BAY
SOJQH OF MOtWACK BAY.
MAP NO. NJ 18-10.
106 ZEISS SL, ZEISS D, COLOR IR 50117, 12 IN.
Rk4ARK(SO NORTH OF GARNE"TT TO MISSOURLHI RIVER, NORTH OF
HIQGHLAND.
0 MISSOURI RIVER NORItWEST OF ST. JOSPH TO SOGUH
OF SAWATCMII.
O LA CYGNE, MNRTH TO SAVAhNAH.
0 THIRTY-THREE MILES NORTH OF SMITHVILLUE, SOfTH
TO HLUE
aBUTLER, NORTH TO MAYSVILLE.
NORTHEAST OF' CAMEON, SOtlnH TO SOUTHEAST OF
RICH HILL.
PIVSBLURG, MISSObRI, TO 29 MILES SOUT OF TULSA.
MAP NOS. NJ 15-1, NJ 15-4.
NR-35-G-I177-00024





INSTIMh*:NT (LF IG IRAT IO
01 OCT 69 175 HOUSI*N AREA, TEXAS
RO.L LINE EXPOSRE NEMJIRS ALTIIUDE SCALE
4 4 096 - 121 60,000 MSL 1.60,00t
4 -S 122 - 128 60.000 MSL 1.60,001
4 6 129 - 152 60K/3K HSL 1.60K731
4 - 152 - 226
29 SEP 69 178 MIlt. CHFIX, (OWOLAH
OLL. LINE EXPOSLIOE NtlN*F'RS A.TITllUE SCALE
2 2 006 - 015 61,000 MSL 1.61,000
2 I 016 - 031 60,800 MSL 1.60,P00
a 3 032 - 044 60,300 MSL 1.60,300
%IR-35-PJ-184-00034 29 SEP 69 184 CHICKASHA, OKLAHZMA
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE MNLtRS ALTITIDE
2 2 045 - 059 59,900 MSL
2 3 060 - 063 60,200 MSL









LINE E E(PNOSLi S ALTtIUDE SCALE
I 010 - 020 60,300 MSL 1.60,300
2 021 - 031 80,800 MSL 1.60,800
3 032 - 057 60,800 MSL 1.60,800
4 058 - 070 61,000 MSL 1.61,000
NR-35-J -044-00119 07'* OCT 69 044'PIRDE, INDIAAA
ROLL LINE EXPOUOE Nt.*RS ALTII.UE'
2 I 003 - 033 58,700 MSL
2 a 034 - 060 58;?00 MSL
2 3 061 - 090 59,000 MSL
2 4 091 - 115 59,000 MSL
2 5 116- 143 58,000 MSL
2 ' 6 144- 169 59,000 MSL
2 110 - 197 58,800 MSL
* 6 198 - 222 58,700 MSL
MR-35-CH-146-00120 14 OCT 69 146 ALAFIA AND PEACE RIVERS, FL
RtLL LINE EXPOSLRE NEERS ALT Il D
3 1 004 - 018 61,000 ISL














106 ZEISS 5L, ZEISS D, COLOR IR SO-117, 12 IN.
REM4ANKS
10 4ADISO'VILLE TO BIRD ISLAND, TFH EAST TO
GALVESTUN.
10 GALVEISTON ID HIGHWAY T5 TNH OF I"ouSTON.
K SOIH OF' F'A RANCH TO NlW GULP AND THEN NE TO
ELLINC1TIN AFB.
ZEISS 5L LENS BADLY FGGED. PHOCRTAPHY NOT
MAP HO. Nit 15-7.
106 ZEISS 5L, ZEISS D, C0I8R IH MO-117, 1Z IN.
RE4IARKS
ARITMHE TO MILI. LUCR1E.
0 WEST OF' WAPANMICKA T O RATLIFF CIlT'.
D FT. SILL T) LAE ALlUiS. MAP SHIF.T NI 14-5.
MAP 10. NI 14-6.
106 ZEISS/5L, ZEISS D, COLO IR SOIR 50-117, 12 IN.
REMARKS
D WEST OF WINE.JD)D 1UO hOXlTAIN VIE'W.
D EAST OF CORDELL 1U STRFAI't)D.
MAP NOS. NJ 14-11, NJ 14-12, NI 14-2, NI 14-3,
NI 14-5, NI 14-6.
106 ZEISS/5L, ZEISS D, COLOR IR SO-117, 12 IN.
REMARK(S
R F:R MILES S(rDTH OF MCKINNEZ TO JACK(SBHO.
O SLIP DION MUITAIN TO ROC(KWALL.
O DALLAS TO MINRAL WELLS.
D WEST OF TERRELL TO BIG VALLEY ON T1E BRAZOS R.
MAP NO. NI 14-12.
112 ZEISS, ZEISS D, COLOR IR 50-117, 12 IN.
RELMARKS
D INDIANAPOLIS TO SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS.
ATI*ENS, ILLINOIS TO IIRTVILLE, INDIANA.
CICIRO, INDIANA TO PETI,]LHRGH, ILLINOIS.
I MASON CITY, ILLINOIS TO TIP"TI, INDIANA.
KOKOMO, INDIANA TO MIANITO, ILLINOIS.
D PEKIN, ILLINOIS TO AREA NORTH OF KOKCMO.
0 PERU, INDIANA TO PEORIA, ILLINOIS.
COIILLICOT11E, ILLINOIS TO MONN, INDIANA.
MAP NO. NK 16-11.
112 ZEISS, ZEISS D, COLOR IR 50-117, 12 IN.
REMR(S
D _ ____ 
3 3 035 - 060 61,000 MSL 1.61,000 FRM LAKE SARASOTA TO 1IX.N.L
3 4 061- 080 62,000 MSL 1.62,000 FROM WI.HLACXOCHEE RIVER U GULF OF MEXICO.
3 5 081 -114 82000 MSL 1.82, 000 FROM LITTLE PINE ISLAND TO BELLEVIEW.
3 6 115 - 140 62 000 L 1.62,000 FROM LAKE GRIFFIN TO GULF OF MEX(ICO.
3 T 141 - 170 2,000 MSL 1.62,000 FROM BIG CYPRESS SWAMP TO BUCK LAKE.
3 8 171 - 204 62.000 SL 1.62,000 FROM LAKE RACY 70T GULF OF HEXICO.
3 9 205 - 225 62,000 ltML 1.62,0100 FNH( PIO AIM\iLF .) ,;)A,:T'R.
MAP HMS. NH 17-I. NU 17-12, M; 17-1,4.
NR-35--GH-147-00121 14 OLT 69 147 LAKFNS/TA, FLRIIDA 112 ZEISS, ' lS 0, (xOR IN /0-117, 12 IN.
ROLL LINE OISSUIE NLMI:MS ALTIlLE. SCALE Ri'WHIKS
3 I 004 - 018 61,000 MZL 1.61,000 FR(OM I4UL.T KEiS 1T) W-lCCASASSA .t \
3 a 019 - 034 61,000 MZL 1.61,000 FNr L4hsS4 ISlANDS TO G.I. O (IWN EXI(.
3 3 035 - 060 61,000 MOL 1.61,000 I10C) LAKE SUVIASOTA 1U DXNNIUON.
3 4 061 - 080 62,000 MSL 1.62,000
3 S 081 - 114 62,000 MSL 1.62,000
3 6 115 - 140 62.000 PL 1.62,000
3 1 141 - 110 62,000 MSL 1.62,000
3 6 171 - 204 62,000 MSL 1.62,000










I NSlIMt:el' (.'(UI.FI(' I ()'
MR-35-GH-163-00122 13 OCT 69 163 BISCAYNE BAY, I-LTRIDA i112 ZEISS, rCOLO SO-27k, 12 I%.
ROLL LINE EXPOUSLRE NLp$IS ALT I IE SCALE IR4AIS
2 3 051 - 086 61,500 MSL 1.61,500 RO( HAHIKR TO PALM IBEACH, FLA.
2 4 087 - 121 61,500 MSL 1.61.500 *ES1' PAIM BI:ACH 1O NL.HlXLRNF, FIA.
MAP MS. NC 17-2, X0 17-5, N. 17-8, NH 17-I1
NR-35(g- o164-00123 15 OCT 69 164 BOCA RATON/BLE GIt.ADE, FWIRIDA 112 ZEISS, ZEISS D, COLOR IN St-117, 12 IN.ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE NUM*IRS ALTI TLDE SCALE R4MARKS
6 16 005 - 012 60,700 MSL 1.60,700
6 9 013 - 031 60,400 MSL 1.60,400
6 10 032 - 070 61,000 MSL 1.61,000 CHRIS'TMAS TO KIRATHON
6 11 -071 - 107 61,600 MSL 1.61,600 MATEEC' BE KEt TO TITn1SVILLE
6 12 108 - 144 61,500 MSL 1.61,500 MRRI ISLA SLAD 1TO WINDDL:Y KN.
6 13 145- 173 60,500 KL 1.60,500 KEY LARGO 1D MEU RNE BEACH.
6 14 174 - 197 60,300 MSL 1.60,300 FORT PIERCE TO KEY LARGO.
6 15 198 - 214 61,000 MSL 1.61,000 ELLIrTT KEY TO HOBE SO.ND
MAP NO. NG 17-5
?4R-35"-J-165-00124 1S OCT 69 165 DESEAET/ST. MARKS, F.LlRIDA 112 ZEISS, ZEISS D, COLOR IR SO-117, 12 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSRE N4S ALTITLUE SCALE REM4ARKS
6 16 005 - 012 60,700 ML 1.60,700 MARtUESAS KEYS TO PACEI KEY.
6 9 013 - 031 60,400 MSL 1.60,400 CAPE SARLE TO BRIGI-.UN INDIAN RES.
6 10 032 - 070 61,000 MSL 1.61,000 CHRISTRiAS TO MARATANM
6 11 071 - 10T 61,600 MSL 1.61,600 M*ATEl"~ KEY TO TITUSVILLE
6 12 108 - 144 61,500 MSL 1.61,500 MtRRITTS ISLAND TO WINDLE' KEY.
6 13 145- 173 60,500 MSL 1.60,500
6 14 174 - 197 60,300 MSL 1.60,300
6 IS 198 - 214 61.000 PSL 1.61,000 MAP NOM. Nm 16-6, NH 17-4, NH 17-II, NC 17-2
NR-35-GH-164-00125 16 lCT 69 164 HX'A, RA`lN/HW:IJ-: GIIU)':, MltIIDA 112 ZI:IS., ZF:ISS D, COI{R IR O-1I17, IZ' IN.
* WROLL LINE tXPOStUE NAhlrS ALTIlII: SCAlE RE4ARKS
a0 6 12 000 - 005 62,000 MiL 1.62,000 SHORT l.INE CE.RIN BF:LLE CULt.-:.
8 12 006 - 043 62,000 MSL 1.62,000 ATFICXNHI: KE 1'O ,.AHRI'rTS ISliAND.
6 13 044 - 081 62,000 MSL 1.62,000 CANAAFA. PF:NNINStlA 1D PIANTArI' KF:.
6 14 082 - 106 62,000 MSL 1.62.000 Et.ltIr' KF. TO V(IO B:EAC'H.
8 EXTRA 107 - 112 . 62,000 MSL 1.62,000 FI-.WARNE. FIA. EN. PtXX4 IFL, V .
MAP NO. N 17-5
PM-35-GJ-165-00126 16 OC 69 165 DE:SERET/ST. MARKS, F1DHIDA 112 ZEISS, 7EISS D, COLOR IR SO-117, 12 IN.
RFLL LINE EXPOSURE NU41IRS ALTI'IU)E SCALE HEIiARKS
8 12 000 - 005 62,000 MSL 1.62,000 SHIIRT LINE C.OV-RIN, HEIIUE CIADE.
8 12 006- 043 62,000 MSL 1.62,000 MAl'FC4lIE" K.I- TO IHI'F'S ISLAND.
8 13 044 - 081 62,000 MSL 1.62,000
8 14 082 - 106 62,000 MSL 1.62,000
8 EXTRA 107 - 112 62,000 MSL 1.62,000 M.EUL0RNE, FLA. VERY POORH IMACH.
MAP WS. NH 16-6, NH 17-4, NH 17-11, NG 17-2.
NR-35-(^H-169-00127 13 OCT 69 169 FIORIDA KFES 112 ZEISS, XOLR S)0-278, 12 IN.
ROLL LINE EXIOSUL E NlRS ALTITIUE SCALE RARKS
2 1 000 - 010 62,200 MSL 1.62,200 DRY TORTUGCAS, FWRIDA
a 2 O11 - 050 61,500 MSL 1.61,500 MAHRLE'SAS KKES TO TAVFINIF.R, FWURIDA
MAP KOS. NG 17-8, NG 17-11.
l-35-O00-000-00128 16 OCl 69 000 LAKE POhWTCARTR1AIN AND NEW ORLFANS 112 ZEISS, ZEISS D, COLOR IR SO-117, 12 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSLlE N143RS ALT I lUTE SCALE RknARKS
8 EXTRA 113 - 126 62,000 MSL 1.62,000 FRANKLINTON, LA. TO LAKE SALVAXOR.
IFAP NS. Mi 15-6, NI 15-9.
NR-35-00-000-00129 16 (CT 69 000 GALVESTON, TtEXAS 112 ZEISS, ZEISS D, COLOR IR SO-117, 12 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSLIE NIIERS ALTITDE SCALE REI-AKS
8 EXTRA 127 - 139 60,000 M5L 1.60,000 BOLIVAR PENINSULA TO GALVESTON ISLAND.
MNP NO. MN 15-7.
NW-35-EJ-029-00050 06 DEV 69 029 PHOENIX, ARIZONA 116 ZEISS, 0.53 MIlCRt'Wl"S, COLOR IR 50-117, 12 IN.
ROLL LI NE EXPO$SLE 1NB.Rh S ALTI1UE SCALE RE4ARKS
3 1 44 - 60 60,000 MSL 1.60,000
3 2 61 - 81 60,000 MSL 1.60,000 MAP NOS. NI 12-7, NI 12-8.
\,
IMYRIt. IDATA F'IIF - ZEISS HI.K 30/23 CAi:HA - 12-IN. F.t..
DATE SITE SITE NAt:*
ACC.ESSION NLMI3R NO).
N-35-OJ-044-00051 04 69 04 4 PRE, INDIANA
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NhMIERS ALT ITLDE SCALE
a I I- 28 59,000 MSL 1.59,00
2 4 29 - 53 58,200 MSL 1.58,20
2 5 54 - 81 58,200 NSL 1.58,20
2 6 82- 97 58,200 SIL. 1.5o,20
2 7 98 - 113 5F,Z00  L 1.50,20
2 2 114 - 129 58,200 HAL I.56,2O
2 3 130 - 146 57,400 NNL 1.57,40
a 8 147 - 159 56,200 HML 1.5F.20
NR-35-,J-210-00052 06 DFC 69 210 IMPtNIAL VAULEN, CAI.IIAXiNIA
ROLL LINE 6E(XPSLL' NU1 RS ALTI'IWE SCAIE
3 1 1 - 12 60,800 * SL 1.60,h0
3 2 13 - 24 60,F00 MSL 1.60,00
3 3 25 - 34 60,e00 ML 1.60,P0








DC 69 212 MARATFN, TEXAS
LINE EXPOSUIRE NU43iS ALT ITDE SCALE
I I - 60 59,100 MSL 1.59,10
a 61 - 115 59,100 MSL 1.59,10
3 116 - 177 59,100 HL 1.59,10
4 178 - 201 59,100 MSL 1.59,10
5 202 - 225 59,100 MSL 1.59,10
A-NR35-EJ-Z20-00054 06 DEU 69 220 FORT HUACT.CA, ARIZONA
ROLL. LINE EXPOSE NUMBERS ALTITlAE SCALE
*--' 3 I 1I- 513 56,000 HML 1.56,00
3 1 14 - 25 39,500 MSL 1.39,50
NR-35-PJ-029-00055 13 JAN 70 029 PFHENIX, ARIZ"NA
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE 1 RUIS ALTITE SCALE
I I 039 - 058 59,000 MSL 1.59,00
1 2 059 - 082 59,700 ML 1.59,70
! 3 083 - 103 59,800 MSL 1.59,80
1 4 104 - 128 59,500 tAL 1.59,50
I 5 129 - 148 59,500 MSL 1.59,50
H-o35-FH-I?5-00056 07T JAN 70 175 HOUSTON, TEXAS AREA
RItL LINE EXPOURE MIERSS ALTITUDE SCALE
a I 001 - 009 60,000 MSL 1.60,000
2 2 010 - 03 60,000 HSL 1.60,000
2 4 039 - 060 61,000 MSL 1.61,000
2 6 061 - 089 .61,000 MSL 1.61,000
Z 6 090 - 111 60,000 HSL 1.60,000
2 3 112 - 139 60,000 tSL 1.60,000
2 5 140 - 15 60,000 MSL 1.60,000
2 * 159 - 186 60,000 ISL 1.60,00C
2 t 1897 I- 208 60,000 MSL 1.60,000
2 *0 209 - 211 60,0110 0hl. 1.60,00(




JAN 70 210 IMFPIIIAI. .UI.-, C4I.Ii)RNIA
LINE EW(iMSRE NM.IP*" ALT IUJE
I 01 - 10 60,500 MSL
2 II - 21 61,000 6MSL
3 22 - 32 61,000 ML








I NSTh'IHWINT W( I Gi A'ITION
'N
11 ZEISS, 0.53 MIICRMETERS, COLOX IR SO-I117, 12 IN.
REM4ARKS
00 FRWN INDIANAPOLIS TO LAKE SPRINGFIELD.
.0 LINCON, ILLINOIS TO TIPTON, INDIANA.
00 KCK(:O, INDIANA TO DELAVAN, ILLINOIS.
0o 'I'HI*lTIN1, 11.I.OIS 1(0 IMI., INl)IAN,
00 F:IN'l .Al), INIf)1.%. T1) FP(1I,, IIA(.1,*,l.'
O0 HII:I( D lt) C.V*G1, IL.I.IIIC.
o0 ' IN1(F;I*),, INI)IAN.A '1) IT IC.(X, ILI.NOIS..
00 CHI.LIECOlliE., 1Il.l,%(1() t l.11-'1*(1, II.II)).C.
MAP SUOS. Nk 16-10, NJ 16-1, Nh Ih-l1, N.J Ih-2.
116 ZEISS, 0.53 MICH(MEnTIS., COX)I(H IN SO-117, 12 IN.
RE4ARKS
0 Fi. CFNhlHO
D0 tEIR l F
D0 WEES'IIR:LAND
D0 E CENTRO
MAP NOS. NI 11-12, NI 11-9, Nhi I-11.
116 ZEISS, 0.53 NICRNMLtE*S, COLtR IR 50-117,12 IN.
10 DFVIIS RIVIR 70 WI . 67.
0 MARF'A (S(lItFH) 1V) DEVILS RIVER.
J0 H1W. 163 TO MARF'A (NORHT).
30 MCDONALD OBINI.VAIRIE I t) (ZcNA (SUtIH).
0 OZONA (H*t'. 163 AhD 291 TO MHY. II' AND b0.
ZEISS SHORT PHDOT COVEIE.
MAP NOS. Ni'13-3, mI 14-1, NH 13-2, Mh 13-5,
NH 13-6, NH 14-4, WM 14-7, IH 13-9, NH 13-8.
116 ZEISS,0.53 MICRONOTERS,CXOI R IR SO-117, 12 IN.
REM4AKS
0
0 MAP NO. hH 12-2.
118 ZEISS. ZEISS D, COLM IR SO-117, 12 IN.
0 BUA(EYE HILLS TO RITTEIH4USE AFB.
0 WILLIAMS AFB TO DIXIE HASSANAMPA, ARIZONA.
0 BLAXKEE, ARIZOhIA, TD SUJPERSTITION fT.
10 SLUARA LAKE, ARIZONA, TO T'NOPAH, ARIZONA.
0 HITE TAh MT'S., TO .AZATZAL MT S.
MAP NOS. NI 12-7, NI 12-8
118 ZEISS,ZEISS/SL,0.53MI!ONI,4E'I*E,B/W 2402, 12 IN.
0 HEMPSTEAD TO DAISEITA.
0 LIBERTY TO BLLVIL.E.
0 SEALY TO WALLISVILLE RESERVOIR.
 TRINITY BAY TO SAN B1ERNARD RIVER.
O BEASLEY TO BOLIVAR PENINSULA.
0 BELLVILLE TO WALLISVILLE RESERVOIR.
O BROOKSHIRE TO TRINITY BAY.
0 SMITH POINT TO EAST BERNARD.
MIoARIN TO GALVESTON.
I ;,AI.VF:S'I1 IIAND '11) .i. C.-.%4I.
0 FI l :11' 'I(1 tHI':IF I IT.
HAP N). hH 15-7
llt ZEISS, ZE:ISS D, C(ULH INH SO-117, 12 IN.
REUXIRKS
O Al,) (IAU) CN,%P VTO It) DU:St:Hl'.
FIIlL ARI:A CANh.. 11) IHO.TVIIJ.F. 41:XII.IAH.
0 SAND Hill.S (1.S. NAVAL IMPACT RAN(F: 11) U.S.
NAVAL CRINI*R RANGE ).
0 WEST'IIU ,AD VTO NAVAI. RE'SERVE (LMI.JLA CANAL.).
M14P NO. NI 11-9, NI 11-I, NI 11-12






NR-35-EJ-029-00058 06 FEB 7O 029 PHtENIX, ARIZONA 120
ROLL LINE EX2OSULiE NUt1-LtRS ALTITUhDE SCALE
12 3 000 - 020 59,800 MSL 1.59,400
12 5 021 - 037 59,500 MSL 1.59,500
IZ 7 038 - 053 59,500 MSL 1.59,500
12 8 054 - 067 59,500 MSL 1.59,500
12 6 068 - 086 59,500 MSL 1.59,500
12 4 087 - 103 59,000 MSL 1.59,000
12 I 104 - 113 58,800 MSL 1.58,800
12 2 114 - 123 58,800 MSL 1.58,800
12 9 124 - 132 58,100 MSL 1.58,100
12 10 133 - 138 58,200 MSL 1.58,200
12 11 139 - 148 57,000 MSL 1.57,000
12 12 149 - 157 57,000 MSL 1.57,000
12 13 158 - 170 57,000 MSL 1.57,000
12 14 171 - 177 57,000 MSL 1.57,000
12 15 178 - 188 57,000 MSL 1.57,000
12 16 189 - 196 57,000 MSL 1.57,000
MR-35-&J-029-00059 08 FEB 70 029 PHOENIX, ARIZONA 120
RXAL LINE EXPOSLIlE NhlElRS ALTITUDE SCALE
21 I 031 - 050 59,200 MSL 1.59,200
21 2 051 - 071 59,400 MSL 1.59,400
21 3 072 - 092 59,000 MSL 1.59,000
21 4 093 - 113 58,500 MSL 1.58,500
21 5 114 - 135 59,000 MSL 1.59,000
NR-35-F4-194-00060 09 FE 70TO 194 DENVER, C.XIRAOO. 120
FXLL LINE EXPOSRE N14ERS ALTITU3E SCALE
30 1 001 - 014 45,200 MSL 1.45,200
30 2 015 - 027 55,200 MSL 1.55,200
30 3 028 - 038 55,500 M4SL 1.55,500
30 4 039 - 048 55,500 MML. 1.55.500
30 5 049- 066 52,400 -tL 1.52,400
30 6 061 - 0O5 55,000 MtI. 1.;5,000
30 8 068 - 094 56,000 MYL I.56.100
30 7 095 - I17 54,900 MSL. 1.54,900
30 9 18 - 131 56,000 MNI. 1.56,000
30 10 132 - 148
30 11 149 - 163 56,000 SL 1.56,000
30 12 164 - 175 56,000 MIML 1.5b,000
30 13 176 - 190 56,000 MSL. 1.56,000
30 191 - 227
NR-35-WJ-210-00061 08 FF:t 70 210 IMPERIAl. VAI.LF.', CAL.IFtXHNIA 120
RLL LINE EXP(OSILR: NM4fIH.S ALTI'LU: .SCALF:
21 I 000 - 007 60,t00 MSL 1.60,800
21 2 008 - 016 60,600 MSL 1.60.600
21 3 ' 017 - 023 60,600 MSL 1.60,600
21 4 024 - 030 60,100 MSL 1.60,100
NR-35-EJ-000-00062 08 F-E 70 000 E. ARIZONA TO ALFILWA*1RO[E,N.M. 120
WFLL LINE EXPOSRIE NUH1lERS ALTIlTD E SCALE
21 6 136 - 226 57K/20K 1.57K/20K
Nt-35-EJ-029-00063 16 MAR 70 029 PHOE.NIX, AR17ONA 123
ROLL LINE EXPOSLUtE hUIM*ES AL1ITOTUD SCALE
21 3 036 - 053 58,500 MSL 1.58,500
21 4 054 - 077 58,500 MSL 1.58,500
21 5 078 - 106 58,500 MSL 1.58,500
IhSTlN1thT a'F' ICLRATl'(N
ZEISS/SI,, 2F:, OU)R S0-27Y, 12 IN.
DI:SERT C0U1) I.O(E TO H.CKtEIE.
IITCXF'IED) PARK TO U(DU)'IElID.
WEST OF' SA.R;ARD LAKE TO WHITE TA'.K 14'1'AIN.
SLHPRISE 11) nORTH OF SAI:AHD IAKI-:.
GRANITE REE:: DAM 1TD WHITE T1ANK UNT'A I N.
AVOINDALE TO HOCK IM R RANCH.
COOLIDGE TO MARICO)PA M(ltTAIN.
EAST OF' GILLUSPIE OAI TO FLORENCE, JUNCTION.
SH-:EP MFSA '10 LIkE AF'B NO. I AIR S1RIP.
NMRTH OF' LAKE PLEASANT TO PINE M(XNTAIN MINE.
MIDNIG;HT MESA TO EAST OF-' COa ESS.
BLACK MOI'NTAIN TO EAST VERDE MINE.
tlARHERSHOP CANION TO KIRKIAND.
WATSON LAKE TO tLCKHORN LNTA41IN.
RIlUND MONTAIN TO ALLTMAN, THEN WEST TO (OLNG
MOUNTA IN.
BEAR HEART RANC TO MORMD N LAKE.
4MAP MS. NI 12-7, NI 12-8
ZEISS15L,0.53 MICRCME`tTEI S,COLOR IR SO117,121N.
RIH4ARKS
GILLESPIE DAM TO WEST OF IF*IENCE JUNCTION.
WILLIAMS AFB3 TO WEST OF BlCKEYE.
F.I;KFYE AIR STRIP TO SUPERSTITION MOLNTAINS.
KUNT MCDELL TO TONIIOPAH DESERT.
BELM1NT MOUNTAINS TO ROOSEVELT RESERVOIR.
A1P NOS. NI 12-7, NI 12-8
ZEISS, 0.53MNICR1RS, COLOR IR SO-117, 12 IN.
REMARKS
KITTY GULH TO PINE JUNCTION.
KITIREIDXE TO COAL CREEK.
BLUCLEY AIRPORT TO CENTENNIAL CONE.
S.0I);W[(H0l'H I\:i F' 'It) HF\H (;t I.(H.
H-IHH IXtF: 'IX) MI{FI'TI' '11I% Nl..
CL'AHI CII(:lE:. '1:1) TOli I.ttF:.
7'/.14. tl-F' F:41t1.0 . .0V,'IXTlI'H .t1t 'I'.t1 T I') (OH1'
F'HIE 'iX) \IAI(Y' HIIX;E.
SANMHI% 11% 10 I 1)1W 14. H . O:SIt)IH.
IXL;UIF .A/'IU--: I.AKF:. I) ('II A11) 0 HH.
Cl3 AI) U H '1 IE':'1) % CA:Ap HI'O.
HARHR1I4\1 1t) P.A\i-F: 0 k\1,T\ .S.
MIS.':I I.,(. X S ,d-;S (F14I-' 1HF-: ,H :5:wH F1.A:4, xmyr
PLIRII'-]).
MAP NO. NI 1:1-II
ZKISS/5L, 0.53o:4IC:R(I-:F:S,COI(H IH S)-117, IZlN.
EAST 1T) we-:, St.IX9IH OF' El. ('.\'IH'), C.XI.I.FH .,I..
WI:S 1TO -:AST, N)R'I.H (F' E:l. CE-:,HI), [.tI.IF1'.l1IA.
EAST TO W:.ST, StX.I'H OF' 1tA4'I.I'F.
WESTI(.tEI AND.
MAP NOS. NI 11-9, NI I1-11, NI 11-12
25I/.51, 0.53 MICRt.*'TER*S,OLX)L0 IR SO-117, 121N.
s.t4II-EST' -' SHO(W Lt)W, ARIZONA, T)
ALFAVU1ILE, NEW -*5.XICO.
MAP Nt)S. NI 12-5, NI 12-6, NI 13-4
ZEISS, D, CtX)R IR SO-I17, 12 IN.
RE'R3KS
MAP NOS. NI 12-7, NI 12-8
F)H1
IMACERY DATA FILEt - ZEISS PFK 30/2:1 CI.:RA - 12-IN. F.I..
24 MAR 70 165 DESERET/ST. MARKS, FLORIDA
ROL LINE EXPOSUR:E M1.t1ERS ALTIlLuE
30 1 465 - 416 61,100 MSL
30 4 477 - 493 61,600 ESL
30 6 494 - 503 61,600 MSL
30 6 504 - 516 62,400 MSL
30 T 51S - 527 62,500 tMSL
30 s 528 - 539 82,500 MSL
30 3 540 - 541 62,500 MSL
s16 MAR 70 210 IMPERIAL VALLEY, CALIFORNIA
RNOLL LINE EXPOSUS M14B.* ALTITlM
21 1 004 - 011 60,100 MSL
21 Z 012 - 019 60,300 MSL
21 3 020 - 028 60,500 MSL
21 4 029 - 035 60,100 MSL
I10 MAR 70 211 SAN FRANCISOR BAY AREA, CALII
ROLL LINE EXPOSUlE NMBERS ALTITIWE
3 1 001 - 011 49,700 MSL
3 2 012 - 017 50,000 MSL
3 3 018 - 025 49,900 MSL
3 4 026 - 048 49,000 MSL
3 6 049.- 066 49,000 KML
3 1 067 - 076 4q, P00 KM1.
3 2 077 - 082 49,700 MSL
3 3 083 - 090 49,800 KiL
3 5 091 113 49,700 MSL
3 7 114 - 132 49,00 MSL
3 I 133 - 143 49,800 KSL
3 IXTRA 144 - 229 50,000D ML
13. MAR 70.- 21,3 CU1OLAIX) RIYVIER T'.'AS
OLL LIIN e EXPII.tE *NtI'LS AL.TI1LU
12 I 187 - 213 53/5516K SL
l2 2 214 - 248 53,000 C'L
12 3 249 - 263 53,000 CMSL
l2 4 264 - 293 53,.000 MSL
12 S 294- 321 53,000 MSL
Ii 6 322 - 331 56,000 MSL
12 11 338 - 360 57,600 MSL
12 12 361 - 372 56,500 FPL
12 13 373 - 369 56,500 MSL
12 14 390 - 391 56,700
12 IS 39 - .414 56,100 ML
NR-35--J-080-000668 16 AR 70 000 PH0ENIX IT EL PASO
ROLL LINE EXS[(ULE K.4I']ERS ALTITIDE
21 EXTRA 107 - 210 62.5/551ML
NR-35-OJ-13?-00069 11 F8 TO 137 MISSISSIPPI TEST FACILITY
ROLL LINEH EXPOSIE l UIS ALTIlIUE
3 3 000 - 015 60,300 MSL
3 4 016 - 033 60,200 MtSL
3 034 - 049 60,100 eL
3 .650 - 066 60,100 MSL
3 1 067 - 062 60,200
3 I 083 - 609 60,100
3 I 100 - 114 60,000
3 11 - 133 60,200
3 134- 143 LUNOIM


















ZEISS, D, UXLR IR 8443, 12 IN.
ZEISS ON OVeR SEBRING I HE'DIGM EAST.
ZEISS STOPPED IN MIIXLE OF LINE.
MAP NOS. 14H I-11, rc 17-2, MNH 17-4, MN 16-6
ZEISS, D, COLO JR SO-117, 12 IN.
RE4MRKS
1.60,700 MAP MNS. NI 11 -9, NI I1-I11 NI 11-12
F. 123 ZEISS, ZEISS D, aX.LR IR S0-117, 12 IN.
SCALE RDIRKS
1.49,700 SAN JOSE TO NOVATO.
.o50,000 TREASIRE ISLAND TO FARUaLN ISLANDS.
1.49,900 NOVATO 1 A'NTICH.
1.49 000 OILROY ST. LENA.
1.4*9,000 I W .. I.IE N '7) pI-111 I t%.
1.49,700 IIt*()NI I) .FARMl 1. I.sI%. -
1.49.P00 MNNA'() ll) lANI)I:VII.:; INl.AND.
1.49,700 GIIa N 11) P',I'AItI vl I.J:V.
1.4q9.00 pI'IA.l114 TO )WIR TFVII.IJ':.
I . 49.q",0 h1.1) 1) S4N .N((E'.
1.50,000 1 PI IFEI)
M4P NOS*. NJ 10-5, NJ 10-1
123 ZEISS, NONE, CAXN Z44P. 12 IN.
S.CALE R1.'KS
I.53'5%K WMTAU) 1O\ T 1 CO.1t S.
1.53.000 . (XXAUI)Ii 1) LAFF; lsVWIS
1.53.000 LAKE MTAVIS TO SAN SAHA.
1.53,000 SAN SA4 TO) RtOIf'RT IEF.
1.53,000 ROW)I*T Lk F:7 O'O(NNI:L,.
1.56,000 HHAD1 T1 GRANITE SHOAts LUE.
1.57,600 LAKE ALSTIN 1D I*.WNNARWO.
1..56,500 FI IN 0 LAk: TIAVIS.
1.56,500 BHRNFT TO GOnlTWAITTE.
1.56,700 . Gfl*AIT1': n) OAK CREI:I RESERVOIR. ZEISS
COERS ONLY PUrTION OF' FLIG.HT LINE.
1.56,700 OAK CREX RESIERVOIR 1D HRN(INFIELD.
MAP NO. NI 14-10, NI 14-11, NI 14-12, N 14-1.
M4 14-2, NH 14-3, NI 14-4, NH4 14-5, NH 14-6,
mN 14-7, 1 14-8, mI 14-9, HI 14-10, NH 14-l1,
NH 14-12
123 ZEISS, , D, OLDR IR SO-l17, 12 IN.
SCALE REr4RKS
1.62.5/551( P HRURE R(OSEVeT RESERVOIR, ARIZONA, TO
SIRRA DIAHLE KMiN.. TEXAS.
kV6P NOS. NI 12-6, Ni 12-12, NI 12-2, NI 12-3,
NH 13-1, NM 13-2, NH 13-10
125 ZEISS.0.53 MICROEIRSCtSOLR IR SO-117.12 IN.
SCALE RHMARKS
1.60,300 FRLRENILLE 1TO BILOXI.
1.60,200 BLFFP CREEK T0 CARRIEiR.
1.60,100 ST. TM4414Y URNER, LA., TO BILXI, MISS.
1.60,100 LO BEACH TD (OiSE PFOINT.
1.60,200 IRISH BAYOU LC0ON TO SHIP ISLAND.
1.60,100 CHAq R SCUND TO PEW ORLEANS.
1.60,000 N*M ORLEANS TO BRETON NATIONAL WILDLIFE R"E3'LO.
1.60,200 CAT ISLAND 1TD POI ARTAIN CAUS'WWAY.
CEXTRA FRAMES AT A LOW ALTITIUE.
IlTRA FUMES OF OIL ME.L (BtRN-OFW) AT KHR
OP BAYOI AT LOW ALTITUDE.














NR-35-EJ-029-00070 22 APR 70 029 PHONIX, ARI17ONA
ROL. LINE EXPSUtU: Nhl.U4 S AI.TITt':E
3 5 049- 068 59, 700 MSL
3 4 069- 094 60,400 MSL
3 3 095 - 114 60,100 MSL
NR-35-EJ-030-00071 22 APR 70 030 TtC.SON/AJO, ARIZONA
ROLL LINE ENOKSURE NU1IiRS ALT ITDE
3 1 01 - 22 57,600 MSL
NR-35-FJ-210-00072 22 APR 70 210 IMPERIAL VALLEY, CALIFRINIA
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE NtFMI1S ALTITI'UE
3 1 23 - 30 60,800 MSL
3 2 30 - 37 61,200 MSL
3 3 38 - 43 60,900 MSL





JLN 70 085 LAWRENCE, KANSAS
LINE EXPOSURE NLMIERS ALTTITUE
1 079 - 087 49,800 MSL
2 088 - 095 50,200 MSL
NR-35-04-226-00074 07 JN 70 226 PEORIA, ILLINOIS
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NtUlRS ALTITULE
3 013 - 014
3 1 015 - 024 50,200 MSL
3 2 025 - 036 49,600 MSL
3 3 037 - 048 50,300 MSL
3 4 049 - 060 50,700 ISL
NR-35-FJ-234-00075 07 JLUNI70 234 CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA
ROLL LINE EXPOSURIE NIIERS A.LTI[
3 1 061 - 069 50,300 MSL
3 2 070 - 077 50,500 MSL
3 078
N-35-EJ--029-00076 14 MAY 70 029 PHLA.IX, ARIZONA
RtLL LINE ExPOSURE NUbI*RS AL.TIInt:
10 1 057 - 070 49,500 M.L
10 2 071 - 082 50,100 MSL
10 3 083 - 092 50,000 MSL
10 4 093 - 098 49,800 MSL
10 5 099'- 107 50,000 MSL
10 4 108 - 118 50,000 MSL
NR-35-EJ-029-00077 22 MAY 70 029 PHOEIIX, ARIZONA
ROLL LINE EPOSUE NM1I.S ALTITUDE
30 I 27 - 36 50,300 MSL
30 2 37 - 50 50,500 MSL
30 3 51 - 62 50,800 MSL
30 4 63 - 76 50,600 MSL
30 5 77 - 89 50,500 MSL
NR-35-EJ-030-00078 22 MAY 70 030 TUCSN/AJO, ARIZONA
OILL LINE EXPOStLPE NUM*RIS ALTITUIE
30 1 02 - 15 49,400 MSL
30 2 16 - 25 49,900 MSL
NR-35-eJ-225-00019 14 MAY 70 225 RIVERSIDE. CALIFORNIA
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE 4l2HERS ALTITUIE
10 1 01 - 18 49,900 MSL
10 2 19- 41 50,300 MSL
10 3 42 - 56 51,000 MSL
MIS-
SION
INSTH1tFNr CtTNF IL'A't IR ON
127 ZEISS, 0, XCONLO IR .5-117. 12 IN.
SCAI E RetARKS
1.59,700 ILItF AF NO. 4 TO SLUARIXU-' Mt(.NT'41S.
1.60,400 STEVWARI' M,.T'AIN TO HIFN'IT -XyNTAIN.
1.60,100 NOR1H (F' HLL TEIE 11) S:PERSTITION tNI'TAINS.
MAP NOS. NI 12-7, NI 12-8
127 ZEISS, D, COLOR IR SO-I17, 12 IN.
SCALE RIMAIRKS
1.57,600 COUNTER MAl.FLC'TIONED, IH,,4;S SF'RF; ,'NUAIL.'
NUMElED. SE O' WILCOX PLAIA 1i TVts.C .
MAP NO. NI 12-11, NI IZ-12, NH 12-2, NH 12-3
127 ZEISS, D, COLOR IR SO-117, 12 IN.
SCALE RM14A'tKS
1.60,00 SOUTH OF' HOLIVILLE TO fL'A DESERT.
1.61,200 NAVAL AUX AIR STATION 1O IMP'RIAL WALLEY
1UH SECUUSIS SAN I1O I L.
1.60,900 NIRTH OF1' IOL.TVII.F: TO SLPERSTITION MXN''AIN.
1.61,000 WESI71PLAND TO SAND HILLS.
4UAP NOS. NI 11-9, NI I1-11, NI 11-12
128C ZEISS/SL, ZEISS D, COL IR R 0-117, 12 IN.
SCALE REMARKS
1.49,800 LAWRENCE TO BLAD.IN CITY.
1.50,200 LASRENCE TO OSKAHUOSA.
MP NOS. NJ 15-1, NJ 15-4




1.49,600 PIE'AMR0A TO HOPEDALE.
1.50,300 DELAVAN T0 CHILLI(rIHE.
1.50,700 PEORIA TO MASON CITY.
MAP NOS, NK 16-7, WN 16-10
128C ZEISS, ZEISS D, COLOR IR SO-117, 12 IN.
SCALE ' R04IIKS
1.50,300 CEDAR RAPIDS TO CENTRAL CITY.
1.50,500 CEDAR RAPIDS TO IOWA CITY.
TEST FRAE.
MAP NOS. NK 15-6, NK 15-9
12PH ZEISS, ZEISS 0, L'(Atl IN .0-117. 12 IN.
SCAIE RtEARKS
1. 4 9,500 CHANDI.J-R ) TXHAHLI'I DV.
1.50,100 CAVE CRFHEX D\. TO) nFTuICOlPA.
1.50,000 K(MtAlkEF TO CAVE CREFK DA".
1.49,800 SLU CITY TO INDIAN HRES1':NATIlO.
1.50,000 .'1TH OF" AVONDILE TO LANE PIkASANT.
1.50,000 MAP N)S. NI 14-7, NI 12-8
128B ZEISS, ZEISS D, COLOR IR SO-117, 12 IN.
SCALE RMARKS
1.50,300 CHANXlER HEI'IHTS 1O LXI;SI.E HIILS.
1.50,500 CAVE CREH:t 1O GILA HtlITlE.
1.50,P0O PIMA IJtPLE TO D7Ot.'l HIUS.
1.50,600 PtRAMID PEAK TO .I*,TFi.NAS tAD.
1.50,500 RAINHOW VALLEY TO LUKE: AIR FIIE.LD NO. 2.
MAP NSW. NI 12-7, NI 12-8
1286 ZEISS, ZEISS D, COLOR IR SO-117, 12 IN.
SCALE RfEA.RKS
1.49,400 MO.NT LEI:ON TO SANTA RITA E)(PtRIi,'tNTAL RANGE.
1.49,900 NORTH TUCSON TO SAIHUIRITA.
MAP NOS. NI 12-11, NH 12-2, NI 12-12, NM 12-3
128B ZEISS, ZEISS D, COXOR IR SO-117, 12 IN.
SCALE R,4ARtKS
1.49,900 APPLE VALLEY TO PERRIS.
1.50,300 LAGUNA TO GEORGE AIR FIRCE BASE.
1.51,000 CAJON TO SOl1H OF CORONA.
MAP NOS. NI 11-5, NI 11-8
ro0
















I STHRU1IhT LOhF l(R I.AT I 
22 MAY 70 235 SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 128B ZEISS, ZEISS ,.aCOM IR 50-117, 12 IN.RIL LINE EXPOSUIRE NIS ALT I1UE SCALE REBMRKS30 1 091 - 10O 49,500 MSL 1.49,500 PLEASANT GROVE 70 MOLNTAIN GREi .30 a 108 - 122 51,000 MSL 1.51,000 KAYSVILLUE TO RIVEIRTN.
MAP NOB. K 12-8, NK -,. m 10, NK 12-11
13 MAY 70 994 EL PASO, TEXAS 128B ZEISS, ZEISS D, COL. IR SO-117, 12 IN.RLL LINE EXPOSURE NMIERS ALTITUE SCALE REMARKS3 1 0t - IS 50,500 MSL 1.50,500 FRAME 6 IS UNRELATID IMACERY AND WAS NOT
PTlTEID. SEVEN MILES 5EST OF' SAN ELIZARIO TO
ImWY 54.
3 2 16 - 23 50,200 MSL 1.50,200 NOMI FIRANKLIN MFUNTAIN 7' TCMIULO.3 3 24 - 26 50,200 MSL 1.50,000 EL PASO EASTWARD TO 2 MILES SOUTH OG' U.S.
HNliHFH. NO FIt.S.I' I UAl) I &(.;'l -IAII. lfil F.
MAP Mhtb. NH I3-I, hH 1.4-10
23 MAY 70' 994 NI, PASO.), T.:AS 12Y4H ';ISS, F'ISS;i D, a(X#I IH SO-117, I Ih.
R]U.L LINE EXPSLENK: MMUIES ALTIlniE SCAI F: H0IARK30 3 00 - 06 50,400 kiL 1.50,400 IH)R1-P' AlSS HF YATIO ) 1l0 nIJSN: HII..
30 2 07 - 17 50,500 MSL 1.50,500 C.INT 11) ,,In%-.
30 I 18 - 25 50.300 SL 1.50,300 S.lNAND TO PtiT FRI.lSS HRF:SIFVA"ItlN.
MAP IOS. Mi 13-1, NH 13-10
13 AY 70O 000 IL1C.Z, TOEAS IZFH2 ZEISS, ZEISS D, (XLR IR .-.117, 12 IN.RLL LINE EXP OSURE 5M..RS ALTtTIYE SCALE HEM4WHKS
12 I O - 5 49,000 MSL 1.49,000 IDALCU T1 OFUKE:.
MAP NOS. hi 13-9, NI 14-7
04 MAY 70 132 F' ORlANSlS, LUjISIANA 120A ZEISS, ZE'ISS D, OLUO IR SO-Ill, 12 IN.
ROLL LINE EXIPOSE MNLILS ALT IIU2E SCALE RI-*W4KS
21 1 001 - 009 50,000 MSL 1.50,000 FR114 LAKE UII 1O LAKE I.HhE.
21 2 010 - 020 50,000 MtL 1.50,000 Fll(M tAKE P(%TXCFTRAlN I 7E MISSISSIPPI RIIve21 3 021 - 030 50,000 MSL 1.50,000 IWLIM KENTA CANAL 1O LAKi PTL.UItulTAIN.
21 4 031 - 039 50,000 MSL 1.50,000 FIR(M IUCAN4 CANAL 10 LAKE SALVADIIR.
MAP NJS. Ml 15-6, mH 16-4, MN IS-9, NH 16-7.
13 MY 70 175 HOUSTON, TEAS (AREA) . 128A ZEISS, ZEISS D, LD)R IJR S0-117, 12 IN.RILL LII EXPOSU1E MF4'1RS ALTIUIXE SCALE REMARKS3 1 1 - 6 50,000 MSL 1.50,000 GALVE-TON ISLN.
3 . 2 - 22 50,000 MSL 1.50,000 SE6I'TATER LAKE TO M.NT BELVlEW3 3 23- 4 50.000 MSL 1.50,000 F, lE REFIN RY (lAIMTN) 1O SAN LUIS PASS.3 4 41- 55 50,000 MSL 1.50,000 ALGOA 1' LAKE HOUS7tN3 5 5 - 10 S0,000 MSL 1.50 000 HFlULE IO ALVIN.
3 0 71 - s0 50,000 MSL 1.50,000 FRESINO TO SPRIIG
3 T 81 - 91 50,000 MS1L 1.50,000 CYPRESS CREiK TO BRAZOS
3 S 92 - 102 50,000 MSL 1.50,000 ROSENBG T1O IOEA.L.
MAP NOS. Mi 15-4, NH 15-7.
OS MAY TO 217 ATLANTA, GEIRGIA 128A ZEISS, ZEISS D, COLR IR SO-117, 12 IN.
NILL LINE EiPOSURE N413tS ALTIILUE SCALE REYARKSi21 0 - 1i 50,000 MSL 1.50,000 IMaCOu TO ALJ'ARETTS
21 2 17 - 28 50,000 MSL 1.50,000 ROSWELL TO OOLSEY
21 3 29 - 31 50,000 MSL 1.50,000 INTIENAL CHAhGE ON EXP. 32 ZEISS CAILSIWG NO
RWARD W(IRLAP. FAYPTTEVILLE TO Sll) CANTON.21 ECIRA 38 - 44 50,000 MSL 1.50,000 EXTRA FRAES, NOT PLT.T1F).
MAP NOS. NI 16-9, Nl 10-6.
02 MAY 70 227 WICHITA FALLS, TF:XAS' 12A ZEISS, ZEISS D, COLOR IR 0S-117, IZ IN.U.LL LIME eXFOSURE NHIUMS S ALTnITUD SCALE RtWKS
Ii I 9 - 22 S0,000 MSL 1.50,000 EXP. I T1 A OIN ZEISS ARE EX(CSS. SrL.%SD
N ITH 1 U I INt'AN.12 2 23 - 37 50,000 1tL 1.50,000 IDNOL 10 AR(ltR1 CIT Mt111.12 3 38 - 46 50s000 MSeL 1.50,000 HOLLIDAY 0TO OWRAWIELD.
AP NOS. Nl 14-8, Nl 14-5.
2 MAY 70 000 D.LLAS, TEXAS 12A ZEISS, ZEISS D, ClOOR IR SO-I`, 12 IN.IFL LINE EXMSURJE MIES ALTIlTUI SCALE W
II I 41 - ST 52.000 MSL 1.52,060 FAST POW TRINITY RIVER 10 WLIE.
I a 5J 0 - Y3 52,000 FfL 1.52,000 PLAFO 1O FImIS
Ii 3 74 - o S2, O0 MLst 1.52,000 LAtAIR TO 10bY. 121.










I Nh.l'RIhT (XINF IGL1AT ION
NR-35-PJ-228-00089 09 NOV 70 228 MIDLAND, TIXAS 12YE ZEISS, ZEISS D, CXLOR IR 2443, 12 IN.
ROLL LINE EUXPOSLRE NIMERS ALTITUJE SCALE RFARKS
3 1 043 - 052 50,000 MSL 1.50,000 EAST OF ODESSA TO NORTIIEST OF MIDLAND.
3 053- 053 - 3 50,000 1.50,000 NORTH O' MIDLAND TO SUIHFAST DF MIDLAND.
3 064 - 06o OBLIQL.E VIEW (NOT PLOITED)
3 a 066 - 073 53,300 MSL 1.53,300 SMtIMEAST OF MIDLAND TO NORTH OF MIDLAND.MAP NUS. NI 13-12, MNH 13-3, NI 14-10, ,1 14-1.
NR-3.5-FJ-228-00090 15 JAN 71. 228 MIDLAND, TEXAS 128E ZEISS, .515 MICROMTERS, COLOR IR 2443. 12 IN.
IOLL LINE EXPOSURE NtJBERS ALTITLME SCALE REMARKS
12 1 003 - 020 49,900 MSL 1.49,900 WEST OF' OESSA TO WFST OF BIG SPRINGS.
12 a 021 - 037 49,900 MSL 1.49,900 NoRTHEAST OF MIDLAND TO SOUXTlEST OF' OD:SSA.
12 3 038 - 053 49,900 MSL 1.49,900 SOuIL-SCuni*EST OF ODESSA TO EAST OF MIDLAND.MAP N(S. NI 13-12, NH 13-3, NI 14-10, NH 14-1.
MR-35-HJ-187-00091 28 JUN 70 187 BOSTON , ASSACH*UETrS 128D ZEISS, D, COxR S0-117, 12 IN.
WOLL LINE EPOSLWtE T&14*3S ALT13.1O SCALE REMARKS
3 1 001 - OIl 51,000 MSL 1.51,000 FRAMES NOT PLO'ITED BECAUSE FLIGHT WAS AHORT'DDE TO MASSIVE CLJD COVERAGE.
MAP NOS. NK 19-4, NK 19-7
NR-35-HJ-187-00092 07 JUL 70 17 BOSTON, MASSACHLUTT'S 128D ZEISS. D, D, LOR IR 50-117, 12 IN.
ROLL. LINE EX(POSRE NlM1fRS ALTI'TLE SCALE REMARKS
21 I 000 - 016 51,000 MSL 1.51,000 MOIl'I OF BEVERLY TO NORTH OF NEW BE011RD.
21 a 019 - 036 51,200 MSL 1.51,200 TAUNTON TO NORTH OF BOSTON.
21 3 037 - 055 51,000 MSL 1.51,000 LAWRENCE TO NORTH OF FALL RIVER.
21 4 056 - 062 50, 600 MSL 1.50,600 SOUi1WEST OF BOSTON TO NORTHI EST OF' BOSTON.
21 S 063 - 071 50,400 MSL 1.50,400 EAST OF FORT D-EVENS TO MILFCRD.
MAFP M). NK 19-4, ,K 1'1-7
NR-35-FJ-194-00093 21 JtN 70 194 DENVER, X. UL 00 '1280 ZEISS, D, I)XXL INH O-117,2 IN 1.
ROLL LINE (XPOSLt(R NI'h*b S ALTIT1DE SCALE RF)44KS
3 001 - 004 TEST I'wRAES, r PI/,1TEcD.
3 1 005 - 017 50,800 bSL 1.50,800 SOUTI'AST OF DF'NVSIt TO IOHT I.LPTIh.
3 2 018 - 031 51.200 MSL 1.51,200 NItH OF' DENVENR mT S(X.'H OF' D:.N,-.
3 3 032 044 50,800 MSL 1.50,o00 .SOUIIWEST OF DI.N'u 1T) FAST OF tI" Ili:H.
3 045 TEST IRAE, 1T PU/I'D.
MAP NOS. NK 13-11, NJ 13-2
NR-35-HI-229-00094 28 JUN 70 229 NEW HAVEN, COINX'XTICI' 1280 ZEISS, D, COLR IR SO-l117 12 IN.
ROLL LINE EtPOSUlE NH.MRS ALTI1'T. SCALE RE,1RKS
3 1 012 - 022 49,900 MSL 1.49,900 SO1Hi'AST OF' NhW HRITAIN I) EtAST OF' EAST HAVEN.
3 2 023 - 030 50000MSL 50000 MSL NEtW HAVEN TO EAST OF WATI:HHLHM.
3 2 031 - 042 50 200 MSL 1.50,200 NORTH OF ME'RIDEN TO SO1TH OF BRANFUD.
MAP NO. NI 18-9
NR-35-GJ-230-00095 28 JUN 70 230 WASHINGTCN, D.C. 128D ZEISS, , COLOR IR SO-117, 12 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NMU'RS ALTITUDE SCALE R.MARKS
3 043 - 046 TEST FRAMES, NOT PLUrrID.
3 1 047 057 51,200 MSL 1.51,200 LAUREL TO S(XUTHEAST OF WASHINGTO, D.C.
3 2 058 - 069 50,400 MSL 1.50,400 SOtLH OF' WASHINGTON, D.C., TO NURTH WASHINGTON,
D.C.
3 3 070 - 080 50,500 MSL 1.50,500 ROCKVILLE TO FORT Ht'LWIR.
3 4 081 - 093 50,400 ML 1.50,400 SOUXItF.ST OF' ARLIN'TON 1D NORRTH'EST OF'ARLINGTON.
MAP NIS. NJ 18-1, NJ 18-4
NR-35-GJ-231-00096 05 JUL 70 231 PONTIAC, MICHIGAN 1280 ZEISS, 15, COLOR IR 2443, 12 IN.
ROU.L LINE EXPCSURE' NEU1RS ALTITIUCE SCALE RtYAR(S
30 1 135 - 141. 62,500 MSL 1.62,.500 NOROSIEST OF D1- IT TO LAPEE3.
MAP NOS. N 17-1, W I17-4
MR-35-EJ-029-00097 21 MAY 70 029 PHOENIX, ARIZ0NA 129 ZEISS, W-15, COLOR IR 50-117, 12 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NUEBERS ALTITLUCE SCALE REM1RKS
3 1 047 - 067 60,700 MSL 1.60,700 GILLESPIE DAM TO FLORENCE JUNCTION.
3 2 068 - 088 61,200 MSL 1.61,200 DESERT GOLD LODE TO ARLINGTON.
3 3 089 - 110 61,100 FSL 1.61,100 NW OF BX(EEYE TO SUPERSTITION MOUNTAINS.
3 4 111 - 132 61 100 MSL 1.61,100 .,DFI ELD MOUNTAINS TO TONOPAH DESFR.
3 5 133 - 154 61,000 MSL 1.61,000 EAST OF BELMONT MOUNTAINS TO TONXTO NATIONAL
FOREST. N









NR-35-EJ-030-00098 21 KAI 70 030 'nC[X]/AJO, ARIYNA
ROLL LINE WU)SPi-: NESLII A.TI'lllE
3 1 001- 018 56.000 SL
NR-35-EJ-210-00099 21 IA4Y 70 210 IN1,tIlAL. VALLI' , CAL.KIINIA
KL LIINE VWUitI1 NU4'.2; ALT I 1'n i
3 I 019- 025 61,O00 i'L
3 a 026 - 032 61,500 FISL
3 3 036 - 039 61,500 NML
3 4 040 - 046 6.0,800 FISL
R-_35-FX-216-0010 0 Z6 IMY 10 216 JNE"S'ITWN, MMrH (OTrA
WILL LIN EXPOLSURE NM1,0KS ALT 1hUDE
12 3 011 - 024 58,800 MIL
12 2a 025 - 041 58,600 iML
12 3 042 - 061 58,600 ML
12 1 062 - 070 58,400 ISL
la2 011 - 076 58,600 NSL
hR-35-PJ-218-00301 01 26 MAY 70 218 SIUXX FALLS, sI DAKOTA
POLL LINE EXF(SURE U9NHIERS ALTIl'UE
12 1 078 - 107 59.300 MSL
12 a 108 - 137 59,800 MSL
12 3 i38 - 167 60,200 MSL
SION
SION
I NSTnI h T U(XI-I It RATION
129 ZEISS,W15, (XXAIH .R SO-117. IZ IN.
SC-AE HFIt4RIS
1.56,000 IOHiXJN PFI V SlW TCS(A.
MAP NiS. NI 12-12, NI t2-11, NM 12-Z, NH 1Z-3
129 ZE:IS5,1S, COXI IR SO-117, 12 IN.
SCALE 0I124%RKS
1.61 ,800 S.*UIH (O HIOT.VIUE TO II'A KSI.
1.61,500 NAVAL. AIRH l'CIFANICAL THAIINI LNIT TO IMItM-IIAL
VAULLEY l3]LL, SIS I S ANITILMN.
1.61,500 N(Il. OF (-ITVILLF: lO P) StPR.1STITION MXlTAIN.
1.60,800 WEST OF 4YSiTOAN TO NAVAL. RFStV0;.
MAP NOS. NI 11-9, Nl 11-11, Ni1 l-12
129 ZEISS,WI5, COLOR IR SO-I17, 2 IN.
SCALE R*IMRKS
1.50,800 C*HY LAKE TO NW OF JAM*STAN.
1.50,600 PI S 1HE TO LAKIE JOSEPHINE.
1.58,600 WIULW LAKE TO WEST OF DAZE.
1.58,400 MTH OF JAOF S1 TO EAST PNtRTIWE.
1.58,600 VASITI TI SOUTH WItW4L:]N.
MAP NOS. NL 14-1, NL 14-2, N. 14-4, N. 14-5
129 ZEISS,WIS, 0C(OR IR SO-117, 12 IN.
SCALE RLE4I9 S
1.59,300 EAST OF WATR'I11N TO LUEIOX. PRAE 077 WAS
OBL IWEU.
1.59, 00 SOUtH OF SIOX PAFALS TO NRTH OF CLEAR LAKE.
1.60,200 GARY TO CAN".
MP NOS. Nm 14-3, NL 14-9, NM, 14-12, im 14-13






MR-36-1J-0u0-000I7 05 ALG 69 007 (WXIR CAST 99
AGLL LINE69 E0F(PUSL. ( EH S ALTIITl SC49E
3 1 I - 47 1,000 NIL 1.4,000
3 484 - 90 1,000 I4L 1.4,000
Ni-36-D-001-00018 05 AG 69 007 (I.X* COA.ST 99
ROLL LINE EXPSOISE 4JTIYHS ALT ITlE: SCAlE
3 3 I - 40 1.000 NIL 1.4,000
4 49 - 04 1.000 ML 1.4,000
!N-348-1-004-00019 05 ALG69 00? N(t111 FRS ODAT 99
OLLa LIME EXiPtNA 0 07 14JS ARLT fLU. SCALE
3 4 3- 46 10000 e SL 1.4,0003 1 403- 63 1000 I, L 1.4,000
!t-30-,i -0-00020 5 A 69 007 (ORImN C.ST 99
POLL LINE EXISUIR ME INI'tS ALTInE SCALE
4 A I - IT I,000 L 1.4,000
N11-30-01-00'-00021 06 A1G 69 007 C ORN ODST o9
IILL Ll A0 B(fO1U RS* ABLTHIU SCALE
4 n 3s a - 29 1,000 NL 1.4,000
4 2 33 - 3 lo000 ,SL 1.4,00034 44 - 6 1,000 I..4,00
I NS'l ;hF:Nl F I Ft4 S IO VN
HASS.JHiAI) A, 244P, ZAV, J IN.
114,164(S
DEb
MAP O. M 10-2, L. 10-i. hL 10-11, NI 10-1,4
MAS*2S 1A*DA A, 2440, 2AV, 3 IN.
4MAP NO. NM 10-2. NL 0-0, NL 10-11, NK 10-1.4
KASSE.I.,AD A, 2440, 2AV, 3 IN.
FIbtMFS 12 - 75 M"*lnPONS:D)
MP Mi). NK 10-2, N.L 10-8, L. 10-11, NF 10-1,4
MAFSS*I.AO A, 2448, 2AV, 3 IN.
IMP !o. N 10-2, 4. 10-8, M. W0llt, K 10-1,4
IASSUs.OAD A, 2448, 2AV, 3 IN.
1111114SIK
MIP NO. NK 10-2, NI., 1-, .L 1-1l, M 19-1,4
-'I
K)
IMACERY DATA FIILE - HFASSEIMJlAI) I1.TIt 'I ), CAL:NH4 A
DATE SITU SITE NAM MIS- INSTUl*'.*%T Ct-FI(.RATI01
ACCESSIOSN .NUR NO. SION
NR-36-D-007-00022 06 AU 69 007 OREGN OWAST 99 HSSEL3AD A, 2448, 2AV, 3 IN.
FXILL LINE EXPFOSRE Nt41ERS ALT ITtD: SCALE RIMARKS
5 21 I - 8 1,000 mCIL 1.4,000 DARK
5' 22 9 - 19 1.000 14L 1.4,000 DAHK
5 23 20- 29 1,000 MSL 1.4,000 DARK
S 24 30 - 41 1,000 MSL 1.4.000 DWRK
5 25 42 - 51 1,000 MSL 1.4,000 DARK
5 28 52- 59 1,000 ISL 1.4,000 DARK
27 60 - 74 1,000 IML 1.4,000 DARK
280 15 - 83- 1,000 MSL 1.4,000 DARK
MAP NO. NK 10-2, NL 10-8, NL 10-11, Nm 10-1,4
NR-36-DJ-007-00023 06 A(.; 69 007 (LN COAST 99 'AlSS1.; I, A. 44, 44, AV, 3 I%.IOLLU LINK .POSUE NLIMI.S ALTI TDE SCA41E Rt'~AK S
* 31 1 - 9 1,000 RIL 1.4,000
6 32 10 - 16 1,000 MSL 1.4,000
o 33 17 - 24 1,000 MSL 1.4,000
6 34 25 - 31 1,000 MSL 1.4,000
35 32 - 46 1,000 MSL 1.4,000 IFAA:S 32-37 OHHITING (OR caos FA R
6 36 47 - 61 1,000 WCL 1.4,000
* 38 62 - 72 1,000 MPL 1.4,000
* 39+40 73- 89 1,000 MSL 1.4,000 NOT ON FII.I4T L0G- PROIFlA.Y FLIGHT LINES 39 * 40.
MAP NO. NK 10-2, NL 10-8, NL 10-11, NK 10-1,4
MR-36-W-007-0 0024 07 AUW 69 007 OREGON COAST 99 HASSlELBAD A, 2448, 2AV, 3 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSLURE (N'3RS ALTITUIE SCALE REMARKS
7 41 1 - 23 1,000 MSL 1.4,000 50 PtIR CENT OF IRAIS C/LOX) C(XER
I 42 24 - 36 1,000 MSL 1.4,000 50 PRI CENT OF' WI[S CLXD WIVER
1 43 37 - 41 1,000 ASL 1.4,000 50 PtR CFNT OF FlwAMFS CLAD COVER
7 44 48 - 66 1,000 MSL 1.4,000 50 PER CENT O1 IFRA.S CLLD COVER
MAP NO. NK 10-2, NI 10-8, NL 10-11, NK 10-1,4
NR-36-DJ-007-00025 II AUG 69 007 OREON COA.ST 99 HIASSELLAD A, 2448, 2AV, 3 IN.
HRLL LINE EXPOSURE NlllRS ALTITUDE SCALE NIARKS
8 6.7 1 - 58 1,000 MSL 1.4,000 CI.[X.S + FOG - IMq4E T1) POOR TO IDENTIFY FtlI(Tf
LINES AND PRAWES
8 8.9 I - 58 1,000 VSL 1.4,000 CLDuS * FOG - IMfAGI TOO POOR TO IDENTIFY FI(Tf
LINES AND) FRAES




11 AUG 69 007 ORfNON WAST 99 HASSE.BIAD A, 2448, 2AV, 3 IN.
RXL, LINE EXPOSURE NLIlE3RS ALTIT1E SCALE RE4RKS
9 1 I - 43 1,000 MSL 1.4,000 DARK
9 2 44 - 86 1,000 ML 1.4,000 DARK
IAP NO. NK 10-2, NL 10-8, NL 10-Il,  10-1,4
II AUG 69 007 OREGON COAST 99' HASSEIA-AD A, 2448, 2AV, 3 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE rNM.IFS ALTITUDE SCALE RW4RKS
10 3 1 - 43 1,000 MSL 1.4,000
10 4 44 - 7T 1,000 MHL 1.4,000 41AP NO. NK 10-2, NL 10-8, NI 10-11, t 10-1,4
21 AUO 69 007 ORKOON COAST 99 HASSEIIBUAD A, 2448, 2AV, 3 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE I tBENS ALTIT'LE SCALE FRI4ARKS
11 21 1 -. 10 1,000 MSL 1.4,000 IEAV OVFRCAST
II 22 11 - 19 1,000 MSL 1.4,000 HEAVY OVERCAST
11 23 20 - 28 1,000 MSL 1.4,000 IEAV OVERCAST
II 24 29 - 37 1,000 I. q, 1.4,00o0 HF':AV (OFIICSIT - tIl.llf(;l.l-%S
11 25 30 - 42 1,000 r'1,. 1.4,1)10. IXl:tI.'I%'.:
11 26 43 - 44 1,000 II1. 1.4,(JO INIIlI'l'I':
II 27 45 - 46 1,0(10 KIt. 1.4,n(00 INI-:I"II'IT :
11 28 47 - 48 1,000 L 1.4.()00 IN:Ilsl ' I:
11 29 49 - 51 1,000 IAt. 1.4,000 INI2:'1%IIi
MlP NO. N% 1-e, %1. If1--. 0 , 1 -1, K (I-1,4
I-,
-P
ITHR IDA'TA F'IU: - HiASSF1:L.HIA) ", l'I,',l), ('.*-:RA 4
DATE: SITE S I T NAME
ACCESSION hlE4 NWO.
HR-36-DJ-00007-029 12 AI.G 69 007 (ORXL'N C4.iST
ROLL LI NE EPOSLtE NLHIfS ALT I T1LT.
12 31 1 - 9 1,000 SLM
12 32 10 - 18 1,000 ML
12 33 19 - 27 1,000 ML
12 34 28 - 34 1,000 MiSL
12 35 35- 45 1,000 iL
12 36 46 - 50 1,000 MSL
12 37 51 - 63 1,000 14L
12 38 64 - 7 1,00 FL
12 39 77- 83 1,000 i4SL
A-3i6-W-193-00012 17 JLL 69 193 EIORADO FCRF'ST .
ROKLL LINE iPOSiRE M.4t.S5 ALTT171DE
4 13- 27 60,000 MSL
1 3 44- 56 60,000 ISL
NR-36-DJ-020-00013 18 JUL 69 020 tC(S LAKE
XOLL LINE EXPOSUIE N.VRS
3 3 22 - 40
3 4 41 - 61





NR-36-OJ-135-00014.18 JU. 69 135 KR VEY VALLEY
IOLL LINE EXPOGU4.I 14B: ALTI TUDE
3 3 22 - 40 60,000 MSL
3 4 41 - 61 60,000 SL
3 6 62 - 72 60,000 MSL
NM-36-W-189-00015 18 JUL 69 189 KIAMATH FA. LS
ROLL LINE EXPR: NUR 140ERS ALTITUUE
3 I 01 - 10 60,000 MSL
3 2 1I - 21 . 60,000 MSL
Nh-36-1W-040-0001 6 17 .
ROLL
I
JLt 69 048 SAN PABLO RESTRVOIR
LINE EXPOSURE NMI:JtRS ALTITLIE
.4 01 - 12 60,000 MSL
3 28 - 43 60,000 MSL














IASSFJHlAD A, 2440, 2AV, 3 IN.
IFL']ARKS
!.4,000 IMAP NO. M 10-2, NL 10-0, L. 10-11, NW 10-1,4
100 4lASSiEIBLAD A, I, COL IR SOl"0, 3 IN.
SCALE R7WI(S
1.240,000 SAN FRIANCISC TO SILV1ER LIKE
1.240,000 FCHO LAKE TO) SAN IFWACISCO
MAP 1i. NJ 10-6.
100 HASSiLELAD A, ISG,C(XLO IR SI080, 3 IN.
SCALE REMARKS
1.240,000 .SUAR PINE Mr. TO PAINTERS F1AT.
1.240,000 TWIN MF'. TO BJ.A VISTA.
1.240,000 SEVEN LAKES . TO TABLE 1r.
M4P NO. NJ 10-3.
100 IHASSIELLAD A, 15G, (XLO IR 5R010, 3 IN.
SCALE REMARKS
1.240,000 SCGAR PINE Kr. TO PAINTERS FLAT.
1.240,000 TWIN 4W. TO BE:LLA VISTA.
1.240,000 SNEN LAKES WM. TO TABLE WM.
MAP NO. NK 10-12.
100 FIASSILLAAD A, 15, , OLOR IR SO180, 3 IN.
SCALE RSMARKS
1.240,000 KLA4ATH LAKE TO DIAMOND LAKE JULCTION
1.240,000 KIRK TO KLAMATH FALLS
MAP NO. WK 10-6.
100 HASSELILAD A, ISO, COLR IR S0180, 3 IN.
SCALE RE)RaRKS
1.240,000 SAN FRANCISCO TO SILVR LAKE
1.240,000 aCHO LAKE 1 SAN FRANCISCO
1.240,000 SAUSALITO TO LAKE ALOAA.
14MP NO. KI 10-8.
hR-36-DJ-056-00052 18 JUl 69 056 Mr. IASSEN, CU,.II1lMIA 100
ROLL LINE W OPUSLUE KlH41'S AL.TI I1 E SCALE
3 3 22 - 40 60,000 tSL 1.240,000
3 4 41 - 61 60,000 MSL 1.240,000
3 a 62 - 72 60,000 MSL 1.240,000
NR-36-PJ-194-00001 01 AL 69 194 DVFR, COLOIRAE 101
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE N RS ALTI1DE: SCALE
I 1 001 - 003 56,500 MSL 1.226,000
1 2 004 - 010 56,000 MSL 1.224,000
1 3 011 - 016 56,600 MSL 1.226,400
1 4 017 - 022 56,600 MSL 1.226,400
1 5 023 - 028 56,300 MSL 1.224,200
1 06 29 - 033 56,600 MSL 1.226,400
6 034 - e39 5,6o00 MSL 1.226,400
N-36-fJ1-011-00002 0@2 AL 69 011Oil YLLSTONE PARK 101
ROL LI NEI WEaLMC NLtUERS ALT1111 SCALE
S I 01 - 01 55.00 oMSL 1.220,000
a a s11 - I1R S5,000 tSL 1.224,000
HASSEILAD A, 1.5G, C(UH IRH SOIn0, * IN.
SI.t4R PIN E W. TO PAINl'IH.S -1.AT.
' I N Hl'. 1O ELtLA V I STA.
SEVElN LAKES WH'. T1 T''ABLE 4W.
MAP NO. mK 10-12.
HASSELBLAD A, 89-3, H8, IR SO-246, 3 IN.
IE'8RKS
R14t.3DFR TO DENVIR
LO(AR AJ-B HUMBIN; RAM;E 1TO CON.I"R
SOUIH DC'VER
IRTH DOVER AND) ESI N I STER
LaJJISVIILE AND HtOW:I .
IRlcdUCIN TO BOULDR
MAP NO. NK 13-1 1.
IASSEIAAD A, 2A, B/W 3400, 3 IN.
TArsrs NATIONAL RFST T0 MINER, iONTAIA
COCWIN SPRINGS, MONTANA, 0 FOT S$INGS.
I4P MS. L, 12-1, 1L 12-9, L. 12-1 , NL 12-12.
r'





INSTHitM:NT COF'i IRA'I 1(
R-s36-FJ-149-00003 03 AUG 69 149 BLACK HILLS, S, HT DAK(OTA 101 HASSELL.AD A, 12, COLOR SO-368, 3 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE MHIES ALT ITLTDE SCALE I4AR(S
' 1 001 - O6S 56,500 MSL 1.226,000 CUSTER, S.D., TO ST. O(GE, S.D.
1 2 019 - 042 58.1/55.5K MSL 1.232K/22K BELLA FULRCIE, S.D., TO I.ACK HILLS NATIONAL
FOREST.
14AP NO. NL 13-12.
1-36-9I.-011-00004 04 AUl 69 011 YWELLOWSTONE PARK 101 HASSEBELAD A, 2A, B/W 3400, 3 IN.
RULL LINE EXPOSURBI NUMBERS ALTITUDE SCALE RE4ARKS
3 1 001 - 011 56K/54.5K MSL 1.22.4K/21.8KINDIAN LAKE TO BIC FIHORN PEAK.
3 2 012 - 021 54,000 MSL t.216,000 GALLATIN RANGE TO SLRVEY PEAK
3 3 022 - 032 54,000 MSL 1.216,000 PITCHST1ONE PLATEAU TO COHWIN SPRINGS
3 4 033 - 043 54,500 MSL 1.218,000 GARDINEIR TO IKLEBEEIRRI MULNTAIN
3 5 044 - 054 53 500 MSL 1.214,000 HEART LAKE TO ASH MOtNTAIN
3 6 055 - 060 54:500 MSL 1.218,000 T"q3 JUNCTION TO PINYON PEAK
3 7 061 - 066 54,500 MSL 1.218,000 OVER YEULLOSTONE LAKE TO BUFVALO PLATEAU.
3 8 067- 072 54,500 MSL 1.218,000 CUTOF'MO :NTAIN TO HAWKS REST. AIRCRAJFT WAS IN
A TURN AT THE END OF' THE FILM.
3 9 073 - 078 55,000 MSL 1.220,000 TRIDENT PLATEAU TO COOKE CITY.
EXTRA 079 - 116 56,600 MSL 1.226,400 EXCESS FILM EXPOSED EN ROUTE TD STAGING AREA.
4\P N)S. Sl IZ-$, t1. Ie-9, NI. 12-11, NI 1e-12.
NR-36-FJ-149-00005 06 AtG 69 149 IACK HItl.S,
ROLL LINE EXISILWo E NLM.I*S
* 4 1 001 - 020
4 2 021 - 045
4 3 046 - 054
4 3 055 - 073
A.OtL I KT1'A











hNR-36-FJ-195-00006 06 AUG 69 195 BROOKINGS, SOLTH DAKOJ'4 101
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE NlFINS ALT I WE SCALE
4 1 074 - 086 60,500 MSL 1.242,000
4 2 087 - 091 60,500 MSL 1.242,000
4 3 092 - 106 60,500 MSL 1.242,000
NR-36-EJ-186-00007 09 AUL 69 106 CIARKS F1RK, W'OMIING 101
ROLL LINE EXPOSUE N14IiRS ALT It:DE SCALE
8 1 001 - 005 56,700 MSL 1.226,800
8 2 006 - 010 55,000 MSL 1.220,000
8 3 011 - 015 54,500 MSL 1.216,000
HASSFHIIU A, IZ, CO1(AIH sOj3b, 3 IN.
HtHARKS
GIIYll1TE CAN( ' I) H:o .AIE t0 NHCHE
SPF`iWI-IsH, S .. , 11) PILINH ICX'".1 1.%
Nht.CASTL.': 1T') MlIX k: C AHtF. Ht'l'E, AI NCHAF'If (1.F
."-E DINING THlIS LINE.
IA CHK.K 1TO 1'FI'PEE bAI'H ST'A'lION
MAP NO. NL 13-12.
HASSE.LAlAD A, 12, COLORH S036, 3 IN.
CRtESRA D, S.D., TO FU)HF:%CtE, S.D.
GARiD'N CIT l, S.D., 11') (R IE'NT, S.D.
ROCHt\M, S.D., TO 'ATt'H'IAN, S.D.
MAP NIS. NL 14-6, NL 14-11.
HASSEILLAD A, 2A, H/W 3400, 3 IN.
RtMARKS
MOhNT lAlURICE TO HFART OL'4%TAIN.
PAT O'iHA-A PFAK TO) APITI MOUNi'lAIN.
SILVtR RUL PLVI'E\U TO E.LNAR' PEAK
MAP N). hK 13-11.
NR-36--l-011-00008 09 AUG 69 011 YEL.IOWSTONE PARK 101 HASSEL.LAD A, 2A, H/W 3400, 3 IN.
IRLL LINE EXPOSURE Nsh4kRS ALTITLUE SCALE R14ARKS
8 I 016 - 027 55,000 MSL 1.220,000 ARI7ONA CREEK TO SHEEP MONTAIN.
2 028 - 039 54,500 MSL I.Zl ,000 PASSAGE CREt)X TO HUCKLHEBERHR NONTAIN
8 3 040 - 050 55,000 MSL 1.220,000 BIG GAME RIDGE TO GRIZZLY CREI(
8 4 051 - 062 54,200 MSL 1.216,800 HUt'1ALD PLATEAU TO MINK CREI(
8 5 063 - 072 54,000 MSL 1.216,000 T) OCKAN PLATEAU TO LD(0(OT NMONTAIN
8 6 073 - 079 55,000 MSL 1.220,000 FHMESHUE MO4NTAIN TO JAN CFEEK.IMAP NOS. NL 12-8, NL 12-9, NL 12-11, NL 12-12
NR-36-EJ-030-00009 10 ALG 69 030 TUCSONAJO, ARIZOIAL 101 HASSELHLAD A, 2A, B/W 3400, 3 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NlMIIRS ALT TILE SCALE REMARKS
11 1 001 023 61,000 MSL 1.244,000 MOTEZUMA TO LOOKOUT MONI TA IN
II 2 024 -041 60,000 MSL 1.120,000 MAMMOTH 1O SENTINEL
11 3 042 -059 60,000 MSL 1.120,000 CRATER RANCE TO MAM4DTH
It 4 060 - 076 60,000 MSL 1.120,000 VISTA CATALINA TO GRANITE MOtJTAINS
11 5 077 - 093 60,000 MSL 1.120,000 AJO TO 1USCON




II.GE.RY DATA F'ILE - HASSF:UIL)D MLIT.1'IHOND, C.*i:HA A
DATE SITE SITE' NAME MIS-ACLESSi CN N MJMR NO, . SION
MN-36-EJ-185-00010 II AUL 69 185 WEST, 6t0NANZA AREA, XD.RoADO 101R0LL LINE EXPOSLIIE NhIBE.,RS ALT I *UDE SCALE
1 I 001 - 011 53,000 MSL 1.212,000
3 012- 032 54,500 kL 1.218,000
T 5 033 - 051 53,000 ,SL 1.212,000
T 7 052 - 070 53,500 tSL 1.214,000
7 9 071 - 091 54,000 MSL 1.216,000






HASSFLHIAD A, 89-H, H/W IR S.)-24b, 3 IN.
RIt"ARKS
MONTE VISTA. CO(XMHi), TO (XXHNI'WPA aIXI
GUIHIC TO AIAM.OSA
GREAT SANI) D IA.S NATIONHAL ,tNUh*:NT TO ASPEN
INDEPENDE:SCE IU HEI'IN;
HRADUtRD 1U FI.WARDS
RAZ(R .CRIEEI Wh: TO) HAIJS)IN
MAP NOS. NJ 13-1, NJ 13-2, NJ 13-4, NJ 13-5,
NJ 13-7. NJ 13-8.
2 AUi 69 185 EAST, RINANZA AREA, aLOxADO 101 HASSE3,BLAD A, 69-81, S0246, 3 IN.IOL LINE EXPOSLRE Nt4HtRS ALT I TLI SCALE RtkAiK(S9 11 001 - 023 53,500 MSL 1.214,000 SAN ISABEL TO MIMNIIN, APPHOXIMATEl'L 30-PERCENTCLOUD COVE.
9 12 - 024 - 046 54,000 IML 1.216,000 REDCLIF TO GREENaORN, APPR(IMATELY 50-PtRCENTCLOUD CO:EM.
9 13 047 - 049 54,000 MSL 1.216,000 GO0DPASTtRE TO F1IHENCE, APPROXIMATELh 50-P1R-CENr CI.OD COVER.
MAP NCS. NJ 13-1, NJ 13-2, NJ 13-4, NJ 13-5,
NJ 13-1, NJ 13-8.
0 SEP 69 167 LAKE MICHIGAN 103 HASSELSLAD A, 2402, 25A, 3 IN.10LL LINE EXPOSURE NULRtS ALTITIVE SCALE REMARKSI I 01 - 24 59,000 MSL 1.236,000 ALL HASSEtILLAD STOP AT MIMNE 14 OI R ECHOLAKE, MICH., AND RESLA (FRAE IS) AT THAVERSE
CITY, MICH.I 2 25 - 59 59,000 4sL 1.236,0001 3 60 - 87 59,000 MSL 1.236,000 ALL HASSEL.AD STOP AT FRAME 64, WEST OF ST.JOSEPH ANM RESUL (FHtNM 65) AT A POINT WEST OF
MONTA4UE, MICH.
1 4 68 - 104 59,000 ML 1.236,000 MAP NOS. N 16-2, N 16-5
MR-36-G-168-00031 IS SEP 69 16 PA E RIVERR , MARYLAND 103 PIASSELBIAD A, 3401, 25A, 3 IN.
RUL LINE EPOSUR.E IE4IBS ALTI/1U SCALE REMIRSI I - 16 61,000 MSL 1.244,000 FRM SMITH ISLAND, MD., TO IEL AIR, MD. CLoUS
31 - ~ ~ ~' AND) MAZE ON NRTH F NDUI' LINES 1.9 2 11 - 31 61,000 MSL 1.244,000 FROM BALTIORE, Mi)., TO POTMAC RIVER AT MA./VA.6 3 32 - 45 61,000 MSL 1.244,000 FPM4 POTOMAC RIVER TO WFSTMINISTER, MD.
~6 4 46 - 34 61,000 ML 1.244,000 FRBC SILVER SPRING, H)., TO NO4INI CHEIE, VA.6 5 56 - 62 61,000 MSL 1.244,000 FROI8M U;RRP, VA., TO ROCKVILLE, MD.
0 6 63 - 71 61,000 MSL 1.244,000 FM ROCKVILLE, MD., TO MUSES REACH, VA.6 7 72 - 85 61,000 MSL 1.244,000 FwIeOM PLTMAC RIVER WSLSTMURELAND, VA., TO
UWESTIMINIST6R, MD.6 8 86 - 99 61,000 1. I. 44,000 on (hI I\l.'l'lHI '1, 'Y). , ') AH)IINV11 IF, I.6 9 100 - 10P 61,000 ,lL 1.144,11(00( M h(1 KFlX;:E S 'I'HI*I', )., '11 I:i. Ii,.
NOP h). NJ 1 -4.
hM-36-KJ-176-00032 13 SEP 69 176 NE E.,;IAND 103
RDtL LINE EXRISLIE NLt1.IS ALTITtI)E SCALE
4 1 01 - 14 60,000 MtL 1.240,000
4 IS - 29 60,000 StL 1.240,0004 3 30- 43 60,000 18 L 1.240,000
4 4 44 - 56 60,000 HSL 1.240,0004 5 5t - 61 60,000 MSL 1.240,000
4 9 -60000 ML 1.240,000
4 6 62- 15 61.240,000
4 7 16 - 89 60,000 MfL 1.240,000
4 6 - 90 - 104 60.000 MSL 1.240,0004 105- 114
HASSUMAJL) A, 3401, 25A. 3 IN.
11I0IRKS
F1(M Ml'. WI.LIAMI, N.H., 11O CHAIL.':R' ,, N. I.
FH(lM NEP' Tl', R.J., TO M. HEST..' -W, N\.H.
F'R)lI OXKHN HILL, N.H., 1IOD AXXI..T, H.I.
1l'4(] M kIHAPOIS.T, MASS.. ., T KIl'I' , ,Al%-.-FI'(UM1 Kl'r11.l, MAINE TO V< Xt IL.DS:, K*.%. H.SS.
57 OVER GUCiE'T;Rt, MASS., 58-61 -R' I PLHXLTH
TO I."TLR. PT.
F'11 CAWP EDW'ARDOS. EAST TO CHATHAt, O. CAPE CU
F`RM hNEW IBEODMUU, MASS., 11T NEJ.V,4rK'.T, N.H.
IM'4 PHILL I PS P(.D, N .H. TO SACtk.!ST PT., R.I
I'(EM SALGAIU.TKETT, R.I., T1 KIMtALL POD), N.H.
EXTRA INRAMES.
MP Ms. m 19-1, m 19-4.
-- --
IMNCERY ODTA FILE - HASSEIJIU) MLI:'IIHA.U, C[.V'*H. A






NR-36-OG-177-00033 25 AOW 69 177 TENNESSEE VALLEY 103 HASSELBLAD A, SO-368, 2A, 3 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSLUE hM41ss ALTITbDE SCALE REMARKS
I 01- 05 EST/CHEXCKOUT
I I - 57,000 MSL 1.228,000 FROM I1NAN, S.C., TO GRANDVIEW, TENN.
I 2 06 - 19 57,000 MSL 1.228,000 PFWM GRECNEVILLE. TEN'., T., GREEN, S.C.
I 3 20 - 33 57,000 MSL 1.228,000 FROM SALLDA RIVER, POINSETT RESERSOIR, TO
ROGERSVILLE, TENN.
! 4 34 - 49 51,000 SL 1.228,000 FROM WARRENSLHLR, TENRN., TO PE.LT. S.C.
I 5 - 57,000MSL 1.228,000 PROM JONES KNO TO COPPER RIDGE, NEMA CH~IYTON.
I 6 50 - 60 57,000 MSL 1.228,000 FROM KNOXVILLE, ITNN., T LkDCY,)RD MT., NEAR
Mr. CI'', S.C. SToPPD AT CLAY/RAR CO. I LINE
I 7 61 - 66 517,000 MSL 1.228,000 FRM BIG TUll CREtE, S.C., TO OAK RIDE, TENNhh.
HASSELRLAD TLhNED ON AT BRAE S RIDE.
1 8 67 - 77 57,000 MSL 1.228,000 FROM CHESTNUT RIDGE. TENN., TO SPAnIARD WT., S.C
HASSELHLAD STOPPED W OF CHATUCE LAKE.
AP NOS. NJ 16-10, NJ 16-11, NI 16-1, NI 16-2.
MR-36-HJ-188-00034 14 SEP 69 188 NEW YORK BIGHT 103 HASSELELAD A, 3401, 25A, 3 IN.
R4LL LINE EXPOStLE F*NLlERS ALTITtUE SCALE REMARKS
5 2 002 - 021 61,000 MSL 1.244,000 FRIM NEW LONDON, COhN., TO BASKIlG RIDGE, N.J.
5 3 022 - 040 61,000 MSL 1.244,000 FROM PERTH AIBOY, N.J., TO LONG ISLAND SOUND
5 4 041 - 059 61,000 MSL 1.244,000 FROM FISHERS ISLAND, CONN., TO MANVIILE, N.J.
5 5 060 - 079 61,000 MSL 1.244,000 FRM1 SOIu'H RIVER, N.J., TO MONTAU( PT., L. I.
5 6 080 - 106 61,000 MSL 1.244,000 FRa M MONTAU( PT., L. I., TO PYLESVILE, MD.
MAP NOS. NK 18-5, N 18-6, h N 18-8, WN 18-9.
SEP 69 191 WA."HTI-N.AW LUX.T, MICHICGN
LI NE LX(POSLWEO MH RJ S ALT I LU:
4 01 - 31 59,000 s SL
5 32 - 63 59,000 MSL
6 64 - 95 59,000 MSL
1 96 - 108 59,000 MSL
NR-36-OJ-168-00036 13 SEP 69 168 PAIX.ENT RIVER, MARYIAND
ROLL LINE EXPn :LRE NLIIERS ALTITUDE






 SEP 6. 168 PATI'XENT RIVER, MARY LAND
IL LINE EXPOURE E NIERS ALT I nDE
2 s I - 66 10,000 MSL
 SEP 69 168 PATLXENT RIVER, MARYLAND
LL LINE EXPSULE NUlSERS ALTIILDE
3 1 1 - 51 10,000 MSL
3 5 52 - 81 25,000 MSL
3 SEP 69 168 PATUXIlENT RIVER, MARYLAND
M LINE EXPOSYIO NLMEBRS ALTI1TDE
4 s I - 24 25,000 MSL
4 3 25 - 32 25,000 MSL
4 3 33- 40 25,000 MSL
4 3 41 - 63 25,000 MSL
103 HIASSELHI)AD A, 3401, 25A, 3 IN.
SCALE R5AI1KS
1.236,000 FROM ItX.,AND TO NAPJI'AN.
1.236,000 Ft(M U.S. 90/80, SWUANTl)N, 11) tLINT.
1.236,000 FROM SWAWTZ CHEEK TO CO.llTN.
1.236,000 FROM NMAL'EE TO .I-NT. (IHASSFLHLAD TO ANN ANIIRS
ONLY).
MAP NOS. NK 16-6, NK 16-9, NK 17-4, hK 11-7.
104 HASSELBAD A, 2402, 58, 3 IN.
SCALE RI*14ARKS
1.40,000 BALTIMIORE TO POINT LOSOUT, LHESAPEAKE HtA.
MAP NO. NJ 18-4.
104 HASSELBLAD A, 2402, 58, 3 IN.
SCALE RI-AJRKS
1.40,000 SMITH ISLAND TO KENT ISLAND, CH:ESAPFAKE HAY.
MAP NO. NJ 18-4.
104 HASSELBLAD A, 2402, 58, 3 IN.
SCALE REMARKS
1.40,000 JNCTION UOF HWYS 450 AND 3 TO PATIE'XNT RIVER
NAVAL BASE, PATUXENT RIVER.
1.100,000 VAN RIBBER TO COOK POINT, CHESAPEAKE BAY.
MAP NO. NJ 18-4.
104 HASSELH1AD A, 2402, 58, 3 IN.
SCALE REMARKS
1.100.000 TILU4MAN ISLAND TO SOUrH MARCH ISLAND,
CHESAPEAKE BAY.
1.100,000 POINT LUXCOLJT TO COVE POINT, CHESAPEAKE HAI.
1.100,000 COVE POINT AREA.
1.100,000 COVE POINT TO BALTIMORE.
MAP NO. NJ 18-4.
NR-36-HJ-176-00040 14 SEP 69 176 NEW ENGLAND 104 HASSELBLAD A, 2402, 47B, 3 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NhlERS ALTITUDE SCALE REMARKS
5 3 1 - 47 10,000 MSL 1.40,000 SPRINCFIIE.D, VT., TO COlTTIONSTONE MObTAINS, N.H.
S 3 48 - 66 10,000 MSL 1.40,000 CLDD COVER CAUSED TE RERUN.











NR-36-UH-176-00041 14 SEP 69 176 NEw EN'TAND
OLL LINE EXPOSURE K14IE ALTITIU
8 1 - 57 ' 10,000 MSL.
Mt-36-4J-188-00042 16 SEP 69 188 NEW YORK CIGIT
IKLL LINE EXPOSRE NMJ4itS ALT.TInUE
7 4 02 - 55 11,500 tSL
I 8 56 - 74 11,500 MSL
R1-36-H-168-00043 16 SEP 69 188 NEW YORK BIlTr
ROLL LINE EXPOSUJE M.B4ES ALTITUDE
6 7 01 - 22 12,500 MSL
8 5 23 - 78 12,000 MSL
MN-36-U-188-00044 16 SEP 69 188 NEW YORK BlIT1
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE N RIS ALTITUDE
G 6 02 - 50 11,500 MSL





SEP 69 188 NEW YORK BIGHT
LINE EXPOSIE NI43ERS ALTITLDE
3 01 - 26 12,500 MSL
2 27 - 46 12,500 MSL
1 47 - 68 12,500 MSL
Mt-36-1HJ-S 1-00046 15 SEP 69 188 NEW YOR K B IGHT
1OLL LINE EXPOSIRFIE N3C41 ALTIT EI
I1 6 01 - 13 12,500 MSL
NR-36-GJ-201-00047 14 SEP 69 201 MECHANICSBURG, PENNSYLVANIA
WILL LINE EXPOSURE NM4M3M ALTITUDE
* 1 56 - 60 20,000 MSL
! 61 - 67 8,000 MSL,







SEP 69 174 WAtIDPS ISIAND, VIHOINIA
LI NE EXPONSURE M4WAS ALT1' T1)
4 01 - 43 6,000 FSL
1 44 - 55 6,000 HSL
SEP 69 174 WA.LOPS ISLAND, VIRGINIA
LINE EXPOSURE hM]IRS ALTI'UDE
2 03 - 19 6,000 MSL
5 20- 76 6,000 MSL
MI-36-J-174-00050 16 SEP 69 174 WAUtDPS ISLAMD, VIRGINIA
R.L LINE E(-POSRE M.1IBERS ALTT111E
14 6 01 - 50 6,000 MSL
14 3 51 - 74 6,000 MSL
NR-364--174-00051 16 SEP 69 174 WAILPS ISLAND, VIRGINIA
ROLL LINE QEPC E 4NIIS ALTITJUI
IS 1 05 - 45 6,000 MSL,
IS 1 46 - 81 6,000 MSL
IS 4 82 - 100 6,000 MSL
MIS-
SION
I NSTHRI':hT CNF ICURAT I ON
104 I'ASSkU.UAD A, 2402, 478, 3 IN.
SCA.E RC'4RAKS
1.40,000 BOSTON BAY 1D0 HOPk(NTON, KISS., (NIS HOSFD%,
KASS.
MAP NOS. MN 19-1, N( 19-4.
104 HIASSELELAD A, 2402, 25A, 3 IN.
SCALE' REPIAWKS
1.46,000 EAST ROCXAWAY TO W'ESTHAMPON, N.Y.
1.46,000 HiRiD3i4'PN TO tKMTAtI POINT, N.Y.
!AP NO. MK 18-10.
104 HIASS1EUIAD A, 2402, 25A, 3 IN.
SCALE RI'NARKS
1.50,000 TIRIE MILE HARHOR TO M4hTALK POINT, N.Y.
1.48,000 SHIIN)COCK MAY TO Le BF ACHI, N.Y.
MAP NOS. NK 18-5, MN 18-6, K 18-8, NhK 18-9.
104 HIASSELELAD A, 2402, 25A, 3 IN.
SCALE RARKCS
1.46,000 LONG BUEA TO WES1WMPTOFN, N. Y.
1.50,000 M4OTALK POINT TO AMAOANSETr, N.Y.
NAP NDS. NM 18-5, NK 18-6, mi 18-8, h 18-9.
104 'IASSELIAD A, 2402, 25A, 3 IN.
SCALE RE4ARKS
1.50,000 VALLEY SAleAM, N.Y. 70 MMJI. H REACH, N.J.
1.50,000 R1D BHA, N.J. TO VALLEY STREAM, N.Y.
1.50,000 BROOKLYN, N.Y. TO SANDY HOOK, N.J.
KWP NOS. NK 18-5, NK 18-6, MK 18-8, NK 18-9.
104 HASSOELLAD A, 2402, 25A, 3 IN.
SCALE RI4Um4KS
1.50,000 MAP NOS. NK 18-5, NK 18-6, NK 18-8, NK 18-9.
104 IASSEIFAD A, 2402, 478, 3 IN.
SCALE REMARKS
1.80,000 E. !ANICSBI.G NAVAL SUPPLY DEPVI, MUCHANICSUROG,
PA.
1.32,000 M14ENICSHUIG NAVAL SUPPLY DEP(O, IECtIANICStUllR,
PA.
1.16,000 MECHANICSRG NAVAL SUPPLY DEPOr, MF4ANICSUREG,
PA.
MAP NO. Nm 18-10.
104 HASSEI.BLAD A, H/ 2402,  H, 31%.
SCALE Ri])4IAKS
1.24,000 OCEAN CITY TD ASSAT'I.E CVE, VA. UVO[I)AE
IS SHORT Oh 1111S LIhE.
1.24,000 ASSATIAG., COVE TO W'IEU(KIN ISLAND, V4.
MAP hOS. NJ 18-5, NJ 18-1, NJ I3-P, II.
104 HASSElALAD A, H/W 2402, 5s8, 31N.
SCALE REMARKS
1.24,000 M4E'IUKIN ISLAND 1X) WAUDPS ISLAD, VA.
1.24,000 ASSATEAGLE COVE: 1 O(:CEA CITY, VA.
MAP hOS. NJ 18-5, NJ 18-7, NJ 18-8, II.
104 IIASSEILAD A, W/W 2402, 5PH, 31N.
SCALE RWlANKS
1.24,000 ISLE 0F' WIGHT BAY TO ASSATFAGLE CUVE, VA.
O(IIRACE IS SFORT AT THE HSINbNII (OF LINE.
1.24,000 I'1NKIN ISLAhD TO CHI'41COEALE tHAl, VA.
AP NOS. NJ 16-5, NJ 18-7, NJ 18-8, 11.
104 IA.SEtBLAD A, B/W 2402, 58B, 31N.
SCALE RFMRKS
1.24,000 WALLOPS ISLANDM), TO ROHINS MARSH, CHTINcrEAGLE
BAY VA.
1.24,000 ISL OF WIGIT TO MAFrIIN BAY,. CHIIUCX1 GE BAY,
VA.
1.24,000 SO.LI OF' ASSATEAG.E COVE TO OCEAN CITY, VA.
MAP NOS. NJ 18-5, NJ 18-7, NJ 18-8, II.





NR-36-FJ-0n5-00053 02 OLT 69 085 LAWRENCE, KANSAS
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE RM IBES ALTITUE
a 1 01 - 15 60,800 MSL
a a 16 - 33 60,200 MSL
a 3 34 - 49 60,400 MSL
a 4 50 - 67 61.000 MSL
2 S 68 - 83 61.200 MSL
a 6 84- 101 60,100 MSL
a 7 102- 106 60,600 MSL
NR-36-FH-175-00054 01 OCT 69 175 HOI=Slr AREA, TEXAS
ROLL LINE .(fOSIRE NUL4EMN AL.TIIUEL
1 4 63 - 89 60,000 MSL
1 5 90 - 98 60,000 MSL

















NR-36-FJ-178-00055 29 SEP 69 178 MILL CREt, OK.,LA*A 106
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NU4ItIS ALTI UEF SCALE
1 2 01 - 05 61,000 MSL 1.244,000
I 1 06 - 13 60,800 MSL 1.241,600
1 3 14 - 22 60,300 MSL 1.241,200
PtR-36-PJ-184-00056 29 SEP 69 184 CHIICKASHA, OKLAHOMA 106
o ROLL LINE EXPOSL N .RE IS ALTITL'CE SCALE
I 1 23 - 39 60,800 MSL 1.243,200
I 2 40 - 55 59,900 MSL 1.239,600
I 3 56 - 73 60,200 MSL 1.240,800
1 4 74 - 90 59,800 MSL 1.239,200
I 5 91 - 107 59,900 MSL 1.239,600
I 6 108 - 116 60,100 MSL 1.240,400
NR-36-FJ-996-00057 01 OCT 69 996 DA.LAS/FRT KITH, TEXAS 106
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE NLUMBRS ALTI1WDE SCALE
2 I 01 - 12 60,300 MSL 1.241,200
2 2 13 - 24 60,800 MSL 1.243,200
2a 3 25 - 37 60,800 MSL 1.243,200
a 4 38 - 50 61,000 MSL 1.244,000
NR-36-FJ-203-000068 14 OCT 69 203 GRANITE CITY, ILLINOIS 111
ROLL LINE EXPOSARE N13ERS ALTIUCE SCALE
IA 001 - 019 4,000 MSL 1.16,000
IA 2 020 - 036 4,000 MSL 1.16,000
IA 3 037 - 047 4,000 MSL 1.16,000
IA 1 048 - 052 8,000 MtSL 1.32,000
IA a 053 - 060 8,000 MSL 1.32,000
IA 3 061 - 065 8,000 MSL1 !.32.000
IA 1 066 - 067 20,000 MSL 1.80,000
IA 3 06H - 0711 i0.nIBn MS I Ict
I NSTHILI.Mr C(l IRA.I H(
HASSEZLLAD A, B/W 3400, 25A, 3 IN.
REMARKS
NORTH OF GARNETT TO MISSOLRI RIVIR, NMRTH O'
HIGHAND.
MISSOURI RIVER NORTHWEST OF ST. JOSEPH TO SWTH
OF SAWATOMI.
LA CYGNL'E NORTlH TO SAVANNAH
THIRTY-THREE MILES NORTH OF' SMITHVILLE, SMTH TO
BUTlER, NORTH TO MAYSVILLE.
NORTFEAST OF CAqt.IOON, SWOl'H TO SOLIHEAST OF
RICH HILL.
PITTSBURG, MISSOURI, TO 29 MILES SOUTH OF TLLSA.
MAP NOS. NJ 15-1, NJ 15-4.
HASSEIMLAD A, 25A, H/' 3400, . IN.
ENtAhKS
DIS(O).VIlUJ: IX HIHD ISLAND, THI'N k:ASl' TO
GALVESIhIN.
GAI.V1FS1IU TO HICH4 75 NIVTH O(F Kt.1S1N.
I(Xrll O ' F', HAANCH TO NFM GL.F AND 'IHFN NE 'I
ELL I N IIN AF-H'.
MAP KO. NH 15-7.
HASSELBIAD A, 47B AND 2E. H/W 3400, 3 IN.
ARDMORE 10 MILL CRF'K.
WEST OF' WAPANLICKA 1) R-ATL.IFF' CIl.
FT. SILL ' LIAKE ALTUS. MAP SHE:t' NI 14-1.
MP NO. NI 14-6.
HASSE.LBAD A, 478 AND 2E, B/W 3400, 3 IN.
REMAHKS
EAST OF HOtART TO DAVIS.
WEST OF WINN1ED) TO 'LXNT-AIN VIE'W.
EAST OF' CIORDLL .TO ST1IRAFFD.
EAST OF PLRCFtL TO CLINTON.
EAST-SE OF' ClUSTER CITY T SW OF MAUD.
tXMSE] TO COD.X) STATION.
MAP N'W. NJ 14-11, INJ 14-12, NI 14-2, NI 14-3,
NI 14-5, NI 14-6.
HA1SSEIJLAD A, 25A, B/W 3400, 3 IN.
REMARK(S
FI'R MILES SOUTH OP' M:MKINNEY TO JACKSHIORO.
SLIP DOWN MKL.TAIN TO ROCKWALL.
DALLAS TO MINERAL WEt.IS.
WEST OP' TEIRELL TO BIG VALLEY ON ThE BHRAZOS R.
MAP NO. NI 14-12.
HASSE.BLAD A, 47B, B/W 2402, 3 IN.
ROCK S ANAL, I IS.
CHAIN OF ROCKS CANAL, ILLINOIS.
GRANITE CITY, ILLINOIS.






OCT 69 208 IKB\HO), WIS(XISIN
LINE EXPOSURE NLt-*3RS AIl'. 1 iL:
I 001 - 018 5,000 MSL
2 019 - 037 5,000 MSL
3 038 - 064 5,000 MSL
III HASSE,1MI.AD A, 47H, H/W 2402, 3 IN.
SCALE REi'tRKS
1.20,000 DF.VII.'S LAKE STATE PA4K 1O) YISH IUKE . AHEA.
1.20,000 H(LTE : 2 *'EST O(F' 1UII-XH (t DINA\NCE :N(XhS 1O
ROILEY CRHEX.
1.20,000 (N SO.t' FlIA-:S OF' HASSELHUI) A, CLtXD Lk'IR
OtiSCURES (R(OND SCENE (IF R(LK SPRIN;GS 1TO 6l9'l'.
MAP NO. NK 16-1.





R-36-OJ-208-00070 15 OCT 69 206 BARAID, WIS O1SIN
R.LL LINE EFSURE NUMI*S ALTIT1U[
3A 3 001 - 036 4,000 FiL






I NSTRII'ET UC(N'I C4IT ION
!11 lt4SSti'.AD A, 47?H, H/* 2402, 3 IN.
RIC4ARKS
RIOCK SPRI GS ID W ITEN. Tt': M*lRIC CA4MER4S
8I31E nOr OPF'TRAMT HWCAUSE O' 1* ILULAhNINATI'N.
O ROME II *EST OF HAMI;EH (hDINANCE tIRKS 10
ROLEY CREX.
M. P Wi. FK 16-1.
11-36-GJ-206-00071 IS OCT 69 206 BARAUII, WISCONSIN 111 HISSFAL.AD A, 478, B/W 2402, 3 IN.
ROLL LINB EPOSURE NIUMBERS ALTITIUE SCALE H1a4ARKS
4A I 001 - 041 4,000 tSL 1.16,000 DEVIL'S LAKE STATE PARK TO FISH LAKE AREA.
44A 2 042 - 062 4,000 MSL 1.16,000 MAP Wi. NK 16-1.
IPR-36-J-208-00072 17 OCT 69 208 HARAmX, WISCONSIN 111 HASSELAD A, 418, 8/W 2402, 3 IN.
lOLL LINE EXPOSUE NUtMLBS ALTITDE SCALE REARKS
6A 3 - 001 - 025 6,120 MsL 1.24,480
GA 2 026 - 054 6,120 msL 1.24,480
GA 1 055 - 081 6;120 MS L 1.24,480 MAP NO. NK 16-1.
WM-36'-J-208-00073 17 OCT 69 208 BARABOO, WISCONSIN 111 HASS SI]LAD A, 478, B/W 2402, 3 IN.
OULL LIN EiPOSURE NI4MS ALTIT7JE SCALE REI4IRKS
7A I 001 - 011 6,120 MSL 1.24,480 FRAME COVERAGE IS APPROXIMATELY BECAUSE OF'
DOLE EXLPOSURES.
MAP NO. NK 16-1.
MN-36-G-146-00074 14 OCT 69 146 ALAPIA AND PEACE RIVERS, FLRIDA 112 HASSELBLAD A, 25A, B/W 3401, 1.5 IN.
ROLL LINE ULiOSURE NLIERS ALTITUDE SCALE REMARKS
IA I 001 - 007 61,000 ESL 1.488,000
IA a 008 - 016 61,000 MSL 1.488,000
IA 3 017 - 026 61,000 MSL 1.488,000 FR] LAKE SARASOTA T70 DIJNELL0.
IA 4 027 - 037 62,000 MSL 1.496,000 W*IT4I'00a0H1E- RIVER 0T LF" OF MEXIOO.
IA 5 038 - 049 62,000 MSL 1.496,000 FR1 LIT7le PINE ISLA N)7 BCELEIVIEW.
IA 6 050 - 064 62,000 MSL 1.496,000 FROM LAKE GRIFPIN TO7 GU OF' EXICO.
IA 7 065 - 078 62,000 MSL 1.496,000 FRM BIG CYPRESS SWAMP T7 BUK LAKE.
IA 6 079 - 094 62,000 SL 1.496,000 FROM LAKE TRACY TO GUL.' OF' MXICO.
IA 9 095 - 104 62,000 IP4. 1.4'9f,000 I"14(I IIIMIF IAJ0: 4'sI'T() %.
-OP MIS. %M 17-1, Y; 17-t. '4, 17-1,4.
NM-36-IG-147-00075 14 OtT 69 147 IAKFS/TAMPA, PFWRID4 112 HASSELMLAD A, 2A, SA W 3401, IN.
ROLL LIME 3PXE1RE IH4* Alll T .E S'AIA E RI]ARKS
IA 1 001 - 007 61,000 ML 1.4PP,000 FR(M f4UET 'lKF T)O WAC4ASASA KAI.
IA a 008 - 016 61,000 tSL 1.4"e,000 FR4 H(tIASSA ISLANtDS 1t 1t' O('F *:XIC).
JA 3 il 017 - 26 61,000 L 1.488,000 FIOM LAKE SARAS.I'A IO t ,NELUN.
IA 4 027 - 031 62,000 MSL
IA 5 038 - 049 62,000 NSL
IA 6 050- 064 62,000 IL
IA 1 065- 078 62,000 MSL
IA f 079 - 094 ' 62,000 IPL
IA 9 095 - 104 62,000 PL
PR-36-GO-163-00676 13 OCT 69 163 RISCANe BAY, FU8RIDA4
OLL LINE EXPOSUE NUPS ALTIT'U1
IA 3 026 - 045 61,500 MSL
IA 4 046 - 063 61,500 MSL
IA IITRA 064 - 081 61,500 MSL
PR-36-.C-164-0007? IS OCT 69 164 aOCA ATIN/RLLEe GLAE, FL
R0XL LINE eJ(POSUE NMBER0S ALTITUDE
2f- 16 001 - 003 60,700 FSL
2A 9 004- 012 60,400 MSLL
2A 10 013 - 030 61,000 qSL
2S II 031 - 041 61,600 MIL
-a 12 048 - 064 61,500 MSL
2A 13 065- 077 60,500 MSL
2A 14 078 - 088 60,300 MSL






















MAP NO. NH 10-10.
HASSEILJAD A, 8/W 3400, 47, 1.5 IN.
ROCK IARHOR TO PALM HFACH, FLA.
WEST PALM BEACH D VMUIKXRNE, FIA.
CAPE KENNE TO7 ATLANTIC OCEAN.
MAP NOK. NG 17-2, W -17-5, i 171-, mI 17-11
HIASSELE iAD A, 25A, B/W 3401, 1.5 IN.
IRI51T7AS TO UMARATHON
MATEIDXME KEY TO TITTiSVILLE
IERRITT7S ISLAND 70 WiIMXLE KEY.
KEY LARI0 TO 4ELAt'NE HFAClH.
FORT PIERCE TO KEY LAROD.
E.LITr KEYTO 70 HOE SON)










INSHI'.IN'T' CONFX ICtHAI ON
WR-36-WJ-165-00078 15 OCT 69 165 DE.ERET/ST. MARKS, FLORIDA 112 HASSEaLAD A, 25A, B/W 3401, 1.5 IN.
ROLL LINE t' )POSRE NUM*ES ALTI1tJDE SCALE REMARKS
2A 16 001 - 003 60,700 MSL 1.485,600 MAROUlESAS KEVS TO PACET KEY.
2A 9 004 - 012 60,400 MSL 1.483,200 CAPE SABLE TO BRICHTON INDIAN RES.
ZA 10 013 - 030 61,000 MSL 1.488,000 CHRISIMAS TO MARATION
ZA 11 031 - 047 61,600 MSL 1.492,800 MATEECIE KEY TO TITUSVILLE
2A 12 048 - 064 61,500 MSL 1.492,000 MERRIT'S ISLAND TO WINXDLEY KEY.
2A 13 065 - 077 60,500 MSL 1.484,500
2A 14 078 - 088 60,300 MSL 1.482,400
2A 15 089 - 096 61,000 MSL 1.488,000 MAP NOS. NH 16-6, NH 17-4, NH 17-11, NO 17-2.
NR-36-M-164-00079 16 OCT 69 164 IWCA RIh,'/HIE1 ;1,UII. E 11(0III 112
ROLL LIhE SPOSuLE Nhx.3ll , AuT'1.III: SCALE
3A 12 001 - 003 62,000 [L 1.49,0{00
3A 12 004- 021 62,000 M3'L 1.49b.000
3A 13 022- 039 62,000 MWL 1.49b,000
3A 14 040- 051 62,000 /*SL 1.49b,000
NI-36--W-165-00080 16 OCT 69 165 CF:SEREr/ST. MVliS, F19I1DA 112
ROLL LINE EX(Pi(RE IIH4.S ALT IltUE SCALE
34 12 001 - 003 62,000 f"L 1.496,000
3A 12 004- 021 62,000 0SL 1.496.000
3A 13 022 - 039 62,000 ICtL 1.496,000
3A 14 040 - 051 62,000 MSL 1.496,000
R-36-G4-169-00081 13 OCT 69 169 FIWRIDA KEYS 112
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE N,41F S ALTITU UE SCALE
IA I 001 - 006 62,200 EML 1.497,600
53ru~~ ~IA a 007 - 025 61,500 MSL 1.492,000
NR-36-00-000-00082 16 OCT 69 000 LAKE POhTN'4ARTIAIN AND NEW ORLEANS 112
BOLL LINE EXPOS(tRE Nt'UMBERS ALTITIUE SCALE
3A EXTRA 052 - 059 62,000 MSL 1.496,000
NR-36-00-000-00083 16 OCT 69 000 GALVESTON, TEXIAS 112
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE UMMIE9IS ALTIULDE SCALE
3A4 EXTRA 060 - 065 60,000 MSL 1.480,000
hR-36-0J-044-00103 07 OCT' 69 044 PURE, INDIANA 112
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE' NIERS ALTIWEE SCALE
I 1 001 - 014 58,700 MSL 1.469,600
1 a 015 - 027 58,700 MSL 1.469,600
1 3 028 - 041 59,000 MSL 1.472,000
1 4 042 - 053 59,000 MSL 1.472,000
1 5 054 - 066 58,000 MSL 1.464,000
I 6 067 - 078 59,000 MSL 1.472,000
I 7 079 - 088 58,800 MSL 1.470,400
4R-36-4H-163-00004 19 NOV 69 163 BIYSCAYNE RAY, FL9IIDA 114
ROLL LINE EOSARE N4I.TIS ALT I *DE SCALE




NOV 69 169 FIDRIDA KEYS
LINE EXPOSURE N1413S4 ALT I TAE




l.ASSF I.I,u) A, 25.A, H/l :4401, 1.5 IN.
HI-;~tAHK$
S49T I.l (I VlNMi HF:IIF (iliU4:.
4VI-1 FH:: hFA'. 1T) $HI'I'I'IS II.A%D.
CAAXi'WAL. PF:NNNlSI .11) PilA%,\l'T.l( hWK.
.ll.l(fl'l K: t) ', VO HFUV,TH.
*l'ltwHNt FAi%. Fm3 PAHx mIAUI.Fm
MAP hO. Ni 17-5
4.2iSFfli&JAD A, 25A, H/w 3401, 1.5 Ih.
.KXT' LINE U(N,-l3 .G HI':IJJ'.' (01,X':.
ATI.XIJIE: KIEY TI) 8T 4I.nO T' ISt.AND.
M1.7JtX3NE, FLA. I-N)Y POOH IMGItERN.
MAP NOS. NH 16-6, NH 17-4, NH 17-11, Ki 17-2.
IASSELRLAD A, 47, B/W 3400, 1.5 IN.
RI,*UWKS
DRY TO CIAS, IFCORIDA
MAF4ROESAS KEYS TO TAVH.ENNIER, FIMIDA.
MAP hOS. Ni 17-8, .i 17-11.
FIASSELALAD A, 25A, B/W 3401, 1.5 IN.
RHIARKS
I'*ANLIN'K N, LA. TO LAKE SALVAlOH.
MAP hOS. NH 15-6, NM 15-9.
HASSERBLAD A, 25A, B/W 3401, 1.5 IN.
EBOLIVAR PENINSULA TO GALVESTON ISLAND.
4AP NO. NI 15-7.
I'ASSa.EAD A, WRATIEN 12, CO" SO-368, 1.5 IN.
INDIANAPOLIS TO SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS.
ATHENS, ILLINOIS TO FRTVILE, INDIANA.
CICERO, INDIANA TO PETEIRStUIR, ILLINOIS.
MASON CITY. ILLINOIS TO TIPTON, INDIANA.
KOKOMO, INDIANA TO MANITO, ILLINOIS.
PEKIN, ILLINOIS TO AREA HHTH (OW K(OKMO
PERU, INDIANA TO PEORIA, ILLINOIS.
MAP NO. WN 16-11.
HASSEILAD A, 471, H/W 2402, 3 IN.
PLMKIN KF,. CARD S.OND 1OT CWNVO POINT, HI.SCAhNE
AY. C()VI4 I:E OVE, I'Ut(EY PUIhT P(MEH PLANT.
kiP NO. hi 17-H
IFASSBELlAD A,.47H, H/W 2402, 3 IN.
OCEAN REV'., K LAR(GO TO FLA1T l.ER KEY. IREAK
IN FLIGHT LINE TO CHANI: M/H Fll-I.
MAP NOS. Gi 17-8, Ki 17-11.
ItMIAGY DATA FILE - HASSEL"I) :LT IANDO, COV':A A















OIV 69 169 n1jRID[A MKS
LINE EXPOSiRE NM43ERS
1 2- 15
a 10 - 66









01 DME 69 171 SABINE LAKE ESTUARY TEX./LA.
aLL LINE EXPOSURE NULMMS ALTi UDE SCAL
IA 3 001 - 008 7,000 PSL 1.56,
IA 4 009 - 014 7,000 MSL 1.56,
A 5 015 - 030 7,000 MSL 1.56,
IA 22 031 - 039 7,000 MSL 1.56,
IA II 040 - 069 7,000 MSL 1.56,
o01 DEC 69 171 SABINE LAKE ESTUARY, TEX./LA.
ROLL LINE XPOSURE NUMp*RS ALTITUDE SCAL
2A 21 002 - 014 7,000 MSL 1.56,
24 6 015 - 023 1,000 MSL 1.56,
24 22 024 - 030 7,000 MSL 1.56,
02 IxC 69 171 SAHIhE IFI: F':SnWIV. 'IF./IA.
UWL LINPE 1XPO eIe NMT' AI.TlnIUE .SCAIJ
4A 1 001 - 025 7,000 PtiL 1.56,1
4A 4 026 - 033 7,000 I4L 1.56,(
4A 3 034 - 041 7,000 M1L I.S6,(
4A 5 042 - 057 7,000 ML 1.56,1
4A 22 058 - 064 71000 oSL 1.56,0
NE-36-0f-171-00091 02 DM 69 171 SABINE ILAKE ISSTARt, TFX'./LA.
ROLL LINE EIPUJR1E NlM'IFS ALTILUE SCAIU
5A 6 003 - 014 7,000 PL 1.56,1
5 21 015 - 017 7,000 sL 1.56S
NM-36-FH-175-00092 04 DE 69 175 HOUSTN, TEXAS AEA
rLL LINE EXPILE FR4ER1S ALTITUE .SCALE
IA 13 001 - 071 3,700 MSL 1.29,6
M-35-f'-202-00093 01 DEC 69 202 POINT C RT', TEXAS
ROLL LINE EXPOSUL NPERS ALTI1'DE SCALE
]A 2 002 - 004 20,000 1.160,
A 1 005 - 009 8,000 1.64,0
3A 3 010 - l 8,000 1.64
Pn-306-f-202-00094 04 DEC 69 202 POINT OD0440, TEXAS
ROLL LIf EXSE NLMIIERS ALTIlDe SCALE
U a 023 - 035 4,000 MSL 1.32,0,
GA 1 036 - 044 4,000 4MSL 1.32,0
GA 3 045 - 051 4,000 4SL 1,.32,4
8A 1 052 - 056 6,000 MSL 1.64,
6U 3 057 - 062 8,000 M4L 1.64.0
A 2 063 - 06 20 000 tL 4 60,
INS.TRUIM'1I'T (XPsI(.AR41'(1C
114 4ASSELBLAD A, 47B, B/W 2402, 3 IN.
400 FIAT CEER KEY 70T BOCA CHICA ,IAWNUEL. SE
400 EASTIRN SAt80 SHOAL TO JUST SOLIMUTEST OF'
ALLIGAITR REEF' LIGHT ALD THE SIH SI DE
OF HmIAM CHANNEL.
MAP NOS. NO 17-8, NG 17-11.
114 IHASSEL'LAD A, 470, B/W 2402, 3 IN.
LE R11ARKS
400 SOWIMEST OF ALLIGATOR REEF LIGH TO SCHTHFAST
OF CARYSFCRT REE' LIGH'3roUSE.
MAP NOS. NO 17-8, NG 17-11.
115 HASSELUAD A, 47B, B/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
LE REtARKS
000 NE TO BEAU"T, SE TO NECHES RIVER.
000 ROSE CITY OIL FIELD, SOUIH TO NECHIES RIVFR.
000 U.S. 87 EAST TO SABINE LAKE ALONG N1XIES RIVER.
000 SABINE LAKE TO BLACK B0AOU.
000 TANK FAIM IN POT ARTHRl, SE TO TEXAS POINT TO
VICINITY OF LIGHT.
MtP NS. NH 15-4, NH 15-5, NH 15-8
115 HASSELBLAD A, 47B, B/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
LE REU!MKS
000 SABINE LAKE, NE UP SABINE RIVER TO PHOENIX
LAKE OIL FiELD.
000
000 MaP NOS. NH 15-4, NH 15-5, MN 15-8
11'5 .Si'tS1F0lA,) A, 478, H/W Z40d, 1.5 1%.
E -F1-.S
000 TA'K FAIUA IN H R R'I11' 11r1 SE 1VO 'T'X..i POINT TO
VICINITl OF Ll(Kl'rr.
200 14(SF CIl OIL. 'IFi1D T8'IH '1) NIF.f:S RIVER.
000 i: TO HFIAAMNT, SE: 11 N) t'-:S HIVYF
000 U.S. 47 EASTl' '1 SAHINE LUF. AI(AG NEtICFS HIVER.
000 SAHINE LAKE U 1) IHLAA1 K% (X:.
MAP MOS. MH 15-5, M4 15-8
115 HASS'EUILAD A, 470, R/O 2402, 1.5 IN.
E',' RqH$I4IKS
000 U'AEt, TEXAS.
000 SAHINE LAKE NE UP SABINE RIV']4 TO PHUENIX
LAKE OIL F IELD.
A4P M4DS. NH 15-5, Ps4 15-8
115 HASSLBIAD A, 47B, B/W 2402. 1.5 IN.
600 WEST HOUS'ISON TO MCUOM( OF H ALO BANOU.
MP NO. NJ 11-8
115 HA.SSL.LAD A, 470, B/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
000 M)D POINT TO REFINERV AT POINT COM'URT.
000 COX SAY N¥RTH TO M.rn3f OF LAVACA RIVlR.
000 HEAWVY COUD (XVIVE LAST 3 FAMES AhD IFIRST FRAE
1OK!' OF RT. 35 CAUSEWAY, surTH AC(OiSS MITHELL
FT., T10 AIA N OF1' RH1ES PT.
O P"D. 14 14-12
115 ASS.DAD A, 478, /rW 2402, 1.5 IN.
000 MUD POINT TO POINT aOO4RT.
00 COX BAY TO LAVACA RIVER.
000 CAUSEAMY TO RHODES POINT.
000 c(X BAY TO LAVACA RIVER.
000 CAUSSEIAY TO RHODES POINT.
,000 P)D POINT TO POINT COMFORT.
MaP NO. N1 14-12
I-.
IMAIFVY DATA FI"L, - HA.SSEI1AD Mk'IWO-D, C,.I4tA A
DA7d SITE
NO.
FCX 69 205 HAn)N RO(CE,
LINE EXPOSELE UL'41-1 S
1 002 - 004
1 005 - 011







XEC 69 029 p lENIX, ARIZONA
LINE EXOUE N1141RS AL TI TUE
1 23 - 30 60,000 MSL
2 31 - 40 60,000 MSL
DEC 69 044 PURE, INDIANA
LINE EXPOSURE RNLIH S ALTITUDE
I . 4 - 16 59,000 MSL
IA 4 17 - 28 58,200 MSL
IA 5 29- 41 58,200 MSL
IA 6 42- 48 S8,200 MSL
IA 7 49- 55 58,200 MSL
IA 2 56- 62 58,200 SL
IA 3 63- 70 57,400 MSL
IA 8 71- 76 58,200 MSL
NR-36-EJ-210-00098 06 DEC 69 210 IMPERIAL VALLEN, CALIFORNIA
ROLL LINE EXPOSLUE NIUMERS ALTIT'UDE
IA I I - 6 60,800 4SL
IA 7 - 12 60,800 MSL
IA 3 13 - It 60,800 MSL
IA 2 18 - 22 60,800 ISL
NR-36-EJ-220-00099 06 DEC 69 220 FRT HUACHUA, ARIZONA.
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NLM4BtS ALTIIUE
IA 1 41 - 46 56,000 lSL
IA 1 47- 53 39,500 MSL
NR-36-EJ-029-00100 13 JAh 70 029 PH(tlFIX, .lZh4NA
ROLL- LINE E6XltPhWE NtMbiFH A.'ll-TIX
IA 1 20 - 30 59,000 MSL
IA 2 31 - 43 59,700 MSL
IA 3 44 - 54 59,800 WL
IA 4 55- 68 59,500 OL





































NR-36-FH-17S-00101 07 JAN 70 115 tK4ISTO. , I-.AS AREA 11I
ROLL LINE EXPOSCIE lt4M4EIR ALTI.lUE ,SCAIJE
IA I 001 - 005 60,000 MPL 1.4O0,000
IA 2 006 - 020 60,000 PAL 1.480,000
IA 4 023 - 033 61,000 MSL 1.40,000
IA 6 034 - 046 61,000 MSL 1.4YP,000
IA 04? -056 60,000 MSL 1.480,000
IA 3 057 -069 60,000 PML 1.480,000
IA S 070 -'078 60,000 KiL 1.480,000
IA 7 079 - 091 60,000 WIL 1.480,000
IA 9 092 - 093 60,000 MSL 1.480,000
M14-36-&J-210-00102 13 JAN 70 210 IMPERIAL VALLEY, CALIF*RNIA 118
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE NUhIRES ALT1ITUE SCALE
IA I 01 - 05 60,500 MSL 1.484,000
IA 2 06 - 10 61,000 MIL 1.488,000
IA 3 11 - 16 61,000 ISL 1.488,000
IA 4 17 - 19 61,000 ASL 1.488,000
IhS1LW n X C(tXFIGUCRA'TIO
HANSSI'LAD A, 47H, HW/ 2402, 1.5 IN.
INNARKS
JLUCTION OD U.S. 190 AND II.LINOIS CENTRAL
RAILR(AD t.ST 11) LIVELS HA OU;.
LIVt.LY HAM(WI W:.1T' Ix) JCrT. OF LU.S. 90 ot)
ILLINOIS CFNTInAL RAIL}ROAD.
MAP NO. NH 15-6
HASSEI[AAD A, 15, COLORN IR SO-1l0, 1.5 IN.
I.,ARKS
MAP h4S. NI 12-7, hi 12-8.
HASS1EBLAD A12, COL1_OR SO-368, 3 IN.
REMI4AKS
HASSELHIIAD B (2), AND D (4) NM DLPF)D RECAUSE
O' HAD ORIGINALS. FROM INDIAhAPOLIS TO LAKE
SPRINFI ELD.
LINOL, ILLINOIS TO TIPTON, INDIANA.
KOKO1(O, INDIANA TO DElAVAN, ILLINOIS.
TRhENT, ILLINOIS TO I'UCR, IhDIANA.
KEhT1AND, INDIANA TO PLIXtIA, ILLINOIS.
RI VERN TO CA)LGA, ILLINOIS.
COVIINGTON, INDIANJA TO LIC NOUN ILLINOIS.
CHILLICO'-E, ILLINOIS TO CLII-'X1, ILLINOIS.
M4P NOS. Nm 16-10, NJ 16-1, NK 16-11, NJ 16-2.






M4P NOS. NI 11-12, NI 11-9, NI I1-11.
HASSELHLAD A, 156, CIDRt IR SO-180, 1.5 IN.
REaARKS
MAP NO. NH 12-2.
IA..SSEIJ.A) A, I.%, alXIOH IH :O)-I(l, 1.5 1%.
HItCKE:: HIll I. ) HI 'I'TI4X S1F .ANH.
W.111.14.,4 .'OX) TO 01XEl'l: HI.S.SAPlF, ,RIZONA.
tCK :F.-:, NHIA.%, 11X) SIPf-mS1:'l( ,N MTfl.
S..V.;.L5, l,F:., ARIZ)NA, 11) '11.)NOAPH, A.TZ1U1A.
tHlll': TANK M1TS., IX) NiSATZAI. iS.
4MWP 4M.5. Nhi 2-7, Nh Iz-Ot
HASSELIIAD A, 15O, COI(A IR .5O-117, 1.5 IN.
H'MP4l1":AD T1O1[ IS.f RMARKt'A. S
LIHi'R' TO H:LJ1:t .
SEALS TO AII.ISVIII-: RESERVOIR.
TRINIln MA 11) SAN H-AU*U) HIVEtR.
U*'ASLFK 1 IHUt.IV,A PENINSIA.
WHLLVIEW TO ALLISVILLE HESEWIVOIR.
HH(UKSHIHRE TO 1hIItn 1HAY.
$SM1TH POINT TO FAST UEIhNARD.
5H4AR115UN T0 GALVESTON.
F4AP NO. mH s15-
HASSULtAD A, I5G, COLR IR SO-180, 1.5 IN.
REMARKS
ALtAMO LAHR CAMP TO VYIf DFCSET.
FILL AREA CANAL TO HOL'TVILIE ALmILIARv.
SAND HIlLS (U.S. NAVAL IMPACT RANGE TO U.S.
NAVAL GUhNNERY RAC:E).
WESO(RE.AND TO NAVAL RESERVE (COACELUA CANAL).












IAW{tI DAT'A FILE: - tSSF.IAHI,U) )II.'1I,\D, C'Hb.U' A





NR-36-EJ-029-00104 06 FEB 70 029 PIOENiX, ARIZL04A 120
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NM*ERS ALT IUDE SCALE
13 3 001 021 59,800 IMSL 1.239,200
13 5 022 - 036 59,500 MSL 1.238,000
13 1 039 - 054 59,500 MSL 1.238,000
13 6 055-- 068 59,500 MSL 1.238,000
13 6 069 - 0s7 59,500 NSL 1.238,000
13 4 088 08 - 9 59,000 MSL 1.236,000
MI-36-EJ-029-00105 08 FEB 70 029 PHOF'.NIX, ARI17NA 120
ROLL LINE EXPOSIUE Nh14tHS ALTITtDE SCALE
22 1 018 - 028 59,200 ML 1.473,600
22 2 029 - 040 59,400 N$L 1.475,200
22 3 041 - 051 59,000 MSL 1.472,000
22 4 052 - 063 58,500 MSL 1.468.000
22 5 s 064 - 075 59,000 MSL 1.472,000
MN-36-PJ-194-00106 09 FB8 70 194 DENVER, cOnRADO 120
ROLL LINE EXPOSUR NMERS ALT llUE SCALE
31 1 001- 015 45,200 FIL 1.180.800
31 2 016 - 027 55,200 MSL 1.220,800
31 3 028- 038 55,500 M6L 1.222.000
31 4 039 - 048 55,500 MSL 1.222,000
31 5 049 - 066 52,400 MSL 1.209,600
31 6 067? - 085 55.000 ML 1.220,000
31 8 086 - 090 56,000 MSL 1.224,000
NR-36-EJ-210-00107 08 FEB 70 210 IFMPERIAL VALLEY, CALIFRNIA 120
ROLL LINE EXPOSLE rNEERS ALTI TUE SCALE
22 1 001 - 004 60,800 MSL 1.486,400
22 2 005 - 009 60,600 MSL 1.484,800
22 3 010 - 013 60,600 MSL 1.484,800
22 4 014 - 01 60,100 MSL 1.480,800
NR-36-eJ-000-00108 08 FE 70 000 E. ARIZONA TO ALIJROURULE,N.M. 120
ROLL LINE EXPOSUIE N.,ERIS ALTI'1E SCALE
22 a 076 - 095 5?K/20K MSL 1.456K/I6OK
NR-36-SJ-188-00109 20 FEB 70 188 NEW YORX BIIHT 121
ROLL LINE EXPOUSlE tEURS ALTITUe SCALE
10 7 001- 020 9,400 MSL 1.371,600
10 6 021 - 035 9,400 MSL 1.31.600
10o 036 - 064 9,400 MSL 1.37,600



















NR-364-U-188-0011 20 F-B 70 188 NEW. S ( HNloUw f
IK1LL LINE xREPISt: NS ALTI1llK SCtAL:E
24 I '004 - 020 12,500 MSL 1.50,000
24 2 021 - 639 12,500 FMSL 1.50,000
24 3 040 - 064 12,500 ML 1.50.000
121
121
I NhS II,1-* ChNF-'I.ArlION
HASSELHAD A, 12 * 80, COLOR IR SO-180, 3 IN.
REMARKS
DESERT aOD OIGmE TO W.CKE)E.
LITIIF'IEID PARK TO GOULDFIELD.
WEST OF SAHUARD LAKE TO 1I TE TANEK HIUNTAIN.
SURPRISE TO CIIT OF SA&IUARD LAKE.
GRANITE REEF DAM TO VHIITE TANK MOUNTAIN.
SHORT RUN, NO IMAGCERY AFTER LINE 4. AVONDALE TO
ROICKING R RANC1.
MAP NOS. NI 12-7, Ni 12-8
IIASSEl.HOU) A, 1%G, C(IXR IR ,Y)-10, 1.5 IN.
GIILk:SPIE tO' 1O F'ST (O' 't(8ENxCE JLCT-I'0%.
WILI.I,VS AFIH T10 EST OF' I'CKINE.
EACKEIE AIR STRIP TO 1 PEiSTIT1'I0 *]'IlI',$.I
,.XT'I MC1UE1/. 10 'TIUnO' (X:.-RT.
BEItO.T X,,,NTAINS TC SIIELT R'ESERIOIN.
MAP IS. NI 12-7, NI 12-8
HASSELBLAD A, 25, H/W 2402. 3 IN.
KITTY CGLI 1TO PINE JLNCTION.
KI1'1REDGE TO CO-UL CREU(.
BLCILTE AIRPQ(IT TO CEw.'NN AL CO(E.
WADSOUHTH AFNFtE TO ' EAR GLICH.
BARR LAKE TO )F'FAT TRNNFL.
CAHIN CNE'X3 TO IROT LAKE.
SAWIIXOl MOUNhTAIN TO RPFT MRCGAN. NO )CIIWAEh
AFTE LINE 8.
MAP NO. m 13-11
HASS1BLAD A, IS, COLUR IR SO-180, 1.5 IN.
REMANKS
EAST TO 1TEST, SOT(I OF El. CENTRO, CALI,13-RIA.
WEST TO EAST, RH OF EL CENtlO, CALIF"N IA.
EAST TO 'WST, 5014 OF BRALE.,.
WESThE1A1AND.
MAP NDS. NI 11-9, NI I1-11, NI 11-12
IHASSELFUAD A, 15, COLOR IR SO-180, 1.5 IN.
RH4ARKS
SOUIXIaEST OF SHOW LOW, ARI20NA, TO
AIA E, NEW MHXICO.
IMAP NS0. NI 12-5, NI 12-6, NI 13-4
HASSE.4AD A, 25A, B/W 2402, 3 IN.
W.S.W. OF BLae ISLAND TO TIE SPRINGS.
EAST HtiAl EASTERLY TO KNTAU( POINT.
SOU'm OF BFOK ISLAND ALOGi COASTLINE TO
EAST At4eTON.
0Lt1E W.S.W. ALONG ODASTLINE TO LIDO FAMI.
MAP Ne. MN 18-5, NK 18-6, NK 1-6,, N( 18-9
ASSNI.HLAD A, ZSA, H,/ 2402, 1 IN.
[I1AFJ MFAHHOR E.N.E. AlN.; U.ST TO .'(t OF
'LKST TINA HAN. * T. .. O I-RlEEORT.
"FAST '1?Vn E.N.E. TO . 'eT. A . POINT.
MAP NOS. mN 1-5, MK I-6., WN I8-. NK IY-9
tAkS.,'41U 3 A, 25A, WIi 2402, 3 IN.
A IDIXCT RIAC: TMICK S... TV -UT FUI XOC.
FAIR INAVE TO JA4'(ICA R.CE TRACYK.
GAci. cInl TO ULk4 R;,IA . IR,*ES 65-71
MISFIRFD.
MAP FNS. m 1,-5, MNK 1-6. W IY-8, mN 18-9
\J1Pl
ItqAGERY DATA FILE - HASSIUiAD FII:rlIHAD, CFItHID A
MIS-
SION
INSTRU*NT .'N IIR ATI(h
R*-36-U-188-00112 21 Fl. 70 188 NEW YORK HRlGT'
RO.LL LI NE ,PfU4E FRS
32 1 001- 016
32 1 017 - 038
32 1 039- 064
NR-36-KI-215-00113 20 FEB 70 215 LO43 ISLAND SOC
ROLL LI NE EXPORE NLUvd
3 1 001 - 069
3 IA 070 - 104
MR-36-GH-163-00114 09 MAR 70 163 BAHAMA HANKS, F
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE NLt*4:RS
3 36 05- 20
3 28 21- 31
3 29 32- 43
3 30 44 5- 8
3 31 59- 71














NR-36-GH-163-00116 09 MAR 70 163 aAHW, BANUNKS, F1
ROLL LINE EWXPOSLIE IUlS5
26 37 14- 22
26' 38 23- 35
NR-36-G1-169-00117 09 MAR 70 169 FOHIDAl KFDS
RLL LINE EXPOSLRE JNl4RS
14 ' 03- 87
NR-36-CH-169-00118 09 MAR 70 169 FLO:RIDA KES
RILL LINE EXPOSLRUtE NR3S
21 2 03- 31
21 4 32- 38
21 S 39- 45
21 3 46- 51
21 2 52- 110
NR-36-I H-169-00119 09 MAR 70 169 FILRIDA KEYS
ROLL LINE EXPOSLIRE N1M3ERS
26 2 03 - 13
NR-36-EJ-029-00120 16 FMAR 70 029 PHOENIX, ARIZONI
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE NLMBERS
22 3 016 022
22 4 023- 037
22 5 038- 050
121 HIASSEUAAD A, 25A, H/W 2402. 3 IN.
ALT ITUE SCALE R."4lRKS
12,000 MSL 1.4F,000 AL:tE'tCT RACE TRACK TO HmFD HNYK, NEw JI'RSIE.
12,000 MSL 1.48,000 FURT .8%hAFI`H, Nh* JERSEi TU J/,VICUA RFACE TIAK.
12,000 MSL 1.48,000 VALLE STIREAM, hNEl NOK ID DCAL, hNE J14SE1.
VAP NOS. m 18-5, NW 18-6, NK 1e-8, N< 18-9
UND, NEW YORK 121 HASSEELAD A, 25A, B/I 2402, 3 IN.ALT I 1DE SCALE RE.iSRKS
11,500 MSL 1.46,000 FROM YHiITEST'JE BRIDCE IN N.Y. CITY ALG K.HTH
SHtRE OF' L.; ISLXND S(XND TO WHITE SANDS BELACH.
10,500 MSL 1.42,000 FIO WH1TE SANDS BEACH T) WATCH HILL POINT.
FRAES 105 TO 107 ,RE OVE %A1TER.
MAP NMS. NK 18-8, N( 18-9, N 18-11, NK 18-12
FLORIDA 122 HASSELILAD A, 25A, 8/W 2402, 3 IN.ALTI TLU SCALE RE4MAIKS
12,000 MSL 1.48,000 C(UT1R RIDGE TO KEY LARGO.
12,000 MSL 1.48,000 MOE LAND CANAL TO CARNSFORT REEF LIGCXHOUSE.
12,000 MSL 1.48,000 FRO CO4ST OF FIRIDA TO OCEAN AREA WEST OF'
NORTHIEN KEY LARGO.
12,000 MSL 1.48,000 FROM COAST OPF FORIDA TO OCEAN AREA *EST OF
NORtERNN KEY LAFGO.
12,000 MSL 1.48,000 FROM COAST OF FORIDA TO OCEAN AREA WEST OF
NORTHmIN KEY LARGO.
12,000 MSL 1.48,000 FROM COAST OC' F8UIDA TO OCEAN AREA WEST OF'
NRTRhN KE- LARCGO.
,MAP 0O. 1G 17-8
lN11HII) 122 HASSI:I,AW) A, Z5A, H14/ .402, .1 IN.
A'l.TI'11 F: C.IU F H"I*A(S
12,000 ,'L I .4r,000 IF(IM t).-'ST ()' 1HID- 11) (It:.A% AJ414 *EST OF'
144ThMN KEN LAR).
12,000 tSL 1.48,000 11H(t L, W\.T O ' F1HIIIA T OCFA% AHEA WE:ST OF
MHT1IEHlh Kl IAN1).
12,000 ML 1.48,000 FR(M (.4AST O1F' AHIDA 1U OC( AN AHKA WEIlT (OF'
NJIH4.th-3R I.E L1N;O.
P 1.)O. W; 17-8
UI{RIIA 122 HASS.ELHU D A, 2SA, H/* 2402. 3 IN.
ALT I DE ,SCALE RMARiK
22,000 MSL 1.88,000 FHU(M SHOA1 POINT T1 OCEC. RatEF.
22,000 SL 1.88,000 M1AIP4 SE (OC ('; A 1: E U' TO.AI" MIAMI.
MAP 1o. N: 17-8
122 HASSF.BLAD A, 25A, B/W 2402, 3 IN.ALT I TUJE SCALE RE4OKS
12,000 MSL 1.48,000 RCM CHRISTMAS POINT 10 KEt 'WST, FLURIDA.
MAP NOS. NG 17-8, KC 17-11
122 IHASSEDE CLAD A, 25A, B/W 2402, 3 IN.
ALT I TL¥DE SCALE R114ARKS
12,000 MSL 1.48,000 FRM EASTERN SAS4O) TO SOMIREH O KF'l LIGHT.
12,000 *SL 1.48,000 OV'R SEVEN MILE RIrDG;E IN THE FUL1RIDA KE.S.
12,000 MSL 1.48,000 S.CUTH OF( S(I-IE)RO KE) LICHT.
12,000 MSL 1.48,000 OVER SEVEN MILE BRIDE IN THE FURIDA IKEY.
12,000 MSL 1.48,000 PFTCM S~4EE:O KEY LIGHF 110 CARISFVRT REEF -
LIlGnlTOusE.
14P NOS. W. 17-8, NG 17-11
122 HASSELI.AD A, 25A, H/W 2402, 3 IN.ALT I lDE SCALE REM*ARKS
12,000 MSL 1.48000 FROM CARYSFORT REEF LIGC'AtXSE TO PACIFIC REEF
LII:HIOUSE.
M4WP NOS. NO 17-8, NG 17-11
AA 123 HASSEUBLAD A, 15, COLD IR SO-117, 1.5 IN.ALT ITnaE SCALE IRkAKS59.50 ML I&fi-nnJo,.uu r.L, t. L.OlJuU
58,500 MSL 1.468,000






























MAR 70 165 D::SRE-U/ST.' S. UMARKS, F IDA 123
LINE E(POSUtE NhLI"S ALT I1 ULE SCALE
I 001 - 005 61,700 MSL. 1.493,600
4 006 - 023 61,600 MSL 1.492,800
6 024 - 031 61,600 MSL 1.492,800
7 032 - 043 62,500 MSL 1.500,000
s 044 - 057 62,500 MSL 1.500,000
3 056 - 064 62,500 MSL 1.500,000
MAR TO 210 IMPERIAL VALLEY, CALIFRINIA 123
LINE EXPOSURE I IS ALTI NlIE SCALE
I 001 - 004 60,700 MSL 1.485,600
2 005 - 008 60,300 MSL 1.482,400
3 009 - 012 60,500 MSL 1.484,000
4 013 - 015 60,700 MSL 1.485,600
MAR 70 211 SAN FRASCISCO) MAY AREA. CALIF. 123
LINE - EXPOSLRE 'M.BERS ALTIIT.E SCALE
1 002 - 006 49,700 MSL 1.397,600
a OO0 - 009 50,000 MSL 1.400,000
3 010 - 013 49,900 MSL 1.399,200
4 014 - 022 49,000 MSL 1.392,000
6 023 - 029 49,800 MSL 1.398,400
1 030 - 034 49,o00 MSL 1.398,400
2 035 - 037 49,700 MSL 1.397,600
3 038 - 041 49,800 IML 1.398,400
S 042 - 050 49,700 MSL 1.397,600
T 051 - 057 49,500 MSL 1.396,000
1 058 - 063 49,800 MSL 1.398,400
WCTRA 064 - 101 50,000 MSL i.400,000
NR-36-FJ-213-00124 13 MAR 70 213 CLORADO RIVER, TEXAS 123
RIOLL LINE EXPOSRE NMi RS ALTITLUE SCALE
13 1 001 - 010 53/55K MSL 1.212/220K
13 2 011 - 030 53,000 MSL 1.212,000
13 3 031 - 037 53,000 MSL 1.212,000
13 4 038- 052 53,000 MSL 1.212,000
13 6 053- 069 53,000 MSL 1.212,000
13 16 070 - 077 61,000 MSL 1.244,000
13 19 076 - 093 61,000 MSL 1.244,000





HASSAlfJLAD A, 15, OAILCH II a443, I.5 IN.
AIARFKS
MAP NOS. NH 17-11, NC 17-2, NH 17-4, NH 16-6
HASSFLMAD A, 15, COLOR IR 0-II17, 1.5 IN.
RmARKS
4MAP NDS. NI 11-9, NI II- 11, NI 11-12
HASSEI.LADA 15, , COLOR IR sO5-17, 1.5 IN.
SAN JOSE TO N)VATO.
TIRKASLRE ISLAND TO FARALLON ISLANDS.
NOIVATO TO ANTIOCH.
GILROY TO ST. HEIENA.
WATSONVILLE TO PETAILMA.
SAN JOSE TO NOVATO.
RICOHOND TO FARALLON ISLANDS.
NOVATO TO MANDEV I L ISLAND.
GILROY TO PETALIMA VALLEY.
PETALLMA TO WATSONVILLE.
NOVATO TO SAN JOSE.
NOT PLjO]~r.
MAP NOS. NJ 10-5, NJ 10-8
HASSELILAD A, 15 *+ 2A, COLO IR SO-117, 3 IN.
MATAGORDA TO COLI.M)US.
OO1.IJUS TO LAKE TRAVIS.
LAKE TRAVI S TO SAN SABA.
SAN SABA TO ROEKRT LEE.
ROCERT LEE TO O'KDO3NEL.
OLNEY TO GRAHAM AND POSSM KINCDOM LAKE TO
MINERAL WELLS.
WACO TO MARLIN, WEARNE TO BRYAN, ROSENIBURG
TO FREEPORT.
GL.F OF MEXICO AND MATAGORDA BAY.
,%P MI',. %1 14-10, %I l4-l, NI 14-12, %H 14-i,
i1 14-Z, %1-1 14 4 -l4. 1 H 4-4, NHt 14-s , -,
N H 14-, 4 -,, 'H 1- NH 14-111. H 14-. 1
MI 14-lZ
6 MAR 70 000 P'It.NIX 111) I. PASO 123 HASSEIJILAD A, 15, I, XXR IR SO-11.7, .5 I.
LLL LINE EX(PJSIN NltNIlNS ALT I1l1F ,SCALE RtI4ARKS
22 [MOnA 051 - 103 62.5/55IWSL 1.500/440K TH'X)O()E R(XSI'.VEI.T RESERVOIR, ANII)A, T,SIERRA DIABLE MIN., TXAS.
MAP NOS. NI 12-t, N;I 12-12, NI 12-2, N I12-3,
NH 13-1, NH 13-2, NI 13-10
FEB T70 137 MISSISSIPPI TEST FACILITY 125 MASSEItLAD A, LV-17, COLOR 244, 3 IN.
41L, LINE EXPomUlRE NUJHFNS ALTITUDE SCALE Re4JRKS
3 001 - 016 60,300 MsL 1.241,200 FILRNVILLE TO HILDXI.
4 4 017- 033 60,200 IML 1.240,800 0(1kV CREI-7 TO CARRIIER.
4 s 034 - 049 60,100 MSL 1.240,400 ST. TAMIANY UHRN3R, LA., 1D BILOXI, MISS.
4 e050 - 066 60,100 MSL 1.240,400 LONG HEACH TO GOSE POINT.
4 7 O6? - 016 60,200 MSL 1.240,800 IASSeLAAD I WAS 'TUNI-D OFF EARLY. IRSH 4A MOU
LAIUaN TO SHIP ISIAND.
4 a . 01T - 081 60,100 MSL 1.240,400 HASSAELAD I WAS TRINtD ON LATE. CANELIR
9(Ot TO N'W OIi.EANS.
4 1 062 - 086 60,000 MSL 1.240,000 HASS3EL.AD I WAS LWNI.D OFF EARLY. PEW ORLEANS
TO NW" NATIONAL WILDLI FE NE iTE..














IN.hIlNIl,:T MC) IIA- (. In (p,
NR-36-EJ-029-00127 22 APR 70 029 PHOENIX, ARIZONA 127 HASSELBLAD A, 15, COLOR IR 50-117, 1.5 IN.
OLL LINE EPOSREN5IUMBERS ALTITLDE SCALE RSA5RKS
4 5 31 - 42 59,700 MSL 1.477,600 LEKE AF NO. 4 T0 SULARLDAF MOJNTAINS.
4 4 43 - 57 60,400 MSL 1.483,200 STEWART MOUNTAIN TO ILRNT OUJNTAIN.
4 3 58 - 69 60,100 MSL 1.480,800 KOM OF BUCKEYE TO SUPERSTITION MOtNTAINS.
MP NOS. Ni 12-7, NI 12-8
NR-36-eJ-030-00128 22 APR 70 030 TIJCSON/AJO, ARIZONA 127 HASSELBLAD A, 15, COLOR IR 50-117, 1.5 IN.
ROLL LIN EXPOS&RE M1I4RS ALTITUE SCALE R4ARKU(S
4 1 01 - 12 57,600 MSL 1.460,800 SE OF WILCOX PLAYA TO TUSC.SON.
M4P NO. NI 12-11, NI 12-12, NH 12-2, NI 12-3
NR-36-EJ-210-00129 22 APR 70 210 ILERIAL VALLEY, CALIFORNIA 127 HASSELHLAD A, 15, COLOR IR SO-I17, 1.5 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE N134*tIS ALTI'IUDE SCALE REMARKS
4 1 13 - 17 60,800 MSL 1.486,400 Souri OF HOLTVIUE 10 nHA DESERT.
4 2 18 - 22 61,200 MSL 1.489,600 NAVAL AUX AIR STATION TO IMPERIAL VALLEY
7'TlRlg3LDSIS SANITOR IUM.
4 3 23 - 26 60,900 AML 1.487 200 NORIH OF HOLTVILUE TO SUPERSTITION MOUNTAIN.
4 4 27 - 30 61,000 MSL 1.488,000 WES7MORELAND TO SAND HILLS.
NMAP NOS. NI 11-9, NI 11-11, NI 11-12
NR-36-FJ-085-00130 07 Jl' 70 005 IAVHlt:CY. K.NSA4 IZ'C AS,{:I.IX .. I-S .4Ol, CI(NlH INH (-1171, I. I %.
ROLL LINE EI)PO.INF: N11'-HS AI.lI 11) I: SC I.' EIWKS
4 1 0Ol - 020 49,000 MiL I .. l,400 IlRk:%I.E 11) H.AL(I CIl'.
4 2 021 - 023 50,200 MSL 1.401,600 tAHt:%N'F- 1) (0..I4X)sl,.
NAP 015. J I`S-I, NJ 15-4
rN-36-{G-226-00131 07 Jlh 70 226 PFIXRIA, III.NOIS 128C HASSEULAOD A, 15 * 308, C(X)1 IH SO-117, 1.S IN.
IOLL LINE EXPDRUE hNLMhIS ALTIlU1E SCAIJ-l REI:NKS
4 001 - 002 TEST FlRV:S.
4 1 003 50,200 MSL 1.401,600 ST'ORDI) TO R(CYF. CANILHA M~ UF CTION.3
4 2 004 - 006 49,600 KML I.396,00 NT*Ilt 1O HXPIH)II.F
4 3 007 - 008 50,300 LMSL 1.402,400 DFIAVAN 10 LT4LI.IAIYIff
4 4 009 - 012 50,700 MSL 1.405,600 P[XAlIA T1 Mv1S(.) CI'.
MAP NOS. NK 16-7, NK 16-10
NR-36-FJ-234-00132 07 JUN 70 234 CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA 128C HA!SSEL]LAD A, I5 * 30tB, C(axIR IH SO-l17, 1.5 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE NI4HtRS ALTITLD: SCAlE REMARKS
4 I 013 50,300 MSL 1.402,400 CE)AR RAPIDS TO CF:NTHFAL CIT-CAtiERA MALFL7SCTION.
4 2 014 - 017 50,500 MSL 1.404,000 CEDAR RAPIDS TO 10A CITY.
MAP FIOS. F4C 15-6, NK 15-9
NR-36-EJ-029-00133 22 MAY 70 029 PHOENIX, ARIZONA 128R HASSELBLAD A, 15 * CC300, COLOR IR SO-117,1.5 IN
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRIE NMIRS ALTITUDE SCALE RfARKS
31 1 13 - 17 50,300MSL 1.402,400 CHIONDULR HEIGHTS TO LALSLEr HILL.
31 2 18 - 24 50,500 MSL 1.404,000 CAVE CItE:X TO GILA UTrTE.
31 3 25 - 30 50,800 MSL 1.406,400 PINA BUTTE TO DEI-N HILLS.
31 4 31 - 37 50,600 MSL 1.404,800 PYRAID PEAK TO MONTIEZU' S HEAD.
31 5 38 - 43 50,500 MSL 1.404,000 RAINt*W VAUEY TO LLhE AIR FIELD NO.2.
MAP NOS. NI 12-7, NI 12-8
NR-36-eJ-030-00134 22 MAY 70 030 TUCSON/AJO, ARIZONA 1289 HASSELBLAD A, 15 * CC30B, O[IJ)R IH SO-117, I.51N
ROLL LINE W POSURE uMiERS ALT ITU1 SCALE REMARKS
31 1 01 07 49,400 MSL 1.395,200 MWUNT L3E4.N TO SANTA RITA EXPERlIEtNTAL RANAE.
31 2 08 - 12 49,900 MSL 1.399,200 NORTH TICSON TO SAIUARITA.
AP NMOS. NI 12-11, NH 12-2, NI 12-12, HI 12-3
NR-36-EJ-235-00135 22 .MAY 70 235 SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 128B HASSEL.AAD A, 15 * CC30B, COLOR IR SO-117, 1.51N
FOLL LINE EXPOSURE 5N1MERS ALTITlDE SCALE REMARKS
31 1 45 - 53 49,500 MSL 1.396,000 PLEASANT GROVE TD MLhNTAIN GREEN.
31 2 54 - 61 51,000 MSL 1.408,000 KAYSVILLE TO RIVEITON.
14AP NOS. NK 12-8, NK 12-10, NK 12-11
NR-36-EJ-994-00136 23 MAY 70 994 Fl. PA). 1':XAS 120H HASSEIJ;tAD A, 15CC:I0H, COIlR IN .S)-I17l, 1 .; IN.
ROLL LINE EXPKSLIE NhI:IS ALTI'ILe: SCALE RHbI)AtKS
39 3 01 - 03 50,400 MS'L 1.403.200 FORXT HM1.1.5 RE:S-VATI, 'f10 H()N-: HIUl..
39 2 04 - 08 50,500 MSL 1.404,000 C. IN1' I) A%1T'1h,.
39 1 09 - 12 50,300 FIL 1.402,400 S. UNLD lX) IF)H'I FI.lS. HItESVAT'IO.
MAP S. MlH 13J-I, NH 13-10





IR-36-FJ-000-00137 13 MAY 70 000 LUBB)CK, TEXAS
RLL LINE EXPOSURE 5N(4B15 ALTI1UE
13 I 1 49,000 MSL
NR-36-W-046-00138 05 MAY 70 046 ASIHEVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA
BOLL LINE EXPOSURE, tU1IERS ALT I 1DE
22 1 053 - 057 49,500 MSL
22 2 058 - 062 49,500 MSL
NR-36-GJ-132-00139 04 MAY 70 132 NEW ORLEANS LOUISIANA
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE lM.H*hRS ALTIIUE
22 1 001 - 006 50,000 MSL
22 2 007 - 013 50,000 MSL
22 3 014 - 019 50,000 MSL
22 4 020 - 025 50,000 MSL
N1-36-FH-175-00140 13 MAY 70 175 HOUSTON, TEAS (ARFA)
ROLL LINE EXPOSUIE N4IMIERS ALTITUDe
13 I 1 - 3 50,000 MSL
13 2 4 - 11 50,000 tL
13 3 12 - 21 50,000 MSL
13 4 22- 29 50,000 MSL
13 5 30 - 37 50,000 MSL
13 6 38 - 42 50,000 ML
13 7 43- 48 50,000 MSL
13 8 49 - 54 50,000 tSL
NR-36-1-217-00141 05 MAY 70 217 ATLANTA, GEORGIA
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE MIERS ALTITUE)
22 1 26 - 35 50,000 tSL
22 a 36 - 43 50,000 4SL
22 3 44 - 52 50,000 tSL
MIS-
S 1ON
I iTHI *M:NT CL(hF I ( l.' I O
128B HASSEILgAD A, 154CC30R, COIR I SO--511, 1.5 IN.
SCALE REM.IRKS
1.392,000 IDALa. TO OPDtKE.
MAP IOS. NI 13-9, NI 14-7
12'A HASSEBELAD A, 15CC30H, COtDR IR SO-117, 1.5 IN.
SCALE R4iARKS
1.369,000 HF.DIRONVIj.E: TO MARS HILL.
1.369,000 JtN) TO RtEVAJID.
MAP NO. NJ 17-11.
12A HASSELBLAD A,WI5/CC30-B,COLDR IR S0117, 1.5 IN.
SCALE REM4RKS
1.400,000 I'ROM LAKE L.RY TO LAKE BCtGNE.
1.400,000 FRO1M LAKE PONI1TAR'TAIN TO THE MISSISSIPPI RIl-R
1.400,000 FR(M I4NTA CANAL TO Lk,14E POTtHIAR-IA N.
1.400,000 FROM DUCAN CANAL TO LAKE SALVADOI.
MP ,OS. MH 15-6, HM 16-4, mH 15-9, NH 16-7.
128A HASSELBLAD A, W-15/CC30B, COaDR IR S0117,1.5 IN.
SCALE REMARKS
1.400,000 GALVEST1N ISLAND
1.400,00Q S$.WETfATFR LAKE TO MINT HELVIEW.
1.400,000 HItMLE REFINERY (RAYTOWN) TO SAN UUIS PASS.
1.400,000 ALDO TO LAKE HOUSTON.
1.400,000 It3ILE TO ALVIN.
1.400,000 FRESINO TO SPRING.
1.400,000 CtPRESS CRFE TO HRAZOS RIVER.
1.400,000 ROStrBEGI TO tAIAL.
MAP NOS. NH 15-4, NH 15-7.
128A HASSELBLAD A, 15OISCC30, COLR IR SO-117, 1.5 IN.
SCALE R K
1.400,000 MICXC2IGH TO ALPHIARE9TS
1.400,000 ROSWEU.L TO WOOLSEY.
1.400,000 FAYETIEVILLE TO SOUH CANION
PtP NOS. NI 16-9, NI 16-6.
NR-36-FJ-227-00142 02 MAY 70 227 WICHITA F1A.LS, TF.AS
ROLL LINE EXP(SLIE N4RS ALT Il'TLE
13 1 . - 8 50,000 MsL'
13 2 9 - 1e 50,000 MtSL




MAY 70 272 aI(AH44A CITY, OKLAiMl44
LINE EXPOSURE ,IUERS ALTIlUE
1 53 - 56 50,000 M5L
2 58 - 67 50,000 1SL
NR-36-¥J-000-00144 02 MAY 70 000 DALLAS, TEXAS
ROLL LINE EXPOS( RE P$43S ALTITLUE
13 1 22 - 27 52,000 MSL
13 2 28 - 35 52,000 4SL
13 3 36- 43 52,000 MSL
13. 4 44 - 51 52,000 NL
MR-36-FJ-226-00145 15 JAN 71 228 MIDLAND, TAS
ROLL LINS EXPOSIRLE MBERS ALTII)E
13 1 001 - 009 49,900 MSL
13 2 010 - 018 49,900 MSL
13 3 019 - 021 49,900 MISL
128A HASSLHLAD A, I5/CC3O B, (). tX IN SO-117, 1.5 IN
SCALE R1*RX1KS
1.400,000 SCI NNr RTH 1`0 (.'X3KIII'l"*N.
1.400,000 D.VOL TO ARCHE:R CITl' NII'H.
1.400,000 HOLLIDAV TO CGRANF'IFLD
MAP NOS. Ni 14-8, NI 14-5.
126A HASSELBLAD A, W-15/CC30/B, COXIR IR S0117,I.SIN.
SCALE R1H4AHKS
1.400,000 (UNSOHE'DLUDI) UION Cl* TTO *)(ND
ONE LAM FRiAl: SEPARATING LINES I 4AD 2.
1.400,000 EDMOND TO WHlH BINGI(N.
M4AP NOS. NI 14-3, NI 14-2.
128A HASSEL.LAD A, 15/CC30B, COUIR SO-l17, 1.5 IN.
SCALE Ri.4ARKS
1.416,000 EAST FORK TRINITY RIVER TO WILIE.
1.416,000 PLANO TO FIURIS.
1.416,000 LANCASTER TO HfY. 121.
1.416,000 LEWISVILLE TO MIDlIHIIAN.
tAP NOS. NI 14-12, NI 14-9.
1280E HASSSL..AD A, 25A, B/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
SCALE Rl4RKS
1.399,200 005 AN) 006, HASSiELBAD A (CAMRA MALP.UCTICX).
WEST OF DESSA 7TO WEST OF BIG SPRINGS.
1.399,200 NORTIEAST OF MIDLAND TO SOITWES.T OF ODESSA.
1.399,200 SOUTH-SO-J1-EST OF ODESSA 1D EAST ,OF MILA"D.
M4AP NOS. NI 13-12, NH 13-3, NI 14-10, NH 14-1.
H
\Vw







NR-36-'J-187-00146 28 JUN 70 187 BOSTON, MASSAQCHUEI'S 1280D IASSELBLAD A, 15+CC308, COLOR IR SO-117, 1.S IN.
ROL LINE EXPOSURE NI'MBERS ALT ITUE SCALE RIEARKS
12 I 001 - 006 51,000 FSL 1.408,000 FRAES NOT PLU(IED BECAUSE FLIGHT WAS ABORTEDDOe TO MASSIVE CL)UD COVERACE.
MSP NOS. NK 19-4, NF 19-7
rM4-36-HJ-187-00147 07 JUL T0 187 BOSTON, MASSACIkTTS 128D HIASSEL8LAD A, ISCC30B, COLOR IR S0-117, 1.5 IN.
XILL LINE EXPOSURE MNUMIRS ALT ITDE SCALE REMARKS
22 1 001- 010 51,000 MSL 1.408,000 NORH OF BEVERLY TO NRTH OF NEW BEDffRD.
22 2 011 - 020 51,200 MSL 1.409,600 TAUNTON TO NORTH OF BOSTON.
22 3 021 - 030 51,000 SL 1.408,000 LAWRECE TO NORTH OF' FALL RIVE.
22 4 031 - 034 50,600 MSL 1.404,800 SOUIIWEST F' BOSTON TO NOR1HWEST OF' BOSTON.
22 5 035 - 038 50,400 MSL 1.403,200 EAST OF FORT DEVENS TO MILORD.
MAP NOS. NK 19-4, N; 19-7
NR-36-FJ-194-00148 27 JUN 70 194 DI-'N'R. (.RLAJUX) 128D HASSEIMt4AD A, ISL'C.COH, (MIO.H IN .O-117, 1.5 IN.
ROLL LINE . EXPOSRE NUfMt4S AL.TI'11 SCAIE Nil-OAKS
3 1 001 - 007 50,e'O0 ISL 1.406,400 .Yln'lHFl:ST OF' LO':NVIH lO t"UlT' ItAPIIK'%.
3 2 008 - 015 51,200 M8SL 1.409,600 .4TH 0F INV '14O S1St7H 0F W8\F1H.
3 3 016 - 021 50,800 SL 1.406,400 SE7HW1FSlT OF [:NWE TO FKAST' 0- F FX)I'.
MAP nMS. ( 13-11, tNJ 13-2
NR-36-FJ-229-00149 28 JUN 70 229 NEW HAVEN, CONNCFTICUTI 128D HASSEL.LAD A. 15-CC30H, COLOH IR SO-l?7, 1.5 IN.ROLL LINE EXPOSURE Ntl4lIES ALTI WTE SCALE REN4AHKS
12 1 007 - 011 49,900 MSL 1.399,200 SOQI' AST OF' NF.' II41'AIN TO FAST OF' EAST HAV-.'.
12 2 012 - 015 50,000 MSL 1.400,000 NEW H/AVE. TO -:AS-' (tF' WA"TI}HIHLR.
12 2 016 - 021 50,200 MSL 1.401,600 NOTH OF' I31D:N 10 SOIJH 08' wR'.`±U).
MAP (O0. IK 18-9
PN-36-CJ-230-00150 28 JUN 70 230 WA.R'I'1;TON, D.C. 1280 HASSE1I.AD A, 15+CC30B, COLOH IR .S0-17, 1.5 IN.ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NII.IRS ALTITUDIE SCALE REMARKS
12 022 - 023 TEST FRAMES, OT PLOTTED.
12 I 024 - 028 51,200 MSL 1.409,600 LAtRE3. TO S9IF'EAST OF WASHINGTON, D.C.
12 2 029 - 034 50,400 MSL 1.403,200 SOUTHi OF WASHINGlON, D.C., TO .RITH WASHI,'GqX),
D.C.
12 3 035 - 039 50,500 MSL 1.404,000 ROCKVILLE TO FORT HIEI.OIR.
12 4 040 - 045 50,400 MSL 1.403,200 SOLIlH'EST OF ARLINGTON TO NORTH'EST OF'
MAP NOS. NJ 18-1, NJ 18-4
NR-36-GJ-231-00151 05 JUL 70 231 PO'TIAC. MICHIGAN 128D HASSELBLAD A, 25, B/W 2402, 1.5 IN.ROLL LINE EXPOSURE N14H(ES ALT I TLDt SCALE REMARKS
31 1 001 - 003 62,500 MSL 1.500,000 NORT3IEST OF DETROIT TO LAPEER.
MAP NOS. NK 17-1, NK 17-4
NR-36-EJ-029-00152 21 MAY 70 029 PHOENIX, ARIZONA 129 HASSELBLAD A,WIS, COLOR IR SO-117, 1.5 IN.R.LL LINE EXPOSURE NLuEINS ALTITlUE SCALE Rd4ARKS
15 1 023 - 033 60,700 MSL 1.485,600 GILUESPIE DAM TO FUlRENCE JUtCTION.
15 2 034 - 044 61,200 MSL 1.489,600 DESERT GOLD LOOCE TO ARLING1'ON.
IS 3 045 - 056 61,100 MSL 1.488,800 NW OF' BCKTE' TO SUPERSTITION 'XiNTAINS.15 4 057 - 068 61,100 MSL 1.488,800 GOLDFIEI.D MOUNLTAINS TO TO NOPAH DESEHiT.
15 5 069 - 080 61,000 MSL 1.488,000 EAST OP BELMONT MWINTAINS TO TOhTO NATIONAL
FOREST.
MAP MIS. NI 12-7, NI 12-8
NN-36-EJ-030-00153 21 M*"I 70 0.I0 -'tXCM/.LIH), .,tIUAA 129 HAsI'F:lJU.') A, EIX, (3O1N IN S)-17, 1.5 1%,ROUL. LINE I'S NES H;4,1HES AI.TI' 11tUE SCAI J."HL
4 1 001 - 009 56,000 MSL 1.441,000 MI1tUVIX PFA 1'1) SW 'Il..C.S.
MAP /MIS. Nl 12-12, Nl 12-11, NH I-, %H 12-3
N-36-FJ-210-00154 21 MNY 70 210 IPI-lIAI. VL i, CA.IIRIA4 129 HASS.I:114A1) A,1,15, (MA1N IH .;)-117, 3.5 I.
ROLL LINE EXMI.HCE hthlUOtS ' ALTIT i.' SCA.E -19 ,111+1
4 1 010 - 012 61,000 MSL 1.494,400 S(.'IH O1' IK*.11Vt.IE To) ttlA BHSIN.4 2 013 - 015 61,500 ,SI. 1.49Z,000 NWAVL. AIR -1Ft'I.ICHAI. -'WIN li XNITI' I( I8lPKHIAL.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~4 3 ~~~VAIk1 Jl.16'3lCLIOSIS SANI1UH11IRI.4 3 016 - 018 61,500 MSL 1.492,000 H4'ITH (O' HX;:IVIIIlE TO SItPER'HsTITIO (%TA.llh.4 4 019 - 022 60,800 MSL 1.4P6,400 WEST OF' WKSl.IItAND TO NAVAL. R:S.FVE-:.
MAP NI(S. NI 11-9, NI 11-11, Nl 11-12
ra






NR-36-FC-216-00155 26 HAY 70 216 JEI.S'I1N, IH D* I*KT FA 129
ROLLU. LINE EXPOU.RE NPt4lS ALTI TlE SCALE
13 1 001 - 004 58,000 MSL 1.470,400
13 2 005 - 010 58,600 MSL 1.464,600
13 3 011 - 016 58,600 MSL 1.468,800
13 1 017 - 020 58,400 MSL 1.467,200
13 2 021 - 022 58,600 MSL 1.468,800
NR-36-PJ-218-00156 26 MAY 70 218 SIOtLX FAIJS, SOLni5 DAKOTA 129
OLL LINE EXPOSUE NII tES ALTITUE SCALE
13 1 023 - 038 59,300 MSL 1.474,400
13 2 039 - 054 59,800 MSL 1.478,400
13 3 055 - 070 60,200 MSL 1.481,600
PR-36-J-204-00157 27
3
MAY 70 204 07NJ2, ALABAMA
LINE EXPOSURX -4. 2,S
5 16 - 22
3 6 23 - 20
3 1 29- 35
3 1 36- 45
3 3 46- 55
3 2 56- 65
3 4 66- 75
3 6 7 - 80
i4P NO. NI 16-9
NF-36-C1-206-00158 26-27 MAY 70 206 MlJSCLIE LS
.1 ROLL LINE EX(OSUIt: 9MIkltS
*'-'7 1 03 - 18
1 3 19 - 36
7 2 37 - 54
17 - 2 55- 64
1 2 65 - 68
136























IhS N'I14FNI' .T C('ItRYI'I(h
HASSEtALAD A,*15 * 308, COLOR IR SO-I11, 1.5 IN.
RIIARKS
CHtERw IAIE TO NW 1F JAl.:Sl'UN.
PINCIE:E TO LAKE JOSEPHINE.
WILL LAKE 'TO EST OiF A.EY.
N4MlTH OF' JAMF.SlNh 1TO EAST pITTILNCE.
VASHTI TO SO(UIH WIM EtI k .
AP NOS. NL 14-1, NL 14-2, NL 14-4, NL 14-5
HASSELHLAD A,WIS * 308, COLOR IR SO-117, 1.5 IN.
R04ARKS
EAST OF WAT'ET1OWN TO LENNOX.
SoTU OFp SA OLDx FALLS TO I ORTH O CLEAR LAE.
GARY TO CANTON. HASSELBLAD B FAILED, AND NO
IMAPGERY WAS OHTAINFD.
AP NOS. NK 14-3, KL 14-9, NL 14-12, NI 14-13
HASSELBLAD A, 478, B/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
RkWARKS
ALL HASSELALAD CAMERAS HAV EXTRA RAMES MWHICH
ARE NOT PLOI'TFD.
HASSF:I.HID A, 471, H/W Z40., 1.5 IN.
RM14ARHKS
All. HSSF'I.HJIA, Cpt-:,.S HX F.t KXTHA I-R,.*:S WHICH
ARE MNA' PtrIM''tD.
MAP N). NI 16-5
ItA&ERY DATA FILE: - HI'SEI,U) FI.l'tII1.o, C.'4rA H
Ml4S-
S ON
INSTREI.'T O 'lIGlR'AT IO
Pi-37-DJ-0007-00018 05 AL 69 sT007 O(X OAS
RULL LINE EPOSUIRE 1M*3S ALT-I o1.T SCALE
2 3 - 47 1,000 MSL 1.4,000
2 4 48 - 93 1,000 IL 1.4,000
M-3'7-" -001-00019 05 ALC 69 00?1 OR4 MOfAST
ROLL LIN EXPObLIE ".H'ERS
I I I - 47
I 2 41- 91
R-31-W-007-00020 11 AUI 69 007 ORG ON COAST














99 HASSF'1LA,U) H, 3400, -25, 3 INh.
I),-~KTRKS
DARK
MP hO. M( 10-2, NL 10-8, NL 10-11, NK 10-1,4
99 HASSELBAD 8, 3400, W-25, 3 IN.
VELRY POOR IMAGE FLICHT LINES AND FRAM.i'S KNT
WAKED.
I MAP NO. MK 10-2, NL 10-d, NL4. 10-, NK 10-1,4
99 FASSla.LAD B, 3400, W-25, 3 IN.
RIUAARKS
FOCG . CL - IMME 0 POORL TOO I[NlFl I'LICIT
LINES AM) FRAMES
RI + XC * L - IM4CE 1U POOR TO1O IllENIF FLIGHT
LIN ES F1RA0S.











INSItME.NT CONF IGHRAT ION
M-37-1DJ-007-00021 05 ALG 69 007 ORECON OIST 99 lHASSELBLAD 0, 3400, W-25, 3 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE MLRS ALTITE SCALE REW4ARKS
4 8 I - 17 1.000 MSL 1.4,000 POOR IMACE - FRAES NOT MARKED
4 9 18 - 25 1,000 MSL 1.4,000 POOR IMACE - FRAMES NOf UARKED
14P NO. NK 10-2, NL 10-8, NL 10-11, NK 10-1,4
NR-37-fD-007-00022 06 AUlI 69 007 (IRE"N COAST 99 KASSE.UBLAD .B 3400, W-25, 3 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPO:LE AeES LTITUE SCALE REAxRKS
4 28 28 - 29 1,000 ' MSL 1.4,000 DARK
4 29 33- 39 1,000 MIL 1.4.000 DARK
4 30 40 - 64 1,000 MSL 1.4.000 DARK
MAP NO. MW 10-2, NL 10-8, NL 10-11, NE 10-1,4
NH-37-DW-007-00023 12 ALG 69 007 OREGON COAST - 99 HASSELU3LAD B, 3400, W-25, 3 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSUE MN14E1S ALTITID SCALE IREW4RKS
12 31 1 - 9 1,000 MSL 1.4,000 DARK
12 32 I - 18 1,000 MSL 1.4,000 DARK
12 33 19 - 27 1,000 MSL 1.4,000 DARK
1I 34 28 - 34 1,000 MSL 1.4,000 DARK
12 35 35 - 45 1,000 MSL 1.4,000 DARK
12 36 46 - 50 1,000 ;L 1.4,000 DARK
la 37 51- 63 1,000 MSL 1.4,000 DARK
12 38 64- 76 1,000 MSL 1.4,000 DARK
12 39 77 - 99 1.011001 l. I .,(00 IHK
p'4 O. N 10 -2. NtL I -8, N1 11-,1 1 .- Wl -I, .4
NR-37-DJ-007-00024 06 ALG 69 007 H01E-h (AST
ROLL LINE EXP(SLRE: NltkM4S
6A 38 I- 9







NH-37-DWl-007-00025 06 AUG 69 007 OR.CON COAST 99
RO.L LINE EXPOSLtE N.I4H1S ALTIUE SXCALE
e 31 - 10 1,000 MSL 1.4.000
6 32 I1 - 16 1,000 fWtL 1.4,000
6 33 17 - 24 1,000 M.L 1.4,000
6 34 25 - 31 1,000 MSL 1.4,000
6 35 . 32 - 48 1000 .t1, 1.4,000
6 36 47 - 49 1,000 MSL 1.4,000
NR-37-W-007-00026 06 ALCG 69 007 OREGON COAST 99
FfOLL LINE E(POSLRE NIEc S ALTITLDE SCALE
5 21,22 1 - 19 1,000 MSL 1.4,000
5 23,24 20 - 41 1,000 MSL 1.4,000
5 25,26 42 - 83 1,000 MSL 1.4,000
5 27,28 1.000 MSL 1.4,000
N-37-DJ-007-00027 11II AU 69 007 ORECON COAST 99
ROLL LINE DEXOU4E N14WH[RS ALTIT'IE SCALE
9 1 I - 43 1,000 MAL 1.4,000
9 22 44 - 92 1.000 FSL 1.4,000
NR-37-DJ-007-00028 07 AIUG 69 007 OREf;ON COA.T 99
ROLL LINE EXPOSLIRE NtMEtRS ALTITUDE SCALE
7 41 I - 23 1,000 MSL 1.4,000
7 42 24 - 36 1,000 MSL 1.4,000
7 43 37 - 47 1.000 MSL 1.4,000
7 44 48 - 66 1.000 MSL 1.4,000




M4AP NO. N L 10-2, NL 10-Y, 'NL 10-11 ,4








MAP NO. Nm 10-2, NL 10-8, NL 10-11, NK 10-1,4
HASSEI.ILAD B, 3400, W-25, 3 IN.
R]4A]RKS
IMAGE VERY DARK - IRtIES AND FLICGH' LINES NOT
IDIENTI Fl ED
IMAGE VEHy DARK - FRAMES AND FLIGCI LINES NOT
IDENTIFIED
IMACE VERY DAHK - FRAMES AND FLIGHT LINES NOT
IMAGE VERY DARK - FRARES AND IF'll.r LINES NOT
IDENTIFIED
MAP NO. mN 10-2, NL 10-8 11, NM 10-1,4
I ASSELELAD B, 3400, W-25, 3 IN.
REM4RKS
DARK
MAP NO. NK 10-2, NL 10-8, NL 10-11, NK 10-1,4
HASSELBLAD B, 3400, W-25, 3 IN.
REMARKS
FRIAMES NOT MARKED - POO IMAGE
FRAES NOT MARKED - POXO IMAGE
FRAMES NOW MARKED - POOR IMAGE
FRMES NOT MARKED - POOR IMACE
MAP NO. Nm 10-2, NL 10-8, NL 10-11, NK 10-1,4
IwcGvRY DATA FI'IE - KHM IDAI) MkI.TIHAND, CAMH:4 II
ITME SITE
ACCElSION MN lO NO.
NR-31-DJ-001-00029 05 m 9 05 G 6  07 IN ST
OLL LINE EXPIEUIk P1*3tS
3 6 I - 49
3 I 49- 809
SlITE NII MIS-
SION
ALT I TU: SCAIE
1,000 WCL 1.4,000
1,000 ML, 1.4,000
IN-371-DJ-00-00030 II ALO 69 007 (COFN COAST
RQLL LINE EXPOSLRE NMl*S ALTInUE
10 3 I - 43 1,000 L
10 4 44 - 06 1,000o SL
'MN-371--001-00031 12 AUG 69 007 OROWN COST
OLL LINE EPQOSLIE tI4MltS ALTITLIE







99 .1ASSLJFILAD B, 3400, W-25, 3 IN.
DARHK
I"AP NO. W 10-2, N; 10-0, WL 10-11, MC 10-1,4
99 *IA4.5'16AD H, 3400, W-25, 3 IN.
DARK
DARK
99 IIASSE5UAD B, 3400, 9-25, 3 IN.
R4WIS
IMGE TIO DAIRK TO IDENTIV F.T LINES AD FRaES
MAP NO. 1K 10-2, FL 10-8, 10-11, m 10-1,4
R-37-J-193-00012 11 JUL 69 193 EIUXRADO FOREST 100 HASSELm.AD 8, 2A, EKTA*1CF 2448, 3 IN.
IIOL LINE EXIPSULE NE ERS ALTITUE SCALE RfIW~KS
I 4 13'- 271 0;000 MtL 1.240,000 SAN FRANCISCD TO SILVER LAKE.
1 3 44 - 58 60,000 HSL 1.240,000 ECHO LAKE 70TO SAN FRANCISCO.
MAP NO. NJ 10-6.
NR-371-J-020-00013 18 JLL 69 020 .LCKS LAKE 100 IASS.LMLAD B, 2A, 1ETACFRO 2448, 3 IN.ROLL LINE EIPOSURE N1E1RS ALTITIDE SCALE REMAKS
a 3 22 - 40 60,000 MSIL 1.240,000 StCAR PIKE Mt. TO PAINITRS RAT.2 4 41 - 61 60,000 tSL 1.240,000 TWIN MT. TO BELLA VISTA.
* 6 62 - 16 60,000 t.SL 1.240,000 SEVE LAKES rT. TO TABLE MrT.
14P ND. NJ 10-3.
PR-3T-I-135-00014 18 JUL 69 135 IRVEY VALLEY 100
ROLL LINE EXIPOSE NlIERS ALTIlUE SCALE
2 3 22 - 40 60,000 t4.L 1.240,000
2 4 41 - 01 6 ,000 MSL 1.240,000
2 6 62 - 60,000 MSL 1.240,000
NI-31-Wl-16-00015 i JUL 69 189 LAA1H FALLS 100
RULL LINE EI(POSRUE NMIBERS ALTITUQ SCALE
a I 01 - 10 60,000 MSL 1.240,000
a 2 II - t1 0,000 M.SL 1.240,000
R-37-DJ-0468-00016 17 JL 69 046 SAN PAUIO. R*ESRVOIH 100
RLL LIIN EEXPClISE NI*3FXS ALT ITDE SCALE
1 4 01 - 12 60,000 t4L 1.240,000
1 3 29 - 43 60,000 ML 1.240,000
1 2 St - 73 600000 t4L 1.240,000
E-31-OJ-001-00017 16 JL 69 007 OREON COA;ST 100
1ElL LINEC ESXPROSIE PN*l& S ALTITlDE SCALE
.3 2 001 - 031 60,000 PSL 1.240,000
-2 3 032 - 066 60,000 MtSL 1.240,000
a 1 061 - 081 60,000 Pt.L 1.240,000
a1 4 02 - 105 60,000 t4L 1.240,000
N-37-W-056-00054 18 JUL 69 056 Mr. LASSEN, CMLIFPRNIA 100
ROLL LINE -EI(PsRE F&.IES ALTITtIU SCALE
a 3 22 - 40 60,000 MSL 1.240,000
a 4 41 - 61 60,000 ISL 1.240,000
a S 62 - l6 60,000 MSL 1.240,000
K4.SSE-AD 8, 2A, .ETRACRE 244U, 3 IN.
SLGAR PINE tM. TO PAINTlRS FIAT.
TWIN MI. TO IAI V I STA.
SEVEN LAKES 1Mr. TO TABLE MT.
MP NO. NK 10-12.
HASSELiLAD B, 2A4, 'ACHtaOB 2448, 3 IN.
IAIA45T¥1 LAE TO DIAMOND L4KE J-ICTION
KIIRK TO KLAMATH FAILS
MCP ND. NK 10-6.
A.SSERIIAD B,. 2A, I.K3H( : 2441', 3 IN.
RtI4ARKS
SAN FRANCICSW T) S11A.h4 LAUKE
FMD LAIE 1T SAN %RAWCISAX
SA'ALITO LAKE AJ/WAA.
4P FD. NJ 10-H.
FASSa.alDB) B, 58, /9W 3400, 3 IN.
4LMVI LIE TO SUt ON Mr.
CASTLIiE COVFIRAE, PUAiA.,I;S LINE 2, .5 tI4,S W.
COIIl1IA RIVER BASIN, CAIHjV4.ET BHA TO PACIFIC
PACIFIC OCEAN COIlRAGE, PARALUFLS LINE 2, 10
1ILES WEST, NO MAP CM*IWCE.
I1AP NS. WK 10-2, NL 10-8, NL 10-11, NK 10-1,4.
IIASSELBAD B, 2A, COLCOR 2448, 3 IN.
SUGAR PINE Mr. TO PAINTERS FlAT.
TWIN MrT. TO BELA VISTA.
SEVE LAKES FI. TO TAILE WM.
kP ND. NK 10-12.
,
IMAFl.RY DATA FILE - HA.SSIJLAD IL.TIIAN, CAMF4A H
MIS-
s IG4
I NSTRIL4NT C(F* IGXRATIr O
WR-37-FJ-194-00001 01 AUl 69 194 DENVER, CO( IRA
ROLL LINE EXPOSRE NIP01ES ALTI TUDE
I 1 001 - 003 56,500 MSL
1 2 004 - 010 56,000 MSL
I 3 011 - 016 56,600 MSL
1 4 011 - 022 56,600 MSL
I 5 023 - 028 56,300 SL
I 6 029 - 033 56 600 MSL
I 6 034 - 039 56,600 MSL
NM-371-EJ-011-00002 02 AWG 69 011 YEIUDSTONE PARK
hOLL LINE EXPOSURE NtBERS ALTITUqe
1 1 001 - 55,000 MSL
NR-37-FJ-149-00003 03 AUG 69 149 RACK HILLS, S0xH DAKOfA
ROLL LINE EXPOSUHE N.4*IM S ALTI TL.
I 1 013 - 030 56,500 MSL
I 2 031 - 054 58.1/55.5K HISL
AR-37-eJ-011-00004 04 AUI 69 011 YI..OI STONE PARK
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE NIaE'RS ALTITUDE
4 1 001 - 011 56K/54.5K MSL
4 2 012 - 021 54,000 PSL
4 3 022 - 032 54,000 MSL
4 4 033 - 043 54,500 MSL
4 5 044 - 054 53,500 MSL
4 6 055 - 060 54,500 MSL
4 7 061- 066 54,500 L
4 8 067 - 072 54,500 MSL
4 9 073 - 078 55,000 ASL
CTIRA 079 - 114 56,500 MSL
R-37-FJ-149-00005 08 AGI 69 149 BLAC HILS, SOU1R1 OAKOTA
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE 14E ALTI1UOE
6 I 001- 020 57,000 MSL
6 a 021 - 045 55,000 MSL
* 3 046- 054 56,000 MSL
* .3 055 - 073 56,000 HSL
NR-37-PJ-195-00006 08 ALG 69 195 BREOKINGS, SOU11 AIOTA
HaL LIME XLPOSUBE NPL S ALTITUlE
I1 074 - 086 601500 MSL
6 2 087 - 091 60,500 MSL
I 3 092 - 106 60,500 MSL
A-371-EJ-186-00007 09 AUIG 69 186 CLARKIS FORK, WYOMINO
ROLL LINRE E6XP HSUREN 4ITS ALTITUE
9 I . 001 - 005 56,700 MSL
9 a 006 - 010 55,000 MSL
9 3 . 011 - 015 .54,500 MSL
NR-37-EJ-011-00008 09 AWG 69 011 YoiLLS$TOE PARK
UILL LINE EXPOSURE NUI.RH ALTIITUE
9 I 016 - 027 55,000 MSL
9· a 028- 039 54,500 ML
9 3 040 - 050 55,000 MSL
9 4 051 - 062 54,200 MSL
9 5 063 - 072 54,000 MSL
9 6 073 - 084 55,000 HMSL
101 HASSELI.AD B, 25A, B/w 2402, 3 IN.
SCALE RE44RKS
1.226,000 BOU]LDER TO DENVER
1.224,000 I.ORY AFP BIK4ING RANCE TO CONIFER
1.226,400 SOLI DEINVER
1.226,400 DENVER
1.224,200 NRTH DENVER AND WESTMINISTEI
1.226,400 LDUISVILLE AND BOUDLER.
1.226.400 RITIU4 TO OlJER
AP NO. NK 13-11.
101 1ASSELL4AD B, 58, B/W 3400, 3 IN.
SCALE REMARKS
1.220,000 TAWJHIE NATIONAL FOREST TO MINER, MINTANA
HASSELBLAD B IMAUNCTIONED AFTEHI EXP(OSIN ONe
FRME.
MAP NOS. NL 12-8, NL 12-9, NL 12-11, NL 12-12.
101 HASSFI[.,AD R, 58, H/W 3400, 3 IN.
SCALE HEMAK(S
1.226,000 CUSTER, S.D., TO ST. (.(;E, S.D.
1.23K/22K HEllA tItAHL-E, S.D., TO HLAL. HILLS NATIONAL
IORIST.
MAP NO. NL 13-12.
101 HASSELB-AD B, 25A, B/W 3400, 3 IN.
SCALE REMARKS
i.22.4K/21.EKINDIAN lAKE TO BIGC iHN PEAK.
1.216,000 CALLATIN RANM TO SIlTVEN PEAK
1.216,000 PITCHSTONE PLATEAU TO C(OWIN SPRINGS
1.218,000 GARDNI NETH 1I) XILENtKI-HERV NTAIN
1.214,000 HEART LAKE TO ASH MXNTAIN
1.218.000 TOAER JUNCTION TO PINION PEAK
1.218,000 OVEH YELUOS1TONE LAKE TO HI.F'FAID PLATI:4U.
1.218.000 CL.ItIFF MOLNTAIN TO HAWKS REST. AIRCRAF WAS IN
A TUHN AT TMl END OF TFE FILM.
1.220,000 TRIDENT PLATEAU TO COO(K CITY.
1.226,400 EXCESS FILM EXPOSED EN ROUi TO STAGING AREA.
MAP NOS. NL 12-6, NL 12-9, NL 12-11, NL 12-12.
101 FIASSEUILAD B, 58, B/W 3400, 3 IN.
SCALE REMARS
1.228,000 GILLETTE CANYON TO BElE FEOLiCHE
1.220,000 SPEARFISH, S.D., TO PILCER NDUNTAIN
1.224.000 NECASTLE TO MIDDLE CREEK BuPIE, AIRCRAFT OFF
COURSE DURIIN THIS LINE.
1.224,000 HAY CREEK TO TEXPEE RANGER STATION
M44P NO. NI 13-12.
101 HASSiBLAD B, 58, B/W 3400, 3 IN.
SCALE RlMARKS
1.242,000 CRESBARD S.D., TO RECE, S.D.
1.242,000 GARDEN CITY S.D., TO ORIENT, S.D.
1.242,000 ROCX M, S.b., TO WATEIIWN, S.D.
MCAP NOS. ML 14-8, NL 14-11.
101 IHASSEIBLAD B, 25A, B/W 3400, 3 IN.
SCALE RMARKS
1.226,800 IUNTI MtlRICE TO HEART MOJI'TAIN.
1.220,000 PAT O'HARA PEAK TO WAPITI MOUNTAIN.
1.218,000 SILVER RUN PLATEAU TO E0 GRN PEAK
MAP NO. NK 13-11.
101 HASSF3.LAD E, 25A, H/W 3400, 3 iN.
SCALE RIANEKS
1.220,000 ARIZONA CHEIX TO SHEEP MU..NTAIN.
1.218,000 PASSAGE CR(FX TO HLkUItHHY LMXNTAIN
1.220,000 BIGC OAM: RILD.O' 1D CRIZZL% CREFIX
1.216,800 HUVALD PLATEAU X) MINK CRt:EKX
1.216,000 TWO OCEAN PLATEAU TO UXAKUn' 4tX,'NTAIN
1.220,000 HORSESI"E MXI.NTAIN TO JAY CHR1X.











NR-37-EJ-030-00009 10 AtL 69 030 TUCSON/AJO, ARIZONA 101
ROLL LINE EXI'OSLRE NLHtRS ALT I ThE SCALE
12 1 001 - 023 61,000 MSL 1.244,000
12 a 024 - 041 60,000 HSL 1.120,000
12 3 042 - 059 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
12 4 060 - 076 60,000MSL 1.120,000
12 5 077 - 079 60,000 MSL 1.120 000
MN-37-EJ-185-00010 11 AUG 69 185 WEST, BONANZA AREA, (COIXADO 101
ROIL LINE EDXPOSUE NMJ41FHS ALTI'IUTL SCALE
3 1 001 - 011 53,000 MSL 1.212,000
3 3 012 - 032 54,500 MSL 1.218,000
3 5 033 - 051 53;000 MSL 1.212,000
3 7 052 - 070 53,500 FSL 1.214,000
.3 9 071 - 091 54,000 MSL 1.216,000
3 1 092 - 56,000 MSL 1.224,000
NR-37-EJ-185-00011 12 AUo 69 185 EAST, HONANZA AREA, COLADD 101
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NtMEERS ALTIlUE SCALE
* 11 001 - 023 53,500 MSL 1.214,000
I la 024 - 046 54,000 MSL 1· .216,000
1 13 047 - 049 54,000 MSL 1.216,000
NR-37-6J-167-00032 10 SEP 69 167 LANE MICHIGAN 103
RIOL LINE (XPOS115E M.1NlRS ALTI 'lDE SCALE
I 1 01- 24 59,000 HSL 1.236,000
I 2 25 - 59 59,000 HSL 1.238,000
I 3 60 - 81 59,000 MHL 1.236,000
1 4 - 59,000 MSL 1.236,000
M1-37-?J-168-00033 15 SEP 69 168 PAT'UXNT RIVER, FMARYAND 103
RILL LINE EXPOSU1 E NIHERS ALTITU.L SCALE
2 I I - 16 61,000 MHL 1.244,000
2 a 17 - 31 61,000 HSL 1.244,000
a 3 32 - 45 61,000 HMSL 1.244,000
a 4 46 - 54 61,000 MSL 1.244,000
a 5 55 - 62 61,000 MSL 1.244,000
2 6 63 - 71 61,000 HMSL 1.244,000
2 7 72 - 65 61,000 MSL 1.244,000
2 8 66 - 99 61,000 MSL 1.244,000










SEP 69 176 NEW ENGA)D 103
LINE EXPOB heBl:NRS ALTITtDE SCALE
1 01 - 14 60,000 MSL 1.240,000
a 15 - 29 60,000 HAL 1.240,000
3 30 - 43 60,000 MSL 1.240,000
4 44 - 56 60,000 MSL 1.240,000
5 57 - 61 60,000 MSL 1.240,000
9 - 60,000 MSL 1.240,000
9 62 -' 15 60,000 HSL 1.240,000
7 16 - 66 60,000 MSL 1.240,000
I NSTI.,'NT (,%'ICI.R4TIO(
HASSiBLAD 8, 25-A, B/W 3400, 3 IN.
RIEMARKS
MU'IZlEtA ID LTO XLWtI' 1TUAI N
*,-ful1 10o Si-'TINE'L.
0CATEI RAK*E t'. MJAI1H
VISTA CATALINA TO GRANITE NIUNTAINS
AJO TO 1TSCON
MI'AP NOS. NL 12-11, NI 12-12, NH 12-2, NM 12-3
HASSELIIAD B, 25-A, B/W 2402, 3 IN.
R-M ARKS
MhNFE VISTA, aXaLORA., TO COCbIeTOPA CEt
OtlHIC TO ALtAOSA
CGEAT SAND DXNES NATIONAL MNN 0 TO ASPII
INDEPENINCE 10 R.DWINI
BRADUORD TO EN.AROS
RAZOR CRE3K DE TO I BALDWI N
MAP NOS. NJ 13-1, NJ 13-2, NJ 13-4, NJ 13-5,
NJ 13-7, NJ 13-8.
HASSEI-LAD B, 25-A, 2402, 3 IN.
FE14ARKS
SAN ISABEL TO MINTURN, APPROXIMATILY 30-PERCtT
CLOD OCVIR.
REDCLIFF TO GRl.HRN, APPROXIMATElY 50-PER'tr
aOD COVER.
GOODPASTIRE TO FORENCE, APPROXIMATELY 50-PER-
CEW CLOD OUIER.
MP NOS. NJ 13-1, NJ 13-2, NJ 13-4, NJ 13-5,
NJ 13-7, NJ 13-8.
HASSELHLAD 8, 2402, 47, 3 IN.
RkXV1RKS
ALL MASStI.ILAD S1TP AT F"RAc 14 (VtI:R WItHO
LAKE, MICH., AND )S:ES (Ft:. * 15) AT T1RAvItSE
CIT, MICH.
ALL HASSFI.UaLD STOP AT FRFI'E 64, WEST OF' ST.
JOSEPH AND NERI.Ct ILRAE 65) AT A POINT WFST' OF
MUNTAIUE, MICH.
MAP NOS. NK 16-2, N 16-5.
HASSELL.AOD B, 3401, 5S, 3 IN.
R'4ARKS
FROM SMITH ISLND, ). , TO FlE. AIR, MD. CXLUIDS
AND HAZE ON NORTH END OP LINES 1.
FROM BALTIM1E, MD., 1O PVIIMAC RIVtR AT 4MA./VA.
FR)M POIt'nlC RIVIt TV1 SESTMINIS't1.R, MD).
F SILVER SPRING;, MD, . 10 MID INI CHIX, 'VA.
FR(OM DAfCIEN, VA., TO ROCKVILLe, I).
FROM RLOCVILLE, MD., TO MISES tAUCH, VA.
FWIM POTOI4AC RIVIEN :ISTSOITLAND, VA., TO
WESTIMINISTE, M)D.
RAG4 IALTIMORE, MD., TO IDWAROSVILU:, VA.
1P.M NkOXES SiTRAIT, MD., BEL AIR, M.
MAP NO. NJ 18-4.
HIASSIBAD 8, SO-246, 89B, 3 IN.
REMAHKS
FROMN M'. WILLIAM, N.H., TO CHARLESTON. R.I.
FRO4 NEWPOAT, R.I., TO NA/HESTI R, N.H.
FROM CCOtRNH I LL, N.H., TO ACOXET, R.I.
FRHM MAHAPOISEIT, MASS., TO KITTRY, MAINE.
F1M04 KITERY, MAINE TO (OODS HOLE, MASS., HASS.
57 OVE GL OICESTER, MASS., 58-61 -RIM PLHOU4
TO .IIlER PT.
IROM CAMP EOWARDS, FAST TO CHATHlAM, ON CAPE COD
FROM N'EW EDFJORD, MASS., TO NEW4RK1t.r, N.H.
FR($1 PHILLIPS POND, N.H. TO SAOIUEST PT., R.I.
IM4P NOS. N 19-1, m 19-4.
I-.
IMACGERY DATA FILE - HASSEUULAIU) AII.'I\VUD, C,VIF.'A B
DATE SITE SITE  NAM
ACCESS ION N4IER NO.
NR-37-1-177-00035 25 AtG 69 177 T.hNNESSEE VALLEY
ROLL LINE EXPOSLMCE MNI*ItS ALTI liDE
1 01- 05
I i - 57,000 MSL
i 2 06 - 19 57,000 MSL
I 3 20 - 33 57,000 MSL
1 4 34 - 49 57,000 MSL
1 5 - 57,000 ML
I 6 50 - 60 57,000 MSL
I 61 - 66 57,000 MSL
1 8 67 - 77 57,000 MSL
dl-37-HJ-168-00036 .14 SEP 69 188 NEW YORK BIGHT
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE NR'EtRS ALTI'TInE
2 2 022 - 021 61,000 MSL
2 3 022 - 040 61,000 MSL
a 4 041 - 059 61,000 MSL
2 5 060 - 079 61,000 MSL












 SEP 69 191 WASHTENAW ClJNTY, MICHIGAN
K.LL LINE EXPOSURE NMIERS ALTIlUIE
3 4 01 - 31 59,000 MSL
3 5 32 - 63 59,000 MSL
3 6 64 - 88 59,000 MSL
 SEP 69 168 PAlTIXENT RIVER, MARYLAND
l.L LINE EXPOSIRE LMBERS ALTIU.DE
1 3 I - 59 10,000 MSL
SEP 69 168 PAI-'XET RIVER, MARIIAND
LL LINE EXPOSLRE N4IRS ALTIlDE
5 I - 65 10,000 MSL
3 SEP 69 168 PATtIXT RIVER, MARYLAND
10U.L LINE EXPOE NMU*RS ALTI'TIE
3 1 1 - 53 10,000 MSL
3 5 54 - 84 25,000 MSL
3 SEP 69 168 PATUIR"T RIVER, MARYLAND
3UL LI NE EXPOSULE NU E S ALT I1'LE
4 S 1 - 24 25,000 MSL
4 3 25 - 32 25,000 MSL
4 3 33 - 41 25,000 M1SL
4 3 42- 63 25,000 NSL
MR-37-WJ-174-00042 16 SEP 69 174 WALLOPS ISLA.D,
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE NL3ERS
12 4 02 - 59





NR-37-GJ-IT74-00043 16 SEP 69 174 WALPS ISLAND, VIRGINIA
ROLL LINE P(EXostE S S ALTITUDE
13 2 06 - 21 6,000 MSL




103 FIASSEL1LA4D B, SO-I5O, 150, :1 IN.
SCALE R4)'HKS
TEST/CLEtICKT
1.228,000 FRt(M I*N.'N, S.C., ) GHANl)VIIF.W, 'TENN.
1.228,000 FR(OM HREt:NVIL.IE, TENN., 11) CHt:EH, S.C.
1.228,000 FROI SALUXA RIVER, PO)INSETF HRSEHVOIH, TO
ROIGMV I EI, ,TENN.
1.228,000 FROM WAURHENSt.IRGC, TI:NN., TO PF'I.ZI':R, S.C.
1.228,000 FROt JONES KN(l 'R) COPPER RIU;E, NFA CIR'VIrON.
1.228,000 F"ROM KNOXVIL LE, T'ENN., TO IJlMD FJno., NE:R
MI. CInT, S.C. STOPPt.) Al' CLAIY/IHAN C). I lINE
1.228,000 FROM BIG TUNI CRHEEX, S.C., 1O) OK HILXE, TENN.FIASSE1JILAD T.RNtED ON AT AHRAM.'S RIDE.
1.228,000 FRM CGI'E.STNUI' RIDGE, TENN., 17) SPANIARD lf., S.C
HASSELILAD S'PPPDI) W OF' CHA1LCE LAKE.
MAP NOS. NJ 16-10, NJ 16-11, NI 16-1, NI 16-2.
103 HASSEI.BLAD B, 3401, 47, 3 IN.
SCALE RF4ARKS
1.244,000 FROM NEW LONDO, CONN., TO IASKINO RIHCE, N.J.
1.244,000 FROM PERTH AMHUOY, N.J., '1) LONG ISLAND S(.ND
1.244,000 Fi' FISF'L'RS ISLAND, CtO9N., TO MANNILLF:, N.J.
1.244,000 FROM SMlIHN RIVFR, N.J., TO MONTAL( PT'., L. IS.
1.244,000 FtOM KXTAUK PT'., L.I., TO PYLESVILLE, MD.
MA1P NOS. NK 18-5, NK 18-6, NK 18-8, NK 18-9.
103 HASSELBLAD B, SO-246, 89B, 3 IN.SCALE RItIMRKS
1.236,000 FROM DURAND TO NAPOLEAN. STATIC STREAKS IN
FRAFMS 01-64.
1.236,000 FlCM U.S. 90/80, SWANTON, TO FLINT. STATICSTREAKS IN FRAFES 01-64.
1.236,000 FW4 SWARTZ CREE 1TO CULTON. STATIC STREAKS
IN FRAMES 01-64.
MP NOS. NK 16-6, 16-9, -4, 17- e 17-7.
104 HASSELBLAD B, 2402, 25A, 3 IN.
SCALE REAURKS
1.40,000 BALTIMORE TO POINT LXOUTK, CHESAPEAKE BAY.
14MP NO. NJ 18-4.
104 14ASSELELAD t, 2402, 254, 3 IN.SCALE REIARIKS
1.40,000 SMITH ISLAND 'i KENT ISLAND, CLESAPEAK.E HAI.
MAP NO. NJ 18-4.
104 IASSELBLAD B. 2402, 25A, 3 IN.
SCALE ' RM'RKS
1.40,000 JCTION OF' HWNS 450 AN 3 TO PATIIENT RIVER
NAVAL EASE, PAtI'ENT.
1.100,000 VAN BIWIER- TO C(.OUV POINT, CIESAPEAKE BAY.
MAP NO. NJ 18-4.
104 HASSELBLAD B, 2402, 25A, 3 IN.
SCALE RI144RKS
1.100,000 TIILCI8tXI ISLsAND TO SOr.1 MAR(H ISLAND,
C0'SAPEAK1E BAY.
1.100,000 POINT CI(OKOI' TO COVE POINT, CIESAPEAKE BAY.
1.100,000 COVE POINT AREA.
1.100,000 COVE POINT TO II.SVTIMORE.
MAP NO. NJ 18-4.
104 IHASSELBLAD B, 2402, 25A, 3 IN.
SCALE FRKS
1.24,000 OCEAN CITY TO ASSATEACLE COVE, VA.
i.24,000 ASSATEAGLE COVE TO )TAINCIN ISLAND, VIRGINIA.
1.24,000 PM'0tMK(IN ISLAND TO WALLOPS ISLAND, VIRGINIA.
1.24,000 ASSATEAGUE COVE TO OCEAN CITY., VIRGINIA.
IMAP NOS. NJ 18-5, NJ 16-7, NJ 18-8, II.
IW,-lf' DATA FIL: - H/,SS:ELBIAD) ML'rIlA'BNI), C.'-:HA HB
DATE SITE SITE NAMt: 
ACCESSION FNL-3R 10.
NR-37-G-174-00044 16 SEP 69 174 WALLOPS ISLAND, VIRGINIA
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NUIHtRS ALTITLDE SCALE
14 6 02 - 63 6,000 MSL 1.24,000
14 3 64 - 87 6,000 MSL 1.24,000
N-37-IJ-174-00045 16 SEP 69 174 WALLOPS ISLAND, VIRGINIA
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NlFHt'RS ALT I )DE
15 7 05 - 45 6,000 MSL
IS 7 46 - 91 6,000 MSL
15 4 92 - 119 6.000 'l.
NR-37-HJ-176-00046 14 SEP 69 176 NOFW ENILAND
ROL LINE EXPOSLIE NU.-R.IS ALT I nI.DE
5 3 1 - 48 10,000 MSL
5 3 49 - 66 10,000 MSL
NH-37-'-176-00047 14 SEP 69 176 TNEW IOGLAND
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NlU'BRS ALTI MLE
6 8 I - 45 10,000 MIL
NR-37-1U-188-00048 16 SEP 69 188 NFW YORK HICGIr
ROL LINE EXPOSL RE NELMRERS ALT I TUE
7 4 01 - 54 11,500 MSL
















104 HASSE.ILAD B, 2402, 25A, 3 IN.
ISLE OF WIGHT BAY TO ASSATEAULE COVE, VIRGINIA.
D MITMIK(IN ISLAND TO )CH INCUEAOLE BAY, VIRGINIA.
MAP IOS. NJ 18-5, NJ 18-7, NJ 18-8, 11.
104 HASSEXILAD B, 2402, 25A, 3 IN.
Pk)4ARKS
WAJLUOPS ISLAND, TO ROBINS MARSH, CHNIIOTEAGUE
BAY, VIRGINIA.
ISLE OF' WIGH TO MARTIN BAY, CHINCI'EAGUE BAY,
\1P %(.. % ,1 I--:, I I-- , .,'-.. II.
104 HIASSELHIU) B, Z402, 57, 3 IN.
0 SPHINCIEID), VT., 1TO CnYl)'l'(: I:NTAIN., N.H.
CII)XD CXOVEH CAI:SEI) 'IE HEHN%.
MAP INS. NK 19-1, NK 19-4.
104 HASSELULAD B, 2402, 57, 3 IN.
0 IS1TON BAY TO HOPKINION, MASS., (Nt:R HSIXO ,
MAP NOS. NK 19-1, NK 19-4.
104 HASSELL.AD B, 2402, 478, 3 IN.
EAST ROCKAWAY TO WESTlb.IPTO, N. .
BHRIWDGIAMPTON TO TMAU8K( P)IINT, N..
MAP NOS. N'( 18-5, NK 16-6, NK 1-8, NK 18-9.
N1-37-HJ-188-00049 16 SEP 69 188 NEW YORK BICkr 104 HASSUELLAD B, 2402, 47H, 3 IN.
RILL LINE EXPOSLIRE N4U*S ALTITI)E SCALE RE.ARKS
8 7 01 - 23 12,500 MSL 1.50,000 THREE MILE HARHOR TO (XOTAUt POINT, N.Y.
8 5 24 - 80 12,000 MSL 1.48,000 SHINNIOCK BAY TO LONC REACH, N.j.
MAP NOS. NK 18-5, NK 18-6, N 18-8, NK 18-9.
SM-37-IJ-188-00050 16 SEP 69 188 NEW YORK BIGHT 104 HASSEEIUAD B, 2402, 47B, 3 IN.
YILL LINE EXPOSE Nb1*1RS ALT I7UE SCALE REMAJRKS
9 6 02 - 50 11,500 MSL 1.46,000 t'G BACH TO WESTHAMPNt,, N.Y.
9 9 51 - 68 12,500 IMSL 1.50,000 MONTAUK POINT TO AMAGANSE`Tr, N.V.
MAP NOS. NK 18-, -5, N 18-6, NK 18-8, NK 18-9.
NR-37-HJ-188-00051 15-16 SEP 69 188 NEW YORK BIGHT 104 HASSELBIAD B, 2402, 47H, 3 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE NUlt43RS ALTITIUE SCALE REMARKS
10 3 01 - 27 12,500 MSL 1.50,000 VALLEY STREAM, N.Y. TO MOE+LOIJH BEAlCH, N.J
10 a 28 - 47 12,500 MSL 1.50,000 RED BANKS, N.J. TO VAI.L'Y STREAM, N.Y.
10 1 48 - 69 12,500 MSL 1.50,000 BRG0KLYN, N.Y. TO SANDY HOOK, N.J.
MAP NOS. NK 18-5, NK 18-6, NK 18-8, NE 18-9.
NR-37-1HJ-1@-00052 IS SEP 69 188 NEW YORK RIGHT 104 HASS fIBLAD B, 2402, 47B, 3 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSLUE NUIIERS ALTITLDE SCALE REMARKS
II 8 01 - 13 12,500 MSL 1.50,000 MAP NOS. NK 18-5, NK 18-6, NE 18-8, NE 18-9.
NR-37-C1-201-00053 14 SEP 69 201 MF-.HANICSKI.G, PENNSNI.VLNIA
ROLL LINE W(POSLUE E U M.1411$S ALTIIDE
6 1 46 - 48 20,000 MSL
6 1 49 - 55 8,000 MSL






HASSELILAD B,. 2402, 57, 3 IN.
RIFt\HKS
IMFCHNICSHBLRG NAVAl. Sl:PPI., I:PtI', FL'.hlNICSIRBH,
PA.
MX+ANICSFHI.' NAVAL. SUPPL iEPOM, lttH,;NICSIHkO,
PA.
)ECHANICSBLRC NAVAL. SUPPLY DEPOT,  MU", ICSHI.O,
PA.
MAP NO. NE 10-10.
IMAGEN DATA F11F - KASESFiAiM) Nt.I:l'lIRI), CAIV:ENA H
MIS-
SIN
INS'TINItF'I' C( FI' 11HAT'I 10TN
NH-37-IJ-08L5-00055 02 OT 69 0.5 tAIHEF.CE, KANSAS 106IROLL LINE EXPOSLURE NL*.5 ALTI1IJUE SCALE
4 i 01 - 15 60,O00 MSL 1.486,400
4 2 09 - 26 60,200 MSL 1.481,600
4 3 27 - 42 60,400 MSL 1.483,200
4 4 43 - 60 61,000 MSL 1.488,000
4 5 61 - 76 61,200 MSL 1.489,600
4 6 77 - 93 60,100 MSL 1.480,600
4 7 94 - 99 60,600 MSL 1.488,400
NR-37-- H-175-00056 01 OCT 69 175 HOUSTON AREA, TEXAS 106ROXL LINE EXPOSURE NUM1IERS ALTITUDE SCALE
2 4 63 - 89 60,000 MSL 1.480,000
2 5 90 - 98 60,000 MSL 1.480,000
a 6 99 - 109 60K/3K MSL 1.480K/24K
NN-37-FJ-178-00057 29 SEP 69 178 MILL CREEX, OLKAHCMA 106
* ROLL LI NE EXPOSURE NUI&ZHS ALTIT IDE SCALE
1 2 01 - 05 61,000 MSL 1.468,000
I 1 06 - 13 60,000 MSL 1.486,400
1 3 14 - 22 60,300 MSL 1.482,400
f-, NH-37-FJ-le4-00058 29 SEP 69 14 CHICKl.LA, (Ol'.A I.0
4-- ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NLUtMEHS ALT'I'I.UE: SCUIE
23 - 39 60,800 MSL 1.466,4001 2 40 - 55 59,900 MSL 1.479,200
1 3 56 - 73 60,200 MSL 1.401,600
1 4 74 - 90 59, 00 MSL 1.47,.400
1 5 91 - 107 59,900 MIL 1.479,200
1 6 108 - 118 60,100 MSkL 1.480,P00
NR-37-FJ-996-00059 01 OCl' 69 996 DAIIAS/FORT WORTH, T')XAS ,06
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NLMEH.S ALTI1TDE SCALE
2 I 01 - 12 60,300 MSL 1.462,400
2 2 13 - 24 60,800 MSL 1.486,400
2 3 25 - 37 60,800 MSL 1.466,400
2 4 38 - 50 61,000 MSL 1.488,000
HASSELbLAD H, 15, C(XLO IN .)-1rO, 1.5 IN.
NORTH OF CGRNTFIT 1TO MISSOHI HIVFR. hN1OT (OF
H I CGHLAND
MISSt(RI RIVER NOR1'HEST OF ST'. JOSEPH 11) .tU-TH
OF SAWAT(M3 I.
LA CNGNE NORTH TO SAVANNAH.
THIHRT-T'1EE MILES NORTH OF SMITHVILIE, SOUTH
TO KHlE.
B.TImF. NORTH TO MIYSVIIJ.F.
NOR1HEAST OF CAMEH.ON, S.UIH TO S.tnHEAST OF
RICH HILL.
PIT'TSBI.G, MISSAURI, TO 29 MILES SOUTH OF lt:SA.
MAP NOS. NJ 15-1, NJ 15-4.
HASSELHLAD B, 15, X)LOR IR SO-1l0, 1.5 IN.
REMARKS
MADISONVILLE TO BIRD ISLAND, ThE'N EAS'r TO
GALVESTON.
GALVEST)N TO HI GHWAY 75 NORTTH OF HOX.STON.
SWOTH OF FAY RANCH TO NEW GLULF AND THEN NE TO)
LL I NGION AFB.
'MAP NO. NH 15-7.
I HASSELLAD B, 2A, COLOR SO-36., 3.5 IN.
REMARKS
AREOHRE TO MILL CREEK.
WEST OF WAPANLICKA TO RATLIFF CITY.
FT. SILL TO LAKE ALTUS. MAP SHEI'F NI 14-R.
MAP NO. NI 14-6.
HASS:EI.IAH) H, ?A. tI( .)-.t. t--,. IN.
FAST OF kIk-.XHT T1) IAV.IS.
WEST OF WINEXAtx 1I1 .i.X. I 1 s IFV.
FAST OF COHD.IIJ, 1'X) S'TNI'Ft-iD.
FAST OF Pk HNCF:I.L. TO CL. I NTO\.
:EAST-SE OF CtS XTER CIT' TO SW OF MAID.
TFhCIM:4s1H TOt (.XIO STATION.
MAP NO1. N 14-11, NJ 14-12, NI 14-2, NI 14-3,
NI 14-5, NI 14-6.
HASSELIAD R, 15G, COLOR IR SO-160, 1.5 IN.
FU.R MILES S(InH OF MCKINNEN TO JACKSHSRO.
SLIP DOIN IXll'TAIN TO Roh(.W.A.I..
DALIAS TO MINFR.-,L WEUS.
WEST OF TE'3RELU 1.O HIG VALLES ON IHE lPRAtA)S R.
MAP NO. NI 14-12.
NR-37-FJ-203-00069 14 OCT 69 203 GRANITE CITY, ILLINOIS 111 HASSLBLAD B, 5SB. 8/8 2402. 3 IN.IROLL LINE EXPOLSUE NU'*.t3S ALTITIDE SCALE RUIARKS
lB 1 001 - 019 4,000 MSL 1.16,000 CHAIN OF ROCKS CA1AL, ILLINOIS.
IB 2 020- 036 4,000 MISL 1.16.000 CHAIN OF' ROCKS CANAL, ILLINOIS.lI 3 037 - 047 4,000 MSL 1.16,000 (.'ANITE C11, ILLINOIS.
I 1 046 - ,000 MSL 1.32,000
ID 2 053- 060 6,000 MSL 1.32,000
IB 3 061 - 065 8,000 MSL 1.32,000
lB I 066- 067 20,000 MSL 1.0,000
ID 3 066- 071 20,000 MSL 1.0,000 MAP NO. NJ 15-6.
NR-37-GJ-206-00070 14 OCT 69 208 BRAI*HOO, WISCONSIN Ill HASSELBLAD B, 58B, B/W 2402, 3 IN.R0.L LINE EXPOSuRE Ntf.L3I.S ALTITODE SCALE REMARI(SZB 1 001 - 018 5,000 MSL 1.20,000 D{VIL'S LAKE STATE PARK TO FISH LAKE AREA.28 2 019- 037 5,000 MSL 1.20,000 ROUTE 12 WEST OF BA'LGE ORDINANCE OR(KS TO
~~2B 3 038 -0~ 064 ~ROWLUY CE0.).
ZD8 ~ 3 036  064 5,000 MSL 1.20,000 MAP NO. NK 16-1.
NI-37-GJ-208-00071 15 OCT 69 208 HARAH(1, WISONiSIN ASSEL D , 5, W 2402 3 IN.ROLL LINE EXPOSURE UMBERS ALITUDE IIIHASSELBL.AD B, 5813, B/W 2402, 3 IN.ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE NUL'HES ALTIIIJU SCALE RfARES3D 3 001 - 036 4,000 MSL 1.16,000 ROCK SPRINGS TO WITWEN.3D 2 037 - 074 4,000 MSL 1.16,000 ROUiTE 12 WEST OF AIXDGER ORDINANCE (WORKS TO
RN.EY CREEK.




















OCT 69 208 uARAOO,. WISCOhSIN 111
LIhNE EXPOSLIX N9RS ALT I UE SCALE
1 001 - 041 4,000 HML . 1.16,000
2 042 - 062 4,000 MSL 1.16,000
OCT 69 208 BRANO, W'ISCOSIN 111
LINE EXPOSLRE N.*,RS ALT'I nDE SCALE
3 001 - 025 6,120 MSL 1.24,480
2 026 - 054 6,120 MSL 1.24,480
1 055 - 081 6,120 MSL 1.24,480
OCT 69 208 BARAOO, WISCONSIN 11I
LINE EXPOSURE NUM4ERS ALT ITD SCALE
I 001 - 015 6,120 MSL 1.24,480
I NSTRLrvENT (F.,' I.IATH IO
HASSEUAHLAD 0, 5.Hy, B/8 2402, 3 IN.
DIVIL'S LAKE STATE PARK TO FIS1H LAKE UHEA.
MAP WO. N( 16-i.
tHASS1L.AD B, 5B, 4H/8 2402, 3 Ih.
REMAKS
rAP NO. mK 16-1.
HASSELBLAD B, 58B, B/W 2402, 3 IN.
FRAME COVERAGE IS APPROXIMATELY' BCAUSE OF
OCuBLE EXP(SLUES.
4AP WO. mK 16-1.
NR-37-GH-146-00075 14 OCT 69- 146 ALAFIA AND PEACE RIVERS, FRIDA 112 HASSEILAD B, 15G, CLOR R 50-180. 3 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSRE NUBERS ALTI1'UE SCALE RIARKS
28 I 001 0017 61,000 ISL 1.244,000
28 2 008 - 016 61,000 MSL 1.244,000
2B 3 - 017 - 026 61,000 MSL 1.244,000 FRI LAKE SARASOrA TO 11 DhEULON.
28 4 027 - 037 62,000 MSL 1.248,000 FR WITHLACCOCEE RIVER TO GULF OF M4XICO.
28 5 038 - 049 62,000 SL 1.248,000 FNCM LIT1LE PINE ISLAND TO IFiELL'VIE8.
28 6 050 - 064 .. 62,000 L 1.248,000 FRIM LAKE GRIFVIN TO GLIYF OF MEICO.
28 I 065 - 078 62,000 MSL 1.248,000 FROM BIG CIPRESS S8AMP TO BRLK LAKE.
28 8 079 - 094 62,000 MHL 1.248,000 FR ., LAKE IRACY TO GCLY OF MIXICO.
28 9 095- 104 62,000 ! SL 1.248,000 FRO PALOALE TO JAMESTOMN.
MP NOS. WI 17-1, Wh 17-2, hG 17-1,4.
NR-37-GHl147-00076 14 OCT 69 147 LAKESITAMPA, FtRIDA 112 HASS-LmAD B, 15G. WLOR IR SO-180, 3 IN.
ROLL LINe EXPOSURE NMEIRS ALTITID SCALE REIARKS
2B 1 001 - 007 61,000 MSL 1.244,000 FROM4 MLET KEYS TO WACCASASSA BAY.
2B 2 008 - 016 61,000 NSL 1.244,000 FROM HOSASSA ISLANDS TO GL1F OF MEXICO.
2B 3 01 - 026 61,000 MSL 1.244,000 FROM LAKE SARASOrA TO IDUNN.LOh.
2B 4 027 - 03 62,000oooMSL 1.248,000
28 5 03 - 049 62,000 HSL 1.248,000
2B 6 050 - 064 62,000 MSL 1.248.000
28 7 065 - 078 62.000 HSL 1.248,000
28 8 079 094 62.000 FtL 1.248,000
2B .9 095 - 104 62,000 MSL 1.248,000 M4P )O. mH 10-10.
MR-37-QH-163-00077 13 OCT 69 163 BISCAYIE IAY, IFu)IIDA 112 HASS.1EPAD B, HIW 3400, 25A, 1.5 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPDURE UIVH6S ALTI'nDE SCALE RF24"KS
18 3 026 - 045 61,500 MSL 1.492,000 ROCK HAIROR TO PAL BHFAC, FA.
IB 4 046 - 063 61,500 FL 1.492,000 :EST PAIM HEACH TO M3-1.HXNE, FLA.
1B EXTRA 064 - 075 61,500 MSL 1.492,000 CAPE KN8DY TOID ATLANTIC OCEAN.
MAP OS. Wi 17-2, Wo 17-5, K; 17-8, Nh 17-II.
MR-3T-1-164-00078 15 OCT 69 i64 BOCA RATU/FE GLADE, FLORIDA 112 HASSELAAD B, 15G, CO3 IR h.lO-It0 , 3 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NtHRS ALTIRE. SCALE REMARKS
3B 16 001 - 003 60,700 MSL 1.242,800
3B 9 004 - 012 60,400 KSL 1.241,600
3B 10 013 - 030 61,000 MSL 1.244,000 CHRISTMAS TO IW1RAUll4ON
38 11 031 - 047 61,600 MSL 1.246,400 MATECL4IE KON T TI TUlSVILLE
38 12 048 - 064 61,500 MSL 1.246,000 MIRrITTS ISLAND TO INDLEth KE'.
3B 13 065 - 077 60,500 MSL 1.242,000 KEY LARGTO MELROINE HEACH.
38 14 070 - 088 60.300 MSL 1.241,200 FORT PIERCE TO KE LARGO.
38 15 089 -096 61,000 MSL 1.244,000 ELLIOTT KEl TO H(H: SObND
MAP NO. NG 17-5
Mh-37-O-165-00079 15 OCT 69 165 DESRET/ST. MARKS, FLORIDA 112 HASSELIBAD 8, 150, COR IR S0-180, 3 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NUIEJBRS ALTITILE SCALE RE0AW(S
3B 1 001 - 003 60,700 MSL 1.242,800 MARQLE.SAS KEYS TO PACeT KEY.
38 9 004 - 012 60,400 MSL 1.241,600 CAPE SABLE TO BRIGHltIN INDIAN RES.
38 10 .013 - 030 61,000 MSL 1.244.000 CHRIfiMAS TOD MIlATON
38 11 031 - 047 61,600 MSL 1.246,400 MATHULE KEY TO TITiSVILLE
38 12 048 - 064 61,500 MSL 1.246,000 MERRITTS ISLAND TO WINDLEY KEY.
38 13 065 - 077 60,500 KIL 1.242,000
3B 14 078 - 088 60,300 MSL 1.241,200




II4itGER DATA FIIJE - t'SFIHI.AI)t I.T ITIHAI), ({A0:J H
DATE SITE SITE NA*: MIS- INSTIWN:hT tX"I';ItHR'I(P
ACCESSION NLM4* NO. SION
MR-37-GH-164-00080 16 OCT 69 164 BOCA RATON/BELJE GLADE, FlIDRIDA 112 HASSELBLAD B, ISO, COLOR IR SO-180, 3 IN.ROLL LINE EXPOSIUE NUllBMES ALTITUDE SCALE R)4ARKS
4A 12 001 - 003 62,000 MSL 1.248,000 SHORT LINE COVERINt BELLE GLADE.4A 12 004 - 021 62,000 MSL 1.248,000 MAT~ECLME KAY TO MFJRI'rS ISLAND.4A 13 022- 039 62.000 MSL 1.248,000 CANAVERAL PENNINSl.A TO PLANTATION KMY.4A 14 040- 051 62,000 MSL 1.248,000 ELLIOTT KEY TO VElO :ACH.
MELBHOURE, IIA. VERY POOR IMAGERY.
MAP NO. NG 17-5
Nt-37-G-165-00081 16 OCT 69 165 DESt/REf/ST. MARKS, FLORIDA 112 HASSEULBLAD , 150, COLOR IR S0-180, 3 IN.ROLL LINE EXPOSLItE NUht4RS ALTIITiDE SCALE REMAKS
4A 12 001 - 003 62,000 MSL 1.248,000 SHORT LINE C(VERIN(] BELLE GLADE.
4A 12 004 - 021 62,000 MSL 1.248,000 MATWtHE KAY TO FtRRITTS ISLAND.
4A . 13 022 - 039 62,000 MSL 1.248,000
4A- 14 040 - 0SI Z. .litO) '*SI. I. 4,0l) .I F l.. IF I M
mW ,t),.I. NH It-b, hit 17-4, :fl 17-Il. %(; 17-e.
NR-37-t;H-169-00082 13 OCT 69 169 l1R1ID4 KEYS IIZ
RUI. LINE EXPOSCRE NUWhl*-S ALTI'UE SCALE
lB I 001 - 006 62,200 .SL 1.497,600
19 2 007 - 05Z 61,500 MSL 1.492,000
NR-37-0000-0-00083 16 OCT 69 000 LAKE PONTCHARTRAIN AND NEM UJ.F!AS I11
RtLL LINE EXPOSURE NtUIS ALTITILM SCALE
48 EXTRA 052 - 059 62,000 MSL 1.248,000
1R-37-00-000-00084 16 OCT 69 000 GALVESTON, TEXAS 112
OILL LINE EXPOSUIRE NMLIHIRS ALTITUDE SCALE
4H EXTRA 060 - 065 60,000 MSL 1.240,000
N1R-37-41-044-00105 07 OCT 69 044 PLRlJE, INDIANA 112
ROLL. LINE EXPOSULE NLmERS ALT I'DE SCALE
I 1 001 - 014 58,700 SL. 1.469,600
1 2 015 - 027 58,700 MSL 1.469,600
1 3 028 - 041 59,000 MSL 1.472,000
1 4 042 - 053 59,000 HSL 1.472,000
1 5 054 - 066 58,000 MSL 1.464,000
1 067 - 078 59,000 MSL 1.472,000
1 7 079 - 091 58.800 MSL 1.470,400
I 8 092 - 103 58,700 MSL 1.469,600
NR--37-CH-163-00085 19 NOV 69 163 BISCAYNE BAY, FURIDA 114
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE Nk4*RS ALTITDUE SCALE
3 27 40 - 48 12,600 MSL 1.50,400
NR-37IGH-169-00086 19 NOV 69 169 FIcRIA KEYS 114
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE NU4IRS ALTI. UIE SCALE
I I I - 72 12,600 MSL 1.50,400
Nh-37-(iH-169-00087 19 . NO 69 169 -lI II. kEIY.'S
ROLL LINE EXPVLESI': hI4': H
2 1 2 - 15







HASS.I. ,AD B i, 5A H/W 3400, 1.5 IN.
R141'I1KS
19) TflHl tUi4. F1 IO 11.
I9;Lk+AS tEYS .1TAVERS I 'H, FUl HIDA
MAP NOS. NG 17-8, NI 17-11.
HASSE1U3LAD B, 15, COLUR IR SO-l.-0, 3 IN.
IFRANKl.INTON, IA. TO LAKF: SALVUXIR
MAP 1SS. NH 15-6, NH 15-9.
'IASSELLAD B, ISO, COLOR IR .S-10, 3 IN.
R6HARKS
ROLIVAR PENINSULA TO GALVESTON ISLAND.
tAP P0. NWt 15-7.
HASSELBLAD B, G-15, COIXR IR SO-180, 1.5 IN.
R'A4RKS
INDIANAPOLIS TO SPRINGFIELD, IU I.IIS.
ATHIENS, II.INOIS 1. F`tHIVILLE, INDIANA.
CIC.EKO, INDIANA TO PIETF:RSHBI, ILLIN IS.
LMASO CITY, ILLINOIS TO TIPIUN, INDIANA.
K(1tU?.l, INDIAN'A TO MI*NITlO, ILLINOIS.
PFKEIN, ILLINOIS 1O AREA NOHI11 OFI KOUMI)J.
PERU, INDIANA TO PXlHIA, ILIN.II)S.
CHILLICOHE, ILLINOIS TO vNON, INDIANA.
M.P NO. NW 16-11.
HASSEBLMAD B, 58B, B/W 2402., 3 IN.
Rft4ARKS
PUWKIN KEY, CARD SOUND TO CONVON POINT, BISCAYNE
BAY. COVRAGE OVER TURKEY POINT POW'*F PLAhT.
MAP ND. NG 17-8
HASSELHLAD B. 58H, B/W 2402, 3 IN.
RMARKS
OCEAN REEF, KEY LARGO TO FLAT DW'R KEY. BREAK
IN FLIGHT LINE TO CHANCE M/B F'IJM.
MAP NOS. NG 17-8, NG 17-11.
H.iASSF:lUl) H, :-H,. H/* 2402, 1 IN.
11[t IU:E.' KEI 1it HlCA CtHICA CHANNL. SI(NE
CIIA1EM.
EASI'.}tH% S*tK .S8)tI, '1. 1O .'ItSl'  ( 1H .s1' (lI
AILIGAFtti. HEEI.* .Ll(l' AIA)NI 'Ir E .II'l' H SIDE
IMAP NOS. I 17i?-r, Ni 17-I1.
fA






I NST'RLI.:NT C( 'FlIRAl I Ol
N1-37-CH-169-00088 19 MN 69 169 P9ICIA KF.IS
ROLL LINE EXIOkil.E -NI3-9L'4
3 2 2- 39
ALT I1TE SCALE
12,600 MSL 1.50,400
hR-37-P-171-00089 01 OEC 69 171 SABINE LAKE ESTUARY, TEX/LA.
ROLL LINE EOPOU.RE N14IES ALTIUWE . SCALE
IB 3 001 - 008 7,000 MSL 1.56,000
lB 4 009 - 014 7,000 MSL 1.56,000
lB 5 015 - 030 7,000 MSL 1.56,000
Il 22 031 - 039 7,000 MSL 1.56,000
IB I1 040 - 069 7,000 MSL 1.56,000
NH-371-1-171-00090 01 OEC 69 171 SArINE LAKE ESTjARY, TE(./LA.
ROLxL LINE ENPOSLRE P4.HBRS ALTITl'l SCALE
28 21 004 - 017 7,000 MSL 1.56,000
28 6 018 - 026 71,000 MIL 1.56,000
28 22 027 - 033 7,000 MSL 1.56,000
tA-37-Pi-l1-00091. 02 DEC 69 111 SABINE LAKE ESTUARY, TEX/LA.
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NULMERS ALTITEI SCALE
48 11 001 - 023 7,000 MSL 1.56,000
48 4 024 - 031
48 3 032 - 039
48 5 040 - 055





NR-37-FH-171-00092 02 OFC 69 171 SABINE LAKE FSl4iARI, TFi./LA.
RILL LINE EXPOSUiRE M.tiS5 ALTIUTL SCALE
58 6 002 - 013 7,000 MSL 1.56,000
58 21 014 - 020 7,000 MSL 1.56,000
NR-37-FH-175-00093 04 OEC 69 175 HOUSTON, TEXAS AREA I
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE hU4ERS ALTIWtE SCALE
i7 13 001 - 071 3,7000 MSL 1.29,600
NR-37-FH-175-00094 04 OEC 69 175 HOUISTON, TEXAS AREA I
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NPERS ALT ITUDE SCALE
88 13 002 - 006 3,700 MSL 1.16,132
68 13 007 - 029 3,700 MSL 1.16,132
s8 11 030 - 052 3,700 MSL 1.16,132
88 12 053 - 067 3,700 MSL 1.16,132
NR-37-HI-175-00095 04 DEC 69 175 HOUSTON, TEXAS AREA
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE 14.ERS1 ALTITUE SCALE
98 7 001 - 046 3,700 ML 1.29,600
FR-37-PF-202-00096 01 DEC 69 202 POINT C M4FORT, EXAS
ILL LINE ENPOSUlE t1ER ALT ITU[E SCALE
38 2 002 - 004 20,000 1.160,000
3B 1 005 - 010 8,000 1.64,000
338 3 011 - 015 8,000 1.64,000
114 'HASSELRLAD BH 58, H/w 2402, .1 IN.
O SOU'E.ST OF ALl.ICATI REEF t. IGHT ID NORTHEAST
OF CARSIFURT REEF LIGkCL;SE.
mlP NOS. NG 17-, NO 17-11.
115 HASSELHLAD 8, 58B, B/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
REIARKS
0 NE T HBEAUMONT, SE TO NECHES RIVER.
0 ROSE CITY OIL FIELD, SCfIH 10 NECHES RIVER.
0 U.S. 87 EAST TO SABINE LAKE ALONI NECHES RIVER.
0 SABINE lAKE TO BLACK BAYUW.
0 TANK FARM IN PORT ARTHLR, SE TO TEXAS POINT TO
VICINITY OF LIGHT.
MP NOS. SH 15-4, NH 15-5, H 15-8
115 HASSELBLAD B, 58B, B/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
R74A4RKS
0 SABINE LAKE, NE SABINE RIVER TO PHOENIX
LAKE OIL FIELD.
0 MAP NMS. NH 15-4, NH 15-5, NH 15-8
115 HASSELILAD B, 58A, B/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
RPOARKS
O HASSELRBAD B BADLY MUTILATID. TANK FARM
IN PORT ARTHUR SE TO TEXAS POINT TO VICINITY
OF LIGOT.
0 ROSE CITY OIL FIELD SOUTH TO NECIES RIVER
0 . NE TO BFAIMONT, SE TO SABINE LAKE ALONG NECHFS RI
O U.S. 87 EAST TO SABINE LAKE ALONG NECHES R.
0 SABINE LAKE TO BLACK BAYOU.
FAP NOS. NH 15-5, NH 15-8.
115 HASS[I'I.AD , 55A, H/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
ORA.cE, TEXAS.
SABINE LAKE NE UP SABINE RIVER TO) PHO-:.IX
LAKE OIL FIEUD.
FMP NOS. NH 15-5, mN 15-8
115 IIASSELLAD B, 58H, H/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
ReMARKS
WEST HOLST1ON TO MCUTH OF HL:FF4ALO) BAVOU.
MAP HN. NJ 11-8
115 HASSELBLAD 0, 58B, B/W 2402, 2.75 iN.
WEST LAKE AREA.
WEST LAKE AREA TO HXG ISLAND.
BACLIFF TO LA RIMQE.
GALVESTON BAY WEST TO VEST END OF CLEAR LAKE.
MAP WO. NW 11-8
115 HASSELHAD 0, 580, B/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
REMARKS
UNIVERSITY OF FHIUSTON 7T FUSTON INTER-
CONTI NENTAL.
P4 NO. NJ 11-8
115 IASSEHIAD B, 588, B/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
REIMARKS
O MUD POINT TO REFINERY AT POINT CYOR1HT.
COX BAY NRTH TO MOL'H OF LAVACA RIVER.
HEAVY CLOUD GCER LAST 3 FRAMES AND FIRST F1RAME
INRTIN OF RT. 35 CAUSEWAY, SOUTH ACROSS MITXHELL
PT., TO AREA NW OF RHODES PT.
MP NO. NH 14-12
H






I hST l,.: 'T F I t.ARVI' I O
NN-37-FH-202-00097 04 DIW 69 202 POINT COU0'RT, TEXAS 115 HASSEL.AD B, 58A, B/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
ROIL LINE bXPOSURE NI~HI\S ALT IIDE SCALE REVARKS
eB 2 023 - 035 4,000 M4SL 1.32,000 MUD POINT TO POINT C(w rIFT.
6B I 036 - 044 4,000 MSL 1.32,000 COX BAY TO LAVACA RIVIF.
se 3 045 - 051 4 000 MSL 1.32,000 CAUSEWAY TO 1HODES POINT.
6s 1 052 - 056 8,000 MSL 1.64,000 CX BAY TO LAVACA RlvEu.
6B 3 057 - 062 8,000 MSL 1.64,000 CAUSEWAY TO RHKES POINT.
s6 2 063 - 066 20,000 MSL 1.160,000 mD POINT TO POINT Ct4URT.MAP NO. NH 14-12
%R-37-FJ-205-00098 02 DEC 69 20zos HAT R(ltGE, ILXISIASA 115 HASSLH.IAD HrH1, , H 2402, 1.5 1N.FLL. LINE EX POSURE NSh*tli' AlI tU IL, SCALF R"'4HKS
6e 1 002 - 004 20,000 MSL I . IbO,000
68 1 005 - 011 8,000 MSL 1.64,000 JLUN7'ION (F U.S. 190 \ND ILINhOIS CE5"TRAL
RAILNOAD EAST )'0 L.I.lA HtAI(X1.
6s 1 012 - 022 4,000 MSL 1.32,000 LIVELY BA(OU %5ST TI) JL1'. Ut U.S. 90 AND
IU.INOIS CENIRAL RAII(O)AD.
K3AP 11. Ni 15-6
hR-37-EJ-029-00099 06 DEC 69 029 PHOINIX, ARIZONA 116 HASSELSLAD 8, 25, 8/W 3400, 1.5 IN.
ROLL LINlhE XPOSUE  NVETIlRS ALT ITUE SCALE R1.NARNKS
IB I 23 - 30 60,000 MSL 1.480,000
IB 2 31 - 40 60,000 MSL 1.480,000 P NOS. NI 12-7, Nl 12-8.
WR-37-EJ-210-00100 06 DC 69 210 IMPp EIAL V~AlE ', CALIFORNIA 116 HASSEIILAD B. 25, H/W 3400. 1.5 IN.
I.L LINE EXPOSLURE NLW*J1S ALTITUDE SCALE RARKS
IB I I - 6 60,00 MSL 1.486,400 EL CENTRO
lB 2 7 - 12 60,800 MSL 1.486,400 BRA.LEY
lB 3 13 - 11 60,800 MSL 1.486,400 WESTfU'ELAND
IB 2 18 - 22 60.e00 MSL 1.486,400 EL CEiiTO
MAP NOS. NI 11-12, NI 11-9, NI II-II
Wi~-37-PJ-212-00101 080. DEC 69 212 MARATHON, TEXAS 116 HASSEBLAAD B, 2E. COLOR 50-278, 1.5 IN.
ROLL LINE ,XPOSRUE N4IRS ALT I rTLDE SCALE REA.KS
I I I - 32 59,100 MSL 1.472,800 DEVILS RIVER TO WY. 67.
1 2 33 - 61 59,100 MSL 1.472,800 MARFA (S(.UJH) TO DKVILS RIVER.
1 3 62 - 94 59,100 MSL 1.472,800 HWY. 163 TO MARFA (NORTH).
I 4 95 - 102 59,100 MSL 1.472,800 HASS. 2 SHORT PHOTO 0VERAGE. MCDONALDOBSERVATORY TO OZONA (SOUM).
MAP NOS. NH 13-3, NH 14-1, NH 13-2, NH 13-5,
4 13-6, NH 14-4, NH 14-7, NH 13-9, NH 13-8.
hR-37-EJ-220-00102 06 DEC 69 220 FORT HIIACHUCA, ARIZONA 116 HASSELBLAD B, 25, 8/W 3400, 1.5 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE R.IERS ALTITDlE SCALE REMARKS
lB 1 41 - 4 6 56,000 MSL
lB I 47 - 53 39,500 MSL
NF1-37-EJ-029-00103 13 JAN 70 029 PIHOENIX, ARIZONA
ROLL LINE EXPOSLt.E NEIRS ALTI'TUDE
lB I 20 - 30 59,000 MSL
lB 2 31 - 43 59,700 MSL
lB 3 44 - 54 59,800 MSL
lB 4 55- 68 59,500 MSL
lB 5 69 - 79 59,500 MSL
NH-37-l;J-210-00104 13 JAN 70 210 IMPERIAI. V,UJl., CAI.IFIIH IA
ROtL LINE EXICJSULR hNIH~ S AT.T'1TDE1
IB I 01 - 05 60,500 bSL
lB 2 06 - 10 61,000 MsL
lB 3 II - 16 61,000 PL
lB 4 17- 19 61,000 MSL
Rt-37-FJ-029-00106 06 FEB 70 029 PHOFNIX, ARIZ7NA
ROLL LINE EXPOSLR.E M.H4tRS ALTI17TE
14 3 001 - 021 59,800 MIL
14 5 022 - 038 59,500 iSL
14 7 039 - 054 59,500 KSL
14 8 055 - 068 59,500 fISL
14 6 069 - 087 59,500 m*SL
























MAP NO. NH 12-2.
HASSEIBRAD 8, 25A, B/W 3400, 1.5 IN.
REIARK(S
HUCKEYE HILLS TO RIT1ENHOUSE AFB.
WILLIAMS AF' T7 DIXIE HASSAYAMPA, ARIZONA.
BUCKlEYE, ARIZONA, TO SUPERSTITION Mr.
SUGUARA LAKE, ARIZONA, TO TO()PAH, ARIZONA.
WHITE' TANK MTS., T'' MAZATZ4L MfS.
HISS1.EL.HI, H, 2;A, H/W 3400, I.C I1.
Nfl.'0HKS
AIAW) I.1H)H CNIP 1)'0 tl1A IM-:'s:HT.
FI11L. ARIA CANAh. 1'0 HKWtIVILt. : Al.XIIIAH.
SAhND HILS (i.S. NAVAL IMPA'I' H&51E 'It U.S.
NAVAL ,,NNERY¥ RAN\E().
ITiWMIlA\O 10D NWAVAL RESt:RVFE (C()OWC:I.LA CANAL).
M4P NIS. hl 11-9, NI I1-11, hi 11-12
HWSSELBIAD B, 12 * 80H, COIlR IN SO-l0, 4.721N.
DF:SI':T C.UD ILI;: TXO HIWCKhFtE.
LIICHFIIEID pARK 1TO) CG(Lj)IIEID.
WEST 1' O SAtW ARI LAKE '10 WHITE TANK tM.NTAIN.
S.RPRISE TO MNOR1TH I' SARHL4RD LAKE.
GRCANITE REE DVF1 1O 8HI1TE 1'ANK tO.TAIN.
1*R1T Rl;N, NOt.) NR.I AW.fIR LINE 4. AVONDALE
TO IhO KI 1G R RANCH.
IAP NOS. NI 12-7, NI 12-8
I






NR-37-1J-029-00107 08 FEB 70 029 PHOENIX, ARI7ONA 120
R(LL LINE EXPOSURE 14RS ALTITUBE SCALE
23 1 018 - 028 59,200 MSL 1.473,600
23 2 029 - 040 59,400 MSL 1.475,200
23 3 041 051 59,000 MSL 1.472,000
23 4 052- 063 58,500 MSL 1.468,000
23 s 064 - 075 59,000 MSL 1.472,000
INq-37-FJ-194-00108 09 FEB 70 194 DENVER, COLRAO 120
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NLXHIBRS ALTITU)E SCALE
32 1 oo - 015 45,200 MSL 1.180,800
32 2 016 - 027 55,200 MSL 1.220,800
32 3 028 - 038 55,500 ML 1.222,000
32 4 039 - 048 55,500 MSL 1.222,000
32 8 049- 066 52,400 MSL 1.209,600
32 6 067- 085 55,000 MSL 1.220,000
32 8 086 - 090 56,000 MSL 1.224,000
I NSTRHLl:NT C"NFIUGLHAT ION
HASSEUBLAD B, Z5A, B/W 3400, 1.5 IN.
REMARKS
GILLESPIE DAM TO WEST OF FLORENCE JbCTION.
WILLI&A S AFlI TO *EST OF B1LCKEE.
I. **E'YE AIR STRIP TO SUPERSTI1'ION St(flXTAINS.
UL.'NT MCDOIe.I.L TO *iTNOPAp DESERT.
BEUOIT MOUNTAINS TO RO(SEVELT RESE3VOIR.
MAP NS. NI 12-7, NI 12-8
tHASSELBLAD B, 58, B/W 2402, 3 IN.
REMARKS
KITIY cULCH TO PINE JLNCTION.
KITTRFDE TO COAL CREW.
BL1EY AIRPORT TO CENTENNIAL CONE.
WADSWORTH AVENIhJE TO B.EAR GULH.
BARR LAKE TO MOFeFAT TNNEL.
CABIN CREEK TO BO(T LAKE.
SAW'TH M8OrNTAIN TO FORT MORGAN. END ROLL 32.
MAP NO. NK 13-11
1F:H 70 210 IMPfHIOI. ¥AIJt.. C.UIHhNIA
LINE t tPt)Stl.t: 'Nk4S AI.1 'IIF:
I 001 - 004 b0.o00 HL
2 005 - 009 60,600 msL
3 010 - 013 60,600 MSL






PR-37-EJ-000-00110 08 FEB 70 000 E. AHI.INA TO AtJRljUIJE.,N.M.
1LL LINE EXPIELSE KNI-S ALTI'liUE: CAIE
23 6 076 - 124 57K/20K MSL 1.456K/I
ABaU3RAGoUE, NEW ftXII(.
NR-374-J-18-00111 20 FEB 70 10 NOFW ORHK BIGHT
ROILL LINE EXPFOSLE: Nti' S ALTITLDI: SCAlE
11 7 001 - 021 9,400 MSL 1.37,600
II 8 022 - 036 9,400 MSL 1.37,600
I1 9 037 - 065 9,400 MSL 1.37,600
11 5 066 - 108 12,500 MSL 1.50,000
NA-37-J1-188-00112 20 FEB 70 1I8 NW (.OR9K RIGHC'
6aLL LINE EXPOSGLE NUL*I.RS ALTITUDE SCALE
17 6 001 - 041 9,400 HMSL 1.37,600
17 4 042 - 084 12,500 HMSL 1.50,000
17 8 085 - 094 24,000 MSL 1.96,000
hR-37-I-188-00113 20 FEB 70 168 NEW YORK BIGHT
ROUL LINE EXPOSLiE N-t61BRS
25 1 004 - 020
25 2 021 - 039





MR-37-LU-188-00114 21 FEB 70 188 NEW YORK BIGHT
ROILL LINE EXPOS(fRE hNHERS ALTITUle SCALE
33 1 001 - 016 12,000 MSL 1.48,000
33 2 017 - 038 12,000 HSL 1.48,000
33 3 039 - 064 12,000 MSL 1.48,000
120 ASSilIJUl) H, 25A, IIlb 1400, I.5 1%.
00 PJAST T1 Y'E.T, (Xti-H O(C .l. CE'I'HO, Cml .It"I'l.
00 E:ST 11) Arl', NI'I1H OF El. CF'NI'HO, C.U.IHi\IA.
00 FST 1X) BFs-r, IIxH OCE HHAvIE.
00 B.SI,]IE:lAN).
PF4P FOS. NI 11-9, NI Il-11, hi 11-12
120 tASS'1111A H, ZSA, H/W 3400, 1.5 IN.
REM. RKS
:60K SO.(TtM:I'ST OFW SH*O4 t1, ARIZA(hA, TO
MAP SOS. NIhl 12-5, NI 12-6, hi 13-4
121 HASSELFJIAD B, 4711, R/W 2402, 3 IN.
RE'A4r*KS
O W.S.W. OF' BUCK ISLAD TO 1HE SPRINGS.
FAST FtAMPTON EASTERLY TiO ONTAI( POINT.
o SObUTH ( BLOCK ISLAND ALOG XASTLINE TO
EAST .4MPTR).
QUI0LE w.S.W. ALIEG COASTLINE TO LIDO BRECH.
MAP -OS. NK 18-5, NW 18-6, NWK 18-, Nh 1l-9
121 IIASS .BLAD B, 471, B/W 2402, 3 IN.
BelE HAEIOR E. N.E AIh)G COAST TO ,s(UDnH OFC
UDO.UE.O WEST TIANA BAY W.S.W. TO FRE:EPORT.
O EAST HAMPTON E.N.E. TO MONTAL6K POINT.
MAP NOS. NE 18-5, NK 18-6, NK 18-8, NE 18-9
121 HASSELLAD B, 47B, B/W 2402, 3 IN.
RIOARKS
AQUEDUCT RACE TRACK S.w. TO FORT HANCOCK.
O FAIR HAVEN TO JAMAICA RACE TRACK.
0 GARDEN CITY TO LONG BRAiCH. FRA*S 65-72
MISFIRED.
MAP NOS. NK 1-5, NE 18-6, NK 18-8, NK 18-9
121 HASSEL.BAD B, 47B, B/W 2402, 3 IN.
O AOUEDUCT RACE TRACK TO RED BANK, NEW JERSEY.
FORT MONMOUTH, NEW JERSEY TO JAMAICA RACE TRACK.
0 VALLEY STREAM, NEW YORK TO DEAL, NEW JERSEY.







AFCC.'i 10N N/l3 FATE' SITEWO.
91-37-J-215-L00115 20 F11H 70 215 Itir: IIAN\) .XU I), WV N9iH,
W0U. .lNE F.Sl1E NIk.1*HS AU.11.111,34 1 001 - 069 11,500 M'L.
4 IA 070 - 104 10,500 MNL
NR-37-CH-163-0011 6 09 MAR 70 163 FHAH4t, H\NkS, lt11H)4ROLL LINE EXPOSM.E 111-1N ALXI' 11k;1
4 36 05 - 20 12.0001 DL4 28 21 31 12,000 MSL4 29 32 - 43 12,000 MSL
4 30 44 - 58 12,000 MSL
4 31 59- 71 12,000 MSL
4 32 7Z - 88 12,000 MSL
121 HI-IASIU M) H, 471H, H/I 24)1, A \1.
I .4b, 000 I',lNt '*1l11 k] I: tII l;I-' I" I.. CT'" Al I(4; \(H'I'H
.5HF': OF- tm]u; ISi,A)1 1) '14 t1I'I'': i4,I), IU .IH.1.42,000 FH(M 4'HI' Si l. 
FM,,tSF: 10 Tn) 107 W-:HF: (E:H11 A VI+':H.
1 UP 0H, . Nhk I-9, %K le-9, Nh I-Il1, 1% I"-2
C 122 ASSEItAU) H, 47H, H'/ 2402, 3 IN.SC Al.RERK
1.4,()000 uCtN!J. HIIX;E II) FO I.A,).1.4-.000 I I. 1M A k M'1 CAVLT McH,,4t)H'I RF'F.F'. tt
1.4,,000 ICOM COAST (*' " I-I HIT, 1l OCEA. AFR-I :EA :S;1 O'M.I4tH0 K0E L[ARO.
1.48,000 FROM CIXMST W01' FU)HI) Tl O OCEAN AREA4 W 0F'
INOFMh104 kvl LARWe.
1.48,000 1FTW(9IM OA'ST OF' FUI-XID l1 (xCEAN ARFA WEST OF'
1.48,000 PFR(M (X)AST OF' FUIJHID TO OCFI , AR'tFA *t:.ST OF'MIT'H3'iN KEk LACO.
MAP NO. NK 17-H
NR-37-G1H-163-00117 09 MAR 70 163 H. AK R SAKS, FI.C)IDA 122 HASSELBLAD B, 47H, B/W 2402, 3 IN.ROLL LINE EPOUSCLE Nl,4-1 S ALTITLDE SCALE REMAKS10 33 03 - 14 12,000 ,SL 1.48,000 IF1M COAST O1' F111RI TO OC(F-N AREA WESlt OFNORIVR31N KEY IARGO.
10 34 5I - 27 12,000 SL 1.48.000 F, N COAST (O' PI"RIDA TO OCEAN AREA VES'T Op'
10 35 28 - 39 12,000 MSL 1.48,000 F (%AST OF' FU)RIDA TO OCEAN AREA WEST OF'
ORTHERN KEY LARGCO
MAP NO. IG 17-8
R-37-(H4-163-00118 09 MAR 70 163 BAHWAMA BANKS, FLURIDA 122 HASSELBLAD B, 478, B/W 2402, 3 IN.ROLL LINE E1(POSLIRE Nt:UIERS ALTITIDE SCALE REMARKS27 37 14 - Z2 22,000 FSL 1.88,000 F1UM SHOAL POINT TO OCEAN REEF.2T 38 23 - 35 22,000 MSL 1.88,000 FRL SE OF' OCEAN iREEF' TO SOU'IH MIAMI.MAPP HO. NO 17-8
N1-37-GH-169-00119 09 MAR 70 169 FUP3ID KEYS 122 HASSELBLAD 8, 478, B/W 2402, 3 IN.ROtL LINE EXPOSURE NU'1XS ALT I TUIE SCALE RMIURKS15 1 03 - 87 12,000 MSL 1.48,000 FRO'M CRIStSIMAS POINT TO KE IWEST, PlORIDA.AI NOS. Mi 17-8, iNO 17-11
NR-37-GH-169-00120 09 M1R 70 169 F)HUIDA KEASROLL LINE EXPOSIHE, NU.HF1HS
22 2 03 - 31
22 4 32 - 3822 5 39- .45
22 3 46 - 5122 2 52- 110
MN-37-{H-169-00121 09 MAR 70 169 FI.OHIIA "KISROLL LINE 1.>POSLE hLFIHF3S
27 2 03 - 13
NR-37-EJ-029-00 1 2 2 16 MAR 70 029 PHOt'IIX, ARIZO11N
ROLL LINE EXPOSUlRE NIU4IMS
23 3 016 - 0Z23 4 023 - 037
23 5 038 - 050
A41.l'l'lt. HA SSEIJlLA0) H, 47H, 11/8, 402, .1 IN.SCAI{E Ht"IARKhS12,000 FSL 1.48.000 FR(9 I-S1. SA\'l ,11) o 1.1L8-fl.12,000 14., 1.4 .000 (.ER SENE'N MIll.: I1IIX;'F: IN 1'F: FIl(iHli)A Ki:',.12,000 MCL 1.48,000 ,(1tt O()1' SM1-:1HO() hF':i [.11iF.12,000 MSL 1.48,000 tROV S.EVN MII.E HII:i. IN 'II-j' F IHII) hitS.12,000 S5L I.4t,000 
-'R *M .41RtEHO hKEI I.IHHT TO CAI:H..t'' HtR:-t.FLI(.H1UiSE .
MAP NOS. N: 17-8, N; 17-11
~ALTITLDIE SCALE 122 OASNSUI' AiAD 8, 471, 4/W 2402, 1 IN.ALT I WD SCALE REMIUKS
,000 MSL 1.48,000 0  FCMl. CARS-UTT RlFF' L.I tw1S,.F: T) PACIFIC RFF.'LICfiHOlSE.
MAP NOS. Ni 17-8, N: 17-11
A 123 HASSEL.LAD B, 25A, B/W 2402, 1.5 IN.ALT ITDUE SCALE 
. I58,500 MSL i.46. nn KSj a;r-, .nu
58,500 b5L 1.468,000
58,500 MSL 1.461,000 MAP NOS. NI 12-7, NI 12-8
S I Tl: NhAM: MIS-
SI(ON
ul1-
I0WAlUMNH IT*XTA F'IIF: - HlX".SF:Ij j. M) lt I :1 VM), 1 ', ¥ I:H t t1
I lHIIF:'¥' hl'f I;{ .~\l'l(h






INSTHNI.:NT C'.-F IG;UT IN(
NR-37-GJ-165-00123 24 MAR 70 165 D*FSFPIEr/ST. MARKS, FULRIDA 123 HASSB1LAD , UVI7, aOLR 2448. 6 IN.
ROLL LINE. EXPOSUIE NiMERS ALTIlUDE SCALE RLT4ARKS
32 I 001- 005 61,700 MSL 1.123,400
32 4 0086 - 023 61,600 PAL 1.123,200
32 6 024 - 031 61,600 MSL 1.123,200
32 1 032 - 043 62,500 MSL 1.125,000
32 5 044 - 057 62,500 MSL 1.125,000
32 3 058 - 064 62,500 MSL 1.125,000 HASSELB.AD B WRERS ONLY LAST HALF OF FLICHT
LINE. HASSEL.&AD C, NO IMAGERY.
1AP NOS. NH 17-11, iN 17-2, N 17-4, NH 16-6
NR-37-EJ-210-00124 16 MAR 70 210 IMPERIAL VALLEY, CALIFORNIA 123 HASSE3LBAD B, 25A, B/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE NIL4BERS ALTITU;E SCALE REARKS
22 1 001 - 004 60,700 MSL 1.485,600
22 2 005 - 008 60,300 MSL 1.482,400
22 3 009 - 012 60,500 PSL 1.484,000
22 4 013 - 015 60.700 MPL 1.485,600 MAP NOS. NI 11-9, NI 11-11, NI 11-12
NR-37-DJ-211-00125 10 Iq.R 70 21 S-.U F'IWCNC.) IHA 5t.FIA, C*I.IF . 12:1 HtASSEIIJU) H, 2,A, HN/ 240Z, I . I%.
RXLL LINE EIPOSIHF:. N1P414S ArIriT il: SCFALE i14tlKS
S I 002 - 006 49,700 SL I.J97,h00 SAN l(bE 11) MNVI).
5 2 007 - 009 50,000 KAL 1.400,000 1THIASIH:t INI.Al) '11) FA.U1 tIL ISlANDs.
5 3 010 - 013 49,900 1SL 1.399,200 MNATX) 11X) A4TH(E'.
5 4 014 - 022 49,000 PML 1.392,000 Gl0ALO 1I) ST. tIEIA.
5 6 023 - 029 49,t00 MSL 1.39-,400 WUATS.UVIIIk: T) P'iTAIlA.
S I 030 - 034 49,800 PSL 1.398,400 SAN JOSE 10 MMVA10.
S 2 035 - 037 49,700 MSL 1.397,600 RICIftON'D F;.UlIIf ISL%IXS.
S 3 038 - 041 49,800 MSL 1.398,400 NOVATO 10 DEVIWIIE ISLAND.
a S 042- 050 49,700 PL 1.397,600 GIROY 1TO PtTAIItI VALLE.
5 7 051 - 057 49,500 MSL 1.396,000 PETrUAUI TO I ATSOIAVILLE.
S I 058 - 063 49,800 MSL 1.398,400 KNUATO TO SAN JUOE.S 63TRA 064- 100 50,000 PAL 1.400,000 MI P1.OT1).I-nU,~
U,
NI-37-FJ-213-00126 13 MAR 70O 213 OLORADO RIVER, TEXAS 123
RLL LINE EXPOSRLRE NERS ALTILWEE SCALE
14 1 001 - 010 53/55K MSL 1.212/220K
14 2 011 - 030 53,000 MSL 1.212,000
14 3 031 - 037 53,000 MSL 1.212,000
14 4 038 - 052 53,000 MSL 1.212,000
14 5 053 - 069 53,000 MSL 1.212,000
14 16 070 - 077 61,000 'SL 1.244.000
14 19 078 - 093 61,000 MSL 1.244,000
14 EXTRA 094 - 098 61,000 MSL 1.244,000
PR-37-EJ- -00127 16 MAR 70 000 PHlENIX T0 .EL PASO 123
BLL LINEg EXPOS1RE N462ERS ALT.IiDE SCALE
23 EtTRA 051 - 105 $2.5/551KMSL 1.500/440K
MAP NiS. NJ 10-5, NJ 10-8
HASSEaBLAD B, NV-17, CO(1R 2448, 3 IN.
RPI3,RKS
MATAGORDA ITD IOXlbiS.(UU.I4IS TO LAKE TRAVIS.
LAKE TRAVIS '1 SAN SARA.
SAN SABA TO RO*FHiT LEE.
RERT LEEt TO O'IXONNELL.
OLUNEY TO GRAI4A1 AND POSSIM K I 4 tLAKE TO
MINERPAL W131S.
WACO TO MARLIN, EARNE T0 BRYAN, ROSENBERG
TO FREEPORF.
OGLF OF MEXICO AND MATAGOIA1 BAY.
MAP NOS. NI 14-10, NI 14-11, NI 14-12, NI 14-1,
NH 14-2, Nl 14-3, N 14-4, NH 14-5, NH 14-6,
NH 14-7, Nt 14-8, NH 14-9, NH 14-10, NH 14-11,
mP 14-12
HIASSIELAD B, 25A, B/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
7TH10MRE ROOSEVELT RESERVOIR, ARIZONA, TO
SIE ERA DIALE MrN.,. TEXAS.
MAP NOS. NI 12-8, NI 12-12. NI 12-2, NI 12-3,
NH 13-1, NH 13-2, NH 13-10
NH-37-EJ-029-00128 22 APR 70 029 PIK',IX, ARIL2OA 127 HASSEUlIAJ) H, 25A, H/S 2402, 1.5 Ih.
OU.L LINE (EPOSLHE N~I HS ALT 1'ILI.' SCALE HRI-4RKS
5 5 31 - 42 59,700 ASL 1.477,600 IKFE AF NO. 4 1T SCGAHtIF' IX\'TAlINS.
5 4 43 - 57 60,400 MSL 1.483,200 STlFAAT 14OUNTAIN 1O lM)T' NtMTAIN.
5 3 58 - 69 60,100 PSL 1.480,8,00 R14H OF ( tCKESE 1T) SL:PFRSTITlIDh ANTAINS.
MP NOS. NI 12-7, NIl 12-S
hR-37-EJ-030-00129 22 APR 70 030 T1UCLS/AJO, ARIZONA 127 HASSEL..AD B, 25A, H/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPO.SURE NU:IRS ALT ITE SCALE RPIl44KS
5 1 01 - 12 57.600 MSL 1.460,800 SE O(1 *I -OX PLAYA 1) TCSNS.
MAP NOS. NI 12-11, NI 12-12, MI 12-2, NH 12-3
I
IMFAGRY DATA I'11.: - HAS.SI:t.HIAI) ..-lTIHA1), C.'l-4RA BH
ACCESS ION NhIU'R
DATE S I TE
NO.
SITE .NA*:
hR-37-F1-210-00130 22 APR 70 210 IMPFRIAL VAIJIF', C4L.ItnlNIA
ROLL LI NE EXPOSiE NU'IERS ALI' 1T'IE
5 1 13 - 17 60,800 MSL
5 2 18 - 22 61,200 MSL
5 3 23 - 26 60,900 MSL
5 4 27 - 30 61,000 MPSL
NR-37-FJ-085-00131 07 JUN 70 085 LAWRENCE, KANSAS
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE NLI4RS ALTI1TUDE
4 1 018 - 020 49,800 MSL







JUN 70 226 PEORIA, ILLINOIS
LINE EXPOSURE NlMHERS ALTIlUDE
001 - 002
I 003 50,200 MSL
2 004 - 006 49,600 MSL
3 007 - 008 50.300 MSL
4 009 - 012 50,700 tSL
NI-37-FJ-234-00133 07 JUN 70 234 CEDAR RAPIDS, IOI'A
ROLL LINE EXPOSUiRE NiM.IS ALTITUDE
4 1 013 50,300 ISL
4 2 014 - 017 50,500 MSL
NR-37-EJ-029-00134 14 MAI 70 029 PI*.I1X . AI21(. N
FILL LINE EIPOHU NtiWSiF AiTI lDE
14 1 29 - 41 49,500 N.AL
14 2 42 - 53 50,100 FSL
14 3 54- 62 50,000 WHL
14 4 63- 69 49,800 HASL
14 5 70 - 81 50,000 FiL
14 4 82- 90 50,000 iL
NR-37-EJ-029-00135 22 MAY 70 029 PHlNIX,. ARIZONA
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NIUiEILS ALTITLDt.
32 1 13 - 17 50.300 MSL
32 2 18 - 24 50,500 ffL
32 3 25- 27 50,800 MSL
32 4 28 - 34 50,600 MSL
32 5 35 - 40 50,500 MSL
hR-37-Ei-030-00136 22 MAY 70 030 'UCSON/AJO, AR17OA
ROU.L LI NE E:XPOSE MR IES ALT ITUD
32 1 01- 07 49,400 MSL
32 a 08 - 12 49,900 MSL
NR-37-EJ-225-00137 14 MAY 70 225 RIVERSIDE, CALIFOlRNIA
ROLL LINE EXFPOSE 1i-iRS ALT ITIUZ
14 1 01 - 09 49,900 FiSL
14 a 10- 21 50,300 ISL
14 3 22- 28 51,000 15L
rR-37-EJ-235-00138 22 MAY 70 235 SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH
ROLL LINE EXPOSUR8 E MRS ALTI'IUDE
32 1 42- 50 49,500 MSL
32 2 51 - 58 51,000 YSL
NIR-37-EJ-994-00139 23 MAY 70 994 EL PASO, TFXAS
ROLL LINE EXPOSU.E HMI*RS ALT I lDE
40 3 .01 - 03 50,400 MSL
40 2 04- 08 50500 MSL
40 1 09 - 12 50,300 MSL
MION
SION
INSTRthI-.T' IG i(A Hv TIOUN
127 HASSEI:ILAD R, 25A, H/*' 2402, 1.5 IN.
SCALE rRIHARKS
1.486,400 SlIH OF' HOLTVILLF: TO lLbA DEl:SFHT.
1.489,600 NAVAI. AUX AIR STATION 1O) IMPiElIAL VALLIt
TU'X*.CUISIS SANITURILM.
1.487,200 N(MH OF HOKTVILLE TO St.PEiSTITIN MOL.NTAIh.
1.488,000 WESTM.TLAD TO SA\D HILLS.
MAP NiS. N 11-9, Nh I-II, NI 11-12
128C HASSELBLAD B, 2E, COLR 50-27., 1.5 IN,
SCALE RVIOS(S
1.398,400 LARENCE TO HBLA:LIN CITY.
1.401,600 .IARLECE TO OSKAIXSA.
MAP OS. NJ 15-1, NJ 15-4
128C HASSELSLAD B, 2E, OLOR SO-278, 1.5 IN.
SCALE REMARKS
TEST FRAMES.
1.401,600 STANFRRD TO ROAM(E. CAE'RA M ALfC IIO~,D.
1.396,800 EI'KARAA TO HOPEDALE.
1.402.400 DELAVAN TO CHILLICOTHE.
1.405,600 PEORIA TO MASON CITY.
YMAP N10. NK 16-7, N( 16-10
126C HASSEiBLAD 8, 2E, COOR SO-27H, 1.5 IN.SCALE FRMARKS
1.402,400 CEDAR RAPIDS TO CENTRAL CITI-CA/tRA TMAL .NCTION.
1.404,000 CEDAR RAPIDS TO IOWA CITY.
tIAP NmS. HE 15-6, N 15-9
12"HB HAtSSEIFUI)I, H. , t SAI1 .V)-1?,o I.; IN.
SCALE HR]AMHS
1.396.000 HASSFI.HLAD A HAD NO IMN.II.]. CHAIX":H TO
1.400,H00 CAVE CRE:X I3X< 4 TO NIRICWA.
1.400.000 KOTlh-h-: TO CAVF CRHI-:h I)1.
1.39-,400 SAN ClIl TI I:)l,% H:ESE:RVATION.
1.400.000 S(lfH OF" A,(OILE TO At: PlI.EA'ISANT.
1.400,000 HMP OIS. hi 12-7, NI 12-8
128B FASSEI'IA2D B, 2. , OU .L SO-278, 1.5 IN.
SCALE REN4IMKS
1.402,400 CHANDLER HEIHTS TO Lf:S.LE HILL.
1.404,000 CAVE CREHX 1X) GILA HLTI-E.
1.406,400 PIMA HITTrr TO D.:INM HILLS.
1.404,800 PYHA'lID PEAK TO M'NTE/.0MAS HEAD.
1.404.000 RAINhiW VALLEt TO UK(E AIR FIELD NO 2.
MAP FOS. NI 1-7, Nhi 12-8
1288 HASSELJAID B, 2E, CO(XLR SO-278, 1.5 IN.
SCALE RIEMRKS
1.395.200 MII'T LE1qCI TO SANTA RITA EXPERIMENTAL RANGE.
1.399.200 MIORTH TUCSUN TO SAHUARITA.
MAP NOS. NI 12-11, NH 12-2, NI 12-12, NH 12-3
1288 HASSELBLAD B. 2E, COLOR SO- 278, 1.5 IN.
SCALE REM4RKS
1.399,200 APPLE VALLEY TO PIRRIS. NO IMAGEiR, HASS. A.
1.402,400 LAGLJNA TO GEU4GE AIR FURCE BASE.
1.408,000 CAJON TO SOLnI O' CORONA.
MAP IOS. NI Il-5, NI 11-8
1288 FASSELBLAD B. 2E, COLOR SO-278, 1.5 IN.
SCALE REMAFKS
1.396,000 PLEASANT GIOVE TO MOJNTAIN GREEN.
1.408,000 KAYSVILiE TO RIVERTON.
MAP NOS. Y 12-8, NF 12-10, NE 12-11
128B 'AMSS8EB]AD B, 2E, CCXR SO-278, 1.5 IN.
SCALE REMARKS
1.403,200 FORT BLISS RESERVATION TO HORSE HILL.
1.404,000 CLINT TO AYN*ITY.
1.402,400 SUNLAND TO FDRT BLISS RESERVATION.
MAP NOS. NH 13-1, NH 13-10
ON





NI-37-O-046-00141 05 MAI 70 046 ASHFVIIIJ:, NORtH CA(RX.INA
ROtL LINE IRXPOSiRE N. .NS AU.T IlU':
23 1 053 - 057 49,500 MSL
23 2 058- 062 49,500 MSL
hR-371--132-00142 04 MAY 170 1i32 l ORL-ANS, LIXJISIANA
ROL, LINE EXPOSUlRE NLMH*EIS ALTITULDE
23 1 001 - 006 50,000 MSL
23 2 007 - 013 50.000 MSL
23 3 014 - 019 50,000 MSL
23 4 020 - 025 50,000 MSL
NR-37-FH-175-00143 13 KAY 70 175 HAJS'T, TeXAS (AREA)
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NLH S AJLTITU3
14 1 I - 3 50,000 MSL
14 2 4 - 11 50,000 MSL
14 3 12- 21 50,000 MSL
14 4 22- 29 50,000 MSL
14 5 30- 37 50,000 M4L
14 6 38- 42 50,000 MISL
14 7 43- 48 50,000 MSL
14 8 49- 54 50,000 MSL
NR-37-GJ-217-00144 05 149Y 70 217 AT'ANTA, G GIA
ROLL LINE EXPOSUIE N14i6ERS ALTITIUE
23 1 26 - 35 50,000 MSL
.23 a 36 - 43 50,000 MSL
23 3 44 - 52 50,000 MSL
NR-37-FJ-227-00145 02 M14Y 70 227 WICHITA FALLS, TEXAS
ROLL LIKE fEPOSILRE MNtM ALTITUDE
14 1 1 - 8 50,000 MSL
14 2 9 - 18 50,000 MSL





MAY 10 272 (KIA-I`)A\ CIT, (tOKLAO'A
LINE EXPOSlE NLHEM S ALT, I
1 53 - 56 50,000 ISL
2 58 - 67 50,000 MSL
NR-37-FJ-000-00147 02 KAY 10 000 DALLAS, T':XAS
RILL LINE EXPOSRE M.BFRS ALTITUDE
14 1 22- 27 52,000 MSL
14 2 28- 35 52,000 M6L
14 3 36- 43 52,000 MSL
14 4 44- 51 52,000 MSL
hR-37-PJ-228-00148 09 NOV 70 226 MIDLA.D, TEXAS
WXLL LINE EXPtXLR4 F.14.IRS ALTITUDE
5 1 001 - 004 50,000 MSL
5 2 005 - 009 50,000 ML
5 010 -






JAN 71 228 MIDLAND, TEXAS
LI E EXPOSULE NL4S ALTI'ITUE
1 001 - 009 49,900 MSL
2 010 - 018 49,900 MSL
3 019 - 027 49,900 MSL
5IS-
SIGN
INSTHl-hNT LXF I(A A'I'IN(
12tA IHASSF.:IAD H) I, ZE, LUU .Y)-27., 1.5 IN.
.SCAE N H'1.4KS
1.369,000 SHF NNVIIIE 1V) \S HILL.
1.369,000 Jli.) TO I11EVAU).
MAP NO. NJ 17-11i.
120A tIbSSEIltFAD B, 2E, .tXL1R .'0-27tk, 1.5 IN.
"CAL · Rh)4A1IS
1.400,000 A"WM LAKE LERY TO IAAkNe' HUGF.
1.400,000 n I-o M LAKE POI'UIlV1AIN 1D 1HE MIISISSIPPI RI%-I:R
1.400,000 Fi-4(M KENTA CANAL T)O L,WAK PT(HART'HIAIIN.
1.400,000 FtM OLTNCAN CANAI. TO LU1E.: SALNAIXII.
AP NOS. 1F4 15-6, NH 16-4, NH 15-9, NH 16-7.
128A HASSELBLAD B, 2E, CaLR SO-278, 1.5 IN.
SCALE R/dRKS
1.400,000 GALVESTOI I SLND
1.400,000 SWE*eI~rAT'R. LAKE TO MON*T BEl.VIEW.
1.400,000 HLIM E REF'INERY I (ANINI) TO) SAN LWIS PASS
1.400,000 ALCOX TI LAKE laOUSTON.
1.400,000 HIFHLE TO ALVIN.
1.400,000 FRESIKO TO SPRI.G
1.400,000 CPRESS CREE( TO HRAZOS RIVER
1.400,000 h'OSENtIUl. TO l4t4ALL.
MAP K6S. NH 15-4, NH 15-7.
128A HASSELBLAD B, 2E, CDLOR SO-278, 1.5 IN.
SCALE REKWS
1.400,000 MCiXNI4O TO ALPHARErTS.
1.400,000 ROSWY'L, TO YOLEY
1.400,000 FAIE'FEVILLE TO SOUTH CANION.
IAP NOS. NI 16-9, NI 16-6.
128A IHASSELBAD B, 2E, CO SO5-278, 1.5 IN.
SCALE RMWIKS
1.400,000 SCOItAND NO4RTi TO COOKIET*FN.
1.400,000 DEOL TO ARCHR CITY NRm.
1.400,000 IOLLIDAY TO GRANDF'IED.
tA4P NOS. NI 14-8, NI 14-5.
12P4 HASSLXtLAD H. ZE, XOIH 0-2Z7P, 1 .5 IN.
SCALE R-1AJNKS
1.400,000 (U'.SCtHFI/,LIFD) tNI(N CIT' 11) F:L()ND
ONE BLANK I'/M S::PA4TIrI LINES I A)O 2.
1.400000,000 ED' D 1T P41TH BINF'MR.
M14P N#S. NI 14-3, Nhi 14-2.
1284 HASSElI.LAD H, ZE, LlXOLJ. SO-270, 1.5 IN,
SCALE R4ARhKS
1.416,000 EAST 'FRK TRINITl RIVER TO *6LIE.
1.416,000 PLANO TO IERR IS.
1.416,000 LACASErI Tl) HWY. 1ZI.
1.416,000 LEWISVILLE TO MIDLtTIAN.
MAP NDS. NI 14-12, NI 14-9.
128E HASSELBLAD B, 2E, COLOR SO-278, 1.5 IN.
SCALE REMARKS
1.400,000 EAST OF' ODESSA TO NO14RLTEST OF' MIDLAND.
1.400,000 NORTH OF MIDLAND TO SOJHI'lAST OF MIDLAND.
OILIQUE VIEW INOT PI'IEDI)
1.426,400 SOmLftIAST OF MIDLAND TO NORT1 OF MIDLAND.
MAP NOS. NI 13-12, NH 13-3, NI 14-10, Wm 14-1.
1281E HASSEL6LAD B, 58, B/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
SCALE R6E44WRS
1.399,200 WEST OF ODIESSA TO WEST OF' BIG SPRINGS.
1.399,200 KX1thlMST OF MIDLAND TO SOUIH*FST OF' (OcESSA
1.399,200 SfMiH-SOUJnfEST OF ODESSA TO FAST OF' MILAND.
M4P NOS. NI 13-12, NH 13-3, NI 14-10, NH 14-1.
I-a
.-1.
Ir4 '.'H, IT II' : - H.A.4I1:I.UI) ,"I 'I'IHi), ('.V\*-:H H
ACCES I ON NLUMqI* DA1E S I TEM).
CSI 1 t o,*:
SI-37-HJ-le7-00150 28 JUN 70 187 OSTON, MASSASCHL'TS
ROL LINE EXPOSLRE PtNEIOS ALTITU)DE
13 1 001 - 006 51,000 MSL
NR-37-HJ-187-00151 07 JUL 70 187 BOSTON, MASSAC(I:ESrS
ROUL LINE EXPOSURE NIUMB1RS ALT I E
23 1 001 - 010 51,000 MSL
23 2 011 - 020 51,200 MSL
23 3 021 - 030 51,000 MSL
23 4 031 - 034 50,600 MSL
23 5 035 - 038 50,400 MSL
NR-37-FJ-194-001 52 27 JtN 70 194 DI-'%, (#(H.8X)
ROU. LINE EXPOSIt I NtlN.HS A:l'II 'll
5 I 001- 007 50,S 00 M$L
5 2 008 - 015 51,200 K4L
5 3 016 - 021 50SOOO MSL
NR-37-H-a229-00153 28 JL:N 70 229 NEt HAVEN, COn'lETICIT
ROLL LINE EOSLE NUMHiRS ALTli1t:E
13 I 007 - 011 49,900 MSL
13 2 012 - 015 50,000 o SL
13 2 016 - 021 50,200 MSL
NR-37-J-230-0015 4 28 JLN 70 230 WASHIN. ,,N. D.C.
ROLL LIhE EXPOSUtE .NUBER'S ALTITUDE
13 022 - 023
13 1 024 - 028 51,200 MISL
13 2 029 - 034 50,400 MSL
13 3 035 - 039 50,500 MSL
13 4 040 - 045 50,400 MSL
MIS- Is,.'rtINWt-:\IT CUhOII Ill (h,
128D HASSELBLAD B, 2E, COLOR 50-278, 1.5 IN.SCALE RF4MARKS
1.408,000 FRAMES NOT PLOITED BECAUSE FLIGCHT WAS AHORTED
UE TO MASSIVE CLOUD OVERAGE:.
MAP NOS. N# 19-4, NK 19-7
128D HASSELBLAD B, 2E, COLAR 50-278, 1.5 IN.SCALE REMARKS
1.408,000 NORTH OF BEVERLY TO NORTH OF NEW EIF1ORD.
1.409,600 TAUNTON TO NORTH OF BOSTON.
1.408,000 LAWRENCE TO NORTH OF FALL RIVER.
1.404,800 SOI1TWEST OF BOSTON iTO NWOTHfEST OF BOSTON.
1.403,200 EAST OF F1LRT DEVENS TO MILFORD.
MAP NOM. NP 19-4, NK 19-7
12"1) t.-I.'."LFJU) H. CF, Ot(XItN S)-O 7-, 1.5 IN.
1.406,400 iH'IHAST ( T DFVFHi nI FHAT I.nITl
1.409,600 MOH1H OtF DEIH TI) SX'lH (I I-FVIFH
Sn(,ql ST (' Di:bVFR 1 )T EAST' (' tixl.H.
MA)P PiN. NI 13-11, NJ IJ-2
IZ2D FI2ASSEIHLAD B, 2E, COJH ,SO-27t, 1.5 IN.SCAI E RN't4KS
1.399.200 SO.lIEAST OF Nt.W HRIT4I1 niT ES4T OF E.AST H.IVEs.
1.400,000 NE W'VWFN T)O IAST O1' WAIYARHitH.
1.401,600 H1H OF' M-*UII:.N lt .afH OFP HR..IORD.
MAP NO. NE 18-9
128D HASS.MEILAD B, 2E, COLOR SO-278, 1.5 IN.SCALE R63R1KS
TEST FRAEES. PA" PDOrrD,.
1.409,600 LALtEL TO SOItfiAST OF W'-SHIN-11CT , D.C.
1.403.200 SUOLH OF WAS.4HIU, D.C., T) MNORT WA.AHI;ltON,
D.C.
1.404,000 ROELKVIUE TD FORT El.VOIR.
1.403,200 SWItHEST OF ARLINGO)N TO M3.l'IWEST OF
ARLIN ION.
AP WSg. NJ 18-1, NJ 18-4
tR-37-EJ-029-00156 21 MAY 70 029 PHtOENIX, ARIBONA 129 HASSEUItAD B,WIS, COLOR IR SO-117, 1.5 IN.RULL LINE EXPOSURE NmIBES ALTITUlE SCALE R4'ARKS
5 I 023- 033 60,700 MSL 1.405,600 GILLESPIE DM TO RL3EI CE JUNCTION.5 2 034- 044 61,200 MSL 1.489,600 DFSE:1T GOULD, LXoE T ARLI TION.5 3 045 - 056 61,100 MSL 1.488,eoo00 NW OF BCKI',E TO SUPERSTITION MOLNTAINS.5 4 057 - 068 61,100 MSL 1.488,800 GOU.DFIEID MOUNTAINS TO TONOPAH DESERT.5 5. 069 - 080 61,000 MSL 1.488,000 EAST OF BaEtPT MWUNTAINS TO TONi) NATIONAL
FOREST.
M148 NOS. NI 12-7, NI 12-8
NRA-37-EJ-030-00157 21 MAY 70 030 TUCSON/AJO, ARIZONA 129 1IS9SELAAD B,WI5, COL IR
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NUMB3FS ALTITUDE SCALE REMARKS5 1 001 - 009 56,000 ML 1.448,000 DRAGOON PEAK TO SW TUCSON.
NOAP PS. NI 12-12, NI 12-11, M 12-2 NMI 12-3NH-37-EJ-210-0015. 21 N\A 70 210 IMP-IAII. VIJJ'ID, CAI.II-lH\IA 129 HASEtmIHI1AD t.*15, I.1 X)I H i so-1-i, I.' X12.ROIU. LINE EXIPSLE N~U' RS AITIl'UIE .S'CUE HEMA.IKSS I 010 - 012 61,800 MSL 1.494,400 SCtfTH OF HIX.lVIL.t.E lOt 1¥A HA, IN.
.5 a 013 - 015 61,500 MtL 1.492,000 NAVAL AIR Tl'ECHNlIAt. NlINI ; hlNIT 'T) It.PI':HIAL.
VAU :I T.1-3HCti,)SIS SANI'IX)Hlt.5 3 016 - 018 61,5000 MLO'IH OF' Hl.'IIIlE I t) A F PI'ITl:T h TION f)t..l'AIN.5 4 019 - 022 60,800 MSL 1.4eb,400 W*ST OF( 4-ES'IHIAAND 1T) NA4UVA. Hi*F*HVE.
MAP nPu. NI 11-9, hi I-I1, NI 11-12
NR-37-GJ-204-00159 27 MAY 70 204 HBNAM, ALABAM 136 14ASSELLAD B, W-58, HB/ 2402. 1.5 IN.ROLL LINE EX(PRE tMHERS ALTI1X1D SCALtE FRJARhS4 5 '10 - 16 8 000 MIL 1.064,000
4 6 17 - 22 8,000 MSL 1.064,000
4 7 23 - 29 8,000 MSL 1.064,000
4 1 30 - 39 4,500 MSL 1.036,000
4 3 40 - 49 4,500 MSL 1.036,000
4 2 50 - 59 4,500 MSL 1.036,000
4 4 60 - 69 4,500 MfL 1.036,000
4 6 70 - 74 20,000 MSL 1.160,000 MAP hO. NI 16-9
F,
co
I KIEW R1 D.r.lf I I I - f rkiZI.IU\D A llT.IAI\\ ). (C'V\tlH . C
MIS-
SI(ON I NhS'lW I ':T C(X)IC' I GL' r(
NSR-3P8-J-007-00018 05 AGC fi9 007 UR1kX1 C(''. 1
ROLl. LINE IKXP(IqHE NI1Htb HS ALTIIt D:E
2 3 1 - 48 1,000 MSL





NI-38-DJ007-00019 12 ALG 69 007 OR1IXX CMOST 99
ROLL LINE EX(LPOSE N.4t* ALT'IFDE SCALE
12 31 I - 9 1,000 (K4L 1.4,000
12 32 10 - 18 1,000 MsL 1.4,000
12 33 19 - 27 1,000 MFsL 1.4,000
12 34 28 - 34 1,000 WLL 1.4,000
12 35 35 - 45 1,000 MSL 1.4,000
12 36 46- 50 1,000 MSL 1.4,000
12 37 51- 63 1,000 MSL 1.4,000
12 38 64- 76 1,000 MSL 1.4,000
12 39 77- 82 1,000 ML 1.4,000
R4-3t-DJ-007-00020 06 ALG 69 007 ORECxl COA4ST 99
ROLL LINE EXPOSLIE NHtt'*MIS ALTITITE SCALE
6 31 1 - 9 1,000 MSL 1.4,000
6 32 10 - 16 1.000 MSL 1.4,000
6 33 17 - 24 1,000 MSL 1.4,000
6 34 25 - 31 1,000 MSL 1.4.000
6 35 32- 46
6 36 47- 59
NQR-38-J-007-00021 05 AIG 69 007 ONFiON COAST
F1OLL LINE EXDPOSIRE Nt IBERS
I I I- 47
I 2 48- 98
NM-38-DW-007-00022 II AUG 69 007 O1ELON O.ST
ROL LI NE EXPOSL.E N1lMIERS
9 I I - 43
9 2 44- 83
NQ-38-DJ-007-00023 07 Al C9 007 laUY 69CV.lT
ROLL LINE EX`PSIJE 1H SIF.NS
7 41 I - 23
7 42 24 - 36
7 43 37 - 47
7 44 48 - 66
Mh-38-W-007-00024 05 AtG 69 007 OREXN COAST
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE N6M1IIS
4 8 1 - 18
4 9 19 - 26
H1R-38-DJ-007-00025 06 ALUG 69 007 ORH[1) COMST
ROLL LINE EXPOSLNE NL"t S
4 28 29 - 30
4 29 34 - 40
4 30 41 - 65
NQ-38-WD-007-00026 12 AL 69 007 (E ON1 1MST
ROLL LINE EXPOSRI NElj4s
11 21-29 1 - 51
MR-38-W-00007-00027 11 AL 69 007 OREGON .COST
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE NMHt.RS
8 6 I - 23
8 7 24 - 42
a 8 43 - 54
H'A.SS:I .1910) C, 3400, c-47, . I'N.
Ht']qAHKS
IAIttSt 73-75 NWlI EXKPObD
4AP NO. Nt 10-2, NL 10-8, NL 10-11, NK 10-1,4
HMSSEIlAD C, 3400, W-47, 3 IN.
MAP NO. NK 10-2, NL 10-8, NL. 10-11, NK 10-1,4
HASSELBLAD C, 3400, W-47, 3 IN.
Rm4ARKS
1,000 MSL 1.4,000 FRS 32-37 (HITIMI OTh eXs Ra4i OoO  i6iooo IRS 37 ORBITING VFQ1 COOS HAY
1,000 MSL 1.4,000 CAMERA 0lr 01 F'ILM
MAP NO. WN 10-2, NL 10-8, NL 10-11, Nt 10-1,4
99- IASSELHLAD C, 3400, W-47, 3 IN.
ALTITUIE SCALE REMARKS
1,000 MSL 1.4,000 DARK
1,000 MSL 1.4,000 DARK
MAP NO. NK 10-2, NL 10-8, NL 10-11, NK 10-1,4
99 HASSELBIAD C, 3400, W-47, 3 IN.
ALTITUD SCALE RE4ARKS
1,000 ,SL 1.4,000
1,000 MSL 1.4,000 MAP NO. NK 10-2, NL 10-8, 10-11, NK 10-1,4
99 IHA.SI':IMIU) C, 3400, W-47, :I IN.
AI.T I1111: ,SCALE RIv.AKS
1,000 1bML 1.4,000 DARK
1,000 MSL 1.4,000 DAHK
1.000 MSL 1.4,000 DARK
1.000 MSL 1.4,000 DARK
MAP NO. NK 10-2. NL 10-8, L 10-I-8, NL 10-1,4
99 FSSIISF )A C, .3400, W-47, 3 IN.
ALT I ' DE SCALE REARKS
1 ,000 MSL 1.4,000 DU,1K
1,000 MSL 1.4,000 DARK
MAP NO. NK( 10-2. NL 10-8, NL 10-11, NK 10-1,4
99 HASSELPIAD C, 3400, W-47, 3 IN.
ALT IlDE SCALE R['~RKS
1,000 MsL 1.4,000 DARK
1,000 MSL 1.4,000 DARK
1.,000 MSL 1.4,000 DARK
MAP NO. NI 10-2, NL 10-8, NL 10-11, Nh 10-1,4
99 HASSELRLAD C, 3400, W-47, 3 IN.ALTI TLM SCALE Rd4ARKS
1,000 MS4L 1.4,000 IM, CE TOO DARK TO IDE1sTII-I Fl.T LINES * I'FAPE:S
MAP NO. NI 10-2, NL 10-8, NL 10-11, NK 10-1.4
99 HASSELLAD C, 3400, W-47, 3 IN.ALTI TlUE SCALE RQ"AfKS
, 000 MSL 1.4,000 DARK
1,000 MSL 1.4,000 DARK
1,000 MSL 1.4,000 FLT LN. 9 NOIT IDE3NTII'I D
MAP NO. WN 10-2, NL 10-8, NL 10-11, N' 10-1,4
DATE 51TE
H).
s It: w - .*
%nD,
ACCESSION NLUt4:R
I.MAGII~ DATA1 FII.E - IU.SSi'I.Al.Fl MI. LTII4ANI), C(.I;Hi'\ C
DATE SITE SITE NAME MIS- INSTHLINE% CINFIGtRI11r(
ACCESSION NLMHF.R NO. SION
WN-30-DJ-007-00028 06 AUG 69 007 COREON COAST 99 HASSE.BLAD C, 3400, W-47, 3 IN.
ROL LINE EXPOULRE NL4M RS ALT I'UDE SCALE RIHARKS
s 21 1 - 8 1,000 MSL 1.4,000 DARK
s 22 9 - 19 1,000 MSL 1.4,000 DARK
s 23 20- 29 1,000 MSL 1.4,000 DARK
5 24 30- 41 1,000 MSL 1.4,000 DARK
5 25 42 - 51 1,000 MSL 1.4,000 DARK
s 26 52 - 59 1,000 MSL 1.4,000 DARK
s 27 60 - 74 1,000 MSL 1.4,000 DARK
5 28 75 - 85 1,000 MSL 1.4,000 DARK
MAP NO. N 10-2, NL 10-8, 10-11, NK 10-1,4
Mt-38-DJ-00707-029 II AU. 69 n007 OHI-XA( U)AST 99 FA*SElIAI)D C, :400, W-47, 3 IN.ROLL LINE EOIISLR; NMt-IQOS AI.TITID: SC4JE HCi'm1RKS
10 3 1 - 43 1,000 MSL 1.4,000
10 4 44 - 85 1,000 MSL 1.4,000 MAP NO. WN 10-2, Ni. 10-h, NI. 10-11, \k 10-1,4
NR-3$-DJ-007-00052 05 AtI 69 007 (hX)ON C()4ST 99 HASSELBLAD C, 3400, W-47, 3 IN.ROLL LINE IEXPJSLt:E Nh''IS ALTITUDE SCAlE RIWAHRKS
3 6 I - 48 1,000 ooSL 1.4,000
3 7 49 - 90 1,000 MSL 1.4,000 FRVES 73-75 NlT EXPOSED
NR-38-DJ-007-00053 11 AUG 69 007 OXEGON COAST 99
ROLL LINE EXSLtRE Nf.l'HS ALTITULDE SCALE
6A 38 1 - 6 1,000 MSL 1.4,000
6A 38 7 - 24 1,000 MSL 1.4,000
NR-38-W-193-00012 17 JUL 69 193 EDMAO FtREST 100
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE kN ERS ALTIT1DE SCALE
7 4 13 - 27 60,000 MSL 1.240,000
7 3 44 - 58 60,000 IMSL 1.240,000
1a-38-DJ-0 20-00013 18 JuL 69 020 tCIKS LAKE 100
ROLL LI NE EXPOSLtRE NURS ALT I TLDE SCALE
9 3 22 - 40 60,000 MSL 1.240,000
9 4 41 - 61 60.000 MSL 1.240,000
9 8' 62 - 81 60,000 MSL 1.240,000
·9 9 82 - 100 60,000 MEL 1.240,000
hR-3e-W-135-00014 18 JUL 69 135 IVRVEY VALLEY 100
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE NRS ALTITUDE SCALE
9 3 22 - 40 60,000 MSL 1.240,000
9 4 41 - 61 60,000 MSL 1.240,000
9 8 62 - 81 60,000 MSL 1.240,000
9 9 82 - 100 60,000 MSL 1.240,000
l-38-WD-189-00015 18 JUL 69 189 KLAMATH FALLS 100
ROU.L LINE EXPOSURE NUHF4HRS ALTITUDE SCALE
9 I 01 - 10 60,000 MSL 1.240,000
9 2 11- 21 60,000 ooML 1.240,000
Nh-3-DJ-04*"-00016 17 Jl11. 69 04P SAN PAlUl) HlFSlV()H oo00
R.L LINE EXPOSl H NllVF.HS AII TlID: SCAIE
7 4 01 - I2 60,000 MSL 1.240.0o10
7 3 2P - 43 60,000 MSL 1.240,000
7 2 59 - 81 60,000 MSL 1.240,000
7 EXFA 82 - 84 60,000 MSL 1.240,000
NR-38-D-00707-00017 16 JUl. 69 007 ORIFXN COAST 100
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE NLMHI*HS ALTITDUE SCALE
3 2 001 - 027 60,000 MSL 1.240,000
3 3 028- 062 60,000 MSL 1.240,000
3 1 063 - 076 60,000 MSL 1.240,000
3 4 077 - 067 60,000 MSL 1.240,000
A9P.NO. ME 10-2, NL 10-8, NL 10-11, NK 10-1,4
IASSELfLAD C, 3400, W-47, 3 IN.
REMARKS
EXCE.SS FILM
MAP NO. NK 10-2, NtL 10-, NL 10-11,' NK 10-1,4
HIASSELLAD C, 58, H/W 3400, 3 IN.
RIMARKS
SAN FRANCISCO TO SILVER LAKE.(OM LAKE TO SAN IRANCISCO
MAP NO. NJ 10-6.
FIASSEL.BAD C, 58, 3400, 3 IN.
RP4ARKS
SLUGAR PINE MT. TO PAINTERS FLAT.
TW'IN MT. TO BELLA VISTA.
SEVEN LAKES MT. TO TABLE MT.
WARM SPRINGS MT. TO BLACK BUTrE RESERVOIR
MAP NO. NJ 10-3.
HIASSELBLAD C, 58, 3400, 3 IN.
RE4ARKS
SLCAR PINE MT. TO PAI NTRS FLAT.
TWIN MT. TO BELLA VISTA.
SEVEN LAKES MT. TO TABLE MT.
WARM SPRINGS MT. TO BLACK BUffTE RESERVOIR
MAP NO. NK 10-12.
HASSEILFAD C, 58, 3400, 3 IN.
REMARKS
KLAMATH LAKE TO DIAFOND LAKE JLUNCTION
KIRK TO KLAMATH FALLS
MAP NO. NW 10-6.
HA.s:ELJIAI) C, 5a, I:/W 3400, 3 IN.
RI3IARKSSAN F-I\tA.C(iSC1 T) SIlLt FH IFlhK
IUfK) IANFE '11) SAN i\x\CISCO.
SA.L',1.I TO) tI) LAE A.LIHA.
F[XTJn - AN EXT':NSION OI SITE 48
MAP NO. NJ 10-8.
HASSELHIAD C, 25A, H/W 3400, 3 IN.
ELV ILLF 1T) SUl IX2N MT.
COMASTLINE CO(ERAGF:, PAUiL.LtL.S, LINE 2, 5 MIIES W.
CO.A.I IlA HIVER BASIN, CATHIAMI.T HA1 TO PACIFIC
OUEAN.
PACIFIC OCEAN COVIEIAGE, PUARALLELS LINE 2, 10
MILES WEST
MAP NOS. NKL 10-2, NL 10-6, NL 10-11, NK 10-1,4.
O'.
0





WR-38-DJ-056-00054 18 JWL. 69 056 MT. LASSEN, CALIFORNIA
ROLL LI NE EXPOULRE NI.SE ALTI LIE
9 3 22 - 40 60,000 MSL
9 4 41 - 61 60,000 MSL
9 6 62 - 81 60,000 MSL
9 9 82 - 100 60,000 MSL
NR-38-FJ-194-00001 01 AL.G 69 194 DE3NVER, COLORA)
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE NUh4ERS ALTITLDE
2 1 001 - 003 56,500 MSL
2 2 004 - 010 56,000 MSL
2 3 011 - 016 56,600 MSL
2 4 OIl - 022 56,600 MSL
2 5 023 - 028 56,300 MSL
2 6 029 - 033 56,600 MSL
2 6 034- 039 56,600 MSL
NR-38-EJ-011-00002 02 ALt 69 011 YEL..WSTONE PARK
RLL LINE EXPOSURE NLi4ERS ALTITLOE
2 1 001- 010 55,000 MSL
2 2 011 - 012 56,000 MSL
HN-38-F'J-149-00003 03 A4tt 69 14q HiACK Hll A., (1H I)H IN'l A
KOLL LINE EXPOSLRE NJIIIIS A I' I 11U
2 1 013 - 030 56,500 MKiL
2 2 031 - 054 58.1/55.5K MSL
MR-38-EJ-011-00004 04 AUL 69 011 ¥JIJ)WIS1yUE PARK
ROILL LINE EXPOS3RE NU4RS ALTITl.DE
5 1 001 - 011 56K/54.5K MSL
5 2 012- 021 54,000 MSL
5 3 022 - 032 54,000 MSL
S 4 033 - 043 54,500 MSL
5 5 044 - 054 53,500 MSL
5 6 055 - 060 54,500 MSL
5 7 061 - 066 54,500 MSL
5 8 067 - 072 54,500 MSL
5 9 073 - 078 55,000 MSL
EXTRA 079 - 090 56.600 MSL
NH-38-F'J-149-00005
NR-38-PJ-195-00006
5 08 AUL 69 149 BAlC HIIIS, S(XiHH DAKOTA
IOLL LINE EXLPOSLE NU4*-fRS ALTITUDE
7 I . 001 - 020 57,000 MSL
7 2 021 - 045 55,000 MSL
7 3 046 - 054 56,000 MSL
1 3 055 - 073 56,000 MSL
08 ALt 69 195 BROOKINGS, SCOrfH DAKOTA
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NUl4*NS ALT'IlUE
7 1 074 - 080 60,500 MSL
WR-38-EJ-186-00007 09 AUG 69 186 CLARKS FORK, WYIMING
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE NUBRS ALTIT DE
10 I 001 - 005 56,700 MSL
10 2 006 - 010 55,000 ML
10 3 011 - 015 54,500 MSL
MIS-
SO1N
I NSTFHIJh:N CT E'I I GHRAT ION
100 HASSELBLAD C, 58, H/W 3400, 3 IN.
SCALE RE'4ARKS
1.240,000 SUIGAR PINE Mi'. TO PAINTERS FIAT.
1.240,000 TWIN MT. TO BELHlA VISTA.
1 .240,000 SEVEN LAKES Ml'. TO TABLE tMI'.
1.240,000 WARM SPRINGS M'. 1'0 BLACK BUtTE RESERVOIR
NAP NO. NK 10-12.
101 HASSELBLAD C, 57, B/W 2402, 3 IN.
SCALE REIaUPKS
1.226,000 HOIL.DER TO DENVER
1.224,000 LOWRY AFB BL0MIING RANGE TO CONIFER
1.226,400 SOUJTR DENVER
1.226,400 DENVER
1.224,200 NORIH DENVER AND WESTINIISTR
1.226,400 LOUISVILLE AND BOLIDEH .
1.226,400 - BRIC4ON TO BOUJIDER
IHASSEL{LADS 4, 5, AND 6 WERE NOT ON DURING THIS
FLIGHT.
%%P NO. M(NK 13-11.
101 HASSE1LAD C, 25A, B/W 3400, 3 IN.
SCALE REI4AiKS
1.220,000 TARGHEe NATIONAL. FOREST TO MINER, MONTANA
1.224,000 CORWIN SPRINGS, MO)NTANA, TO HUT SPRINGS.
tAP NOS. NL 12-8, NL 12-9, NL 12-11, NL 12-12.
101 HASSF]{IAD C, 25A, H/W 3400, :1 IN.
SCALE IAIA ,KS
1.226.000 CSTER, S.D., 10 ST. ONCE, S.D.
1.232K/Z0ZK HCIA I')LCE, IIL S.D., D1 tO1{\CK HILLS NATI ONAL
FAP NO. NL 13-12.
101 HASStIULAD C, 5d, H/W 3400, 3 IN.
SCALE H~MARKS
1.22.4K/21.8KINDIAN L.AKE 1X) HIC HO1N PEAK.
1.216,000 tAUAllTIN RANGE 'tX) SHRVE PE,'AK
1.216,000 PI1tHS1iXE PLATEAU 'R) C(XIWIN SPRINGS
1.210,000 GARDINERWH 10X) HtC FIJ'F.HIRRI IUT.IN
1.214,000 HEAHT LAKE: 1O ASH IX0lN'AIN
1.218,000 TI'JFI Jl(NLq'ION 1'I PIN'ION PEAK
1.21F,000 (NP1R II LYASIX)NE LAKE 'O HPIFFALI) PLATFAU.
1.21e,000 Coo C' F1 tXNTAIN 10) HAWhS REST, AIRCRAK-I' WAS IN
A TUHN AT THE END OF' l: FvItM.
1.220,000 TRIDE:NT PIAnTEAU TOX CXKE CITY.
1.226,400 EXCESS FILM EXP()SFD EN HOUi'E 10 STAGING AREA.
MAP NMS. NL 12-8, NL 12-9, NL 12-11, NL 12-12.
101 HASStELLAD C, 25-A, 3400, 3 IN.
SCALE REtMARKS
1.228,000 GILLFin'E CANYON 10 B:ELI: -FRCHE
1.220,000 SPEAJRFISH, S.D.., 1X) PILGLH Ft .NI'AIN
1.224,000 N-.ECAST1UE 1X MIDDOL CREEK BFI'E, AIRCRAFT OFF'
COURSE IX.RING THIS IlINE.
1.224,000 HAY CREIX '10 TEEP:EE RANGER STATION
NAP O. NL 13-12.
101 HASSEL$LAD C, 25-A, H/W 3400, 3 IN.
SCALE RiMARKS
1.242,000 CRESBARD, S.D., TO FLIRENCE, S.D.
MAP NOS. NL 14-8, NL 14-11.
101 HASSELBLAD C, 58, B/W 3400, 3 IN.
SCALE RFMARKS
1.226,800 MCONT MALRICE TO HFART t1LNI'AIN.
1.220,000 PAT O'HARA PEAK 1X) WAPITI MAlJNTAIN.
1.218,000 SILVIR RUN PLATEAU TO ELKK)RIN PEAK
MAP NO. NK I3-11.
IMP.;EFH IA'I',l IltF: - HlS.SF:ItAI) I.TIHAM), C6,tm'I- C
ACCESS ION NLMFYBR
DATE S I TE
NO.
SI TE ?kAE
NR-38fE.I-011-00008 09 AUG 69 011 EFLIAlISTXE: P.UIK
RLU LINE EXPO.LHE4 NL-OQNS ALTIH:LE
10 1 016 - 027 55,000 M.SL
10 2 OZ0 - 039 54,500 KML
10 3 040 - 050 55,000 tL
10 4 051 - 062 54,200 MKL
10 5 063 - 072 54,000 MSL
10 6 013 084 55,000 KSL
NH-3-EJ-030-00009 10 ALG 69 030 A1C.*0$N/AIO, ARIZONA
ROLL LINE EXIPOSLRE NL4HIS ALT InLE
13 1 001 - 023 61,000 MSL
13 2 024 - 041 60,000 MSL
13 3 042 - 058 00,000 MSL
Mh-38-EJ-185-00010 11 AWL 69 185 WEST, BONAN7A ARFA, COLOIADO
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE NUR IERS ALT I UE
4 1 001 - 011 53,000 MSL
4 3 012 - 032 54,500 MSL
4 5 033 - 051 53,000 HSL
4 7 052- 070 53,500 KSL
4 9 071 - 091 54,000 MSL
4 1 092 - 56,000 MSL
MR-38-EI-185-00011 12 AWU 69 185 EAST, BONANZA AREA, COLORADO
XLL LINE EOXPOSIUE NLMERS ALTIUJDE
8 11 001 - 023 53,500 MSL
8 12 024 - 046 54,000 HSL
8 13 047 - 049 54,000 MSL
NR-3P-VJ-167-00030 10 hEP 69 167 IlAE MIHlIG'.10
REU LIkE ESWI N ER: N1f*S AL.TI 1i1X
I 1 01 - Z4 59,000 MAL
I a 25 - 59
1 3 60 - 87
59,000 MSL
59,000 MSL
1 4 88 - 98 59,000 MSL
R-38-GJ-160-00031 15 SEP 69 168 PAl:'NTT RIVER, AHPAIIAND
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE -NUA IRS ALT I LN
5 1 I - 16 61,000 KSL
5 2 17 - 31 61,000 HSL
5 3 32 - 45 61,000 MSL
5 4 46 - 54 61,000 ISL
5 5 55 - 62 61,000 MSL
5 6 63 - 71 61,000 MSL
5 1 72 - 85 61,000 MSL
5 8 86 - 93 61,000 ASL
MIS-
SU14
I NS'mtl-'' XI- I t },IA'AT ION
101 FA.SS-U.*AD C, S, HI/ 3400. 3 IN.
SCALEU NiHK S
1.220,000 ARIZO(A1 CHI-F TO SHEE:P ,lN-TAI%.
I .210,000 PASSAUE CHFE TO1) IACLKI-:NHH 'A'NT.AIN
1.220,000 HIG cGAE HIL;F T) GHIZ?.I. C;R:EIK
I .216,P00 H FF'I41) PIA':.U;: T' I4Nh CHFI-FK
I .Z16,000 1TO (X11FN PlATll'U, TO ISUK(A.T NVI NTAIN
1.220, 000 OCHSESKOF: PIT.1'AIN TO11 .1.11 CRIFB..
AP .05. NL 12-8. NL 12-9, NI. 12-11, NL 12-12
101 HASSELBLAD C, 5A, B1/W 3400, 3 IN.
SCALE RFVI"LRKS
1.244,000 4E7L1ZU4 TO )LUhc(r1 MI1T'-lhIN
1.120,000 IVl+U6iH I1 SENTINhtL,
1.120,000 CRATER RANGE TO f0,ln.t, LIGftT LjKA ON
HASSE LHAD 3
,14P tNS. NL 12-11, Ml 12-12, NH 12-2, FN 12-3
101 HASSELBLAD C, 57, e/W 2402, 3 IN.
SCALE REt~IRKS
i.212,000 1N-ME VISTA, COLORADOA, i'it aXXHETI`0A DOW
1.218,000 GOvH1IC TO ALA'.OSA
1.212,000 IIEAT SAND DUFS NATIONAL MU-NU*Ir' TO ASPEN
1.214,000 INDIEPEtND'NCE TO RINI'ING
1.216,000 BRADID TO ED*ARDS
1.224,000' RAZOR CRLAE 0DX TO BALDWIN
M kP MS. K) 13-1, NJ 13-2, KJ 13-4, NJ 13-5,
Ki 13-7, NJ 13-8.
101 HASSEUBIAD C, 57, 2402. 3 IN.
SCALE FMRKS
1.214,000 SAN ISABEL TO MITlRN, APPROXIMATELY 30-PERCENT
1.216,000 REDClFF TO t(9I ,ORN. APPROXIMATELY 50-PERCEhT
CLUD OOVERR.
1.216,000 GOOXPASU1RE TO F1RENCE, APPROXIMATELY 50-PI--
T C' aD C OVER.
MAP NW0. WJ 13-I, NJ 13-2, NJ 13-4, NJ 13-5,
NJ 13-7, NJ 13-8.
103 KISSNIJ,W C, 40Z. ,. .$ I1%.
..*I 4: HM P.., 
I .36,000 All. It\L.'1,AWAI .s'i1xW A1 r1Av. 14 (0F:H P'CH() IA6FE,
4ICH., AND) HEItN^il: (11N 15 I .11I' ' RA111HSF: CIlil,
MICH1
1.2.16,000
1.236,000 All. t'.SSEIJAtIAD S1itP V.r' HAiE 64, VE.IT' O' ST.
,JOIEPH AND HtkIEtt* (1FV1F. 65) AT A POIN1T ' :.iST
O1 MUITAGI.E. MILH.
1.236,000 11P MIS.. NK 16-2, NX 16-5.
103 HAISEL.LAUD C, 50-246, 09H, 3 IN.
SCCAIlE RtMARKS
1.244,000 1F1M6 S.tITH ISIAND, MD., TO H:1. AIH, MD. CLX..1D
AN) HA7E Oh NOH1 t END (W LINES I.
1.244,000 FOlMt HALTIWOE, P.D., 1O PKnPAC HIVER AT' .IA/VA.
HAD STATIC lINS.l
1.244,000 FHOM POItVAC RIVER TO CE.SMINISTEIT, MD. HAD
STATIC LINES.
1.244,000 11(DM SILVEH SPRING, MD., TO NMINIl CREEK, VA.
HAD STATIC LINES.
1.244,000 FROM DlRF:GEN, VA., TO ROCKVILLE, I-). HAD
STATIC LINES.
1.244,000 F1184 ROCKVILLE, MD., TO MUJSES HEACH, VA. HAD
STATIC LINES.
1.244,000 FR1M POIAC RIVIt UESTIOR3ELAND, VA., TO
WESTIMINISTER1, P1D. HAD STATIC LINES.
1.244,000 RO4 BHALTICORE, MD., TO EDJIAHDSVILLE, VA. HAD
STATIC LINES.
MAP NO. NJ 18-4.
0\





NR-38-1U-176-00032 13 SEP 69 176 NXEW ENLAND
ROL LINE 39(POSURE NMiLMBES ALTITUDE
3 1 01 - 14 60,000 MSL
3 2 15- 29 60,000 MSL
3 3 30 - 43 60,000 MSL
3 4 44- 56 60,000 MSL
3 5 57 - 61 60,000 MSL
3 9 - 60,000 MSL
3 6 62 - 75 60,000 MSL
3 7 76 - 89 60,000 iSL
3 8 90- 104 60,000 ISL
3 105 - 109
NR-38-6-177-00033 25 AIG 69 177 TENNES:SEE VUALL:t
IOLL LINE EXSLIRE SN't S ALTIlWE
1 01 - 05
I I - 57,000 MSL
I 2 06 - 19 57,000 MSL
1 3 20 - 33 57,000 MSL
1 4 34 - 49 57,000 ISL
I 5 - 57,000 PiSL
1 6 50- 60 57 000 MSL
1 7 61 - 66 57,000 ISL
1 8 67 - 77 57,000 MSL
NR-3P-HJ-188-00034 14 SEP 69 IP88 NEW YORK BIGIi
IXLJ LINE EXOSURE N.IMIRS ALTIlTXlIE
4 2 002 - 021 61,000 MSL
4 3 022 - 040 61,000 MSL
4 4 041 - 059 61,000 MSL
4 5 060 - 079 61,000-MSL
4 6 080 - 122 61,000 FISL
NR-38-J-191-00035 12 SEP 69 191 WASITENAW COUNTY, MICHIGAN
ROLL LI NE EXPOSUIE 414S ALTITUDE
1 4 01 - 31 59,000 MSL
1 5 32 - 63 59,000 MSL
I 6 64 - 95 59,000 MSL
3 7 96- 115 59,000 MSL
NH-38-GJ-168-00036 13 SEP 69 168 PAnJXFNT RIVER, MARYLAND
1OLL LINE EXPOSLRE NMIERS ALT I TDE
I 3 1 - 74 10,000 MSL
NR-38-CJ-168-00037 13 SEP 59 316 PAtiXE."T HIVEH, L4M\HAI.,.lt)
ROULL LINE EXPOSLItE NN14tW-S1 Alt:rITlE





SEP 69 168 PALfXENT K1lI, MARIIIAlD
LINE EXPOSL RE NL0*1gHS Ai:rill13:
I I - 48 10,000 FtSL.




103 HASSELLAD C, 3401, 57, 3 IN.
SCALE REMARKS
1.240,000 FROM M. WILLIAM, N.H., TO CHARLESTON, R.I.
1.240,000 FRCM NEWPORT, R.I., TO MANCHESTE, N.H.
1.240,000 FRfM COBLRN HILL, N.H., TO ACOtaXET, R.I.
1.240,000 FRl(M M-IAPOISETT, MASS., TD KITTEIY, MAINE.
1.240,000 FROM KIMTFRY, MAINE TO WOODS HOLE, MASS., FHASS.
57 OVER C CE.STEIR, MASS., 58-61 FROI PLYXMOUTH
TO BLITE PT.
1.240,000 FROM CAMP EIWARDS, EAST TO CHATHAM, ON CAPE COD
1.240,000 FROM NEW BEDFORD, MASS., 1T) NEWARKET, N.H.
1.240,000 FROMI PHILLIPS POND, N.H. TO SACIUEST PT., R.I.
1.240,000 FRM14 SAUGATR KErT, R. I., TO KIMBALL POND, N.H.
M4P %(' . N,. 1'4-1, NK 14-4.
10. HA.SFIEM:ADC, SO-10, I(;/I-H, 4 1.
SCALE HF14AHNS
TEST/CH*:C 'hrT
1.2281,000 I-(1I IN1,VN, S.C., 1O X)UR4hAA IE. TEtN.
I.ZZ ,000 FtOIM GHEE:NE I LI ;, I'EN:., '11) (;HR.F:H, S.C.
1.226,000 I'om s41.l HIVF:H, PoI*'.*tn'l H'SF:HV()IR, 'IU
WUI,(t4$ I L~I);, TEN,.
1.228,000 .'(14 WRE.,NSHII4G, TENN.. X)PELZETI, S.C.
1.228,000 RtM6 JONES XF)H 1TO LI)PPFI RIIGE, t:i4 C(HHX1IX).
1.228,000 FNM N)XVIJ, EFN., 1T II'DL'UHI) Mi'., NE:AR
Wr. CI"l, S.C. ST1WPPD AT CLAI/IAWHN CO. I LINE
1.228,000 F1UM lBIG 'INl CHR:IK, S.C., 11) OAK RIDI:E, T'EN.
HASSEIIHLAD nTINEl) ON AT AURM1S RHIDF1:.
1.228,000 FRNOM CHESTNUT RIIGE, TENN. 1T SPANIARD M'r., S.C
HASSE.IKAD SOPPEI) W OF' CA1TLCE LAKE.
M4P DOS. NJ 16-10, NJ 16-11, NI 16-1, NI 16-2.
103 HASSELBLAD C, 3401, 57, 3 IN.
SCALE RM4(RKS
1.244,000 FROM NEW LWONDON, C(NN., TO HASKING RIDGE, N.J.
1.244,000 FRI(M PEIRTH AMVUt, N.J., TO l)04 ISLAD St.ND
1.244,000 FROM FISHERS ISLAN), LXONN., 1'O "MNVILLE, N.J.
1.244,000 FRtLM ,SOTH RItER, N.J., TO MIONTAlX PT., L.. IS.
1.244,000 FROM MONTAUK PT., L.I., TO PLESVILLE, HD.
WP NWsO. N( 18-5, NK 18-6, NX 18-8, NK 18-9.
103 HASSL.BIAD C, 3401, 58, 31N.SCALE R141RKS
1.236,000 FRIM DaAhND TO NAPOLEAN.
1.236,000 FEtIM U.S. 90/80, SW/ATON, TO FLINT.
1.236,000 'IM14 SW4ARTZ CREIX TO COl.TON.
1.236,000 FR(M MAUMEE TO FLINT. (HASSELBLAD TO ANN ARBOR
ONLY).
MAP NOS. WN 16-6, NW 16-9, NK 17-4, NK 17-7.
104 IIASSELBlAD C, 5424, 89B, 3 IN.
SCALE RE'4ARKS
1.40,000 BALTIM3OE TO POINT LOOKOUT, CHESAPF:KE BAY.
MAP NO. NJ 18-4.
104 HASSF:IJUM) C, 544,  4, , , '.
SCAI E H I-AH KS
1.40,000 SMITH ISAlN) lt) h40IlT I4MA\I), 6FIF:S;\-PE./E . H- .
MAP NO. NJ 134-4.
104 HASSELHLA) C, 5424, 89H, 3 IN.
SCALFE R1F,1ARHKS
1.40,000 JUNiCTI(N O4" I-S 4S0 N\DM 3 T() PIln:ENT HIVE:R
NAVAL HtLSE, PAITLENTl HIEH.
1.100,000 VAN HIHI*.H 11) CXhN POINT, CHE:S4PE'-lEE F;1..
HAP NO. NJ 18-4.
0'




MN-38.GJ-168-00039 13 SEP 69 16P PAt"IXNT RIVtN,
ROULL LINE EXPOSLRIl: NLFf-.HS
4 5 1 - 24
4 3 25 - 34
4 3 35- 41
4 3 42- 63
NR-38-GJ-174-00040 16 SEP 69 174 WAII)PS ISLAND,
ROLL LINE EXPOSLNE NtIt:RS
12 4 05 - 40
12 1 MALFUNCT I ON
NR-38-'J-174-00041 16 SEP 69 174 WALLOPS ISLAND,
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NUhMERS
13 2 03- to
13 5 19- 75
NR-38-W-174-00042 16 SEP 69 174 WALWDPS ISLAND,
ROLL LINE EXPOSIURE NMBIES
14 6 02- 64
14 3 65- 70
rNR-3e-1J-174-00043 16 SEP 69 174 WALLOPS ISLAND,
"ML LINE EXPOSLRE NUMRS
15 7 ?07 - 47
IS ? 48 - 74
NR-38-HJ-176-00044 14 SEP 69 176 EF. .*;LANI)
YLXL LINE EXPOSt HI. %Nl*HNS
5 3 1- 48
5 3 49- 67
NH-38-tIJ-176-00045 14 SEP 69 176 NOIW FIGLAND
- LL LINE EXPOSL'RF N.t"U-S
e a 1- 55
Mh-38-HJ-188-00046 16 SEP 69 188 N.W tORK 8fGHT
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE N-*.1S
7 4 01- 54
7 8 55- 73
IR-38-WJ-188-00047 16 SEP 69 I81 NEW YORK RICHT
ROLL LINE EX1PO.SlF: NFL*RS
8 7 01 - 23
8 5 24- 43
NR-38IHJ-188-00048 16 SEP 69 18P NE.W ORK BIGIHI
ROU. LINE EXPOSURE NINLt1RS
9 6 02- 50
9 9 51- 69
NR-38-UJ-188-00049 15-16 SEP 69 18P NEW OlR(K BIGHT
ROLL LINE EXPOSLQE NUM.10S
10 3 02 - 27
10 2 20 - 47
10 1 48 - 69
SITE NAt*: MIS-
SION
I %l't,.13:VI' )I*) I(;t NtVI' (%
MARYLAND 104 HASSEI..AD C, 5424, 89H, 3 IN.ALT t'UElI SCA4L R0I'A-KS
Z5,000 MSL 1.100,000 TICUoYN ISLAND TO SOIH NARCH ISIAD,
ClESAPEM)E HAY.
25,000 MSL 1.100,000 POINT LO9OKOT TO COVE POINT, Cf.:SAPFAEE HA'.
25,000 MSL 1.100,000 COVE POINT AREA.
25,000 MSL 1.100,000 COVE POINT1 1O) BAItTIATKE.
43P' NO). NJ 18-4.
VIRGINIA 104 HASSEILLAD C, 5424, 89B, 3 IN.ALT I TUE SCALE REM3ANS
6,000 MSL 1.24,000 OCEAN CITY TO ASSATEAGtE COVE, VA.6,000 MSL 1.24,000 ASSATEAGUE COVE T1X -91UlUh IN IStLAN), VIRGINIA.
MAP OS. NJ 18-5, NJ 18-7, NJ 18-8, II.
VIRGINIA 104 HASSELELAD C, 5424, 89B, 3 IN.ALT I TDE SCALE ROMARKS
6,000 MSL 1.24,000 METOMIIN ISLAND TO WALLOPS ISLAND. VIRGINIA.
6,000 MSL 1.24,000 ASSATEAGUE COVE TO OCEAN CITY, VIRGINIA.
MAP. NOS. NJ 18-5, NJ 18-7, NJ 18-8, 11
VIRGINIA 104 IHASSEL3LAD C, 5424, 898, 3 IN.
ALT ITUE SCALE ROHAKS
6,000 MSL 1.24,000 ISLE OF WIGHr BAY TO ASSATEACUE COVE, VIRGINIA.
6,000 MSL 1.24,000 WMTWKIN ISLAND TO CHINCOTEAGlE BAY, VIRGINIA.
iMAP NOS. NJ 18-5, NJ 18-7, NJ 18-8, 11.
VIRGINIA 104 iHASSEL/ AD C, 5424, 898, 3 IN.ALTITUDE SCALE RP4ARKS
6,000 MSL 1.24,000 WALLOPS ISLAND, TO ROBINS MARSH, CHINCO1EAGUE
BAY, VIRGINIA.
6,000 MIL 1.24,000 ISLE OF WIGHT TO HAfRIN BAY, CHIN OTEAGUE BAY,
Kip -43). ) 18-3. iN 18-7, NJ It1-s )i.
104 ,ASEi.HTU) C:, 4)L, ZiA, :I I iN.
10,000 iML 1.40,0011 SPrRI.NIII , 1'. 1l T'yr-Ill (IF. (I , 'IAI*N, N.H.
10,000 MSL 1.40,000 CI.l UOtl(AH L\ .'II) .TIHF: Hert\
MAP NO. Ni 19-1, NM 1q-4.
104 HIASSiUJALD C, 2402. Z5.A, 3 IN.ALT I ItUl SCALE RF164RK
10,000 MSL 1.40,000 hWSTN RBAY To lV P*hlN'Is, MANS. (N)0% i*'TO%,
MAP NOS. M 19-1, NM 19-4.
104 HASSELBLAD C, 2402, 57, 3 IN.ALTITUDE SCALE RF4WAKS
11,500 MSL 1.46,000 EAST ROCKAW4At lT WTOES7H..IPt, N.Y.
11,500 MSL 1.46,000 BHIIX.;tP'I* TO ,IoTAtIS POINT. Nh..
MAP NOS. NM 18-5, NK 16-6, NK lR-8, N 18I-9.
104 HASSCEBLAD C, 2402, 57, 3 IN.ALTITIDE SCALE RE4ARKS
12,500 MSL 1.50,000 1THtF: MILES HARitlR TO .gNI'.t, POINT, N.'.
12,500 MsL 1.50,000 HASSEJBLAD 3 HAS A SHI-fT LINE, 14138 SHINNEOCFI.
BAY IT LtG B.UACH, N. .
MAP NOS. NE 1-5, NK 18-6, NlA 18-8, NE 18-9.
104 HASSEULAD C, 2402, 57, 3 IN.
ALTITUDE SCALE RRE4S
11,500 MSL 1.46,000 LNG BEACI TO ':-St'lP'iON, N.Y.
12,500 MSL 1.50.000 ONTALK POINT TO Amr.StN.T, N.Y.
MAP NOS. mN 18-5, NK 10-6, Nc 18-8, NK 18-9.
104 HASSELBLAD C, 2402, 57, 3 IN.ALTITDJiE SCALE R4BARKS
12.500 MSL 1.50,000 VALLEY STIREAN, N.Y. TO h-,.UlH BEACH, N.J.
12,500 MSL 1.50,000 RED BA.N,( N.J. TO VALLEY STREAM, N.Y.
12,500 MSL 1.50,000 BROX1LYN, N.Y. TO SANDY HOOX, N.J.
MAP NOS. MC 18-5, N( 18-6, N 18-8, NK 18-9.
IMlWItF DATA FILE, - HASFLKIEtLAD NtI.TIllA. LA.t'Il C





N1-30-HI--18-00050 IS S81P 69 I1A NEW ¥(HK HIC,11 104
ROUL I.fINf FkPONLHE NLHES ALTIlUDE SCALE
II 8 01o - 12,500 MSL 1.50,000
N1(-3b-G-2OI-1OU05I 14 S-'P 6h Z01 MF. INI(S16AC, tE&oW4t-iNIA 104
RLU.L LIN W EXPNtHE NthdHFN AL.IIII: .' ;SCALE
6 I 56 - 58 20,000 KPL I.P0.0II0
9 4 41 - 60,000 oMSL 1.240,000
I1 59 - 65 8,000 MSL 1.32,000
* I 66 - 78 4,000 MIL 1.16,0009 a 2 - 81 60,000 MSL 1.240,000
9 9 82 - 100 60,000 MSL 1.240,000
NI-3J-PJ-085-00055 02 OCT 69 085 LAWRENCE, KANSAS 106
ROLL LINE EXPOStE M.H*'RS ALTIlnOE SCALE
3 1 01 - IS 60,800 MPL 1.243,200
3 16 - 33 60,200 PsL 1.240,800
3 3 34 - 49 60,400 MSL 1.241,600
3 4 50 - 67 61,000 MSL 1.244,000
3 5 68 - 83 01,200 MSL 1.244,800
3 6 64 - 101 60,100 MSL 1.240,400
3 1 102 - 115 60,600 MSL 1.242,400
MR-38-H11-175-00056 01 OCT 69 175 HO.STON AREA, 1EXAS 106
ROLL LINE EXWOSUIE hMBRS ALTITIE SCALE
a 4 63 - 89 60,000 PSL 1.240,000
23 · 90- 96 60,000 MS.L 1.240,000
2 6 99 - 119 60K/3K MSL 1.24K/2K
M1J38-FJ-178-00057 29 SEP 69 178 MILL CREEK, COKLA'OMA 106
ROLL LINE EXPORE NEB3RS ALTITLDE SCALE
I a 01- 05 61,000 MSL 1.244,000
1 I 06 - 13 60,800 MSL 1.241,600
1 3 14 - 22 60,300 MSL 1.241,200
MI-38-FJ-184-00058 29 SEP 69 184 ('HICKASH. , (1A1411.0 IOh.
ROLL LINE IQ(L11E NtHN14S ,AL.TI111E SLJFE
I I 23 - 39 60,800 PML 1.243,2Z10
1 2 40 - 55 59,900 PAL 1.239,600
I 3 56 - 73 60,200 I&L 1.240,800
I 4 74 - 90 59,800 MSL 1.239,200
' 5 91 - 107 59,900 ML 1.239,600
NR-38-FJ-996-00059 01 OCT 69 996 DAIAS/IFRT c1Tf, TEXAS 106
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE NMIE.HS ALTITLIDE SCALE
2 1 01 - 12 60,300 PAL 1.241,200
2 a 13 - 24 60,800 PAL 1.243,200
2 3 25- 371 60,800 MSL 1.243,200
a 4 386 - 50 1,000 MSL 1.244,000
MNt-38-FJ-203-00067 14 OCT 69 203 GRANITE CITY, ILLINOIS 1I1
ROLL LINE EXPOSIRE M.1BERS ALTILDE SCALE
IC 1 001- 019 4,000 PSL 1.16,000
IC a 020 - 036 4,000 MSL 1.16,000
IC 3 037 - 047 4,000 MSL 1.16,000
1C 1 048 - 085 80,00 MSL 1.32,000
IC 2 053 - 060 8,000 MSL 1.32,000
IC 3 061 - 065 8,000 MSL 1.32,000
IC 1 066 - 067 20,000 MIL 1.80,000
IC 3 068 - 071 20,000 MSL L.80,000
IhNSTW4LIT UFl'I(1RATIOt
HIASS1.BLAD C, 2402, 57, 3 IN.
R4MARKS
HASSEIAlAD 3 MALFJNCTIONCED.
4AP NOS. N. 18-5, NK 18-6, C 18-8, NK 18-9.
tL.SSFIHlU.U) C. 4i, V2;-i, 1 IN\.
PA.
p*jHANICSIHI AViU. S.PPL. I)F:PT. , C+*X ICStIG,
PA.
CX.3ANICSHIC% MVAI. tPPIl O:P(Yr, M-LtmICSFHIC,.
PA.
MAP N). NK 10-10.
HASSIElLAD C, 2F AND 47, H/1 3400, 3 IN.
W*MARK .'S
NRTH OF' FGARNET.' TO MIS.JLRI HIVIh, NOMTH OF
HICFAND
F4ISSO.RI RIVER NOIVH1iST OF ST. JOSEPH TO SOLTH
OF SAWATUMI.
LA CYGCN: NF1Th TO SAVANNAH.
THIR rY-TREI MI LES IO1RH OF' SIT1 HV I LLE, .SOb1H
70 HIME.
aImRll, INORTH TO MAtSVILLf:.
MRfn*AST OF CAM'tON, SUfIM .TO SO.il-EAST OF
RICH HILL.
PIT'S.RNG, MISSOCRI, TD 29 MILES SWI'0H OF LLWSA.
MAP MN6. NJ 15-1, NJ 15-4.
HASSE.URAD C, 47 AND 2E, B/W 3400, 3 IN.
MADISONVILLE 70 BIRD ISLAND, TEN EAST TO
GALVESTON.
GALVESION TO HIG-WAY 75 NO11H OF HJSTION.
swm OF' F'Al RANCH TO NkW CF AND TH N:TO
ELLI NGION AFB.
IAP NO. NH 15-7.
HASSELLAD C, 150, COLOR IR SO-I0, 3 IN.
I4l]VKS
ARICORE TO MILL CREEK.
WEST OF WAPANLICKA TO RATLIFF CITY.
FT. SILL TO LAKE ALTOS. MAP SHEFT NI 14-5.
PAP NO. NI 14-6.
iH I.SS'IMADU) C, 15., (1R_]H IH sO-i'0, 1 i'.
FAST OF' I*UX'I' 1' .V I s .
WEST (F' W01NN86(S) tlO 1 NtXNAIN VIE0.
EAST OF' (3141-i.I, 'O STFAIAF'FD.
FAST OF' PUHCF:II. 1TO C.INITNH.
EAST-SE OF CI:STIR CIT ' IO SW OF MMU.
AP NOS. NJ 14-11, N 14-12, NI 14-2, NI 14-3,
NI 14-5, NI 14-6.
HASSLULAD C, 47 AND 2E, R/W 3400, 3 IN.
F'R MILES S(OL'T OF MCKINNEhh TO JACKSH(IRO.
SLIP DOXYN MtXNTAIN Tn RCKWALL..
DALLAS TO MINEhAL CEILS.WFST OF '1`RR:ELL TO BIG VALLEY ON 1TNE BIAZOS R.
MAP NO. NI 14-12.
IASSLJBLAD C, 25A, B/V 2402, 3 IN.
REMRKS
CHA41IN OF ROCKS CANAL, IU.INOIS.
CHAIN OF' ROCKS CANAL, ILLINOIS.
GRANITE CITY, ILLINOIS.
MAP NO. NJ 15-6.
0\
wJ
IFAGERY DATA FILE - HFrSFI.&) Ml.T'IMNI), CI-.)(, C














OCT 69 208 BARAROO, WISCONSIN
LINE EXPOSLURE N4lHIRS ALTI'LuE SCALE
I 001- 018 5,000 [EL 1.20,000
a 019 - 037 5,000 MSL 1.20,000
3 036 - 064 5,000 45L 1.20,000
OCT 69 208 BARA!O, WISCONSIN
LINE EXP(OSHNE 414RS ALTITUE SCALE
3 001 - 036 4,000 MSL 1.16,001
037- 074 4,000 EsL 1.16,000
(tLT 69 OB R4RAR*IA, L4COW SIN
LINE 1'I F4IF: W'tIh **HS AlI'I IUF:
I 001 - 041 4,000 M.I.




4R-38-GJ-208-00071 17 OCT 69 200 IARAHUO, SISCONSIN
RWL LINE EXOSUIE MN '4MS ALTI tE SCALE
6C 3 001 - 025 6,120 MSL 1.24,4t0
6C a 026 - 054 6,120 ML 1.Z4,4r0
· 1C I 055 - 079 6,120 [ML 1.24,4Y0
NR-3E-GJ-208-00072 17 OCr 69 208 &lRAIUD, WIS.cSIN
ROLL LINE EXR S *E S ALT'I 1WE SCALE
9C I 001 - 015 6,120 ISL 1.24,480
111 HASSEULAD C, 25A, B/W 2402, 3 IN.
DEVIL'S LAKE STA'TE PARK TO FISH LAKE AREA.
0 fROUE 12 WEST OF B1ACIR ORDINANCE VtRKS TO
ROWlEY CREEK .
MAP NO. WN( 16-1.
111 IASSEILLAD C, 25A, B/U 2402, 3 IN.
ROMC SPRINGS TO WlT7EN.
ROIaE 12 WEST OF fIbCitR ORDINANCE mORKS TO
ROM.EY CREUX.
MAP NO. NK 16-1.
III HAF5L.%LI C, 2.A, HJ1 2402, .1 IN.
Il' 11,'s IA.KF STIT.: PARK 'IT) FISHi It'wK.: .HuA.
NII`*MXS. I-S'.SH,t;S H- E.K ts liD. . lt-.' .,: {~ ¥I
II HAN'SS*JI..LAD C.KS
14aP N0. NK Is-I.
III A .SkAD C, 25A, B/O 2402, 3 IN.
R0l-ARKS
IRAlE IMX.LCE IS APPIOXII ATTY, HFCAUSE OF'
MAP NO. NK 16-1.
NI-38-GH-146-00073 14 OCT 69 146 ALAF'IA AN PEACF: RIVFNS. '1-AIR)I 112 HASSE.LAAD C, 15, COLMO IR SO-180, 10 IN.RPXL LINE EXPOSLRE tl4ERS ALT IlDE SCALE Rk24I(S
IC I 001 - 007 61,000 MSL 1.73,200
IC 2 008 - 016 61,000 MFL 1.73,200
IC 3 017 - 026 61.000 IML 1.73,200 MFAI LAKE SARfA.UA TO IXNNEUDN.
IC 4 027 - 037 62,000 [EL 1.74,400 PIRO WIThILACOOnKEE RIVER TO GlIJ' O-F WXICO.IC 5 038 - 049 62,000 MSL 1.74,400 F111 LITTLE PINE ISLAND TO B OEILVIEW.IC 6 050 - 064 62,000 tSL 1.74,400 FRlC LAKE GRIFFIN TO GLlF' OF hEXICO.
IC 1 065 - 078 62,000 IML 1.74,400 FR1, BIG CPRESS SWAMP 1O ILCK LAKE.IC 8 079 - 094 62,000 FIL 1.74,400 FR'l LAKE TRACY TO GU.F OF' ttXICO.IC 9 095 - 099 62,000 MSL 1.74,400 F1174 PAIJ4ALE' TO JAFESTUAN.
MAP NOS. NH 17-1, NO 17-2, NO 17-1,4.
PR-368-41-147-00074 14 OCT 69 147 LAFSOTAMPA, FLORIDA 112 I4ASSELSLAD C, ISO, COtJOR IR SO-180, 10 IN.XOLL LINE EXFOSltRE NIMIER ALTITUE SCALE RFMARKS
IC I 001 - 007 61,000 [SL 1.73,200 FROM MALE'T KEYS TO WACCASASSA BAY.IC 2 000 - 016 61,000 M[L 1.73,200 FRO4 HO4OSASSA ISLANS TO CLF OF flEXICO.IC 3 Ol - 026 - 61,000 MSL 1.73,200 FEM LAKE SARASOTA TO WINNEUIN.IC 4 027 - 037 62,000 ML, 1.74,400
IC 5 038 - 049 62,000 ML, 1.74,400
IC 6 050 - 064 62.000 tML 1.74,400
IC 7 065 - 078 62,000 MSL 1.74,400
IC 6 079.- 094 62,000 M[L 1.74,400
IC 9 095 - 099 62,000 M[L 1.74,400 MAP NO. NH 10-10.
NR-38-.H-163-00075 13 0orT 69 163 HISCtVNI,. H'.l, F(HI' ii). 112 HAcSF:IHU) C, H/i :4400, 5", 1.5 IN.
ROLL LINE X(KP)SL.E NItNHFrHS I.'l:IITI' 1 : .SALE. RW4KS
IC 3 026 - 045 61 ,.500 1t,4L 1.492,000 RXL'K. H4RH(tH 111) PAIIn HEACH, FI.A.IC 4 046 - 063 61,500 KML 1.49Z,000 WEST PUIM HI'.'H 'TO MI:tIXFlNE, FlA.IC EXTRA 064 - 078 61,500 MIL 1.492,000 CAPE Ki:NN-:I) D1 Af11A'TIC (ItF-.A
M. ; 17-2_, S; 17-5, % i7-P, Nt 17-11I
I-J
0\
IMAGIERY DATA F'IU - .Sh.jFIA1i) Hl.I'IAN'I), CtV.tIRA C
DATEI SITE SITE NAME Mis- INSTIFImt8NT CAil'ACATI(N-
ACCESS ION M43"tR NO. 5ION
MI-3P-Ci-164-00076 15 OCT 69 164 H(CA RTY*,/HIltJF' G.IAE., F11IIM)4 112 lHACSE.LAD C, 15G, COLOR IR S()-IO, 10 1%.
IROLL LINE EXfOSRE IHIRtS ALT I LE SCALE RHARKS
2C 16 001 - 003 60,700 fSL 1.72,480
2C 9 004 - 012 60,400 tSL 1.72,480
2C 10 013 - 030 61,000 MSL 1.73,200 CIROISTILS TO) MURADIHN
2C 11 031 - 047 61,600 MSL 1.73,920 FiATECtI'E KEY TO TI'lTSVILLE
2C 12 048 - 064 61,500 ISL 1.73,8600 MERRITiS ISLAND TO WINDIE KEY.
2C 13 065 - 077 60,500 MSL 1.72,600 KEY LARGO TO fIIA.OIRNE tEACH.
2C 14 078 - 088 60,300 MSL 1.72,360 FORT PIERCE TO KEY LARGO.
2C IS 089 - 096 61,000 MSL 1.73,200 ELItOTT KEY 1TO FlE SO'.ND
84P NO. NG 17-5
NR-38-GJ-165-00077 15 OCT 69 165 DESERET/.IT. MARKS, FLORIDA 112 HASSELBLAD C, 15, COLOR IR SO-0, 10 IN.
RO.LL LINE EXPOSUIE &M1ERS ALTITlDE SCALE REMARKS
2C 16 001 - 003 60,700 KSL 1.72,480 KA9ROL!SAS KEYS TO PACKY KEY
2C 9 004 - 012 60,400 MIL 1.72,480 CAPE SABLE TO BRIGlfliN INDIAN RES.
aC 10 013 - 030 61,000 MSL 1.73,200 CHRISTMAS TO MARATON
2C 11 031 - 047 61,600 ML 1.73,920 MAT"XI1EW KEY TO TITUSVILLE
2C 12 048 - 064 61,500 ISL 1.73,800 tERRITTS ISLAND TO WINDLEY KEY.
2C 13 065 - 077 60,500 MtL 1.72,600
2C 14 078 - 088 60,300 MSL 1.72,360
2C IS 089 - 096 61,000 MSL 1.73,200 MP lNS. N1 16-6, NH 17-4, NI 17-11, NC 11
NR-J38-G-164-00078 16 OCT 69 164 BOCA RATON/BflES GLADE, ILRIDA 112 HASSELBLAD C, 15G, COLOR IR SO-180, 10 IN.
IIL LINE EWXPOSUlE M EES ALT IT13D SCALE REMARKS
3C 12 001 - 003 62,000 MSL 1.74,400 SHORT LINE COVERING BElUE GLADE.
3C 12 004 - 021 62,000 MSL 1.74,400 MATEC.43E KEY 0) MERRIFTS ISLAND.
3C 13 022 - 039 62,000 MSL 1.74,400 CANAVERAL PENNINSULA TO PLANTATION KEY
3C 14 040 - 051 62,000 FSL 1.74,400 ELLIOTT KEY T RO , 3EACOH.
Ni-38-GJ-165-00079 1 OCT 69 165 ODESFRIT/ST. HARKS, FUIIM 112
RiLL LINE EXPOSURHE NM4ERS ALTITUED SCALE
3C 12 001 - 003 62,000 tML 1.74,400
3C 12 004 - 021 62,000 MSL 1.74,400
3C 13 022 - 039 62,000 L 1.74,400
3C 14 040 - 051 6z2000 L WI. 1.744nn0
MhR-38-(0-169-00080 13 OCT 69 169 *1xmI Il h*'S 112
RLL LINE .:PlAK14. MtF*:IS AIT I TlE SCALE
IC I 001 - 006 62,200 KiL 1.497,600
IC 2 007 - 025 61,500 MSL 1.492,000
SN-3--'1-044-00111 07 OCT 69 044 PURIF., INDIANA 112
IRLL LIKNE F 1 11ET S I ALTIT.WE SCALE
II 001 - 014 58,700 MSL 1.469,600
a 2 015 - 027 58,700 MSL 1.469,600
i 3 028 - 041 59,000 NML 1.472.000
I 4 042 - 053 59,000 MSL 1.472,000
I 5 054 - 066 58,000 MSL 1.464,000
I 6 067 - 078 59,000 MSL 1.472,000
I ? 079 - 091 58,800 MSL 1.470,400
1 8 092 - 103 58,700 MSL 1.469,600
iR-38"GH-163-00081 19 NOV 69 163 BISCAlYNE BAY, FLURIIDA 114
RILL LINE EXPOIURE NRt41f4S ALT I T1X SCALE
3 27 40 - 48 12,600 MSL 1.50,400
MR-34-I4-169-O0082 19 'OV 69 169 FI*l IDA KEYS 114
LiL LINE EXPOWl6URE I.WRS ALT I."1E SCALE
I I . I - 72 12,600 MSL 1.50,400
t-2.
HSAI.E F1A. VERY PILR IMAGIERY.
M4P NO. ii 17-5
FA4SSEULLAD C, 15G, COLOR IR SO-180, 10 IN.
SHORT LI NE COVERI N BELE GLADE.
M4ATIED.03E KEY TO MERRITrS ISLAND.
M"P Nt,. ,tf l J-b, ;* 17-4 VI 17, 1; -l .
"HASSEtIAD C, 58, H/W 3400, 1.5 IN.
RfE.ARKS
DRY T.I'nS\S, IllIDA/im.
MAR...:SAS KEYS 1'O TAVI-NII-31, FIIRIDA.
KAP NW. NC 17-8, NC 17-11.
IHASSELILAD C, NO FIL.TER USE, H/w 3400, 1.5 IN.
INDIANAPOLIS 1O) SPHINIF'IELD, IUANOIS.
ATI-NS. IU.INOIC 1TO "UiVII.I*E, INDIANA
CICFVO, INDIANA TO PTI-FA.SllHtG, IILINOIS.
FMKON CITY, ILLINOIS 11) 'TIPlt'N INDIAA.
KUOK(lO0 INDIANA D NhANITO, ILLINOIS.
P3XINN, ILINOIS TO AREA NKORH (WF kh(,,O.
PERU, INDIANA TO PEIOIA, ILLINOIS.
CHILICULOI'iE, ILLINOIS TO MONON, INDIANA.
MAP WO. WN 16-11.
HASSEBILAD C, 25A, H/W 2402, 3 IN.
REI4ARKS
PM(IKIN KEY, CARD SOUJND 1 CONVOY POINT, BISC.A\NE
BAY. COVE4,AGE OVl, TURKEY POINT POWUtR PLANT.
MAP ND. SC 17-8
HASSELHLAD C, 25A, B/W 2402, 3 IN.
RE.IARKS
OCEAN RE'EF, KEY LARGO TO FLAT IDEE KEY. tREAK
IN FLICHT' LINE TO CHAbGE M/H FILM4.
MAP NWS. 1G 17-8, NC 17-11.
F-,
0N
IM(tWN. LUITA FllF: - HASSF.LF*AD) I,;l'IHA\ I), C. .-.-R C
ACCESS I ON NHkfI/3
DATE SITE
hO.
NR-38--! 169-00083 1 9 NM 69 169
NR-38-G1-169-00084 19 NOV 69 169
ROLL LINE EXPO
3 2



















MAP NM. NHF 15-5,




l-38-FH1-175-00089 04 DEC 69 175
ROLL LINE EXPOS
9C 7 00
PR-38-FH-175-00090 04 OCE 69 175
ROLL LINE EX(P)S
10C 7 00





S 11'T. %A,': MI(S-
SI(,
I NSTHIlN:IT r C(:(HG' lATION
9 FURlIDA KEYS 114 HASSllBLAD C, 25A, O/W 2402, 3 IN.OSLEE NPIS ALT I E SCALE RPMARKS
2 - 15 12,600 MSL 1.50,400 FLAT ER KEY TO BOCA CIICA CHANNEL. SCME
16 - 66 12,600 MSL 1.50,400 EASTERN SASO SHOAL Tp JUST S(IWEST OFALLIGATOR REEF LIGHT ALONG THIE SOUT SIDE
OF HAW CHeANNE.
FP NWK. NO 17-8, NO 17-11.
9 FLORIDA KEYS 114 WASSEiELAD C, 25A, H/W 2402, 3 IN.OSURE Nff3eEES ALTITUE SCAI8 REMARKS
2 - 39 12,600 MSL 1.50,400 SOUIWHNEST OF ALLIGATOR REEF LIGHT TO NORTHEASTOF CARYSPUCR REEF LIGHITHOUSE.
MAP NOS. No 17-8, IG 17-11.
SA4HINE L;U(E R S'iAX, T1FX./I.. 115 HAS'SEILAO C, 2.5A, H/4, 240Z, I . .I.LSRE NU'I*RS3 AlIl'llUF SCAlE F1FHKS01 - 008 7,000 MSL 1.56,000 Nk TO HFALMJ T, SE TO) N:CHE.S HI'F.H.009 - 014 7,000 ASL 1.56,000 ROSE CITY OIL FIELD, .%OIH '111 tNECI.S HI:H.DIS - 030 7,000 hSL 1.56,000 U.S. 87 FAST TO SAIINE LAKE A4,1C. NEI-CHF:S HIVF D31 - 039 7,000 MSL 1.56,000 SABINE LAKE TO BlAC'K MI(X.40 - 069 7,000 MSL 1.56,000 TAWN FARM IN POIT ARlTHIR, SET ') TEXA,S POINT 1T
VICINITY OF' LICHIT.
AP NOS.NH415-4, NH 15-5, NH 15-8
SABINE LAKE ESTUARY. TEX./LA. 115 IaSSELBAD C, 25A, H/W 2402, 1.5 IN.SLRE NUBIoS ALT ITUDE SCALE REAKS02 - 014 7,000 MSL 1.56,000 SABINE LAKE, NE UP SAUINE RIVER TO P*)F NIX
15 - LbXE023 ,0L AK  OIL FIELD.IS - 023 7,000 MSL 1.56,000
24 - 030 7,000 MSL 1.56,000 MP NOS. mI 15-4, NF 15-5, NH 15-8
SARINE LAKE ESIUARY, MTE./LA. 115 HASS1BLAD C, 25A, B/W 2402, 1.5 IN.SULKRE mpkS ALTITUDE SCALE REIAARKS01 - .025 7,000 MSL 1.56,000 TAN( FARM IN PORT ARTRIR SE 1i) TEXAS POINT TO
1VICINITY CW LIGIT.6 - 033 7.000 MSL 1.56,000 ROSE CITY OIL FIELD SOUIH TO NECHES RIVER.4 - 041 7,000 MSL 1.56,000 NE TO .BEAIMUlT, SE TO NEtES RIVER.2 - 057 7,000 SL 1.56,000 U.S. 87 EAST TO SABINE LAKE ALfO)G NECH'S RIVER.158 - 064 7,000 MSL 1.56,000 SABINE LAKE TO BLACK BAYOU.NH 15-8
SARINE LAKE ESUARY TEX./LA.. 115 HASSELHLAD C, 25A, B/W 2402, 1.5 IN.k.UE LMBER) 5 ALT I1IE SCALE R63P4RKS
104 - 012 7,000 HSL 1.56,000 ORANE, TEXAS.13 - 019 7,000 MSL 1.56,000 SABINE LAKE NE UP SABINE RIVER PtHOENIX
LAKE OIL FIELD.
PA NOS. NH 15-5, NH 15-8.
F.1JSTON, TEXAS AREA 115 IASSBIJLAD C, 25A, B/W 2402, 1.5 IN.SURE N41)46S ALTlUDE SCALE REIARKS01 - 048 3,700 HML 1.29,600 UNIVERSITY OF UStlN TO FiCOLSTON INTER-
ODHT INETAL.
MUP NO.. NJ I -8
l.E sI'N, T'. FXA AREA 115 HIASSI'IAD C, 254., H/W 2402, 1.5 IN.SLIE hNIIL.S AI.T ILiJ: TkLD 1.
01 - 048 3,700 1iL 1 .Z9,F00 Hl%.SRih INl'RtOIhTINlh'AL ' S(XTICEN',TR, L
f(WSll(h,.
AP NO. NJ 11-8
POINT U(-RT, T.XAS IlS HAS 115 E.UIWA C, 2SA, H/W 2402. 1.5 IN.0L4E NVU4IIS AWLTIn DE SCAI IPUNAKS
D4 - 006 20,000 1.160,000 O D POINT 11) REFINFH A4T  )I'I' I)XtU1').?7 - 010 8,000 1.64,000 COX H4l JH'1H 11 t)L H ()F' LA\%,C- HIVI.R.11 - 016 8,000 1.64,000 W*AVX C'IU C(XkNt IAST 3 IItV"C.S AND F'IH.T JH'.\-*.
HT OF' RT. 35 CAL.St.$I.¥, S(LXH ACROSHS MIICH':IL
PT., TO AREA NV (IF RHK]AS PT.
14PP NO. H1 14-12
0)
OD
IM.CM.I LUITA F1'IIE - H.SFI IIIUI)1 I:I4 '1:1 O, C.,11-.R. C
ACCESS ION NthFI1 .,l I
DATE S ITE
NO.
NR-38-PH-202-00092 04 DEC 69 202 POINT *(OIHM'I', lEkAS II
RULL LINE (YPOSI)5E NUI4NS Ai.TlllDF: SCAL.
6C 2 023 - 035 4,000 ML 1.32,000
6C I 036 - 044 4,000 McL 1.32,000
SC 3 045 - 051 4,000 MiL 1.32,000
sC I 052 - 056 8,000 L 1.64,000
sC 057 - 062 8,000 MSL 1.64,000
6C 063 - 066 20,000 MSL 1.160,000
IAP WO. MI 14-12
I NST1I N :T (Xh I HVI' (
15 HAPSSI.jAD C, 25A, HI* 2402. 1.5 IN.
MFD POINT ID POINT C(MtUHT.
COX HA TO LAVACA RHIIN.
CAJUStEAY TO RHOIOS POINT.
OX BAY TO IAVACA RIVEI.
CAUSEWAY 10 TRHODES POINT.
4 ID POINT TO POINT (TthUIRT.
NR-38-PJ-205-00093 02 DEC 69 205 BATON R]n, LLOUISIANA 115 HASSELBAD C, 25A, 8/W 2402. 1.5 IN.
RO.L LINE EXPOSUIE NJ4RS ALTITiDE SCALE RO4AKS
sC 1 002 - 004 20,000 MSL 1.160,000
sc I 005 - 011 8,000 MSL 1.64,000 JUCTION OF U.S. 190 AND ILLINOIS CtNTRAL
RAI OAD EAST TO LIVWELY AYOU.
sc I 012 022 4,000 MSL 1.32,000 LIVELY HAYOU CEST TO JCT. OF U.S. 90 AND
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD.
MAP NO. NH 15-6
NR-38-EJ-029-00095 06 DEC 69 029 PHOENIX, ARI210NA 116 HAISSELBLAD C, 58, B/W 3400, 1.S IN.
ROLL LINE EXPSUIE NLF41ERS ALTIUDE SCALE REPW(S
IC I 23 - 30 60,000 MSL 1.480,000
IC 2 31 - 40 60,000 MSL 1.480,000 4*AP NOS. NI 12-7, NI 12-8.
NR-38-J-044-00096.04 DEC 69 044 PURDUE, INDIANA 116 IASSSEULAD C, 1. 8/W 3400, 3 IN.
ROLL LIME EDPOSURBE NIERS ALTITIDE SCALE R' FARKS
IC 1 4 - 16 59,000 MSL 1.236,000 FlOR4 INDIANAPOLIS TO LAKE SPRIKINFIED.
IC 4 17 - 28 58,200 MSL 1.232,000 LINCOLN, ILLINOIS TO TIPTON, INDIANA.
IC 5 a9 - 41 S8.200 MSL 1.232,000 KOKOMD , INDIANA TO DELAVAN, ILLINOIS
IC 6 42 - 44 58,200 5L I ·J,i8o0 HA\F IHIU.aI) C" I I), sliPI) IJ F XI E. Il I 11)
TRI-N0%T *II I IM)IS 'ID tu= INDMIA%%-
NI-38-EJ-2 0009 06 DE 69 210 IMPENIAI.. N\IJI, CA,.IIHII
fULL LINE EX3410E MI.o*4N1S Al.Tl'tik:
IC I I - 6 60,100 'L
IC 2 7 - 12 60,1.00 MSL
IC 3 13 - 17 60,00 tISL
IC 2 18 - 22 60,F00 MSL
M-38-FJ-212-00098 08 DICO 69 212 ARATH., TIiXAS
ROLL LINE E0POStlNE %)L4~40RS ALT I .IDE
I I I - 32 59.100 SL.
I 2 33 - 61 S9,100 MSI.








DEC 69 220 FODRT HU4CLCA, AwIZONA
LINE EXPOSLI:E NU4I1, S ALTI1TU E
I 41 - 46 56,000 MSL
1 47 - 52 39,500 4SL
JAN 70 707 C'ARTD CIENE3AS, MWXICO
LINE EXPOSLNHE %Nj"NS ALTlnDUE
12 001 - 047 10,800 MSL
11 048 - 100 9,870 MSL
NR-3J-81-707-00104 II JAN 70 707 OZAR70 CIENIE4S, IEICO
. OL LINE EP 8&8IEN M)IS ALTITOE
2 10 003 - 028 9,500 MSL
2 9 029 - 065 7,200 MSL
2 4 066 - 087 20,400 MSL














I . 4e, 000
1.316,500
: 6.
TnrI>0rT' M1.1m)S 11 rwl.rn", INDIrzA".fI'P MS.. N. 1I-lU, Nj 1b-1, %I I1-1l, N.J 16-Z.






MAP NON. NI 11-12, NI 11-9, NI 11-II.
HASSnEIlIADC, WV-17, OAllIH SO-27tZ , 1.5 IN.
iVIULS RI D t 10 TO l*. 67.
KWA'A I(S.CXn) TV) L*O.VIS HIVFti.
HASS. 3 S1WP - -S;T F:ND (O' LINE. MHN. 163 TO
4AR14 (NU4fIl).
MIAP NOS. N 13-3, NH 14-1, NH 13-2, NH 13-5,
NH 13-6, NI 14-4, NH 14-7, NH 13-9, NH 13-8.
HASSEL].AD C, 58., H/l 3400, 1.5 IN.
HAP NO. NI 12-2.
117 HASSELiLAD C, 47B, B/W 2402, 3 IN.
SCALE RRARKS
1.43,200 RANCH0 El. SAUZ TO EJIW)D GI.DAIL:PE.
1.39,480 EJIOO EL OSO TO LA TRINCHERA.
HAP NO. ONC H-23
117 HASSELMAD C, 47B, B/W 2402, 3 IN.
SCALE RI4kiKS
1.38,000 FIAMES 001 AND 002 ARE CAFEA TFST. SAN HLAS
TO HACIENDA PEDIO PRILTO.
1.28,800 EJIWD LOS LALRELF.S TO SAN BLAS.
1.81,600 EJIDO EL ,OO TO EJI1DO SAN ANTONIO DF LA CASCADA.
1.84,000 RANCHO EL TULILLD TO EJIDO LA VICTIURIA.
MAP NO. ONC H- 23
%0
\D
.1 'TI'F. N ;¥E






Nl-3#8-M1-708-00105 12 JAN 70 708 SAN JOSE DE LAS RUSIAS, MEXICO 117
FRILL LINE EIXPOSULR: hN414S ALTITIDE SCALE
3 10 004 - 073 7,310 MSL 1.29,240
hR-38-iH-708-00106 12 JAN 70 70. SAN JO.F OF L AS R:S4IAS, MFA:XILI) 117ROL. LINE EXPOSLHE ,tH4i.NS ALT IWF: SCALE
4 9 003 - 068 7.340 MSL 1.29,360
NR-38-F4-708-00107 12 JAN 70 7908 SAN JOSE O. LAS RUSIAS. MEXICO 117
ROML LINE EX POSUR NJhMBRS ALTI TLE SCALE
5 11 001 - 076 7,380 MSL 1.29,520
N-38-F-7008-00108 12 JAN 70 708 SAN JOSE DE LAS RUSIAS, MEXICO 117
ROtL LINE 1EXK)S.IE j4EI'L/S ALT ITLUE SCALE
O 7 003 - 108 7,400 MSI. 1.29,600
NR-38-FH-708-00109 12 JAN 70 708 SAN JOSE E LAS RUSIASi MEXICO 117
R.ILL LINE EXPSURE M2ERSt ALTIT!UIE SCALE
I 8 003 - 109 6,950 MSL 1.27,800
R-38-1F-708-00110 12 JAN T0 708 SAN JOSE DE LAS RUSIAS, MEXICO 117
R1LL LINE EXPOSUIE NMBIERS ALTITUDE SCALE
8 e 001 - 094 6,500 FiSL 1.26,000
fR-38-E.J-029-00100 13 JAN 70 029 PHOEIX, ARIZONA 118
R0LL LINE EXPO21 IRME 3E6RS ALTITUDJ SCALE
IC I 20 - 30 59,000 MSL 1.472,000
IC 2 31 - 43 59,700 SL 1.477,600
IC 3 44 - 54 59,800 MSL 1.478,400
IC 4 SS - 8 59,500 MSL 1.476,000
IC 5 69 - 79 59,500 MSL 1.476,000
M1-38-PH-175-00101
NR--38-E,1-210-00102
07 JAN 70 175 HOUJSTON, TEXAS AREA 118
IRIIL LINE EIPOSURE U13ERS ALTITUDE SCALE
1C I 001 - 005 60,000 MSL 1.480,000
IC 2 006 - 020 60,000 MSL 1.480,000
IC 4 023 - 033 61,000 MSL 1.488,000
IC 6 034 - 046 61,000 MSL 1.488,000
IC 6 047 - 056 60,000 MSL 1.480,000
IC 3 057 - 069 60,000 , Il. .4"-,0()0
IC n070 - (07- 40,o00 Pnl. 1.4.'0(.t00
IC 7 074 041 60.101J 'l1 1.4)0.110(l







210 IMPFRIAL V.LI., CAI.IHIIFNIA
EXPOSLtEt hUtIRiS ALT 11 IIF
01 - 05 60,500 MSL
06 - 10 61,000 KML
II - 16 61,000 MSL







IIFI S I:'(r l'CI IF RlATI (
HASSELELAD C, 47B, B/W 2402, 3 IN.
RIEARKS
FREAP4S 001, 002 AND 003 ARE TEST FRMWS. EAST
OF LA COMA TO NOR7VEAST OF LA NOM I A.
IAP NO. UOC J-24
HASSELILAD C, 471, H/, 2402Z, . IN.
FRAMEtS 001 AD 002' ARE TEST HnE:S. StL'HFIAST
OF AILONITlI.S TO SOJIW'cAST (W1 LA PESCA.
M1AP NO. O(C J-24
HASSELBLAD C, 470, H/W 2402, 3 IN.
REMARKS
EAST OF LA 0C0IA TO EAST OF SAN JUAN.
MAP Ni. OPC J-24
HASSELBLAD C, 478, B/W 2402, 3 IN.
FRA]MS 001 AND 002 ARE TEST FRAMES. EAST OF LA
NMR(A TO 43. IARRANCO).
IAP ND. ONC J-24
HASSEU.tAD C, 478, W/W 2402, 3 IN.
REIARKS
RAWFES 001 AND 002 ARE TEST IHtA'ES. VIUAI
.E AUIDJA.,TO RIO SOL) LA MARINA.
IAP NO. OC J-24
HASSEULAD C, 47B, B/W 2402, 3 IN.
VILLA DE ALDA TO NDRM OF LA PIEDPA.
MAP ND. ONC J-24
HAiSS EBADC, 89B, W/W IR 2424, 1.5 IN.
HUICEYE HILLS TO RITTE0IUSE AFB.
WILLIAMS AFH TO DIXIE HASSAYAMPA, ARIZONA.
BUCEYE; ARIZONA, TO SUPERSTITION MT.
SA$WARA LAKE, ARIZONA, TO TONOPAH, ARiZONA.
W0ITE TAWM MTS., TO MAZATZAL MIS.
4AMP NOS. NI 12-7, NI 12-8
HASS&XIAD C, 150, COOR IR SO-ll17, 1.5 IN.
IHEMPSTEAD TO DAISETTA.
LIBEIRTY TO BELLVIEW.
SEALY TO WALLISVIUE RESERVOIR.
TRINITY BAY TO SAN BERNARD RIVER.
BEASLEY 10T BOL IVAR PENIINSULA.
I11F.I:IIIIIF Ti) ll*lI I1.1N III .I HF:.NI':H1(4.
*1E1 PH.Ili ' II11) F. I. 2 I 4.4HI).
IAHAH'1)% TI) 1.)I.11.IO'.
~MP 't(). \11 I,-7
HiSSEtIL) C, , 99H. H/W IN 2424, 1.5 IN.
ALA4M ltA1. CAIP il) t lA DRS1F:HT'.
FILLJ AREA CANAL. TO) HILIVILI.F: At I, IA.H
SAND HIILLS (U.S. NAVAL IMPA.' A:11-: TO1 t1S.
WVAL G.UNNhEY HRA.C).
ESTMAlOE.LAND TO NAVAl, RESEHVE (COCI'IA IIA CANAl.).








S 11 TE NAM:
NR-38-EJ-029-00112 06 FETB 70 029 PHIIfNIX, ARIZ/?NA
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NlUJ4tS ALT I1TUI: SCALE
15 3 001 - 021 59,800 MSL 1.71,761
15 5 022 - 038 59,500 MSL 1.71,40
15 7 039 - 054 59,500 HSL 1.71,40C
15 8 055 - 068 59,500 MSL 1.71,40j
IS 6 069 - 087 59,500 MSL 1.71,40C
IS 4 088 - 096 59,000 MSL 1.70,801
NR-38-EJ-029-00113 08 FEB 70 029 PHOENIX, ARIZONA
ROLL LINE E NPOSLE 14ERS] ALTITU. SCALE
24 1 018 - 028 59,200 MSL 1.473,6'
24 2 029 - 040 59,400 MSL 1.475,2C
24 3 041 - 051 59,000 MSL 1.472,01
24 4 052 - 063 58,500 MSL 1.468,01
24 5 064 - 075 59,000 MSL 1.472,01
NR-38-FJ-194-00114 09 FEB 70 194 DENVER, COLORADa
FLL LINE EXPOSURE NU.BERS ALTITUiE SiALE
33 1 001- 015 45,200 MSL 1.180,8C
33 2 016- 027 55,200 HSL 1.220,8C
.33 3 028 - 038 55,500 MSL 1.222,0C
33 4 039- 048 55,500 MSL 1.222,0t
33 5 049- 066 52,400 MSL 1.209,61
33 6 067 - 085 55,000 MSL 1.220,01
33 8 086 - 092 56,000 MSL 1.224,01
NR-38-EJ-210-00115 04 PFH 70 210 I%IPFRIAI. VAIltEt, (ALIFIORIA
ROLL LINE EpbitIE. Ntpl:H M.a I'III*F .SC'AlE
24 I 001 - 004 60,0O0 MSL 1.4-h.41
24 2 005 - 009 60,600 MSI. 1.4P4,0
24 3 010 - 013 60,600 ffL 1.4"4,(0
24 4 014 - 017 60.100 MSL 1.4-0,.0
NR-30-EJ-000-00116 08 FBi 70 000 E. ARIZONA TO AI'11 IIWI,N.M.,
ROLL LINE EXRdREa N1k-tRS A4I..TIlUJ Cl E
24 6 076 - 122 57K/20K ffL 1.456K/'
NR-38---188-001 ?1 20 FEB 70 108 NIFW tORK BI;HTr
ROLL LINE EXPOStSUE %B-RS ALTITUDE SCALE
12 7 001 - 021 9,400 fSL 1.37,600
12 a 022 - 036 9.400 HAL 1.37,600
12 9 037 - 065 9,400 MSL 1.37,600
12 5 066 - 108 12,500 MSL 1.50,000
NRt-38-HJ-180-00118 20 FEB 70 188 NF.W tORK 81GiHT
RO.I LINE ebPLORE NI1-KERS ALTIlUE SCALE
18 6 001 -. 041 12,500 MSL 1.50,000
18 4 042 - 084 12,500 MSL 1.50,000
18 8 085 - 095 24,000 MSL 1.96,000
PN-38-tU-188-00119 20 FEB 70 188 NEW YORKX BIGHT
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE 5NM1lRS ALTITUDE SCALE
26 1 003 - 019 12,500 MSL 1.50,000
26 2 020 - 038 12,500 MSL 1.50,000
26 3 039 - 063 12,500 MSL 1.50,000
MIS-
S ON
INSTR(,L:4'VI' C(I-' I(IJ 'I.'I()N
120 HASSEIHIAD C, 12 + rOH, C(lt1R IR Stl-IO, 10 IN.
RI1-\RFhS
i DESERT GOtD I XUiE' TO EILCKF E.
O LITCIFI'ELD PARK 11) (XtJtDFIELD.
O WEST OF' SAHUARD LAKE TO 1HITE TANK MiOJNTAIN.
O SURPR)SE TO NORTH OF"' SAHUARID LAKE.
0 GRANITE REEF' DAM TO V.HITE TAN\K 4tNTAIN.
0 SHORT RUN, NO IMAGFCRY AFITER LINE 4. AVONDALE
TO ROCKING R RANCH.
MAP NOS. NI 12-7, NI 12-8
120 HASSELBLAD C, 58, B/W 3400, 1.5 IN.
REMARIKS
DO OGILLESPIE DAM TO WEST OF' FLORENCE JUNCTION.
00 WILLIAMS AtB T') EST OF' HLCKIFE.
OO R.CKEYE AIR STRIP TO SUPERSTITION MOUNTAINS.
100 MOUNT MCOEIL 1TO TONOPAH DESIRT.
100 BEMOINT MOUNTAINS TO ROWSEVELT RESERVOIR.
MAP NOS. NI 12-7, NI 12-8
120 HASSEBLAD C, 89B, H/W IR 2424, 3 IN.
RECM4RKS
00 KITTY GULCH TO PINE JUNCTION.
00 KITTREDGE TO COAL CR:EKX.
00 ULCLEY AIRPORT TO CENTENNIAL CONE:
00 WADSVOR'TH AVENE TO BEAR GULIH.
iO BARR LAKE TO MOFFAT TUNNEL.
00 CABIN CREEK TO ROOF LAKE.
00 SAWTOOlR MOUNTAIN TO FORT MORGAN. NO COLERAGE
AT-ER LINE 8.
MP NO. NK 13-11
ItZ) It.\SX:EIlIIU) C, '.,. H/ ,14001, 1.5 I%.
RFIIxHKS
110U FST 'IE'I) , .4X. 'I'I t' El. CEt'llO, CAI IFlIA.
0 F-'.Tr Tr) -:-.1'o , (R'iH ( *' Fi. tI'i'R(I, C2AI.IFH\ IIA.
00 E-AST 'I) 10¥'_ST, SIXTH ("I HRIAWL.I.
00 W1*-'TMt.HFIAD.
M4P MoS. NI 11-9, NI II-II, NI 11-13
120 H4ASS3HJAD C, 5, H/I 3400, 1.5 IN.
R1IARIS
160K S().A'lHFisT OF .S4) Lto., ARItZNA, TO
AAItM .FXI.E, NSEW MEtICD.
HAP NOS. NI 12-5, NI 12-6, NI 13-4
121 IHASSELAD C, 58, B/W 2402, 3 IN.
R1'4ARKS
1 W.S.W. OF' ILOCK ISLAND TO THE SPRINGS.
10 E'Ai' IT KH T F.ASTA-I.' tOD ()UNTAIK POINT.
10 S'1 1' O L)U(CK ISLAND ALO)N CoitS.TLINE TO
EAST HAMPTON.
M0 OAXIUE W.S.W. ALUNG COASTLINE TO LIDO) REACH,
MAP 531S. NK 18-5, NK 18-6, NK 18-8, NK 18-9
121 HASSELFRAD C, 58, B/W 2402, 3 IN.
REM4ARKS
0 BELIE HARBOR E.N.E. ALONG COAST TO SOUTH OF'
OUO0~E.
0 WEST TIANA BAY W.S.W. TO FREEPORT.
0 EAST HAMPTON E.N.E. TO MONTALI( POINT.
MA{P WS. NK 18-5, NK 18-6, NK 18-8, NK 18-9
121 HASSELBLAD C, 58, B/W 2402, 3 IN.
RkI4ARKS
10 AIJFDUCT RACE TRACK S.W. TO FURT HANCOCK
0 FAIR HAVEN TO JAMAICA RACE TRACK.
0 GARDE'N CITY TO LOWG BRANCH. F-RA:ES 64-69
MISFIRED.
MAP NOS. NK 18-5, NK 18-6, NK 18-8, NK 18-9
H
H





N-38-'IU-188-00120 21 FEB 70 188 NEW YORK BIGIT
ROLL LINE EXPsRE NLMIIRS ALTITLID
34 1 001 - 016 12,000 MSL
34 2 017 - 038 12,000 MSL
34 3 039 - 064 12,000 HSL
hR-38-IU-215-00121 20 FF:H 70 Zl 1t4f; '.I.Si) 5R(1). 5'%I*5 11K*
FRLL LINE EkSP)si WI. N(t I'HS AI:I'll*:
5 I 001 - Ob9 1,500 M.'O L
5 IA 070 - 106 I0.500 MSL
NR-38-GH-163-00122 09 MAR 70 163 BAHAMA NKWS,
ROLL LIINE EXPOS.l: NlMMff'S
5 36 05- 20
28 21 - 31
5 29 32- 43
5 30- 44- 58
5 31 59 - 71
5 32 T2 - 88
R-38-H-163-00123 09 M44R 70 163 ~ ANKNS,
ROHILL LINE E(IPSLRE NU.'*S
11 33 03 - 14
It 34 Is- 27














h1R-38-01-163-00124 09 MAR 70 163 lAHAMA BANKS, FIRIDA
ROLL LINE EXPOSUE N 4t1RIS ALTI'R1U1
28 37 14 - 22 22,000 MSL
28 38 23- 35 22,000 MSL
MR-38-014-69-00125 09 MAR 70 169 FJ]MRIDA KEYS
HOLL LINE EXPOSURE M.H41ES ALTIT3iE
13 1 03 - 8? 12,000 MSL
M1-3e-H--169-00126 09 %Ut 70 169 F11tlD1 KNEIS
RULL LINE EIE lIE 11*1.13S AL1'111UE
23 2 03 - 31 12,000 MSL
23 4 32 - 38 12.000 MSL
23 S 39 - 45 12.o000 SL
23 3 46 - 51 12,000 MSL
23 2 52 - 110 12,000 MSL
F1-380-169-00127 09 R1 70 169 FURIDA KEYS
ROLL LINE EXPOSLUE FN3S ALTl1R E
28 2 03 - 13 12,000 MSL
WM-38-EJ-029-00128 16 MAR 70 029 PHOFNIX, ARNI7NA
ROLL LINE EXPOStURE NTUH1XS ALTILU)E
24 3 016 - 022 58,500 MSL
24 4 023 - 037 58,500 FSL
24 5 038 - 050 58,500 MSL
MIS-
Sl.
I N.%TFt.51' L'I" Ir.R-I'Ifh
121 HASSELILAD C, 58, B/W 2402, 3 IN.
SCALE REMARKS
1.48.000 AW.E[C RACE K TO RED BANK, NEW JERSEY.
1.48,000 FPRT WOINM 4, NEW JERSEY'TOD JAMAICA RACE TRACK.
1.48,000 VAUEY STREAM, NEW YORK TO DEAL, NEW JERSEY.
NAPX U). %F 1I--, l I--,. ',~ I--", %k 1'-9
11 h1.,F1;-IJUAU) C. S.. 11H/ d4L)L., 1.
1.4.,U00 FR(NM `HI .11 : 1iHIIIXi IN N.. CITI Il0MA G .OI.i
H(I.F: O.' Il. ISI,\A%5D .X.'D TO HI1'.I; S\)S HI*\CH.
1.42,000 Pil]M tHI1E SOlS H:C'H 11) A1TC'H HII. POINT.
IFR'HIS 105 TO 1017 WRE OiR WATE:H.
HAP IOS. lN 18-8, NE 18-9, NK I3-Ii, m Ir-12
122 IHSSEIJILAD C, 58, H/W 2402, 3 IN.
SCALE REiMAlKS
1.48,000 CtIIfTL RIDCE; TO KI1 ' iANG).
1.48.000 UEL LAND C.,AI. 1O CAHRISFUT REFF' LIGHFTH 'SI.
1.48.000 1aM.0 COAST OF FlIHlD TO (AlAN AREA WEST OF
NOHThRN IKEY LAU)O.
1.48,000 FRM CUlUST OF' IUIDA 1TO OCEAN AREA WEST OF
IMUIRN KEY LIARO.
1.48,000 FllM COAST 01' FU1RIDA TO OCEAN AREA WEST OF
MiRTHERN KkN LARO.
1.48,000 FI`O COAST OF FtDRIDA TO OCFAN AREA W'IST OF.'
NORM13RN KE LARGO.
MYP NO. No 17-8
122 IIASS3E1LAD C, 58, B/W 2402, 3 IN.
SCALE RE4ARKS
1.48.000 FROM COAST OF FLORIDA TO OCEAN AREA WEST OF
NORE*2RN KEY LARGO.
1.48,000 FROM COAST OF FLORIDA TO OCEAN AREA WEST OF
WnW*IN KEY LAaG).
1.48,000 FROM CcWST OF' FLDRIDA TO OCEAN AREA WEST OF
NORl'mRN KEY LARGO.
NWP NO. NO 17-8
122 HASSEULAAD C, 58, B/W 2402, 3 IN.
SCALE R4EMARKS
1.88,000 RFI SHOAL POINT D0 OCEAN REEF'.
1.88,000 FRO11 SE OF OCEAN REEF TO SW(IL MIAMI.
IMAP NO. NO 17-8
132 ASSELBL AD C, 58, 8/W 2402, 3 IN.
SCALE Rl4ARKS
1.48,000 FROM CHRISTM4AS POINT TO KEY WEST, F'URIDA.
!MP NOS. NO 17-8, NC 17-11
122 H4SS':IHIM) C, %,. H/W 2402, 3 IN.
SCAI J Hi.'"KS
1.48,000 IFlRM EA.'IHN\ .A1() 11) .WI ziNHF) ib. I.i(;H-r.
1.48,000 O(VF.H EtE:N I.F: IFIIIX;IE: IN 1Hi II.(L)10A kEIS.
1.48,000 SO(XH OF' S0.1tIiHO) hNI' LIC(I'.
1.48,000 OVER SE.Ni': MILE: HHIDUL IN 1Hi' FII(l);S KS.'.
1.48,000 U1N1 5(SMtRERO EKIA L.l-f' 10T CAHRSSIMi'' HI:F
LIIICHlijSE'.
MAP NOS. Wi 17-8, CI 17-11
122 IHASSE.LAOD C, 5., B/W 2402, 3 IN.
SCALE RHIIARKS
1.48,000 FRIM CARYSFORIT REI:F' LIC(11101::; 11) PACIFIC REEF
LIG(41AJSE. HASSERIAAD I) ,AvL-"U(.TILNkED.
MP NS. NO 17-8, W. 17- I




1.468,000 MAP NOS. NI 12-7, NI 12-8
t-
-.rs





NR-38-EJ-210-00129 16 MAR 70 210 IMPIRIAL VALLEY, CALIFORNIA 123
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE NUMIERS ALT I 11 SCALE
24 1 001- 004 60,700 MSL 1.485,600
24 a 005 - 008 60,300 MSL 1.482,400
24 3 009 - 012 60,500 MSL 1.484 000
24 4 013 - 015 60,700 MSL 1.485,600
Mt-308-J-211-00130 10 MAR 70 211 SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA, CALIF. 123
ROLL LINE EXPOS.RE NLMIERS ALTITDE SCALE
6 1 002 - 006 49,700 MSL 1.397,600
6 a 007- 009 50.000 MSL 1.400,-000
6 3 010 - 013 49,900 MSL 1.399,200
6 4 014 - 022 49.000 MSL 1.392,000
6 6 023 - 029 49,800 MSL 1.398,400
6 1 030 - 034 49,800 MSL 1.398,400
6 2 035- 037 49.700 MSL 1.397,600
6 3 038 - 041 49.800 MSL 1.398,400
6 5 042 - 050 49,700 MSL 1.397,600
0. 7 051 - 057 49,500 MSL 1.396,000
a I 05 - 063 49,800 MSL 1.398,400
6 FXIRA 064 - 101 50,000 MSL 1.400.000
NH-J-F'J-213-00131 13 MAR 70 213 COXLt-IX) HRlt.HR, 1TxAS 123
ROUL LINE EXPtOSULE N S ALTIlTUDE SLE
15 1 001 - 010 53/55K 1,L 1.212/220K
15 2 ' O11 - 030 53,000 MSL 1.212,000
15 3 031 - 037 53,000 MSL 1.212.000
I5 4 038 - 052 53,000 MSL 1.212.000
15 5 053 - 069 53.000 MSL 1.212,000
15 18 070 - 077 61,000 MSL 1.212.000
15 19 078 - 093 61,000 MSL 1.212,000
15 EITIRA 094 - 104 61,000 tSL 1.212,000
NR-38-EJ-000-00132 16 M4AR 70 000 PHORIX TO EL PASO 123
ROL LINE EXPOSURE h14BS RS ALTInUDE SCALE
24 EXIRA 051 - 107 62.5/55K1 L 1.500/440K
NM-38-GF-137-00133 17 FEB 70 137 MISSISSIPPI TEST FACILITY 125
ROLL LINE EXPOSILE UM1ERS ALTILtDE. SCALE
5 '3 001 - 017 60300 MSL 1.241,200
5 4 018 - 035 60.200 MSL 1.240,800
5 5 036 - 051 60,100 MSL 1.240,400
5 6 052 - 068 60,100 MSL 1.240.400
5 7 069 - 078 60,200 MSL 1.240,800
5 6 079 - 083 60,100 FSL 1.240,400
5 1 084 - 090 60,000 MSL 1.240,000
5 S 089 - 097 60,200 MSL 1.240,800
NR-3F-EJ-029-00134 22 APR 70 029 PHOENIX. ARIZONA 127
IR.L LI NE EWPSURE SRNIS ALTITUDE SCALE
6 5 31 - 42 59,700 MSL 1.477,600
6 4 43 - 57 60,400 MSL 1.483,200
6 3 58 - 69 60,100 MSL 1.480,800
HASSE'LAD C, 58, B/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
REM4ARKS
MAP NOS. NI 11-9, NI I1-I1, NI 11-12
HASSELADO C, 89B, B/W JR 2424, 1.5 IN.
REMARKS
SAN JOSE TO NOVATO.
TREASULRE ISLAND TO FARALWU N I SLAND.
NOVATO TO ANTIOCH.
GILROY TO ST. HELENA.
WATSONVILLE TO PETALLI4A.
SAN JOSE TO NOVATO.
RIOCHOND TO FARALLON ISLANDS.
rNOVATO TO MANDEVIL LE ISLAND.
GILROY TO PETAIUMA VALLEY.
PETALMA TO WATSONVIUE.
NOVATO TO SAN JOSE.
Nor PLOTTEPD.
MAP NOS. NJ 10-5, NJ 10-8
HA.SF:l.UAD C. i.: + 2./A%, ('((0 .*")-'39. I IN.
RIMARKS
FMATAGXlD TO) L tWk S.
(X114.S 1') LAtE T\ i S.
LAKE TRAVIS TO SAN SA1H.
SAN SARA TO FHO-RT LEt.
RMNIET LE TO O'ODNNEItL.
(L'..K( TO GRAHAM AD POS.'tM KIl;UMX LAtF '10i
MINIRAL WELLS.
WACO TO MARLIN, HEARE TO t80AN, OsFl:HtILC
TO FgEMIOI=.
QLY' OF' HEXIco AND MATAoRDA BA.
IAP NOS. NI 14-10, NI 14-11, NI 14-12, NH 14-1.
Mi 14-2, NHI 14-3, NH 14-4, NH 14-5, NH 14-b.
NH 14-7, NH 14-8, NH 14-9, NH 14-10, H 14-1l.
NH 14-12
IASSELBLAD C, 58. I/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
RLH4RKS
THEXiORlE ROOSEtVET REsI5'VOIR, ARIZONA, TO
SIERA DIABLE MTN., TEXAS.
M4P POS. NI 12-8, NI 12-12, NI 12-2, NI 12-3.
NH 13-1, MN 13-2. NH 13-10
HASSEUILAD C, WI-1, COLOR 2448, 3 IN.
REMARKS
FLORENVILLE TO BI1)XI.
BLU,'F CREEI- TO CARIEERE.
ST. TAMMAlY CORNA., LA., TO BILOXI, MISS.
LON E. BCH TO GCOS'E POINT.
HASStLBLAD 3 WAS TRIR1)D OFF EARL. IRISH BAI(XJ
LA(ON TO SHIP ISLAND.
HASSELBLAD 3 WAS 'ITRED ON LATE. CtHANDELFlR
SOUND TO NEW (RLEANS.
HA4SSELHLAD 3 WAS tRINED OFF EARLY. NEW OILF.A4S
TOD BREIN NATIONAL WILDLIFE REIt-E.
CAT ISLAND TO PONTCHARTIAIN CAUSErAY.
MAP NO. NI 16-4.
HASSEL.LAD C, 58, B/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
IRk,,ARKS
LLIKE AF NO. 4 TO SLCARItAF' M4lTAINS.
STEWART MOUNTAIN TO HtRNT K.ANTAIN.
FITH OF' BUCKEEE TO SUPERSTITION MLtNTAINS.





I N S'1lI:T U)NFIC"W'lV'l(h




hR-38-EJ-030-00135 22 APR 70 030 IC.SON/AIO, , iARI()\A
ROLL LINE L"POSLHE NF.H':RS ATIT.'llE
6 1 01 - 12 57,600 MSL
hR-38-KJ-210-00136 22 APR 70 210 IMPIRIAL VALLEY, CALIFRHNIA
ROLL LINE POSCLR:E N.4I S ALTI1l.'E
6 I 13 - 17 60.800 MSL
6 2 18 - 22 61,200 MSL
6 3 23 - 26 60,900 MSL
6 4 27- 30 61,000 MSL
NR-38-PJ-085-00137 07 JUN 70 08oes5 LAW CE, KANSAS
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE NI RS ALTITUDE
4 1 018- 020 49,800 MSL
4 2 021 - 023 50,200 MSL
1I-389--226-00138 07 JUN 70 226 PEORIA, ILLINOIS
ROLL LINE EXtPOSURE M1..IERS ALTITUDE
4 001 - 002'
4 1 003 50,200 MSL
4 2 004 - 006 49,600 MSL
4 3 007 - 008 50,300 4SL
'4 4 0099 -012 50,700 MSL
NR-38-PJ-234-00139 07 JUN 70 234 CEIMR RAPIDS, IONA
ROLL LINE' ECp OS1E N14tlENS ALTITWE
F' 4 1 013 50,300 MSL
4 2 014 - 017 50,500 MSL
·N9-38-1J-029-00140 14 MAY 70 029 POENIX, ARIZONA
10LL LINE ExPOSURE MtS ALTITI3EB
IS ! 29- 41 49,500 MSL
15 a 42- 53 50,100 MSL
!1 3 54 62 50,000 MSL
15 4 63- 69 49,800 MSL
15 5 70- 81 50,000 MSL
15 4 82 - 90 50,000 MSL
It-3#--9-029-00141 22 W14 70 029 HeNIX ANI A(A\
RIU. lNe t't5,XK E ;49HS MA,'I'IlUW:
33 1 13 - 17 50, J00 SL
33 2 18 - 24 50,500 t4L
33 3 25 - 30 50,800o *L
33 4 31 - 3 50,600 tSL
33 S 38 - 43 50,500 HAL
NR-38-E;I.030-00142 22 KAY 70 030 nXiSc /A4o, ARIZONA
ROLL LINE EXPOSLIRE &t1NIES ALTI1lDE
33 1 01 - 07 49,400 t4L






MAY 70 225 RIVERSIDE, CALIRlRNIA
LINE EX E. NU4*i':S ALT I TLDE
1 01 - 09 49,900 MSL
2 10 - 21 50.300 tSL
3 22 - 28 51,000 tSL
.,S-30-eJ-235-00144 22 WY 70 235 SALT LaxE CITY, ULTAI
ROLL LI NE EXPOLtRE PIaqI0*S ALT 11. DE
33 1 45 - 53 49,500 tSL
33 2 54 - 61 51,000 ML
127 HASSEtLt4AD C, 5., HPiW 2402, 1.3 IN.
SCAI . RE-ARtkS
1.460,F00 SE OF W*IILOX PLAA TO 11,4.540N.
RAP NOS. NI 12-11, NI 12-12, NH 2I-2, NH 12-3
A 127 HASSELLAD C, 58, B/W 2402, 1.5 1%.
SCALE RIIA*h.,
1.486,400 SOTH OC' HKTVIIIF: 1T0 tLHA DL :.SEHI.
1.489.600 NAVAL AUX AIR STA1'ION TO IMtPEHIAL %.AI1I':
TLHBICULS IS SANI IR I U.
1.487,200 5HRTH OF HO.LTVIL:E W) SUPItRS'I'ITI H ,) TAl\l%.
1.488,000 WESTMORLAND TO SAND HILLSS.
NMP OS. NI 11-9, Ni I1-11, NI 11-12
128C HASSELBLAD C, W3, COLOR SO-Z-78, I.5 IN.
SCALE R0ARES
1.398,400 LAWRENCE TO BALDWIN CIT'.
1.401,600 LAWRENCE TO OSKAHOKSA.
MAP Wos. KI 15-1, NJ 15-4
128C HASSLB.AD C, W3, COULR SO-27o, 1.5 IN.
SCALE RW'145S
TEST FRAMES.
1.401,600 STANFURD TO ROANOKE.
1.396,800 MFTAMORA TO HOPFD:E.
1.402,400 DELAVAN TO CHILLICU'I¥E.
1.405.600 PEORIA TO MASON CITY.
MqP NOS. M( 16-7, NK 16-10
128C HASSELBLAD C, W3, OLOR SO-278, 1.5 IN.
SCALE REMAIRKS
1.402,400 CEDAR RAPIDS TO CENTRAL CITY-CAMIR A MALFUNCTION.
1.404,000 CWIR RAPIDS TO IOWA CITY.
MAP NOS. NK 15-6, NK 15-9
1289 IASSELmAD C, W3, COAOR SO-27*, 1.5 IN.
SCALE REWIAKS
1.396,000 HIANIXER TO B4ARnlEP DAM.
1.400,800 CAVE CREEK DAM TO MARIC)PA.
1.400.000 KOIATKE TO CAVE CREU DAM.
1.395,400 SUN CITY TO INDIAN RESERVATION.
1.400,000 SOUTH OF AVONDALE TO LAKE PLEASANT.
1.400,000 MIAP NOS. NI 12-7, NI 12-8
12H H.ASS.I.I 1.U) C. .3., C(Il ( -t-el7-, I.; I".
St'44.'A1 ·1F: UH r.:, IWhS
1.40e,400 [*I'- .FLA . -it:F (I' ) 1 1 i.l F. 9 1il9l ..
I .404,o00 CAVE CRI:FS '11) H(I l 'I'IE.
1.406,400 PiA HNtl1': I) WtI.ll 1IL S.
1.404,t00 PSRAIID PEbk 11) I K LTIFZls H, M).
1.404,000 RAINI'W VLL.:E IX1 IIKF A1H NIIJF) Ni.2.
NO HASSELAU. D ID LGFIII.
MAP MNS. l I12-7., N1 I2-0
128B HASSEULAD C, W3, (ClIH 4)0-27-. I.5 I,.
SCALE RIt-.%HKsS
1.395,200 KMONT tlkU TO SANTA RIT-A ENPII. M HRANC;
1.399,200 WHM TLCSS I TO SAII:ARITA. H F.I I) HAM)
N14 IMAGERY.
MAP NOS. NI 12-11, NH 12-2, NI N2-12, l 12-3
1289 HA4SSELILAD C, W3, COU .';()-27,. 1.5 IN.
SCALE Rt.IARhS
1.399,200 APPLE VAILf' TO PERHRIS.
1.402,400 LACINA TOI CGEtGE AIR -TURCE RAS:.
1.408,000 CAJON TO S(LilH OF' LC( l\.
4P MOS. NI 11-5, NI 11-t
12PB KASELX8AD C, 3, C(XMR SO-270. 3.5 IN.
SCALE RI-4at s'S
1.396,000 PLEASANT GCROVE TO NUKTAIN GNEiN.
1.408,000 KA4 SVILLE TO RIVERlTON.
MAP NOS. NK 12-8, NK 12-10, hNX 12-11
mIS-
S ION
SI EI: '%Ar INS1'HL ,:1NT (,'IF I ,l' I T(
I04,"1t Oit T,. FIIF: - HASSFIJ41AD -I.iIH I)ND, \', ,I1I C'
MIS-
SION
INSTRU,4N'f CthFI( t H41U' (
NH-38-EJ-994-00145 23 MAY 70 994 EL PASO, T'XAS
PRLL LINE EXPOSURE NERS ALTITILDE
41 3 01 - 03 50,400 MSL
41 2 04- 08 50,500 MSL
41 1 09 12 50,300 MSL
KR-3-FPJ-00000-146 13 MAY 70 000 LLHUBOCK, IAS
ROLL LINE EXIOSLRE NUMBEIRS ALTITtDE
IS I 1 49,000 ESL
NI-38-FH-175-00147 13 MAN 70 175 HIl)S`)Oj TE:XAS ( AJFA)
ROIL LINE EXPOSURE NLFtRS Al.TI1LYLE
15 1 1 - 3 50,000 MSL
IS 3 12- 21 50,000 MSL
15 4 22- 29 ' 50,000 MSL
15 5 30- 37 50,000 MSL
15 6 38 - 42 50,000 MSL
15 7 43- 48 50,000 MSL
15 8 49- 54 50,000 MSL
MN-38- ZI-217-00148 05 MAY 70 217 ATLANTA, OCXJRGIA
-ROU.L LINE EXPOSLUE NUMBIERS ALT ITll'
24 1 3 - 12 50,000 MSL
24 a 13 - 14 50,000 MSL
NR-38-FJ-Z27-00149 02 MAY T0 227 WICHITA FALLS, TEXAS
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE NLMUlERS ALTITLiE
15 I 1 - 8 50,000 MSL
15 2 9- 16 50,000 ISL
IS 3 17 - 50,000 MSL
M4-38-FJ-228-00150 09 POV 70 228 MIDAND, TEXAS
FILL LINE EXPOSLSRE NLUtl.RS ALT ITIE
6 I 001 - 004 50,000 MSL
t 2 005 - 009 50,000 MSL
6 010-











003 - 006 49,900 MSL
007 - 015 49,900 MSL
016 - 024 49,900 MSL
- 025
NR-38-HIJ-17-00152 Zi8 .IlN 70 IF7 HOSl*)5T, MASSACH.'TIs'
ROl. LINE EXPOSLtE NLU -iU.)S ALl: Tli E:
14 1 001 - 006 51,000 MSL
NR-38-HJ-187-00153 07 JULL 70 I17 BOSTON, MASSACLIE'n'S
RlL LINE EXPOSLREI.: N%3I S ALT I OE
24 1 001 - 010 51,000 MSL
24 2 011 - 020 51,200 MSL
24 3 021 - 030 51,000 MSL
24 4 031 - 034 50,600 MSL
24 5 035 - 038 50,400 MSL
I28B HASSEIMAD C, 3, COLOR So-278, 1.5 IN.
SCALE P,4ARKS
1.403.200 FORT BLISS RFlSERVATION TO HORSE HILL.
1.404,000 CLINT TO ANTHO-Y.
1.402,400 SNIAND TO FORT BLISS RESIERVATION.
MAP NDS. NH 13-1, NH 13-10
128B HASSELAD C. 3, , COLOR SO-278, .5 IN.
SCALE Rr41RKS
1.392,000 IDUALU TO OPD.KE.
MAP NOS. NI 13-9, NI 14-7
128A HASSELIAIAD C, 3, CUt(OH 5O-z7?, 1.5 lN.
SCALE RHEMARKS
1.400,000 GAL:VFS'IO)N ISlAND
1.400,000 sFnNE`A'1.l LAE 11T) MOT FF:I.VFW.
1.400,000 HtMHLE RFFINFIR (HWA1T(MN) T1 SAN LUIS PASS.
1.400,000 ALL"A TO LAKE HtJSTON
1.400,000 HtFILE TO ALVIN.
1.400,000 FRE1SIN 1D SPRING.
1.400,000 CPHRESS CHEEX IV HRRAWS RIVF.
1.400,000 ROSENFIER TO T(MIHXLL.
MAP NiS. NH 15-4, NH 15-7.
128A HASSELBLAD C, 3, COLOR SO-278, 1.5 IN.
SCALE RAi4HKS
1.400,000 MCDXOGCH TO AL.PHARFTTS
1.400,000 2 EXP. INTO LINE 2 HASS C (NO.3) STOPPED.
1ROSElL TO XIDLSEY
MAP MOS. NI 16-9, NI 16-6.
128A HASSE.BLAD C, 3, COLOR SO-278, 1.5 IN.
SCALE REMARKS
1.400,000 SCOtXLAND MRTH TO CX)KI.'IXIWN
1.400,000 DtVOL TO ARCHER CITf sUHlTH.
1.400,000 1 EXP. INTO LINE 3 HASS. 3. HOLLIDAY TO
CRANDFIELD.
KAP NDS. NI 14-8, NI 14-5.
128E HASSELHLAD C, W3, COLOR SO-278, 1.5 IN.
SCALE RE14ARKS
1.400 000 EAST OF ODESSA TO NCORThEST TO MIDLAND
1.400,000 NORTH OF MIDLAND TO SOLHIEAST OF MIDLAND.
OBLIOUE VIEW (NOT PLOIq'ED)
1.426,400 S(OT!E'AST OF MIDLAND TO NOrTH OF MIDLAND.
MAP NOS. NI 13-12, NHi 13-3, NI 14-10, NH 14-1.
128E HASSELBLAD C, 898, B/W IR 2424, 1.5 IN
SCALE REMAR(S
1.399,200 001 AND 001, HASSELLAD C, (CAMERA MA4LFNCTION).
WEST OF ODESSA TO WEST OF BIG SPRINGS.
1.399,200 NOITHEAST OF MIDLAND TO SOXIJHEST 01e ODESSA.
1.399,200 SJT1H-SOIU EST OF ODESSA TO EAST OF MIDLAND.
CAMERA MALFUINCT ION.
MAP NOS. NI 13-12, NH 13-3, NI 14-10, Nil 14-1.
12D H1ASSEI,)AD C, RH-3., C(.IO S()-Z7-, 1.5 1N.
SCALE HUVIXHS
1.408,000 FRAMF:S NOTi pLITInH) HFI1:ASF: PI.IGI' WAS A)HTI'F)
OLE 1.O MASSIVE CLU(D COVEtRAGE.
MAP DNOS. NK 19-4, NK 19-7
128D HASSEFL'LAD C, WH-3, COLOU i SO-276. 1.5 IN.
SCALE RI114kS
1.408,000 NIRTH OF Bt1%N'I. TO NMR1H OF NOF. HFlYItHD.
1.409,600 TALMIRON TO) N4RTH (O' ib)S(IN.
1.408,000 LAWHE:NCE TO NORTH OR FAIL RIVI04.
1.404,00 SOL'T:EST OF. IUSl)s 11) r(R11HF:1l. (O IRSTON.
1.403,200 eAST OF{' FIRT DFNE.S 1TO MIll.FlID.














INR-38-PJ-194-00154 27 JUN 70 194 DENVER, COIXTADX 128
ROLL LINE EXPOSLlE NMIE,'RS ALT ITDE SCALE
6 I 001 - 007 50,800 MSL 1.406,400
6 2 008 - 015 51,200 MSL 1.409,600
6 3 016 - 021 50,800 MSL 1.406,400
Ne-38U--229-00155 28 JUN T70 229 NEW HAVEN, COrE)CTICUT 128
ROLL LINE EXPOSIRE MU S ALTI'T'LE SCALE
14 1 007 - 011 49.900 MSL 1.399,200
14 2a 012 - 05 50,000-MSL 1.400,000
14 2 016 - 021 50.200 YSL 1.401,600
NR-38-GJ-230-00156 28 JUN 70 230 WASHINCTON, D.C. 128
RUML LINE PSU E N. S ALTI7TLDE SCALE
14 . 022 - 023
14 1 024 - 028 51,200 MSL 1.409,600
14 a 029 - 034 50,400 MSL 1.403,200
14 3 035 - 039 50,500 HSL 1.404,00014 4 040 - 045 50,400 iSL 1.403,200
NR-38-IJ-231-001s7 05 JUL 70 231 PONTIAC, MICHIGAN 1280
-ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NTIHJPS ALTIJ1DE SCALE
33 1 001 - 002 62,500 MSL 1.500.000
hR-38-BJ-029-00158 21 MAY 70 029 PHOENIX, ARIZONA 129ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NUMHERS ALTI11DE SCALE
6 1 023 - 033 60,700 YSL 1.485,600
6 2 034 - 044 61,200 MSL 1.489,600
6 3 045 - 056 61,100 MSL 1.488.800
6 4 057 - 068 61,100 MSL 1.488.800
a a 069 - 080 61,000 MSL 1.488,000
hRl-38-EJ-030-00159 21 MAY 70 030 nFCSON/AJO, ARIaZONA 129ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NI S ALTITIE 
_SCALE
6 I 001 - 009 56,000 MSL 1.448,000
N4-38-lJ-210-00160 21 MAY 70 210 IMPERIAL VALLEY, CALIFORNIA 129
ROLL LINE EXPOSSUE NI'uEES ALTITUDE SCALE
6 '1 010 - 012 61,800 MSL 1.494,400
6 2 013 - 015 61,500 MSL 1.492,000
6 3 016 - 018 61,500 MSL 1.492,000
6 4 019 - 022 60,800 MSL 1.486,400
MR-30-FI-216-00161 26 MAY TO 216 JAPESTOWN, NOR. DAKOTA 129
ROIL LINE EXPOSURE NU413RS ALTIlDE SCALE
15 1 001 - 004 58,800 MSL 1.470,400
15 2 005 - 010 58,600 MSL 1.468,800
15 3 Ol - 016 58,600 MSL 1.468,8001 I 017 - 020 58,400 MIL 1.467,200
15 2 021 - 022 58,600 MSL 1.468,800
RM-38-PJ-218-00162 26 MAY 70 218 SICUX FALLS, ScTH DAKOTA 129
RO.LL LINE EXPOSURE NUMBERS ALTITtlDE SCALE
15 1 023 - 038 59,300 MSL 1.474,400
15 2 039 - 054 59,800 MSL 1.478,400
15 3 055 - 070 60,200 MSL 1.481,600
I NSTRIE:NI' C ONF I G(RA I(ON
OD HASSELBLAD C. WR-3, COLOR .0-274, 1.5 IN.
R1AHiIKS
SWUI1:AST OF OFI.N1I TO UNTTI .LPTUN.
NORTH OE DENVER 1T) S.IJlH OF DI-:NER.
SOQUnI'EST OF DENVER T LASTSl OF it.IE.fR.
MAP NOS. NK 13-11, N 13-2
BD HASSEIEBLAD C, WR-3, CLRR SO-276, 1.5 IN.
SOUIHEAST OF NEW BRITAIN TO FAST OF EAST HAVIN.
NEW HAVEN TO FAST OF %ESTBLRI.
NoRTH OF MHRI DFN TO1 SUH OF LANIUA.RD.
MIP NO. NK 18-9
sD IASSEiBLAD C, WR-3, COLUR SO-278, 1.5 IN.
REIARKS
TEST FRAMES, hOT P =PD.
LAUREL. TO SOniEAST OF' WASHINGTON, D.C.
SOill OF WASHIINTON, D.C., TO NORTH ASHINGTON,
D.C.
ROCa(VI LLE TO FORT IaELVOIR.
SOUTllEST OF ARLINGTON TO hNRTlEST OF
ARLIlNGON.
MAP NOS. NJ 18-1, NJ 18-4
D HASSELHHLAD C, P9H, H/W IR 2424. 1.5. IN.
RFM2ARKS
NOR1TWEST OF' DERiOIT TO LAPFR.
MAP NOS. m 17-1, NX 17-4
HASSEI.LAD C, 2E, COLDR SO-27F, 1.5 IN.
GIUESPIE DA4 TO FLORENCE JLCTIUt.
DESERT COLD U18GcE To ARLINh.TON.
NW OF HUa7ENE 10 SUPIIL'STITION KTIXIhTAINS.
GCOFIUlD F1l'TAINS TO NTOIP4H DESERT.
EAST OF BELM(rT MOtTAINS TO) TON1O NATIONAL
FOREST.
MAP NOS. NI 12-7, Ni 12-8
HASSHELmAD C, 2E, COLOR SO-278, 1.5 IN.
HU4ARKS
MRACOON PEAK TO SW TUCSON.
MAP NaS. NI 12-12, Nl 12-11, NH 12-2, NH 12-3
HASSEUSIAD C, 2E, COLOR SO-278, 1.5 IN.
REMARKS
SOUI1 OF ILTV I LE TO YLHA BASIN.
NAVAL AIR TECHNICAL TRAINING UNIT TO IMPERIAL
VALLEY TUBERCULOSIS SANITORIU 1M.
NORTH OF IOLTVILU.E TO SUPERSTITION MOUNTAIN.
WEST OF' WESTORLAND TO NAVAL RESERVE.
PAP NOS. NI 11-9, NI 11-11, NI 11-12
HASSJEUlAD C, 2E, aOLR SO-278, I.5 IN.
HASSELJAD B FAILED, AND NO I',WiERY OBTAINED.
CHERRY LAKE TO NW OF JAESTOwN.
PINGREE TO LAKE JOSEPHINE.
WILI W LAKE TO WEST OF' DAZ7.'.
NORTH OF JAESTO4N TO EAST PETIIONE.
VASHTI TO SOUTH WIFELELON.
MAIP NOS. NI.L 14-1, NL 14-2, NL 14-4, NL 14-5
HASSEBILAD C, 2E, COLXOR S0-278, 1.5 IN.
EAST OF WATEIwmN TO LENNOX.
SOTH OF SI(OUX FALLS TO NORTH OF' CLEAR LAKE.
GARY 0T CANTON.
MAP NO0. IK 14-3, HL 14-q. ML. 14-12, K( 14-13
0-
---






NR-30--2J-04-00163 27 MAY 70 204 HINIM, YAIIAF1k 136
NOLL LI NE UEXPOiHE Nl't.FS ALTI '  DE SCALE
5 5 18 - 24 8,000 MSL 1.064,000
5 6 25 - 30 8,000 MSL 1.064,000
5 7 31 - 37 8,000 MSL 1.064,000
5 1 38 - 47 4,500 MSL 1.036,000
5 3 48- 57 4,500 MSL 1.036,000
5 2 58- 67 4,500 MUL 1.036,000
5 4 68 - 77 4,500 MSL 1.036,000
5 6 7 - 82 20,000 MSL 1.160,000
NR-38-GJ-206-00164 26-27 MAY 70 206 MUSCLE SHOALS, ALARA 136
RLL LI NE EXPOSURE NM3FIHRS ALTITIIDE SCALE
9 1 03 - 18 4,000 MSL 1.032,000
9 3 19 - 36 4,000 MSL 1.032,000
9 2 37 - 54 4,000 MSL 1.032,000
9 2 55 - 64 8,000 MSL 1.064,000
9 2 65 - 68 20,000 MSL 1.160,000
INSTHIM,:NT INC RH TI'I()N
HASSISHLAD C, 25A, N/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
MAP NO. NI 16-9
HASSEIEAD C, 25A, H/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
R4,ARIKS
TFIEt W.AS NO HASSEIl.tAD H CX)VFR.AGE.
MAP NO. NI 16-5




NR-39-W-007-00016 05 AUG 69 007 ORXFON COAST
ROLL LINE EXPOStfRE NMIINRS
4 1- 17
4 9 18 - 25
NR-39-DJ-007-00017 06 AUG 69 007 ORECON COAST
ROLL LINE EXPDOSURE NU43tiS
4 28 26- 27
4 29 31- 36
4 30 37- 61
NR-39-DJ-007-00018 05 AUG 69 007 ORE1- COAAST
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NURS
3 6 - 48
3 7 49- 88
NR-39-DJ-007-00019 05 AUG 69 007 ORECONX COST
FRLL LINE EXPOSURE NU41ERS
2 3 1 - 46
2 4 47- 96
NR-39-DJ-007-00020 12 AUG 69 007 (31Ei CO ST
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NIM3IERS
11 21-29 1 - 51
NR-39-DJ-007-00021 06 ALU 69 007 ORECON COAST
RILL LINE EXPOSURE NIMHIRS
5 21-28 1 - 83
NR-39-DJ-007-00022 06 AUG 69 007 ORECON COAST
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NL4HRS
SITE NAME MIS-
SION
IN.STRHML:T CLNF I(R'RAT lrl
99 MASSEELHLAD D, 3400, W-58, 3 IN.
ALT I TIE SCALE RFlNlAKS
1,000 MSL 1.4,000 DARK
1,000 MSL 1.4,000 DARK
MAP NOS. N( 10-2, Nt 10-8. NL 10-I . NK 10-1,4
99 HASSELILAD 0, 3400, W-58, 3 IN.
ALT IT I.E SCALE RIMARKS
1,000 MSL 1.4,000 DARK
1,000 MSL 1.4,000 DARK
1.000 MSL 1.4,000 DARK
MAP NOS. NK 10-2, NtL 10-8, NL 10-11, NK 10-1,4
99 HASSlBIBLAD D, 3400, W-.58, 3 IN.
ALT I TULE SCALE RMI4KS
1,000 MSL 1.4,000 DARK
1,000 MSL 1.4,000 FR. 74 UNEXPOSED
MAP NOS. NK 10-2, NL 10-8, NL 10-11, NK 10-1,4
99 HASSELFLRD D, 3400, W-58, 3 IN.
ALTITUOE SCALE REMARJKS
1,000 MSL 1.4,000
1,000 MSL 1.4,000 MAP NOS. NK 10-2, NtL 10-8, NL 10-11, NE 10-1,4
99 HASSELBLAD D, 3400, W-58, 3 IN.
ALT I WLE SCALE R4AREKS
1,000 MSL 1.4,000 FLICFIT LINES * FRAMES NOM MARKED - IMAGE TO)
DARK
MAP NOS. NK 10-2, NtL 10-8, NL 10-11, NK 10-1,4
99 HASSELBLAD D, 3400, W-58, 3 IN.
ALTITt.lE SCALE REMARKS
1,000 MSL 1.4,000 FLIIHT LINES * FRAMES NOT MARKED - IMAGE TOO
DARK
MAP NOS. NK 10-2, NL 10-8, NL 10-11, NE 10-1,4
99 HASSELBLAD D, 3400, W-58, 3 IN.
ALTITUDE SCALE REARKS
6 31 1 - 9 1,000 MSL 1.4,000
6 32 10 - 16 1,000 MSL 1.4,000
6 33 17 - 24 1,000 MSL 1.4,000
6 34 25 - 31 1,000 MSL 1.4,000
6 35 32 - 46 1,000 MSL 1.4,000
6 .16 47 - 54 1 (l. NNlSI I . A,. O1
6 .I-395 55 - 15 1,01100 I.. 1.4.(10 IA'P Nl(. NK IO-2, NL 11)-6, fL 10-11, ,NK I0-I,4
Ht-a
-4




Nh-39-DW-007-00023 I! ALG 69 007 B(IRlON COAST
RXLL LINE EXW(POSURE NU.UW.S
10 3 1 - 43
10 4 44- 84
N1-39-0W-007-00024 07 AG 69 007 O(3R-X, CONAST
RUL, LINE EXPOSURE NUhL.RS
7 41-44 1 - 66
NR-39-D-007-00025 05 AUG 69 007 OREGON COAST
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NUhtERS
i 1-2 I - 90
SITE NAME













NR-39-DJ-007-00026 I1 AUG 69 007 OREGON COA.ST 99
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NLUIERS ALTITUDE SCALE
a 6-9 1 - 58 1,000 MSL 1.4,000
MNR-39--007-00027 II AUG 69 007 OREGON COAST 99
.RJLL LINE EXPOSURE hNl.ERS ALTITtIE SCALE
9 1 1 - 43 1,000 MSL 1.4,000
9 a 44 88 1,000 MSL 1.4,000
NR-39-D-007-00028 12 AtG 69 007 OREGON COAST 99ROLL LINE EXPOSURE N.MRS ALTITUDE SCALE
CD a2 31 1 - 9 1,000 MSL 1.4,000
12 32 10 - 18 1,000 MSL 1.4,000
12 33 19 - 27 1,000 MSL 1.4,000
I2 34 28 - 34 1,000 MIL 1.4,000
12 35 35 - 45 1,000 MSL 1.4,000
12 36 46 - 50 1,000 MSL 1.4,000
12 37 51 - 63 1,000 MSL 1.4,000
12 38 64 - 76 1,000 MSL 1.4,000
la 39 77 - 82 1,000 MSL 1.4,000
NR-39-DJ-193-00010 17 JUL 69 193 FIJ9AIIX) FTST:' 100
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NTUNI,34S lT '1IX: SC~lu
8 4 13 - 27 60,000 MSL 1.240,000
8 3 44 - 58 60,000 ML 1.240,000
NR-39-D1-020-00011 Is Jt 69 020 FaCKS LAKE 100
RCLL LINE EXPOSURE MWI,3tS ALT I 'lIV SCALE
10 3 22 - 41 60,000 MSL 1.240,000














JUL 69 135 HARVEN VAIL.E 100
LINE EXPOSURE: NUtiNS A!l.TITlDE SCALE
3 22 - 41 60,000 MSL 1.240,000
4 42 - 62 60,000 MSL 1.240,000
a 63 - 76 60,000 MSL 1.240,000
JUL 69 19 KLAMATH F'AILS 100
LINE EXPOSURE NfLS1wI ALTITUDE SCALE
1 01 - 10 60,000 MSL 1.240,000
2 I 11 - 21 60,000 MSL 1.240,000
JUL 69 048 SAN PABLO RESERVOIR
LINE EXPOSURE NLMU.IRS ALTITUIDE
4 01 - 12 60,000 MSL
8 28 - 43 60,000 MSL






INS'IHlIhE:Nl'T (tF I(;CIlAT' O
HMlSS.oHI1AD D, 3400, W-5P, 3 IN.
RMNIAHKS
DARK
MAP NOS. NK 10-2, NL '10-, NL 10-11,  N 10-1,4
HASS1.UiLAD D, 3400, W-58, . IN.
RRtI~SAKS
P(PR IMAGE - IFRF:S AND ILT. LINES NMP
MAP NOS. NK 10-2, NL 10-8, NL 10-11, NK 10-1,4
HASSELBLAD D, 3400, W-58, 3 IN.
RMtWARKS
DARK ItbAGE - FRAF'S * FLIGHT L.INES NMF
IDtNTIIE D
MAP NOS. NK 10-2, L 10L 0-4, NI 10-11, NW 10-1,4
HASSELBLAD D, 3400, W-58, 3 IN.
RIARKS
FLIGHT LINES 6 TIU 9 FRAES 1-58. DARK IMAGE -
FASMES * FLIGI-rr LINES NsT IDENTIFIED
MAP NOS. NK 10-2, NL 10-8, NL 10-11, NK 10-1,4
HASSELLLAD D, 3400, W-58, 3 IN.
REMAIRKS
FPAMES 76 + 77 hOT EXPOSED
MAP NOS. NK 10-2, NL 10-8, NL 10-11, NK 10-1,4





MAP NOS. NK 10-2, NL 10-8, NL 10-11, NK 10-1,4
HASSEIJIIAD) D, 254, H/W 3400, .1 1%.
RI-IRKS
SAN FANCIS,.1t) TO sl.VR IlAKE.
ECK.i) IAKE, I) SA-N F\RANCI.(_.
MAP NO. NJ 10-6.
I'ASSEILAD D, 254, 3400, 3 IN.
RP.4ARKS
StGAR PINE MW. TO PAINIFRS FLAT.
TlhIN Mr. TO WlIA VISTA.
SEVtN LAKES Ml'. TO TAIIIE 8nr.
MAP NO). NJ 10-3.
HASSELLAD D, 25A, 3400, 3 IN.
RIE'IKKS
SLGAR PINE MT. TO PAINTERS.FLAT.
T*IIN MT. TO HIE.LA VISTA.
SE'VEN LAKES nil'. TO TABLE. MT.
MAP NO. NJ 10-12.
HASSELBLAD D, 25A, 3400, 3 IN.
RIMARKS
KLAMA'TF LAKE TO DIAMOND LAKE JLNCTION
KIRK TO KLAM11ATH FAILS
HAP ND. N 10-6.
tIASSELBLAD D, 25A, B/W 3400, 3 IN.
RHARKS
SAN FRANCISCO TO SILVE.. LAKE.
EClIO LAKE TO SAN FRANC I SCO
SAUSALITO TO LAKE AL(IHA.





























i 16 JUL 69 007 OREGON CO4ST 100 HASSE3BLAD D, 2E * 38, B/W 3400, 3 IN.IOLL LINE EXPOSLRE NLUIB]S ALTITUD)E SCALE REMARKS4 2 001 - 030 60,000 MSL 1.240,000 MELVILLE TO SUNT)N W.4 3 031 - 065 60,000 MSL 1.240.000 COASTLINE COVERAGE, PARALLELS LINE 2, 5 MILES W.4 1 066 - 079 60,000 MSL 1.240,000 COULMBIA RIVER BASIN, CATHLAMET BAY TO PACIFICOCEAN.4 4 080 - 60,000 MSL 1.240,000 PACIFIC OCEAN COVERAGE. PARALLELS LINE 2, 10MILES WEST, NO MP COVERAGE.
14AP NOS. NK 10-2. NL 10-8, NL 10-11, NK 10-1,4.
18 Jl1. 69 056 'MT. LASSEN, CALII'\lIA 100 HASSE.ULL D), 25A, 8/% 3400, 3 IN.ROLL LINE EXPI1E NUF-IHS ALT I 'I. E SCALE RE4,lARKS10 3 22 - 41 60,000 MSL 1.240,000 ISU;AR PINE Tfr. T) PAIN'T'HS FlA.l'.10 4 42 - 62 60,000 MSL 1.240,000 TWIN MP'. TO HELIIA VISTA.10 8 63 - 76 60,000 MSL 1.240,000 SEVEN LAKES Mt. 'TX TAME: t',.
MAP NO. NJ 10-12.
02 AUG 69. 01 V'EI.[STrONE PARK 101 HASSELAAD D, 89-B, H/W IR 5O-246, 3 IN.ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE ILJFis ALTITWUE SCALE RŽRFKS2 1 001 - 010 55,000 MSL 1.220,000 TARHA-:E NATIONAL EUREST 1TO MINEH, M4)NTANAi 2 Oil - 012 56,000 MSL 1.224,000 COIWlN SPRINGS, MSONTANA, 1D HOT SPNHIGS.
MAP OS. NL 12-8, Nt. 12-9, NL 12-11, NL 12-12.
03 ALU 69 149 BLACK HIUS, S(OJTH DAKOTA 101 HASSELBLAD D, 89-8, B/W IR SO-246, 3 IN.ROLL LINE EXPOSLURE hNERS ALT ITTDE SCALE REMARKS2 1 013 - 030 56,500 MSL 1.226,000 C:STER, S.D., TO ST. ONGE, S.D.2 a 031 - 054 58.1/55.SK MSL 1.232K/22K BFLIA I.X_:RCHE, S.D., TO BLACK HILLS NATIONAL
FCIEST.
MAP NO. NL 13-12.
04 ALC 69 011 YE1L.LSTOE PARK 101 HASSELBLAD D, 89-B, B/W IR SO-246, 3 IN.ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NLM4*Hs ALTITUDE SCALE REMARKS3 1 001 - 011 56K/54.SK MSL 1.22.4K/21.8KINDIAN LAKE TO BIG HORN PEAK.3 2 012 - 021 54,000 MSL 1.216,000 GALLATIN RANGE TO SLRVEI/ PEAK3 3 022 - 032 54,000 MSL 1.216,000 PITCHSTONE PLATEAU TO CORWIN SPRIM;S3 4 033 - 043 54,500 MSL 1.218,000 GARDINER TO HLCKLEHFRRY OUNTAIN3 5 044 - 054 53,500 MSL 1.214,000 HEART LAKE TO ASH MOUNT1'AIN3 6 055 - 060 54,000 MSL 1.216,000 T7WR JlUCTION TO PINION PEAK3 7 061 - 066 54,500 MSL 1.218,000 OVER YEI.Z STONE LAKE TO BFIFFALD PLATEAU.3 8 067 - 072 54,500 MSL 1.218,000 CUTOFF MOLJTAIN TO HA*KS REST. AIRCRAFT WAS IN
A TURN AT THE END OF THE' FILLM.3 9 073 - 078 55,000 MSL 1.220,000 TRIDENT PLATEAU TO COXK(E CITY.EXIRA 079 - 099 56,600 MSL 1.226,400 EXCESS FILM EXPOSED EN ROUTE TO STAGING AREA.
HASSELHLAD E DID KOM OPERATE DUE TO INSUFF'ICIENT
TNSION ON TAKE:-UP.
MAP NOS. NL 12-8, NL 12-9, NL 12-11, NL 12-12.
08 ALU 69 149 BLACK HILLS, SUTH DAKOTA 101 HASSEUBLAD D, 89-8, 88+ IR 50246, 3 IN.ROLL LINE EtxPOSLRE NU4l3S ALT I TIDE SCALE REMARKS4 1 001 - 020 57,000 MSL 1.228,000 GILLETTE CANYON TO BELLE FaXRCHE4 2 021 - 045 55,000 MSL 1.220,000 SPEARFISH, S.D., TO PILCER MOUNTAIN4 3 046 - 054 56,000 MSL 1.224,000 NERCASTLE TO MIDDLE CREEK BIUlTE, AIRCRAFT OFF
COURSE IXURING THIS LINE.4 3 055 - 073 56,000 MSL 1.224,000 HAY CREEX TO TEEPEE RANGER STATION
NMtP NO. fI 13-12.
0e AL; 69 195 tR(LINC;S,, S(X.71H I)\K(l'A 101 HASS.EIMAI) D, 9-H, H- IH 1,4 4h, I 1%.RLUL LINE EXPOSNL:E NLIe-tHsS AI:; I D: SC9A E NUi JR..KS4 1 074 - 086 60,500 M.L 1.242.000 CH:SI.tWI .I) D., S FItH.CE, . l).4 2 087 - 091 60,500 MSL 1.242,000 GAHD:'E CIT'I, S.D., T1) (HI-ENT, S.l).4 3 092 - 098 60,500 MSL 1.242,000 R(ICKHtAm', S.D., *lT WAD T' 11H , . 1).
MAP NOS. NL 14-8, NL 14-11.
09 AUG 69 16 CLARKS FIiRK, 9'0MING 101 HASSEtULAD D, F9-B, R/W IH .)-246, 3 IN.ROLL LINE E(POSLRE NUIHERS ALTIT1IJE SCALE REM ,3ARKS5 1 001 - 005 56,700 MSL 1.226,800 SMX,T WURHICE T1) HEART .(XNIlAIN.5 2 006 - 010 55,000 14SL 1.220,000 PAT O'HARHA PEAK 11TO APITI1 tX.I'ATIN.5 3 011 - 015 54,500 MSL 1.218,000 SIlVtEH HLN PIlVI-U I) 6FIOHN PF:AK
MAP M0. K 13-11 .




SI E NAE MIS-
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17 09 AUG 69 011 NFIIDU.Sl]yE PARK 101 HASSELULAD D, 89-B, aH/ IR SO-246, 3 1N.
ROLL LINE EXPOStRF NttR S ALTITLTE SCALE RtIAHKS
5 1 016- 027 55,000 MSL 1.220,000 ARIZONA CREEK TO SHt:EEP N'4TA IN.
5 2 028 - 039 54,500 MSL 1.218,000 PASSAGE CRF.FX TO HLCKLEHE(HHrI O''AIN
5 3 040 - 050 55,000 MSL 1.220,000 HBIG GAE RIDI;E tO) GRIZZLt CREEK
5 4 051 - 062 54,200 MSL 1.216,800 BUo'F'AIO PLATA;U TO MINK CREEK
5 5 063 - 072 54,000 MSL 1.216,000 T'O OCEAN PLATEAU TO UX.n(' MWNTAIN
5 6 073 - 084 55,000 MSL 1.220,000 HORSESHOE MtONTAIN TO JAY CRFIKX.
4MAP KDS. NL 12-8, NL 12-9, NL 12-11, NL 12-12
8 10 AlO 69 030 TU11CSON/AJO, ARIZONA 101 HIASSEL.BLAD D, 89-D, B/W IR SO-246, 3 IN.
RL t LINE EXPOSLRE NlM.EIERS ALTITLUE SCALE RkIbARKS
6 1 001 - 023 61,000 MSL 1.244,000 MNITEZUMA TO LOOKOUIT MOhN1AIN
6 2 024 - 041 60,000 MS 1.240,000 14+0TH, TO SENTINEL
6 3 042 - 059 60,000 MS 1.240,000 CRATER RANCE TO MAOTh
6 4 060 - 076 60,000 MS 1.240,000 VISTA CATALINA TO GRANITE MOUNTAINS
6 5 077 - 093 60,000 MS 1.240,000 AJO TO OUSCON
IAP NOS. NL 12-11, NI 12-12, NH 12-2, N1 12-3
9 11 AUG 69 185 WEST, BONANZA AREA, COLORADO 101 HASSELBLAD D, 89-B, B/W IR SO-246, 3 IN.ROLL LINE EXPOSlRE N.IBERS ALTIUDE SCALE RE4ARKS
8 10 001 - 026 53,000 MSL 1.212,000 WOL.OTT TO SAN ISABEL
8 8 027 - 047 54,000 MSL 1.216,000 WESTCLIFFE TO EAGLE, COLRADO
8 6 048 - 070 52,000 MSL 1.208,000 ASPEN TO RDWING0
8 4 071 - 090 55,000 MSL 1.220,000 SAN i.UIS LAKE TO WHIITE RIVER
8 2 091 - 096 56,000 MSL 1.224,000 ARBLE, COORADO, TO ALAM)SA
MAP NOS. NJ 13-1, NJ 13-2, NJ 13-4, NJ 13-5,
KI 13-7, KJ 13-8.
0 10 SEP 69 167 IAK MICHIGA(;N 103 HIESSEIJAI) D, g402, 2S-, 3 1%.
L LINE EXPY RNE N*83 H 15 A.T I)E SCAI E RI-]WKIIS
a I 01 - 24 59,000 MSL 1.2J6,000 Atl. HAISSFI.HIU) SIOUP AT RPtIE' 14 (NVER L'FC I.AK.:,
H41C1., AND r :SiL*: (R,*V:E IS) A' TR\,EHE: Cl'rt,
MICH.
2 2 25 - 59 59,000 MSL 1.236,000
2 3 60 - 87 59,000 HAL 1.236,000 ALL HASSI3.AI') STOP Al'T PIA 64. wENST O(F ST.
JOCSEPH AND HE.S.U: (RA'E 65) AT A POINT E'ST OF-
MONTAGLE, M ICH-.
a 4 88 - 103 59,000 MSL 1.236,000 tAP NOS. NX 16-2, NK 16-5.
15 SEP 69 168 PAJXF.'NT RIVtR, MARthLAND 103 HASSRE3.LAD D, D-500, 3 IN.OLL LINE EXF(PO.RE NU401H3. ALTI 0E SCALE REI4ARKS
2! I 1-6 61,000 HE L 1.244,000 FOLM 4SMIT ISILAND, M0., IX) :EL. AIR, 0MD. CLOADS
ANtD HAZE ON M'T1 END Ot' LI'NES I.
2 2 1I - 31 61,000 F7L 1.244,000 F'ROM HLTIStlRE, 0D)., TO PXt14AC RIERtH AT MA./VA.
2 3 32 - 45 61.000 MSL 1.244,000 FR0M POUIYIAC RIVER TO WESTIlNISTER, MD. NO3R-
EXPOSED.
2 4 46 - 54 61,000 MSL 1.244,000 FROM SILVER SPRING, MD., TO 1M1INI CRIFX, VA.OVREXPOSED.
a 5 55 - 62 61,000 MSL 1.244,000 FOMNI DAHREN, VA., TO ROCKVILLE, MD. OVER-
EXPOSED.
a 6 63 - 71 61,000 MSL 1.244,000 FCM FROCKVILLE, M)., TO MUSES BEACH, VA. OVER-
EXPOSED.
2 7 72 - 73 61,000 MHL 1.244,000 P'R( POTMUNAC RIVENR W'FS'TOEIAND, VA., TO
WESTIMINISTER, MD. OVEREXPOSED.
MAP NO. NJ 18-4..
13 SEP 69 176 NF.W ENCLAND 103 HASSELB.AD D, SO-368, 2A, 3 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE NLV)kRS ALTITUDE SCALE RIEMARKS1I 01 - 14 60,000 MSL 1.240,000 FROM MT. WILLIAM, N.H., TO CHARLESTON, R.I.
1 2 15 - 29 60,000 MSL 1.240,000 F0IM NEWPORT, R.I., TO MANCHESTER, N.H.
1 3 30 - 43 60,000 MSL 1.240,000 FR0M COB(IN HILL, N.H., TO .ACOcBXET, R.I.
1 4 44- 56 60,000 MSL 1.240,000 FROM MAHAPOISSL1T, MASS., TO KITIR.Eh, MAINE.1 5 57 - 61 60,000 MSL 1.240,000 FROM KITTERY, MAINE TO WYO"S OFE:, MASS., HASS.
57 OVER GCIUCESTER, MASS., 58-61 FROM PLYMIU(TH
TDO wriER PT.I 9 - 60,000 MSL 1.240,000 FROM CAMP EDWARDS, EAST TO CHATHAM, ON CAPE COD
1 6 62 - 74 60,000 MSL 1.240,000 FROM NEW S:EFURD, MASS., TO N6EW4RKET, N.H.
MAP NOS. NX 19-1, NK 19-4.




SITE NAME MIS-S It'N
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NR-39-CJ-177-00033 25 AIO 69 177 lENNESSEE VALLEY IO
ROLL LINE EXPUSLItE NhLOFIS A.T'I TDE SCALE
1 01- 05
1 1 _ 57,000 MSL 1.2., 000
1 2 06 - 19 57000 MSL 1.28*,000
1 3 20 - 33 57,000 MSL 1.288H,000
1 4 34 - 49 57,000 MSL 1.2Hd,000
I 5 - 57,000 MSL 1.288,000
1 6 50 - 60 57,000 MSL 1.288,000
! 7 61 - 66 57,000 MSL 1.2H8,000
1 8 67 - 77 57,000 MSL 1.28H,000
NR-39-HJ-180-00034 14 SEP 69' 188 NFW IOlK HIGIT 103
ROLL LINE EXPOSiLRE NLtIERS ALT I lDE SCALE
2 2 002 021 61,000 MSL 1.244,000
2 3 022 - 040 61,000 MSL 1.244,000
2 4 041 - 059 61,000 MSL 1.244,000
2 5 060 - 079 61,000 MSL 1.244,000
- 6 080 - I10 61,000 MSL 1.244,000
NR-39-CJ-191-00035 12 SEP 69 '191 WASHTENAW ( CLNTY, MICHIGAN 103
ROLL LINE EXPOSUlRE N4I&RS ALT I TiE SCALE
1 4 01 - 31 59,000 MSL 1.236,000
I 5 32 - 63 59,000 MSL 1.236,000
I 6 64 - 95 59,000 MSL 1.236,000
I 7 96 - 112 59,000 MSL 1.236,000
NR-39-C-168-00036 13 SEP 69 168 PAnUXENT RIVER, MARYLAND
ROLL LI NE EXPOSU NMBERS ALTITDtE
1 3 I - 76 10,000 MSL
NR-39-CJ-168-00037 13 SEP 69 16- PANIEl' RIVER. VIHIIAND
RULL LINE EP. AHE MPOS.iE HS AL00 A 'TIl
a 5 I - 65 10,000 MSL











NR-39-C-16H-00039 13 SEP 69 16$ P4A'lX F:T RIV., MWIRhIAND
ROLL LINE EXPOSUt:E NhLIIrS ALT'ITIIE
4 5 I - 24 25,000 MSL
4 3 25 - 34 25,000 MSL
4 3 35- 42 25,000 FML
4 3 43- 63 25,000 MSL
NR-39-O)-174-00040 16 SEP 69 174 WAIJLOPS ISLAND, VIRGINIA
ROLL LINE LX(POSJLI: NtLi*:BS ALT.ITL.DE
12 4 02 - 59 6,000 MSL



















NR-39--J-174-00041 16 SEP 69 174 WALLOPS ISLAND, VIRGINIA 104
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE NUMiBS ALTITLDE SCALE
13 2 06 - 21 6,000 MSL 1.24,000
13 5 22 - 78 6,000 FSL 1.24,000
I NSTllhl0 h;NT aF I l HI ' I ON
HASSEUIAD D, .S-246, 851, 3 IN.K4AREKS
TEST/CHECKArr
IF(14 IN\AN, S.C., 11) GHAoNVIF*, TENN.
FR(4M GHIF:VNILI.:, 'I'F\N., tD GH:EKE, S.C.
H(}M .411A1) HRIVtER, P)lNS11' H:ESEHOIH, 'I T
ROGHRSV I lE, TENN.
FRU1-M WRHKESHI NU, TENN., TO P:l.ZER, S.C.
F'(HM JONES KNOIB TO COPPER HIIXE, NEAR C()HH'IN.
IH"IOM KNOXVIL LE, TkEN. , lt I F -IFDHD MI'., NEAR
MW. CITY, S.C. S1TPPFI) A'T CLAl/RAHON CO. I LINE
FWOM BIG TLNI CREtEK, S.C., )T OMAK RHIlE, TENS.
HASSELBLAD tlHhNI) ON AT IRA'S R I DE.
FROM CHE:SThUl' HIDGE. TENN. , TO SPANIARD MT., S.C
HASSELBLAD STOPPED W OF CHAT'LCE LAKE.
MOP NOS. NJ 16-10, NJ 16-11, NI 16-1, NI 16-2.
HASSELBLAD D, SO-368, 2A, 3 IN.
REMARKS
FM NEW LONION, CONN., llD ASKIM: RIGE, N.J.
FROM PEFRTH A1MBY, N.J., t) LTON ISLAND SLOND
FR.14 F'ISHERS ISLAND, UCON., TO MANVILLE, N.J.
FCHI SOrTH RlVtHE, N.J., TO M)NTAL( PT., I..IS.
.(I OM MONTALi PT., L. I., TO PtLESVILLE, MD.
MAP NOS. WN 18-5, WN 18-6, NK 1S-8, NK 18-9.
HASSELBLAD D, 50-121, 2E, 3 IN.
REM4ARKS
FROI DJRAND TO NAPOLEAN.
FROM U.S. 90/80, SWANTON, TO FLINT.
FROIM SWARTZ CREW( TO COLTON.
FROM MALMEE TO FLINT. (HASSEBLAD TO ANN ARBOR
ONLY).
MAP NOS. NK 16-6, NW 16-9, NW 17-4, NK 17-7.
HASSE.BLAD D, 8443, 150 + CC30B, 3 IN.
BALTIMORE TO POINT LOOKOJT, CHESAPEAKE BAY.
IAP NO. INJ 18-4.
HASS.F:IJLAI) D, #44:1, 1-;( * CC.11JI, 3 IN.
144IARKS
SMIlH ISI;NID 11) FI'NT ISLAVI), CHESAFIhFI: BL.
M\AP h). NJ I0-4.
HASSEIJIA)D 1), 844.3, 15C * CC.IOH, : ItN.
RFt4IJFKS
JNt(.'iO-,N OF' HMIS 40O A\D 3 1O) PA'i1XF:NE ' RIVER
NAVAl. BN-.,- Pal;NE HRIENH.
VAN HIHI1 1T Cl ( X)K POINT, LCHF-SAPE-,E H.
MP h). NJ 118-4.
HASStLI'ALD D, 0443, 1.5G * CC30H, 3 IN.
TIIClf'O.N ISIAND TO) S.AqH FNMHCH ISLAND,
CHESAPE-AKE IA..
POINT IXlK,';I' it) COVE POINT, CHI:SAPEAKE BHA.
COVlE POINT ARtEA.
COVE POINT 1 t HA.TIMORE
MAP hO. NJ 16-4.
HASSELBLAD D, 8443, G-15 * CC-30B, 3 IN.
R1N"4,RKS
OCE'AN CITY TO ASSATFCA'E Lv(E, VA.
ASSATE'AGtE COE TO) MEIlHKIN ISLAND, VIRGINIA.
MAP NOS. NJ 18-5, WJ 18-7, NJ 18-8, 11
HASSELi.LAD D, 8443, -15 * CC-30H, 3 IN.
MET(IMKIN ISLAND TO WALLOPS ISLAND, VIRGINIA.
ASSATEAGUE COVE TO OCEAN CITY, VIHRGINIA.
MAP NIS. NJ 18-5, NJ 18-7, NJ 18-, II.
tOF'
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NR-39-1-174-00042 16 SEP 69 174 WALLOPS ISLAND, VIRGINIA 104
ROLL LINE EXPOSLEe NLMHERS ALTITI)DE SCALE
14 6 02 - 63 6,000 MSL 1.24,000
14 3 4 - 82 6,000 MSL 1.24,000
Ri-39-IJ-174-00043 16 SEP 69 174 WALLOPS ISLAND, VIRGINIA 104
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NUSIBE.S ALTITltE SCALE
1 7? 05 - 45 6,000 MSL 1.24,000
15 7 46 - 80 6,000 MSL 1.24,000
NR-394-It-176-00044 14 SEP 69 176 N% ,';IALANXD 104
ROLL LINE .iXPUOSit; iNUF'S ALtTI'IE: SCALE
5 3 I - 48 10,000 MSL 1.40,000
5 3 ' 49 - 67 10,000 MSL 1.40.000
,R-394-U-176-00045 14 SEP 69 176 NEW EG.LAND 104
ROLL LINE EXPOltME Nl*JtS ALTN111 D: SCA E
6 8 I - 28 10,000 MAL 1.40,000
N-39-I4J-188-00046 16 SEP 69 188 NEW OiRK ALERIF
ROUL LINE K(P(OSLUIRE MNIBIS ALT IITL
7 4 01 - 54 11,500 MSL





I NS'11I l T LX - I ( R.V I O%
HASSELULAD D, 8443, G-15 * CC-30B, 3 IN.
REIARKS
ISLE OF WIGHlf BAY TO ASSATEAGUE COVE, VIRGINIA.
WTMK(IN ISLAND TO (NINCO(itWAE HAY, VIRGINIA.
MAP NOS. NJ 18-5, NJ 18-7, NJ 18-8, 11
HASSELeLAD D, 8443, G-15 * CC-30B, 3 IN.
WALLOPS ISLAND, TO ROBINS MARSH, CHINCOTEAGUE
BAY VIRGINIA.
ISi OF' WIGhr TOl MARTIN BAY, CHINCOTEAGuE BAY,
I N I N IA.
IAP 'NL'. N, I a-. , h I-7 l -N, I- , II.
LHASSFIJU,) ), '%a14, 91qH, J 1\.
RHEAVHKRS
'NPI1FJI )D. J 1 T., TO M(YIEtIOIt': IX NT'.IN, N.H.
CItlt1) UtR CA.U.F':D 11F. HFHIN.
MAP HMS. Nh 19-1, N' 19-4.
HA.SSEI.lA D, 5424, 9gH, 3 IN.
HVSTlu BAY TO Ft)Pk1WINT. lASS. m YFR H1)SItO,
MAcS. HASSFI.HLD) 4 FJ-LNCTIO;NJ), ICM8L,.1'E
COYI'V],qE.
IAP Mki. WK 19-1, NX 19-5.
FtASSEL3LAD D, 2448, 2A, 3 IN.
- HB.(EMaKS
EAST ROCKAWAY TO WESTHA-PTON, N. .
HRFI I','VPT( TIO ,meTAIK POINT, N..
MAP OS. iN Ih-5, NK 16-6, NK le-N, NK 1,-9.
NR-39-tU-188-00047 16 SEP 69 188 NEW YORK BIfHT 104 IHASSELBLAD D, 2448. 2A, 3 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSLE 1&M. *3]S ALTI7UDE SCALE RI~VMS
8 F 01 - 23 12,500 MKL 1.50,000 T1H1EE MILE HARMfFn TO M[8TA[I POINT, N.Y.
8 5 24 - 80 12,000 MSL L.48,000 SHINNCXXXL BAV TO LON HIEACLH, N.Y.
PAP NOS. NK 18-5, NK 18-6, NK 18-8, NK 18-9.
NE-39-I-188-00048 16 SEP 69 188 NEW YORK BIGHT 104 ItASSELBLAD D, 2448, 2A, 3 IN.
RXLL LINE EXPOULE iNR S ALTIIT.E SCALE RE7FARKS
9 6 02 - 50 11,500 MSL L.46,000 11NG BEACH TO WEAWMbAtUPION, N.Y.
9 1 51- 67 12,500 NSL 1.50,000 MNhTALK POINT TO AN4iAGANS8IT, N. .
MAP NOS. IM 18-5, W 18-6, NX 18-8, NK 18-9.
Ni-39-FHJ-188-00049 15-16 SEP 69 188 NEW YOlK BIGfT 104 HASSELBLAD D, 2448, 2A, 3 IN.
ROLL LINE EXIPOSUE NLM*1ER ALTITLJE SCALE lRtWARKS
10 3 02 - 27 12,500 MSL 1.50,000 VALLEY STRFEAM, N.Y. TO MOOULH BEACH, N.J.
10 2 28 - 47 12,500'MSL 1.50 000 RUD BANK, N.J. TO VALLEY STREAM, N.Y.
10 1 48 - 69 12,500 MSL 1.50,000 BROOKLYN, N.Y. TO SANDY HOIK, N.J.
MP NOS. N 18-5, N 18-6, NE 18-8, NE 18-9.
MN-39-FI-188-00050 IS SEP 69 188 NEW YOlRK BIRGH 104 HIASSELBLAD D, 2448, 2A, 3 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOS-E NMMl53,RS ALTIMU[DE SCALE REM1ARKS
11 S 01 - 13 12,500 MSL 1.50,000 MAP NOS. WE 18-5, KW 18-6, NK 18-8, NE 18-9.
NR-39-(J-201-00051 14 SEP 69 Z01 PANICSHIt;, 'NNSI.VANIA 104
ROIL LINE EXPtbSIk l. NLMl3S AU:'l1lXDE: StCAIl
6 1 29 - 31 20,000 MSL. .Po0,000
10 4 42 - 62 60,000 MSL 1.240,000
I1 32 - 38 8,000 KAL 1.32,000
6 1 39 - 51 4,000 MSL 1.16,000
10 8 63 - 76 60,000 MSL 1.240,000
HASELHJUAD D, 5424, P9H, i IN.
MNtHANICSBtLR NAVAL SI.PPL. iCPLIY, rHAN1a0ICS NG,
PA.
.0tFIANICS.1tAG NAVAIL SLPPLA OEEPrI, -. bCmHNICSPtiG,
PA.
MiXHANblICSILR; NAVAL SLPPL.I DiF:PY, rII-H'CtANICSHLRG,
PA.
KAP r,. IN 18-10.
I-CD
RW
IMAI1R- DrTA FILU: - KSSE.HIIlU ) FII:lltt .NI), (iA',F. I)
DATE SITE SITE NNAM MIS-
ACCESSION Nt,*.lR NO. SION
NR-39-FJ-085-00053 02 OCT 69 085 LAHt.NCE', AN.,SAS 106
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE NLIHt2RS AL.lI TUE .SCALE
5 1 01 - 15 60,800 .SL 1.243,200
5 2 16 - 33 60,200 MSL 1.240,800
5 3 34 - 49 60,400 SL 1.241,600
S 4 50 - 67 61,000 MSL 1.244.000
5 5 68 - 82 61,200 ML 1.244,800
NR-39-FH-175-00054 01 OCT 69 175 HOISTON AREA, TEXAS 106
ROLL LINE EXPOSL .*E I3*S ALTIUE -SCALE
3 4 63 - 89 60,000 MSL 1.240,000
3 5 90- 98 60,000 MNL 1.240,000
3 6 99 - 107 60K/3K MSL 1.240K/12K
MR-39-VJ-178-00055 29 SEP 69 178 MILU. CRE8, OLTAHI4 106
RIL LINE MPDURE fM)4ES ALTI.TUE SCALE
2 2 01 - 05 61,000 MSL 1.73,200
2 06 - 64 60,800 MSL 1.72,960
2 3 65 - 73 60.300 MSL 1.72,360
NR-39-F'J-184-00056 29 SEP 69 184 CHICKASHA, C(LAHMQ 106
RaLL LINE 6EXPOSURE NtERS ALTITUE SCALE
F 2 2 174 - 86 59,900 MSL 1.71,880
NR-39-FJ-996-00057 01 CM1' 69 996 I1.I.AS.FIl.ll' W(TIHI, T'I.'. IS 1Oh
ROLL LINE EXNOSI.HLR. NINI.M Al.lill1*.: .SCAlE
4 1 01 - 12 b0,300 MSL 1.241.200
4 2 13 - 24 60,F00 K:L 1.243,200
4 3 25 - 37 60,000 MHL 1.243,200
4 4 38 - 50 61,000 MSL 1.244,000
NR-39-FJ-203-00063 14 OCT 69 203 GRANITE CITY, III..IS_ I11
HASSELBLAD D, IS, COtIR IH .SO-l.0, 3 IN.
RE),RK(S
K(R'H OF GARNETT TO MISS.'XRI RIVER, NORlTH OF
H IOHLAND.
MISS(AIRI RIVER (,RTIIEST OF ST. JOSEPt TO S.lTH
OF SAWATIUMI.
LA CNGNE NR9TH TO SAVANNAH.
THIR N-lIHREE MI LES NORTH OF SM I THV I LUE, S
TO Im.
bfflER, 5NORTH TO MAISVILLE.
MAP NOS. 15-1, NJ 15-4.
HASSELHLAD D, 15G, COLOR IR SO-180, 3 IN.
REIARKS
MADISONVILLE TO BIRD ISLAND, THEN EAST TO
GALVESTIN.
GALVESTON TO HIGHWAY 75 NORTH OF' HOUSTON.
SOTH OF' FAN' RANH TO NEW GUt' AND THEN NE TO
ELLI NGTON AFB.
MAP NO. NH 15-7.
HASSELHLAD D, 2A, COLDR SO-368, 10 IN.
REMARKS
ARDM0RE TO MILL CREIEK.
WEST OF WAPANLI(CA TO RATLIFF CITY.
PT. SILL TO LAKE ALTUS. MAP SHB:ET NI 14-5.
t1AP NO. NI 14-6.
HASSEIEMAD D, 2A, COLDR S0-368, 10 IN.
RIVARKS
WEST OF WYNNEOAD TO MOUrNAIN VIEW.
MAP NOS. NJ 14-11, NJ 14-12, NI 14-2, NI 14-3,
NI 14-5, NI 14-6.
HASSFIJUd)D 0, DI  .. (91I IH .*O-1-1, '4 IN
RHI-2qKS
FUtR MIlF:S S('IH (OF' tIlIN%IF 'I1) .I.CSW.9HO.
SlI.P IJAPN .1* N',AIN 1l) HOtI'h.·.Ii,.
IUIJ 'H1) MINFNAt. WEI2i.
WEST (OF 'INHIF:11. 'I) HIGO AIUl.I ON lHE HRAZ(IS H.
MA O N). NI 14-12.
HA.SE'I-AD D, 898, B/W IR 5424. 3 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOFINE N.MlrFS ALTIIU11: .sc,~E 'R;vRKS'
ID I 001 - 019 4,000 MSL 1.16.000 CAt1IN (OF' IR.KS CANAL, IU.IN)IS.
ID 2 020 - 036 4,000 MSL 1.16.000 CI(IN (F' HI(CKS CANAL, ILLINOIS.
ID 3 037 - 047 4,000 MtL 1.16,000 ('%NITE Cl'l* , ILLINOIS.
1D I 048 - 052 8,000 MSL 1.32,000
ID 2 053 - 060 8,000 MSL 1.32,000
10 3 061 - 065 8,000 MSL 1.32,000
ID I 066 - 067 20,000 MSL 1.80,000
ID 3 068 - 071 20,000 MSL 1.80,000 AP NO). NJ 15-6.
NR-39-GJ-208-00064 14 OCT 69 208 IIARABHO, WISC(,SIN II1 FHASSELLAD D, 8911, COLOR IR P443, 3 IN.
ROLL, LINE EXPOSLIRE MItFRS ALTIl lDE SCALE REARKS
2D I 001 - 018 5,000 iL 1.20,000 DEVIL'S LAKE STATE PARK TO FISH LAKE ARE:A.
ZD 2 019 - 037 5,000 MSL 1.20,000 ROLTE 12 WEST OFW HtIGEN. ORDINANCE W(RKS TO
ROU.'Y CHRE.
2D 3 038 - - 064 5,000 MSL 1.20,000 HAP NO. NK 16-1.
NR-39-J-208-00065 15 OCT 69 208 BARABOO, WISCONSIN III HASSaELBAD D, 89B, B/W IR 5424, 3 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSLlRE N.RS ALTI IJTDE SCALE RNARKS
3D 3 001 - 037 4,000 MSL 1.16,000 ROCK SPRINGS TO WIlNEN.
3D 2 038 - 075 4,000 MSL 1.16,000 HASSEILBLAD D FRAMES 060 TO 074 WERE WASHED.
ROMLEn 12 WEST OF BADGIR ORDINANCE WORKS TO
ROWLEY CREWe.
1AP NO. wN 16-1.
NR-39-CJ-208-00066 IS OCT 69 208 BARABm, WISCONSIN 111 HASSELBLAD D, 89B, B/W IR 5424, 3 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPJOSURE NtHIERS ALTITUIDE SCALE REMARKS
4D I 001 - 041 4,000 MSL 1.16,000 DEVIL'S LAKE STATE PARK TO FISH LAKE AREA.
4D 2 042 - 062 4,000 MSL 1.16,000 MAP NO. NK 16-1.
I N.Tt lNIT C(F I( Rl,%T I Oh
I1(;FI. ).ATA Ft*'I - HASi'.I.IUAlI) MI.I'It%lT ), C'X-N'.1 I)
SI 1. NAM.: MIS-
ACCE.S; I hON NLMHI.R NO. S1(N
NH-39-GJ-208-00067 17 OCT 69 208 BARAHOO, WISCONSIN 111
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NUIHERS ALTITLUDE SCALE
6D 3 001 - 025 6,120 MSL 1.24,480
6D 2 026 - 054 6,120 MSL 1.24,480
6D 2 055 - 075 6,120 MSL 1.24,480
NR-39-GJ-200-00068 17 txVr 69 ,1O WNAltIX), W..615ASIN III
ROLL LINE ENRPIStH:I Nhlh.NS AUIT'II): ..SCAI: -
7D I 001 - 013 6,120 S4L 1.24,410
I HASSELBLA D, 898, B/W IR 5424, 3 IN.
RIEMRKS
HASSELBLAD D, FR7AMES 70 TO 75 WtRE WASHED OUT.
MAP NO. Nh Ih-I.
ASSM1jIHIIU) I), qH, H/' INH :4Z, 3: I.
I-l,: I.'H,;F-.1 IS APPHOXIlttVI'Lf H.XCA .E (OF
AUUHIEJ: E.P'XSL. .
MAP HNO. IW 16-1.
NR-39-GH-146-00069 14 OCT 69 146 ALAFIA AMN) PEACE RIVFlRS, I-lMRII)A 112 HA.SSF.L.LAD 0, IF5, CUXtL IR o0-1e0, 1.5 IN.
ROLL LINE EX PSLRH: NLfU**tRS ALl lnTIA.: .SCAIE RIAKS
ID I 001 - 007 61,000 MSL 1.400,000
ID 2 008 - 016 61,000 F:sL 1.488,000
ID 3 017 - 026 61,000 ISL 1.41414000 FRU4 LAKE SARASOTA T1 DtA.t'lNIS.
ID 4 027 - 037 62,000 MSL 1.496,000 FRT(M VWIOLA(XXH:AE HIVFRH 11) tOtlE. OF ME:XICO.
ID 5 038 - 049 62,000 MSL 1.496,000 FR7( L1TLE PINE ISIANO Tl) HFIE.VIF.'*.
ID 6 050 - 064 62,000 MSL 1.496,000 FItM LAKE RIF'PIN 1O GtIF OWF MexICO.
ID 1 065 - 078 62,000 KSL 1.496,000 FROM BIC CIPHESS S*ANP TO Bt.CK LAKE.
ID 8 079 - 094 62,000 MSL 1.496,000 FR(M LAKE THACI I) G'11U OF' MF:XICO.
ID 9 095 - 100 62,000 MSL 1.496,000 FRLM PALIMALE X) JAfM:S.TO*N.
MAP NoS. NH 17-1, KN 17-2, NG 17-1,4.
NR-39-GH-147-00070 14 OCT 69 ·147 LAKES/TAMPA, FLORIDA 112 HASSELBLAD D, 15, COLOR IR 50-180, 1.5 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSLtRE N.'t4S ALTITIJDE SCALE REMaRKS
ID I 00- 001 -  61,000 SL 1.488.000 FRFIM MIU/I- KEYS TO WACCASASSA HAS.
ID 2 008 - 016 61,000 MSL 1.488,000 FROM FE'OASASS ISLANDS 1O CJO' OF M',XICO.
ID 3 017 - 026 61,000 MSL 1.488,000 FRM( LAKE SARASOTA TO OUNNllON.
ID - 4 027 - 037 62,000 MSL 1.496,000
ID 5 038 - 049 62,000 MSL 1.496,000
ID S 050 - 064 62,000 MSL 1.496,000
ID 7 065 - 076 62,000 MSL 1.496,000
ID a 079 - 094 62,000 MSL 1.496,000
ID 9 095 - 100 62,000 MSL 1.496,000 MAP NO. NH 10-10.
PR-309-H1-163-00071 13 OCT 69 163 BISCAYNE BAY, FURIDA 112 HASSELHLAD D, 2A, O. LR SO-368, 1.5 IN.
ROXL LINE EXPOSUIE NLHEIS ALTIITJDE SCALE R1,4ARKS
ID 3 026 - 045 61,500 MSL 1.492,000 ROCK HARBOR TO PALM BEACH, FLA.
ID 4 046 - 063 61,500 MSL 1.492,000 WEST PALM BEACI TO EOL.RNE, ntA.
ID ITRA 064 - 091 61,500 MSL 1'.492,000 CAPE KENNEDY TO ATLANIC OCEAN.
HAP NOS. NO 17-2, NG 17-5, NG 17-8, NH 17-11.
MR-39-CG-164-00072 15 OCT 69 164 BOCA RATCON/RLE GLADE, FLORIDA. 112 HASSFIBlAD D150, 15, R IR SO-180, 1.5 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NLMBERS ALTITIDE SCALE REMARKS
2D 16 001 - 003 60,700 MIL 1.485,600
20D 9 004 - 012 60,400 MSL 1.483,200
2D 10 013 - 030 61,000 MSL 1.488,000 CHRISTMAS TO MARATIHON
2D 11 031 - 047 63,600 MSL 1.492,800 M4ATECOUE KEY TO TI`TUSVIULE
2D 12 048 - 064 61,500 Mi. 1.4q2.000 MI:IHI11''S ISlD) 11) 61%1II-' hFH.
2D 13 065- 077 (60,0n 0 iF L,0 11.44) T1,) 'I*1 Iq)i: FIHF.,:H.
20 14 076 - 0148 60,3100 M5I. 1 .42,400 FtNl' l PIF:('F: ') 'IOkh .I.().
2D 15 0P9 - 096 61,000 bSi., 1.4H.4,000 MI.INOli ,r (K71 )ElII' : v. ml)
MAP NO. NG 17-5
NH-39-CJ-165-00073 15 OCT 69 165 I:SFr/'T MKS. h 1(lII 112
ROUL LINE EXPOSItI: HNElS1-S AL.TI'II)F SCA.C
2D 16 001 - 003 60,700 Ftst. 1.415,600
20 9 004 - 012 60,400 ML 1.4.3,(200
20 10 013 - 030 61,000 M.%L 1.40H,000
20 11 031 - 047 61,600 MS'L 1.492,P00
211 12 048 - 064 61,500 MSL 1.492,000
2D 13 065 - 077 60,500 Kil. 1.414,500
2D 14 078 - 014 60,300 MSI. 1.412,400
20 IS 089 - 096 61,000 MSL 1.481,000
HASSEI.HIA1U) D, I;G, CX)OR( IN .O-Io0., 1.5 IN.
MIuJ.+':s.l.s kFIS 1 ) P.CI-F;I 1kJ.*.
CAPF: SAMIE llJ) l(flTY` IN, DIAN HK:S.
CtHRIS'IT%1S 1I) MAH.AllV1%
FX'K(MIb: hFl 17) T'II .HJ', FI:
M*HR I l.S I SLA I T11 suIM- kIF ' E .
MAP NOS. NH 16-b, NH 17-4, MN 17-11, N; 17-2.
FH
iD
DA1E S I TF: I WOI'FTH1E' C( - I t( HAI' I %
ISW 1F3t IDI'A F'IIL: - ItASNI.III..I) 't IA'11A-1), CA',I-:.HA I)
MIS- INSHINI:NNI'T I (X I(l R'AT 4I(
NR-39-MH-164-00074 16 OCT 69 164 RIOCA RAT/Et:IIkE CGLA,', Ft1RIDA 112ROLL., LINE EXPOSIURE NhltHlS AL'TI LIE SCAIL
3D 12 001 - 003 62,000 MSL 1.496,0003D 12 004 - 021 62,000 MSL 1.496.000
3D 13 022 - 039 62,000 MSL 1.496,000
310 14 040 - 051 62,000 MSL 1.496,000
NR-39-W-165-00075 16 OCT 69 165 DOFEREI'T/ST. MARKS, FLORIDA 112RLL LINE EXPOSUIlR NVI*RS ALTI TUDE SCALE
3D 12 001 - 003 62,000 MSL 1.496,000
3D 12 004 - 021 62,000 MSL 1.496,0003D 13 022 - 039 62,000 MSL 1.496,0003D 14 040 - 051 62,000 PSL 1.496, 000
NR-39-OH-169-00076 13 OCT 69 169 FIRIDA F'KEYS 112ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NUYIERS ALTIEJDE SCALE
ID I 001 - 006 62,200 MSL 1.497,600
ID a 007 - 025 61,500 MSL 1.492,000
NR-39-00-000-00077 16 OCT 69 000 LAKE PONTCHARTRAIN AND NEW ORLEANS 112
10LL LINE EXPOSURE NUIJEPS ALTITUE SCALE
3D EXTRA 052 - 052 62,000 MSL 1.496,000
1R-39-00-000-00079 16 OCT 69 000 GALVESTON, TEXAS 112ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NUM8ERS ALTITLDE SCALE
3D EXTRA 060 - 065 60,000 MSL 1.480,000
NR-39-GH-163-00079 19 NV 69 163 H.ISCCAYNE BHA, Fl11HIDA 114ROLL LINE EXPOSURE N~L S ALl'111.13 SCALE
3 27 40 - 48 12,600 MSL 1.50,400
NR-39-CH-169-00080 19 WOV 69 169 FIORIDA KEYS 114ROLL LINE EXPOSURE INU4*RS ALTITliAE SCALE




16 - 64 12,600 MSL 1.50,400
19 NOV 69 169 F1.RIDA KEYS
ROLL LINE PO E NUPU .RS
3 2 2- 39
114.ALT I rLE SCALE
12,600 M1SL 1.50,400
01 DEC 69 171 SABINE LAKE ESTUARY, 7TN7./LA. 115ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE Nt.11BERS ALTiTDE SCALE
ID 3 001 - 009 7,000 MSL 1.56,000ID 4 010 - 015 7,000 MSL 1.56,000ID 5 016 - 031 7,000 MSL 1.56,000ID 22 032 - 040 7,000 MSL 1.56,000ID . 11 041 - 070 7,000 MSL 1.56,000
NR-39-F1-171-00083 01 DEC 69 171 SABINE LAKE ESTUARY, TEX.M /LA. LIS
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NUIRS ALTITUDE SCALE
2D 21 002 - 014 7,000 MSL 1.56,000
2D 6 015 - 023 7,000 MSL 1.56,00020 22 024 - 030 7,000 MSL 1.56,000
HASXEIL.AD D, ISO, COXLOR IR SO-160, 1.5 IN.
SHORT LINE (X-RRING BILb GLADE.MATECtUlE KEY TO MlRHITS ISLAND.
CANAVR.AL PENNINSULA 1O PLANTATION. KEY
ELLIOTT K"Il TO 'VHRO FI-AIH.
ME:IOURNE, I-.A. VIF-R POOR IAC.ERY.
MAP NO. NG 17-5
HASS1ElAD D, 150, COLOR IR 50-180, 1.5 IN.
SHORT LINE COVERINIG ELLE GLADE.
MATEX3IBME KEY TO MERRITrS ISLAND
MEFBONINE, FLA. VERY POOR IMAGERY.
4AP NOS. NH1 16-6, mi 17-4, NH 17-11. NG 17-2.
IHASSELMIAD D, 2A, COLOR SO-368, 1.5 IN.
REMARKS
DRY TORlJGAS, FLORIDA.
MARIUESAS KEYS 7TO TAVeRN IE, FWURRIDAI.
MP NOS. NG 17-8, NG 17-11.
HIASS.ELILAD D, ISO, COLOR IR SO-180, 1.5 IN.
REM4ARKS
F'RAN(LINTON, LA. TO LAKE SALVADOR.
MAP NOS. NH 15-6, NIH 15-9.
HASSRELAD D, 15G, COLOR IR SO-180, 1.5 IN.
R83M, RKS
ROLIjVER PIENNSULA TO GALVSTON ISLAND
MAP NO. i4 15-7.
IHASSEUIAD D, 15, COt1 IH '443, J IN.
RIAtHKS
PUMKIN K"F. CARD) SXO.D TO a(XNVO POINT, BIRSCNt4
BAY. COVEIAGE OEN ltUKF:E POINT POSER PLANT.
NMP NO. NG 17-8
HASSEUBLAD D, 15, COtlR IR 8443, 3 IN.
RENAJKS 
FLAT DtER KEt TO WCA LCHICA CHNNEL. SOM'CLOS. HASSELHLAD I MALF'NCTTION ON HOtLL I,
iNO IM50J0Y¥.
EASTERN S%.IH) SHOAL TO JUST SWIHUMEST OFALLIGATOR HE':" L-ICi' ALOG THE .O(TH SIDEOF IHAWK OCHANEL.
MaP NWO. NC 17-8, NG 17-11.
HASSELBLAD D, 15, COL)R IR 8443, 3 IN.
RIO4ARKSSOlIInEST OF ALI.IGATUR REEF LICHT TO NORTH.ASTOP CARSFOIRT REEF' LICGHFHOUSE.
MAP NO. GC 17-8, PN 17-11.
HASSELBLAD D, 15, COLOR 2448, 1.5 IN.
IR'qARKS
NE TO REPMAU).T, SE TO NECHIS RI VER.
ROSE CITY OIL FIELD, SOUTH TO NECHES RIVER
U.S. 87 EAST TO SAHiNE LAKE ALO(; NECHES RIVt'I.SABINLE LAKE TO BLACK POU.
TANK FARM IN PORT ARTHIR, SET TO TEXAS POINT TO
VICINITY OF LIGHT,
MAP NOS. NH 15-4, mN 15-5, NH 15-8
HASSEBLAD D, 15, COOR 2448, 1.5 IN.
SABINE LAKE, NE UP SABINE RIVER TO PHOENIX
LAKE OIL F I S, D.

















171 SABINE LAKE ESTUARY, TEX./LA.
EXPOSURE NMBERS ALTITUDE
001 - 025 7,000 MSL
026 - 033 7,000 MSL
034 - 041 7,000 MSL
042 - 057 7.000 f.f1.





I . h, 111
I .5h, 100
115 HASSELBLAD D, 15, COLOR 2448, 1.5 IN.
REMARKS
0 TANK FARM IN PORT ARIJR SE TO TEXAS POINT
VICINITY OF LIGHT.
O ROSE CITY OIL FIELD SOUl4 TO NECHFS RIVER.
I N8. 1!) l;:.A N)O',) * : I, AO '11))T H I1'EH.
FblP Nt). NH I1-;. %H I-.
NR-39-Fi-171-00085 02 IEC 69 171 SAHINE t.AKUE -STAR, 'tFX./tLA
ROLL LINE EXPOSULE N5"HFS ALT IlDE
4D 6 001 - 013 7,000 MiL
4D' 21 014 - 020 7,000 MSL
NR-39-FH-175-00086 04 DEC 69 175 HOUlSTON, TE(AS ARIA
IlOL LINE X(POSLlt' Nl HERS ALTITUDE
90 7 001 - 046 3,700 MSL
NR-39-FH-175-00087 04 OCM 69 175 HOUSTON, TEXAS AREA
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE N4.F5 S ALI' lTDE
10D 7. 001 - 048 3.700 MSL
NR-39-'4-202-00088 01 DEC 69 202 POINT ODt.0XRT, TEXAS
OD RIOLL LINE EXPOSURE NXUMERS ALTITlDE
3D 2 003 - 004 20,000
3D 1 - 005 - 009 8,000
3D 3 010 - 015 8,000
NR-39-FI-202-00089 04 OC 69 202 POINT OMF'IRT, TEXAS
RLL LINE EXPOSURE NUMERS ALT1TIE
20 2 023- 035 4,000 MSL
2 I 036 - 044 4,000 MSL
D 3 045 - 050 4,000 MSL
RD I 051 - 055 8,000 ISL
20 . 3 056- 061 8,000 MSL






DEC 69 205 BATON ROUGE, LOUISIANA
LINE tXPOSURE NUIMENS ALTITUDE
1 002 - 004 20,000 MSL
1 005 - 011 8,000 MSL
1 012 - 022 4,000 MSL
NR-39-EJ-029-00091 06 DtC 69 029 Pt-.NIX, ,AIAl-A
ROLL LINE EXPttSRE NL81H1S AI.TITll*
ID I 23- 30 60,000 MSL
ID 2 31 - 40 60,000 MSL
MR-39-EJ-210-00092 06 DEC 69 210 IMPFIIAI. VAIJ.LE, CALIFtRNIA
WRLL LINE EXPOSHLIE NULBES ALTII*.UE
ID I I - 6 60,800 ~ML
ID 2 7 - 12 60,800 MSL
ID 3 13 - 17 60,800 MSL
ID 2 18 - 22 60,800 MSL
SC1E. 115 HASSFIALAD D, 15, tltlR 244t. 1.5 I1.
SCAt.E REMARHKS
1.56,000 (OORAK, TEXAS.
1.56,000 SAHINE LAI: NE UP SABINE HIVERH TO PIOF:NIX
LAKE O11. FIELD.
MAP NOS. NH 15-5, NH 15-P.
115 HASSELtAD D, 898, H/W IR 5424, 1.5 IN.
.SCALE REMAKS
1.29,600 UNIVERSITY OF' HOUSTIN TO HOUS'OI' INTtR-
CONT I NENTAL.
1M8P NO. NJ 11-8
115 HASS£ELHAD D, 898, H/W IR 5424, 1.5 IN.
SCALE REMARKS
FOUSTON INTERICONTINENTAL TO SOTIHCENTRAL
1.29,600 MAP NO. NJ 11-8
115 HASSEL.ILAD D, 898, B/W IR 5424, 1.5 IN.
SCALE REIARKS
1.160,000 MUD POINT TO REFINERY AT POINT C!F40RT.
1.64,000 COX BAY NORTH TO MXonIH OF' AVACA RIVER.
1.64,000 HEAVY CLOUD COVER LAST 3 FIRANES AND FIRST FRAME
NOMH OF RT. 35 CAUSEWAY, SOXUH ACROSS MITCHELL
PT., TO AREA NW OF RHtODS PT.
IAP NDO. NH 14-12
115 HASSEL.BAD D, 89B, B/W IR 5424, 1.5 IN.
SCALE REMARKS
1.32,000 MUD POINT TO POINT C(MORT.
1.32,000 COX BAY TO LAVACA RIVER.
1.32,000 CAUSEWAY TO RHKOES POINT.
1.64,000 COX BAY TO LAVACA RIVER.
1.64,000 CAUSEWAY TO RHODES POINT.
1.160,000 M.D POINT TO POINT C1MFORT.
M4P NO. Ni 14-12
115 HASSEL.8LAD D, 898, B/W IR 5424, 1.5 IN.
SCALE REMARXS
1.160,00
1.64,000 JUNCTION OF U.S. 190 AND ILLINOIS CENTRAL
RAILROAD EAST TO LIVELY BAYOU.
1.32,000 LIVELY BAY'OU WEST TO JCT. OF U.S. 90 AND
II.I~)l., CMlIAL AILRO1AI).
4l MI. p6O 15-6
116 HASSl-.HIAtD D, tV-1, LXt)I' Z44t, I . IN.
SCALE H REURHlS
1.4F0,000
1.4P0,000 F.IP NOS. h IZ -7, NI 12-r.














S I TE NAM MIS-
SI(N
I NSNItNi IEN (IU Y.1 I A ATIO
NR-39-FJ-212-00093 08 DEC 69 212 4UA'T*O, TlXAS 116 HASSIIAD D, 3, ItHLM .(-36P, 1.5 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSLlE NtBS ALTITDF: SCALE R1F4ARKS
I I I - 32 59,100 MSL 1.472,F00 DEVIIS RIVFR TO HWi. 67.
I 2 33 - 61 59,100 MSL 1.472,P00 MARFA (QX*lH) 1T D.VILS RIVER.
I 3 62 - 94 59,100 MSL 1.472.Y00 MI. 163 TO MAREA (NMI1H).
1 4 95 - 106 59,100 iML 1.472,e00 MCOONALD )SFFvAT1h3 ID Ozk NA l5Ii)1 5 107 - 120 59,100 MSL I.472,800 HASS. 4 SHJIRT POTm) C()I-RCGE. OZONA IHW. 163
AND 29) TO HIVr . 118 AND o0.
MAP NOS. NH 13-3, hH 14-1, Ni 13-2, NH 13-5,
NH 13-6, NH 14-4, MN 14-7, Ni 13-9, NH 13-8.
NR-39-EJ-220-00094 06 DEC 69 220 FIART HtC'AO.1A, ARIZONA 116 HASSELBLAD D, UL-17, COLOR 244P, 1.5 IN.RLUL LINE EOPUSURE MNU RS ALTIItE SCALE REMARKSID 1 41 - 46 56,000 MSL 1.488,000
ID 1 47 - 53 39,500 MSL 1.316,500 MAP NO. MN 12-2.
1R-39-FH-707-0009s II JAN 70 707 CUARTO CIEECGAS, MEXICO 117 HASSELBtAD D, 58, /VW 2402, 3 IN.ROLL LINE EX"UXRE NUM4IERSE ALTITIDE SCALE RIMARKSI 12 001- 047 10,800 MSL 1.43,200 RANKO EL SAVZ TO EJIDO GUADALUPE.
I II 048 - 100 9,870 MSL 1.39,40eo EJIDO E, OS ) lTRINCHERA.
MAP NO. ONC H-23
NR-39-FH-707-00099 11 JAN 70 707 CUARTO CIE.AnAS, MEXICO 117 LHASSEU-AD D, 58, B/W 2402, 3 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NMIItERS ALTITUE SCALE REMARKS
a 10 003 - 028 9,500 MSL 1.386,000 FIRAES 001 AND 002 ARE CAMERA TEST. SAN BiAS
ID HAC IEDA PEDRO PRI ETO.2 9 029 - 065 7,200 MSL 1.26,800 EJlDO LOS LAtRELES TO SAN BLAS.2 4 066 - 081 20,400 MSL 1.81,600 EJIDO EL OSO TO EJIDl SAN ANTONIO DE LA CASCADA.
2 5 088 - 108 21,000 MSL 1.84,000 RAH" EL TULILLO TO LJIDO'LA VICTCRIA.
MAP NO. ONC H-23
NR-39-F1H-708-00100 12 JAN 70 708 SAN J(OSE DE LAS HUSIAS, FXlICO 117
IOLL LINE EXOPOSLtE NhIIHERS ALT IIUE SCALE
3 10 012 - 0681 7,310 MSL I.29,240
hR-39-I'H-706-00102 12 JAN 70 708 SAN JOSE DE LAS RUSIAS, NEIXICO 117
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NIMHHES ALTI11.DE SCALE
4 9 003 - 066 7,340 MSL 1.29,360
NI-39-FI4-708-00102 12 JAN 70 708 SAN JOSE DE LAS RUSIAS, MEXICO 117
RO.L LINE KXPOSL RE NLMIRIS ALTITUE SCALE
II 001 - 076 7,380 MSL 1.29,520
MR-39-IH-708-00103 12 JAN 70 708 SAN JOSE DE LAS RUSIAS, METXIO) 117ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NULI,4E $ ALT ITLIM SCALE
0 7 003 - III 7,400 MSL 1.29,600
NR-39-lq4-708-00104 12 JAN 70 706 SAN JOSE DE LAS RUSIAS, M"xI(O 117
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NLIMBERS ALT I TDE SCALE
7 8 001 -. 101 6,950 MSL 1.27,800
NR-39-EJ-029-00095 13 JAN 70 029 Pt*ONIX, ARIZONA 118
ROLL LINE EXPROSULE hERS ALTITU 1D SCALE
ID I 20 - 30 59,000 MSL 1.472,000
ID 2 31 - 43 59,700 MSL 1.477,600
ID 3 44 - 54 59,800 MSL 1.478,400
ID 4 55 - 68 59,500 MSL 1.476,000
ID 5 69 - 79 59,500 MSL 1.476,000
HASSELHAD D, r'i, H/W 2402, I 1, ..
RFr-KS
A;R.¥S 001 1 WX CH 0I 4Ht1'1 TEST "H6&1E5. EAST
OF LA C' *IL) NHTIHEAST OF LA %N{O I A.
MAP NO . ONC J-24
HASSELHI13AD D, 58, H/W 2402, 3 IN.
RlMARI% S
FRAES AND 001 2  OO E TEST FHAIES. sIAXEAsT
OF,' I:A ICITOS TO sO.fltIFASl' OF LA PESCA.
PAp NO. ONC J-24
HASSEILHAD D, 58, H/W 2402, 3 IN.
RWARKS
EAST OF LA IOA TO EAST OF SAN JUAN.
MAP NO. ONC J-24
HASISELtLAD D, 58, H/W 2402, 3 IN.
RtIARKS
4FRAMES 001 AND 002 ARE TEST IFA*:S. EAST
OF NORIA TO EL BARRANCO.
MAP NO. ONC J-24
HASSELR.AD D, 58, B/W 2402, 3 IN.
HASSE.,BLAD D, 150, COLaR IR SO-180, 1.5 IN.
REM4ARKS
HUCKEYE HILLS TO RIT'TES1)OUSE AFB.
WILLIAMS AF- TO DIXIE HASSAYAMPA, ARIZONA.
IU.CKEE, ARIZONA, TO SUPERISTITION Fn'.
SU;UARA LAKE, ARIZONA, TO 1U)NOPAH, ARIZONA.
WHITE TANK MTS., TO MAZATZAL MTS.
MAP NO5. NI 12-7, NI 12-8
I.,
-. 3




S 11 F:NAM MIS-
SION
I NSIt F-:'I' CNF' I t;l HAT OI
NR-39-F11-175-00096 07 JAN 70 175 HOUSTON, TEXAS AREA 118 HASSELBLAD D, 150, B/W 2402, 6 IN.ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NULMBERS ALTIT'DE SCALE REPIARKS
ID I 001 - 005 60,000 MSL 1.120,000 HIEPSTEAD TO DAISETTA.
ID 2 006 - 020 60,000 MSL 1.120,000 LIBERTY TO BELLVILLE.
ID 4 024 - 033 61,000 MSL 1.122,000 SEALY TO WALLISVILLE RESERVOIR.
ID 6 034 - 046 61,000 MSL 1.122,000 TRINITY BAY TO SAN BERNARD RIVER.ID 8 047 - 056 60,000 MSL 1.120,000 BEASLEY TO IOLIVAR PENINSULA.
ID 3 OS7 - O0h9 60,000 . I . 1.1211.(000 IiiHI I I 1IF 'O) ' 1 I I .
10 5 070 - 071 60.000 t II. H' (X.sllIh. '11) I'ltll' l\O I.
ID 7 079 - 091 60,00) t, I. 121),00 SI )'I) IIFI.I.ID 9 092 - 099 60,000 FS.L I .20.I0,O 4lN 'I 000) F
1'MBP Nt). NHI 15-7
NR-39-EJ-210-00097 13 JAN 70 210 IMPFNIU,. VAIIFD, CAI.IM'tXIIA
ROLL LINE EXIPSLS t' NIJNtU-S AlT'Il:
ID I 01 - 05 60,500 MSL
ID 2 06 - 10 61,000 MSL
ID 3 II - 16 61,000 MSL











IN-39-EJ-029-00105 06 FEB 10 029 PHrFNIX. ARIZOA17 120
.RO.. LINE EXPDSLE.E 1M:HEL(S ALTIT'UI& SCALE
16 3 001 - 021 59,F00 8MSL 1.239,200
1s 5 022- 038 59,500 MSL 1.23S,000
I 17 039- 054 59,500 MSL !.231,000
16 8 055 - 068 59,500 FIL 1.238,000
16 6 069 - 087 59,500 iL 1.2389,000
16 4 088 - 098 59,000 MSL 1.236.000
FNR-39-EJ-029-00106 08 FEB TO 029 PHIENIX, ARIZONAF 120
ROLL LINE EXPOSJRE 1MIRS ALTITtlE SCALE
25 ! 018 - 028 59,200 MSL 1.473,600
25 2 029-- 040 59.400 MSL 1.475,200
25 3 041 - 051 59,000 MSL 1.472,000
25 4 052 - 063 58.500 MSL 1.468,000
25 5 064 - 075 59,000 SL 1.472,000
NR-39-FJ-194-00107 09 FEB 70 194 DrENVER, COXlA)O 120ROIL LINE EXPOSUI htFItRS ALTIiTUE SCALE
34 ' I 001 - 015 45,200 SL 1.180.800
34 . 016 - 027 55,200 MSL 1.220,800
34 3 028 - 038 55,500 MSL 1.222,000
34 4 039 - 048 55.500 MSL 1.222,000
34 S 049 - 066 52,400 MSL 1.209,60034 6 067 - 085 55,000 MSL 1.220,00034 a 086 - 098 56,000 MSL 1.224,000
HAS'SEI.U3M) D, I'5;. .(.1M INH )-i(N ., 1.5 IN.
AAl.JD IAI.lH CtMP 1iT) lHt I*'.F:H'I
FII1. AREA 1: .~. 1I) I'X.'r I(I.VE i..L XI.I.UA4 .
SAND HILJS (11.S. NAV41. IIPACTI1 HA(;E 'IO !.S.
NAVAL Gt.tNNF. HA.G;E).
E:'SIIMHEtLAND 10 NWAVL HESERVE (C)\ACHEIIA CANAL).
MAP NMi. NI 11-9, Nhi I-1), Nl 11-12
HASSEL.ILAD D, 2E., C(tOR SO-270, 3 IN.
Rt"UIKS
D;SERT JOLD IUX;E TO HLCKI0'.KF.
LItF-IELD PAHK 1T (ODF'I'EI.D.
*EST )F' SAHtAHD LAKE TO HITE; TNK ML(NTAIN.
S(RPHISE TO NORTH t(' SAHLUARD LAKlE.
RAhITE REE'F DAM TO *HITE TANK MOUlNTAIN.
SHHRT RUN, M) IMAGERY AFITE LINE 4. AVOUDAtIE
10 ROCKING R RANCH.
M4P NS. NI 12-7., Nl 12-8
HASSELBLAD D, 898, 8/W IR 2424. 1.5 'IN.
RI7ARKS
GILLESPIE DAM TO *EST OF FIUEHNCE JUNCTION.
WILLIAMS AFH TO 9EST OF' BliCKEE.
UCIa(EE AIR STRIP TO SUPERSlTITION l I'JN'TAINS.
MXNT MCIOELL TO TONOPAH DF:SERT.
BElM3NT MOUNTAINS TO RXWSEVELT RESERVOIR.
M14P NOS. NI 12-17, NI 12-8
HASSELHLAD D, 25, B/W 2402, 3 IN.
RE34RKS
KI!TTY ULCH TO PINE JUNCTION.
KI'TGR.E TO COAL CREEK.
BOILaEY AIRPORT TO CENTENNIAL CONE.
WADSWORTH AVENUE TO BEAR GLULCH.
BARR LAKE TO MOFFAT TUnNEL.
CAB IN CREEK TO BMT LAKE.
SAWIOTH FUMXNTAIN TO FORT MOROAN. N) COVWEAGE
AFTPER LINE 8.
MAP NO. NK 13-11
NR-39-EJ-210-00108 08 FEB 70 210 IMPEHIAl, VA.E, CAIt.TlRNIA 120 HASS.ltAVD D, D,9. H/ IN 2424, 1.S IO.
ROLU. LINE E~lPa.L' E. NL-tU.I'ES AL.IT I . SCALE RHS
25 1 001 - 004 6000 6O. L 3.486,400 ,AST 3f ;EST1, S.(X'H F1 El. CEFI'HO, CAI. II]RNIA.25 2 005- 009 60,600 ML 1.4H4,800 ISFT 0 EiASTl, NORTH (W El. CENTRO, C4AI.IIJ-OIA.25 3 010 - 013 60,600 FtSL 1.4F4,F00 EAST TO WEST, . WOl.tH OF' HIAI .F-.25 4 014 - 017 60.100 ML 1.40.,OO00 *:STt:0ELAND.
MAP NOS. NI 11-9, N1 II-II, NI 11-12
NR-39-EJ-000-00109 08 "ER 70 000 E. ARIZONA TO ALI.Lt*.RUI:',N.M. 120 I'ASSELB.AD) D, p49H. 8I/ 1R 2424, 1.5 IN.EOLL LINE EXPOSURE i; iRB'S ALTI'LDE SCALE R9'4ARKS
25 6 076 - 57K/20K MSL 1.456K/160K SOtI-IHEST OF SIH-A IN*, ARIZONA, TO
ALHL.tR(LIBE, NEt NF-. 3ICO.
MhP NS. NI 12-5, NI 12-6, NI 13-4
:D
IAI;FH4 t1'4, F'IIF - \SL.HIA) 14 I:IIHAO. CVtI-IL. D
DATE SITE SITE NW,1: MI:S-
ACCESSION NLHIR NO. SION
NR-39-HJ-188-00110 20 FEB 70 188 NhW YORK RIGHT 121
ROLL, LINE EXPOSLRE N.eRS ALTITLI E SCALE
13 7 001 - 021 9,400 MSL 1.37,600
13 S 022 - 036 9,400 MSL 1.37,600
13 9 037 - 085 9,400 MSL 1.37,600
13 5 066 - 105 12,500 MSL 1.50,000
NR-39-1U-188-00111 20 FEHB 70 188 NEW YORK BIGHIT 121
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NYIE.RS ALT ITUI SCALE
19 6 003 - 042 12,500 MSL 1.50,000
19 4 043 - 085 12,500 MSL 1.50,000
19 6 086 - 095 24,000 MSL 1.96.000
NR-39-1J-188-00112 20 FEB 70- 188 NEW YORK BIGHT 121
ROLL LINE XPOSUIE NLMS ALTITUIE SCALE
27 1 004 - 020 12,500 MSL 1.50,000
21 2 021 - 039 12,500 HSL 1.50,000
2' 3 040 - 064 12,500 MSL 1.50,000
N-319-HJ-188-00113 21 F 70 188 NEW YORK BIGHT - 121
1ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE NLfBERS ALTITLUE SCALE
35 1 001 - 016 12.000 HSL 1.48,000
35 2 017 - 037 12,000 MSL 1.48,000
35 3 030 - 062 12,000 MSL 1.48,000
NR-39-HJ-215-00114 20 F:H 70 2151 1N; Il;lNI) SlW), NFW (IRK 121
ROLL LINE 0(POStHE N1b1' ER'S ALTI'I DE SCALE
6 1 001 - 069 11,500 MSL 1.46,000
a IA 070 - 103 10,500 MSL 1.42,000
NR-39-G-163-00115 09 MAR 70 163 HAHAMA ANKS., FIUlmI 122
RXILL LINE EXPOSLRE NIER ALTInDE SCALE
6 36 06 - 21 12,000 MSL 1.48,000
6 28 22 - 32 12,000 MSL 1.48,000
6 29 33 - 44 12,000 MSL 1.48,000
6 30 45 - 57 12,000 MSL 1.48,000
I NS.'I'H L'%I:NT o(.' FI GI A'T I(P.
HASSELHLAD D, Z4, COIR 244,8. 3 IN.
RIP%4AKS
W.S.W. OF BLfCK ISLAND TO ITIIE SPRINGS.
EAST HAM" EASTEHI.' TO ,F,)NTALK POINT.
SOLH OF BLOCK ISLAND ALONG COASTLINE 1D
EAST HAIMPTN.
OI.ULE W.S.W. ALONG COASTLINE TO LIDO 'BEACH.
MAP NOS. NK 18-5, N 18-6, WN 18-8, NK 18-9
HASSELSLAD D, 2A, COXR 2448, 3 IN.
RtH3ARKS
ELLE IHAHOR E.N.E. AILDG COAST TO SOTlH
OF aLJQUE.
WEST TIANA BAY W.S.W. TO FREFP(RT.
EAST HAMPTON E.N.E. TO M0NTAUX POINT.
MAP. NS. NK 18-5, Ne 18-6, NK 18-8, NK 18-9
IHASSEULLAD D, 2A, CODR 2448. 3 IN.
RFl4ARK(S
WUEDIUCT RACE TRACT S.W. TO l{RT FHANCCK.
FAIR HAVEN TOX JAMAICA RACE TRACK.
CARDEN CITY TO LONG BRANCa. 11HAES 65-70
MISFIRED.
MAP NaS. NK 18-5, mN 18-6, mK 18-8, M 18-9
HASSELELAD D, 2A, COLOR 2448, 3 IN.
RAeARKS
AOUE0LCT RACE TRACK TO RED BANK, NEW JERSEY.
FORT FM4WN M, NEW JERSEY TO JAMAICA RACE TRACK.
VAULLY STREAM, NEW 1ORK TO DEAL, NEW JERSEY.
FAP M),,. HK Il-N. Nk 15-;b, N l8e-. % 18I-9
HASSEHIAU) D, 2A, CO(L 244A, 3 IN.
8Il(M WHITESTl)NE HHI1E IN N.1. CIT'' 41(AlN NO'IH
SHORE. OF' L.U; ISLANI) SCNO) 11) 1AHIE SANI)D HEACH.
FRI' WHITEl SANDS HEACLH 11) WATCH HILL PO)INT.
FRAMtES 105 TO 107 WEHE OVR W:VI'EIH.
WP 14S1. mN 18-8, NK 18-9, NK l-11, NK 18-12
HASSE]BLAD D,. 2A + 38, B/W 2402, 3 IN.
RE'ARKS
C'IIEI RID E TO KEY tA)CO.
MODE'L LAND CANAL. 1O CARYSF~R.T HEEF' LIGIXIXS:E.
FRO4 COAST O FIU)R IDA TO OCEAN AREA WEST' OF
NOaRTHER KEY LARGO.
FROM COAST OF FltID DA TO OCEAN AREA E:ST' OF
ORTHERN KEY LARGO. HASSEILAOD 4 ST(I)PPED AT
OF LINE 30.
MAP NO. NO 17-8
NR-39-EJ-029-00116 16 MAR 70 029 PHOENIX, ARIZ01A 123 HASSELMAD D, 89H, B/W IR 2424, 1.5 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSLIE NUIMHRS ALT I TLE SCALE REARKS
25 3 016 - 022 58,500 MSL 1.468,000
25 4 023 - 037 58,500 MSL 1.468,000
25 5 038 - 050 58,500 MSL 1.468,000 MAP NOS. NI 12-7, NI 12-8
INA-39-CJ-165-00117 24 MAR 70 165 DESERET/ ST. MARKS, FlORIDA 123 HASSELMAD D, IS, COLOR IR 8443, 3 IN.
ROL LINE EXPOSLRE NIM.lIS ALTIIDE SCALE RSCIRKS
34 1 001 - 008 61,700 MSL 1.246,800
34 2 009 - 020 61,600 MSL 1.246,400
34 4 021 - 041 61,600 MSL 1.246,400
34 6 043 - 054 61,600 MSL 1.246,400
34 6 055 - 067 62,400 MSL 1.249,600 HASSELEB AD D coveRs ONLY FIRST HALF OF FLICHT
LINE.34 7 068 - 073 62,500 MSL 1.250,000 MAP NOS. NH I7-11, 1 17-2, NO 17-4, NH 16-6
WN-39-EJ-210-00118 16 MAR 70 210 IMPERIAL VALLEY, CALIFORNIA 123 HASSEELHAD D, 898, R/W IR 2424, 1.5 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE NLI4lRS ALT IDE SCALE REARKS
25 I 001 - 004 60,700 MSL 1.485,600
25 2 005 - 008 60,300 MSL 1.482,400
25 3 009 - 012 60,500 MSL 1.484,000
25 4 013 - 015 60,700 HSL 1.485,600 MAP NOS. NI 11-9, NI 11-11, NI 11-12
,.
IMUI; N D1AT4 Fl.'II: - HISSEL,:tl) ',t1lI'IA\l), CNt\'ll 1)
ITE SITE SI l NVE : MIS-
ACCESSION NMI*R NO. SlI(N
NR-39-DJ-211-00119 10 MA 70 211 SAN FANtIS'X) IlX ARAF:.1, CAI.I. 12,3
RODLL LINE EXIOStNHE NOttE-.S AlTI ItS;: SCAIE
7 I 00 - 00b 49.700 MSL 1..197,t00
I 2 007 - 009 50,000 MSL 1.400,000
7 3 010 - 013 49,900 MSL 1.399,200
7 4 014 - 022 49,00)0 KSL 1.39Z.000
7 6 023 - 029 49,$00 SL 1 .:9, 400
7 030 - 034 49,800 MSL 1.398,400
1 2 035 - 037 49,700 KML I.397,600
7 3 038'- 041 49,800 ML 1.391,400
7 5 042 - 050 49,700 MS, 1.397,600
7 7 051 - 057 49,500 MSL 1.396,000
7 I 058 - 063 49,800 MSL 1.39',400
I7 EXTIIA 064 - 108 50,000 S;L 1.400,000
NR-39-PJ-213-00120 13 MAR 70 213 COI(RADOV RIR, TEXAS 123
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE N1MERS ALUTllT.DE SCALE
16 I 001 - 010 53/55K MSL 1.212/220
16 2 O11 - 030 53,000 MSL 1.212,000
16 3 031 - 037 53,000 MSL 1.212,000
16 4 038 - 052 53,000 MSL 1.212,000
16 5 053 - 069 53,000 MSL 1.212,000
16 18 070 - 077 61,000 MSL 1.244,000
16 19 078 - 093 61,000 MSL 1.244,000
16 EXTRA 094 - 098 61,000 MSL 1.244,000
NR-39-EJ-000-00121 16 MAR 70 000 PHOENIX TO EL PASO 123
ROLL LINE EXPOSRE NLM3ERS ALTITIiE SCALE
25 EThRA 051 - 096 62.5/55KMSL 1.500/400K
NR-39-J-137-00122 17 tEB 70 137 MISSISSIPPI TEST FACII.ITY 125
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE NLHIR5 ALTITJCE SCALE
6 3 001 - 011 60,300 MSL 1.482,400
6 4 012 - 023 60,200 MSL 1.481,600
6 5 024 - 034 60,100 MSL 1.480,800
6 a 035 - 046 60,100 MSL 1.480,800
6 7 047 - 057 60,200 MSL 1.481,600
6 a 058- 068 60,100 MSL 1.480,e00
1I 069 - 078 60,000 MSL 1.480,000
6 2 079 - 091 60,200 MSL 1.481,600
NM-39-E3l-029-00123 22 APR 10 029 PHOENIX, ARIZONA 127
ROLL LINE EXPOSULRE NhMERS ALTITtIE SCALE
t 5 31 - 43 59,700 MSL 1.477,600
7 4 44 - 58 60.400 MSL 1.483.200
7 3 59 - 70 60,100 MSL 1.480,800
NR-39-EJ-030-00124 22 APR 70 030 TUSCON/AJO, ARIZONA 127
XOLL LINE EKPOSLRE NUE6RS ALTI'IDE SCALE
1 01 - 13 57,600 MSL 1.460,800
WM-39-EJ-210-00125 22 APR 70 210 IMPERIAL VALEIY, CALIFORNIA 127
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE N143ERS ALTITLDE SCALE
6 I 14 - 18 60,800 MSL 1.486,400
6 2 19 - 23 61,200 MSL 1.489,600
6 3 23 - 26 60,900 MSL 1.487,200
6 4 28 - 31 61,000 MSL 1.488,000
I SNIN '.I UN .'It'I\'l(h.
JU\SSFAl AI) D, 5, H/ V.h 1.5 1I .
SAN .hI(S: 1)O MhN l).
lNTHEAINRE ISIA'M) WT FIAR-I.1IJ ISIA"IDS.
;ll(11 I) SI1. HF'I.FTA.
WVIxS(.VI1IJF: Ti) PFIAI t1A.
SAN JO)SE TO lI)VAIT).
HICRF-I)N 10 FAAI4IAl.( I.LANIS..
NkAlTO l't) 4NDEV.IIIE ISlAND.
GIIHOL TO Pn.'AtIM.A VAIlI.A.
PEl'AIAMA TO %.I'SONVILLE.
NAVATT TO SAN JOCE.
NPT LPUtYl'F1D.
MAP NOS. NJ 10-5, NJ 10-8
HASSiESILAD D, NO. 21, COLOR IR SO-117. 3 IN.
RIAI1RKS
MATACXRDA TO C(X.lOAUS.
LXU.J4;S TO LiAKE TIAVIS.
LAKE TRAVIS TO SAN SAUA.
SAN SANAI TO tROHtIT LEE.
ROBIIRT LEE TO O'DONNELL.
Oi(EY TO GRAHAM AND POSStLt KIMGDUM UAKE TO
MINERAL WEtLS.
WACO TO MARLIN, HEARNE TO BRYAN, ROSEtLRGO
TO FIERPORT.
GLF OF' MEXICO AND MATAGORDA BAY.
MAP NOS. NI 14-10, Nl 14-11, NI 14-12, NM 14-1,
ml 14-2, NH 14-3, NH, 14-4, NH 14-5, WI 14-6.
NH 14-l7 M 14-8, NH 14-9, NH 14-10, Nl 14-11,
M6 14-12
IASSESLAD D, 89B, 8/W iR 2424, 1.5 IN.
. REMIARKS
TF10RE SRODSEVE.LT RESERVOIR, ARIZONA, TO
SIERIRA DIABLE KMTN., TE'AS.
,MAP NOS. NI 12-8, NI 12-12, NI 12-2. NI 12-3,
NH 13-1, NM 13-2, NH 13-10
tIASSELIAD D, LV-17. COXXIH 2448, 1.5 IN.
FIlD.RENVIIJI. TO HILOXI.
BI.U'F CRHEIX Tt) CAiRRIF.HE.
ST. TiI+AANY CORINER, LA., 10 BILOXI, MISS.
tLNC HFADCH TO GOO)SE POINT.
IRISCH BAYOU LAGX)N TO SHIP ISLAND.
CHAND'LXlR SOUND TO NF. ORLt.FLXS.
NEW ORLEANS TO IEUMN NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFIE.
CAT ISLAND TX) PON'lHARTRAIN CA.SEAV,.
MAP NO. MH 16-4.
HASSEl.LAD D, 89B, H/W IR 2424, 1.5 IN.
RI'.4RKS
LIUKE AF NO. 4 TO SLGARLOAFI MH.LTAINS.
STEWART MOINTA IN
KMTH OF tEIUCKEYE TO SUPERSTITION MOUNTAINS.
MAP NOS. NI 12-7, NI 12-8
HASSaBLAD D, 89B, B/W IR 2424, 1.5 IN.
REBH4ARKS
SE OF WILDJX PLAYA TO TUCSON.
MAP NOM. NI 12-11. NI 12-12, NH 12-2, NH 12-3
HASSEBLAD D, 89H, B/W IR 2424, 1.5 IN.
R1tS)ARKSSOUTH OF' HOI.VIUF: TO HYIA DF:SFT.
NAVAL AUX AIR STATION TO IMPERIAL VALLEY
TIBEUJLOSSIS SANITOR I LM.
NORTH OF HOLTVILLE TO SUPERSTITION MiXUNTAIN.
IWESTMORLAND TO SAND HILLS.
MAP NOS. NI 11-9, NI 11-11, NI 11-12
00





NR-39-FJ-085-00126 07 JUN 70 085 LARENCE, KANSAS
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE PNL4LERS ALTITiDe
4 1 039 - 043 '49,800 MSL
4 2 044- 047 50.200 MSL
NHt-39-"-226-00127 07 JUN 70 226 PEORIA, ILLINOIS
ROLL LINE E POUE N3UBERS ALTITLDE
4 001 - 004
4 I 005 - 009 50,200 MSL
4 a 010 - 015 49,600 ESL
4 3 018 - 02 50,J01l ytl.
4 4 023 - 02 50,7110 Mt.
4 029
NR-39-PJ-234-00128 07 JUlN t0 234 CD)AR RAPIDS, IOWA
ROLL LINE EXPOSIURE NU4IRH- .S ALTITUE
4 1 030 - 033 50,300 MSL
4 2 034 -. 037 50,500 MSL
4 038
NR-39-EJ-029-00129 14 MAY 70 029 PH01*NIX, ARIZONA
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE MN1H.RS ALTITUlE
16 1 23 - 25 49,500 MSL
MR-39-EJ-225-00130 14 MAY 70 225 RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA
ROLL LINE EXPOLREP NItU RS ALTITILDE
16 1 01- 08 49,900 MSL
16 2 09 - 17 50,300 PSL
16 3 18- 22 51.000 MSL
W-39-EJ-235-00131 22 MAY 70 235 SALT LAKE CITY, UTrAH
ROLL LINE EXPOSUE 3.IRS ALTI'T!LE
34 1 01 - 09 49,500 MSL






BAY 70 994 EL PASO, TlEAS
LINE EXPOSLURE .1431
3 01 - 03
2 04 - 08





N1-39-FJ-000-00133 13 FAY 70 000 LUBBOCK, TEXAS
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE N'1.BERS ALTITUDE
16 I 1 49,000 MSL
NR-39-O-046-00135 05 MAY 70 046 ASHIVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NtMI1RS ALTI'IDL
25 1 053 -. 057 49,500 MSL
25 2 058 - 062 49,500 MSL
NR-39-G-132-00136 04 FIAY 70 132 NE OitHtFAVS, ILUUlSJIA4
ROLL LINE t.itPRSLE3 NLIMI"*S ALT I l E.
25 I 001 006 50,000 MSL
25 2 007 - 013 50,000 MSL25 3 014- 019 50,000 tL
25 4 020- 025 50,000 MSL
M:S-
S ION
INSTHL.'*:NT L( I'I( F l4RTlT1'
128: I4ASSELHLAD D, 25A, B/W IR 2424, 1.5 IN.
SCALE REMARKS
1.398,400 LAWRENCE TO BALWIIN CITY.
1.401,600 LAWRENCE TO OSKAHOOSA.
MAP NOS. PN 15-1, NJ 15-4
128C HASSELBLAD D, 25A, B/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
SCALE RER, mS
TEST FRHAS.
1.401,600 STANFORD TO ROANOKE.
1.396,800 MTAMKRA TO HOPEDALE.
.4101, 41 1I*,1AV.Il T) L(1I I('Y1'1(7l.I
1.4J)?l,310 PI'.IJIA Tll MtN)% CtI
TEST I' JH-:.
KMP Nl. NO; 16-7, %K. It-Io
12PC HASSE7..AD D, 254, IhW 2402, 1.5 1N.
SCALE REMRKS
1.402,400 CEDAR RAPIDS TO CE:N'RAL CIT.
1.404,000 C8IAR RAPIDS TO 114A ClT.
TEST FRAfc.
MAP NOS. NK 15-6, NK 15-9
128B HASSELsLAD D, 25A, B/W 2402, 1.5 IN.SCALE REI4ARKS
1.396,000 CHFANDLR TO BARTLETt' DA4. CAr*,:HA MALFlVNC-
TIONID AND HAD ONLr 1tF:e FRA'.ES OF IM4GCH1.
MAP NOS. NI 12-7, NI 12-8
128B HASSELBLAD D, 25A, B/lb 2402, 1.5 IN.
SCALE IRMARKS
1.399,200 APPLE VA.lEY TO PERRIS.
1.402,400 LAGCINA TO GFXORGE AIR 1FOHCE BASE.
1.408,000 CAJON TO SoITH OF CORONA.
MAP NOS. NI 11-5, NI 11-8
1288 HASS3LELAD D, 25A, B/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
SCALE REf4ARKS
1.396,000 PLEASANT GROVE TO MFUNTAIN GREEN.
1.408,000 KAYSVIL.E TO RIVERTON.
MAP NOS. NK 12-8, NK 12-10, NK 12-11
128B HASSELBLAD D, 25A, B/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
SCALE REMARKS
1.403,200 FORT BLISS RESERVATION To HORSE HILL. F'RApES I
AND 2 ARE OF NO VALUE.
1.404,000 'CLINT TO ANIHONY.
1.402,400 SUNLAND TO FORT BLISS RESERVATION.
M4P NOS. NH 13-1, NH 13-10
128B HASSELBLAD D, 25, B/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
SCALE RifMARKS
1.392,000 IDALDU TO OPDYKE.
MAP NOS. NI 13-9, NI 14-7
128A HASSLELAD D, 25, B/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
SCALE REiMARKS
1.369,000 HENDEISONVI LLE TO MARS HILL.
1.369,000 JUNO TO BREVARD.
MAP NO. NJ 17-11.
128A HASSI.LHLA) D, 25, H/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
SCAIE Rtlt4"S
1.400,000 F1HIM lAKE Lf I.JR 1m AK'E 11 )HGNFI..
1.400,000 F'1(P1 LIKE POlN'VH.ARlHAIN lt) THE: fS.SSIlSIIPpI HI'.FR
1.400,000 HN(t K;E'lNTA CAL ;. n1.) IuE Pl TCt.UHA .IN.
1.400,000 FH4(M L ,NCAN ClAI, T1) IXluE SALVXXXI.
MAP NOS. NH 15-6, NH Ib-4, NH 15-9, NH 16-7.
H





NR-39-FH-175-00137 13 MAY 70 175 HOUS1T1I, TEXAS (AREA)
ROLL LINE EXPOSUL E UMHBERS ALTITlUE
16 I I - 3 50,000 MSL
16 2 4- 11 50,000 MSL
16 3 12- 21 50,000 MSL
1 4 22- 29 50,000 MSL
16 5 30 - 37 50,000 MSL
16 6 38- 42 50,000 MSL
16 7 43- 48 50,000 MSL
16 8 49- 54 50,000 MSL
MR-39-.J-217-00138 05 MAY 70 217 ATLANTA, G-XRGIA
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NUM5t'S ALTITUDE
25 1 26 - 35 50,000 MSL
25 2 36- 43 50,000 MSL




02 MAY 70 227 WICHITA FALLS, TEXAS
ROULL LINE EXPOSURE NMBERS ALTITUDE
16 I I - 8 50,000 MSL
16 - 9 - 16 50,000 MSL
18 3 17 - 21 50,000 MSL
02 MAY 70 272 OKLAH4MA CITY,
ROLL LINE EXIPOSUE N1JlERS
16 I 53 - 56





02 MAY 70 000 D4ULAS, 1TE.Sl
ROLL LINE ExPoSItiaF N'E S AL.TI DE
16 1 22 - 27 52,000 FOIL
16 2 28 - 35 52,000 MSL
16 3 36 - 43 52,000 MSL
16 4 44 - 51 52,000 MSL
NR-39-PJ-228-00142 09 NOV 70 22 MIDLAND, TE'XAS
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NYIML tS ALTIn.DE
I 1 001 - 004 50,000 MSL
- 2 005- 009 50,000 oISL
I-010-
* 2 011 - 013 53,300 MSL
MN-39-FJ-228-00143 15 JAN 71 228 MIDLAND, TEXAS
FICLL LINE EXPOSRIE lBERS ALTITnDE
16 1· 001 - 009 49,900 MSL
16 2 010 - 018 49,900 ISL
16 3 019 - 027 49,900 MSL
MN-39-J-187-00144 28 JUN 70 187 BOSTON, MASSACIETTS
I.LL LINE EXPOSURE 1L(S5 ALTlTUDE
15 1 001 - 006 51,000 MSL
NR-394--187-00145 07 JUL 70 187 BOSTON, MASSA(C*KES'IS
ROLL LINE EXPOSU RE N RS ALTITUJD
25 1 001 - 010 51,000 MSL
25 2 011 020 51,200 MSL
25 3 021 - 030 51,000 MSL
25 4 031 - 034 50,600 MSL




128A HASSIEIIAD D, 25, H/W 2402. 1.5 IN.
SCALE RITARK(S
1.400,000 GALVF:STUN ISLAND
1.400,000 S%"I:I,*WATI' LANE TO ME.T 'HFLVIIF*.
1.400,000 HMHE REF'INFI.RH (IA11)N) TO SAN LUIS PASS.
1.400,000 AILO)A TO LAKE HOUS1ON.
1.400,000 14E 1'O ALVlh.
1.400,000 IFHESIM) TO SPRING.
1.400.000 CYPRESS CREEK TO BtlRAZOS RIVER
1.400,000 ROSENUt:R TO nTTtI.L.
MAP hOS. hI 15-4, 15-7.
128A HASSELBLAD D, 25, B/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
SCALE RE'MARKS
1.400,000 MCXXl;OUGI TO ALPIARETrS.
1.400,000 RDSWELtL TO ,OOLSE1.
1.400,000 F'AYETIEVILLE TO SCAIi CAhTON
IAP NOS. NI 16-9, NI 16-6.
128A HASSELBLAD D, 25, B/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
SCALE 'REMARKS
1.400,000 SC(XLAND NORTH TO CSXK11ItfIN.
1.400,000 DEVOL TO ARCHER CITY NORTH.
1.400,000 HOLLIDAY TO GRANhDFIELD
MAP NOS. NI 14-8, 14-5.
128A HASSELBLAD D, 25, B/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
SCALE RIEMARKS
1.400,000 (UNLSCHELEDI UNION CITY TO ECMO.D
ONE BLANK FRAME SEPARATING LINES I AND 2.
1.400,000 EID TID NORTH INGER.
MIP NOS. NI 14-3, Nl 14-2.
I 2PA HASSEItILAD D, 25, H/2402, 1.5 I1.
SCALE -)t.HKS
1.416,000 FlAST RIlK TlHlNIT RIVER 1T1 WILII.
1.416,000 PtANO TO FFtHIS.
1.416,000 IANCA4%TI TO H1 W. 121.
1.416,000 11MISVILJ. 1T MIDI.InIAN.
MAP iOS. Nl 14-12, NI 14-9
128E HASSELHIAD D, 89H1, H/W IR 2424, 1.5 IN.
SCALE RI,4ANKS
1.400,000 EAST OF ODEcSA RDTO MORTH*EST OF MIDLANiD.
1.400.000 NORIH OF MIIANbD n) ,CUTHEAST O' MIDLAND.
OeLIOUE VIEW (KMN PLIYID)
1.426,400 SCU'V1UEAST OF' MILAND TO NORTH O' MIDLAND.
aP MIS. NI 13-12, Nl 13-3, NI 14-10, NH 14-1.
128E HASSELHLAD D, 2E, CO(UR SO-278, 1.5 IN.
SCALE REMARKS
1.399,200 WEST OF ODESSA TO WEST OF' BIG SPRINGS.
1.399,200 MFlEAST OF' MIDLAND TO SC9UTCEST OF ODOESSA.
1.399,200 S(ATH-SOLIMEST OF' ODESSA TO EAST OF MIDLAND.
MAP NOS. NI 13-12, Ml 13-3, NI 14-10, NH 14-1.
1280 HASSELBAD D, 25A, B/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
SCALE REIMARKS
1.408,000 FRAMES NOT PLLTTED BECAUSE FLICGrI WAS AHOTIED
WI TO MASSIVE CLOUD COVVERAGE.
MAP NOS. hK 19-4, M( 19-7
128D HASSEtLLAD D, 25A, B/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
SCALE REMARKS
1.408,000 NORTH OF' BEVERLY TO NOR11 OF NEW BEDFORD.
1.409,600 TAUNTON T NORTH OF BOSTO .
1.408,000 LAWRENCE TO NORTH OF FALL RIVER.
1.404,800 SOJIMWEST OF BOSTON TO NORTMIEST OF BO)STON.
1.403,200 EAST OF FORT DIEVEiS'TO MILFORD.
NMAP NOS. NK 19-4, NK 19-7
%D
Mu
IMACUlRN DATA4 '11IE - IASSFI.MI, ) ,:l'llIAND, CIAl'l. )
DATE SITE
ACCESS ION KL NhO.
SITE IkME
SIDN
INSTHRI ',T t'1hfI(A ,1'1,roN,
NR-39-PJ-194-00146 27 JUN 70 194 DE'NV4 , COLRADO 128D HIASSELBLAD D, 25A, B/W 2402, 1.5 IN.ROLL LINE EXPOSUE ?LtS ALTITUD SCALE RH4ARKS7 I 001- 007 50,800 MSL 1.406,400 SOUIHEAST OF' DEVER TO FORT LUPTON.I a 008- 015 51,200 MSL 1.409,600 NOR OF DENVR TO EAST 04' .BOU)L)R.1 3 016- 021 50,800 SL 1.406,400 SjOUHWEST O0' DIENVE TO EAST OF BOUIJ)R.NIAP OS. NI 13-11, NJ 13-2N(-39-HJ-229-00147 28 JtI 70 229 ?1'F ). (Th%%Vt7.IIT12O )HSII) 0, 1A.1, H"/ 2402, 1' I.TROAL LINE EXPIU.LHE NU84.3S Ai.TIUT: I SC-A. NA.2'6J.(I,Is I 007 - 011 49,900 MFL I. 99,!200 SX.TAT ¢W Nl*W HHIITIN '171 E-AST (. "SIT HANE.15 2 012 - 05 50,000 K'L 1.400,000 NE'4 IIVE% 17) F'AST (1 AT.I815 a 016- 021 50.200 INtL 1.401,600 mOTH oF N ]10.: 173 sRI 1 wIawolD
4.04 MI. Nk l3-9
-J39-GJ-230-00148 28 JLTO 70 230 %ASHINIG'Th, D.C. 3280 HASSELA) I), 254. 141 2402, 3.5 IN.ROL LINE LXXOSU PN4I3IjS ALTIUDC SCALE N4lb.JR-KS15 022- 023 TEST -EA45, Kmr' PIAr:ED.15 1 024- 028 51,200 MS. 1.409,600 LAIEt1 TO 501'LHAST0T O 8sSHlNTO, D.C.15 a1 029- 034 50,400 MSL 3.403,200 SXlH O1.' WASHINGI1, D.C., TO H'TH .- '.i[OG.
D.C.I5 3 035- 039 50,500 M4'L 1.404,000 ROCKVIIE TX KRT M.VOIH.s15 4 040- 045 50,400 4,SL 1.403.200 OmUImET O AnLII.TIM' TO NORTMEST O-
ARL. I iN,"TXN.MULNG1UI.
HKP NOS. NJ 18-1, NJ 18-4
NR-39-GJ-2J31-00149 05 JIL 70 231 PONTIAC, ILHIGAN 1280 HASSELA 0, .15+CC30, LUI L IR SO-I7, 1.5 IN.ROL, LIg M 30(POFUSUIE 5 ] ALTI'ITUDE SCLE REc.ARKS34 1 001 - 002 62,500 MSL 1.500,000 MIA11EST OF DETIOIT TO LAPEER.
kV0 FOS. W 17-1i, NK 17-4
-
-39--J-029-00150 21 fMY 10 029 PIHOEIIX, ARIZIUA 129 HASSEUBNAD D, 25A, 1/W 2402, 1.5 IN.RIOL LINE EPOSUOE RN)4430 ALTI1UE SCALE REIt,
'.5 1 3w~~~~~ 023- 033 60,700 MSL 1.485,600 GILESPIE D4M TO FUIENCE JLc1IO.a 034- 044 61,200 ,SL, 1.489,600 DES1.3 GOLD) Loom T) ARLIM7IUN.3 045 - 056 61,100 SL 1.488,00 NMW OF BUKE.TO S$UPE.STITION MOLTAINhS.4 057 - 068 61,100 SiL 1.488,800 GODFIED K)UNTAINS TO TONOPAH DESIER1 5S. 069 060 61,000 MSL 1.488,000 EAST OF BB425T wuNJTAiS TO ib3T7 NATIONAL
KPP NOS. NI 12-7, NI 12-8
Ml-39-EJ-030-00151 21 MAY TO 030 TC17C$ /AJO, ARIZONA 129 HASSIBLAD D, 25A, B/W 2403, 1.5 IN.ROLt, LlNE EPOURENI4 NjUj ALT137D SCALE RE]IlS1 I 001 - 009 56,000 MSL 1.448,000 ORIGOON PEAK TO SW TUCSON.!MP NOS. NI 12-12, NI 12-11, NH4 12-2, M4 12-3
R1-39-EJ-210-00152 21 MAY TO 70210 IMPERIAL VALTE, CALIFRNNIA 129 HASSFEBLAD D, 25A, B/W 2402, 1.5 IN.RlOUL LINE EXPOSUIJE N4MRS ALTII7E SCALE R844RKS1 010 - 012 61,800 4L 1.494400 SXITH OF LTVIL TOUA SIN.6~ ~ ~~~~~~O'1  -O,'I/E O YUHA BIA I .a 013 - 015 1,500 L 1.492,000 NAVAL AIR TOC" ICAL TRAININ LWNIT TO IMPERIIAL
VALLEY TIJUICUS IS SANITO1IUM.
~ 3 ~ 016- 0l8 63,500 MSL 1.492,000 NORTH OF' HOLTVILLE TO SUPERSTITION MOU:hNTAIN.7 4 01 - 022 60,800 M5- 1.486,400 WEST OF WESTMIORLAN TO NAVAL RESSIVE.
wNP 5)%. 5 I 1-, Ni 11-lI, NI 11-12Z
NR-39-1'1-216-00153 26 FMI'I 70 216 JAfE Si., U 13IH DK(,A 129 -%SS.(I'LD 1I), 251, H/4 2402, 1.7 IN.R{L LINE h(OUSLHE hNLbH.'S ALIT CDE SCI J16 I 001 - 004 58,800 1.47040 0 CfHVL A. E , %W (W18 1.470,4oli ~~~~~~~~~~~~CHI'.HH~ LA\KE 1) NV, OP JAz~e':.~'~16 2 005- 010 58,600 MSL 1.468,P00 PINGI-E '373 IAE. JOS:PHINFE16 011 ;l 016 58,600 KI;L 1.468,800 WIIIS' IKE ' 11) 't:.ST 0' I)1I-:..16 3 017 - 020 58,400 55L 1.467,200 O1"F J* (W . '17I:' 17) I*LA. l PI*4. .16 021 - 022 58,600 KSL 1.46*, 00 VASH"I TO S(XI WIVKlal
AP NOS. NIL 14-1, hL 14-/, M1.14-4, NI. 14-5NE-39-FJ-218-0015 4 26 1441 70 218 $10_U I"AIIS, S('H DAK(]OA 129 HASSEUIU$D D, 25A, HIW 2402, I.5 IN.RIL LINE E)XPOSLRE NI. Ivl AITI 1TU1 SCALE NH 1VNIS6 1 023 - 038 59,300 MSL 1.474,400 EAST O0' WATI* lM I) L17-.'N.5.X.S16 2 039 - 054 59,800 MSNL 1.47",400 S(,'TH O' SI01.X ,AL- S) TO NOH1H 04' CLIAR LIE.16 3 055 - 0'70 60,200 SL 1.481.600 C-IV TO1) CASIi.
M4,P KOS. hK 14-3, NL 14-9, NL 14-32, NW 14-13
F.NN DVI-A FiltF: - W:-.SK1 1II M) 'I I.rIAHATO, C.WFR )
ACCESS ION NLM R13
DATE SITE
NO.
SITE: NAI4: MIs-I l -
SIUI~
NR-39-GJ-204-00155 27 MAY 70 204 BYMNI, ALAI'A L 136
.ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE NWUIRS ALTIlnE SCALE
6 5 16 - 22 8,000 1.064,000
6 6 23 - 28 8,000 1.064,000
6 7 29 - 35 8,000 1.064,000
6 1 36 - 45 4,500 1.036,000
6 3 46 - 55 4,500 1.036,000
6 2 56 - 65 4,500 1.036,000
6 4 66- 75 4,500 1.036,000
6 6 76 - 80 20,000 1.160,000
MR-39--J-206-00156 26-27 MAY 70 206 MUSCIE S-IOALS, ALABAMA 136
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NUHBERS ALT ITDE SCALE
10 1 03 - 18 4,000 MSL 1.032,000
10 3 19 - 36 4,000 MSL 1.032,000
10 2 . 37 - 4 4,000 MSL 1.032,000
10 2 55 - 64 8,000 MSL 1.064,000
10 2 65 - 68 20,000 MSL 1.160,000
I NhSt Wl:%T UPl I UI RAr I 0o
HASSLMLAD D, 89B, B/W INR 2424, 1.5 IN.
NO COVERAGE ON HASSELBLAD E AND P.
14AP NO. Nh 16-9
HASSELBIAD D, 890, B/W IR 2424, 1.5 IN.
REMAK(S
MAP NO. NI 16-5






I NSTlt:,I'T CO-FIGI .IAT ION
fN-40-DJ-193-00009 17 JtL. 69 193 ElIJXRAUX) aIEST 100 HA.SS34J'AD) E, 89-H, H*W IN .S04b, 3 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOUSL.E NULI*HS ALT IlTUEL SCAIE RI]4tRKS
1 4 13 - 27 , 60,000 ML 1.240,000 SAN FA.INCI.USCO 'T1 SIl(.VR LA.E.
-I 3 44 - 58 60,000 MSL 1.240,000 IXU IAKE TX) SAN IHSCIS.O
MAP SO. NJ 10-6.
NR-40-J-02-0 00010 18 J.L 69 020 RHIKS LAKE 100 FASSELBAD E, 0.9-A, HNW IR SOZ46, 3 IN.
ROLL LINE EXDPOSULE NtItS ALTIfTDE SCALE Hl'4ARKS
2 3 22 - 41 60,000 MSL I.240,000 SLGAR PINE Mr4. T1 PAINl'RS FIAT.
2 4 42 - 62 60,000 MSL 1.240,000 TNlh MT. TO P.IIA VISTA.
2 6 63 82 60,000 MSL 1.240,000 SFVEN IAKES 4MT TO TAUiL.: MT.MAP NO. W. 10-3.
NR-40-DJ-135-00011 18 JL 69 135 IARVEY VALLJ. ' 100 HASSIBLAD E, 8198, B+W IR SO246, 3 IN.
WROLL LINE EXPOSURE' NM1X/ S ALTIT'. SCALE RfARKS
a 3 22 - 41 60,000 MSL 1.240,000 SCAR PINE MT. TO PAINTES FLAT.
a 4 42 - 62 60,000 MSL 1.240,000 TWIN MT. TO HELLA VISTA.
a  63 - 62 60,000 MSL 1.240,000 SENV LAKES MT. TO TAiLE MT.MAP NO. WN 10-12
MR-40-W-189-00012 18 JUL 69 189 SKIAMTH FALL.S 100 HASSFLAD E, 89B, B+W IR SO246, 3 IN.
OLL LINE EXPOSLRE NLMHE ALTIME SCALE RH44RKS
2a 01 - 10 60,000 MSL 1.240,000 KIAMATH ,LAE TO DIAMOND LAKE JlINCTION
a 11- 21 60,000 MSL 1.240,000 KIRK 11 KLAMATH FALLS
MAP ND. NW 10-6.
?R-40--04-04800013 1T JLL 69 048 SAN. PARLD RESERVOIR 100 HASSELBLAD E, 89-B, B+W IR SO246, 3 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSLIRE lM.IS ALTITUDE SCALE RI'ARKS
1 4 01 - 12 60,000 MSL 1.240,000 SAN FRANCISCO TO SILVER LAKE.
1 3 28 - 43 60,000 MSL 1.240,000 ECHO LAKE TO SAN I'RANCISCO
I 9 60 - 81 60,000 MSL 1.240,000 SAUSALITO TO LAKE AL"HA.
MAP NO. NJ 10-8.
NR-40-DJ-007-00014 16 JUL 69 007 OR1CON COAST 100 HASSEmBLAD e, 65A, B/W 3400, 3 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSLE N.IUR30S ALTIlUDE SCALE RFMARKS
5 2 001 - 030 60,000 MSL 1.240,000 MELVILE TO StLNDwN MT.
S 3 031 - 065 60,000 MSL 1.240,000 COASTLINE COVERAGE, PARALLELS LINE 2, 5 MILES W.
5 1 066 - 080 60,000 ML 1.240,000 COLLUMIA RIVER BASIN, CATHLAMET BAY TO PACIFIC
OCEAN.
5 4 081 - 098 60,000 MSL 1.240,000 PACIFIC OCEAN COVERAGE, PARALLELS LINE 2, 10
MILES WEST, NO MAP COVERAGE.
MAP NOS. NW 10-2, NL 10-8, NL 10-11, NK 10-1,4.
IMitGHE DATA FILE - HASSI'I.HAIDJ) M I'I'HANI), C.I H-\A E
DATE SITE SITE NA4 MHIS-
ACCESSION N141'R NO. SION
NR-40-DI-056-00034 18 JUL 69 056 MT. LASSFN, C4LIFtRNIA 100
ROLL LINE IEXOSLRE NLNHtRS ALT l Ia.E SCALE
2 3 22 - 41 60,000 iSL 1.240,000
2 4 42 - 62 60,000 MSL 1.240,000
2 8 63 - 82 60,000 hSL 1.240,000
NR-40-&J-011-00001 02 ALCG 69 011 SEULRS'IONE PANK 101
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NPm1* ALTITIUD: SCALE
1 I 001 - 01 55,000 MSL 1.220,000
1 2 011 - 012 56.000 FSL 1.224,000
NR-40-FJ-149-00002 03 AUG 69 149 BLACK HILLS, SOITH DAKOTA 101
ROIL LINE EXPOSURE LtI*1S ALTIT'lE SCALE
I 1 013 - 030 56,500 MSL 1.226,000
1 2 031 - 054 58.1/55.5K MSL 1.232K/22K
hR-40-VJ-149-00003 08 AUG 69 149 ILACK HILLS, SOinH DAKOTA 101
ROLL LINE EXPOSUIR N1RS ALT IlllTE SCALE
3 1 001 - 020 57,000 MSL 1.228,000
3 2 021 - 045 55,000 MSL 1.220,000
3 3 046 - 054 56,000 ISL 1.224,000
3 3 055 - 073 56,000 MSL 1.224,000
hR-40-FJ-195-00004 08 ALUG 69 195 BROOKINGS, SOUIT DAKOTA 101
ROLL LINE EXPOSUE NUMBRS ALTITIE SCALE
3 1 074 - 086 60,500 MSL 1.242,000
3 2 087 - 091 60,500 MSL 1.242,000
3 3 092 - 106 60,500 MSL 1.242,000
NR-40-EJ-186-00005 09 ALG 69 186 CLARKS IRMK, WY(MING 101
ROLL LINE EXPOSUIE NU.HERS ALTITLDE SCALE
4 1 001 - 005 56,700 MSL 1.226,800
4 2 006 - 010 55,000 HIL 1.220,000
4 3 011 - 015 54,500 HSL 1.218,000
NR-40-EJ-011-00006 09 A4 69 011 fl31.j0'1SNE PANK 101
RLU. LINE EXPOSLHE NLIktRIS AL.TITI ; StCAI E
4 1 016 - 027 55,000 mSL 1.220,000
4 2 028 - 039 54,500 MSL 1,21",0D0
4 3 040 - 050 55,000 MSL 1.220,000
4 4 051 - 062 54,200 HPL 1.216b.00
4 5 063 - 072 54,000 MSt. 1.216.000
4 6 073 - 084 55,000 HAL 1.220,000
h1-40-EJ-030-00007 10 AU4 69 030 TItS(1/AJO, ARI71JNA 101
ROLL LINE Ex(PsLRE N tRiHS ALTIT'I E SCALE
5 1 001 - 023 61,000 MSL 1.244,000
5 2 024 - 041 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
5 3 042 - 059 60,000 MSL 1.120.000
5 4 060 - 076 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
5 5 077 - 093 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
5 6 094 - 114 60,000 MSL 1.120,000
NR-40-EJ-185-00008 11 AtG. 69 185 WEST, HONAN7A AREA, CxL3RADO 101
OILL LINE EXPOSURE Ni]ERS ALTITUHE SCALE
5 10 001 -. 026 53,000 MSL 1.212,000
5 8 027 - 047 54,000 MSL 1.216,000
5 6 048 - 070 52,000 MSL 1.208,000
5 4 071 - 090 55,000 KSL 1.220,000
5 a 091 - 096 56,000 FISL 1.224,000
I NSTHIbIt-.NT CONF' lIGI. ATI iN
HASSEtH.AAD E, Y9H, H1/ ItN O)246, 3 IN.
RF.IHKS
StGCR PINE NMI. TO P4AINTI S FIAT.
1WIN MT'. 111 HI-:ILA VISTA.
SNVEN LAKES L'. TO TAHIE l(1'.
MAP N). NK 10-12
HASSEL'ILAD E, 15O, CiULR INR YO-l0, 3 IN.
HRE4HKS
TAR'GH:E NATIONAL FI'HEST TO MINER, M)NTANA
CUHWIN SPHINGiS, ONTANA, 1' H3T S PRINGS.
MP HOS. NL 12-8, NL 12-9, hL 12-11, NL 1-12.
HASS11BLAD E, 156, COLUR IR $O-180, 3 IN.
R4MARKS
(XiSTR, S.D., TO ST. ONGE, S.D.
BELLA IJORCHE, S.D., TO UL.ACK HILLS NATIONAL
FOREST.
IAP NO. iNL 13-12.
HASSELULAD E, I50, CXLOR IR SO-180. 3 IN.
GILLTTIE CANNON 'TO BEILLE AF.RCHE
SPEARFISH, S.D., TO PILGCE MXNNTAIN
NEr.CASTIE, TOI MIiULE CREEK iL'ITE, AIRCRAFIT OIF
COLRSE DURING THIS LINE.
HAY CREEK TO TEEPEE RANGER STATION
IAP NO. NL 13-12.
HASSELLAD E, 15G, COLOR IR SO-180, 3 IN.
REMARKS
CRESBARD, S.D., TO FLORENCE, S.D.
GARDEN CITY, S.D., TO ORIENT, S.D.
ROOKHAM, S.D., TO WATERTOWN, S.D.
MAP iOS. NL 14-8, NL 14-11.
HASSaELLAD E, 150, COUR IR SO-1S0, 3 IN.
REMARKS
MUNT MALRICE TO HEART MIONTAIN.
PAT O'HARA PEAK TO WAPITI MUNNTAIN.
SILV'ER RUN PLATEAUJ TO EL3lORN PEAK
LAP NO. WE 13-11.
'HASSEIAI) E, 15.(;. (XLt(H IH ,S-I0. , I IN.
ARIMZ(hA Ct':F] 'IXI SHF:P .\I~t 1 'TAIN.
pASS.1E :HUI1 1 ) C itFCL.IF:I:HH' VH I N'I'AI
HIG l.(; i' RIILE '11) RHII.I CRH1'1:F
H' IFALI PL.Al\-'t '11) MI NK L'H*FX
Idt) (IUIA PIAT\-L, L 1'1) L(Xi(XI' tX.NT'AIN
HXHSESHt*: MX\'TAIN T1 JA4 CH-FA-X.
MAP NMS. NL 1Z-Y, Nt, 12-9, NL IZ-11. NL IZ-12
HASSL'1IAD E, ISO, COXIX IR SO-180, 3 IN.
h-I{TEWZLI4A TO IlXtLT MOlN1'TAIN
44MJIrH TO SE.T I Ntl.
CRATt1 R'UL;GE 1X)0 IMVY4TH
VISTA CATALINA T1O GRANITE N(INXTAINS
AJO TO lt4iCON
TL.SON TO O'NEILU. HILLS
FtAP NOS. NL 12-11, NI 12-12, NH 12-2, NH 12-3
HASSELMAD E, 25-A, B/W 2402, 3 IN.
RE14HKS
WtXtIJOT TO S4N ISAH)EL
WEST'L I FFE 1I EIAGLE, aLxHAO
ASPENI TO RIJMIGh
SAN LUIS LAKE TO WHITE RIVFIR
MRHBLE, COLORADO, TO ALA'MSA
IMAP PiS. WJ 13-1, NJ 13-2, NJ 13-4, NJ 13-5,
NJ 13-7, NJ 13-8.
H
%n
iMlV.t; DT'A FII.-: - HA.SFLHI.DIJ N1;:l'IHLDl), CA.F/ A F:
DATE NIlE SIlE AN.: MIS-
NO. SION
0 SEP 69 167 LAKE MICHIGAN 103
tLL LINE EXPOSLIE NLMBENS ALTITtDB SCALE
2 I 01 - 24 59,000 MSL 1.236,000
2 2 25 - 59 59,000 MSL 1.236,000
2 3 60 - 83 59,000 FSL 1.236,000
2 4 59,000 MSL 1.236,000
5 SEP 69 16$ PATIXE:NT RIFER, LARHIAND 103
LXL LINE EXPOS0UR: NMLt**.MS AIr I'lUD SCALE
I I I - 16 61,000 MSL 1.244,000
1 2 17 - 31 61,000 MSL 1.244,000
1 3 32 - 45 61,000 MSL 1.244,000
1 4 - 46 - 54 e1,000 oM L 1.244,000
1 5 55 - 62 61,000 MSL 1.244,000
I 6 63 - 71 61,000 MSL 1.244,000
1 7 72 - 85 61,000 MSL 1.244,000
1 8 66 - 99 61,000 MSL 1.244,000
1 9 100 - 104 61,000 MSL 1.244,000
NR-40--176-000017 13 SEP 69 176 NEW ENGLAND 103
ROXL LINE EXPOCSLRE NLEWRS ALTITIDE SCALE
I 01 - 14 60,000 ML 1.240,000
1 2 15 - 29 60,000 MSL 1.240,000
1 3 30 - 43 60,000 MSL 1.240,000
I 4 44 - 56 60,000 MSL 1.240,000
1 5 57 - 61 60,000 MSL 1.240,000
1 9 - 60,000 MSL 1.240,000
1 6 62 74 60,000 MSL 1.240,000
I 7 76 - '89 60,000 MSL 1.240,000




25 AUG 69 177 TEN' ESSEE VALLEY
ROLL LINE EXPOSLItE NLERS ALTITUE
I 01- 05
I I - 57,000 FSL
I 2 06 - 19 57,000 MSL
I 3 20 - 33 57,000 MSL
1 4 34 - 49 57,000 ESL
i 6 - 57,000 MSL
I 6 50- 60 57 000 MSL
I I 61 - 66 57,000 MSL











14 SEP 69 1Ie NEM IO(K HIGHT 103
ROLL LINE XPOSLtRE NL2tHl'S AI.TlInIU: SCALE
3 2 002 - 021 61,000 MSL 1.244,000
3 3 022 - 040 61,000 MSL 1.244,000
3 4 041 - 059 61,000 MSL 1.244,000
3 5 060 - 079 61,000 MSL 1.244,000
3 6 080 - 114 61,000 MIL 1.244,000
I NS'Hlt.:I'T CUh l I G( FAT I Nah
HASSELBLAD E, 2402, 47, 3 IN.
REM4ARKS
ALL HASSELBLAD STOP AT FRAME 14 OVNI ECHO LAKE,
MICH., AND RESIMB (FRAME 151 AT TRAVERSE CITY,
MICH.
ALL HASSELBLAD STOP AT FRAMB 64, WEST O' ST.
JOSEPH AND RESU*IE (FRAME 65) AT A POINT WEST OF
MONTAGIE, MICH.
MAP NOS. WN 16-2, NK 16-5.
HASSEUtA) F:, S.Y-1-0, IFU/CC' 103H, 3 IN.
REIA4RKS
FR(4 SMITH l SlANI), MD., TO) I'.L AIR, ). CIIR)11
AND IAZ' ON N(R.IH EN (IF LIN'S I.
FRItM HAL.TItIRE, )., 1) P(YIl.XC RIVERf ATr mv./%A.
FRM(I PRYIIAC HI VFR IO AF:S14INISTIER, M).
FIi(M SII.VIF SPRINC, I)., 11) NMIINI CRH., VA.
FR0(M DAHLRF;N, VA., TO RO(XCV I LI.E, M.
FIO4 UOChVII.E. )., 'IX) 1tSS:S HRFiACH, VA.
FR(M P(YICItC RIVER *1ESThEI.IAND, VA., 1I
WESTIMINITER, M.).
FRLOM I:I.TIMLE. NV., TO EI/ARDSVIUIJE, VA.
F. KIE%.L'S STRAIT, MD0., TO HEL AIR. MI).
MAP NO. NJ 18-4.
HASSELBLAD E, SO-180, 15C, 3 IN.
RE4ARKS
FROQ MT. WILLIAM, N.H., TO CHARLESTON, R.I.
PROM NEPORT', R. I., TO MANCHESTER, N.H.
FROM COIILRN HILL, N.H., ID ACOI:Ikn, . I.
FROM KMA].POISEIT, MASS., 10 KIITTEI', MAINE.
FROM KITTERY, MAINE TO IAO)DS HOLE, MASS., HASS.
57 OVER GLXJCESTEI, MASS., 58-61 FROM PLMtn/i'H
TO BITfIR PT.
FR(O CAMP EDWARDS, EAST TO CHATlAM, ON CAPE COD
FRO NEW BEDFURD, MASS., TO NEIt'IWRKT, N.H.
FROM PHILLIPS POND, N.H. TO SACHUELST PT., R.I.
FRM SALIGATLKETT, R. I ., TO KIMBALL POND, N.H.
EXTRA FRAMES.
MAP NDS. MF 19-1, NE 19-4.
HASSELBLAD E, 3401, 25A, 3 IN.
REMARKS
TESUCHECKxOUr
FROM INMAN, S.C., TO ORANDVIEW, TENN.
FROM GREENEVILLE, TENN., TO GREIR, S.C.
FM SALI)DA RIVER, POINSEIT RESERVOIR, TO
ROGERSV I LLE, TNW.
FOM WARRENSBORG, TENN., TO PELZER, S.C.
FROM JONES KNOB TO COPPER RIDGE, NEAR CORRITON.
FROCM KIMVIILE, TENN., TO LEDRD Wl., NEAR
MH. CITY, S.C. STOPPED AT CLAY/RABON CO. I LINE
FROM BIG TUNI CREEK, S.C., TO OAK RIDGE, TENN.
HASSELBLAD TURNED ON AT ABRAMS RIDE.
I1'(JS (.'CI '''r II llTl;J., 'FI ... 'l() 1) M l'.1 ~' l., . C 
H.A.N I HIl Al) .T(I ' p'I'F) tA (*F I l\l I Ii I %hi'.
%P (Q.% .1 I-I, -l1, %A It-I ".1 I11-1, %1 Ib-J.
HASSEL.H.AD E, SO-3b'., 2A. 3 IN.
RF~nARKS
FRO(M NEW IDNIX)N, C( TN ., ITU IHAlKING HRIXE, N.J.
IR()C FISHERS ISIANI). CONN., TO) vINVIl.I;, N.J.
FRIm FI'IHI.RS IStlAND, (Cw.N., ') iA.SVlIE, N.J.
IF()M .lXH11 RIVF'.R, N.J., 1T) N()T-AL. PT., L. IS.
FI-Ut NI.'lAL. PT., 1.. I., TO PlESV111lE, M4.













INST1HIEU:NT (' IGLRAT ION
NR-40-CJ-191-00020 12 SEP 69 191 WAS:HTENAW cXNTl, MICHIGAN 103 HASSEL.HIAD E, 3401, 47, 3 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSIE WNtI tS ALTI1tDU SCAIE RE1RK(S
1 4 01 - 31 59,000 MSL 1.236,000 FRM DLHAND TO NAP(O J:Ah.
I 5 32 - 63 59,000 MSL 1.236,000 FR(M U.S. 90/o0, SWAMtON, TO FLINT.
I 6 64 - 95 59.000 MSL 1.236,000 IFR(M SWARTZ CRIEFK lT Cl(.1'.
1 7 96 - 107 59,000 MSL 1.236,000 FRON MALtE TO FLINT. IIASSEULAD TO ANN ARWXIR
OhLY ).
MAP NOS. NK 16-6, NK 16-9, NK 17-4, NK 17-7.
WR-40-CJ-168-00021 13 SEP 69 168 PAUJXENT RIVER, F4MARLAND 104 HASSELBLAD E, 8443, 25A, 3 IN.
RLL LINE EXPOS.JE NtIMERHS ALTIllIW SCALE RE1ARKS
I 3 1 - 71 10,000 MSL 1.40,000 BALTIMORE TO POINT LO.XLT, C(lESAPEAKE BAY.
MAP NO. NJ 18-4.
NR-40-GJ-168-00022 13 SEP 69 168 PAlUXENT RIVER, MARILAND 104 HASSELALAD E, 8443, 25A, 3 IN.
ROLL LI NE E(POSLRE NLERS ALT ITDE SCALE RE44RKS
2 5 I - 60 10,000 MSL 1.40,000 SMITH ISLAND TO KENT ISLAND, CHESAPEAKE BAY.
MAP NO. NJ 18-4.
hR-40-O1-168-00023 13 SEP 69 168 PAlTXENT RIVER, M4ARLAND 104 HASSEULLAD E, 8443, 25A, 3 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSRE hNU4IRS ALTIT'tlE SCALE REM4RKS
3 I 1 - 48 10,000 MSL 1.40,000 JULCTION OF HIYS 450 AND 3 TO PATIENT RIVER
NAVAL BASE, PATIUXET RIVER.3 5 49 - 74 25,000 MSL 1.100,000 VAN BIBf ER TO COOK POIhT, CtESAPEAKE BAY.
MAP NO. NJ 18-4.
4R-40"-J-168-00024 13 SEP 69 168 PA1TXEhT RIVER, MARYLAND 104 HASSELmLAD E, 8443, 25A, 3 IN.
RL .L LINE EPOS UE NMIERS ALTITlDE SCALE RERARKS
4 5 1 - 27 25,000 MSL 1.100,000 TIIfI4AN ISLAND TO SOI0 f MARCH ISLAND,
CHESAPEAKE BAY.
4 3 28 - 37 25,000 MSL 1.100,000 POINT LOKOUTa TO coVE POINT, CHESAPEAKE BAY.
4 38 - 48 25,000 MSL. I.100,000 COVE POINT AREA.
4 3 49 - 71 25,000 MSL 1.100,000 COVE POINT TO BALTIMORE.
MAP NO. NJ 18-4.
MR-40-GJ-174-00025 156 SEP 69 174 AIIWf1S IStiL ND, VI;INI.A 104 it.ISSFIJu,UM) E, M443, z;, I I%.
ROLL LINE EXP )-: HNl.. AI'IT1lE I, Al-F.
12 4 02 - 59 6,000 MSL I.2T4,1i% 10o F I 11) ASS-AI FT -iE1' ((1'., y..
12 I 60 - 80 6,000 KSL 1.24.,00 AS.SA'I'FA.E t'hE 1 i.) 'i1llI ISIAND. vIt;INIA.
MPP M. NJ -. NJ I r-7, J Ir-7 , II.
BR-40-GJ-174-00026 16 SEP 69 174 8,IIM)PS ISLAND, VIRGINIA 104 .1.Stl-IJ1iUAD E, 0443, 254, 3 Ih.
ROLL LINE FXPOStNL : S ALTI T I l: . CAI F- : RF4WRK S
13 2 01 - 16 6,.000 MNI. 1.24,000 MF.17HIIN ISLA TI) O 1lIDlkPs ISLAND, VIRlGINIA.
13 5 17 - 73 6,000 MsL 1.24,000 ASSATEA:VIE C(E I) O(CFIA CT11., VIHGINIA.
MAP NOs. NJ 1l-5, NJ I-7, NJ Ir-, II.
NR-40-CW-174-00027 16 SEP 69 174 WAULOPS ISLAND, VIRIINIA 104 HASSELIIAD E, 8443, 25A, 3 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSL.RE NkftIS ALTI1 TUE StCALE RIIAREKS
14 6 02 - 63 6,000 MSL 1.24,000 ISIE OF WIlCGHT BA TO ASSATi-:AIE CO(N, VIRGINIA,
14 3 64- 82 6,000 MSL 1.24,000 MIIIKlIN ISLAND TO CHI;XIGDI-IUE tHA, VIHGIN14.
MAP NOS. NJ 18-5, NJ 18-7, NJ 1-e, II1.
NR-40-KJ-188-00028 18 SEP 69 188 NEW NOK RIGHT 104 HASSELBLAD E, 2448, 2A, 3 IN.RILL LINE EXPOSLRE NtLIHRS ALT I TDE SCALE REMAIRKS
7 4 01 - 54 11,500 MSL 1.46,000 EAST ROCKAWAY TO WESSTH'MP'U, NA..
7 8 55 - 73 11,500 MSL 1.46.000 BRIW F I.IAMPtt n) OU %C*TALK POINT, N. .
MAP )NS. NK 18-5, NI 18-6, NK I8-8, NK 18-9.
NR-40-14-188-00029 16 SEP 69 1!8 NEW YORK HRIHT 104 HASSELHLAD E, 2448, 2A, 3 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSULE NP4*UHS ALTI TLE SCALE REMARKS
8 7 01 - 23 12,500 MSL 1.50,000 TIREE MILE HARh(}R TOD MINTALK POINT, N.Y.
8 5 24 - 80 12,000 MSL 1.48,000 SHINNIEClCK NAY TO ULOG BEACH. , N.I.
AP NOS. NE 18-5, N1 18-6, NK 18-8, NK 18-9.
NR-40-HJ-188-00030 16 SEP 69 188 NEW YORK BICHT 104 HASSELILAD E, 2448, 2A, 3 IN.
ROUL LINE EXPOSLE NtM#:SRS ALT I TDE SCALE REMARKS
9 6 02 - 50 11,500 MSL 1.46,000 LONG BEACH TO WESTWAMPTON, N.Y.
9 9 51 - 67 12,500 MSL 1.50,000 "'0TALK POINT TO AML;ANSFffT, N.Y.
MAP NOS. NK 18-5, NK 18-6, NK 18-8, NK 18-9.
t-
-.4
IMAGERY DATA FIL: - HASSEt:LJLj) ll.'IHAND, CFfI':LA E
DA1'E SITE SITE NA1.
ACCESSION NIER 5o.
NM-40-Hf-188-00031 15-16 SEP 69 188 NEW YOR RIGOHT
ROLL. LINE EXPOSIHE NU.IHERS ALTITUDE
10 3 01 - 26 12,500 FmSL
10 2 27 - 46 12,500 MSL
10 1 47- 6- 12,500 MSL
NR-40-14-108-00032 15 SEP 69 188 NF:W (ORK HIGHT
ROLL LINE EXPOSUIE NUL0BES ALTI1TUDE
11 8 01 - 13 12,500 MSL
NR-40-J-174-00033 16 SEP 69 174 WAUODPS ISLAND, VIRGINIA
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE: NLNMHtS ALTITIDE3
IS 7 01 - 42 6,000 MSL












NR-40-FJ-085-00035 02 OCT 69 005 LAWRENCE, KANSAS
kRLL LINE EXPOSULE NhU4Bt S ALTITUDE SCALE
3 1 01 - 13 60,800 MSL 1.243,20
2 a 14 - 31 60,200 MSL 1.240,80
a 3 32 - 47 60,400 MSL 1.241,60
a 4 48 - 65 61,000 MSL 1.244,00
2 S 66 - 81 61,200 MSL 1.244,80
6 82 - 99 60,100 MSL 1.240,40
V 100 - 107 60,600 ML 1.242,40
~A-40-FH-15-00036 01 OCT 69 1175 HOUSTON AREA, TEXAS
ARUL LINE EXPOSURE NLSM ALTITUDE SCALE
1 4 63 - 89 60,000 MSL 1.240,00
1 5 90 - 98 60,000 SL 1.240,00
NR-40-FJ-178-00037 29 SEP 69 178 MILL CREEK, KLAHOMAA
ROLL LINE EPOSURE NHUBERS ALTITicE SCALE
3 a 01 - 05 61,000 MSL 1.36,600
3 1 06 - 64 60,800 MSL 1.36,480






SEP 69 184 CHILCKASHt,. (kLLKlIt ·
LINE EUPOSULE N4IUStIS ALl'IllinT
2 74.- 89 59,900 FSL
3 90 - 107 60,200 MSL





NR-40-FJ-996-00039 01 OCT 69 996 IAUAS/FRTU' WOT XH, TEXAS
ROLL LINE EXPOSNE'. NMBlERS ALTI 11LDE SCALE
I 1 01 - 12 60,300 MSL 1.241,20
1 2 13 - 24 60,600 MSL 1.243,20
1 3 25 - 37 60, 00 MSL 1.243,20
I 4 38 - 50 61,000 MSL 1.244,00
PH-40-J-208-00045 14 OCT 69 208 BARABO., WISCONSIN
'PLL LIh EXPOSLOOE lENU*4RS ALTI TUE SCALE
1e I 001- 013 5,000 MSL 1.20,000
1i 2 014 - 032 5,000 MSL 1.20,000
lB 3 033 - 059 5,000 MSL 1.20,000
I NSTHIhE.T -IF IRATItO
104 HASSELBLAD E, 2448, 2A, 3 IN.
RE4MARKS
O VALLEY STREAM, N.Y. T'O 1.PJUf BEACH, N.J.
) BFD ANK, N.J. TO VALLEY STREAM, N.Y.
BROOKLYN, N.Y. 1T SANDY HOXK, N.J.
MAP NOS. NK 18-5, Nl 18-6, NK 18-8, hK 18-9.
104 HASSELHLAD E, 244R, 24, 3 IN.
REAIRKS
MaP INS. hK 18-5, NK 18-6, NK IL8-, NK 1-9.
104 HASS`I':LAD E, COLOR IR 8443, 254, 3 IN.
WALIOPS ISLAND, TO ROt31NS MARSH, CHINCO1I'FAG.UE
BAY, VA.
O ISLE WICG.ft TO MARTIN WAY, CHINLITEIAUL:E LBA', VA.
MAP OUS. NJ 18-5, NJ 18-7, NJ 18-8, 11.
106 HASSELBLAD E, 15/CC30B, COLX .IR 50-180, 3 IN.
REMARKS
D0 NORTH OF GARNETT TO MISSOLRI RIVER, NORTH OF
HIGHLAND.
00 MISSOLRI RIVER NMORn'1EST OF ST. JOSEPH 13 SOUTH
1.' SAWATIMI.
DO LA CYGNE NORTH TO SAVANNAH.
D0 T'IRTY-THREE MILES NORTH OF SMITHVILLE, SOUTH
TOD HME.
D0 inTL"R, NORTH TO MAYSVILLE.
DO NORTHEAST OF CAMUiEfN, OSUTH TO Sf9JrHAST OF
RICH HILL.
DO0 PITTSBIRG, MISSOURI, TO 29 MILES sOUITH OF TULSA.
MAP NOS. 15-1, NJ 15-4.
106 HASSELBLAD E, 15G/CC30, 3O 1OR IR SO-180, 3 IN.
D0 MADISONVILLE TO BIRD ISLAND, TEN EAST TO
GALVESTON
D0 GALVESTON TO HIGHWAY 75 NORTH OF HOUSTON.
MAP NO. N11 15-7.
106 HASSFL-LAD E, 2A, COLOR 50-368, 20 IN.
REK4ARKS
ARDORE TO MILL CRE:E.
D WEST TO WAPANLICKA TO RATLIFF CITY.
FT. SILL TO LAKE ATUS. MAP SHEET NI 14-5.
MAP NO. MI 14-6.
106 HASSELI.AD VE, ZA, tXXAIR .1-36o, 20 IN.
RIARHKS
WEST OF Wt-NsX1W1) TO b(Xl'TATlN VliW.
D 'ATr ' CIfJNI:I.I. 1O STlHAFI)HI).
EAAT OF' R ICEI:U. TO CLINTON.
MAP N(LS. NJ 14-11, NJ 14-12, NI 14-Z, Nhi 14-3,
NI 14-5, NI 14-6.
106 HASS1EUILAD E, 15G/CC30HB, (CODH IR SO-180, 3 IN.
D0 1.1FL MILEtES .X31H OF TMCKI NNE' TO JACKSIWRO.
0 SLIP M 'N ON\TAIN 1TO HOUUKAI..
DO DAIUAS TO Mlht4IAL, WE LLS.
D0 EST OF 1 TNRHELL 1 BIG VAUI. E ON ThE HtIAZOS R.
MAP NO. hi 14-12.
111 HASSI-3BLAD E, I15G, COLR 2448, 3 IN.
RIEMARIKS
DEVIL'S LAKE STATE PARK TO FISH LAKE AREA.
ROUTIE 12 WEST O1' RALIDX ORDINANCE WORKS TO
ROWLEY CRFEK.
D NO HASSELAD F COV1ERAE ON ROLL IF.
MAP NO. NK 16-1.
OD
w,




S I1T'F N'IM MIS-
S 1ON
I ,NS14 F :*l' t t ' I . R4'r 11 (
NR-40k-k-208-00046 15 OCT 69 20P BAR4), WISCONSIN 111 HASSEBLAD E, 15G, COLOR IR F443, 3 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE NLMBERS ALTITIDE SCALE REMARKS
2E 3 001 - 036 4,000 MSL 1.16,000 ROCK SPRINCS TO WITWEN.
2 2 037 - 074 4,000 MSL 1.16,000 R(3IE 12 *EST O' KAOCEN ORDINANCE WORKS TO
ROLY CR1ETX.
4MAIP NO. NW 16-1.
WN-40-G-208-00047 15 OCT 69 208 BARABX), WISCONSIN 111 HASSFUBLAD E, 15, COLOR IR 8443, 3 IN.
RXLL LINE EX.OSUE NU4tRS ALTITUDE SCAlE 'RMa4RKS
3 I 001 041 4,000 MSL 1.16,000 DEVIL'S LAKE STATE PARK TO IISH LAKE AREA.
3E 2 042 - 062 4,000 FSL 1.16,000 MAP W). WN 16-1.
l-40-WJ-208-00048 17 OCT 69 208 BARABOO, WISCONSIN 111 IIASSLB.AD E, 15S, COLOR IR 8443, 3 IN.
110. LINE EXPOSLUREN 14161S ALTITIE SCALE REIMAR(S
58 3 001 - 025 6,120 MSL 1.24,480
5E 2 026 - 054 6,120 MSL 1.24,480
5E 1 055 - 070 6,120 FSL 1.24,480 MAP NO. Nm 16-1.
IM-40-WJ-208-00049 17 OCT 69 206 HARAIX(), WI.( XSIN 111 HASSELAD E, 1.%(., ..XIH IR "443, 1 IN.
ROLL LINE XIOUSURE NfiR4S AL.TITSUE SCALE HFHFAN;S
6E I 001 - 012 6,120 6tSL 1.24,4(0 PF6AtM C(OVAE IS APPROXIAITF-L1 HtEC41.SF. (
DIE.KE EXPOSLU.
MAP NO. NK 16-1.
NR-40-GH-146-00050 14 OCT 69 146 AIAFIA AND PEAC.E RIVRS, FUlRIDA 112 IIZ HSSE.IJAD E, e9H, H/W IR SO-246, 1.5 IN.
RtL LINE EXFPOS:l NUFIHES ALT I1UE SCALE REtRS
IE I 001 - 007 61,000 MSL 1.4141,000
IE 2 008 - 016 61,000 MSL 1.468,000
IK 3 017 - 026 61,000 MSL 1.48H,000 FtRO LAKE SARASOTA TO OL.NNEJLN.
IE 4 027 - 037 62 000 MSL 1.496,000 FRIO( WITH1LACOXHE:E RI¥1' TO GtUY OF'N I"XIW.
IE S 038 - 049 62,000 MSL 1.496,000 FlROM LI'TRE PINE ISLAND 'tV HtELtEVI..
IE 6 050 - 064 62,000 MSL 1.496,000 F'RtOM LAKE GRIFFIIN TO GCUl OF NEXICO.
IE 7 065 - 078 62,000 MSL 1.496,000 FR(OM BIG CYPRESS S.FMP TO BtCK LAKE.
1 86 079 - 094 62,000 FML 1.496,000 FHRM LAKE 'TRACS TO GtlF" OF' MEXICO.
IS 9 095 - 099 62,000 MSL 1.496,000 FROM PALMDALE 1V JAMESTUON.
MAPI' N)S. W 17-1, Ig 17-2, W, 17-1,4.
PMO-40-H-147-00051 14 OCT 69 147 LAKES/TAMPA, FIRIDA 112 HASSELI.AD e, *89H, B/W IR SO-246, 1.5 IN.
ISLL LINE EXPOSUlE N11HERS ALT 11IE SCALE REWARKS
18 I 001- 007 61,000 MSL 1.488,000 F"RL MtILET KEYS TO WACCASASSA BAY.
1E 2 008 - 016 61,000 MSL 1.486,000 IF-N FIOSASSA ISLANDS TO CUIT O1.' MEXIO.
1E 3 017 - 026 61,000 MSL 1.488,000 FROM LAKE SARASOTA TO DUSiNEULON.
1I 4 027 - 037. 62,000 MSL I.496,000
IB 5 038 - 049 62,000 MSL 1.496,000
ls 6 050 - 064 62,000 MSL 1.496,000
1E 7 065 - 078 62,000 t.SL 1.496,000
IE 8 079 - 094 62,000 MSL 1.496,000
IE 9 095 - 099 62,000 1SL 1.496,000 MAP NO. NH 10-10.
WI1-40-4H-163-00052 13 OCT 69 163 BISCAYNE RAY, FIORIDA 112 HASSELttAD E, 2A, COLDR 50-368, 1.5 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSLUAi NLMVE S ALT ITll.E SCALE REM4RKS
IE 3 026 - 045 61,500 MSL 1.492,000 ROCK HARBOR TO PALM BEACH, FlA.
Ig 4 040 - 063 61,500 MSL 1.492,000 WEST PALM BEACH TO BMELOANE, FlA.
1E EXTRA 064 - II1 61,500 MSL 1.492,000 CAPE KENNEDY TO ATLANTIC OCEAN.
MAP NOW. NW 17-2, NG 17-5, Ni 17-8, NH 17-11
NR-40'-H-164-00053 15 OCT 69 164 BOCA RATONr/BiEE GLADE, FLORIDA 112 HASSELBOAD E, 58, B/W 3401, 1.5 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSlRE NMbIH.RS ALTIT DE SCALE REMARKS
1B 16 001 - 003 60,700 MSL 1.485,600
IB 9 004 - 012 60,400 MSL 1.483,200
lB 10 013 030 61,000 M4L 1.460,000 CHRISTMAS TO ,MARATI4
IE 11 031 - 047 61,600 MSL 1.492,6800 MATECLIMBE KEY TO TITUSVILLE
le 12 04* - Oh4 ,5, tl '1I. I .l(I I)(l lf I 111.' . ' ) '1 II FII FF1.
IE 13 065- 077 t*o( } .'"l, I.4" .1. %(10 f-' IHIMP '*t) '4'l IX 4ltl" It jtH
Ie 14 07t - 0pl Fit, (ll11 H'1'1 I .4l''.' hFi
IE IS 0o - 0096 61 ,0()( 'J1 1.4-k,1110 0- 11 I FF:? '1i tx4,F. -(X \11
i\P '(). V; 17-.
HD
'.0





NR-40-G-165-00054 15 OCT 69 165 DFSFRI 1ST/. MRS. WKS, FI I)A
ROLL LINE E"POSLRE NIN-RS ALTI11ME SCALE
IE 16 001 - 003 60,700 MSL 1.4Y5,60
le 9 004 - 012 60,400 I-SL 1.403,20
IE 10 013 - 030 61,000 MSL 1.4YY,00
1B 11 031 - 047 61,600 MSL 1.492,0a
IS 12 046 - 064 61,500 MSL 1.492,00IE 13 065 - 077 60,500 MSL 1.44,05(
IE 14 078 - 088 60,300 MSL 1.4t2,40
IS 15 089 - 096 61,000 MSL 1.488,00
W-40-GH-164-00055 16 OCT 69 164 BOCA RATON/HETJ.: GLADE, FLuIDA
ROLL LINE E(POSE Nk-IBES ALT IIE SCALE
2E 12 001 - 003 62,000 IMSL 1.496,00
2z 12 004 021 62,000 MSL 1.496,00
25 13 022 - 039 62,000 MSL 1.496,00
2E 14 040 - 051 62,000 MSL 1.496,00
NR-40'-C-165-00056 16 OCT 69 165 DESIT/ST. MARKS, F.URIDA
ROLL LINE EXPOSUIE NMVt: S ALTITUDE SCALE
25 12 001 - 003 62,000 MSL 1.496,00
25 12 004 - 021 62,000 MSL 1.496,00
2e 13 022 - 039 62,000 MSL 1.496,00
2 14 040 - 051 62,000 MSL 1.496,00
MI-40-GH-169-00057 13 OCT 69 169 FILRIDA KEYS
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NMI.ERS ALT I7Te SCALE
IB I 001 - 006 62,200 MSL 1.497,60
1s a 007 - 025 61,500 MSL 1.492,00
NR-40-00-000-00058 16 OCT 69 000 LAKE PON1CHARTRAIN AND NEW (RLEANS
lULL LINE EXPOSORE NLt1KRS ALT 171 SCALE
z2 eXTRA 052 - 059 62,000 MSL 1.496,00
NI-40-00-000-00059 16 OCT 69 000 GALVESTON, TEXAS
ROLL LINE EXPOSRE N)WBS 'ALT Il.TIE SCALE
2gz ECA 060 - 065 60,000 MSL 1.480,00
NR-40-WJ-044-000 7 , 0  OCT 69 044 PIRIXF, INDIANA
HOLL LINE IEPRF.HE NIHFIn'S ALTITLIE SCALE
a I 001- 014 56,700 M.L 1.469,60
a 2 015 - 027 5,700 KSL 1.469,60
2 3 028 - 041 59,000ooo L 1.472,00
a 4 042 - 053 59,000 MSL 1.472,00
a 5 054 - 066 5s,000 MSL 1.464,00
2 6 067- 078 59,000 MSL 1.472,00
2 7 079 - 091 58,600 MsL 1.470,40
2 6 092 - 103 58,700 MSL 1.469,60
NR-40-GH-163-00060 19 NOV 69 163 BISCAYNE BAY , 1.R11IIDA
OULL LINE EXPOStE NW-1HS ALT I1TL.E SCALE
3 27 40 - 48 12,600 MSL 1.50,400
NR-40-GH-169-00061 19 NOV 69 169 FUIIDA KE'YS
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE NI.'vRS





I NSTHlt COI C l" Rh'I'I (
112 HASSI1H.AD E, 5P, H/W 3401, 1.5 IN.
RHt-ARKS
00 MaRQt:SAS KIES Tn PACn' KnEI
00 CAPE' SAH14: 1TO HIUIfIIOI INDIAN RHES.
00 CHNISINAS TO tUV\A11(H
00 MATl'1Ct1*-: KEtl T) lTI'lilSVII.:
00 r.TIl'rTS ISLAND T'I * Nlh)LEt KEt..
00
00
00 MAP NOS. NH 16-6, NH 17-4, NH 17-11, NH 17-2.
112. HIASSELBLAD E, 58, R/W 3401, 1.5 IN.
RFrIAlKS
00 SHORT LINE CO'VUING HEUJ-: GlADE
00 MATFCINiE KtE 1TO F.RHIT1'S ISLAND.
00 CAN;AVtAL PENNINSItA 1NT PLANTATION KEN.
00 ELLIOTT KEYl TO VERO BEACH.
ELS3 UIRNE, FLA. VERY POOR IMAGERY.
MAP NO. NO 17-5
112 HASSELBLAD E. 58, B/W 3401, 1.5 IN.
REIARKS
00 SHORT LINE COVERIG BEtLE CLADE:
00 MA7T1xxHE KEY TO IRRlIlTS ISLAND.
00
D0 *E61aIRNE, FLA. V.RY POOR IMAGERY:
MAP NOS. NH 16-6, N%' 17-4, NH 17-11, N( 17-2.
112 .IASSELBLAD e, 2A, COLOR 50-36Y, 1.5 IN.
RFEMARKS
00 DRY T'RIlGAS, FIORIDA.
00 MARJUESAS KEYS TO TAVERNIER, FLIDA
MAP WNS. Mi 17-8, HN 17-11.
112 HASSEaLAD E, 5, B/W 3401, 1.5 IN.
REMARKS
00 FRANKLINION, LA. TO LAKE SALVADOR.
MAP NIS. NH 15-6, NH 15-9.
112 HASS.LALAD E, 58, BIW 3401, 1.5 IN.
RIIKARKS
00 BOLIVAR PENINSULA TO CALVESTON ISLAND.
MAP NO. Nm 15-7.
112 HASStIJUl,), Sr, , H/ 3400, 1.5 IN.
HF14ARKS
)O INDI.%NAPILIS IX) SlPHI'I"IeID, II.I.IM)IS.)0 A'It:S, IIJ.N(IS 11T) IHII'.IU:, ILDI1%A.
30 CICFIO, INI)IANA 11) PIt''.HkHI. .. II1.IM)IS.
0 MASON Cl'l, II.IN()IS 'i IPIYt%, INDIAN.r.
10. Km(.lt), INliAN', 11) MWVNI1X, II1.h1)1S.
)0 PIXINS, IIJ.1%()IS TO FA Ii H1TH OD hf(KlOt).
)O PItN1!, INDIA.VA l*) P'X-HIA, ILI.INOIS.
0 CHIILLICOU'HE, ILLINOIS TI) lONON, INDIANA
MAP NO. Nh 16-11.
114 HASSEULJAD E, IA, C(XUR 2448, 3 IN.
RR*WKS
IPUMKIN iEdI' CARD $Ol1D TO CoNOy POINT, HI8CANE
BAI. WAIt;E tLIR lHRKE' POINT PONI, PLANT.
M4AP NO. 'i 17-0
114 HASSELBLAD E, IA, COLOR 2448, 3 IN.
RIEARIKS
OCEAN REEF, KEY LARGO TO F1AT DEER KET. BREAK
IN FI-IOT LINE TO CLHAME M/B FILM.
MAP NM35. NG 17-8, NG 17-11.
IX)
o





NR-40-GH-169-00062 19 FMV 69 169 FUHLIDA KEYS
ROLL LINE EXPOSLIRE h.ERS ALT ITUD
2 1 2 - IS 12,600 MSL






NR-40-GH-169-00063 19 NOV 69 169 FUIR/IDA KEYS 114
ROLL LINE EXOSURE iUiERS ALTI1TUE SCALE
3 2 2 - 39 12,600 MSL 1.50,400
NR-40-FH-171-00064 01 iDC 69 171 SABINE LAKE ESTUARY, T./IA. 115
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NIMBERS ALTIUIE SCALE
lB 3 . 001 - 008 7,000 MSL 1.56,000
IB 4 009 - 014 7,000 MSL 1.56,000
IB 5 015 - 030 7,000 ?SL 1.56,000
IE 22 031 - 039 7,000 MSL 1.5b,100
le 11 040 - 069 7,000 WSL 1.56,000
NR-40-IF1-171-00065 01 D.C 69 171 SAHINF IAKE :T FL:RN, TI:./LA. 115
ROLL LINE E)POS.IE NtMH1IS A'I'Ii\DE' StCA41 E
2B 21 002 - 014 7,000 MSL 1.56,000
211 6 015 - 023 7,000 isI. 1.56,000
2B 22 024 - 030 7,000 HSL 1.56,000
FR-40-FH-171-00066 02 DEC 69 11 SABINE LAKE ESTU;/%RA, T1-X./IA. 115
RLL LINE EXPOSLIRE NMIRS ALTI 1UDE SCALE
3B II 001 - 025 7,000 MSL 1.56,000
31 4 026 - 033 7.000 MSL 1.56.000
38 3 034 - 041 7,000 MSL 1.56,000
3B 5 042 - 057 7,000 MSL 1.56,000
38 a o058 - 064 7,000 FSL 1.56,000
FR-40-FH-171-00067 02 DEC 69 171 SAHINE LAKE' ESTUARY TEX./lIA.. 115
ROLL LINE EF(POSLE NkPWILS AL.T ILUE SCALE
4B 6 001 - 013 7,000 MSL 1.56,000
4E 21 014 - 020 7,000 MSL 1.56,000
NR-40-FH-175-00068 04 DEC 69 175 HOUSTON, T'fXAS AREA 115
RaLL LINE EXPOSLRE NhtERS ALTITLDE SCALE
le 13 001 - 069 3,700 HSL 1.29,600
PR-40-FH-175-00069 04 DEC 69 175 HOU.STON, TEXAS AREA 115
ROLL LI NE EXPOSURE ERS ALTI 'T1.E. SCALE
2B 13 002 - 006 3,700 MSL 1.29,600
2E 13 007 - 029 3,700 MSL 1.29,600
28 11 030 - 052 3,700 MSL 1.29,600
2B 12 053-- 068 3,700 MSL 1.29,600
NR-40-FH-175-00070 04 iOC 69 175 HOUSTON, TEXAS AREA 115
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NLi!FERS ALTTI nTE SCALE
3B 7 001 - 046 3,700 MSL 1.29,600
INSiltHli*T ((ItUt (Rl' Ith
HASSELBLAD E, IA, COLR 2448, 3 IN.
F.AT DEER KEY TO BOCA CHICA Ct4ANNEL. SO(E
EASTEFiN SAMSO SHOAL TO JUST SOIUln EST OF
ALLIG,4,SR REEF LIGHT AL'nG THE SO,'TH SIDE
OF HAWK CIANNEL.
MAP NOS. NG 17-8, NC 17-11.
F4ASSEIJI.AD E, IA, CILR 2448, 3 IN.
REM4ARKS
S(OU1Jl4EST OF ALLIGATOR REEF LIGHT TO NOERTHEAST
OF CARYSFTORT REEF LIGHfIoJSE.
MAP NOS. NG 17-8, NOG 17-11.
HASS.BLAD E, 57+ 21, B/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
REMARKS
NE )0 BFAMUNT, SE TO NECHES RIVER.
ROSE CITY OIL FIELDU, .STH TO NECHES RIVER.
U.S. 87 EAST SABINE LAKE ALONG NECHES RIVER.
SAHBI: INE LAE 11) HIACK HA(A I .
A1'AK FAR'I IN P(ll'T A'TIl5 I~,SF' 11) 1'I'F:. ~ P IT '1)
VICINI'I ()F" LIUIIT.
rP .(:S. NH 15-4, Nil 15-S, NH 15-'
HASSEL:IAD) E, 57. 21, H/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
RI'IA4$KS
SAHINF, Lt,AF:. N: tLP SAIHINE HRISR 11) PHOENIX
LAKE OIL. FIEID.
AP MISY. NH 15-4, NH 15-5, NH 15-8
SIASS-.LAD E, 57 * 21, /W* 2402, 1.5 IN.
TANK FARMII IN PORT ARTHLR SE 1T TEXAS POINT TO
VICINITY OF" LI('f.
ROiSE CITY O11. FIELD S.TH 1'O NFEHES RIVER.
NE 1O -ALUM)NT, SE TO NXtCHIES RIVIH.
U.S. 87 ;EAST '10 SAHINE lAKE AIG NEtCHE:S RIIER.
SAIINE LAKE TO HL,AKE RAIN.
MIP K)S. NH 15-5, NH 15-8.
HASSEBILAD E, 57 * 21, H/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
REIARKS
ORANGE, TEXAS.
SAHINE LAKE NE UP SA4BINE RIVER TO PHtENIX
LAKE OIL FIELD.
AP NOS. NH 15-5, NH 15-8.
HASSEL.LAD E, IA, COLOR 2448, 1.5 IN.
WEST HOUSTON TO MOH' BUFIFALO RANOU.
MAP NO. NJ 11-8
HASSELILAD E, IA, COLOR 2448, 1.5 IN.
REMUARKS
WEST LAKE AREA.
WEST LAKE AREA TO HOG ISLAND.
RACLIFF TO LA MARXLE.
GALVESTON BAY WEST TO WEST END OF CLEAR LAKE.
MAP NO. NJ Ii-S
HASSELHLAD E, IA, COLOR 2448, 1.5 IN.
RPFARKS
UNI VERSITY OF HCOUSTON T0 HI3USlN INTER-
CONTI NENTAL.
MAP NO. NJ 11-8
In
I-,





hR-40-FH-175-00071 04 DEC 69 175 "n.XIS1XN, T-.XAS AREA
ROLL LINE EXPOSLEE Nl.t.t1HS A.l'llTDE






NR-40-EI-029-00072 06 IEC 69 029 PHIF:NIX, ARIZONA 116ROLL LINE EXPOSRF:E NLNH3FR ALTIT T.IU SCALE
IE 1 23 - 30 60,000 MSL 1.480,000
IE 2 31 - 40 60,000 tMSL 1.480,000
NR-40-J-0 4 4 -00073 04 DEC 69 044 PLRILE, INDIANA 116
ROLL LINE. EXPOSLRE NL*.1iS ALT ILDE SCALE'
lg 1 4 - 16 59,000 MSL 1.236,000
Is 4 17 - 28 58,200 MSL 1.232,800
IC 5 29 - 41 58.200 MSL 1.232,800
IE 6 42 - 48 58,200 MSL 1.232,800
IE 7 - 49 - 55 58;200 ASL 1.232,800
IE 2 56 - 62 58,200 MSL 1.232,800
I E 3 63 - 69 57,400 SL 1.229,600
NR-40-EJ-210-00074 06 [EC 69 210 IMPE'RIAL VALLEY, CALIFORNIA 116
ROLL LINE EXPOQSE NL4ERS ALTITUDE SCALE
I1 I I - 6 60,800 MSL 1.486,400
e a 7 - 12 60,800 MSL 1.486,400
lB 3 13 - 17 60,800 MSL 1.486,400
lB3 2 10 - 22 60,800 MSL 1.486,400
NR-40-FJ-212-00075 08 DEC 69 212 MARAHON, TEXAS 116
ROLL LINE EXPOSUIE NF3ERS ALTIlUE SCALE
I I I - 32 59,100 MSL 1.472,800
1 2 33 - 61 59,100 MSL 1.472,800
1 3 62 - 94 59,100 HSL 1.472,800
I 4 95 - 106 59,100 MSL 1.472,800
I 5 107 - 108 59,100 HSL 1.472,800
NR-40-KJ-220-00016 06 DFX 69 220 I-rHT H..WLtC4, ,ARIAlh. 116
RFOLL LINE EXPOSIRFE NLI'L% ,U:rilxln: S.tJ- E
Ie 1 41 - 46 56,000 MSL 1.4r1o,000
. 1 47 - 53 39,500 1SL 1.316,500
NR-40-F1-707-00080 11 JAN 70 707 CTlaTO ClIR;. AS, M.XICO 117
ROLL LINE EXPiOSiRfE: MN HTS ALT IIUA: SCAIE
1 12 001- 047 10, 00 tSL 1.43.200
1 11 048- 100 9,870 MSL 1.39,400
1t4-40-FH-707-00081 11 JAN 70 707 CUAWO CIL'ENFS, MEXICO 117
ROLL LINE EX(P N14'F fRS ALT I TUDE SCALE
2 10 003 - 028 9,500 MSL 1.38,000
2 9 029 - 065 7,200 MSL 1.28,800
2 4 066 - 087 20,400 MSL 1.81,600
2 5 088 - 108 21,000 MSL 1.84,000
NR-40-1F-708-00082 12 JAN 70 708 SAN JOSE DO LAS RUSIAS, NXIWO 117
ROLL LINE EXPOSUIR NtUtXS ALT I TUDE SCALE
3 10 011 - 080 7,310 MSL 1.29,240
Nht-40-F8H-708-00083 12 JAN 70 708 SAN JOSE DE LAS RUSIAS, EKXI(D 117
ROL LINE EXPOSLRE NlbthRS ALTITTUL SCALE
4 9 003 - 068 7,340 PIL 1.29,360
I NS'rI4ENT C 'IG R 4ITAi 1(h)
HIASSFILAD E, IA, (.XLI1 244M. I.5 IN.
HtiSTOR)N INT:H(l'CNTINI:NT'AL 10 S(AI-11CN'IHAL
HO)SIUN.
MAP NO. NJ I I-8
HASSE1J3LAD E, IS, COLO IR SO- I rO, 1.5 IN.
RM,4AHKS
MAP NOS. NI I2-7, Nl I2-8.
HASSELLAD E, 58, R/W 3400, 3 IN.
REIARhKS
FlOM INDIANAPOLIS TO LAKE SPRING'FIELD.
LINXOLN, ILLINOIS TO TIPTON, INDIANA
KO(('O, INDIANA 1V DELAVAN, I.LINOIS.
TREHNT, ILLINOIS TO IRUMl.Ri, INDIANA
KENTLAND, INDIANA TO PEORIA, ILLINOIS.
RIVEiTON TO CAlCG4, ILLINOIS.
HASSELBLAD E STOPPED 6 EXP. INTO LINE 3.
CO[VINVTON, INDIANA TO LINCOLN, ILLINOIS.
MAP NOS. NK 16-10, NJ 16-1, NK 16-11, NJ 16-2.
HASSUBLAD E, 315, COLR IR SO-180, 1.5 IN.
tl4A4RKS
EL CEN1TI
BRAWLEY MASS. 6 NOT DlrPED.
WEST11-IELAND
EL CENTRO
MAP NOS. NI 11-12, NI 11-9, NI 11-11.
HASSELBLAD E, 2E, , LOR SO-368, 1.5 IN.
RE4AR(KS
DEVILS RIVER TO HWY. 67.
M4ARFA (SOU8lI) TO DVYILS RIVER .
IWY. 163 TO MARFA (KNRTH).
MCINXALD OtSERVATORY TO OZONA (SOUIl).
IASS. 5 SHORT PITIDO COVERAGE. OZONA (HWY. 163
AND 29) TO HWY. 118 AND 80.
MAP NOS. NH 13-3, NI 14-1, NH 13-2, NH 13-5,
NH 13-6, NH 14-4, mN 14-7, NH 13-9, NH i3-8.
AS.IHJLAD E:, 15;, (8I1tU IN .S)-I.0, 1.5 Is.
HAi 1'S'.,1 F' i*(t) HAS -) IM,;%GEHl'
MAP NO. H1 12-2.
.ASSEID8A) E, z.SA, /W 2402, 3 IN.
REMARKS
R1-.W 1 .I 4V, Z TO EJlIX) D .O IU IIA.PE.
Ei IW) Et. (OSO V LA TI IN0I-*3WA.
MAP NO. ONC H-23
HASSELIAD E, 25A, B/W 2402, 3 IN.
*Rk.4*KS
FRMES 00 1OAN 002 ARE CARA TEST. SAN HLAS
TO IAC;IEIDA P8i.) PRIt'r.
FJIW OS LAIO LAHEIS TO SAN RBI.S.
EJIlm .'L 3050 TO EJI DO SAN ANItlNIO DO LA CASCADA.
RAMN3 EL TULLIUO TO EJIWD LA VICIRIA.
MAP NO. ONC H-23
HASSELmLAD E, 25AZ, B/ 2402; 3 IN.
RI4ARKS
'RALES 001 n-LGH. 010 ARE TEST FRATi:S. EAST
a' LA C1 TO NOIR1IEAST OF' LA IVRIA.
MAP NO. (C J-24
HASSEUBLAD E, 25A, B/W 2402, 3 IN.
RNI'ARKS
FRAFES 001 AND 002 ARE TEST FR4MF'S. SAtIE.EAST
a' EALILCITUS TO SOtFIHEAST 01' LA PESCA.
WP NO. KC J-2 4
0






NR-40-FH-708-00084 12 JAN 70 708 SAN JOSE DE LAS RUSIAS, MEXICO 117
ROLL LINE EPOS4.RE NUBERS ALTI11UE SCALE
5 I1 001 - 074 7,380 MSL 1.29,520
NR-40-FH-708-00085 12 JAN 70 708 SAN JOSE DE LAS RUSIAS. MEXICO 117
ROLL LINE EXPOSUSE NU14ER5 ALT IT'i E SCALE
6 1 002 - 107 7,400 145SL 1.29,600
NR-40-FM1-700-00006 12 JAN 70 70P SAN JtOSE DE LAS RI:SIAS, F:XI(W 117
ROLL LINE IE3UOSLRE NLMH']RS ALlTII :DE SCALE
7 8 001 - 104 6,950 IS'L 1.27,O00
1-40-FIH-708-00087 12 JAN 70 70P SAN JOSE DE LAS RUSIAS, MF:)(OX 117
ROXL LINE EX(.fSLE NU4IPRS ALT ITllDE SCALE
6 0 - 001 - 102 6,500 1FiL 1.26,000
N'R-40-EJ-029-00077 13 JAN 70 029 PIOENIX, ARIZONA IlS
RLU.L LINE EI(PULUE NUIMBERS ALTI1TLDE SCALE
le 1 20 - 30 59,000 MSL 1.472,000
lR 2 31 - 43 59,700 MSL 1.477.600
IB 3 44 - 54 59,800 t4SL 1.478,400
lB 4 55 - 68 59,500 SL 1.476,000
Is S 69 - 79 59,500 M L 1.476,000
1LR-40-1I-1175-00078 07 JAN 70 175 HOUST'N, TEXAS ARFA 118
ROfL LINE EXPOSURE 1.14BERS ALTITUDE SCALE
lB I 001 001 - 000 MSL 1.240,000
lB 2 005 - 020 60,000 MSL 1.240,000
Il 4 022 - 031 61,000 ML 1.244,000
IB 6 032- 044 61,000 MSL 1.244,000
Is 8 045- 054 61,000 MSL 1.244,000
ls 3 055 - 059 60,000 MSL 1.240,000
tR-40-FJ-210-00079 13 JAN 70 210 IMPERIAL VALLEY, CALIFURNIA 118
ROLL LINE EXPOSRUIE NUS ALTIlDE SCALE
s 1 01 - 05 60,500 MSL 1.484,000
IS 2 06 - 10 61,000 MIL 1.488,000
I s 3 11- 16 61,000 L 1.488,000
l 4 17 - 19 61,000 MSL 1.488,000
PN-40-EJ-029-00089 06 FLH 70 029 IPHENIX, ARIZONA 120
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NUPIMERS ALTIT'DE SCALE
17 3 001 - 021 59,800 MSL 1.364,182
17 5 022 - 038 59,500 SL 1.362,355
17 7 039 - 054 59,500 M5L 1.362,355
17 8 055 - 068 59,500 MSL 1.362.355
17 6 Oh9 - 0!7 5q,500 M.'I. I .ih,, :1;,
17 4 O- - - 09o.4 9oo000 ,. I .- I.9, 01i
NR-40-EJ-029-00090 08 FtH 70 029 PHOF-NIX, ARIZDA 120
RULL LINE EXPiOSLHE NLb.IHS ALT I'I.,E SCALE
26 1 018 - 02$ 59,200 ML 1.473,600
26 2 029 - 040 59,400 MSL 1.475,200
26 3 041 - 051 59,000 MSL 1.472,000
26 4 052 - 063 58,500 MSL 1.46P,000
26 5 064 - 075 59,000 MSL 1.472,000
I .'1Ht lt-*'Iv (thflARATI(s
HASSFLBLAD E, 25A, O/W 2402, 3 IN.
RE'4ARKS
EAST OF LA O(XMA TO AST OF SAN JUAN.
1AP NO. ONC J-24
HASSELBLAD E, 25A, B/W 2402, 3 IN.
Rk74ARKS
FRAE 001 IS A TEST FRAE. EAST OF LA NORIA
TO EL HARRANfO.
MAP NO. ONC J-24
IHASSlEIIAD E, 254, H/Wt 2402. .1 IN.
Np]'AHKS
VILLA ID ALD\'% 1T RIO S(I)f I.A Nl-IA.
MAP NO. ON(C J-24
HASSFI'I.AD E, 25A, H/W 2402. 3 IN.
VILLA DE: AID.V 1Oi MNHTH OF LA PI6lEWRA.
MAP NO. ONC J-24
IASSE1iLAD E, 58, H/W 3400, 1.5 IN.
REYARtS
I.IKEIE HIIlS TO RI'?ENHl(JSE AF'H.
WILLIAKS AfH 11) DIXIE IASSA\AMPA, ARIZONA.
HaCIE F:, AH1 IUNA .) SUPE.R.ISTI T IOh '.
SAfAJARA LAKE, UARIZONA, TO IONOPAH, ARIZNJA.
M-HITE TANK WI'S., TO MAZATZAL MTS.
AP NOS. NI 12-7, NI 12-8
HiASSEUILAD E, 150, B/W 2402, 3 IN.
HIWPSTEAD TO DAISETIA.
LIBITM TO HEl.LVILLE.
SEALY TO WALLISVILLE RESERVOIR.
ITRINITY NAY TO SAN BERNARD RIVER.
BEASLEY T0 BOLVIAR PE:IhNSLA.
BELLVILLE TO WALLISVILLE RESERVOIR.
MP NO. NH 15-7
HASSE1BLAD E, 58, B/W 3400, 1.5 IN.
REMARKS
ALAMO LABOR CAMP TO tH'A DESSERT.
FILL AREA CANAL TO HOLTV ILE AUXILIARY. 
SAND HILLS (U.S. NAVAL IMPACT RANGiE T1 U.S.
NAVAL 2JNNER1 RAGKE ).
wESTUIEIAND TO NAVAL RESERVE (AOA4CHELA CANAL).
MAP NOS. NI 11-9, Ni 11-11, NI 11-12
HASSELBLAD E, 12 * 80H, COLOR IR SO-180, 1.971N.
REMARKS
DESERT OOLD LODGE TO BLUKENE.
LITtlFIIELD PARK TO GOLD'IELD.
UEST OF SAHUARD LANE TO WHITE TANK MXLNTAIN.
SUIPHISE 1O) lJH4H OF SAHUJRD LAKE.
I;4'1' 1lt' HI'1'P 1I0l11) I(I}I' 1 \\' .l~ \1 1' .
*-Kt1' Hr.%, \0) 1'0(;P':4 "'itI ',I , ;V(ISI)4I K
11) H(tIhl\(; IH H'A\Wd.
1AP P4t. %I 1e-7 N1 I, -
HASSEIjIAD E, IS,., OXLAO IR *0-I'0, 1.5 IN.
11H1iAHKS
GILLE'SPIE DAM4 1) T1.'' O( ' F I1XE\ CE J NCTION.
WIL.I.'M.S AFHI 11) W:ST (W HKFChPE9F.
I'Kl:' AIR SIlHIP '11) FilPtHlTI 1l('0 , S(4XNTTlAINS.
FIX. T ')IX'I.IL 'I)O 1,W)PAH ID SF:H1T.
HtELIUNT MIXNTAINS 1O N)SV(XS LT.' HESPNFHOIN.
MAP NOS. Nhi 12-7, NI 12-F
P)
0




S I TE NAME M!S-
SION
INSTHRLtINT CI FICIHATR-IO
NR-40-FJ-194-00091 09 FIEB 70 194 1EiNVEH, aIIAIX) 120 HASSELHLAD E, 58, B/W 2402, 3 IN.
ROLL LINE E.UPilSE NU4IE4S ALTI'IULE SCALE HRIR.'S
35 1 001 - 015 45,200 MSL i.180,800 KIT1I IUCH 10 PINF JUNC(lI(N.
35 2 016 - 027 55,200 MSL 1.220,e00 KITTFIlUXE TO COAL CHEEK.
35 3 02e - 038 55,500 MSL 1.222,000 HCKLJ-.Y AIRPKIT TO CENT'-NNIAI. CONE.
35 4 039 - 048 55,500 MSL 1.222,000 WADSORTHr AVENUE 'TO HEAR (WCH.
35 5 049 - 066 52,400 MSL 1.209,600 BARE LAKE TO hI*FAT 1.NNEL.
35 6 067 - es 55,000 MSL 1.220,000 CArIN CREEXl TO tI' IAKEt:.
35 8 086 - 098 56,000 MSL 1.224,000 SAWTOTIH M NTAIN TO t'UHT tKv AN5. NO C(VACKE
A!TER1 LINE 8.
MAP NO. WK 13-11
MN-40-EJ-210-00092 08 FEB 70 210 IMPERIAL VALLEY. CALIFOHNIA 120 'HASSELBLAD E, 15, COLOR IR SO-180, 1.5 IN.1ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE NLhM*RS ALTITI.DE SCALE RHlARKS
26 1 001 - 004 60,800 MSL 1.486,400 EAST TO WEST, S(iLH OF El. CENTRO, CALII-tHNIA.
26 2 005 - 009 60,600 MSL 1.484,800 WEST TO EAST, ORITH OF1' EL CENTRO, CALI-XHfNIA.
26. 3 010 - 013 60,600 MSL 1.484,800 FAST TO WEST, SOITN OF BRAWVLE:.
26 4 014 - 017 60,100 MSL 1.480,800 WES'T1AND.
MAP NOS. NI 11-9, NI 11-11, NI 11-12
NR-40-EJ-000-00093 08 FEB 70 000 E. ARIZONA TO ALBL tSOUEQ,N.M. 120 HASSELeLAD E, 150, COLOR IR SO-180, 1.5 IN.ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NLIERS ALTITLUE SCALE RFIIARKS
26 6 076 - 094 57K/20K MSL 1.456K/160K SOUn.WEST OF' SFOW LOW, ARIWZNA, TO
ALIFUJUEJ, NEW MEX ICO.
MAP NMS. NI 12-5, NI 12-6, NI 13-4
NR-40-HJ-188-00094'20 FEB 70 188 NEW YORK BIGHT 121 HASSPEIAD e, ZA, OLlR 2448, 3 IN.
RO.LL LINE EXPOSURE M.kiERS ALTITL.E SCALE REMARKS
14 7 001 - 021 9.400 MSL 1.37,600 W.S.W. OF BLOCK ISLAND TO THE SPRINCS.
14 6 022 - 036 9,400 MSL 1.37,600 EAST PTON EASTERLY TO MONTAUK POINT.
14 9 037 - 064 9,400 MSL 1.37,600 SaLH OF BLOCK ISLAND AULG COASTLINE TO
FAST HAMFON.
14 S 065 - 105 12,500 MSL 1.50,000 UILUE W.S.W. ALDNO COASTLINE TO LIDO BEACH.
MAP NOS. NK 18-5, NK 18-6, NK 18-8, NK 18-9
NR-40-UJ-188-00095 20 FEI 70 I %'.FW UORK HIGCT 121 KsF.3JUA;l) E, ZA, COL() 244, .I IN.
WROLL LINE EXPO I 4'34S AI.TIIUE: .CAI;: lEtRUARKS
20 6 001 - 041 12,500 MSL 1.50,000 FI:IE HARIHR E.N.E. AIN4 C(AIST l ',O TIH OF.
UIA(X1;E.
20 4 042 - 084 12,500 MSL 1.50,000 WEtST TIANA NHA O.s.W. 'I) FI"EE:P(HT.
20 6 085 - 094 24,000 MSL 1.96,000 LAST KWIX)UN E.N.E TO Mt'I'AUl POINT.
MAP NOS. NX 18-5, N 1-6, NK 1-6 , N 1, K -9
NR-40-41-188-00096 20 F'.E 70 18* NFW NORK HIGHT 121 HfASSELAAD E, 2A, C)IOR 2448, 3 IN.
ROLL LINE XPAINKHE NINKMFS ALTI1U1 SCALE R14JKS
28 1 004- 020 12.500 HL 1.50,000 A(6i"CI' RACE TRACK S.W. TO) IURT ItANxOJCK.28 a 021 - 039 12,500 MSL 1.50,000 FAIR H-t.% TO IJAICA PACE TRIACLK.
28 3 040 - 064 12.500 MSL 1.50.000 GCARDFN CITN TO LONG BRANCH. FRAtMES 65-70
MI SIIRED.
MAP NOS. NK 18-5, NF 18-6, N( 18-8, NK 18-9
R-40-84-188-00097 21 IFeH 70 Ire SN.W YoRK RIf 121 HASSEeILAD E, 2A, COLOR 2448, 3 IN.
1ROLL LINE EXLP(HSrE NI~LMRS ALTITLDi SCALE REMARKS
36 I 001 - 016 12,000 MSL 1.48,000 AQUUCT RACE TRACK TO RlD IANK, NEW JERSEY.
36 2 017 - 038 12,000 fSL 1.48,000 FXIT MDtX1fH, NEW J:.SEit TO JAMAICA RACE TRACK.36 3 039- 063 LZ,000 MSL 1.48,000 VALLEY STREAM, NEW OURK TO DEAL, NEW JERSEY.
M4 NOS. NK 18-5, NK 18-6, N( 18-8, NK 18-9
NR-40-1J-215-00098 20 FB 170 215 LoNG ISLAND SOLND, NEW YORK 121 HASSELB.AD E, 2A, COOR 2448, 3 IN.
ROL LINE EXPOSULE NLUM'1S ALT 1'1T K SCALE R'44I S
7 I 001 - 069 11,500 MSL 1.46,000 FROM WHITESTONE BRIDGE IN N.Y. CITY ALUS, NORTH
SHRE OF LONG ISLAND S.h'D TO WHITE SANDS HEACH.I IA 070 - 102 10,500 MSL 1.42.000 FRlM WHITE SANDS BEACH TO WATCH HILL POINT.
FRAMES 105 TO 107 wERE OVER WATER.




IMAGINY DOATA FILE - HIASS:EL.IYI) tI'l':ll, \, C'. s-.cH F:
ACCESS I O0 NUIJ,'R
DA1T SITE
Wl.
SI T NAME: MIS-SION
I NSTHllhIT ,'dI\lAT IO%
MAR 70 163 1146MA BANKS, FtDRIDA
LINE EXPOSIRE NLJMHERS ALTI R1UE
36 05 - 20 12,000 MSL
28 21 - 31 3 12,000 MSL
29 32 - 43 12,000 MSL
30 44 - 58 12,000 MSL
31 S9 - 71 12,000 MSL
32 72 - 88 12,000 MSL
MRUI 70 163 HAH.IM KFhKS,
LINE EX.POIHE Nlt4-)HS
33 03 - 14
34 15 - 27
35 28 - 39


















hR-40-CH-163-00101 09 MAR 70 163 HAMA BANS, FLRLIDA 122
h'XL LINE EXPOSUIRE 114RS ALT ITLUE SCALE
29 3 14 - 22 22,000 MSL 1.88,000
29 38 23 - 35 22,000 MSL 1.88,000
NR-40-4H-169-00102 09 MAR 70 169 FORHIDA\ KEY'S 122
ROLL LINE EXPOSRE BERS ALT ITlE' SCALE
o 17 1 03 - 87 12,000 MSL 1.48,000
0R-40-GC-169-00103 09 MAR 70 169 FLORIDA KFFS 122
RCLL LINE EXPOSRE NLMBERS ALTITLUE SCALE
24 2 03 - 31 12,000 MSL 1.48,000
24 4 32 - 38 12,000 MSL 1.48,000
24 5 39 - 45 12,000 MSL 1.48,000
24 3 46 - 51 12,000 MSL 1.48.000
24 2 52 ; 105 12,000 MSL 1.48,000
-40GH-169-00104 09 MAR 70 169 FIRIDA KEYS 122
ROLL LINE EXPOSRE N&1lERS ALT 11TLE SCALE
29 03 - 13 · 12,000 MSL 1.48,000
M3-40-EJ-029-00105 16 MA 70 029 PROFNIX, ARIONA 123
ROLL LINE EXPOSR.E N'. $RS ALTI'IUDE SCALE
26 3 016 - 022 58,500 MSL 1.468,500
26 4 023 - 037 58,500 MSL 1.468,500
26 5 038 - 050 58,500 MSL 1.468,500
NR-40-CJ165-00106 24 MAR 70 165 tL:SEHF'I'/ sr. WFkHS. FIII) 123
ROLL LINE EtIIILRE NL3F.iS AI' I'I-: E SCAIlE
35 1 001 - 003 61,700 MSL 1.246,Y00
35 2 004 - 012 61,600 MSL 1.246,400
35 . 4 013 - 027 61,600 MSL 1.246,400
hR-40-EJ-210-00107 16 MAR 70 210 IMPERIAL VALL.,Y, CALIFORNIA 123
ROhL LINE EXPOSLRE N4MRB.S ALTITDOE SCAIE
28 1 001 - 004 60,700 MSL 1.485,600
26 2 005 - 008 60,300 MSL 1.482,400
26 3 009 - 012 60,500 MSL 1.484,000
26 4 013 - 015 60,700 MiL 1.485,600
FIASSELBLAD E, IA, COLOR 2448, 3 IN.
REH4RKS
CrLTLER R IDGE TO KEY LARGO.
MOEL. LAND CANAL TO CARYSFCR1' REEF LIGHITiLJSE.
FRCM COAST OF' FI]RIDA TO OCEAN AREA REST OF
NORFTI-ERN KEY LARGO.
FRUM COAST OF FLORIDA TO OCEAN AREA WEST OF
NO1mERN KEY LARGO.
FRM COAST OF FLORIDA TO OCEAN AREA WEST OF
NUREIO!RN KEY LARGO.
FROM COAST OF FLORIDA TO OCEAN AREA WEST OF
NORitERN KEY LARGO.
MAP NO. NO 17-8
HASSI:IUA.) F, IA,  LIIH 244.. . IN.
F(M Xlu STl' (IF I1 HIDA1 11) (CF."%, ARWA WIEST OF'
M)th3LWN NF: LAM).
FlWI (X8).ST OF' 'IUIIAl TO OC(X\N ARA :E.ST (IF'
mH)NTh31N hi.' i1ArO.
FI(OM Ct4AT (W IIAIMDA 1'O OCEA1% AREA WEST OF1
NOR1THEN KI, LA.i{).
M 'P NO. NU I?7-
HASSEIJBLAD E, IA, C(LOH 2448. 3 IN.
RF3I4RKS
FRIOM SHOAL POINT TO OCEAN RE::'.
IF(1M SE OF (t:EAN R:EF' TO .LTH MIAMI.
MAP NO. NG 17-8
KIASSELMLAD E, IA, COLOR 244*. 3 IN.
RHWiAARKS
1FRCM CE ISTMAS POINT TO KEY WEST, FLURIDA.
MAP NOS. NO 17-8, W0 17-11
HASSELE.AD E, IA, D0OWNR 2448. 3 IN.
REtMARKS
FROM EASTEIN SAMHO0 TO .S3MBREO KEY LIGHT.
OVER SEVEN MILE HRID;E IN THE FUHLIIDA KENS.
SOUIH OF SH-RER10 KEY LIGHT.
OVER SEVE1 MILE BRIDGE IN TIE FLURIDA KEYS.
FRI#M SOMBRE3R KEY LIGHT TO CARYSFURT REEF
LIGHlMOUSE.
MAP NOS. NO 17-8, NO 17-11
HIASSELHLAD E, IA, COLOR 2448, 3 IN.-
REM4ARKS
FRIM CARYSFURT REEF LIGHTHUiSE TO PACIFIC REEF
LICI(2 LSUE.
MAP NOS. NO 17-8, NG 17- 11
IASSELBLAD E, 15, COLOR IR SO-117, 1.5 IN.
REMRKS
MAP NOS. NI 12-7, NI 12-8
HASSEL.HADI E, 89B,, COtUL 2424, IN.
HASSEHLAD F, NO IFMV6RO.Y.
MAP NS. NH 17-11, NI 17-2, NG 17-4, NH 16-6
HASSEL.RLAD E, 15, COLOR IR 50-117, 1.5 IN.
RIIARKS































211 SAN FRANCISCO RAY ARFA, CALII
EXPOSLRE' Nhl,'ERS ALTITLtD:
002 - 006 49,700 MSL
007 - 009 50,000 MSL
010 - 013 49,900 MSL
014 - 022 49,000 MSL
023 - 029 49,800 MSL
030 - 034 49,800 MSL
035 - 037 49,700 MSL
038 - 041 49,800 MSL
042 - 050 49,700 MSL
051 - 057 49,500 MSL
058 - 063 49,800 MSL
064 - 102 50,000 MSL
NR-40-FJ-213-00109 13 MAR 70 213 COLIjRAR RIVER, 'EXAS
ROLL LINE EXOSURE NUiESR ALTITUD
I1 1I 001 - 010 53/55K ISL
17 2 011 - 030 53,000 HSL
I? 3 031 - 037 53,000 MSL
17 4 038 - 052 53,000 MSL
17 5 053 - 069 53,000 MSL
17 18 070 - 077 61,000 MSL
17 19 078 - 082 61,000 MSL
PA-40-EJ-000-00110
NR-40-EJ-029-001 11
16 pr 70 000 PFtOF'IX TO H1. PASO
ROLL LINE E)XLISE Nl.N5 AI;I'IT.lE.
26 EnTRA 051 - 103 62.5/551'SL
22 APR 70 029 PHOENIX, AR?17d1A
ROLL LINE EXPOSU NI ALTITUDE
8 5 32 - 43 59,00 HMSL
8 4 60,400 MSL
' 3 60,100 HSL
NR-40-EJ-030-00112 22 APR 70 030 TUC.SON/AJO, ARIZOiA
ROLL LINE . EXPOSLE hlNt1ERS ALTITJUDE
8 1 01 - 13 57,600 MSL
NR-40-EJ-210-00113 22 APR 70 210 IMPERIAL VALI.'Y, CALIFORNIA
ROLL LINE EXPOSRLIE NhIBS ALTI1DE
8 1 14 - 18 60,800 MSL
8 2 19 - 23 61,200 MSL
3 24 - 27 60,900 MSL




F. 123 HASSELRLAD E, 15, CO(tR IR .SO-117, 1.5 IN.
SCALE RPNvV\KS
1.397.600 SAN JOSE TO NOVATO.
1.400,000 TREAsULH ISLANI) TO FARALLON ISLANDS.
1.399,200 NOVATO TO ANTIOCH.
1.392,000 GILROY TO ST. HE:LNA.
1.398,400 WATSONVILLE TO PECIALlA'.
1.398,400 SAN JOSE TO NOVATO.
1.397,600 RIC"lhND TO FARAI JON ISLANDS.
1.398,400 NOVATO TO ,.ADEVILLE ISLAND.
1.397,600 GILROY TO PETAUMAL VALLEY.
1.396,000 PETALM4 TO WATSONVILLE.
1.398,400 NOVATO TO SAN JOSE.
1.400,000 NOT PLOITED.
MAP NOS. NJ 10-5, NJ 10-8
123 HASSELBLAD E, NO.3, CXOOR SO-278, 3 IN.
SCALe R34ARKS
1.212/220K MATAGORDA TO COUIlMIJUS.
1.212,000 COtUBIS TO LAKE TRAVIS.
1.212,000 LAKE TRAVIS TO SAN SABA.
1.212,000 SAN SARA TO ROBERT LEE.
1.212,000 ' R T LEE TO O'DONNELL.
1.244,000 OLNKEY TO GRAHIM AND POSSLM KINGCOM LAKE TO
MINIRAL WELLS.
1.244.000 WACO TO MARLIN, HFARNE TO ERYAN, ROSENBUWO
7TO FREPORT. HASSELSLAD E SHOIR. 
14M NOR. NI 14-10, NI 14-11, NI 14-12, PNH 14-1,
1 14-2, NH 14-3, NH 14-4, NH 14-5, NI 14-6,
N3 14-7, Ht 14-8, NH 14-9, NH 14-10, NH 14-11,
:M 14-14
123 -%SS1l.HIAD E, IS, lI.H IIH SO-Ill, 1.5 IN.
SCAUE RtAq 5S
1.500/440K TllXlXNE H(X:.'T R ' RESEWHOIR, ARIZONA, TO
SIUWIRA DIA'LE K.fN. t'EA\S.
M4AP SI. NI 12-8. NI 12-12. NI 12-2. NI 12-3,
NH4 13-1, H 13-2, N1 13-10
127 IA'SSEL1AAD , 15, COLOR IR 50-117, 1.5 IN.
SCALE REMARKS
1.477,600 UKK AP NO. 4 TO SXUAHRLOAF bClNT4AINS.
1.483,200 STI.ART MI4.NTAIN TO LR..NT }FI.NTAIN.
1.480,000 ORTHI OF I'CI(.ZE 1D SCPFRSTITION FN.'NTAINS.
MAP NO. NI 12-7. NI 12-8
127 HASSELLAD E, 15, COLXO IR SO-117, 1.5 IN.
SCALE RIHARKS
1.460,800 SE OF' WILWX PLAYA TO TICSON.
MAP MOS. hi 12-11, NI 12-12, NH 12-12, NH 12-3
127 HASSELLAD E. 15, COLOR IR S0-I11, 1.5 IN.
SCALE REMARKS
1.486,400 SOUIH OF HOLTVILLE TO YtHA D:ESRIT.
1.489,600 NAVAL AUX AIR STATION TO IMPERIAL VALLEY
TIR1CULDSSIS SAN ILTR IIM.
1.487,200 NURTH OFM HO)LTVILIE 1O SUPEISTITION tUFJNTAIN.
1.488,000 WI'SORLAND TO SAND HILLS.
MAP NMS. NI -9, N 11- , I Il11, NI 11-12
'4-40-FJ-085-00114 01 JUN 70 065 LAWRENCE, KANSAS 128C HASSELLAD E, 89B, B/W IR 2424, 1.5 IN.
OLL LINE EXOSUIRE NUUIERS ALTITlDE SCALE RE4ARKS
4 1 038 - 043 49,800 MSL 1.398,400 LAWRE8CE TO BALDWIN CITY.
4 2- 044 - 047 50,200 MSL 1.401,600 LAWRENCE TO OSKAHOOSA.
-MAP NOS. NJ 15-1, NJ 15-4
ft-40-OJ-226-00115 07 JUN 70 226 PEORIA, ILLINOIS 128C HASSELFLAD E, 89B, B/W IR 2424, 1.5 IN.
ROLU LINE EXPOSUiE NFU3ERS ALTIlUDE SCALE RE4ARKS
4 001 - 004 T'EST FRAMES.
4 1 005 - 009 50,200 MSL 1.401,600 STANFORD TO ROANO(E.
4 2 010 - 015 49,600 MSL 1.396,800 IMETAMORA TO HOPEDALE.
4 3 016 - 022 50,300 MSL 1.402,400 DELAVAN TO CHIILLICUIHE.
4 4 023 - 028 50,700 MSL 1.405,600 PEORIA TO MASON CITY.
4 029 TEST FRA1E.










DAW1 I S TE
M).
S I T'E NV*M:
NR-40-FJ-234-00116 07 JIN 70 234 CF:).J HAPIDS, I(*A4
ROLL LINE IPU5IL1F; N5IFS Al.TI'IJIF:E
4 1 030 - 033 50,300 t1L
4 2 034 - 037 50,500 MAL
4 038
WR-40-EJ-029-00117 14 MAY 70 029 PH()'N-IX, AN HINA
·L LINE ELXPOSURE NU5t &S ALTITIED
17 1 23 - 32 49,500 Mi4L
17 2 33 - 41 50,100 MSL
17 3 42 - 48 50,000 YSL
17 4 49- 53 49,'00 MSL
17 5 54- 62 50,000 MfL
1T 4 63- 71 50,000 MSL
iR-40-EJ-029-00118 22 iAY 70 029 P1ik.NIX, AR17DNA
RILL LINE EXPOSLUE NU44*IRS ALTITIE
35 1 13 - 17 50,300 MiSL
35 2 18 - 24 50,500 YlL
35 3 25 - 30 50,800 FIL
35 4 31 - 37 50,600 YMSL
35 5 3 - 43 50,500 YSL
NR-40-,EJ-030-00119 22 MAY 70 030 "lCSI /AJ.O, ARI.ZNA
ROLL LINE EXiPOSLE iN-i.MS ALT ITOE
35 I 01 - 07 49,400 YSL
35 2 08 - 12 49,900 MSL
N1-40-EJ-225-00120 14 AY 70TO 225 RIVERSIDE, CALIFURNIA
RCLL LINE EXPOSURE NLMfIERS ALT ITt
17 ' 01 - 08 49,900 MSL
1I 2 09 - 11 50,300 MSL
17 3 16 - 22 51,000 HSL
NR-40-EJ-235-00121 22 MAY 70 235 SALT LAKE CITY, LTA
RCLL LINE EXPOSLRE NMIERS ALT I TUD
35 I 45- 53 49,500 MSL
35 2 54- 61 51,000 MSL
NR-40-EJ-994-00122 23 MAN 70 994 Fl. 4AS). 1.TEXAS
ROLL LINE FXFKIHhK'. %1,'WI
43 3 01 - 03
43 2 04 - 08
43 1 09 - 12




NR-40-FJ-000-00123 13 MAY 70 000 Lt.1XCCK. TE.XAS
RCLL LINE EXPOSiRE NkI:-I13S ALTI'lIF:
IT 1 1 49,000 iMiL
NR-40-O-046-00124 05 MAY T0 046 sHltJLE:, NRTH C4ROLINA
ROLL. LINE E(POStLRE' I&419M1S ALT ITlIU
26 1 053 - 057 49,500 MSL
26 2 058 - 062 49,500 ISL
Il-40-1-132-00125 04 MAY T0 132 NEW ORLEANS, LOIISIANA
IROLL LINE EXf)dK.LE iM-HS ALT InDE
26 1 001 - 006 50,000 9SL
26 2 007 - 013 50,000 MSL
26 3 014 - 019 50,000 ML
26 4 020 - 025 50,000 MSL
SION U ^
INS.'IHlhFN'INT L.I- 1i HR.'I (T
12*C iHASSI:I.HUM) E., 9H, I1/ INH 24,4, I.5 IN.
SCSAIE RIN4AHKS
I .402,400 C(F14W H4PII)s 11) CF%llt.cL. I C '.
I .404,000 CIF])I H] 1Ii)N '11) I(IA Cl'i.
TEST F.AH:.
MAP NOS. Nk 15-6, Ni 15-9
12eH iASSLII.AD E, F98, H/A IR 2424, 1.5 IN.
SCALE EMWIARKS
1.396,000 CIMNL.H 111) WXRTI-T DMM.
1.400, 00 CAVE CHEIIX ' I1 l 1,) MARICIA.
1.400,000 KIAThE 1'D CAE CHE-X kN.
1.39e,400 SUN CIT 11 INDIAN RHES.EVATION.
1.400,000 SIMTH OF AA(tI.E TO lAKE PLF'ASAT.
1.400,000 i0P COS. NI 12-7, NI 12-8
128B HASSE4ILAD E, 98B, B/W IN 2424. 1.5 IN.
SCALE IREMARKS
1.402,400 CH'LNDLR HEIGOHTS TO IJSLL; HILL.
1.404,000 CAVE CRFI-X TO GILA BITlE.
1.406,400 PIMA it'I1F1.' TTO &*1] HILLS.
1.404,000 PYIAMID PEAK TO 'ISOTEIzUS HEAD.
1.404,000 RAIN")1/ VAlIEY TO LUE AIR FIELD NO.2.
Y4AP IOS. NI 12-7, NI 12-8
1288 iHASSELBIAD E, 89B, B/W IR 2424, 1.5 IN.
SCALE REMARKS
1.395,200 lEONT LEMMON TO SANTA RITA EXPERIMENTAL RANCE.
1.399,200 FiM TIUCSON TO SAHUARITA.
MAP NOS. NI 12-11, iN 12-2, NI 12-12, NH 12-3
1280 HASSELELAD E, 89B, B/W IR 2424, 1.5 IN.
SCALE RlP4ARKS
1.399,200 APPLE VALLEY TOD PERRIS. FRAMES 01 AND 02
BAD IMAGCI Y AND NT PLO1TED.
1.402,400 LAGUNA TO GCECRE AIR FPRCE BASE.
1.408,000 CAJON TO SOIFiH OF CORONA.
MPP NOS. Ni 11-5, NI 11-8
128B HASSEBLIAD E, 89B, B/W IR 2424, 1.5 IN.
SCALE REJANKS
1.396,000 PLEASANT GROVE TO MOL.TAIN CREEN.
1.408,000 KAYSVILLE TO RIVERTON.
MAP NOS. NK 12-8, NK 12-10, NX 12-11
iC.M F' 'LlHtMF E, -9H. H/, IN 2424, 1.5 IS.
SC.ULE H,24AKS
1.403,200 I'R)T H1.ISS HI:SFHVATI()N 1') KH: HILt.. FNA:.Si I
AND 2 ARE' (OI' !NO A.Ml AI.
1.404,000 CLINT TO A'*ITKY.
1.402,400 SLtlNAND 1X) t)4T H1..1SS RHESFHVATIO.
MAP NOS. NH 13-1, NH 13-10
12SCL HASSEI* IAD) , , 9H, H0/W IR 2424, 1.5 IN.
SCALE Rk?4ANS
1.99,000 IDALlU 'J OPDKF:.
IMAP NOS. NI 13-9, NI 14-7
12@A HASSELtLAD E, 980, B/W IR 2424, 1.5 IN.
SCAilE REiARKS
1.369,000 HFN'SODt.NVI.IE TXO MARS HILL.
1.369,000 JU'O ITO HEVARD)
PMAP NO. NJ 17-11.
128A HASSELBLAD E, 898, B/W IR 2424, 1.5 IN.
SCALE RtMARKS
1.400,000 FR4M LAKE LIRY TO LAKE HOHRGNE.
1.400,000 FROM LAKE PONIH-AR1TRAIN TO THE MISSISSIPPI RIVERtH
1.400,000 FHR(O KFNTA CANAL TO LAKE PION1TCHR- AIN
1.400,000 FHOM DUANCAN CANAL TO LAKE SALVADOH.
MAP NOS. NI 15-6, NH 16-4, NH 15-9, NH 16-7.
OI
-.
I"WNN ki1l'A, F'IIF' - ImlS':ItHm Inm'1.'I'IHsI), C,%NF'IHl F.





NR-40-FH-175-00126 13 MAY 70 175 HOUSTON, TEXAS (AREA)
ROLL LINE WEPOSt.RE NLMtERS ALTI' i.DE
17 1 I - 3 50,000 MSL
IT 2 4 - 11 50,000 MSL
17 3 12- 21 50,000 MSL
17 4 22 - 29 50,000 MSL
17 5 30 - 37 50,000 MSL
17 6 38 - 42 50,000 MSL
17 7 43 - 48 50 000 MSL
17 8 49 - 54 50,000 MSL
NR-40-G-217-00127 05 MAY 70 217 ATLANTA, GEOIRCIA
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NUMIERS ALTI'I3E
26 I 26 - 35 50,000 MSL
26 2 36- 43 50,000 MSL
26 3 44 - 52 50,OOO MSL
PN-40-FJ-227-00128 02 MAY 70 227 WICHIl'A FLL.S, TEXAS
-ROLL LINE iSPUILE 1.0Ir*HS AI/:I'I'ui:W
17 1 1 - 8 50,000 MSL
17 2 9 - 16 50,000 .'SL




MAY 70 272 OKLAHCIA CIIT, OK(LAHI
LINE fEXPOS E NUhIS ALT I UE
1 53 - 56 50,000 NSL
2 58 - 67 50,000 MSL
NI-40-PJ-000-00130 02 MAY 10 000 DL..AS, ATEXAS
WILL LINE EXPOSLAE M51411RS ALTIU M
11 22 - 27 52,000 MSL
11 2 28- 35 52,000 MSL
11 3 36- 43 52,000 ESL
17 4 44 - 51 52,000 MSL
lR-40-FJ-228-00131 09 NOV 70 228 MIDLAND, TEXAS
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NU4II3RS ALTIIUJE
8 1 001 - 004 50,000 MSL
8 2 005 - 009 50,000 MSL
8 010-
8 2 011 - 013 53,300 MSL
NR-40-iJ-187-00132 28 JUN 70 187 BOSTON, MASSACIFETS
ROLL LINE EXPOSIRE NUEBERS ALTITWE
* 6 i 001 - 006 51,000 MSL
R-404-U-187-00133 07 JUL 70 187 BO6TON, MASSACOFIS
ROLL LINE EXPOSUliRE MJ14MRS ALTITUDE
S2 1 001 010 51 000 MSL
6as 011 - 020 51,200 MSL
26 3 021 - 030 51,000 MSL
2S 4 031 - 034 50,600 MSL
26 5 035 - 038 50,400 MSL
NR-40-FJ-194-00134 27 JL 170 194 OF.'% , LXXIXAUX)
ROLL LINE EPEY0LNE N118I'.1 ALTI3IIt'
8 I 001 - 007 50,P00 MSL
8 2 008 - 015 51.200 WM.S
8 3 016 - 021 50,P00 MSL
MI S-
SION
INS'IHLbtl:,T C(ON IC. RA'T I ON
128A HASSELBLAD E, 89B, B/W IR 2424, 1.5 IN.
SCALE REU4AR(S
1.400,000 GALVESTON ISLAND
1.400,000 SWF'TWATtI LAKE TO 8vNT BELVItW
1.400,000 tLEMBE REF'INERY (IAIT(C4N) TO SAN LUIS PASS.
.400,000 ALGOA TO LAKE HOUSTON
1.400,000 KHI8.LE TO ALVIN.
1.400,000 FRESINO TO SPRIFG
1.400,000 CYPRESS CREWE TO BRAZOS RIVER
1.400,000 ROSENBF'RG TO TOUALL.
MAP NOS. NHI 15-4, mN 15-7.
128A HASSEBLAD E, 89B, H/W IR 2424, 1.5 IN.
SCALE REWAR(S
1.400,000 MCDONOLCH TO ALPHAREITS
1.400,000 ROSWELL, TO VX)SEY
1.400,000 PAYETTEVILLE TO SOUrlH CANTON.
MAP ^IS. NI IF-Q, %1 O*-1.
12PA 'tNSSFUiIJ4,U)F, F9H, B/W IH ;4E4, 1. IN.
XC-ME HKFlUhI4S
1.400,000 'CNYlA.%O H'I¥1 'IV) C..1 N'Ir-*I .
1.400,000 t)F.I(X. TI) A4CHFR CI) NMU'IH.
1.400,000 HXJ.II)A TO) ImNDFlIFIJ).
MAP tlS. NI 14-8, 14-5.
129A HASSEIJLAD E, 89H, 1/W IR 2424, 1.5 IN.SCALE RI'AHKS
1.400,000 (LtNSSOCt3lID) NhlON CITY T1) E:LiOWl)
ON.: t)LANK( AI. SEPARAI' Mi. LIN-:ES I AND 2.
1.400,000 tml8iD TDO .NTH BINGEH.
MAP Mli. NI 14-3, NI 14-2.
128A HASSEJBLAD E, 890, BH/ IR 2424, 1.5 IN.
SCALE REMARKS
1.416,000 EAST FORK TRINITY RIVER T)O W*IIE.
1.416,000 PLANO) TO F'RRIS
1.416,000 LAFCASTiT TO HWY. 121.
1.416,000 Lr.lISVILLE TO MIDLOTHIAN.
MAP NOS. NI 14-12, NI 14-9.
128E FHASSELLEAD E, 25A, B/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
SCALE RFEMA4S
1.400,000 EAST OF' OISSA TO NOR1HWEST OF MIDLAND.
3.400,000 MH OF MIDLAND ID SXOrIHEAST O' MIDLAND.
OBLICIE VIEW (OWT PLYIrED)
1.426,400 SOIUTEAST OF MIDLAND TO NORTH OF' MIDLAND.
MAP NOS. NI 13-12, NI 14-10, NH 13-3, NH 14-1.
128D HASSELBLAD E, 89B, B/W IR 2424, 1.5 IN.
SCALE R4AIRKS
1.408,000 FRAMES NOT PLTITED BECAUSE FLIGHT WAS ABORTED
DUE TO MASSIVE CL)UD COVIRIAGE.
MAP HO. NI 19-4 NK 19-7
128D HASSEB.LAD E, 89B, B/W IR 2424, 3.5 IN.
SCALE REMAW(S
.408,000 NORTH OF BEVERLY TO NORTH OF' NEW EDFUIRD.
1.409,600 TAUhWDON TO NORTHI OF BOSTON.
1.408,000 LAWRENCE TO NORTHI OF' FALL RIVER.
1.404,800 SWOIWEST OF' BOSTON TO NORTHWEST OF' BOSTON.
1.403,200 EAST OF' FORT DEVENS TO MILFJRD.
MAP NOS. NK 19-4, NKW 19-7
IZPD HASSI'.1HL E, 9H., H", IH 24'4, 1.5 Ih.
,CALE RN.UVIKS
I.406,400 SOnflIiAST (OF :I:NERH 1` FUI''1 I.tP lO%.
1.409,600 HRTHI (OF )F.%\H 'TI) .('I-I (*H i E:,F.
1.406,400 S(J.flHE:ST O(F IF:N- 1H I :A.T O1' (FtI)FH.
MAP M"i. N. 13-11, J 1.1-2
o
aD
IMAtFI34 DATA F11': - ItILSS:I.IILJ) F1,I:,'IHAA ), (:-VeIA E
DATE SITE S IT: NAI: MIS-
atCESSIlo' NM14ER So. iMi
NR-40-HU-229-00135 28 JLN 70 229 NEW 'WAVIN. C-, NEC'I0CIT 12YDROLL LINE Ex1iOS1 RE NIhMlRS ALTITLE SCALE
le 1 007 - 011 49,900 MSL 1.399,200
16 2 012 - 015 50,000 M:L 1.400,000
16 2 016 - 021 50,200 MSL 1.401,600
R-40-GJ-230-00136 28 JUN 70 230 WACHI.NGTON, D.C. 128DROL LINE EXPOSURE NMIS ALTITDE SCALE
l6 022 - 023
16 1 024 - 028 51,200 MSL 1.409,60016 2 029 - 034 50.400 MSL 1.403,200
16 3 035 - 039 50,500 MCL 1.404,000
16 4 040 - 045 50,400 MSL 1.403,200
WR-40-EJ-029-00137 21 MAY 70 029 PHOENIX, AR18DNA 129
XOLL LINE EXFPQSERE NIUBRS ALTITUIE SCALE
8 I 023 - 033 60,700 MSL 1.485,600
8 2 034 - 044 61,200 MSL 1.489,600
* 3 045- 056 61,100 M;L 1.488,800
* 4 057 - 068 61,100 MSL 1.488,800




21 MAY 70 030 T'CSON/AJO, ARIZDNA
ROLL LINE EXPOStRUE M.HN4S5 ALTITUDE




INSTHtI-:NT UI I T H.v I O
HASSEILAD E, h9Ht. H/* IR 2424, 1.5 IN.
RttAR4KS
SOTJI'AST OF' NEW- HHITAIN T1 EAST OF' EAST HAVEN.NEW HAVEN 1') EA.ST OF' F:AST - AXFN.
IOHTH OF01' ID-N t'I) SOU1H OF' BIANL1UD.
MAP NO. NI 18-9
HASSELHLAD E, 89B, B/W IR 2424, 1.5 IN.
REMARKS
TEST FRA.S, SDT PLOlTTF.
LAUtEL 5n) S()ItiEAST OF WASHIhGlIN, D.C.
SOUTIH OF 0SHINSGTVN, D.C., 10 OH11H WASHINTI"N,
D.C.
ROAI(VIILE TO FKWRT IELAOIR.
SOUIH'EST OF ARLINI TO5N TO NCR'ITEST OF
ARL I ION.
MAIP S. NJ 18-1, NJ 18-4
HASSELItAD E, 89B, B/W IR 2424, 1.5 IN.
REMARKS
GILLESPIE DAM nTO FI' CE JUNCTION.
DESERT GOLD LOWGE lt' ARLIN;TON.
NW OF' L1CEVE TO SUPEhSTITION M1O.NTAINS.
COLDFIELD MULNTAINS 1 TONOPAHI DESE'T.
EAST OF 8EINONT MLUJNTAINS 5 TON o) NATIONAL
FCEST
MAP NOS. NI 12-7, NI 12-8
HASSELBLAD E, 898; B/W IR 2424, 1.5 IN.
DlAG"1on PEAK TO SW T.CSON.
MIAP NOS. NI 12-12, NI 1U-ll. NH 12-2, Nl 12-3
WR-40-EJ-210-00139 21 MAY 70 210 IMP'14I.t. VALLE-, CAL.IFhlNA 129 HASSEFI.H ) E, 8911, H/W IR 2424, 1.5 IN.ROLL LINE I~EXPORtE RPtIRS AL'TIDiE SCAIE RtMAHKS
8 1 010 - 012 61,800 MSL 1.494,400 so.IH(X OF H l.TVIL.E To 11}1A HI;1N.
* a 013 - 015 61,500 MSL 1.492,000 NAVAL AIR T'FCHNICAL THAINIi; LNIT T1) IMPERIAL
VALLEY TIHEHCLIL'SICS SANI'It'H11lM.8 3 016 - 018 61,500 MSL 1.492,000 N3THH OF' 1(L.TVILLE 1V SUP:HSlTITION FrItlXNTAIN.
* 4 019 - 022 60,800 FtSL 1.486,400 WEST' OF" WES1'SlHLA\D TO NAVAL HE:S;EHVI:.
MAF4 KS. NI 11-9, NI I-I, Nl 11-12
NR-40-FK-216-00140 26 MAY 70 216 JAMElST.iN, NOR1H D:AKO'A 129 HASSEU1.AD E, 89B, H/W IR 2424, 1.5 IN.ROLL LINE EXIPOSLHE NhlU1*RS ALTIT*IJE SCALE REFARHKS
'IT 1 001 - 004 58,800 MSL 1.470,400 CHI*RR LAKE TO NW OF' JAMFSTOWIN.
17T 2 005 - 010 58,600 MSL 1.468,r00 PINGREE 1t) LAKE JOSEPHINE.17 3 011 - 016 58,600 4SL 1.468,800 WILLiiI LAKE TO WEST OF DA7EiY.17T 017 - 020 58,400 MSL 1.467,200 N(TRH OF' JAMES1tWN TO EAST PE'TIIHO:E.17 2 021 - 022 58,600 MSL 1.468,800 VAsfiPI TO SOUTH WIMHtEIXN.
AP NOS. NL 14-1, NL 14-2, NL 14-4, NL 14-5
PR*-40-FJ-218-00141 26 MAY 70 218 SIOH(X FALI.S, SOIH DAKOTA 129 HASSEIBLAD E, 89B, B/W IR 2424, 1.5 IN.ROIL LINE ElUSSREE N"IRtS ALTILUDE SCALE RN44RKS
IT I 023 - 038 59,300 MSL 1.474,400 EAST OF' WATERIiN TO LENNOX.17 2 039 - 054 59,800 MSL 1.478,400 SOUH OF' S(XIX( FALLS TO NRTH OF' CLEAR LAKE.17 3 055 - 070 60,200 MSL 1.481,600 GARY TO CANRIXN.
M4AP NOS. NF 14-3, NL 14-9, NL 14-12, NK 14-13
IMFIAGE DATA FIIF - 'ASSEI:.Hl) CIIN.'-'F C.t'A IF'





NR-41-W-193-00010 I? JL. 69 193 FlR.AUX) FIRiEST 100
ROLL LINE t'EXPOSLE NL NIH-S ALTI'TILWE SC.ALE
2 4 13 - 27 60,000 MSL 1.246,000
1 3 44 - 58 60,000 MSL 1.240,000
hR-41-WJ-020-00011 18 JUL 69 020 tLCKS LAKE
1OLL LINE EXPOSURE NLM.SG
4 3 22 - 41





NR-41-DJ-135-00012 18 JUL 69 135 HARVEY VALLEY 100
ROL.L LINE EXPOSULE' NhRS ALTITUDE SCALE
4 3 22 - 41 60,000 MSL 1.240,000
4 4 42 - 62 60,000 MSL 1.240,000
NN-41-DJ-189-00013 18 JUL 69 189 KLAMATH FALLS 100
ROtL LINE EXPOSURE I2fl.S ALT ITUDE SCALE
4 1 01 - 10 60,000 MSL 1.240,000
4 2 11 - 21 60,000 MSL 1.240,000
41-41-DJ-0-0 00014 IT JIL 69 048 SAN PABLO RESERVOIR 100
·RUL LINE EXPOSURE NUMBERS ALTI I SCALE
2 4 01 - 12 60,000 MSL 1.240,000
2 3 28 - 43 60,000 MSL 1.240,000
2 2 59 - 63 60,000 MSL 1.240,000
N-41-W-0566-00035 18 JUlL 69 056 Mr. LASSEN, CALIFORNIA 100
ROLL LINE EXPOSRE N1.4*)RS ALTITUDE SCALE
4 3 22 - 41 60,000 MIL 1.240,000
4 4 42 - 62 60,000 MSL 1.240,000
NI-41-EJ-011-00001 02 ALUG 69 011 YElLOWSTONE PARK
ROLL LINE EXPOSIRE NLtBES ALTITXI
a I 001 - 010 55,000 MSL
2 2 011 - 012 56,000 MSL
hR-41-FJ-149-00002 03 AI; 69 149 IulUi HIIS, si.rnH I.DU(JI'.
.LL LINE EXPOStE kM.R.S AIfI'IIIE
2 1 013 - 030 56,500 MSL









PN-41-EJ-011-00003 04 AUL 69 011 ILtA)'STOiE PARK 101
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE I44*1 ALTInTLE SCALE
3 1 '001 - 011 56/54.5FISL 1.22.4/21.8K
3 2 012 - 021 54,000 MiL 1.216,000
3. 3 022 - 032 54,000 MSL 1.216,000
3 4 033- 043 54,500 MSL 1.218,000
3 6 '044- 054 53,500 MSL 1.214,000
3 6 055 - 060 54,500 MSL 1.218,000
3 7 061 - 066 54,500 MSL 1.218,000
3 06? - 072 54,500 MSL 1.218,000
3 9 073- 078 55,000 hSL 1.220,000
EtITRA 079 - 121 56,600 MSL 1.226,400
NR-41-FJ-149-00004 08 AUL 69 149 BtACK HILLS, SOUITH DAKOTA 101
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE IN ERS ALTI'ITUDE SCALE
S I 001 - 020 57,000 MSL 1.228,000
5 2 021 - 045 55,000 MSL 1.220,000
5 3 046 - 054 56,000 MSL 1.224,000
5 3 055 - 07o 56,000 MSL 1.224,000
Ih NSTHI:NT C(NF1IGLbAT I O
HASSEL.tAI) I., I1. £UCIOR. *~3131. IN .")*'0, IN.
11U11K(S
SAN I-ANCISCO 11) SII.VEN IANE
EID LAKE TO SAN I-ANCISCO
14AP NO. NJ 10-6.
FASSELI.AD F, 15- CC30H, COtX)R IH .SO180, 3 IN.
RI¥4AKS
SLAR P I NE M'. TO PAI NTRS FLA'T.
TWIN MT. TO IHEllA VISTA.
MAP NO. NJ 10-3.
HASSELLAD F', 15+CC 30B, CUtOX9 IR SSO0, 3 IN.
RlSARKS
SUUAR PINE Mv. TO PAINITRh S LA'T.
TWIN MT. TO HFILA V I STA.
MAP hO. NK 10-12.
HASSELBLAD F, 15. CC30H, COLOR IR SO180, 3 IN.
REARKS
KLAMATH LAKE TO DIAM)ND LAKE JU'CTION
KIRK TO KLAMATFH FALLS
MAP NO. NK 10-6.
HASSELBLAD F, IS OC308, COLOR IR S0180, 3 IN.
REAKS
SAN FRANCISCO TO SILVER LAKE
ECHO LAKE TO SAN FRANCISCO
SAUSAL ITO TO LAKE AL'A
MAP NO. .J 10-8. .
HASSELBLAD PF 15 * 308, COLO IR S0180, 3 IN.
RI*4ARKS
SUGAR PINE Mr. TO PAINTRS FLAT.
WIN Mr. TO BELJA VISTA.
MP NO. NK 10-12.
HASSELBLAD F, 2A, COLOR SO-368, 3 IN.
REMARKS
TARCIEE NATIONAL FOREST TO MINER, MONTANA
CORWIN SPRINGS, MONTANA, TO HOT SPRINGS.
MAP NOS. NL 12-8, NL 12-9, NL 12-11, NL.12-12.
HASSI.HIj.U) F, '.%, *()1M .)-It. , IN
f']NARKS(ISTIFH, S..D., '1) ST1'. ON:E, S..D.
IF:IIA FIXHLHI:, S.D., T1 HIACI, HlIlJK NAlTIONAL
FRIE.ST.
MAP NO. hL 13-12.
ISlLA$ AD F, 2A, IX)L SO-368, 3 IN.
REMPANKS
INDIAN LAKE Tl) BIG HORN PEAK.
GALIATIN RA'I.: I) S1RH4 PEAK
P IT-HSlIXNE Pl,VII'AU 1O C(.Xl IN SPR I CS
G(UIDINER T') HC)KL.:HIRR M(XNl'TAIN
'6'URT LAKE 1I) ASH F4tXNTAIN
1U4FN JtL'tl(ON 1'O PINION PEA4K(OVER -lEULMST'lE LAKE TO HIIFF'ALO PLATEAU.
CUIFtL MONTAINh TO HASkS NEST. AIHCRAJ-' WAS IN
A 'TVLN AT THE END OF1 TE F I LM.
TRIDEINT PLATEAU TO COOKE CIT'.
EXCESS FIILM EXPOSED EN ROUTE TO STAGING ARIA.
MAP hMS. NL 12-8, NL 12-9, NL 12-11, NL 12-12.
HASSE3.IAD F, 2A, CX2OR SO36., 3 IN.
REMARKS
GILJITP'E CAN'ON TO k.1LE -F1URCHE
SPEARFISH, S.D., 1O PILCER MUNhTAIN
NEWCASTLE TO MIDOLE CREEK BURTE, AIHCRA'T OF'F
COURSE DIUING ThIS LINE.
HAY CREEK TO TEEPEE RA'GER STATION




IhMACHI LDTA FIlE - HAS',I IU.I) ClI.A'I- C-loH.A I'
DAITE SITE
ACC*ESSION NtMIFR IO.











































SITE N.;i-: M41 S-
S (IJ I N.S1Htl:I-T (.C( - 1RU HAT''I(S
35 FR(XINGS., SCUH DAKOTA 101 HASSEIUL0iAD P, 2A, tCOU) S0368, 3 IN.
POSURE MNIi:. S ALT I TIE SCALE Rt4ARKS
074 - 086 60,500 MSL 1.242,000 CRESBARD, S.D., TO FUMENCE, S.D.
087 - 091 60,500 HSL 1.242,000 GARDEN CITY, S.D., TO ORIENT, S.D.
092 - 106 60,500 MSL 1.242,000 RO:KIAM, S.D., TO WATERTCIN, S.D.
14MAP NOS. NL 14-8, NL 14-11.
36 CLARKS FORK, WYOMING 101 HASSEIJILAD F, 2A, COLDR SO-368, 3 IN.
POSUHE NLMBERS ALTITliE SCALE REMARKS
001 - 005 56,700 MSL 1.226,800 MOUNT IALRICE TO HEART MLUNTAIN.
006 - 010 55,000 MSL 1.220,000 PAT O'HARA PEAK TO WAPITI MtlNTAIN.
O11 - 015 54,500 MSL 1.218,000 SILViER RUN PLATEAU TO ELtHRN PEAK
MAP NO. Fi 13-1 1.
I 11:nIJ*'lST() PARK 101 HA.SSEIHIA) -', -. (tI(H .Y)-36H, . IN.
Sil": NtIIHHS AH.E 1'T. SCUlE HNW .
016 - 02Z 55,000 tHSL I.Z2.0,0(0 AHIZ(h.A 'CHlFt, 11) SHI:EP M, T.'.I\,.
02 - 039 54,500 Kil. 1.21".000 PASSAt;F: CH-:FX 1T HtCI.:t-Ri 4tXNT'AIN
040 - 050 55,000 sLt. 1.220.000 HI; GAI': HIIIX:ti 11) CRIZZ.I CURF'X
051 - 062 54,200 MSL 1.216,800 Ht*I'FAtI) PL-Vi'tA 1O MINS ClHFt:
063 - 072 54,.000 *SL 1.216,000 IVA (XAN PIATiAi TO UXI(XI' NTAIN
013 084 55,000 FISL 1.220,000 H(HtSEtSHU.: MO'TAIN TO J.A CH:tX
MAP NIS. NL I2-H, NL 12-9, NL 12-11, NL 12-12.
10 TIC()h./AJO, ARI"7O6A 101 HASSELtLAD F, 2A, COLOI 2440, 3 IN.
SUI E UM.I,4.13, ALT I 'E SCAL.K Rt'2,HKS
001 - 023 61,000 MSL 1.244,000 MOIVJ:ZI4A TO L L(X)KiT qAXITAIN
024 - 041 60,000 MSL 1.240,000 KvH4Y 1D SF'NTINFI
042 - 059 60,000 MSL 1.240,000 CRATER RA4?E 1iD H.t4IH
060 - 076 60,000 MSL 1.240,000 VISTA CATAI.NA TO (GIOlITE M7NTAINS
0177 - 080 60,000 MSL 1.240,000 AJO TO .IsCON
1MAP IS. NL 12-11, (1 12-12, N1 12-2, NH 12-3
5 WEST, RONANZA AREA, CULOAIM" 101 HASSELBLAD F, 57, 0/W 2402, 3 IN.
UtLHE M14PISS ALT I TUM SCALE RM44RKS
001 - 026 53,000 MSL 1.212,000 WOLCTT TO) SAN ISABEL
027 - 047 54,000 MSL 1.216,000 WESTCLIFFE TO F.AGLE, COLA[O
048 - 070 52,000 MSL 1.208,000 ASPEN 1T) FtLI(;
071 - 089 55,000 MSL 1..220,000 SAN LUIS LAKE TO WIiITE RIVER
MAP NOS. NJ 13-1, NJ 13-2, NJ 13-4, NJ 13-5,
NJ 13-1, NJ 13-8.
LAKE MICHIGAN 103 HIASSELBAD FP, 2402, 57, 3 IN.
SLRE NMERS ALT ITLJE SCALE REMARKS
01 - 24 59,000 MSL 1.236,000 ALL HASSEL'LAD STOP AT FRAME 14 (ME ECO) LAKE,
MICH., AND RESLeE (FRAME 15) AT TRAVRISE CITI,
MICH.
25 - 59 59,000 MSL 1.236,000
60 - 87 59,000 MSL 1.236,000 ALL. HASSELBLAD STOP AT FRME 64, WEST OF ST.
JOSEPH AND RESLME (FRAME 65) AT A POINT WEST OF
M4NTAGUE, MICH.
88 - 102 59,000 4SL 1.236,000 MAP NOS. FX 16-2, NK 16-5.
8 PATUXENT RIVER, MARYLAND 103 FHASSELBLAD P, SO-180, 25A, 3 IN.
'OSLRE Kl4BERS ALT ITIE SCALE RMARKS
I - 16 61,000 HSL 1.244,000 FROM SMITH ISLAND, MD., TO BEL AIR, MD. CL.UDS
AND HAZE ON NRTH END OF' LINES 1.
I1 - 31 61,000 MSL 1.244,000 FRM BALTIMORE, MD., TO POTIUAC RIVERt AT MA./VA.
32 - 45 61,000 KMSI. I.244,000 H(ti ' lrI(t' \C HII"FH '1) 1will'lol'-N.
46 - 54 61,000 8.%L 1.244,1100 I-(51I Sill¥'tH S''PHIJ, ,*)., I '11 (lINl H8':EI, VA.
55- 62 61,000 MtM.. 1.244,001) -11°Fi I)4lll;Hi,, VI., `i) HI(Y'k 11.1 i,' .).
63 - 71 61,000 8K1L I.244,000 Pon H(1I R(OD_' II IF, P0)., TO 11(. SF: IFA:,'I, VA.
72 - 85 61,000 v.L 1.244,000 FP40 P1'11M I(I HIVH *l'i't:lF.AI), V I., TO
*F:S'I'Il7I'IHFR, 1i).
86 - 99 61,000 MKSL 1.244,000 FROH(M H'ITII,'tlRF, ,l)., 'T1) F:I).HI)sVII.I F, VA.
100 - 113 61,000 I.I. I.244,000 i'H(, KI'IX;FS l'AIl', ND., 't) il:(, AIR, 86).
MAP NO. J t18-4.
70
H\F'1





NR-41-GJ-177-00017 25 AtG 69 177 lNNEsSNE V1AIEN
ROLL LINE EX.JSIE Nhl3MY iS AU.TI1U:I
1 01- 05
I I - 57,000 LMS
I a 06 - 19 57,000 o iL1 3 20 - 33 57,000 MiL
1 4 34 - 49 57,000 MSL
I 5 - 57,000 HML
I 6 50 60 57,000 MSL
1 7 61 - 66 57,000 MSL
1 6 67 - 77 57,000 MSL
NR-41-HJ-188-00018 14 SEP 69 188 NE:W tORK HIGHT
ROLL LI N EXPOLIE sNU4, ALTITlUE
1 2 002 - 021 61,000 MSL
1 3 022 - 040 61,000 MSL
1 4 041 - 059 61,000 MSL
1 5 060 - 079 61,000 MSL


















NR-41OJ-191-00019 12 SEP 69 191 WASHrIAWO CINTY, MICHIGAN 103
RaL LINE EXPOSURE II)NL RS ALT IUTL SCALE
1 4 01 - 31 59,000 MSL 1.236,000
I 5 32 - 63 59,000 MSL 1.236,000
1 6 64 - 95 59,000 HSL 1.236,000
1 T 96 - 110 59,000 MSL 1.236,000FN
W1-41-OJ-166-00020 13 SEP 69 168 PATICENT RIVER, MARYLAND
ROXL LINE EXPO.IJE MAIIERS ALTI'IDE
1 3 1 - 73 10,000 MSL
NR-41-OJ-168-0002Z 13 SEP 69 168 PAnDJLENT RIVER, MARYIAND
IOLL LINE EX0POSUIE 14I R ALTIThLE







NR-41-J-168-00023 13 SEP 69 168 PATRUENT RIVER, MARYLAND 104
ROLL LINE EXPOSUU: NtMJHF)S ALT ITUD SCALE
3 I 1 - 49 10,000 MSL 1.40,000
3 5 50 - 80 25,000 MSL L.100,000
MR-41-J-168-00024 13 SEP 69 168 PATIIXENT RIv'11, MARtLAND 104
RILL LINE EX'OSRJE NLMiHS ALT ITXE SCALE
4 5 1 - 23 25,000 MSL 1.100,000
4 3 24 - 33 25,000 ML 1.100,000
4 3 34 - 40 25,000 MSL 1.100,000
4 3 41 - 62 25,000 MSL 1.100,000
,Ri-41"CJ-174-S00 25 16 SEP 69 174 WALLOPS ISLAND, VIRGINIA 104
ROLL LINE EXPOSRE NI11ERS ALT ITDE SCALE
12 4 06 - 63 6,000 {SL 1.24,000





SEP 69 174 WAULOPS ISLAND, VIRGINIA 10
LINE EXPOSUHE NLIM8I ALTITIDE SCALE
2 06 - 21 6,000 MSL 1.24,000
5 22 - 78 6,000 MSL 1.24,000
INSTHLW*:NT UI.I(.'RIHI'IOIh
SFIASSF:IIA F', 3401. 57A. .3 IN.
11-NUIKS
TFST'/CH'K(X .T
FR(M IN\IAN, S.C., '111) (RANI I F., T'INN.
I-R(M He-:N'.'IIJF:, Tl-'.%., 11) uHIF::H,S .C.
FH(M SAID,\ HIVHN, P1OlNSt.l'r EI.':h,:HVOIH, TO
RI;-HSV II J.E, 1'TN.
FI(M I .UIHEINSHIHO, TEN1,., TO PEI.FN, S.;C.
IR(IM IJONES KNOH 11) COPPFH HIMIE, 'EAl C(OHHITO.
lI-HO KNO)XV IIl:, TENN., TO Il)-tD 813 '., hFN1A
MT. CIT!, S.C. S1UPPID) AT CI.AR/HRAI, CO. I IINE
FI'tM B10 TU1lN CHRIF:, S.C., T() OA HIIX;E, TENN.
ASSELBAD 1RNID ON AT AtBR3m HI DF.
FR(M CHEiST1Nr. RIDGE, TEN'., '(O) SPANIARD MI'., S.C
FIASSE.ILAD STOPPED w OF' Ct f .lE WLAUE.
1`4AP NOS. NJ 16-10, NJ 16-11, NI 16-1, NI 16-2.
I ASSFlHLAD F, D-500, 3 IN.
Rt)IARKS
FROM NEW LNXUOhN. CO.N., TO HASKI :W RIDGE, N.J.
FRIM PERTH V'I0L, N.J., 1O tION ISLAND SOU'ND
FRa4 F ISHFIS I SLAND., CiNN. . TO MNV I u , N. J .
FRIM MOfTAIK PT., L.I., TO PYL.:SVILI.U, MO.
FROM SajIH RIVIt, N.J., TO "INTALK IPT., L. I.
MAP NoS. WN 18-5, NK 18-6, NK 18-8, NK 18-9.
HASSFUBAD F, 3401, 78A, 3 IN.
REI4ARKS
FROM IRAAND TO NAPOULAN.
FIROM U.S. 90/80, SWANTMN, TO FLINT.
FROM SWARTZ CREEL TO COLTOlN.
U MALUPEE TO FLINT., FRA.ES 111-114 HAS GRAY
SCALE SUPER IMPOSUD.
MAP NOS. M( 16-6, WN 16-9, NK 17-4, NK 17-7.
1HASSELB3LAD F, D-500, 3 IN.
RE4ARKS
BALTIMORE TO POINT LOWCUT, CHESAPEAKE BAY.
MAP NO. NJ 18-4.
HASSFHIJLAD F, D-500, 3 IN.
R. l4RKS
SMITH. ISAND 1O KENT ISLANI), CHESAPAF: AtI.
HAP NO. NJ 18-4.
HASSEL*I.AD F, D-500, 3 IN.
RFMARKS
JUNCTION OF' HYS 450 AND 3 TO PATU]ENT HIVER
NAVAL BASE, PATU)MENT HI'.R.
VAN HIH'R TDO cXSK POINT, CHESAPEAKE BAY.
1AP NO. NJ 18-4.
HASSUBLAD F, D-500, 3 IN.
TIIUH'IIN ISLAND TO SOtLl MARCH ISLAND,
CHESAPEAKE BAY.
POINT UXLOOKI' TO COVE POINT, CHESAPEAKE BAY.COVE POINT AREA.
C(YF POINT TO ALTIIMORE.
MAP NO. NJ 18-4.
HASSELBLAD F, 0-500, 3 IN.
OCEAN CITY TO ASSATEAGtE COVE, VA.
ASSATEAGUE COVE TO MT:E'IKIN ISLAND, VIRGINIA.
MAP NOS. NJ 18-5, NJ 18-7, NJ 18-8, 11.
HASSEIFRAD P, D-500, 3 IN.
REMARKS
v IE'tTOIN ISLAND TO WALLOPS ISLAND, VIRGINIA.
ASSATEAGUE COVE TO OCEAN CITY, VIRGINIA.
MAP NOS. NJ 18-5, NJ 18-7, NJ 18-8, 11.
IIO.1It DATA FIlJ-, - A:.%SF:I.H AI) CI. "TEH CA',\S IA'




NR-41-J-174-00027 16 SEP 69 174 WALLOPS ISLAND, VIRGINIA
ROLL LINE EXPOSIRE NMCBERS ALTITUlE SCALE
14 6 02 - 63 6,000 ML 1.24,000





SEP 69 174 WALLOPS ISLAND,
LINE EXPOSURE NUMRS
1 07 - 47
1 48 - 63
Is5 4 84 - 101






u.LL LINE W(SLR*E NLM41tNS ALTI TUE SCALE
1 4 04 57 11,500 MSL 1.46,000
1 6 58- 76 11,500 MSL 1.46,000
WN-41-I4J-188-00030 16 SEP 69 188 NEW YOHK BIGHT
RULL LINE EXPOSCLE Nh~*IERS ALTI'IUE SCALE
6 1 01 08 12,500 MSL 1.50,000
6 S 09- 65 12,500 MSL 1.50,000
MR-4i-H4J-118-00031 16 SEP 69 188 NEW YORK BIGHT
ROLL LINE EXPOSLIE M4:RS ALTITJDE SCALE
9A 6 06 - 33 11,500 IML 1.46,000
WR-41-JU-188-00032 16 SEP 69 188 NEW YORK BIGHT
BOLL LINE EXPOSLRE NLME*RS ALT ITDE
98 9 01 - 17 12,500 MIML
9 6 18 - 32 12,500 MSL
NW-41-H-188-00033 15-16 SEP 69 le NEW ORK BIGHT
ROLL LINE EXPaSULE NBERS ' ALTILTE
10 3 01 - 26 12,500 MSL
10 2 27 - 46 12,500 MSL
10 1 47 - 68 12,500 MSL
NR-41-UJ-188-00034 16 SEP 69 88 NEW YOK BIGHT
ROL LINE EXPOSUlIE MNJml3S ALTITUOE
11 8 01 - 13 12,500 MSL
NR-41-FJ-085-00036 02 OCT 69 085 LAWFENCE, KANSAS
FLL LINE EXPOSLIE NUMIBERS ALTTlU
a 1 01 - 15 60,800 MSL
2 16 - 33 60,200 MSL
2 3 34 - 49 60,400 MSL
2 4 50 - 67 61,000 MSL
2 5 66 -. S 61.2110 4-I.
. 6 et - 100 60.100 'rt.
NR-41-F'H-175-00037 01 OCT 69 1715 HIIS1TUN AI:A,
RULL LINE 0EXPI'UEO NLF1'I-'S
1 4 63- 89
I s 90- 98

























I NST1-hl'NT !C INlA RIl' I (ON
104 IASSELBL.AD F, D-500, 3 IN.
REMARKS
O ISLE OF WICH'T BAY TO ASSATEAGUE COVE, VIROINIA:
O ITOIIN ISLAND TO CHINCFOEAGCE BAY, VIRGINIA.
MIAP NOS. NJ 18-5, NJ 18-7, NJ 18-8, 11.
104 HASSELaLAD F, D-500, 3 IN.
WALLOPS ISLANDM), TO ROBINS MHARS, CHINCOEAGUE
BAY VIRGINIA.
IsLA OF WIG' TO rTIN BAY, CHINCOTrJAr E BAY,
.(l'11 0N- .1.lV'I'C:. I' (.iNI: TO} (X'F:A% ('IT1, iIlt;INI ~.
MlP NJI. J I-:', N. I-7, %J I#-", II.
104 HASSEILA) F, D-500, 3 IN.
FAST FIX.*KAWA TO WESlrIPTl', N. t.
H1CiF- IiFmON TO 4MOTAt.E POINT, N.Y.
MAP NOS. Ni 18-5, WN 18-6, NK 18-8, N 1-9.
104 FASSEIMAID F, D-500, 3 IN.
RIMIK(S
THItEE MILE HARIHI TO MONTAiUL POINT, N.Y.
D SIINNEIXLK BAY TO LO tG LACH, NA..
MAP NOS. NK 18-5, NK 18-6, I( 18-8, NK 18-9.
104 HASSELBLAD F, 0-500, 3 IN.
REM4RKS
D LO. BREACH TO WESIHAIPTON, N.Y. HASSELBLAD 6
MALFLUCI' NED.
MAP NOS. m 18-5, mN 18-6, WM 18-8, MN 18-9.
104 HASSELISAD F, D-500, 3 IN.
D MONTAUK POINT TO AM4-,ANSETr, N.Y.
CA-RA ON (11RING THIS LINE.
MAP NOS. NK 18-5, NK 18-6, NK 18-8, N 18-9.
104 HASSELBLAD F, D-500, 3 IN.
RFIhRKS
VAU.EY STREAM, N.Y. TO IMONOUTX BEACH, N.J.
RED BANK, N.J. TO VALLEY STREAM, N.Y.
D BROOKLYN, N.Y. TO SANDY HOOK, N.J.
MP NOS. MNK 18-5, NK 18-6, NK 18-8, NK 18-9.
104 HASSELBLAD F, D-S00, 3 IN.
D MAP NOS. NK 18-5, NK 18-6, NK 18-8, NK 18-9.
106 HASSELELAD F, 58, B/W 3400, 3 IN.
REMAHKS
0 NORTH OF GARNETT TO MISSOURI RIVER, NORTH OFP
HIIHLAND
0O MISSOURI RIVER NORTH1WEST OF ST. JOSEPH TO ScUl
OF SAWATOM I.
0D LA CYGNE NORTH TO SAVANNAH.
0 THIRTY-THREE MILES NORTH OF.SMITHVILLE, SOUTH
1 11 'I11 ll, 114 II'tI 'ItI r(AYYSVILLE.
t10 Ml'1..~'1 ' (F V'..111't)%, :XIl l( .'('tIlI:FAST (F
It' 1 111 l I .
IFP %) il l ra-l, %-4.
106 HASSE1U.LAD F, 5H, H/W 3400, 3 IN.
HNNARh S
O MCADIs(0VILUJL: O HIRD ISlAtND, h:N F:ASl' TO
O GALV¥:STON iTV HIGHIWA 75 5-ITH SOW IX; HI 11.
Z1K .'T OF 1' FAI RANCH TO NEI WLJ O 'I A .Dt- N' F 1D
LLL I INGU AFB1.
MAP NO. NH 15-7.
I.1,







OCT 69 996 DALLAS/FRT 'WTH, TEXAS 106
LINE EXPOSIRE: NU1RS ALT I T'E SCALE
I 01 - 12 60,300 MSL 1.241,200
2 13 - 24 60,400 MSL 1.243,200
3 25 - 37 60,800 MSL 1.243,200
4 .38 - 50 61,000 MSL 1.244,000
OCT 69 208 BARHABOO WISCONSIN III
LINE 4ER NUHS-t4 ALT ITE
3 001 - 036 4,000 MSL
2 037 - 074 4,000 MSL
PR-41-OJ-208-00040 15 OCT 69 208 BARABIE, WlSaON
ROLL LINE EX.POSLRE M14EIRS
3P I 001- 041
3F 2 042- 062
NM-41-G-208-00041 17 OCT 69 208 BARAH)0, WISCON
IOLL LINE E:XPOS.RE I.14ERS
SP 3 001 - 025
5F 2 026- 054
5P I 055- 075
'NR-41-CJ-208-00042 17 OCT 69 208 BARAOO, WISCON(
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE N1iBEHSR
6P I 001 - 003
NR-41-GH-163-00043 13 OCT 69 169 RISCAINE H\A, bF
ROLL LINE EXPOSUIt NUotNI'S
IF 3 026 - 045
IF 4 046- 063
IF EXIRA 064- 107
1R-41-CH-169-00044 13 OCT 69 169 FIRID4YD KFYS
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE NLU4,FS
IF I 001- 006
IF 2 007- 025
NR-41-0H-163-00045 19 NOV 69 163 BISCAYNE RAY, FI
ROLL LI NE EXPOSURE Mm.RS
3 21 40 - 48
MR-41-*H-169-00046 19 NOV 1619 FLRIDA KEYS
ROLL LINE EXPOSHE N*RS
I I I - 72
MR-41-GI-169-00047 19 NOV 69 169 FlORIDA KEYS
ROLL LINE EXPOSLIRE NUBER
I1 3- 16
2 - 2 17- 67
Ni-41-CH-169-00048 19 NOV 69 169 FLORIDA KEYS
ROIL LINE EX(POSLFE NLU43S












HASSELILAD F, 58, H/W 3400, 3 IN.
FUkR MILES SOULHI OF W CKINNEIt T JRCKSHORL.
SLIP DN IU-'NTA IN IT HOCKW.ALL.
OALL,'S TO MINI AL_ .
WEST OF' TE1REIL TO BIG VALLEY ON HE BRAZOS R.
MAP NO. NI 14-12.
HASSELBLAD F, IA, COLOR 2448, 3 IN.
REMARK(S
ROCK SPRINCS TO WI1EN.
ROUTE 12 WEST OF BAUCXCI ORDINANCE': 'RKS TO
ROWILEY CREEK.
PAP NO. NK 16-1.
HASSEI.L.AD F, IA, COLOR 2448, 3 IN.
DEVIL'S LAKE STATE PARK TO FISH LAKE AREA.
MAP NO. NK 16-1.
HASSIUBLAD F, IA, COlDR 2448, 3 IN.
Rt4ARKS
6,120 HSL 124,460 MAP NO. NK 16-1.
qSIN 111 HASSEUAD F, IA, COLOR 2448, 3 IN.
ALTITLDE SCALE FR (RKS
6,120 MSL 1.24,480 FRAME COVERACE IS APPROXIMATELY BECAASE OF'
IOUBLE EXPOSLRES.
AP NO . Wm 16-1.
tilXllA 112 HASSEL.EAD F. ZA, X2A, .'XI )-3bJ, 1.5 IN.
ALT I TWAE SCAU E RFIHKRKS
61,500 MSL 1.492,000 RIOK HATBH 1V) PAIII I*tACH, FIA.
61,00 L 1.49200 I 9, 00 W'T PAIM REACH 1l L:IJHNE., Fl.A.
61,500 MSL 1.492,000 CAPE KF.NNil) 1I) ATlANTIC (FVXAN.
tP tMS. WN 17-2, NC 17-5, NG 17-F, NH 17-11.
112 HASEULAAD'F, 2A, COLOR SO-36e, 1.5 IN.
ALTn1I-11: SCALE REMAHKS
62,200 MCL 1.497,600 DHY 1URTIUAS, FIWRIDA.
61.500 MYL 1.492,000 WX.RESAS KEtS TO TAVERNIEHR, FILRIDA.
IMP NOS. N; 17-8, WN 17-11.
*1ORIDA 114 IASSE.BLAD F, IA, COLOR 2448, 3 IN.
ALTITUDE SCALE RkIMAHKS
12,600 MSL 1.50,400 PLMIKIN KtY, CARl) SOND DTO C(X2O, POINT, BISCAtNE
BAY. CWOERAGE OVUlR TLRKEY POINT PCOER PLANT.
MAP NO. NG 17-8
114 HASSELPLAD F, IA, COLOR 2448, 3 IN.ALTITUIDE SCALE RENARKS
12,600 MSL 1.50,400 OCEAN REEF, KEY LARGO TO FAT DEER KEY. BREAK
IN FLIfHT LINE TO CHANGE M/B FIILM.
IAP NOS. iO 17-8, NC 17-11.
114 IASSEEIAD F, IA, COLOR 2448, 3 IN.ALTITDlE SCALE RB4ARKS
12,600 MSL 1.50,400 FIAT DEER KEY TO BOCA CHICA CHANNEL. SOME
12,600 MSL 1.50,400 EASTERN SAMIO SHOAL TO JUST SOUfIWEST OF
ALLIGATOR REEF' LIGHT ALONF ThE SO UTH SIDE
OF HAWK CHIANNEL.
MIAP NOS. NG 17-8, NO 17-11.
114 HASSELB.AD F, IA, COLOR 2448, 3 IN.ALTI LDE SCALE REMRKS
12,600 MSL 1.50,400 SOUTHIEST OF ALLIGA1TR REEF LIGHT TO NORTHFAST
OF CARYSFORT REEF LIGHCTHiJSE.
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hR-41-FH-171-00049 01 DEC 69 171 SABINE LAKE ESTUARV, TEX./IA. 115
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE NUFtIRS ALT llTlDE SCALE
IF 3 001 - 008 7,000 MiL 1.56,000
IF 4 009 - 014 7,000 ISL 1.56,000
IF 5 015 - 030 7,000 MSL 1.56,000
IF 22 031 - 039 7,000 MSL 1.56,000
IF 11 040 - 069 7,.000 M:4L 1.56,000
NR-41-F11-171-00050 01 OEC 69 171 SABINE LAKE EST'ARY, TI./LA. 115
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE NlM4IRS ALTIIUDE SCALE
2P 21 002 - 014 7,000 MSL 1.56,000
2P 6 015 - 023 7,000 MSL 1.56,000
2F 22 024 - 030 7,000 MSL 1.56,000
NR-41-FFI-171-00051 02 DEC 69- 171 SABINE LAKE ESTUARY, TEX./LA. 115
ROLL LINE EXPOSUJRE NUMH4ERS ALTITEL SCALE
3P 11 001 - 025 7,000 tsL 1.56,000
3P 4 026 - 033 7,000 MSL 1.56,000
3P 3 034 041 7,000 MIL 1.56,000
3P 5 042 - 057 7,000 MSL 1.56,000
3FP 2 058 - 064 7,000 HML 1.56,000
NR-41-FH-171-00052 02 DEC 69 171 SABINE LAKE ESTUARY, TEX./LA. 115
IROL LINE EXPhURE NLM4ERS ALTI1UCE SCALE
4P 6 001 - 013 7,000 MSL 1.56,000
4F 21 · 014 - 020 7,000 MSL 1.56,000
NR-41-FH-175-00053 04 DEC 69 175 HOUSTON, TEYAS AREA 115
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE N4I3RS ALTITUDE SCALE
IF 13 001 - 071 3,700 MSL 1.29,600
Ni-41-F'H-175-00054 04 DEC 69 175 'IST:ON, TEXAS ARFA 115
ROLL LINE EXPOSURIE NLtES ALTITUE SCALE
2P 13 002 - 006 3,700 MSL 1.26,600
2P 13 007 - 029 3,700 MSL 1.29,600
2P Jl 030 - 052 3,700 MSL 1.29,600
2F 12 053 - 017 1,701 wlI. . 1 ,.LIql
NR-41-1FH-175-00055 04 DEC 69 175 FHO.STON, TEXAS AREA 115
ROLL LINE EXPOSULE NlH.*lRS A.tTIlTLD SCALE
3F 7 001 - 046 3,700 MSL 1.29,600
NM-41-F4-175-00056 04 DEC 69 175 Ht!STON, TEXAS AREA 115
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NUtIES ALTITk,": SCALE
4F 7 001  048 3,700 MSL 1.29,600
R-41-GJ-044-00057 04 DEC 69 044 PLRRE, INDIANA 116
ROLL LINE EXIPOSRE NUFERS ALTITJDE SCALE
IF - 1 4- 16 59,000 MSL 1.236,000
IF 4 17 28 58,200 MSL 1.232,000
IF 5 29 - 41 58,200 ML 1.232,000
IF 6 42 - 48 58,200 MIL 1.232,000
IF 7 49 55 58,200 MSL 1.232,000
IF 2 56 - 62 58,200 MSL 1.232,000
IF 3 63 - 67 57,400 MSL 1.229,600
I NS'Iltu .Nl' C FI-'(; ttl' l ON
HASSEtLHIAD F, 45, B/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
RtNIARKS
NE TO HKFALt)NT, .SE: TO NFCLI:S IENRH.
ROSE CI1N OIL FIIEU), S(l,'11 lt) NCIH.S RtIVER.
U.S. 87 EAST TO SAHINEI LUE ALOI NIX.HES HIVFH.SANINE LNKE 1OU I\ACK HA\WOU.
TANK FAIM4 IN POHT AR'IR-H, SE T O TEXAS POINT TO
VICINIT OF' LIGIft.
KAP Ws. NH 15-4, MH 15-5, NH 15-I
tASSEUIBLAD F, 45, H/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
RI,/WIKS
SABINE LAKE, NE bP SABINE RIVEl TO FI.ENIX
LAKE OIL FIELD.
MAP NOS. NI 15-4, NIH 15-5, NH 15-8
HIASS1ELAD FP, 45, B/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
REMAKS
TAN' FA.IM IN PORT ARTHLR SE TO TEXAS POINT TO
VICINITY OF LIGHT.
ROSE CITY OIL FIEltD SO(X TO NSECHXS RIVIl.
NE TO BEALUO)NT, SE TO NECHES RIVEH.
U.S. 87 EAST TO SAlINE LAKE ALONG NECHFS RIVEH.
SABIN LAKE TO HLACK AiOU.
MaP NO. PIN 15-5, Ni 15-8
HASSIELBAD F, 45, B/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
RE144RKS
ORANGE, TEXAS.
SABINE LAKE NE UP SABINE RIVER TO PFHOENIX
LAKE OIL FIELD.
MP NOS. N1 15-5, Nm 15-8.
IHASSEL9LAD PF IS, COLOR IR 8443, 1.5 IN.
R04ARKS
WEST HOUSTON TO tOXJ OF U.FFALO BACOU.
MAP NO. NJ 11-8
HASSELaIAD F, IS, COLR IR 8443, 1.S5 IN.
WEST LAKE AREA.
WEST LAKE AREA TO Hm ISLAND.
BACLIFF TO LA tN4AUE.
4;'~l ".4'll %-It.s t.3T 'i'll V.T w I':%l) (" (Cl F..Ul I N .F
%P 't. %.,1 \ I-
HASSELiAD F, 15, X1, 1 IN t'443 1.5 I, I .
RFT,"KS
ULNIV'RHSITI OF' IXlS7U 1 I) iS1'ON IV',ER-
C(tl' I NENTAL..
tM4P NO. NJ 11-8
HIASSE1BLAD F, 15, CUOII INH 443, 1.5 IN.
HRI'tHKS
HOiSUiON I NTFRCONT I NEN1'AL 1D S(.OUIHCENlRAL
M4P NO. NJ 11-8
HASSELBLAD F, 25, H/W 3400, 3 IN.
RFMARKS
FROM INDIANAPOLIS TO LXKE SPRING
LINCtN, ILLINOIS TO TIPTmON, INDIANA
KtlI.O, INDIANA TO DELAVAN, ILLINOIS.
TI-T)NT, ILLINOIS TO lt, I NDIANAA .
K.ENTIAND, INDIu\NA TO PX)RIA, ILLINOIS.
RIVERTON TO CA1IGA, ILLINOIS.
IHASSELRLAD F' STOPPID 4 EXP. INT) LINE 3.
COVINCGTON, INDIANA TO LINCOLN ILL.INOIS.
4AP NOS. NK 16-10, NJ 16-1, NK 16-11, NJ 16-2.
PO
HI





NR-41-F'J-212-00058 08 DEC 69 212 MSFIA7HOS, TEXAS
RILL LINE EXPOSLIF. "1.81 ALTITUDE SCALE
I I I - 32 59,100 MSL 1.472,80
1 2 33 - 61 59,100 MSL 1.472,81
1 3 82 - 94 59,100 MSL 1.472,81
1 4 95 - 106 59,100 MSL 1.472,81
1 5 107 - 108 59,100 MSL 1.472,80
HR-41-FH-707-00062 1 JAN 70 707 CUARTO CIENECAS, MEXICO
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NU11ERS ALTITUDE SCALE
1 12 001 - 047 10,800 MSL 1.43,200
I 11 048 - 100 9,870 MSL 1.39,480
NR-41-FH-707-00063 II JAN 70 707 C',W41O CItE4.CS, 1FS:XICO
ROLL LINE EXPOSIRF NLIt*USS A.TI'IIIX)
2 10 003 - 028 9,500 MSL
2 9 029 - 065 7,200 MSI.
2 4 066 - 007 20,400 MSL




I . 84. 000
NR-41-FI-708-00064 12 JAN 70 70O SAN JOSE D: L MS RUSIAS, EkXICO)
ROLL LINE EXPUOSIER NtMHF-S AL.TIl Wt: SCALE
3 10 008 - 073 7.310 MSL 1.29,240
NR-41-FH-708-00065 12 JAN 70 708 SAN JOSE DE LAS RUSIAS, N(ICO
ROLL LIN EXPOSUILE NUIItS ALTITDE SCALE
4 9 003 - 067 7,340 MSL 1.29,360
NR-41-FI-708-00066 12 JAN 70 708 SAN JOSE DE LAS RUSIAS, IEXICO
FOLL LINE EXPOU: 14: HS ALTITADE SCALE
5 11 001 - 071 7,380 MSL 1.29,520
NR-41-FH-708-00667 12 JAN 70 708 SAN JOSE DE LAS RUSIAS, EXICO
ROLL LINE EXFOSURE NUM4ERS ALTITUDE SCALE
6 7 003 - 100 7,400 MSL 1.29,600
MN-41-F1H-708-00068 12 JAN 70 708 SAN JOSE DE LAS RUSIAS, MD(XICO
ROLL LINE EXPOSURtE NUIHRS ALTITIDE SCALE
1 8 001 - 098 6,950 MSL 1.27,800
NR-41-FH-708-00069 12 JAN 70 708 SAN JOSE DE LAS RUSIAS, 'EXICO
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE NU4iRS ALTITUDE SCALE
8 8 001 - 098 6,500 MSL 1.26,000
NR-41-IJ-029-00059 13 JAN 70 029 PIHONIX, ARIZONA
RILL LINE EXUPLRE NUM4I'L) ALTITLI*) SCALE
IF I 20 - 30 59,000 MSL 1.472,00
IF 2 31 - 43 59,700 MSL 1.477,60
IF 3 44 - 54 59,800 SOL 1.478,40
IF 4 55 - 68 59,500 MSL 1.476,00
IF 5 69 - 79 59,500 ttSL 1.476,00
MIS-
SIOUN
I NS1'.01-',T CO:1'l IC R1IO'1(
116 HASSELBLAD F, UV-17, COLOR SO-368, 1.5 IN.
REM4RKS
00 DEVILS RIVER TO HWY. 67.
00 MARFA (SOUTH) TO DEVILS RIVER.
00 HAY. 163 TO MARFA (hRTHI).
00 MCDONALD OHSERVATORY TO OZONA (SOI'IH).
00 HASS. 6 SHORT PHI'O COVETtAGE. OZONA (HWY. 163
AND 29) TO HWY. 116 AND 80.
MAP NO. NH 13-3, NH 14-1, NH 13-2, NH 13-5,
Nm 13-6, NH 14-4, NH 14-7, NH 13-9, NH 13-8.
117 HASSELBLAD F, 89B, B/W IR 2424, 3 IN.
RIEARKS
O RANCHO EL SAUZ TO EJIDO GUADAI/LPE.
O EJIDO EL OSO TO LA TRINCHERA.
MAP NO. ONC H-23
117 HA\SSI'HIltl F, ,9qH, I1,' IR 2424, .( IN.
0 FRVMES 001 AI) 002 A,: C.fi-.'HA TEST. S.AN HIAS
TO IAC I END, PH1t) PHI E'I).
0 EIllD) 1tS IAIHWI.E: TI) SAN lIA.
O ;)IIX) F1. 0)0 TO FIIlX) SAN AT1VxlIO I)F 1I4 CASCMDA.
D A.C)- Ell. 11.11O 1VIl FIIll) LA sILUH14A.
Pl NO). ONC H-23
l117i HAS; ELL AD F898, ,/W IR 2424, 3 IN.
D FAIl'LS 001 111NC.UH 007 ARNE TEST FRAMF:S. FAST
OF LA CM AI NTORIHEA.ST O(' LA NR IA.
MAP NO. ONC J-24
117 HASSE1.RLAD F, 898, B/W IR 2424, 3 IN.
REIMANKS
O FRAMES 001 AND 002 ARE TEST WIAFES. SOU)IHI'AST
OF BANLOCITUS TO SOIIIEAST OF LA PESCA.
1AP NO. OhC J-24
117 HASSELBLAD F, 89B, B/W IR 2424, 3 IN.
RtMARKS
ED AST OF LA COMA TO EAST OF' SAN JUAN.
MAP NO. CNC J-24
117 HASSEL.1AD P, 89B, 8/W JR 2424, 3 IN.
REH5RKS
FRkAES 001 AND 002 ARE TEST FRALNES. EAST OF
LA NORIA TO EL BARRAM).
MAP NO. CNC J-24
117 IASSELBLAD F, 89B, B/W IR 2424, 3 IN.
REMAR(S
VILLA DE ALDAMA TO RIO SOTO LA MARINA.
MAP NO. ONC J-24
117 HASSELBLAD F, 890, B/W IR 2424, 3 IN.
REM'ARKS
VILLA DE ALO4MA TO NR1H O1" LA PIEDRA.
MAP NO. ONC J-24
118 HASSEI-HAD F, UV-17, 0(051UN c44-, 1.5 IN.
0 HLBCKEIE H. 11S 1 TO RIlf'E1H(X.S.F AF1.
)0 WIIl.,\lIS A'H T 11) DIXIE HASS.iA.IX4PA, ARIZONA.
0 HICKEIE, ,WIIZONA, 'IO SLPR.I'1STITI', ( 'n.)0 SACt!,AA LANE, AR I 20NA, TO TIN)PAH, AR I ZA.)0 WHITE TIANK MITS., 10 MAZATZAL MTS.
MAP NOS. NI 12-7, NI 12-8






NR-41-FH-175-00060 07 JAN 70 175 HX;STON, 1TEXAS AREA 118
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE N'.II4S ALTI1lDE SCALE
IF I 001 - 005 60,000 MSL 1.440,000
IF 2 006 - 020 60,000 MSL 1.480,000
IF 4 023 - 033 61,000 MSL 1.408,000
IF 6 034 - 046 61,000 MSL 1.488,000
IF 0 047 - 056 60,000 MSL 1.480,000
IF 3 057 - 069 60,000 MSL 1.480,000
IF 5 070- 08 60,000 MSL 1.480,000
IF 7 079 -088 60,000 MSL 1.480,000
MR-41-EJ-210-00061 13 JAN 70 210 IMPERIAL VALLEY, CALIFORNIA 118
RLL LINE EXPOSURE NIUNIRS ALT ITUE. SCALE
IF I 01 - 05 60,500 MSL 1.484,000
IP a 06 - 10 61,000 MSL 1.488,000
IF 3 . 11 - 16 61,000 MSL 1.488,000
IF 4 17 - 19 61,000 MSL 1.488,000
MN-41-EJ-029-00070 06 FEB 70 029 PHIENIX, ARIZONA 120
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NME3S ALTITUDE SCALE
18 3 006 - 026 59,800 MSL 1.478,400
18 S5 027 - 043 59,500 MSL 1.476,000
18 7 044 - 059 5' 9,500 ML 1.476,000
18 6 060 - 073 59,500 MSL 1.476,000
18 6 074 - 092 59,500 MSL 1.476,000
18 4 093 - 103 59,000 MSL 1.472,000
NR-41-FJ-029-00071 08 FEl 70 029 PO.'NIX. AR I?/OA 120
RILL LINE EXIPOSLUhF NIItNS AT I' nlJ: SCALE
27 1 018 - 020 59,200 MSL 1.473,600
27 2 029 - 040 59,400 KSL 1.475,200
27 3 041 - 051 59,000 MSL 1.472,000
27 4 052 - 063 58,500 MSL 1.46F,000
27 5 064- 075 59,000 MSL 1.472,000
NR-41-FJ-194-00072 09 FEI 70 194 DENVER. COLORADO 120
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE MM*IS ALTI TDE SCALE
36 1 001 - 015 45,200 MSL 1.180,800
36 2 016 - 027 55,200 MSL 1.220,800
36 3 028 - 038 55,500 MSL 1.222,000
36 4 039- 048 55,500 MSL 1.222,000
36 5 049 - 066 52,400 MSL 1.209,600
36 6 067 - 080 55,000 MSL 1.220,000
NM-41-EJ-210-00073 08 FER 70 210 IMPERIAL VALLEY. CAI.IF(RNIA 120
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NIUtlRS ALTITLDE SCALE
27 1 001 - 004 60,o00 MSL i.486,400
27 2 005 - 009 60,600 MSL 1.484,800
27 3 010 - 013 60,600 MSL 1.484,800
27 4 014 - 017 60,100 MSL 1.480,800
IrR-41-EJ-000-00074 08 FEB 70 000 E. ARIZONA TO ALBROUUE,N.M. 120
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NLMSI'RS ALTITUDE SCALE
27 6 076 - 131 57K/20K MSL 1.456K/160K
NR-41-HU-188-00075 20 FEB 70 188 NEW YORK BIGHT 121
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NUWiBERS ALTITUDE SCALE
15 7 002 - 021 9,400 MSL 1.37,600
15 8 022 - 036 9,400 MSL 1.37,600
15 9 037 - 065 9,400 MSL 1.37,600
15 5 066 - 109 12,500 MSL 1.50,000
I NSTHi-:M*T' c(N1 I I ' I 
HASSE'1BAD F, 15, B/W 2402., 1.5 IN.
REMARKS
HkIPSTEAD UO DA I SFlrA.
LI ER'1TY TO ILLV I LLE.
SEALY TO WALLISVILLF RtESiRVOIR.
THINIT HBAY TO SAN IEhRNARD RIVIR.
FEAStLEY TO FBOL.IVAR PENINSL.A.
ELl.VILLE 1O WALLISVIL-LE RFSEIRVOIR.
BROWKSHIHE TO TRINITY HAY.
SMITH POINT TO EAST BFRI:NARD.
MAP NO. NH 15-7
FASSELBLAD F, UV-17,COLOR 2448, 1.5 IN.
RE4ARKS
ALAMO LABFR CAMP TO YHiA DESERT.
FILL AREA CANAL TO HOLTVILiE AUIXILIARY.
SAND HILLS (U.S. NAVAL IMPACT RANGE TO U.S.
NAVAL GUNNERY RANGE).
WESTTOREAND TO NAVAL RESERVE (COACHIFLLA CANAL).
MAP NOS. NI 11-9, NI 11-11, NI 11-12
HASSELBLAD FP, 12 + 808, C(XR IR 50-180, 1.5 IN.
RE,4ARKS
DESERT GOLD LODXE TO BUHCKEE.
LITCI'IELD PARK TO GOLDFIELD.
.WEST OF SAHUARD LAKE TO WHITE TANK'MOUNTAIN.
SURPRISE TO NORTH OF SAHUARD LAKE.
GRANITE REEF DAM TO WHITE TANK MO)UNTAIN.
SHORT RUN, NO IMAGERY AFTER LINE 4. AVONDALE
T1 ROCKINO R RANCH.
MAP NOS. NI 12-7. NI 12-8
IHASSFIJILA F, 47H. HlW 3400, I. 1%.
RHtE4ARKS
GIIJ.FSPII: p l-.X L I) 1S1' ()F 'I!JR\C:E .IC' ,l'I(h.
WII.LIAMS AFlH 11) WEK.1T OF' HICKIKtE.
RCKIt',' AIR STRIP 'I1 S.iPERS'ITI 'Nl(i FXl.%'AINS.
ltINT IOXMI:t.I. 1T) T(1O)PPAI :EH'I'.
Hli -"T FI(tNXIAINS 1 ) RHOOEVEI.T R:S'FRWOIH.
MAP NOS. Nhi 12-7, Nl 12-8
HASSELELAD F, 89i, H/W IR 2424, 3 IN.
KIT'l Gt.LH TO PINE JUNCTION.
KITTIREDCE TO OAl. CREEK.
HlCh1LI- AIRP(RT TO CENTE':NNIAL CO(E.
WADS4lOH A:VENI F TO HEAR GLLCH.
BARR LAKE 1DO F'F4AT TUNMEL.
CAHBIN CREEX TO iH(XT LAKE. NO COMRAGE AFTER
LINE 6.
4MAP NO. NK 13-11
HASSELHLAD F, 478, B/W 3400, 1.5 IN.
RE4IRKS
EAST TO WIFST, SO(IH OF' EL CENTRO, CAI.IHUlRNIA.
WEST TO EAST, NORTH OF EL CENTRO, CALIFIUHNIA.
EAST TO WEST, .SOCIH OF IRAWLEY.
WFSTSIORELAND.
MAP NOS. Ni 11-9, NI 11-11, NI 11-12
HASSELBLAD F, 478, B/W 3400, 1.5 IN.
REMARKS
SO(IW'EST OF SHOW LOW, ARI2DNA TO
ALBJRUIOIUE, NEW MEXICO.
MAP NOS. NI 12-5, NI 12-6, NI 13-4
HASSELBLAD F, 2A + 38, B/W 2402, 3 IN.
REMARKS
W.S.W. OF BLOCK ISLAND TO THE SPRINGS.
EAST HAMPTON EASTERLY TO MONTAlU POINT.
SCoulH OF BLCK ISLAND ALONG COASTLINE TO
EAST HAMPTON.
GUODUE W.S.W. ALONG COASTLINE TO LIDO HEACH.
MAP NOS. N- 18-5, NX 18-6, NK 18-8, NK 18-9
IMAliER DATA F'IL: - KISSREIJIAJ) CiAjSTFH CAUIFA F'
DATE SITE SI
ACCESSION MB.R WB.
NR-41-IJI-188-00076 20 FI-H 70 108 Nh- tORIK HICHT
ROLL LINE WXPOUhHE NWLIFS
21 6 001 - 041
21 4 042 - 084
21 8 - 094
IR-41-uH-188-00077 20 FEI 70 18a NEW tORK RIGHT
ROLL LINE E(POS.URE N1MHERS
29 1 004- 020
29 2 021- 039









FIB 70 118 NEW YORK BICHT
LINE (EXPOSRE PHERS
1 001 - 016
.2 017 - 038.









NR-41-GH-163-00080 09 MAR 70 163 BHAAMA BANKS, Fl
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE IES
8 36 05 - 20
8 28 21 - 31
8 29 32 - 43
8 30 44 - 58
8 31 59 - 71
















NR-41-CH-163-00082 09 MAR 70 163 HAH.iW BANKS, Fl
ROLL LINE EXPOSSRE NL4uRS
30 37 14 -. 22
30 38 23 - 35
1R-41-4-169-00083 09 MAR 70 169 FtORID4 KEYS
Rt.L LINE EXPOStRE NUIERSS
18 1 03- 87
I TE NAME MIS-
SION
I N$ST'ilN`' CU(NHICLRATIO
121 HASSELHLAD F, ZA * 34, H/ Z2402, 3 IN.
ALT.' I lt: .CALE REMARKS
12,500 iSL 1.50,000 REIUE HARXIR E.N.E. AILN (COAl' O) S(tITH OF'
.LOUXE.
12,500 ISL 1.50,000 WEST TIANA HAY W.S.W. TO FIEEP:ORI'T.
24,000 MSL 1.96,000 FAST HA'nPT E.N.E. TO r']*ALK POINT.
MAP LPS. NK 18-5, N( 18-6, Nh IH-8, NK 1r-9
121 HIASSEL.BLAD F, 2A * 30, R/W 2402, 3 IN.
ALTI1L SCAl E RI%,ARK.
12.500 MSL 1.50,000 ALQiEXCT RACE TiACK S.WA.'11) FlORlT HCOCK.
12,500 MSL 1.50,000 FAIR HAVEN TO JAVICA RACE TRACK.
12,500 MSL 1.50,000 GAC4DN CllTY 1 LONG HRCIxCH. FI*RIVS 65-70
MI SFIRED.
MAP NOS. NE 18-5, NK 18-6, ME IP-8, NK 18-9
121 HASSELBLAD F, 2A * 38, B/W 2402, 3 IN.
ALT I TIU SCALE REMARKS
12,000 MSL 1.48,000 AO'1CT RACE TRACK TO RE) hANK, NEW JERSEY.
12,000 MSL 1.48,000 FORT NMOlIFH, NEW JERSEt TO JAMNAICA RACE TRACK.
12,000 MSL .1.48,000 VALILEY STREAM. NEW ORK TO DEAL, NEW JERSElt.
MAP KOS. NK 18-5, WN 18-6, NK 18-8, NK 18-9
DT, NEW YORK 121 HASSELBLAD F, 2A + 38, B/W 2402, 3 IN.
ALT ITUDE SCALE RPZARKS
11,500 MSL 1.46,000 FROM WHITESTONE BRIDGE IN N.Y. CITY ALONG NORTH
SH4E OF' LOfC ISLAND SOU.ND TO WHITE SANDS BEACH.
10,500 MSL 1.42,000 FROM WHITE SANDS BEACH TO WATCH HILL POINT.
FRIAES 105 TO 107 WERIE OVER WATER.
MAP NOS. NK 18-8, WN 18-9, NK 18-11, NK 18-12
IRIDA 122 HASSELALAD P, IA, COXLOR 2448, 3 IN.
ALTITUDE SCALE RM.4ARKS
12,000 MSL 1.48,000 CTLER RIDGE TO KEY LARGO.
12,000 MSL 1.48,000 DEL LAND CANAL TO CARYSFURT REEF. LICHTI*TJSE.
12,000 MSL 1.48,000 F'ROM COAST OF FURIDA TO OCEAN AREA WEST OF'
NEfI~ERN KEY LARGO.
12,000 MSL 1.48,000 FRtM COAST OF FPORIDA TO OCEAN AREA WEST OF
NRIIE3N KEY LARGO.
12,00D0 MSL 1.48,000 F-ROM COAST OF FLORIDA TO OCEAN AREA WEST OF
NOREIRN KEY LARGO.
12,000 MSL 1.48,000 FRM( COAST OF FORIDA TO OCEAN ARFA WEST OF
MORTEI N KEY LAR)O.
tM4P NO. NG 17-8
1}HII) 122 HASSEL$t.AD F', IA, (XIJLl Z44_, 3 1N.
ALT I TIn D SCA E RF4ARKS
12,000 MSL 1.48,000 t ROM CO)AST OF FIW RILD ') (lC. .AREA WEST OF
MW1103W4 NE LAR;O.
12,000 HSL 1.48,000 IFRIM COAST OF1 F1AMIDA TO OCEAN AREA WEST 0O"
P431THN KE L [ARGO.
12,000 ISL 1.48,000 FROM COAST OF' IIlRID, T) OCEAN AREA WEST OF'
NMlOIRTEN KEV LARGO.
M4P M). hi 17-8
tRlIDA 122 HASSE.JILAD F, IA, CALOR 244.0, 3 IN.
ALT ITl1E SCALE RkEStIKS
22,000 MSL 1.88,000 FRM0 SHOAL POINT TO OCEAN HEEF.
22,000 MSL 1.88,000 FRtM SE OF OCEAN RtEF TO SO.lH MIAMI.
MAP NO. WM 17-8
122 HASSELEBLAD F, IA, COLOR 244d. 3 IN.
ALTIlUDE SCALE REf'ARKS
12,000 HAL 1.48,000 FI(M CURISTWIS POINT TO KEfY lEST, FUORIDA.
MAP hNS. FC 17-8, NIG 17-11
0)
CD






I NSTIM: J h.l' ('IU'i . I Ou
NR-41-GH-169-00084 09 MAR 70 169 FLU IDA KEYS 122 HASSEL'LAD F, IA, COLLR 2448, 3 IN.
1OLL LINE EXPOSU.E NM41URS ALTITUDE SCALE REMARKS
25 2 03 - 31 12,000 MSL 1.48,000 FROM EAST1RN SAMFO TO SQIR~EO kEY LIGHT.
25 4 32 - 38 12,000 MSL 1.48.000 OVER SEVEN MILE HRHIXE IN T1E FIu.IDA KELS.
25 5 39- 45 12,000 MSL 1.48,000 SOUIH OF' SIRtEO KEY LIGIT'.
25 3 46 - 51 12,000 MSL 1.48,000 OVFR SEVEN HILE BRIIDE IN 1HE FIDRIDA KEY'S.
25 2 52 - 104 12,000 MSL 1.48,000 FROM SMPERO KEY LIGH' TO CARNYSFORT REEF
LIGHTHRISE.
MAP NOS. NG 17-8, NO 17-11
NR-41-GH-169-00085 09 MAR 70 169 FLORIDA KEYS 122 HASSEIBLAD P, IA, COLOR 2448, 3 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSUIE hNUlPt5S ALTITUDE SCALE REMARKS
30 2 03 - 13 12,000 MSL 1.48,000 FROM CARYSFORT REEF LIGHfHLUSE TO PACIFIC REEF
LIQI1TUSE.
tAP NOS. Wi 17-8. NC 17-11
IR-41-EJ-029-00086 16 MAR 70. 029 PHENIX, ARIZONA 123 HASSELBAD F, EF2200/156, COaF IRSO-117, 1.5IN.
F1LL LINE EXPOSLRE NUtIERS ALT ITIE SCALE REMARKS
27 3 016 - 022 58,5000 1.468,000
27 4 023 - 037 58,5000 1.468,000
27 5 038 - 050 58,5000 1.468,000 4MAP NWS. NI 12-7, NI 12-8
NR-41-EJ-210-00087 16 MAR 70 210 IMPI'nL VAI-., CAI.II)RslIA 123 HASSEIItAI F, F'FI200/1, )tOfHl IH O)-117, .51hN.
RWILL LINE EXi'OSICE NI*13ERS AItI1I11E: SC,UE Ht114A."S
27 1 001 - 004 60,700 MSL 1.45,{600
.27 2 005 - 008 60,300 MSL 1.4F2,400
21 3 009 - 012 60,500 qSAL 1. 44,000
27 4 013 - 015 60,700 tSL 1.485.600 MAP NhOS. Nhi 11-9, Ni I1-11, NI 11-12
MR-41-W-211-d0008 10 MAR 70 211 SAN FRANCISC) HAY AREA, CALIF'. HASSEUHLAD F, 47, H/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
ROLL LIE EX(POSURE MNINHE ALT lI UIE SCALE RItARKS
9 1 002 - 006 49,700 8ML 1.397,600 SAN JOSE T) NIOVA'T).
9 2 007 - 009 50,000 MSL 1.400,000 TREASLUE ISIAND 1T FAtFWL.L ISLANDS
9 3 010 - 013 49,900 MSL 1.399,200 NOVAID TO ANTIOCH.
9 4 014 - 022 49,000 MS4L 1.392,000 GILUOY TO S1'. HI.E.NA.
9 6 023 - 029 49,800 MSL 1.398,400 WATSOhVIUIE TO PI'l'ArMA.
9 1 030 - 034 49,E00 MSL 1.398,400 SAN JOSE TO MNOVA)1.
9 2 035- 037 49,700 MSL 1.397,600 RICHMhD 1D FRALLRJN ISLANDS.
9 3 038 - 041 49,800 MSL 1.398,400 NOVATO TO MANDIVILLE ISLAND.
9 5 042 - 050 .49,700 MSL 1.397,600 GILROY TO PETAUI. VAILE.'
9 7 051 - 057 49,500 MSL 1.396,000 PETALLMA TO WATSO¥VILLE.
9 1 058 - 063 49,800 MSL 1.398,400 NIVAlTO TO SAN JOSE.
9 0ETRA 064 - 108 50,000 MHL 1.400,000 h(T PLI'FTD.
i..
ND
NR-41-FJ-213-00089 13 MAR TO70 213 CORADO RIVER, TEXAS 123
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE N411gRS ALTI'T]E SCALE
18 1 001 - 010 53/55K MSL 1.212/220K
18 a O11 - 030 53,000 ISL 1.212,000
18 3 031 - 037 53,000 MSL 1.212,000
18 4 038- 052 53,000 MSL 1.212,000
18 5 053 - 069 53,000 MSL 1.212,000
18 18 070 - 077 61,000 MSL 1.244,000
18 19 078 - .093 61,000 MSL 1.244,000
18 EXTRA 094 - 098 61,000 HSL 1.244,000
hR-41-EJ-000-00090 16 MAR 70 000 Pt(:NIX ')O EL PA.O 12.
ROLL LINE EXPOSULE NlMtS AL.TIUE SCALE
27 EX3NA 051 - 103 62.5/55K4SL 1.500/440K
MP KUS. NJ 10-5, NJ 10-8.
HASSELR&AD F, IS + 80, COLOR IR SO-t117, 3 IN.
REmARKS
MATAGORDA TO COLJI.S.
aCOLAuHS TO LAKE TRAVIS.
LAKE TRAVIS TO SAN SARA.
SAN SABA TO RORI3RT LEE.
ROBHERT LEE TO O'DONNELL.
OCLN.Y TO GRAHAM AND POSSLN KINJD8 M LAKE TO
MINEPRAL WELLS.
WACO TO MARLIN, FEARNE TO BRYAN, ROSENCLRG
TO FREEPORT.
GULF OF MEXICO TO MATAG(ORDA BAY.
tMAP NOS. NI 14-10, NI 14-11, NI 14-12, NH 14-1,
NH 14-2, NHi 14-3, NF1 14-4, NFI 14-5, NH 14-6,
NH 14-7.t Nl 14-8, mN 14-9, NH 14-10,NH 14-11,
MN 14-12
HASSEIMAD) F. E'F2200/15, COt1tl IH M)-117. t.51N.
llllX)HRF: H(XtNE:I.T1 HRF:FHOIH, iIZ()h, 1TO
SIENRA DIAHLE Ml'N. , 1'TXS.
MAP NOS. Nl IZ-d, NI 12-12, NI 12-2, NI 12-3,
NH 13-1, mi 13-2, NH 13-10





NM-41-CJ-137-00091 17? F'R 70 MISSISSIPPI TEST FACILITY
ROLL LINE W(PPO'SUItE NLMH1S ALTITLDE
1 3 001 - 011 60,300 MiL
4 012 - 023 60,200 MSL
7 S 024 - 034 60,100 MSL
1 6 035 - 046 60,100 MSL
1 7 047 - 057 60,200 MSL
7 8 058 - 068 60,100 MSL
1 1 069 - 078 60,000 MISL





JUN 70 085 LAWRENCE, KANSAS
LINE EXPOSURE NtIBERS ALTITUDE
1 038 - 042 49,800 MSL
2 043 - 046 50,200 MSL
NR-41-GJ-226-00093 07 JUN 70 226 PEORIA, ILLINOIS
ROI.L LINE E:XPOSURE iMERS ALTITLE
4 001- 004
4 1 005 - 009 50,200 tSL
4 a 010 - 015 49,600 MSL
4 3 016 - 022 50,300 MSL
4 4 023 - 028 50,700 MSL
4 029
NI-41-PJ-234-00094 07 JUN 70 234 CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA
ROLL LINE PosuE NLE.R S ALTITUJDE
4 1 030 - 032 50,300 ItSL
4 a 033 - 036 50,500 MSL
4 037
KR-41-EJ-029-00095 14 MAY 70 029 POl:.NIX, 4HI WIA
RILL LINE EXPJLIHE PNU4mI'S ALT I ' I
18 1 23 - 32 49,500 MtL
18 2 33 - 41 50,100 KML
18 3 42- 48 50.000 14SL
18 4 49 - 53 49,800 MtL
18 5 54 - 62 50,000 M4SL
18 4 63 - 71 50,000 tSL
NR-41-EJ-029-00096 22 MAY 70 029 PHtWNIX. ARIZONA
IRLL LINE EXPOSURE IM. tlS ALT IT1.DE
36 1 13 - I1 50,300 MSIL
36 a2 1 - 24 50,500 SL
36 3 25 - 30 50,800 MSL
36 4 31 - 37 50,600 SL
36 5 38 - 43 50,500 ML
NR-41-EJ-0300-00097 22 MAY 70 030 TC'SON/AJO, ARIZONA
ROLU.L LINE EDPOSURE NMIJS ALTITUDE
36 1 01 - 07 49,400 MSL
36 2 08 - 12 49,900 MSL
tNR-41-EJ-225-00098 14 tAY 70 225 RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA
ROUL LINE EXPOSURE MB41ERS ALTIUTLE
18 1 01 - 08 49,900 MSL
18 2 09 - 17 50,300 MSL
18 3 18. - 22 51,000 MSL
NR-41-EJ-235-00099 22 MAY 70 235 SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE N'LN S ALTITE
36 1 45 - 53 49,500 MSL
36 a 54 - 61 51,000 MSL
MIS-
SIGN
INSl1tlMNT ChlF IOLRAVI'I ON
125 HASSEILAD F', bYV-17, (XIRH 44P, 1.5 IN.
SCALE REMARKS
1.482,400 FIOiHhVIILE 10O RFLtDXI.
1.481,600 HtIAF'F CREt. 1'1) CARHIERE.
1.480, 00 ST. TiAtAH CHXNFIH, LA., TO HIII)XI, MISS.
1.400, 00 uW BEACH TO (XX)SE POINT.
1.481,600 IRISH BALfOl L_(UXN TO SHIP ISLAND.
1.480,800 CHANDElEO SCLUND TO NEW ORLEANS.
1.480,000 NEtW (RLtEANS TO IRlT:N NATIONAL WlIJ.LIF'E HEPCE.
1.461,600 CAT ISLAND TO PO)NTIARTRAIN CAUSEWAY.
MAP NO. NH 16-4.
128C HASSELBLAD F, 58, B/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
SCALE RP.IA(S
1.398,400 LAWRENCE TO BALDWIN CITY.
1.401.600 LAWRENCE TO OSKA-OOSA.
MAP NOS. NJ 15-1, NJ 15-4
128C HASSELBLAD F, 58, B/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
SCALE R.ARKS
TEST FRASMS
1.401,600 STANFORD TO ROANE.
1.396,800 ,ETAMORA HOP IPDALE.
1.402,400 IELAVAN TO CHILLICOTHE.
1.405,600 PEORIA T'1 MASON CITY.
TEST FRAME.
,MP NS. NK 16-7, N 16-10
128C IHASSELBLAD F, 58, B/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
SCALE REMARKS
1.402,400 CEDAR RAPIDS TO CENTRAL CITY.
1.404,000 CEAR RAPIDS TO IOWA CITY.
TEST FRAME.
IAP NOS. NK 15-6, NK 15-9
12YH MHASSF.HIAU) F. S., H/ 2402., I.S IN.
SCAE FlFUlS
1.36,.000 HANIJ-I 'IX) HATI-:'IT toVM.
1.400,00 CAVEI CHFI L. DA4 '11) MWIC(I)PA.
1.400,000 K(IM'IKE ) 11) CAVE L'HE' DN.'
1.398,400 SLN CIT 1O) IllY RESERVATIllh.
1.400,000 S.ITH OF' AOCIUY. tJ' ) LANE PILF'ASANT.
1.400,000 MAP NOS. NI 12-7, NI 12-n
128H HASSERILAD F', 58, B/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
SCALE RI*14ARKS
1.402,400 CANDIf HEIGHCNTS TO tLASL.I HII.IS.
1.404,000 CAVE CRE'FX 1O GILA PArITE.
1.406,400 PIMA HIT'E TO: D.i HIILS.;.
1.404,800 PNRAMIID PEAK TO IM4NEZtI.AS HEAD
1.404,000 RAINH)W VALLEY TO LUKE AIR FIELD NO 2.
4AP IaS. NI 12-?, NI 12-8
1288 FASSELBLAD F., 58, B/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
SCALE R4AR(S
1.395,200 MOUNT LEMMON TO SANTA RITA EXPERIE'NTAL RANGE.
1.399,200 NORTH TUCSON TO SAHI.;AMITA.
MAP NOS. NI 12-11, NH 12-2, NI 12-12, NH 12-3
128B HASSELBLAD E, 58, H/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
SCALE REMARKS
1.399,200 APPLE VALLEY TO PERRIS. FRAM:S 01 AND 02,
BAD IMAG~ERY AND NOT PI.TlTTED.
1.402,400 LAGUNA TO CEORGE AIR FOtRCE BASE.
1.408,000 CAJON nO SOrlT Lo CORONA.
MP NOS. NI 11-5, NI 11-8
1288 HASSELLAD F, 58, 8/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
SCALE RE'tARKS
1.396,000 PLEASANT GROVE TO MOUNTAIN GREEN.
1.408,000 KAYSVILLE TO RIVERTON.
MAP NOS. NK 12-8, NK 12-10, NK 12-12
NI
0
IMAG.FWI DATA FltI - HASSF.IIMIJ CIS1'IF. C4,%.t.A F
DATE SITe
NO.
MAY 70 994 EL PASO, TEXAS
LINE EXPOSLI NliMERS
3 01 - 03
2 04 - 08






NR-41-F'J-000-00101 13 MAN 70 000 U1tR)CF, T.FAS
RILL . LI NE EXSLUE Nt41S AI.T IAll :
18 1 1 49,900 MSL
R-41-4J-046-00102 05 KAY 70 046 ASH.EV"IUL.1, H CA.X.INA
OLL LINE tXpSLRIF: E N1. ALT INlI:
27 1 053 - 057 49,500 1W.L
27 2 058 - 062 49,500 MSL
NR-41-GJ-132-00103 04 MAY 70 132 NFW ORLEANS, IIUJISIANA
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE NtU4l S ALTITtIU E
27 1 001 - 006 50,000 MSL
27 2 007 - 013 50.000 MSL
27 3 014 - 019 50,000 MSL
27 4 020 - 025 50,000 ESL
MR-41-F1H-175-00104 13 MAY 70 175 HOUSTON, TEXAS (AREA)
ROLL LINE EXPOSUIE MJ S ALTITLIDE
18 1 1 - 3 50,000 MSL
18 2 4 - II 50,000 MSL
18 3 12 - 21 50,000 ML
18 4 22 - 29 50,000 MSL
18 5 30 - 37 50,000 lSL
1s 6 38- 42 50,000 MSL
18 7 43- 48 50,000 MSL
18 8 49- 54 50.000 MSL
MR-41-OJ-217-00105 05 MAY 70 217 ATLANTA, 0GEORIA
ROLL LINE EXPOSULIE 1N 3ERS ALTITlUE
3n I 26 - 35 50,000 MSL
27 2 36 - 43 50,000 FML
-7 3 44 - 52 50,000 MSL
NW-41-FJ-227-00106 02 MAY 70 227 WICHITA, FALLS, TEXAS
RLL LINE EXOSIRE NLIERS ALTITUDE
18 I I - 6 50,000 MSL
18 2 9 - 16 50,000 MSL
18 3 17 - 21 50,000 MSL
NR-41-FJ-272-00107 02 MAI 70 272 (.IAt.KNI CI, (Ci1T, I
ROLL LINE EXPL*tHE NLHblRS AlT IIlUE:
II 1 53 - 56 50.000 MSL
18 2 58 - 67 50,000 MSL
NR-41-FJ-000-00106 02 MAY 70 000 DAllAS, TEXAS
ROLL LINE EXOS NP4IWS ALTI U E
18 - 1 22 - 27 52,000 M*L
18 2 20 - 35 52,000 MSL
18 3 36 - 43 52,000 MSL
Is 4 44 - 51 52,000 MISL
NR-41-FJ-228-00109 09 NOV 70 228 MIDLAND, TEXAS
ROLL LINE EXPOSLIE NL,*1RS
9 2 001 - 002
I 003 -






I NSI'HrF:%T UbFtIA RA'ION
128B HASSELB.AD F, 58, B/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
SCALE RBIMARKS
1.403,200 FORT BLISS RESERVATION TO HORSE HILL. FRAMES I
AND 2 ARE OF NO VALUE.
1.404.000 CLINT TO ANITONY.
1.402,400 .SLJIAND TO FORT BLISS RESERVATION.
. ,Ap NO,. NH I -1I, \H I -In
12#C 8 HAt SSi-.jAD , 5F , H/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
SCALE H.).VXtKS
1.39Z,000 IDAtLI]I 'i (PlI)'IE.
MAP i. Nhi 1.3-9, NI 14-7
IZP12A HASSFI4LAD I', 56, H/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
SCALE RFAS
1.369,000 14:Iz.S"qVII.IJE TO IWS Hlil..
1.369,000 JIOO TO HRt.-NWD.
MAP ND. NJ 17-11.
128A HASSELAIAD F, 58, B/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
SCALE REMAK(S
1.400,000 FRC LAKE LFRY TO LAKhF H1CNE
1.400,000 FIPR LAKE PON'UIIITRAIN TO 'ltF. MISSISSIPPI RIVI-FR
1.400,000 F7ROM KENTA CANAL 1U LAKIE PTCHlATRAIN.
1.400,000 FR(4 ODUNCAN CANAL TO LAKF SALVAW.
M1AP OS. NH 15-6, NH 16-4, NH 15-9, mN 16-7.
128A HASSELBLAD PF, 58, /W 2402, 1.5 IN.
SCALE RkL4A1S
1.400,000 GALVESTON ISLAND
1.400,000 SEEINATER LAKE TO ONT BELVIEW.
1.400,000 IMBLE REFINERY (BAYT"RN) TO SAN LUIS PASS.
1.400,000 ALOA1 TO LAKE HOUSTON
1.400,000 HLM81LE TO ALVIN
1.400,000 FRESINO TO SPRING
1.400,000 CIPRESS CREI TO BRAZOS RIVER
1.400,000 ROSENOI TO TGMSALL
IP IINOS. NH 15-4, 1H 15-7.
128A HASSELXLAD F, 58, B/W 2802, 1.5 IN.
SCALE REMARIS
1.400,000 MC[NOX, 'TO ALPIIARETTS
1.400,000 ROSWELL TO *VOLSEY
1.400,000 FAYETIIEVILLE TO STOrH CANTON
- AP NOS. NI 16-9, NI 16-6.
128A FIASSELBIAD F, 58, B/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
SCALE RJ4AKSES
1.400,000 SCOXTiAND NORIH TO CO3KIETOWN.
1.400,000 DEVIOL TO ARCHER CITY NORTH.
1.400,000 HOLLIDAY TO GRANDFIELD.
M1AP NO. NI 14-8, 14-5.
12,A IlHASlI',A/) F, 58, H/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
1.400,000 (tI.SHFIIXIJ])) INI( CIT1 To '1 I'L ).(UI.: HI,%ANK itV: SF'PAITI% t.INES I AND 2.
1.400,000 F.MNlU I N1 1.H HI M;I'.
10P NiO. NI 14-3, NI 14-2.
12A4 lASSEMLAIU F, 5", H/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
SCALE R11,NAJKS
1.416,000 FAST I'FORhK T RIVNITY  O LIE
1.416,000 PLANO 1T FFRHHIS.
1.416,000 LANCASTE' RT HWY. 121.
1.416,000 LUVISVILU 1TO MIDUI'HIAN.
MAP NOS. NI 14-2, NI 14-9.
1289 HASSEFBLAD F', 51, I/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
SCALE R1.4R£S
1.400,000 NORTH OF' MIDLAND TO SO.ClU AST OF' MIDLAD.
OBL IOLE VItW ((rIT PLUIiTED)
1.426,400 SV1iEAST Oi' MIDLAND TO NORTH O' MIDLAND













NR-41-FJ-228-00110 15 JAN 71 228 MIDLAND, TEXAS 128E HASSEI.BIAD F, 3, CaOR SO-278, 1.5 IN.
ROtL LINE EXPOSLU NL.S ALTIUEU SCALE REMARKS
17 1 001 - 009 49,900 MSL 1.399,200 WEST OF ODESSA 7O WEST OF BIG SPRINGS.
IT 2 010 - 018 49,900 MSL 1.399,200 NORTHEAtST OF MIDLAND TO SOLrHIE.ST OF OD:SSA.
17 3 019 - 027 49,900 MSL 1.399,200 SOUTH-soauWEST OF ODESSA TO EAST OF MIDLAND
MAP IOS. NI 13-12, NH 13-3, NI 14-10, NH 14-1.
NR-41-HJ-18?-00111 28 JtN 70 187 OST7ON, MASSA ETTS 128 D HASSELBAD F, 58, B/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
ROLL LI E EXPOSuE NiBERS ALTI1U1 SCALE REMARKS
1T I 001 - 006 51,000 MSL 1.408,000 FRAES NOT PLOITTD BECAUSE FLIGT WAS ABeTRT)
DUE TO MASSIVE CLXJD COVIWAE.
MAP NOS. Nt 19-4, NK 19-7
WL-41-U-187-00112 07 JUL 70 187 EOSTON, MASSACHUFE!S 128D HASSELBLAD FP, 58, B/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSLE ?UNL4RS ALTI'I)DE SCALE REMARKS
27 1 001 - 010 51,000 ISL 1.408,000 1NOfH OF BEVERLY TO NORFH OF NEW BEDPORD.
27 2 011 - 020 51,200 MSL 1.409,600 TAUNTON TO NORTH OF' BOSTON.
27 3 021 - 030 51,000 MSL 1.408,000 LAWRtECE TO NORTn OF FALL RIVER.
27 4 031 - 034 50,o00 MSL 1.404,800 SOInfWEST OF BOSTON TO NORTHWEST OF BOSTON.
21 5 035 - 038 50,400 MSL 1.403,200 EAST OF FORT DEVENS TO MILJORD.
IIP NOS. NE 19-4, NK 19-7
hR-41-FJ-194-00113 27 JlN 70 194 IEXF, XCXAIDD 128D HI*ASSeUILAD F, 5e, H/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
ROLLU. LINE EXkPSL:RE NIRS ALTI*ITtDE SCALE REMARKS
9 1 001 - 007 50,800 MSL 1.406,400 S(N1FEAST (O IFNNE TO SLtnH OF 11T L' U.PTON.
9 2 008 - 015 51,200 MSL 1.409,600 N(tRTH OF D:NN¥1l TO S(XH'I OF IF..:
9 3 016 - 021 50,800 MSL 1.406,400 S(tXJIEST OF DN'11t EIX F'AS1T OF( HtIDR.
*MAP N(S. NK 13-11, NJ 13-2
N-41-4J-229-00114 28 JIN 70 229 NEW HAVEN. ONXNECTICUt 128D HIASSELEBAD F, 58, t/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
ROLL LINE EX(PSRE MJIS ALTI'luE SCALE REMARKS
17 1 007 - 011il 49,900 MSL 1.399,200 SOHEAST OF NEW HRITAIN 1T EAST OE EAST nAVEN.
17 2 012 - 015 50,000 MSL 1.400,000 NEW HAVEN TO FAST OF WATEHIIt.RV.
17 a 016 - 021 50,200 MSL 1.401,600 MORTH O' MERitE TO SOUTIH OF' BRA*NORD.
MAP NO. mN 18-9
PI-41-J-230-00115 28 JUl 70 230 WAS1H9IIGN D.C. 128D HASSELBLAD F, 58, 8/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
ROLL LINE EVWSLIRE iE1 ALTITUDE SCALE REMARI(S
17 022 - 023 TEST FRAMES, OT PLOFID.
I? 1 024 - 028 51,200 MIL 1.409,600 LA1R.FL TO SII7EAST OF WASHIfNTOT, D.C.
11 2 029 - 034 50,400 MSL 1.403,200 SSXOT OF WASHINlGON, D.C., TO NORHm WASHINGTON,
D.C.
11 3 035 - 039 50,500 MSL 1.404,000 ROI(VIUE 70T FO T HIELVOIR.
17 4 040 - 045 50,400 MSL 1.403,200 SlnHWEST OF ARLINGTON TO NRT11EST OF'
ARLIN*UONI .
MAP NOS. NJ 18-1, NJ 18-4
NR-41-eJ-029-00116 21 MAY 70 029 PHENIX, ARIZtlA 129 lHASSELBAD P, 58, 8/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
ROLL LINE EI(POSU.E ,RRS ALTIUEM SCALE REM4ARKS
9 1 023 - 033 60,700 MSL 1.485,600 GILLESPIE DAM TO FLORENCE JUNCTION.
9 2 034 - 044 61,200 MSL 1.489,600 DESERT GOLD LOGE TO ARLINGT'N.
9 3 045 - 056 61,100 MSL 1.488,800 NW OF' BICIEYE TO SUPfESTITION M)OWNTAINS.
9 4 057 - 068 61,100 MSL 1.488,800 GOL[OIED M[1NTAIINS TO TXNOPAH DESERT.
O 5 069 - 080 61,000 MSL 1.488,000 EAST OF BELMNT MOHNTAINS TO TONTO NATIONAL
FOREST.
MAP NOS. NI 12-7, NI 12-8
NR-41-6J-030-00117 21 MAY 10 030 T.CSON/AJO, ARIZONA 129 IIASSELUAD F, 58, B/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
RILL LINE EX1POSILR ' IMIER ALTIlUIE SCALE R14ARKS
9 1 001 - 009 56,000 MSL 1.448,000 RIAGOON PEAK TO SW IUCSON.
MAP NOS. NI 12-2, NI 12-11, NH 12-2, NH 12-3
Nh-41-EJ-210-00118 21 N1Il 70 210 IMP.RIAI. VAIIF.9, C.'AIIl-IHNIA 129 .SI'SF:I;MU) F', 58, H/W Z4DZ, 1.5 IN.
RLL LINE EXAESLRE 5N111NS At.lT lllDF SCu F. HAIIN
9 1 010 - 012 61,P00 ML 1.494,400 AI.lH (N' IIXvlliF' 111) ltl HISI%.
9 . 2 '013 - 015 61,500 MSL 1.492,000 NAVAI. AIlH 'T.CIKIC.L 1 (T%.II; tlI' X) I'PE.HIAL
VALLE. 1XHRFHCllAISI Sl.%I)INIMI,.
9 3 016 - 018 61,500 HAL 1.492,000 o MIRH OF' t'lII.I}: 11) SI PFKHSIO'si(h ItxNTAIN.
9 4 019 - 0Z2 60,000 M'SI. 1.46b,400 WF:CT (N.' WSITI:MIAIx) IIO NA.Vl. NHIE (V,: .
MAP NOS. hNI 11-9, NI II-II, 1I 11-12
Na
N)N)





NR-41-FX-216-00119 26 MAY 70 216 JA*CST1UN, URETI DK(OTA 129
RFLL LINE EXP[:OS4 NTI-HFiS ALTITLW: SCALE
18 I 001 - 004 58,800 MSL 1.470,400
18 2 005 - 010 58,600 MSL 1.468,H00
18 3 011 - 016 58,600 MSL 1.46S,.00
18 1 017 - 020 58,400 MSL 1.467,200
18 2 021 - 022 58,600 MSL 1.468,800
NR-41-FJ-218-00120 26 MAY 710 218 SIOX FALUS, SOUFH DAKOTA
ROLL LINE E(POSIE Nhl ',1RS ALTITIDE
18 1 023 - 038 59,300 M.SL
18 2 039 - 054 59,800 MSL






1N-41--J-206-00121 26-27 MAY 70 206 IUSCLE SIMALS, ALABIMA 136
RIOLL LIPNE ' EXPOSUIEE Nt4ER ALTIL.E SCALE
8 1 03 - 18 4,000 MSL 1.032,000
8 3 19 - 36 4,000 MIL 1.032,000
2 371 - 54 4,000 MSL 1.032,000
a 2 55 - 64 86,000 SL 1.064,000
8 2 65 - 68 20,000 MSL. 1.160,000
I N."lTHLF:,T (.XIP I HJrlh
ILSSaI'LAD I', 58, R/W 2402. 1.5 IN.
RI'4ARKS
CINtHII lAKE T. NW OF J*WiSTXN.
PIM;RIIE TO It,MlE JOSEPHHINE.
WIL WM IAKE IU) VEST OE DAZEY.
NHIRTI 01 J,%t'%,lSXN TO FAST Pt..TI'lSlN.
VASHTI TI SO(AJ 11 WIMfIX.
YAP NOS. NL 14-1, NL 14-2, NL 14-4, NL 14-5
KHASSELAD P, 58, B/W 2402, 1.5 IN.
RIH4ARRKS
EAST OF WATlER1N TO LENN)X.
SOUWM OF S IOUX FAUS TO N11TH OF CLEAR LAKE.
CARY TO CANION.
IMP NOS. Wm 14-3, N. 14-9, hL 14-12, mK 14-3
IASSELtAD F, W-58, IB/ 2402. 1.5 IN.
IMRE WAS NO FIASSEILMAD e COVERAE.
MAP NO. NI 16-5
IAG;RIY DITA F1II': - DIPD-Z N.l,I (II )ICO-XI-I))
ACCFESS IO NO ER
!DYAT SITE
NO.
SI T: NAM:I MIS-
S ION
NR-45-H-092-00001 25 JUN 69 092 PLUI RIO 98
FRLL LINE F ICIHIT NO. STAR.T S1P AI.TI11I
2 4 5 6. IN. 17.2 IN. 20,000 MSI.
2 6 5 21.3 IN. 29.7 1N. 20,000 ICI
2 25 S 34.6 IN. 42.6 IN. 20.000 F'L
2 S 5 46.6 IN. 55.4 IN. 20,000 iL
HR-45-JO-192-00002 27 JUN 69 192 HARRAS ' - 98
- AL LINE FtLII W. START S.7P AL.TIlDE
3 71 5 .7 IN. 8.8 IN. 15,000 fSL
3 6 I 12.9 IN. 19.6 IN. 15,000 ISL
MR-45-O'-092-00003 24 Ji.PN 69 092 PLERTO RIaO
ROLL LINE FLIHTr NO. START
1 6 4 12.5 IN.
I 2 4 26.9 IN.
98
STOP ALTITUDE
22.3 IN. 20,000 MSL
37.2 IN. 20,000 MSL
NR-45-FJ-085-00004 28 ALG 69 085 LAWRENCE, KANSAS 102
RILL LINE FLIGIT NO. START STOP ALTIlIE
2 6 ? 3.9 7 10,000 ISL
2 15 7 10.9 15.0 10,000 MSL
2 9 1 19.1 22.0 10,000 MISL
2 12 I 25.9 30.9 9,500 MISL
2 4 7 35.3 37.1 9,500 ML
2 8 7 41.1 43.1 9,500 MSL
MR-45-FJ-076-00005 04 SEP 69 076 CARDEN CITY. KANSAS
RLL LLINE FIGCHfr NO. START STOP
2A IS 9 3.3 711
I NSTHl4.T W.XFIIL RATIO
SIAN 16. S .HZ
HREI'Y1( S
MP NO. (NC 1S-27.
MAP NO. (NC J-27.
SLAR 16.5 slZ
MAP NO. ONC K-27.
MAP NO. ONC J-27.
SLAR 16.5 CHZ
MAP NO. ONC J-27.
MdAP 1NO..0C J-27.
SLAR, 16.S IHZ
STOP WAS CLEARED TO 46.9.
RERKS
IMP MhS. I 15S-I, IJ 15-4.
102 SLAR, 16.5 (lEZ
ALTIlle R1M1S
20,000 MSL SOP Ca.EARED TO 0.9
KA-62A MAWICTION





IMACWAt DA1TA FIIE? - LD'D-Z SAnH (PHIIt'O-tI)- ll)J
MIS-
S ION
I NCS11 PlM I'tT I tN'l( RA1 1 (
NR-45-FJ-076-00006 04 SEP 69 078 GARDEN CITY, KANSAS 102
ROLL LINE Fl.IGT 10. START STO1P ALTITUE
3 I5 9 11.7 15.3 20,000 MSL
3 10 9 3.4 7.4 20,000 MSL
3 13 9 19.0 23.2 20,000 MSL
3 14 9 26.9 31.0 20,000 MSL
3 13 9 42.6 46.9 20,000 MSL
3 11 9 34. 0 19.0 20.00o M. '
3 12 9 50.3 S6.4 20,00(0 tL.
3 10 9 59.1 63.2 20,000 ,t1.
NR-45-FJ-076-00007 04 SEP 69 076 GAHIF:% C'IT1, KANSAS 102
ROU. LINE F1l. HT) . . SIN'T %'IW , l.Tl'IJ1F:
4 1 9 23.J. 26.9 :,(o00 w(it.
4 18 9 16.4 21.4 3,000 RML
4 '10 9 30.3 34.4 3,000 °°tl
4 Ie .9 3.3 6.5 3,000 MSL
4 17 9 10.9 13.2 3,000 MSL
4 9 9 37.7 42.0 3,000 P0ML
NW-45-E-039-00008 27 ALG 69 039 FAST'lN BFiAR nIXY'h MIXTAINS 102
ROLL LINE FLIGHT Nt. START S1UP Al.TlI1E
I 4 5 36.17 IN. 39.9 IN. 10,000 SL
1 3 5 43.8 IN. 46.6-50.0 10,000 PSL
PR-45-HU-186-00009 27 AUC 69 186 NEW ENGLAND 102
ROLL LINE FLIGHT PAN. START STOP ALTItUD
I 6 5 22.5 IN. 26.9 IN. 10,000 OSL
I 7 5 30.9 IN. 33.0 IN. 10,000 ML
NR-45-FK-197-00010 26 A4UG 69 197 CHIPPE'A NATIONAL FXREST, MINN. 102
ROLL LINE FLIGHT NO. START STOP ALTITlUL
1 1 3 3.8 IN. 8.1 IN. 20,000 MCL
32 3 11.8 IN. 16.4 IN. 10,000 MSL
NR-45-PJ-0766-0001 01 OCT 69 076 GAR" CITY, KANSAS 105
RXOL LINE FLIGHT O. START STOP ALTITIE
3 25 3 21.4 26.5 20,000 MSL
3 26 4 30.7 36.5 20,000 MPSL
IR-45-FJ-076-00012 01 OCT 69 076 GARDEN CITY, KANSAS 105
ROLL LINE FLIGHT NO. START STP ALT ITM
3 16 4 4.4 9.3 20,000 PSL
3 17 4 12:8 17.4 20,000 MSL
NR-45-FJ-178-00013 29 SEP 69 178 MIIL CREXK, (KIAHOL.A 105
ROLL LINE FLIGHT NO. START STIP ALTITtIE
I 11 I 6.6 9.7 21,000 KSL
I IS 1 13.6 16.0 21,000 MSL
1 20 1 19.6 24.6 21,000 MSL
1 18 1 28.3 34.0 21,000 PSL
I 19 1 37.8 43.4 21,000 MSL
1 17 1 47.0 51.8 21,000 MSL
1 20 I 55.6 60.1 10,000 MSL
NR-45-FJ-178-00014 30 SEP 69 178 MIll. CREFX, OK!LAK 105
ROLL LINE PLIGHT NO. START STOP ALTInT'D
2 20 2 4.5 9.3 21,000 MSL
2 11 2 13.1 15.3 21,000 MSL
2 15 2 19.2 21,000 MSL
2 19 2 24.8 29.1 21,000 MSL
2 20 2 32.9 37.7 10,000 MSL
SLAR, 16.5 GHZ RB'ARKS
.Slt)P CI.FA\HP:I ) ' .?) ..
MAP Nth. NJ 14-4, NJ 14-7.
SINX., 1h.5 tZ
RI]MARKS
STnl CIFARtWI) 1) 4S. .
1MP )S5. NJ 14-4, NJ 14-7.
SLAN, 16.5 G(4Z, H/w Y401 RtM?4RKS
DATA WAS t(XDU. MAGNETIC HADING 260 iOt.iRE
DATA WAS XXD. MAGNETIC HiEADIN 334 OWUHEE.
MAP PIS. NL 12-9, NL 12-12
SLAR, 16.5 GHZ, B/W 8401
RBARKS
DATA WAS GCUO. MrTIC HFADlhCNG 260 OECREF:.
-DATA WAS t(O), EV'3 1T(GH DRIFTr AGhCL:S %HiE
HIGH. MGNE'riC WHADING.
MAFP NO. NK 13-11.
SLAR, 16.5 GH2, B/W 8401
RE4ARIFKS
T I S LIl NE CONS I OERD VtRY )GOOD.
THIS LINE CONSIDRED VttY G0UU.
MAP NOS. NL 15-1, NhL 15-2.
SLAR, 16.5 GH2 REWARKS
CLEARED TO 40.3.
4MAP NOS. NJ 14-4, J 14-7.
SLAR, 16. 5 aZ REIARKS




MAP NO. NI 14-6.
SLAR, 16.5 GHZ
REMARKS
SLICHT ROLLS OF' A/C SEEN IN SIGNAL AMPLIlTE
DEIXREASE. SOE DECRtE OF PITCH.
SIGhAL STRE1GTH IS AT FAR RANGE AND REIAINED)
SLIGHTLY PEAKED 'THOUClGKAf LINE.
CLEARED TO 41.0.








IMAGFN1 DAlTA FILE - DPW-2 SLAR (PHIIDO-1'HI))
DATE SITE SITE NAME MIS- INSlTlH:N1' CWNF'AIC'NI
ACCESSION NLMI.R NO. SION
NR-45-EJ-185-00015 02 OCT 69 185 BONANZA, COLORAO 105 SLAR, 16.5 
ROLL LINE FLIGHT NO. START STOP ALT IUTLOE RSARUKS
3 17 5 45.0 49.1 16,000 MSL
3 28 5 53.8 57.0 16,000 MSL
3 21 5 60.8 65.0 16,000 ISL
3 34 5 68.5 72.0 16,000 MSL
3 26 5 75.8 80.0 16,000 MSL CLEARED TO 83.7.
MAP NOS. NJ 13-1, NJ 13-2, NJ 13-4, NJ 13-5,
NJ 13-7, NJ 13-8.
SR-45-EJ-002-00017' 08 OCT 69 002 PISGAH CRATER, CALIFRtNIA 108 SLAR, 16.5 aHZ, COLOR 8401
ROLL LINE FLIGHT NO. START STOP ALTITUDE REMARKS
I 12 1 4.7 IN. 9.4 IN. 15,000 MSL AT 17.43.00, A BEAKIUP WAS NOTED. ALL C'HAJNFL
NRE DCIN IN APLIIUIE, EXCEPT 11.
I 15 1 13.4 IN. 16.8 IN. 15,000 MSL ALL SIGNALS WERE BUILT UP SLIGWTLY FROM4 LAST
LINE.
I 10 1 20.6 IN. 24.3 IN. 15,000 MSL AT 17.59.22, THERE WAS A BREAKUP.
1 13 1 27.7 IN. 30.5 IN. 15,000 MSL
I 16 1 34.7 IN. 37.6 IN. 15,000 MSL





I 14 ! 41.8 IN. 51.0 IN. 15.000 EiL IANN TL 141 IS TfiONLY ONE WITH ODx AM4PLITUE.
! 9 1 54.5 IN. 58.1 IN. I5,000 MSL le RAT IS IN ThE SLIGHT SKID AT FIRST OF
10 OCT 69 022 TONOPAH, NEVADA 108 SLAR, 16.5 CHZ, UCO( 8401
ROLL LINE FLIGHT NO. START STOP ALTITUDE RNtARKS
2 14 3 4.8 IN. 7.0 IN. 10,000 MSL IMAGE TMO PO(R TO LUATE.
a 11 3 10.1 IN. 12.5 IN. 10,000 MSL IFMAGE TW P]N TO LII.ATE.
2 12 3 13.7 IN. 16. IN. 10,000 MSL ItM CE TO POOR TO LC4TE.
2 12 3 17.5 IN. 19.2 IN. 10,000 ISL IMAGE TOl) PfOR 1 LCAT:'E.
a t 3 22.7 IN. 23.6 IN. 10,000 ML IMAE lOD POU TO LOCATE.l
a 8 3 25.8 IN. 27.5 IN. 10,000 MSL IfaCE 7TOO P(IOR TO LOUCATE.
2 5 3 29.7 IN. 30.5 IN. 10,000 ML IMAGE T(W) POOR TO LOCAIT.
a 6 3 34.6 IN. 35.6 IN. 10,000 MSL I1AGE TW POOR lTO UCATE. CLEARHD TO 38.7 IN.
MAP NUS . NJ 11-5, NJ Il-H.
16 APR 70 093 PT. BARROW, ALASKA 126 SLAR, 16.5 IHZ, /WW 8401
ROLL LINE FLIGHT NO. START STOP ALTITUE REMARKS
10 11 3 11.5 14.7 10,000 MSL THIS LINE WAS NOT PL0TIfl BECAUSE HIFRE ARE NO
NAPS5 FOR ThIS PORTION OF CIC1-:1 SEA. THE
CODRDINATES ARE 71 DELREES 57 MINUTES N 15t
DECREES 14 MIUES W TO 71 DIECX.RES 40 MINUlES
N 157 DEGREES 14 MINITES W.
10 8 3 18.1 21.7 10,000 MSL THIS LINE WAS NOT PLOTTED IECAUSE THEIE ARE NO
NAPS FU1 THIS PORTION OF' CHLCHI SEA. THE
COORDINATES ARE 71 DECREES 40 MINUTES N 157
DE&tRES 15 MINUTES W TO 71 DECtEES 40 MINUTF'S
N 158 DEGREES 02 MINUTES W.
10 9 3 25.7 28.5 10,000 MSL THIS LINE WAS MN' PLOTTED . ECAUSE THERE ARE NO
NAPS FMR THIS PORTION (OF CHtXCHI SE4. THE
COCNDINATID ARE 71 MINUTES 39 DEN;EES N 158
DEtR;EES 03 MINUTES W TO 71 DECREES 54 MINUTES
N 158 DtEdEES 03 MINUMTS w.
10 10 3 32.6 35.2 10,000 MSL THIS LINE WAS NOT PtL'D BECAUSE THERE ARE NO
MAPS FOR THIS PORTION OF CHUKCHI SEA. THE
14APS FUR THIS PONTION OF CHULKCHI SEA. THE
COCNDINATES ARE 71 DIXREES 57 MINUTES N 157
VDESEES 14 MINUMES W TO 71 DEiREES 30 MINUTES
N 157 DEREES 14 MINUTES W.1' a 3 46.6 49.2 10,000 MSL THIIS LINE WAS NOT PLOWIED BECAUSE THERE ARE NO
MAPS FMR THIS PORTION OF CHUKCHI SEA. THE
CORDINATES ARE 71 DEGREES 40 MINUTES N 157
DEtIREES 16 MImUIES W TO 71 DEGREES 40 MINUTES
N 158 AREES 02 MINUTES W.
ItE3HR DATA FILE - DPL)-2 SIA (IPHrIIA)-tPXRi))
AaE SS ION SNLIHE




NR-45-BL-093-00019 16 APR 70 093 PT. BIWRR(M, ALASKA
















I N.STHI ht.NT UNt" I (. RAT I 'O
126 SLAR, 16.5 CHZ, H/W 8401
ALTI'AEF RIL.R KS
10 9 .3 53.3 10000 )(NL. '11111 I Il. ti 1' %YI' PlIF.- I(:I1 I Sk. 'I'.H|I-, AlIF NO
MAPS 1.1ll 'I1lS lH'Itll IIF- (Zll'lW K l N.l'. 'l:I
LUX)DINlllr.VI.S %I.:i 1411 I;11.S i ,Ii' ' s' l 1% NI
S'Jl itiF:F:. O I V %l'': 'It) 71 DI)FNI' :. i ',I 1i %'1K:.
Y 15V. I141:':b. 0.. ql.XV'lF.S -.
10 10 3 60.0 b6.4 10,000 MSL '111 1.IFN %,' MYI' PIl'I'i.I) IHF:i. '"F. i-p: AK: NO
44p., IU-H T111.S MIT'I(I (1t LitRi.Lhll .I.. TH49.
UXIX)HlN,Vl': .1 A- 71 IIXJH':. .4 i11Il'I', %' ISt O
I'JFIiF.S 02 MIlnI'': 1 I7)l INO H -F.S 4 i.L;'I:S
N IS1 IMLiF:S 16 .11L'I'F: 'A.
10 19 3 67.0 2I,500 i11, F'ILM I III.I.U 0lIOR:I). F IM J/1'F.iA) 1XMAMI F:D
OF' m j..
*A\P 'o. yP'. PHI'M, ,\.AA,/ ONC c-9
6 APR 70' 093 PT'. IUM.W, ALASKA 126 SLAi, 16.5 CHZ, /4* 8401
.LL LINE FLIGH~T NO. START S'I)P ALTITUI)E FlFIKS
I 19 4 2.4 22.4 22,000 MSL MAP NO. PT. IHAUTSF, ALASKA O5C C-9
18 APR 70 219 BAlUlt'IRT SA,. ALASKA 126 SIAR, 16.5 CHZ, B/W 8401
SZLL LINE FLIGHT M). START STOP ALTITLUZE RFKJS
a 3 1RHR 4 2.0 7.5 2K/10K MSL TIOS .INE IS APPlhElI4ATE.
2 4 FISR 8.0 24.0 YK/10K HSL ,YAP NO. RAL'+XMT SA,. ALASKA NC C0-9
18 APR 70 219 WIAUFUIT SEA, ALASKA 126 SLAR, 16.5 HIZ, BI/W 8401
JLL LINE FLIGIT NO. START STOP ALTITLU RFPT4AKS
a 3 1 31.5 38.4 23,000 KIL AIRCRAFT' IN HANK UILRIN' THIS LINE. NOT PLDTi'D.
2. 3 1 42.8 48.0 23,000 MSL PWU' TiS LINE IN APPROXIMATE.
a 4 1 51.9 80.0 23.000 ML MAP W. BEAUI-UTI SEA, ALASKA UOC C-9
6 APR 70 219 BEAUFRRT SEA, ALASKA 126 SLAR, 16.5 GHZ, B/W 8401
ML LINE FLICGT MO. START STOP ALTITLIE RF4ARKS
Ia I 30.5 62.2 11,000 MSL Th E COURDINATES ARE 70 DRU;EFS 53 MINUITES N
148 DUGREe S 46 MINZlES W TO 74 DEGREES 00
MINIITES N 149 DOX.RES 00 MINUITES W. THIS LINE
NOr PLOrIT)D IEAUSE T1ERE ARE NO MAPS FUR THIS
PORTION OF BEFAIIUrT SEA.
MAP NO. BEAUFR-T SEA, ALASKA ONO C-9
6 APR 70 219 IEAUFORT SEA, ALASKA 126 SLAR, 16.5 GHZ, B/W 8401
iULL LINE FLIGHT NO. START STOP ALTITLTE FLFRKS
13 3 3.6 57.1 17,000 MEL hE COORDINATES ARE 73 DOElEES 59 MINUTES N
148 OEGREES 05 MINUTES W TO 70 DEGREES 00NMIITES N 148 DEGREES 05 MINUTES W. THIS LINE
NOT PLOWr BECAUSE 1UEE ARE NO MRPS I-0R THIS
PORTION OF B:AL-URT SEA.
MAP NO. BEAUFJRT SEA, ALASKA ONC C-9
9 APR 70 219 BEAIFIRT SEA, ALASKA 126 SLAR, 16.5 0HZ, B/W 8401
IZLL LINE FtNIHT NO. START STOP ALTITlDE REM0rKS
14 1 5 2.3 55.0 17,000 MSL lHIS LINE WAS NOT PLOUIED HECAUSE MlHli ARE MN
MAPS FOR THIS PORTION 0F" BEAUFURT SEA. THE
COORDINATES ARE 70 ODEGREES 19 MINUTES N 149
NE1REES 00 MINITES W 'T1 74 DOIREES 59 MINUTES
N 149 0DEREES 00 MINUTES W.
YMP NO. BEAUIFLRT SEA, ALASKA ONC C-9
 APR 70 239 HlAtIH'T SE'A. AI.AsKA 126 SLAH, 16.5 (H'Z, H/% i401
rLL LINE FLIH'T NO. START S'I1W ALT'I'l:E "U"KS
iS 2 5 2.8 56.8 I7,000 MNL THIS INKE I.1,S 51f PUL1'IT: HI-.C1AtE. 1THIIF. AIS O
MAPS M TH TIhi POHTI(W 0 H'I.:AL1M3T SA... THE
UXaWIN.ATiN.:lA-E 75 I.I;HIRE.S 01 mlr.'':$ N 34e
OLGE3LS 05 MINUTE'S 1') 70 'JL;HR''S 22 MINUTES
N 141 DI';HEsE. 05 MINIuES w.
M4?P WO. EAL3UUIUT SEA, ALASKA ONC C-9
9 APR 70 219 BEAL'URT SEA, ALASKA 126 SLAR, 16.5 0HZ, H/W 8401
I. LINE ILIGI' NO. START S1TP ALTI1,DK RPRAIKS
16 7 5 2.1 40.0 22,000 MSL
16 5 5 46.6 81.6 22,000 MSL MAP NO. BAUITRT SEA, ALASKA (OC C-9
I)
o".













I NSThI iF:NT (I' RAT I ON
19 APR 70 219 HEAUIORT SEA, ALASKA 126 SLAR, 16.5 CHZ, B/W 6401
ROLL LINE FLIGHT NO. S1ARFT STOP ALTITU1E iR4ARIKS
18 18 6 2.4 4.9 10.000 MSL THIS LINE WAS Mr PLOrTTD BECAUSE TH"RE ARFE NO
MAPS F'R 'TIS PORTION O(W BEAUJ\IRT SEA. THE
COORDINATES ARE 71 DER.EES 40 MINUTES N 149
- GREES N 149 DEOREES 99 MINMES W TO 71 DECREES
41 MINUTES N 148 DE;REES 45 MINU'ES W.16 IS 6 9.2 10,000 MSL THIS LINE WAS OWr PLTED BECAUSE 1hERE ARE NOMAPS FI)R 'TIS PORTION OF BEAUFURT SEA. THE
COXXORDINAES ARE 71 DEfREES 41 MINUTES N 148
adRlAS 42 MINTE' S W TD 71 DIEREES 25 MINUTES
N 148 DEI)REES 43 MINUTES W.
18 15 6 16.9 19.4 10,000 MSL 'IHIS LINE WAS NOT PLDIT)ED BECAUSE THERE ARE NO
MAPS F1R THIS PORTION OF BEAUIlORT SEA. THE
CXlODINATES ARE 71 DOREES 25 MINUlTES N 148
DEGREES 46 MINU.lES W T7 71 DEREES 26 MINUTES
N 149 REES 30 MINIUTES W.IS 17 6 26.2 10,000 MSL THIS LINE WAS KNM PLOD BECAUSE THE1 ARE NO
IMAPS MR THIS PORTION Of' BEAUFURT SEA. TH
COORDINATES ARE 71 IDEREES 27 MINUTES N 149
DGREES 30 MINUFTES W 70 71 DEXREES 41 MINUTES
N 149 [DEREES 30 MINUTES W.
to is 6 32.9 10,M000 IL THIS LINE WAS hT PLOTTED BECAUSE TWRE ARE NO
IAPS FOR THIS PORTION OF BREAUO1RT SEA. Ts
COORIDINATES ARE 71 DEGREES 41 MINUT'ES N 149
DW1REES 26 MIIUTIFS W 70 71 DECREES 41 MIMNTFS
N 148 DERES- 45 MINIES W.
18 17 6 39.4 39.5 10,000 MSL THIS LINE WAS NOT PLOUPED BCAUSE TRHRE ARE NO
MAPS FM THIS PORTION OF BEAUR0T SEA. TEe
COORDINA'FS ARE 71 DEcREES 41 MINITES N 148
il):ESii n'1 Z4 MNT'F:S 11)7I D1t;EF:S 4 MINtiTESN 149- I:U:Ei.S 4. lNltl':S W.1is 16 6 48.4 49.6 10,000 MSL '1TIS I.1I.E 9,5 5(7 PI1IisI'NI) IW:AL1:.. 'l'H.E AHE NO)
WieU 1PH '111 HF:UFt'l' , O ). Olf-A ':;(3T %IA. 'IIE
2XAI)INATIE ARE 71 IStF:-t E. r41. Mlt ', N 146
DIUXREES 4 MINL: 't: tl) 71 3*II.;HF-.'s 5 MINI/IES
N 149 UXI.EE' 20 MINtLF:.S .18 II 6 52.4 53.2 10,000 MSL THIS LINE 9WS NOTI PIlI'IErD t.ClAt. SF 'IHNEHE , HE NO
MiPS IUt Th IS PO.l'IO( (W HO',LI-tIUT S.A. THIE(X)R)INiATiE AHE 71 IUXWtEFIS E MINLI.S N 149
*GRlEES 25 MINLUTE*S W I1) 71 U3RE-tS 40 MINUTESN 149 8IXRt:ES 29 0 .iINl.L,;S W.
MAP NO. ,IEAIUI*T SEA, ALASKA NC C-9
2Z APR 70 219 CAIUET sIA., K.*4ASKA 126 NI.A, 16.5 UV., H/9 o4o0KILL LINE FLICT I) START SI). 5' LT ALTITIlE Ri' K.19 3 7 2.5 4.4 17,000 1L415. THIS .I' 9-.1 %1 ' PUllJ'lI) HtCw;.E T1E l' t I I ARE
APS FUO 'h11IS POUTI(ON HEALI 'UtT Si..A. THE[XEHI)INIA'S ARE 70 IUXtHE 21 mIp.'llI- N 149
MIM. 00oo MINl.TES w i) 73 Dt-EES. 59 MINL'ES
N 149 m1ikREI'; 00 MIINtES W.
MAP NO. i.Li.bUtT SEA, ALASKA UC C-9
22 APR 70 219 HEAU.RT SEA, ALA"KA 126 SLAR, 16.5 S 'Z, ,/W 401
KIL LINE FLIUT NoH . STgART STOP' ALTITItDE REIARKS
20 2 7 2.6 43.7 17,000 14L THIS LINE WAS MA' PII'I-) I3E LtSE ThI~tE ARE M)
MAPS 10R This POFRTI(O (W H.A:I-XUHT SEA. THE
COXMDINATIES ARE 73 DCREI-S 3h MINUTlES N 140
OUIGREES 05 MINUTES W 1') 70 UREIEES 25 MINL'TES
N 148 IElRkEES 05 MINUTES . .
MA14P KO. BEAI-URT SiEA, ALASKA OK C-9
7 FMA1Y 70 076 GARDEN CITY, KANSAS 130 S.AR 16.5 GHi3LL I.L A L Mr),.r ir LIART OI Alti-nw.WLINE rmll W. Ol;TA STOP AL1IMIEU
16 12 3 10.8 IN. 15.7 IN. 13,000 MSL
16 20 .3 22.8 IN. 28.6 IN. 13,000 SWL
NR-45-FJ-076-00032 27 MAY 70 076 GARDEN CITY, KANSAS 130
ROLL LINE FLIGHT NO. START STOP ALTI1T.E
1I 12 3 36.1 IN. 41.0 IN. 13,000 MSL
I1 20 3 53.5 IN. 13,000 SL11 20 3 61.1 IN. 64.7 IN. 13,000 MSL
MAP MdS. NJ 14-4, NJ 14-7.
CSLAR 16.5 HZ 
MAP NOS. NJ 14-4, NJ 14-7.
Z
I






NR-46-LL-166-00001 6-14 MAM 69 166 ICFAND - SFA Sl'AlE PS
1-46-LL-166-00002 6-14 M'R 69 166 ICFLAND - SEA STATE: e8
hM-46-HH-092-00003 21 JUN 69 092 PHmiV RICO 98
RHLL LINE EXOfLPOS NtI.NOWES ALT.TIDE SCAlE
I 138 - 20,200 MSL 1.t0,800
1 23 - 143 20,200 MSL. I.80,800
I 8 198 - 203 20,200 MSL L.P0,"00
I 9 204 - 211 20,200 MSL 1.80,e00
I 10 212 - 220 20,200 MSL 1.eo0,00
I 11 221 - 229 20.200 MSL .80,.P00
I 1,6 242 - 251 20,000 MSL 1.80,600
i 15 252 - 273 20,000 MSL I.80,800
1 14 274 - 286 20,000 MSL 1.80,000
NM-46-M1-092-00004 23 JUN 69 092 PUEiO RICO 98
HOLL LINE EXPYCiE NU4L3RS ALTITtUE SCALE
1 4 294 - 296 20,000 MSL 1.80,000
3 5 298 - 309 20,000°8° L ' .80,000
! 21 311 - 388 5000 MSL 1.20,000
,INSltIM.lNT' UC(' I (A T1' I 
KAI-62 2402
KA-62 SO-246
KA-62A, 25A, 2402, 3 IN.
EOWAHKS
CI*XCKUr Ft ,L-LHI-S
A+B FAILFD, CULI.S * NlZE
A.B FAII,)D, CLIXDS * HAZE
ALL CAM.3OLAT.,'CTI I JN-G
iMA4P O. ONC J-27.
KA-62A, 25A, 2402, 3 IN.
50 PEI CET CLJo RER
MAP hO. OlC J-27.
N-446-1H-092-00005 24 JUN 69 092 PU'r)O RICO
RWtL LINE EXPOREM htJI!S
I 20 397 - 403







FMP hO. ONC J-27.
NR-461-092-00006 25 JUN 69 092 PU RICO 98 KA-62A, 25A, 2402, 3 IN.HIL, LINE I(POSUHE LHBeU. S ALTITU)E SCALE RE4ARKS
A 20 425 - 439 20,000-MASL 1.60,000
1 4 441 - 469 20,000 MSL 1.80,000
I 6 471 - 494 20,000 IMSL 1.80,000
1 5 496 - 519 20,000 ML 1.80,000
1 21 521 - 568 5,000 MSL 1.80,000 MAP NO.- OC J-27.
NR-46-JG-192-00007 27 JUNlh 69 192 HHAtS 98 KA-62A, 25A, 2402, 3 Ik.ROLL LINE EXSELLHE NIUHt'3S ALT I Tl1E SCALE '*M4ARKS
i 564 - 604 3,000 IWL 1.12,000
I 2 605- 629 TFST * C*X*U(Xr
! 2 630 - 676 3,000 MSL 1.12,000
i 6717- 685 STEs
I 6 687 - 700 15.000 MAL 1.60,000
I 6 701 - 726 15,000 MSL 1.60,000
I 5 731- 736
I 6 737 - 749 15,000 MSL 1.60,000 MAP NO. O(C K-27.
IMt-46-EK-039-00068 27 AUG 69 039 EAW.RN FEAR 7UmN MOJ.NTAINS 102 KA-62A, 25A, 2402, 3 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSLtRE NLME3RS ALT I'DE SCALE R1M4ARKS
I 1 0480 - 0506 6,500 MLSL 1.26,000 MAG. MLEADOIG 301 OHRE'E.
I 2 0507 - 0532 6,500 ISL 1.26,000 MAf. HEADING 129 IX.R;HEE.
I a 0533 - 0553 6,500 MSL 1.26,000 MAC. I-ADING 120 DEGREE.
1 1 0674 - 0694 6,500 MSL 1.26,000 MAG. HEADING 231 DIUHEE.
M4P hOS. NL 12-9, hL 12-12.
NR-46-EJ-186-00009 27 AUiL 69 186 CLARKS F ARK,W19OMING 102 KA62-A, 25A, 2402, 3 IN.
O. LL LINE MXPOSRM NU.S. ALTI7.E SCALE RERU(S
I 1 0554 - 0573 6,500 MSL 1.26,000 MAG. EADINGM 234 DEGREE.
I 2 0574 - 0591 6,500 MSL I.26,000 MAG. WFADING 43 DIGHFE.
I 3 0592 - 0611 6,500 MSL 1.26,000 MAG. HEADING 236 DFtREE.
! 4 0612 - 0625 6,500 MSL 1.26,000 MAO. HFEADIlG 316 DECREE.
I 5 0626 - 0642 6,500 NSL 1.26,000 MAG. HEADING 313 DEGRIE.
I 1 0647 - 0665 6,500 MSL 1.26,000 MAD. HEADING 307 DEGREE.















I NST'ItN'T' NI CL hR.AT0 I (
26 AUG 69 1971 CHIPPEWA NATIONAL FDREST 102 KA-62A, 25A, 2402, 3 IN.
LI, LINE EXPOSURE NM11ES ALTI TUE SCALE REMARKS
I I 0002 - 0080 3.500 MSL 1.14,000 MAG. EADING 268 DELREE. FLIGHT NO. 2
3 1 0083 - 0164 3,500 MSL 1.14,000 ,1G. HEADIND 274 D6XHREE. FLIGHT NO. 3
I 1 0165- 0271 2,000 MSL 1.8,000 1M. HEADING 104 DECREE.
I 1 0212 - 0300 10,000 MSL 1.40,000 APPROXIMATELY 10 PER CENT CLOUD COVER AND IHEAVY
MAZE. MAD. HEADING 274 DEGREE.
I 1 0302- 0315 20,000 MSL 1.80,000 CLOD COVER, APPROX. 10-50 PER CENT AL.Wr FLIGHT
LIHE. M1O. HFADIMN 272 DIEREE.
I I . 0317 - 0395 3,500 MSL 1.14,000 KA-62A FRAMI 0396 SKIP. KA-62A FRAME 0397
DOLFLE 0EXPOSURE. FRAMES 0317-0319 NO FORWARD
1VNRLAP.
I 1 0397 - 0476 3,500 ISL 1.14,000 FLIGHT ND. 4
MAP N(S. ML 15-1, NL 15-2.
38 ALe 69 0PS LAHENCE. KNSAS 102 KA-62A, 23A, 2402, J IN.
6IIL LIMNE 0LPOLIE LMM-'WNS ALT I11 ' SDCALE I .. 1'UKRS
- 1036 0000 - 0023 10,000 -1L
2 14 0024 - 0050 10,000 1.
17 0051 - 0074 10.000 ML
2 1313 0075 - 0103 10,000 ,-L
2 18 0104 - 0131 10,000 KSL
04 SEP 69 076 CGAREN CITY, KANSAS
ROLL LINE IEPOSULE M.'I.RS ALTIl ,l1:
3 10 0001 - 0009 20,000 'SL









MR-46-FJ-076-00013 01 OCT 69 076 GARDEN CITY, KANSAS
RIOL LINU EXPOUIRE .ME]34S ALT|'IIE SCALE
IA 10 0380 - 0366 20,000 MSL 1.80,000
NR-46-FJ-085-00014 01 OCT 69 085 LAWIRECE, KANSAS .
RLL LINE CKPOSUNELUMIERS, ALTITUE SCALE
IA 12 0345 - 0351 20,000 MSL 1.80,000
IA 13 0352 - 0358 20,000 MSL 1.80,000
M-46-FJ-178-00015 29 SEP 69 178 MILL (CE(, (OKLAHOA
ROLL LINE EXP(SURE IE-ERS ALTITUED SCALE
IA I1 0184- 0200 21,000 MSL 1.84,000
IA Is 0207 - 0214 21,000 1SL 1.84,0001
M-468-PJ-I18-00016 30 SEP 69 178 MILL CHM, OKLAHMA
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE .t LERS ALTITIU SCALE
IA s18 0219 - 0255 21.000 MSL 1.84,000
IA Il 0258 - 0263 21,000 bL 1.84,000
IA 31 0287 - 0269 21,000 MSL 1.84,000
IA IS 0270- 0272 21,000 MSL 1.84,000
IA 19 0273- 0278 21,500 MFL 1.86,0001
IA II 0279 - 0290 6,000 MSL 1.24,000
IA 12 0291 - 0301 6,000 MSL 1.24,000
IA 13 0302- 0313 6,000 MiL 1.24,000
IA 14 0314 - 0324 6,000 SeL 1.24,000
IA. 15 0325- 0335 6,000 MSL 1.24,000
IA 16 0316 - 6443J 6,000 1L I.e4,nI)0
NR-46-FJ-184-00017 29 SEP 69 184 CHICKA~EI, (IIJ641
ROLL LINE ,X14.$313E 5KI-*I1,14 1,'I.XI1 SCAI E
IA I 0085 - 0140 3,000 ,4L I.1l,0310
IA 2 0141 - 0183 3,000 FK*L 1.12.000
, MAPS. NJ 15-I, N.J 15-4.
102 KA-62A, 254, 2402, 3 IN.
RI*)t4,1S
,AG. WDI*l 344 DR.*l:E.
LMAP NS. NJ 14-4,J. 14-7.
MAD. HE4DING, 34R-tf*]GtYE.
MAP M. NJ 14-4, W 14-7.
105 KA-.62A, 25A, B/V. 2402, 3 IN.
RkMARKS
GARDEN CITY, KANSAS AREA.
MAP INdS. NJ 14-4, NJ 14-7.
105 KA-62A, 25A, B/W 2402, 3 IN.
RD44RKS
LAWRENCE, KANSAS AREA
KA-62 CAEAS WIRE DOr OPERATED ON LIN 14.
LAWRENCE, KANSAS AREA
4MAP IO. NJ 15-1, NJ 15-4.
105 KA-62A, B/W 2402, 3 IN.
)4AARKS
MAP ND. NI 14-6
105 KA-62A, 25A, B/W 2402, 3'IN.
Rm4IRKS
KA-62 CAAWRAS WERE Nr OPERATED ON LINE 20.
105. KI-62A, 25-5, ,%' 6 20Z.o .4 I.
HP~MAHhS
MAP 1M-. NJ 14-Il, N.J IA-12. l 34-2, NI 1-3,
































IAIo ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I
otr 69 IP5 WN-INZA, XAI)IH UI)
LINE EF.U0.OUE NI.IL.S A.T I 13 W.
49 0368 - 0371 10,000 60tL
22 0372 - 0383 8,500 ML
41 0384 - 0396 7,500 ML
37 0397 - 0405 7,500 MSL
18 0406 - 0417 F,500 MSL
23 0418 - 0429 8,500 MiL
42 0430 - 0440 7,500 tMSL
38 0441 - 0450 7,500 MSL
19 0451 - 0462 8,500 M$L
24 0463 - 0475 8,500 MSL
43 0476 - 0486 7,500 MSL
44 0487 - 0496 7,500 4ML
25 0497 - 0510 8,500 NSL
21 0511 - 0521 8,500 MSL
40 0522 - 0532 7,500 ML
39 0533 - 0544 7,.500 MSL
20 0545 - 0556 8,500 MSL
27 0557 - 0569 8,500 MSL
34 0570 - 0581 8,500 MSL
35 0582 - 0594 8,500 iSL
36 0595 - 0607 8,500 MiL
26 0608 - 0620 8,500 iSL
34 0621 - 0633 8,500 MSL
28 0634 - 0646 8,500 MSL
33 0647 - 0660 8.500 MSL
29 0661 - 0674 8,500 MSL
32 0675 - 0688 8,500 MSL
30 0689 - 0705 8,500 MSL
31 0706 - 0719 8,500 ISL
17 0720 - 16,000 MSL
105 KA-62A, 25A, H/W 2402, 3 IN.
SCt.,UF RRMARKS
1.40,0(10 HIt Sl. IAFS, CXtlRUX)
1.34,000 Al., L.IN-I.ISTED ARIE IN VICINIT (1' THE

















1.34,000 WF.SiRN SLOPE OF' SANCRE DE CRISTO MTS.
1.34.000 WES.'rN SLOPE OF SANGRE DC: CRIST'I MTrS.




1.34,000 SAN LUJIS CREEK, COLORADO
1.34,000
1.34,000 SAN ULIS CREEK, W RADO
1.34,000
1.34,000 SAN LUIS CREEK, COLRADO
1.64,000 MAP NOS. NJ 13-1, J 3-2, N J 133-4, NJ 13-5,
NJ 13-7, NJ 13-8.
NR-46-HJ--06-00019 19 JAN 70 0P6 ARGU!S ISLE, HM;)A 
0LL LI NE EXPO NIHWhZRS ALT ITUDE SCALE
3. 4 0001 - 0002 1,500 MSL 1.6,000
3 a 0003 - 0013 3,000 MFL 1.12,000
3 a 0015 - 0021 3,000 MSL 1.12,000
3 a 0022 - 0031 3,000 MSL 1.12,000
3 a 0032 - 0039 3,000 MSL 1.12,000
3 2 0040 - 0046 3,000 MSL 1.12,000
3 i 0047 - 0052 3,000 ML 1.12,000
3 1 0053 - 0059 3,000 MSL 1.12,000
3 1 0060 - 0065 3,000 MSL 1.12,000
3 1 0066 - 0070 3,000 ML 1.12,000
3 5 0071 - 0075 1,500 MSL 1.6,000
3 5 0076 - 0080 1,500 MIL 1.6,000
3 5 0081 - 0089 1,500 MSL 1.6,000
3 5 0090 - 0096 ' 1,500 MSL 1.6,000
3 5 0097 - 0104 1,500 MSL 1.6,000
3 5 0105 - 0114 1,500 MSL 1.6,000
3 a 0115 - 0121 700 MSL 1.2,800
3 2 0122 - 0125 700 MSL 1.2,800
3 2 0126 -'0127 700 MSL 1.2,800
3 2 0128 - 0130 700 ISL 1.2,800
3 2 0131 - 0133 700 MSL 1.2,800
3 2 0134 - 0136 700 MSL 1.2,800
3 2 0137 - 0139 700 MSL 1.2,800
3 2 0140 - 0142 700 MSL 1.2,800
119 KA-62A, 25A, HB/ 2402, 3 IN.
REA4RKS.
RFSOLAt'ION PAN.EL' ON TlIS HUNR. KA-2ZH, n(l'
DUPLICAT1D OR CATAILGI,) lH REStEARCH DAtI'
FACILIT't.
NtRMAL SHtilrN SP.FD - 1/125.
OhE LINDI* SOII3T31 SPF:ED - 1/250.
MWO UNDER SHLt,'NTl SPE)D - 1/500.
NOAm. ,EXPOStLIE SETI'ING
ONE UNiDER ThE NI:MAL ELXPISLIRE SITIMNG.
I ) tTDEMR THE N1IAAL EXPOSlRE SI.TIiNG.















MAP NO. ARGUS ISLE, BFRMJDA OC 0-22.
IKWACF' OlI'A FII"F: - -(t, ,1'1'111551), .t%-lFfl, It'X;X) .W41-AI.I
Si111 N*F:
IMAI- D1ATA F'IIF: - K/\-6Z % I '1 IN\ 1). ('A.-A t/ (.)IIC M) .FW I .11.)
DATE
ACCESSION NM413R







































































086 ARGUS ISLE, BEIUJDA
EXPOSURE N.B/3ERS ALTITDXE
0143 - 0145 700 MSL
0146 - 0148 700 MSL
0149 - 0151 700 MSL
0152 - 0154 700 MSL
0155 - 0157 700 ISL
0158 - 0160 700 MSL
0161 - 0163 700 MSL
0164 - 0166 700 MSL
0167 - 0170 700 MSL
0171 - 0172 700 ISL
0173 - 0175 700 MSL
0176 - 0178 700 MSL
0179 - 01i ') 71)0 MI.
OI02 - 01.4 71011 K'Il.
0115 - 0107 7011 111.
01NF - 0190 700 '1il.
0191 - 019:1 700 KS 1.
0194 - 0196 700 t1.I.
0197 - 01q9 700 1t.
0200 - 0202 700 iSt.
0203 - 020% 700 11.
0206 - 020" 700 1tM.
0210 - 0215 3.000 M1I1.
0216 - 0217 1,500 MSL
0218 - 700 tiL
08 6 ANGUS ISlE, I*34 )DA
EXPiLSUE N.I43tS ALTITIDE
0268 - 7,.000 MSL
0269 - 02768 1,500
0279 - 0283 3,000 MSL
0284 - 0293 3.000 MSL
0294 - 0303 3,000 MCL
0304 - 0313 3,000 MSL
0314 - 0317 3,000 MSL
0318 - 0322 1,500 MSL
0323 - 0331 1,500 MSL
0332 - 0334 700 MSL
0335 - 0337 700 MSL
0338 - 0340 700 MSL
0341 - 0343 700 MSL
0344 - 0346 700 ISL
0347 - 0349 700 MSL
0350 - 0352 700 MSL
0353 - 0355 700 MSL
0356 - 0358 700 MSL
0359 - 0361 700 MSL
0362 - 0364 700 MSL
0365 - 0367 700 MSL
0368 - 0370 700 MSL
0371 - 0373 700 ML









































WI-46-UJ-06-00022 21 JAN 70 086 ARCUS ISLE, BEI8IA
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NUM13iS ALTI t.DE SCALE
10 1 0382 - 0403 2,500 MSL 1.10,000
10 1 0404 - 0420 2,500 MSL 1.10,000
10 1 0421 - 0434 2,500 MSL 1.10,000
10 1 0435 - 0443
10 1 0444 - 0454
10 1 0455 - 0466
10 1 0467 - 0480
10 I 0481 - 0491







INS'INIsT I h-T C( I"(l : N-\II(N











I NOMAL. ARGUS 1OWER ON THils RULN.
I ONE UNDER
I r) I IIH 't1i1: '1*8 ll; ':HPSlHF'
I ''IE I \I)I'H
N(OlICII. AUAI-N 'l(4I)'. ON I0 iIS Hi N.
I I>&: 1 M)*'H
I1') I \IFN -
I F I \.1*e,
I *,RA%I.
0 ONE- I'1M'HI * %tA1. N )RPMAL.lIN:. H-:,tI'I(I PAF'I.S(IN 1141 S HI N.
I ONE IM.I*1N. HR:*StATI(I% PA.lI.S (11 T1IS HIN.
I HF:tOI ri'1I PA.V1 S (N 111S NIt N.
MAP NO. 4IWA.S ISLE. HI- .tl)T (OC G-ZZ.
119 KA-62A, 25A, H/W 2402, 3 IN.'
I4NORMAL,. KA-620 (NO. 3), HOIJ. -). 11 WAS %O'
WUPLICATED FUIR THIE RESEARIl" H DATA FAC.LITl.
KIRNL . AIRFIFID ON ThIS HUN.









NOHAL. NORIAL SftIIER SPEED - 1/125.
NORMAL
ONE tUDEIR. ONE UNDER SFIUrPTF SPREE) - 1/250.






t4LP NO. ANGUS ISLE, BEM4DA ONC 0-22.
119 KA-62A, 25A, /sW 2402, 3 IN.
REMARKS
o NORMAL. KA-62C (NO 3), ROLL 1I WAS NOT
DUPLICATED FM TME RESEARC1 DATA FACILITY.
O ONE UNDER
TwO tNDER
NOHMAL S Trr'ER SPEED - 1/125.
OlE LDE1R SIHJPrER SPEED - 1/250.





MA1 Nac. ARGuS ISLE, It4'8 I) (h1' li-_.
IMAFRY L.A'TA FILE - A-62 h'lIIIlANDl, CiA.HRAI (CItA();O 4FHRIAI.)
DATe S ITE SIT; NAME MIS-
ACESSI ON hI.MRF NO. S ION
NR-46-HI-086-00023 22 JAN 70 086 ANGUS ISI.:, HEIIFA 119
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE h1*RS ALTITLDE SCALE
10 1 0516 - 0525 1,500 MSL 1.6,000
10 1 0526 - 0534 1,500 ML 1.6,000
10 1 0535 - 0547 1,500 MSL 1.6,000
10 I 0548 - 0560 1,500 MSL 1.6,000
NR-46-6J-086-00024 23 JAN 70 086 ARGUS ISLE, H*F34)DA 119
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NtUtH,]S ALTITUDE SCALE
10 4 0568 - 0571 3,000 MSL 1.12,000
10 4 0572 - 0573 1,500 MSL 1.6,000
10 4 0574 - 0577 700 MSL 1.2,800
10 1 0578 - 0589 3,000 MSL 1.12,000
10 1 0590 - 0599 2,500 IMSL 1.10,000
10 3 0600 - 0609 2,500 MSL 1.10,000
10 I 0610 - 0619 1,500 MSL 1.6,000
10 1 0620 - 0629 1,500 MSL 1.6,000
10 1 0630 - 0639 1,500 HSL 1.6,000
10 1 0640 - 0642 700 MSL 1.2,800
0 1 0643 - 0645 700 M5L 1.2,800
20 1 0646 - 0648 700 MSL 1.2,800
10 4 0650 - 0651 1,500 MSL 1.6,000
10 4 0652 - 0653 700 MSL 1.2,800
1-46.-tJ-086-00025 24 JAN 70 066 ARQUS ISLE, QRDAIa 119
RO.L LINE E8 POSuRE NItP EES ALTI1UE SCALE
10 1 0665 - 0666 700 MSL 1.2,800
10 1 0668 - 0669 700 tSL 1.2,800
NR-46-4J-06-00026 26 JAN 70 086 AFRGUS ISLE, BEl 4D 119
XOLL LINE EXPOBSRE IfN~1RS ALTITUE SCALE
10 4 0672 - 0675 1,500 SL 1.6,000
10 4 0676- 0679 700 tMSL .2,800
10 I 0680 - 0689 3,000 MSL 1.12,000
.10 I 0690 - 0699 3,000MSL 1.12,000
10 I 0700 - 0709 3,000 tsL 1.12,000
10 1 0710 - 0722 1,500 SL 1.6,000
10 1 0723- 0732 1,500 MSL 1.6,000
10 1 0733- 0742 1,500 MSL 1.6,000
20 EXCTA 0743- 0751 700 tsL 1.2,800
10 4 0754 - 700 b.li. I.2,M00
10 4 0755 -0756 1.50(1 4%l1. .6,000
10 4 0757 - 075~ A.i0 "M. 1.14,00011
10 I 0759 - 07b4 700 Kl. 1.2,,00
10 1 0765 - 07h7 700 M1S. I.Z,"o0
10 I 076. - 0770 700 82SI. 2.2,"0o
10 1 0771 - 0773 700 ML . ,-00 O
10 1 0774 - 0776 700 8is1. 1.2,-no
to10 0777 - 0779 700o MSL I.,Z00
o10 1 070 - 07r2 700 MSI. I.?,.o 
30 I 0783 - 0785 700 SI. 1.2,r00
10 I 0786 - 0788 700 MSL I.,Z00
10 I 0789 - 0791 700 MPL 1.2,00oo
hR-46-1J-086-00027 27 JAN 70 0o86 ARCUS ISIF:, RFRHtt1
IOLL LINE EXP(S6LNRE Nlt* S Ai..TI 1DE .SCALE
10 4 0007 - 000r 700 MSL 1.2,800
10 4 0009 - 0036 1,500 MSL 1.6,000
10 4 0037 - 0056 3,000 MSL 1.12,000
10 1 0057 - 0060 2,000 ML 1.8,000
20 1 0061 - 0064 2,000 KML 1.8,000
10 1 0065 - 0067 2,000 M.L 1.8,000
10 1 0068 - 0070 2,000 MSL l.8,000
10 1 0071 - 0073 2,000 WI. 1.8,000
10 1 0074 - 0077 2,000 MSL 1.8,000
119
I NSlFN' T COUNF IGLRATI (
KA-62A, 25A, H/W 2402, 3 IN.
R6IARKS
KA-62'S - N(MAL
OhE IUkD-R. K.-62C, (NO.3). ROI. I0. II. wAS
hOT WUPLICAID) FUDH THE RESEKARCH DTA FAC 11.1 I,.
KA-62'S - 7TO UNDtR
KA-62'S - 7TWO .L2M.
MNAP NO. ARUS ISLE, WI838V,, OhC G-22.
KA-62A, 254A, /W 2402, 3 IN.
REMARKS
NOHMAL. AIRFIElD IS ON THIS RUN.
NORMAL. RES(ILI'ION PANEI.:L.% ON HIS RUN.









NORM AL. RESOLUTION PANELS ON THIS FRAME.
PNOR4L. RFSOLUTION PANELS
MIP NO. ARGCUS ISLE, tERMLDA OtSC 0-22
KA-62A, 25A, B/W 2402, 3 IN.
REMARKS
RC-8'S WERE N1Tr OPERATED ON THIS FLIGHT.
ARGUS 'O*ER ON THIS RUN.-
4MAP NO. ARGUS ISLE, BERMa kA OUC 0-22
KA-62A, 25A, B/W 2402, 3 IN.
REMARKS
ONE OVER. RESOUT.rION PANELS ON THIS RUN.





HE:.Sm.lT'ITh PAh':II. HI:lIN 3 1(3'1 ( ,.
1
.ll \It EI:NP. HiF.
NMlTl. J':ltl'q}?l IIIF 1. t5t" I'1'(1% 1p.%lI.I (0 lTIIS t %.




t\P M). AU.S ISI.F, 111)4l, t(IN -eL.
KA-62A, 25A, H/W 2402, 3 IN.
NR'l.. HES(XAlTrl(ON PA%FI.S 0% TI HIS HRt.
N(I'tL. .RF:.lI'IAOt PA\FlI.S ( TIlIi Ht-N.





IIMAL't] DATA FIll:. - KA-62 PtITItA)D, CA*WRA (CHIC.;) AItlAl.)
DATE SITE SITiACCESSIXNI NUI t NO.
NR-46-IU-086-00027 27 JAN 70 0P6 ARGUS ISIF, HI.KM





































































MP-46-HI-086-00028 04 PEB 70 086 ARCUS ISLE, EIMIDA 119
RLL LIN EXPOSLRE hNlXS ALTI1'3.E SCALE
22 DllRA 0007 - 0010 3,000 MSL 1.12,000
22 10 0011 - 0020 3,000 MSL 1.12,000
2 10 0021 - 0030 3,000 MSL 1.12,000
22 10 0031 - 0040 3,000 HMSL 1.12,000
22 10 0041 - 0050 3,000 MSL 1.12,000
22 10 0051 - 0060 3,000 MSL 1.12,000
22 10 0061 - 0070 3,000 MSL 1.12,000
22 10 0071 - 0079 3,000 HSL 1.12,)oo
1-46-F1--175-0002 19 Y 70 175 HSTON.r. T.XAS
R1LL LINE EXP)SRIE NMIt.ES ALTITLtI
2 0228 - 0229
2 1 0000 - 0002 475 MSL
2 1 0003 - 0005 530 HSL






3 2 0065 - 0094 1,600 ML 1.6,400
2 3 0095 - 0112 1,240 MSL 1.4,960
2 3 0115 - 0120 13,200 MSL 1.526,000
a I 0121 - 0126 10,000 MSL 1.40,000
2 I 0127 - 0128 10,500 MSL 1.42,000
a 5 0129 - 0144 10,500 MSL 1.42,000
a 0145-.
a 4 0148 - 0149 10,500 MSL 1.42,000
2 5 0153 - 0173 5,250 MSL 1.21,000
a o015 - 0190
INSt M-,*NT CF'U It R.1TI(O












DNE 4OVERO  Ot
NOIFMAL
tDE LNIX
WiP ID. AUFGUS ISLE, IB4.O ONC G-22.
KA-62A, 25A, B/W 2402, 3 IN.
REMARKS





P Sl). XH(. ., IN IS , HiHftI)% (% (}-2
KA-62/I, 25A, H/ 2402, .3 IN.
RI4ARKS
CMNiA TLEST FAt-:S, ar PUriFLD.
MKHTH Jit.Y TO SATH JirY· , G4AtVES.l), TEXAS
S(A'R14 JbLfY 1) NI1-1h JI.'Ifn.
ttiS1iON SHIP CHA'NEI, AT PAiTII(.K II(XI TI SIMS
BAYOU E'AST t(t' HM* 3, KA-62 FIRA*L 042 '1D 045
IEE OtIVEEXPOS)D.
t.OfTlt OF IHNTING BA'uj AT SHIP CHANNtl. T10 SAN
JACIND t4OlJNtT. IFR7ES 067 AND 068 HAD A
BREAK IN COVtiAGE.
LOST LAKE TO StX, TIP OF ATKINSON ISLAND
FRAMES 0109 TO 0112 %ERE O(YIXEPOSIED, CLUTER
qLKW;3 OIC N l BOI:.'N LINES.
SAN JACINTO BAI TO SNLVAN l.EACt, IF1IS 0115
10 0118 HAD 20-PERCINT TO CLUID COVEi.
BACLIFF TO EAGLE POINT
EA;LE POINT TO tACLIFF
TEXAS CITY IW.iH CANL TO CLA' OF- MEXICO
CO(ITE1 MALFONCTION E BEIWEEN LINES, CAIERA
TEST FRAMES, KOT PU-ITnM.
tQLF OF tEXiCO NEAR SHI-LL LUCCANERX TLER 35
MILES SE OF OGALVESTON. N0 HAP AVAILALE, GOT
OFP COAST OP GALVESTON EAST BEACH TO TEXAS CiTl
SHIP tCHANEL, lU'TiE MALF"CTION PI.NlEEN LI NES
CAMRA TEST FRAMS hT PU)TTED.
WUP NO. 144 15-7
to
IIMO4LY DATA FILU: - KA-6Z M4lTIKINIO, (;,A4NA (tHICl(a;0 AI'II.I.l
DATE SIT I NAt4: nIS- INSTHIFNT Cl-Il(;tAlTIN
ACCESSION NtMIER NO. SION
R-46-GQI-128-00031I 16 MAR TO 128 MISSISSIPPI ELTA, LJUISIANAI 135 KA-62A, 47B, 8/W 2402, 3 IN.
ROLL LINE 1(POSLUE MrJMBRS ALTII7UE SCALE R3144KS
3 10 48 - 53 7.000 MSL 1.28,000 WILD OIL ELXL NIKRTE4ST OF' TH MISSISSIPPI
DELTA. MAoNETIC HEADING 300 DeGREE.
3 10 54 - T5 T,000 HMSL 1.28,000 MAGNEFIC HEADING 140 IIGREES.
3 10 76 102 5,000 MSL 1.20.000 MAGNETIC HEADING 285 DEeREES.
3 10 103 - 136 5,000 PIL 1.20,000 MAGNETIC IEADING 130 D(;RlEES.
3 11. 137 - 157 5,000 MSL 1.20,000 MAGNEIC HEAD INO 060 OREES.
MAP NO. MI 16-7
NF-46-FJ-238-00032 12 MAY 70 238 UIHOC(., TEIAS 137 KA-62/A, 0.5 MICRIERS, B/W 2402, 3 IN.
U.LL LIMN E(POSUIE NttMERS ALTITLE SCALE RBA.KS
.4 0008 - 0011 3,000 MSL 1.12,000 CLCULi, CAIA MALFJNCTION
4 1 0012 - 0044 3,000 MSL 1.12,000
4 1 0045 - 0053 3,000 MSL 1.12,000 TRA FPRAES AND/OR CAMERA MALFUNCTION
4 a- - 00,4 -0076 3,000 nM.' t, I. t/,m
4 3 0077 - Otr4 4,1100 ML I . ldI 0)
4 4 0099 - OIz5 3.,000 tn.l. I.l I(Ioo
4 5 0126 - 0150 .'0I0 " . I.,n0o(1l
4 6 0151 - 0172 .(,000 K*L 1. IZn10
4 7 0173 - 0195 3,0(10 k'l. 1.12.000
4 6 0196 - 0206 3,000 K;L 1.l2.000n
4 0208 - 0222 3.000 MSL 1.1 IZ.I000 CV(I I) D (A'N.. -11 Ikl bI'l(O
IAFP M). NI 14-7































10 159 - 168
11 169 - 177
16 191 - 200
IS 201 - 222
14 223 - 235





JUN 69 092 PIRWO RICO
LINE EXIPOSRE Mm.41S
18 346 - 359
IT7 360 383
20 387 - 396
5 399- 415
JUN 69 092 PRRTO RICO
LIP, EXP OS.RN 'ERS
20 418 - 432
4 434- 462
6 '464 - 487
5 489- 512



















































AH. FAII-DL, CItIS; * HA7E
A*H FAII'F), CIIAXiS * HA. E
ALL CA*FNAS L'AIU.Nlr ION I %M
NAP NO. ONC J-27.
KA-62B. 47B, 2402, 3 IN.
Rri4ARKS
50 PER CENT CtUXlS
MAP NO. ONC J-27.
KA-62B, 478, 2402, 3 IN.
M4dP NO. ONC J-27.
KA-62B. 47B, 2402, 3 IN.
REMARI(S
MAP NO. ONC J-27.
.a






NR-47-JO-192-00005 27 JA1N 9 192 HNADsSOS 90
ROlL LINE EPWLUE N1JIERS ALTlTDe SCALE
I I 576 - 596 3,000 MSL 1.12,000
I 2 597- 622
1 2 623 - 669 3,.000 MSL 1.12,000
1 6710- 618
1 6 680 - 694 15,000MSL 1.60,000
I 6 124 - 129 15,00 (SL 1.60,000
I 5 724- 129
1 6 730 - 742 15,000 PML l.o,00oo
W1-47-EK-039-000-0 27 AtC 69 039 KAS2T1HN HE; 1tX1IH n X'tX I41N$ 102
XLL LINE EXPOSSi, Nt181S A L.TIT1DE SCAU(
I 1 0481 - 0507 6,500 ('EL 1.26,000
1 2 0508 - 0533 6,500 ,SL 1.26,000
I 2 0534 - 0554 6,500 ('SL 1.26,000
I 1 0673 - 0693 6,500 EL 1.26,000
M-471-EJ-186-00001 21 ALG 69 186 CLARKS FIRK, N(OMING 102
RILL LINE EXPOS-RE NMW4*.3S ALTrlUEn SCALE
I 1 0555 - 0574 6,500 ('L 1.26,000
I 2 0515 - 0592 6,500 M'L 1.26,000
1 3 0593 - 0612 6,500 (hL 1.26,000
1 4 0613 - 0626 6,500 WSL 1.26,000
1 5 0621 - 0643 6,500 M(L 1.26,000
I I 0646 - 0664 6,500 MEL 1.26,000
1 4 0665 - 0672 6,500 MsL 1.26,000
rW-47-F(-197-0000 8 26 AUG 69 197 CHIPPEWA NATIONL FlDRET 102
RXLL LIE EXPOSUlE W"WI.S ALTI'TLV SCALE
I 1 0002 - 0080 3,500 MSL 1.14,000
I 1 0083 - 0164 3,500 MSL 1.14,000
I I 0165 - 0271 2,000 'ML 1.8,000
I I 0212 - 0300 10,000 MSL 1.40,000
1 1 0302 - 0415 20,000 MSL 1.80,000
I I 0317 - 0395 .3,500 MSL 1.14,000
I I 0391 - 0476 3,500 MSL 1.14,000
NR-41-PJ-065-00009 28 ALU 69 085 LAWRENCE, KANSAS 102
RUXL LINE EXPUIE rNLMJS ALTIUE SCALE
a 16 0000 - 0023 10,000 MSL 1.40,000
2 14 0024- 0050 10,000 MSEL 1.40,000
2 11 0051- 0074 10,0OO ('L 1.40,000
2 113 0015 - 0103 o 10,000 MSL 1.40,000
12 1 0104 - 0131 10,000 MSL 1.40,000
NR-47-FJ-0O1-00010 04 SEP 69 076.GA[RON CITY, KANSAS 102
ROLL LINE EXlPO06e NULURS ALTIlee SCALE
3 10 0001 - 0009 20,000 MSL 1.80,000
3 10 0013 - 0024 20,000 NSL 1.80,000
hR-47-FJ-076-00011 01 OCT 69 076 GC4HIF'N CIT', KA%%'AS~ 105
I6LL LINEK KXPR'IE t'IItHH-S Al.:rI'1 : .C4tlE















P-k-47-PJ-17S-00013 29 StP 69 171 MILL CIR.FX, (lU(IA
ROLL LINE EXUOSIE NMH1HS ALTITLE
IB II 0115 - 0131 21,000 MSL









S4-. I nRINS %tFhT I G RiT I ON
N
KA-62B, 470, 2402, 3 IN.
Tsr.TEST
FMP Nt). (N: l-Z1.
KA-62H, 4711, 2402, 3 IN.
FIG. IAUDI'N 301 IOX)RI'M.
MAO. t'ADIM.; 129 DFXI'H:.
FWl:. H.~)l.~; IZ0 D1I20 I:,
CUG. EADIM:, 231 DEX;HFi..
MAP NOS4. hL 12-9, N. 12-12.
KA-62R, 471, 2402, 3 IN.
(A1G. 'WIFAI:hG 234 DIX2EF:.
4AG. uDl)IhN 43 Cr'],I:E.
4A0. HlEAODIh 236 OD;(.FE.
MAG. HEADIHG 316 OI-I.F:E.
hAW. H-ADIN 313 DIX;IEE.
W4;. HEADING 307 DIBENE.
MAP NO. NK 13-11.
KA-62B, 47A, 2402, 3 IN.
1490. HFADING 268 DIERE-E. FLICHr NO. 2
MIOG. WEADING 274 DENtEE. F'LII NO. 3
MAO. HEADING 104 OX2[.E.
APPROXI'MATELY '10 PM1R CEhT Cl.l:D Co"VR AND HEAV*I
HAZE. C(. HEADIhG 274 OtXrEE.
aCU.D COVER, APPROX. 10-50 PER CENT ALONG FLGHl
LINE. ,4G. HEADING 272 DECREE .
FRAMES 0317-0319 NO FOR3WARD OVIRLAP.
LIGoHT NO. 4.
1MP NOS. ML 15-1, NL 15-2.
KA-62B. 478, 2402, 3 IN.
MAP NDS. NJ 15-1, NJ 15-4.
KA-62B, 47B, 2402, 3 IN.
MA0. HEADING 348 DEIREE.j4t. lHEADI 348 OcRIE.
MAP NOS. NJ 14-4, NJ 14-7.
K.%-62H, 47H, Ilii 4Y02, 4 1%.
(;AHNIl:\ CI), KASAs ,AF IK.
hAP WS. NJ 14-4, NJ 14-7.
iKA-62H, 47H, H/W 2402, 3 lh.
tAHImCE, KN.ASSA ,41:
KA-62 CbAt::A ,HNE-: M( OP.',F.D) (ON IINE 14.
tLAIH6A.CE, %A.NS.S ARNA
M'P NOS. NJ 15-1, NJ 15-4.
KA-62BH, 47, W/* 2402, 3 IN.
AN. NI 4-KS
MAP NO. hi 14-6.
lMGA3F tLDAT.A FII F: - kA-, 1 K I-F, tlo ' lIl), .'\HIF (CfII.X) .A IAI.)
DATE SITK S I''. hNA
ACCESSION NU4 TE N. SI
Nl-47'FJ-178-00014 30 SEP 69 178 MILL LCHF, OKIAH(JA





le l8 0151 - 0187 21,000 MiL
lB 17 . 0190 - 0195 21,000 4MSL
lB 11 0197 - 0199 21,000 MSL
lB 15 0200 - 0202 21,000 MSL
le 19 0203 - 0208 21,500 MSL
e 11 0209 - 0220 6,000ooo SL
lB 12 0221 - 0231 6,000 MSL
lB 13 0232 - 0243 6,000 MSL
lB 14 0244 - 0254 6,000 MSL
lB 15 0255 - 0265 6,000 MSL
le 16 0266 - 0273 6,000ooo MSL
29 SEP 69 184 CHICKASFIA, OKLAHOI4
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE .M: S ALTItE:
IB 1 0016 - 0071 3,000 MSL
lB 2 - 0072 - 0114 3,000 MNL
02 OCT 69 185 BONANZA, CDOLORADO
RHLL LINE EXPOSIUE NI.ERS ALTI'IUE
lB 49 0299 - 0302 10,000 MSL
lB 22 0303 - 0314 8,500 MSL
1e 41 _ o0L- 0327 71,500 SL
lB 37 0328 - 0330 7, 500 [ M, .
Ie 18 0337 - 0348 8,500 MsL
lB 23 0349 - 0360 8,500 1%I,
lB 42 0361 - 03711 7,500 WiL
le 38 0372 - 0381 7,s00 MSL
IB 19 0382 - 0393 8,500 MSL
Ie 24 0394 - 0406 8,500 KML
lB 43 0407 - 0417 7,500 MSL
lB 44 0418 - 0427 7,500 MSL
lB 25 0428 - 0441 8,500 MSL
le 21 0442 - 0452 8,500 MSL,
Ie 40 0453 - 0463 7,500 MSL
lB 39 0464 - 0475 7,500 MSL
lB 20 0476 - 04817 8,500 MSL
1e 27 0488 - 0500 8,500 MSL
lB 34 0501 - 0512 8,500 MSL
lB 35 0513 - 0525 8,500 MSL
IB 36 0526 - 0538 8,500 MSL
lB 26 0539 - 0551 8,500 MSL
lB 34 0552 - 0564 8,500 MSL
lB 28 0565 - 0577 8,500 MSL
le 33 0578 - 0591 8,500 ISL
1B 29 0592 - 0605 8,500 MSL
lD 32 0606 - 0619 8,500 ML
lB 30 0620 - 0636 8,500 MSL
1e 31 0631 - 0650 8,500 *SL
lB 17 0651 - 16,000 MSL
Mi-47-F'H-175-00017 19 MAY 70 175 ttXS1Tl, TEXAS
ROLL LINE E(POSiLE NtM'3HS
3 0221 - '0222
3 1 0000 - 0002
3 1 0003 - 0005
3 2 0006 - 0064
3 2 0065 - 0094

























































I TNlN.'1 WNFIU* tflXT'lON
KA-62H, 478, 8/8 2402, 3 IN.
KA-62 CAMt3AS LERE NrT OPERATED ON LINE 20.
MAP NO. NI 14-6.
KA-62B, 4718, B/ 2402, 3 IN.
MAP NOS. NJ 14-11, NJ 14-12, NI 14-2, NI 14-3,
N1 14-5, NI 14-6.
KS-628, 47B, B/W 2402, 3 IN.
RUSSeL LAKES, COLORA
ALL LINES LISTI) ARE IN WIE VI(INITY OF THI
UNNISON AND ORANDE NATIONAL URiESTS, COLUADO
SA;I,.AC';, .(IH IX)
SA:ENTl'S, X .(lR .X)
SAH.N:TS, C'OII 1R IX)
SAGENhTS, C(I:tX A\O
SAGUA(".IE aI ItAHD
!';STtRN SLOWP O' SAMRE DI' CR I STO MTS.
WES1'FTRN SI1)PFK OF SANGI4H OF CRHISTO MS.
IEST83NN SLOPE O SA.E: OF CRI STO M'S.
SAN LUIS CREEK, CXIAlADW
SAN LUIS CR(, COLORADO
SAN LUIS CRFlXK, COLORAi
MAP NOS. NJ 13-1, NJ 13-2, NJ 13-4, NJ 13-5
NJ 13-7, NJ 13-8.
130 KA-62N, 47, H,* Z40Z, 3 IN.
REVARKS
CAMFWRA TEST OX*:.S, NIT PLUI-T.).
NRTH .IlFn lo .so XinH Jilrt, I.A.F.TI(N, TEXAS
S(l 11'H I'tI 1T) NH'IH JIt"lTl.
IKXISTON SHIP CHlNNhh. AT PATRICK IAWOIL TO SlMS
IAUt(AJ 'AST OF IWf 3, KA-6g 'AMdES 042 IT 045
%tME OVF3iEXPOSF'.
MIUTFH OF .TIN' HAlOUC Al' SHIP (CHANNEL TO SAN
JACINTO NItM-:NT, I.:.A*ES 067 AND 06n HAD A
',A4K IN A(NE'lYVE.
LOST LAKE TO Surm TIP OF ATKIN:iN ISLND.











S I( I NSTI'Ht PF' l' X)%F' I(;t I.Vl' I (l
hft-47-r`4-l175-00017 19 ml' 70 175 KxFsllX)l T!WAS 130 KA-62H, 47, H/A Z40Z, .1 1.ROWL LINe EXP(SHE N1tOl3S ALT'l'lE , :.U E R1IVAHKS
3 3 0115 - 0120 13,200 HSL 1.52,800 SAN JACINTO 1A1 TO SIL.VAN HEACH, FI1AIES 0115
'IO 0118 HAD 80-PfICENT ID CLOW) CO1VR.3 1 0121 - 0126 10,000 MSL 1.40,000 BACLIWF TO EAGLE POINT.3 1 012 - 129 10,500 HSL 1.42,000 EALE: POINT TO BACLII'.3 5 0130 - 0145 10,500 MHL 1.42,000 TEXAS CITY 7THUCX1H CHANNEL' TO CGLI (F CMXICO.3 0146 - (CNT7E MALJ tWTION 3ElTWEEN LINES, CAhEftA TEST
PRV.ES, NOT PLOTrFD.3 4 0150 - 0151 10,500 MSL 1.42,000 GCLU OF' MIXICO NEAR SEtLL fUCCANER TO1ER
35 MILES SE OI GALVESTON. O) MAP AVAILABtE,
NOr PLOWED.3 5 0155 - 0115 5,250 MSL 1.21,000 OFF COAST OFI CALVESTN EAST BEAC1 TO TEXAS
CITY SHIP cOANNEL, (MIER HMALFkCIOCN ,14.EEN
LINES.3 0117 - 0193 CAMEtA TEST FRAMES NOT PU.TTED.
MAP NO. Ni 15-7
NR-41-PJ-238-00018 12 MAY 10 238 ULOX, TEXAS 131 KA-62/B, 0.5 MICROEERS, B/W 2402, 3 IN.R0LL LINE E(wPOSfE N)EIRS ALTITtE SCALE REi4RXS5 0003 - 0011 3,000 M7L 1.12,000 CIXDS, CAM4RA M.ALIMICTIOIS 1 0012 - 0044 3,000 ASL 1.12 0005 0045 - 0040 3,000 FSL 1.12,000 EXCIA F1AMES ANDC/OR CAf1fA MLUIUCTION5 2 0041 - 0069 3,000 HSL 1.12,000S 3 0070 - 0091 3,000 MSL 1.12,000
5 4 0092 - 0118 3,000 MSL 1.12,000S S 0119 - 0143 3,000 MSL 1.12,000S 6 0144 - 0165 . 3,000 MSL .12,000
5 7 0166 - 0186 3,000 MSL 1.12,0008 a 0189 - 0199 3,000 MSL 1.12,000
5 0200 - 0215 3,000 MSL 1.12,000 MAP NO. NI 14-7
























JUN 69 092 PLRliD RICO
LINE VXF(XItE KM. il.4S
231- 233
13 231 - 251
23 253 - 254
8 255 - 266
16 281 - 290
1 291 - 312
14 313 - 325
JULN 69 092 PURIO RICO
LINE iLEPOSUIR FI RS
4 331 - 333
5 336 - 347
21 350 - 429
JUN 69 092 PITOD RICO
LINE E(fIiUIEE iJ4UIRS
18 435 - 448
II 449 - 472
20 415 - 484
5 487 - 503
JUN 69 092 PLRTO RICO
LINE EWI POSM tRS
20 506 - 520
4 522 - 550
* 552 - 515
5 711 - 600




























KA-62C, 58, 2402, 3 IN.
RE14V*KS
UWCCKUrr EXPOSkRES
C * 1M 1AIA'CTIONI1K
C , D 1i'LL'NCTIONINMi
HAP )O. ONC J-21
KA-62C, 58, 2402, 3 IN.
50 PITR CENT CLUXDS
HAP NO. ONC J-27.
KA-62C, 58, 2402, 3 ON.
HMAP NO. ONC J-2Z
KA-62C, 58, 2402, 3 IN.





MAN' in 71 WIXIMN IVIA






n1R-48-JG-192-0000 5 27 JUN 69 192 eAHHAD(S
RCLL LINE EXPOSUIE NtLBES ALTIRlUE
NR-48-EK-039-00006 27 AUG 69 039 EASTI IN EAR TOOTVH MUNTAINS
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NUI'NERS ALTITUDl
I 1 0483 - 0509 6,500 MSL I
I 2 0510 - 0535 6,500 SL I
I 2 0536 - 0556 6,500 SL I
I i 06T5 - 0695 6,500 ML I
WM-48-,J-186-00007 27 AUI 69 I36 C1,VKS F-RK, W3(IM1%
ROLL LINE EXXIUSLt; lE MNS*5 A .TI I TI 
I 1 0557 - 0576 6,500 MtL I
1 2 0557 - 0594 6,500 iL I
1 3 . 0595 - 0614 6,500 ffL I
1 4 0615 - 0628 6.500 ffL I
I 5 0629 - 0645 6,500 MKL I
1 1 0648 - 0666 6,500 ,SL I
1 4 0667 - 0674 6,500 SL I
KN-48-FK-197-00008 26 AUW 69 197 CHIPPEWA NATIONAL R-F''T
ROLL LINE EXPU*RE &HtL.S ALT I UK
I I 0002 - 001I 3,500 ML I
I 1 0084 -.0165 3,500 ML I
I I 0166 - 0272 2,000 ML I
I 1 0273 - 0301 10,000 MSL I
I 1 0303 - 0316 20,000 MSL I
I I 0318 - 0396 3,500 MSL I
I . I ' 0399 - 0476 3,500 1SL I
M7-48-FJ-085-00009 26 AWG 69 065 LAI1iN1E, KANSAS
ROLL LINE EXPOSURLE MIRS ALTITUDE
2 16 0000 - 0023 10000 MSL I
2 14 0024 - 0050 10,000 MSL I
2 1 0051 - 0074 10 000 MSL I
2 1+13 0075 - 0103 10,000 MSL I
2 18 0104 - 0131 10,000 MSL I
NR-48-PJ-076-00010 04 SEP 69 076 G4AHDN CITY, KANSAS
ROLL LI NE' POlSURE N'8ERS ALTITlJE
3 10 0000 - 0008 20,000 MSL I
3 10 0011 - 0022 20.000 MSL I
M-48-PJ-076-00011 01 OCT 69 076 GRDE CITY, KANSAS
RIL. LINE EXPSIRE NtHERS ALTITUDE
IC 10 0304 - 0310 20,000 MSL I
Nt-48-PJ-05e-00012 01 OCT 69 065 IAEREMY, K"*SAS
ROLL LINE EXPOSUtI NUMPtS AIl.TI'ITE
IC 12 0288 - 0294 20.000 ,,L I
IC 13 0295 - 0301 20,000 MSL I
NR-48-FJ-17a-00013 29 S.EP 69 178 MILL, CRF.X, (ONAhUA4
FROLL LINE EXPOSUtE NIlMl :jtS ALTI1Ut:
IC 11 0129 - 0145 21,000 MSL
IC 15 0146 - 0159 21,000 MSL
98 KA-62C, 58, 2402, 3 IN.
SCALE RBEIANS
D IMAGLERY AVAILABUL (tMALFUNCTION)
MKP NO. GNC K-27
102 KA-62C, 58, 2402, 3 IN.
SCALE RB4ARKS
1.26,000 MAO. HEADING 301 DEXCREE.
1.26,000 MM. FEADINO 129 DCREE.
1.26,000 MAO. IEWADIN0 120 IJRON.
1.26,000 MAG. IFADING 231 DODREE.
MAP NS. NL 12-9, NL 12-12.
102 KA62-C, 5-, 2402, 4 1%.
1.2b,000 P4YI. E-WU)IV; 23:4 :;RC'E.
1.26,000 4MiC. HWiU)IY: 43 [1HFE.
1.26,000 MM.;. HI:,U)IM' 216 F'JlFE.
1.26.000 MAG. FI:,U)IM J6l Ih FEE.
1.26,000 FC. HE)ADIM; 313 Fl;ItE.
1.26.000 MAt;. WHADIM; 307 DFX1IEF.
1.26,000 IAP Y). NK 13-11.
102 KA-62C, SP, 2402, 3 IN.
SCALE NkrcbNS
1.14,000 HAG. HAD)ING 260 DLRtEE. It.IGrT NO. 2
1.14,000 KIG. IW:ADlIG 274 OIXAiE.. I.IGH1' .), 3
1.6,000 AG. H'ADING 1014 D;lt*E.
1.40,000 APPRIOXIATIMtL 10 PMR CENT CLUOD COIR AhD IEAVW
AZE. MAG. WHADIN 274 IO:REY.
1.40,000 0301-0302, ARE TEST FRAMES; CLOUD COVER, APPROX.
10-50 PE CENT ALOG IF'LIGfl' LINE. MAG. tEADING
272 DEOXRE.
1.14,000 FRA4ES 0317-0319 h FORYWARD OVI3LAP.
1.14,000 FLIGWfP HO. 4
HAP POs. NI 5-1, N. 15-2.






1.40,000 MAP NOS. NJ 15-1, NJ 15-4.
102 KA-62C, 57, 2402, 3 IN.
SCALE REMARKS
1.80,000 HAG. HEADING 348 ODEREE
1.80,000 PMA. HEADING 348 DEIREE.
14P NvS. NJ 14-4, NJ 14-7.
105 KA-62C, 58, /41 2402, 3 IN.
SCALE REMARKS
1.80,000 G4RDEN CITY, KANSAS AREA
M4P NOS. NJ 14-4, NJ 14-7.
105 KA-62C, 5s, H;V, 240Z, i I.
.680,000 IWH'NCE. KANS;AS AE.A
KA-62 CAMNASA N-E 1 Tn OPEWTITh:D ON LINE: 14.
.80,000 LA4RFNCE, KANSAS AREA
MAP HS. NJ 15-1, NJ 15-4.
105 KA-62C, B/W 2402, 3 IN.







IMAtRY DATA Fit.L: - KA-62 MIl'iH NI), C..ItI.A (CItIC;t ) .F.HI.II)
DATEI SITE SITE NAE
ACCESSION NL.JIB. NO.
t,(-48-PJ-17P-00014 30 SEP 69 178 MILL CRI(E, (.KAH( A
ROLL LINE IEXPOSRE rNLIES ALTI LUDE
IC 18 0163 - 0199 21,000 MSL
IC 17 0202 - 0207 21,000 MSL
IC II 0209 - 0211 21,000 MSL
IC 15 0212 - 0214 21,000 MSL
IC 19 0215 - 0220 21,500 MSL
IC 11 0221 - 0232 6,000 MSL
IC 12 0233 - 0243 6,000 MSL
IC 13 '0244 - 0255 6,000 MSL
IC 14 0256 - 0266 6,000 MSL
IC 15 0267 - 0277 6,000 MSL
IC 16 0278 - 0285 6,000 MSL
IrE-48-FJ-184-0001 5 29 SEP 69 184 CHICKASHA, OKLAOMA
RtXL LINE EXPOSRE NU41S ALTITL1U
IC 1 0030 - 0085 3,000 MSL
































Ocr 69 IBS BA4NzA, aUxRAwD
LINE EPOSL NUMBERS ALTITUL
49 0312 - 0315 10,000 MSL
.22 0316 - 0327 8,500 MSL
41 0326 - 0340 71,500 ESL
37 0341 - 0349 7,500 MSL
1s 0350 - 0361 8,500 MSL
23 0362 - 0373 8- ,500 SL
42 0314 - 0384 7 to MSL
36 0 9385 0394 1, O MSL
19 0395 - 0406 ,1' n o HSL
24 0407 - 0419 8,5011) SL
43 0420 - 0430 7.,so0 nL
44 0431 - 0440 71500 nmI.
25 0441 - 0454 ,500 ,o M1.
21 0455 - 0465 .,500 WI.
40 0466 - 0476 7,50011 Ml.
39 0477 - 04* 7,5100 mt
20 048e - 0500 P,500 KPL
27 0501 - 0513 *,500 FSL
34 0514 - 0525 O,500 MI.
35 0526 - 05.4P 8,500 kSL
36 0539 - 0551 8,500 MSL
26 0552 - 0564 t,500 WSL
34 0565 - 0577 8,500 Fm4L
28 0578 - 0590 8,500 KSL
33 0591 - 0604 8,500 ML
29 0605 - 0618 8,500 Nst,
32 0619 - 0632 8,500 MSL
30 0633 - 0649 8,500 M4SL
31 0650 - 0663 8,500 s WL
17 0664 - 16,000 MSL
MNR-48-F-175-00017 19 MAY 70 175 HalSTON, TEXAS
ROLL LINE P(PUSURLE NIPHlINS
4 0219 - 0220
4 1 0000 - 0002
4 1 0003 - 0005





4 3 0114 - 0119
MIS- IN.STtLttFT CXbI' I;LNl' I(h
SION
105 KA-62C, 58, W/W Z402. 3 IN.
SCALE RF4AR(KS











1.24.000 MAP NO. NI 14-6
105 KA-62C, 58, B/W 2402, 3 IN.
SCALE RMAKS
1.12,000
1.12,000 MAP Nos. NJ 14-11, NJ 14-12, NI 14-2, NI 14-3,
NI 14-5, NI 14-6.
105 KA-62C, 58, B/w 2402, 3 IN.
SCALE REMAKS
1.40,000 ISSIEL LAKES, COaRADO
1.34,000 ALL LINES LISTID ARE IN 1' VICINITY OP1T













1.30,000 SIh ;F'"'I'S, LOIl %\ IX 
I. 30,no00 ';AFI;I-%TS , (I t%4.IIX)
1.J4,000 S, Mt: F., t[ItI.UX)
1.34,000
1.34,000 1o'.STFHN SII)PI': (F SA4',I: WI.: CIS1)TO MrS.
1. 34,000 FS1'i'1N SIXI'': IOF S141 D IF. (RHISI1) MTS.




1.34,000 SAN 1111S CRE1X, XII)lRAIX)
1.34,000
1.34,000 SAN UJIS i'F:. CX(XlH,AX)
1.34,000
1.34,000 SAN UIIS CREITK, Ct"lRA.X)
1.64,000 MAP No. NJ 13-1, NJ 13-2, NJ 13-4, NJ 13-5.
NJ 13-7, NJ 13-8.
130 KA-62C, 57, B/W 2402, 3 IN.
AL.TII IOE SCALE ReW4tRKS
CAfMRA TEST F'RTAS, NOT PLUII*lD.
475 MSL 1.1,900 RTH J J nV1' TO 1 .(a i Jtrr, CAIV:STOhi, TEXAS
530 MSL 1.2.120 S1fI JbITY TO WIllT JtIf'N.
1,800 MSL 1.7,200 HFISTON SHIP CHANktl., AT PAlRICK tI(oJ '1 SIMS
BAYOU EAST HWI 3, KA-62 PR4,l'S 042 T) 045 'El-K
OVIEXPOSED.
1,600 MtL 1.6,400 MOUI1I OF HIKINTIO BANUIJ AT SHIP CHANNEl. TO SAN
JACINTO O h411-2T, FRA1bS 067 AND 06$ HAD A
HREAK IN CODVLHAGE.
1,240 MSL, 1.4,960 LOST LAKE TO S,'H TIP OF' ATKINSON ISLAND.
FRAMLES 0109 TO 0112 WF3E O(LbXPOSED, CUNhTER
3,MAIT.J..ION ETEEN% LINES.
13,200 FSL 1.52,800 SAN JACINTO IAY TO) SNLVAN E:ACH, FRVAWS 0115
TO 0118 HAD .0-PERCFNT TO CLUOD ChWR.
I1:1UN IDATA FIIL: - KA-6Z I.H1.TIH'\I), , ICl ( ItIC;U)O AIHRIAI.)
DATE SITF SITE NA'M MIS- INSTHISI-NT Ft'l(;ATION
ACCESSION IUI4-MR NO. SIGN
R-40-IlH-175-00017 19 MfY 70 175 KX'1STh. TE:AS 130 KA-62C, 57, B/W 2402, 3 IN.
(XLL LINE EXpi).%:W Nlhl*:S AL.TITlI*: SCAIE HI7RMKS
4 ! I 0120 - 0125 10,000 MSL 1.40.000 BACLIFI' T EAGLE POINT
4 1 0126 - 0128 10,500 MISL 1.42,000 EAGLE POINT TO BACLIIF.
: 4 5 0129 - 0144 10,500 MSL 1.42.000 TEXAS CITY TlIX;H CHNNEL TO GCLF O' MEXICO.
4 0145 - X IRn MAI.AL CTION BHEVIEEN LINES, CAMIRA TEST
FRAMES, r-Tr PLLnTED.
4 4 0148 - 0149 10,500 MSL 1.42,000 GWLY OF MEXICO NEA. SHEL BL CAhEEi TOYER 35
4ILeS SE OF GALVES1UN. NO MAP AVAILABLE, NOT
PLrTIEJ.
4 5 0155 - 0175 5,250 MSL 1.21.000 OFF COAST OF GALVESTON EAST BEA TCHI TEXAO S CITY
SHIP CHANNFL, CXOLU tH MALAJON MIF.EEN LINES.
4 0177 - 0194 CAERA TEST FRAMES NOT PLdTlWD.
MAP NO. N 15-7
N-48-FJ-236-00018 12 MAY 70 238 LUBC , TF'XAS 137 KA-62/C, 0.5 MICROETEiIS, B/W 2402, 3 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSUIE NMIIRS ALTITULE SCALE FRKS
6 0006 - 0009 3,000 MSL 1.12,000 CA)SA, c MALFUNCTION
* I 0010 - 0042 3000 MSL 1.12,000
86 0043 - 0044 3,000 ML 1.12,000 EXTRhA FRIES AND/OR CA*ERA M4AJNCFTION
a 3 0088 - 0089 3,000 4SL 1.12,000
* 4 0090 - 0116 3,000 MSL 1.12,000
8 5 0117 - 0141 3,000 MSL 1.12,000
a 6 0142 - 0163 3,000 MSL 1.12,000
68 0164 - 0186 3,000 tSL 1.12.000
* a 0187 - 0197 10,000 MSL 1.40,000
6 0199 - 0213 . CAL S AND C4MERA MAL1UNCTION
NAP MD. NI 14-7
.5
I!MRGY DATA FILE - KA-62 MLATIIMHD, CAME HA ((ICA(;) AENIAi.)
DII SITE SITE NAME MlS- INSTELIb*Y' CXINFIGURATIO
·/AESSIC. I NUBR NO. SION
*R-49-14-092-00001 21 JUN 69 092 RERTO RICO 98 KA-62D. 89H, 50246, 3 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSCLE 4P31S ALTI'IOR 'SCALE REMARKS
I 1 - 3 20,200 MSL 1.80,800 CHCKOUT EXPOSRES
1 13 4 - 20 20,200 MIL 1.80,-800
1 23 21 - 22 20,200 MSL 1.80,800
I 10 35 - 36 20,200 ML 1.80,800 C*D. MALJkA."rIONihG
I 18 44 - 53 20,000 MSL 1.80,000 C+D MALJ.kCTIONIhG
1 15 54 - 75 20,000 LL 1.80,000 CM+D MALF.K CTIONINDG
I 14 '6 - 89 20,000 MStL 1.80,000 Wo PWO. OC J-27
MIAP NO. ONGC -27.
NR-49-'-092-00002 23 * JUN 69 092 PtLU'O RICO 98 KA-62D, 890, 50246, 3 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSLUE NIBS ALTITIUE SCALE REMARKS
1 4 92 - 94 20,000 MSL 1.80,000 50 PER CENT CtOS
1 5 95 - 106 20,000 MSL 1.80.000
1 21 108 - 215 5,000 MSL 1.20.000 MAP NO. ONC J-27
IR-49-4-092-00003 24 JUL 69 092 PIET) RICO 98 KA-62D, 89B, 50246, 3 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPSLUE E NIMIHERS ALTITIlDE SCALE REMARKS
I 18 190 - 203 5,000 MSL 1.20,000
1 14 204 - 227 5,000 MSL 1.20,000
I 20 228 - 237 5,000 MSL 1.20,000
1 5 239 - 255 20,000 MSL 1.80,000 MAP NO. ONC J-27
NR-49-HH-092-00004 25 JUN 89 092 PUERTO RICO 98 KA-62D, 898, 50246, 3 IN.
ROLL LINE · EXPOSURE K9EROS ALTIT'UE SCALE R RKS
1 20 256 - 270 20,000 MSL 1.80,000
1 4 272 - 300 20,000 MSL 1.80,000
1 a 301 - 324 20,000 MSL 1.80,000
I 5 326 - 349 20,000 MSL 1.680,000
1 21 351 - 405 5,000 MSL 1.20,000 MAP NO. ONC J-27







1-49-JO-192-00005 21 J1N1 69 192 BARB4AS 90 KA-620, 898, S0246, 3 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSLRE NLMBRS ALTITUE SCALE RE4IBS
I 1 408 - 428 3,000 MSL 1.12,000
1 a 429- 453 lEsT +CHcKUr
I a 454 - 500 3,000 MSL 1.12,000
I 501 - 510 TEST
I 6 511 - 524 15,000 SL 1.60,000
I 6 525 - 549 15,000 MSL 1.60,000
I 5 552 - 557 KA-62D FRAME 552 - DOLE EXPOSU
I 6 558 - 570 15,000 MSL 1.60,000 M4P NO. ONO K-27
NR-49-EK-039-00006 21 AUt 69 039 EAS;R-IN RF'N IIXTO M lTAINS 102 KA-62D, 89H, S0)246, 3 IN.
ROLL LINE E !POiRE M*3ll'S A.TITlql*. CAIE RMWARK(S
I 1 6933 - 6953 8,500 MSL 1.26,000 AGL. I-.ADIN 301 IX.REE.
I a 6959 - 6984 6,500 ML 1.26,000 PW. I'EADII3 129 DtX;HEE.
1 2 8985 - 1005 6,500 M(L 1.26.000 naG. WADING 120 DUF4EE.
I 2 1124 - 7144 6,500 MSL 1.26,000 MAC. HFADI)I; 231 DX;IF.MAP hlSQ N 12-9. Ni. 12-12.
iRE
NR-49-eJ-186-00007 21 AUC 69 186 CAIKS FORK, W(CMIKG 102
RLL LINE EXPOSULE M*RS ALTITCE SCALE
1 1 1006 - 7025 6,500 M1L 1.26,000
1 2 1026 - 1043 6,500 MSL 1.26,000
I 3 1044 - 7063 ,6500 SL 1.26,000
I 4 1064 - 7071 6,500 MSL 1.26,000
1 5 1076 - 7094 6,500 MSL 1.26,000
1 1 1098 - 1115 6,500 MSL 1.26,000
I 4 1116 - 7123
IR-49-FK-197-00006 26 AO 69 197 CIPPFWA NATIONAL FREST 102
ROLL LINE EXPOSU NUMEBEtS ALTITUE SCALE
I I 6455 - 6533 3,500 MSL 1.14,000
I 1 6537 - 6617 3,500 tL 1.14,000
I I 6618 - 6724 2,000 MSL 1.14,000
I 1 6125 - 6*52 10,000 MSL 1.40.000
'1 1 6770 - 6848 3,500 ML 1.14,000
I I 6850 - 6929 3,500 MSL 1.14,000
NR-49-YJ-085-00009 28 AUG 69 085 LAWEINCE. KANSAS 102
ROLL LINE EXIWQSHEN MLERS ALTITULE SCALE
2 16 7189 - 7212 10,000 MSL 1.40,000
2 14 7213 - 7239 10,000 MSL 1.40,000
2 17 1240 - 1263 10,000 MSL 1.40,000
2 1+13 7264 - 1292 10,000 MSL 1.40,000
a 18 7293 - 7320 10,000 MSL 1.40,000
NR-49-PJ-076-00010 04 SEP 69 074 6 CITY, KANSAS 102
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NiMMERS ALTITUE SCALE
3 10 1396 - 7402 20,000 MSL 1.80,000
NR-49-FJ-076-00011 01 OCT 69 076 (Af:hN CIT,. KANA.-4S 105
BLL LINE (PLELE NU41,tNS AI.TI'R: SCAlE F
ID 10 772 - 7734 20,000 MtL 1.F0,000
NR-49-FJ-085-00012 01 OCT 69 05 LAwlNCE:, KANSAS 105
ROLL LINE E(PO UIE UIIIS ALTITDL1E SCALE
ID 12 7712 - '7718 20,000 MSL 1.80,000
ID 13 7719 - 7725 20,000 MSL 1.80,000
NR-49-PJ-178-00013 29 SEP 69 178 MILL CREEIX, a(OKLAHA 105
ROLL LINE EXPOSiUlE NLtLS ALTI'IlDE SCALE
ID 11 7551 - 7567 21,000 'SL 1.84,000
ID 15 7568 - 7581 21.000 MSL 1.84,000
KA-62D, 898. S0246, 3 IN.
REMARKS
Kil. EADItNC 234 DFIRLfE.
M4G. ERADIIG 43 DE1LEE-.
WAG. IEADI'IC 236 DIGREE.
MAG. HEADING 316 DEGREE.
MAO. HEADING 313 DeRIEE.
MAG. HEADING 307 DEURIE.
MAP NO. NK 13-11.
KA-62D, 89B, SO-246, 3 IN.
MAG. WADING 268 DFREE. ILICr NO. 2.
144. HEADING 2714 DEGREE. FLIOfr N0. 3.
1MA. ADING 104 DkREE.
APPROXIMATE.LY 10 PER C CENTCLD COVER AIND FAW
IHZE. MAG. lEADING 274 IGREE.
FLIGHT No. 4
P NOSw. NL 15-1, NL 15-2.
IAP NO6. IL 15-1, IL 15-2.
KA-620, 899, S0246, 3 IN.
REM4ltKS
AP HOS. NJ 15-1, NJ 15-4.
KA-62D, 89f, SO-246, 3 IN.
R4451(S
NAP NOS. NJ 14-4, NJ 14-7.
MA4. HEADING 348 DEGREE.
MAP )OS. NJ 14-4, NJ 14-7.
1A-620. 09H, H/* IN .S-24h., ' IN.
(IAWI:N CIIN, KANSAS AREA
HAFP wS. hJ 14-4, J 14-7.
KA-620D, 9B, H/V IR SO-249, 3 IN.
LAVH.t'CE, KANSAS AREA
KA-62 CAM31A *IE~ : MR. O'ER1TED) ON LINE 14.
LAW CF:1:.C, KANSAS AREA
NAP MOS. NJ 15-1, NJ 15-4.
KA-62D, 890, H/l IR SO-246, 3 IN.
REMARKS
nAP PC. NI 14-6









I NSThtIINT C(IF' ItR R,'vI Ih
30 SEP 69 178 MILL CREI(, KLAK4A 105 KA-62D, 098, B/W IR 50-246, 3 IN.
ROLL LINE iEXPOSURE NLMIIRS ALTITTIME SCALE REMRK(S
KA-62 CA*ftAS WERE NOT OPETATEID ON LINE 20.
ID 18 7585 - 7621 21,000 MSL 1.84.000
ID I, 7624 - 7629 21,000 MSL 1.84,000
ID 11 7632 - 7634 21,000 NSL 1.84,000
ID 15 7635 - 7637 21,00 MSL 1.84,000
ID 19 7638 - 7643 21,500 MSL 1.86,000
ID 11 7644 - 7655 6,000 MSL 1.24,000
ID 12 7656 - 7666 6,000 MSL 1.24,000
ID 13 7667 - 7678 ' ,000 MSL 1.24,000
ID 14 7679 - 7689 6,000 MSL 1.24,000
ID 15 7690 - 7700 6,000 ML 1.24,000
ID 16 7701 - 7708 6,000 MSL 1.24,000 MAP NO. NI 14-6
29 SfP 69 184 CHICU ASHA, O(LAIOMA 105 KA-62D, 898, B/W IR 50-246, 3 IN.
OU.LL LINE EXPOSERE NLMIERS ALT1ITUE SCALE REMARKS
ID I 7452 - 7507 3,000 iSL 1.12,000
ID 3 7508 - 7550 3,000 iSL 1.12,000 MAP NOS. NJ 14-11, NJ 14-12, NI 14-2, NI 14-3,
NI 14-5, NI 14-16.
02 OCT 69 185 ONIANZA, C(XRADO 105 KA-62D, 899, /ZW IR SO-246, 3 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOStRE NELMES ALTITUDE SCALE REMARKS
ID 49 7737 7740 10,000 4SL 1.40,000 RISSl. LAKES, OflADOW
ID 22 7741 - 1152 6,500 MSL 1.34,000 ALL LINES LISTE3ARE IN THE VICINITY OF THECUjNISON AND GRANE NATIONAL 11ORESTS, COLORADO



























1 7753 - 1776i U,0u u
37 7766 - 7774 7,500 s ML
18 777 - 7786 8,500 IML
23 778 - 71198 ,500 Is1I.
42 7799 - 7P09 7,500 MSL
38 7810 - 7819 7,500 MSL
19 7820 - 7"31 0,500 KML
24 7832 - 7844 8,500 IML
43 7845 - 7855 7,500 MSL
44 7856 - 7865 7,500 MSL
25 7066 - 7879 P,500 FISL
21 7880 - 7890 8,500 fSL
40 7891 - 7901 7,500 Wi,.
39 7902 - 1913 7,500 %SL
20 7914 - 7925 8,500 MSL
27 7926 - 7938 8,500 MSL
34 7939 - 7950 8,500 MSL
35 7951 - 7963 8,500 MSL
36 7964 - 7976 8,500 1MSL
26 7977 - 7989 8,500 MSL
34 7990 - 8002 8 500 MSL
28 8003 - 8015 8,500 MSL
33 8016 - 8029 8,500 MSL
29 8030 - 8043 8,500 MSL
32 8044 - 8057 8,500 MSL
30 6058 - 8074 8,500 MSL
31 8075 - 8088 8,500 M1SL




























Fa-49-JU-086-00017 19 JAN 70 0P6 ,MIAS ISIF., MNItmlot 119
ROL. LINE EIXPOStE 114-'RS A'I1TlIl) SCAIF
5 4 9361 - 9363 1,500 MSL 1.6,000
5 2 9364 - 9374 3,000 McL 1.12,000
5 2 9376 - 9382 3,000 KL 1.12,000
5 2 9383 - 9392 3,000 MSL 1.12,000
5 2 9393 - 9400 3,000 EEL 1.12,000
5 2 9401 - 9407 3,000 MSL 1.12,000
5 2 9408 - 9413 3,000 WML I.12,000
5 1 9414 - 9421 3,000 EtL 1.12,000
5 I 9422 - 9427 3,000 MSL 1.12,000
5 1 9426 - 9432 3,000 MSL 1.12,000
5 5 9433 - 9437 1,500 MSL 1.6,000







WESTF'RN SLOPE OF' SANMRE N CR I S1T) MT.
WF:STEfN SIPE OF1' SA.HGRE D: CM RITO MS.
WEiSTFiN SLOPE OF' SANGE D: H I CIS) TIS.
SAN LUIS CREW*(, COtLRADO
SAN WLIS CREFX, CtORAIUX
SAN UWIS CRHEU, COLRAOX)
MAP NOS. NJ 13-1, NJ 13-2, NJ 13-4, NJ 13-5,
NJ 13-7, NJ 13-8.
kA*-6D, 9H, H/Vl IN SO-246, 3 IN.
HlYAHKS
RESlX:.(tIMt P,\NEI.* 1Q) THIS Hl.N.
NOISIA. SHt5n17F SPFiF) - I2.0n.(ONE 1N8.1 ' SITlN'H SPF:FI]) - 1/Ro0.
Tll) tLS3. S1'1'11.F SP:F.V) - 1/500.
NOLWI. *EN.PO~SlE .S;EFTING.
ON. . XNDR tEMHE . IM 1IN'li.
mYI' U7LR1D N(AIU. E-XP(IStHE M IF11INt.





IMlWt.Y IATA '11- I: - KA-6Z2 tl.TIHI\I). CI.:H,% (IIC;l(X) A.l11AI.)
DITE SITF: SITiF: N/.: MIS- INSTHIt'NT WI-'I(:4HATICSAXXESSIO N M.BER 0O. SINl
NR-49-HJ-086-00017 19 JAN 70 086 AWA.S ISI., HWI'I1M 119 A-6Zt, ),9H, H/V IH .)-246, : IN.ROLL. LIlE E.POSItU I; MI'IS AIrI : . 1C1DE Ci R-E H 4JKS
5 5 9443 - 9451 1,500 MSL 1.6,000 10 LCN4.RS 5 9452 - 9458 1,500 ISL 1.6,000 MhRlM.5 5 9459 - 9461 1,500 SL 1.6,000 oo E bUER
5 a 9482 - 9485 700 IL 3.2,800 NOIMAL
s 2 9406 - 9488 100 L 1.2.800 MNE O DR
S 2 9489 - 9492 700 4IL 1.2,800 1O UAD-R
5 2 9493 -' 9495 700 MSL 1.2,800 ?O L74(-R
s 2 9496 - 9498 700 MSL 1.2,800 (NE UML RS 2 94 - 9501 100o L 1.2.800 M2844L6 a 9502- 9504 700 MSL 1.2,800 149MAL
a 9505- 9501 700o61L 1.2,800 - nE LER
MP NO. ARUS ISLE., HED (ONC G-22.
,-49 -- 086-00018 19 JAN 70 086 A5LS ISLE, B1 AM3D 119 KA-o2D, 9SO6, Bu I SO-246, 3 IN.lIJL LIMB FEXPOSLIB M8I ALTI7l1 SCALE 88E453f5 a 9500 - slo0 100 L 1.2,800 10o uER
3 f9511 - 9513 700 SL 1.2,800 1t t.f)R
5 a 9514 -951 700 1 SL .2,800 oE NUR
a f951 - 9519 100 SL 1.2.800 NORFAL
a u520 - 952 700 3ML 1.2,800 NORMAL
5 a 5123 - 9525 100 1SL 1.2,800 OE LFR
5 a 9526 - 9529 100 RSL 1.2,800 80 UI 
6 9529 - 9531 1o0 6SL 1.2,800 TO NER
6 3 9532 - 534 100 3L. 1.2,800 GCe I ER5 a 9535 - 9536 80* SL 1.2,800 NORMAL
6 a 931 -9539 100 IMSL 1.2.800 NOi4.AL. ARAMS TDVR ON THIS RUN.2 95140 - 9543 100 oo L 1. 2,800 GE UIR
6 3 .- 9543 - 9545 oo0 MSL 1.2.800 1TW) LNER THS NORIAL EXPOSLRE5 2 9546 - 9546 700 1.SL 1.2.800 To4 tNFR
s a 9549 - 955 00 L .2 800 .tNO
5 a 9552 - 9554 700 W 3 1.2,M00
*Ud 65 2 9555 - 9557 700 MeL 1.2.*00 ,M.IU.. ,AM4S T(MI:H O THIS HL;N.
5 2 9558 - 9580 700 tl ' 1.2.800 (NF: UIl,.:
5 3 9561- 9563 700 t)L. 1.2,P00 1w4 INI.N
5 a 9564 -9566 700 WII. 1.2 .00 1T) blI*
5 2 9567 - 9569 700 FIL 1.2,800 (NE: tI.H
5 2 9570 - 9572 700 FL 1.2,.000 N(M1IO
a 95715 - 9580 3,000 L 1.12.000 (NK LtFH8 MX31NI. E)XPIqQN. .S(0-TION rAP.  S
ON 'THIS HNN.
6 3 9581 - 9582 1,500 tEL 1.6,000 (NE i IUN)1. HES(IATION PAVIS O(N THIS RUN.
5 a 9583 - 100 MSL l.2,e00 RESiUT INH P-ANFS ON THIS RtI.
'AP ND. AJLAIS ISLE, W(1IM) (ONC 0-22
iR-49-HU-086-00019 20 JAN 70 086 ARU4 S ISIE, Fl3T64 - 119 KA-6ZD, 89H, H/W In SU-246, 3 IN.ROLL LINE E(PXIE #MtHFL;S AI.TIn 11. SCALE Hle4NKS
12 4 9633 - 1,000 WL 1.28,000 N*"U.. NEMSOITION PANI4S n 1HIS RRU.12 4 9634 - 9643 I,S00 FIL 1.6.000 HMII.1. AI1HI'ID ON THII Ht.h.
*2 4 9644 - 9648 3,000 WFL 1.12,000 MIR41L.. NESOLATIN( PANEiL) (N THIS RUN.
12 t 9649 - 9658 3.000 WiL 1.12.000 M9mAL. R,11.. mInTR SP'F:]) - 1/250.
12 1 9659 - 9666 3,000 MSL 1.12,000 (NE: tOiNR. (Of,: UN't) SIHFIE SPF'FD - I/.00.12 . 969 - 9678 3,000 MSL 1.12.000 1T) UNDFN. 150 t.M*M SFtM'HI SPE) - I/500.
12 1 9679 - 982 1,500 ISL 1.6.000 '1O UNDER.
I3 I 9583- 9687 I,500 tIL 1.6.000 O( E tNUIH.
12 9881 - 9696 ',500 SOO L 1.6,000 LxI3;L .
12 1 9697 - 9699 700 MSL 1.2,100 Y(]K0L.
12 1 9700 - 9702 100 MSL 1.2.Y00 (NE LN)R1.
12 1 9703 - 9705 100 SL , 1.2,F00 Ti LO lhR.
l2 I 9706 - 9708 700 L 1.2,i00 37) Uti.1
12 1 9709 - 9711 TO0 i 1.2,800 .:E th).R3
12 1 9712 - 9714 700 L 1.2 .800 144MAL
13 1 9715 - 9717 700 tiL 1.2,800 8IMALl 1 9718 - 9720 700 MSL 1.2,800 ONE tUllltR
12 1 9721 - 9723 100 !EL 1.2,800 i!O VtiDR
12 1 9724 - 9726 700 tEL 1.2.800 1T) I1,')-1R
13 1 9727 - 9729 100 MSL 1.2,800 ONE UiNDR
la3 9730- 9732 700 FSL 1.2,800 84344L3 I 9733 - 935 700 MSL 1.2 800 AL
12 ! 9736 - 9738 700 MSL 1.2 800 OE U)DER3
la I 9739 - 9741 100 MSL 1.2,800 T8V) UNDER
H149 NO. AFU ISLE1 , BiER ONC G-22




S I T: NAM HMIS-
SION
NR-49-FU-086-00020 21 JAN 70 086 ARGUS ISLE, BERMUA 119
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE MBERS ALT IUDE SCALE
12 1 9748 - 9769 2,500 MSL 1.10,000
12 977110 - 9788 2,500 MSL 1.10,000
12 1 9789 - 9797 2,500 MSL 1.10,000
12 2 9798- 9808 2,500 EEL 1.10,000
12 1 9809 - 9811 1,500 L 1.86,000
12 1 9818 - 9823 1,500 MSL 1.6,000
12 1 9824- 9840 .500 MSL 1.6,000
12 1 9841 - 9854 700 MSL 1.2,800
12 1 9855- 9865 700 MSL 1.2,800
12 1 9866 - 9877 100 MSL 3.2,800
NR-49-1J-086-00021 22 JAN 70 086 ARGUS ISLE, BERM'tDA 119
ROLL LINE SX(POSLRIE M&.IERS ALTn"I'DE SCALE
12 1 9893 - 9902 1,500 . S L 1.6,000
12 I . 9903 - 9911 1,500 EML 1.6,000
12 I 9912- 9921 1,500 MSL 1.6,000
12 3 9922 - 9934 1,500 MEL 1.6,000
1N-49-HJ-086-00022 23 JAN 70 086 ARGUS ISLE, HkRItIOS 119
1RLL LINE EXPOSURE MNHIERS ALTITIVE SCALE
12 4 9951 - 9954 3,000 MSL 1.12,000
12 4 9955- 9956 1,500 MSL 1.6,000
12 4 9957- 9960 700 MSL 1.2,800
12 1 9961 - 9972 3,000 MEL 1.12.000
12 . 9973 - 9982 2,500 MSL 1.10,000
12 3 9983- 9992 2,500 EL 1.10,000
12 1 9993- 0002 1,500 MSL 1.6,000
12 1 0003- 0012 1,500 MSL 1.6,000
12 I 0013- 0022 1,500 ESL 1.6,000
12 1 0023- 0025 700 ESL 1.2,800
12 1 0026 - 0028 700 MSL 1.2,800
i2 3 0029- 0031 700 MSL 1.2,800
1' 4 0034 - 0035 1,500 MSL 1.6,000
12 4 0036- 003? 700 ESL 1.2,800
MR-494--086-00023 24 JAN 10 086 ARGUS ISLE, BERIUDA
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NtMIERS ALTTITlE




I N.TH1-,NT t1hl I l.ATI N(
KA-62D, 89B, B/W IR SO-246, 3 IN.
REMARKS
NOVM4AL. NORMAL SHIIFER SPEED - 1/250.
ONE UNDR. ONE UNDER S-LUITER SPEED - 1/500







NMP NO. ARGUS ISLE, BERMUDA ONC G-22
KA-62D, 891B, H/W IR SO-246, 3 IN.
MWM AI.(NE UNDER,
T'O) UNDER
MAP NO. ARGUS ISLE, EItMl ONC G-22
KA-62D, 89B, B/ IJR SO-248, 3 IN.
RFMNRKS
NOM4AL. AIRF-IE1D IS ON THIS RlUN.
NORM AL. RF.)AU.'ION PANELt.S (N ThIS HN.
NMAL. H IAN I OI(N PANE1S (N ThIS HUN.
NO.I,-(NE UNDER
1W) LIODN~t
TW UNDER. KA-62D - NO. 4 CA2T6F RESET TO





NlRMAL. REStLtION PANELS 0N THIS FRANE.
NORMAL. RESDLIr ION PANELS.
MAP NO. ARGlS ISLE, BERMA ONC G-22.
KA-62D, 89B, B/W IR 50-246. 3 IN.
REMARKS
12 i 0055 - 0056 00 MESL 1.2,800 ARGUS TER ON THIS RUN.
AtP ND. ARGUS ISLE, BER.D ONC CG-22
NR-49-HJ-086-00024 26 JAN 70 086 ARGUS ISLE, BEIITSUDA. 119 KA-62D, 89B, B/W IR 50-246, 3 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE NUHCiRS ALTITUB SCALE REMARKS
12 4 0060 - 0063 ,500 L 1.6,000 ONe OVER. RESOLA.rION PANELS ON THIS RUN.
12 4 0064 - 0061 1000ESL 1.2,800 ONE OVlER. RESOLUTION PANELS ON ThIS HLUN.
12 1 0068 - 0077 3,000 MSL 1.1000 ONE OVER.
12 I 0078 - 0087 3,000 MSL 1.12,000 NORMAL.
12 3 0088 - 0097 3,000 MSL 1.12,000 ONE UNDER.
12 1 0098 - 0110 ,500 MSL 1.6,000 ONE LNDER.
12 1 0111 - 0120 1,500 MSL 1.6,000 NOIAL.
12 1 0121 - 0130 1,500 MSL 1.6,000 CEVER.
12 EXTRA 0131- 0139 700 MSL 1.2.800
12 4 0141 - 700 Wct. I .,(i0o (I tlIl(% 1'1% I.i. Iwi;1% F.irl X(). $. 
12 4 0142 - 0143
12 4 0144 - 0145
12 1 0146 - 0151
12 1 0152 - 0154
12 1 0155 - 0157
12 1 0158 - 0160
12 I 0161 - 0163
la 1 0164 - 0166
12 1 0167 - 0169
12 1 01170 - 0172
12 1 0173 - 0175






700 WL I . 2, "O0











MAP NO. ARGUS ISLE, HRI*41 (NC (3-2Z.
IM4At;RY DATA FILE: - KA-62 41.TIHANID, CAMI3RA (CHICAGI AIFlIAL,)
MIS-
SION
INSTRMI.NT C(NFI"A(. TI ON
NR-49-Hu-086-00025 27 JAN 70 066 ARqS ISLE, i
RIO. LINE EXPOSURE N24*33
12 4 0190 - 0191
12 4 0192 - 0225
1a 4 0226 - 0244
la 1 0245 - 0248
12 1 0249 - 0251
12 1 0252 - 0254
12 1 0255 - 0257
a12 1 0258 - 0260
12 1 0261 - 0263
12 I 0264 - 0270
12 1 0271 - 0281
12 1 0282 - 0291
12 1 0292 - 0301 .
12 1 0302 - 0304
la 1 0305 - 0307
1U I 0306 - 0310
12 1 0311 - 0313
32 1 0314 - 0316
12 1 0317 - 0319
la I 0320 - 0322
12 1 0323 - 0325
12 1 0326 - 0329
12 1 0330 - 0332
12 1 0333 - 0335
12 I1 0336 - 0338
12 1 033 - 0341
12 I 0342 - 0344
l2 1 0345 - 0347
12 1 0346 - 0350
I2 1 0351 - 0353
12 I 0354' - 0356
12 I 0357 - 0359
I I 0360 - 0362
R-49-fJ-0S6-00026 04 Ris-7i 0806 AIMOS ISLE, BE
PL LINE eXfP0SRE NMBIRS
24 EIRA 0418 - 0421
24 ' 0422 - 0431
24 10 043 - 0441
24 10 0442 - 0451
24 o10 0452 - 0461
24 10 0462 - 0471
24 I0 047Z - 04m1
24 IO 04r2 - 049O
dt-49-FIl-175-00027 19 MAY 70 175 KIUSTUN, TEXAS
ROLL LINE EXPOSURE MI4.S
5 0001 - 0002.
5 I 0000 - 0002
s 1 0003 - 0005
s 2 0006 - 0064
5 2 0065 - 0094





3 0114 - 0119
1 0120 - 0125
1 0126 - 0127
S 0128 - 0143
0144 -
4 014T - 0148
FADAA 119 KA-62D, 89H, H/W IR .O-246, 3 IN.ALT I.WeZ SCALE R4MAHKS
700 MSL 1.2,800 NORMAI.. HESOLUTION PANEIS ON THIS HIN.
1.,500 MSL 1.6,000 NORMAL. RFS'(X.LTI(O PANELS ON THIS HIN.
3.000 MSL 1.12,000 F'L. RESOLtJJION PANELS ON THIS HIN.
2,000 tSL 1.8,000 ONE (OVER
2,000 SL 1.8,000 NORML
2,000 MSL 1.8,000 ONE UNIDER
2,000 MSL 1.8,000 ONE N.JDtER
2,000 MSL 1.8,000 o NOHMAL
2,000 -ML 1.8,000
2,000 ML 1.8,000 ONE OVeR
1,500 MCL 1.6,000 NORMAL
1,500 MSL i.6,000 ONE WUNRI
1,500 ML !.6,000 ONE UNDER
700 MSL 1.1,400 ONE NDR .
700 MSL 1.1,400 NRMAL
700 MSL 1.2,800 ONE OVER
700 HSL 1.2,800 ONE OvER
700 MSL 1.2,800 NORML
700 MSL 1.2,800 OI E U4LR'
700 MSSL 1.2,800 OEMIDER
700 MSL .1.2,800 ONE (OVR
700 MS.L I.2,800 ONE OVER
700 MSL 1.2,800 NIOMAL
700 MSL 1.2,800 ONE DR
700 MSL 1.2,800 ONE LNDER
700 ISL 1.2,800 NR(MAL
700 ML 1.2,800 ONE OVER
700 MSL 1.2,800 ONE OVER
700 MSL 1.2,800 NOIM4AL
700 MSL 1.2,800 OME IUNR
700 MSL 1.2,800 ONE LNDEI
5,000 MSL 1.20,ooo00 NOAL
MAP NO. AM;US ISLE, eI'4UDA ONC G-22.
P!JDA 119 iKA-62D, 89B, B/W JR S0-246, 3 IN.ALTITUD SCALE R84MJRKS
3,000 MSL 1.12,000 ODAST NE JERSEY
3,000 HSL 1.12,000 ONE OVER
3,000 ML 1.12,00o N0HMAL
3,000 MSL 1.12,000 ONE trDam
3,000 MSL 1.12,000 ONE UNDER
1,000 WI. 1. Ilno M0RI\*.
1,1100)o L I. Ih2,11mn (h- : N FE
3,000 'al. 1.12.0nn IhF: 11-H
4W 4p .11/ 3 , I,.I F:, HI'](,I I) (1,. (,-U
130 KA-62D, CLEAR AV, COLOR SO-397, :3 IN.ALTITIE. SCALE Rt-MHKS
CAMFRA TFZST FRhI*s, mn' PLI'tF:D475 MSL 1.1.900 s 1o H JEt` TJO SOt lJH J rY, GAcVEsTON, TE:XAS.
530 MSL 1.2,120 Sz oH JETrY TO NaRTH Jlrm..
1,800 MSL 1.7,200 FISTON SHIP CHIANNEL AT PAlTRI(C HAO(XI 1) SIMS
BAVOL EAST OF HI" 3, KA-62 R"RAtS 042 1O 045
ERE OVEREXPOSED.
1,800 MSL 1.6,400 14 MOMHI OP HUNTIING lAYOU AT SHIP CHANNIl. TO SAN
JACINTO) INT, IFRlES 0617 TO 068 HAD A
BREAK IN COERAGE.
1,240 MSL 1.4,960 IUST LAKE TO SOUIA TIP OF' ATKISON4 ISLAND.
FRIAMES 0109 TO 0112 %IRE (VhIEXPIOSI, O,)'NTIFR
MA FMINCTJION REIN LINES.13,200 MSL 1.62,800 SAN JACINTO MI TO SYLVAN BEACH, MFA'S 0115 TO
0118 HAD 80-PERCENT TO CLt.')D COER.10,000 MSL 1.40,000 BACLIFF TO EALE POINT.
10,500 MSL 1.42,000 EAGLE POINT TO HACLIFF'
10,500 MSL 1.42,000 TEXAS CITY TItOUH CHANNEL TO ClAF OF MEXICO.
OUN17TER MALIF.CTION BMITEEN LINE.S, CA'*IA 1'ST
FRALMES, NOr PLUITFD.
10,500 MSL 1.42,000 GULF OF MEXICO NEAR SHELL ICCANEIR TOl-.t 35






II¥(;H I\W'A FI")-l' - KA-6B2 M.1.'IHI), CtAR11A (ClIC; )O AE:HIAI.)
WDATE SITE SITE NAME MIS- INSTRI1tN'T COFICIURATION
ACCESSION NU41-11 N0. SION
Ni-49-F'H-175-00027 19 MAY 70 175 OIUSltDN, TE:XAS 130 KA-62D. CLEANH AV, C(XOIt S0-.397, 3 I',.ROU,. LINE EPI()SIE: NIUt .1S ALTIllE SCIME RI-4tAKS
5 4 0151 - 0184 500 MSL 1.2,000 XVEFRAGE OVER WATEI, OF[ MAP, 35 MILFS SE OF
GALVESTON, tQNT[R MALFUNCT ION HE-t:EN l.l NES.
5' 5 0189 - 0209 5,250 MSL 1.21,000 OFF COAST OF GALVFSTON EAST HF'ACFI TO T1'XAS CITY
SHIP CHANNEL, CO(NTIN MALFUCT ION tEEI'N LINES
5 1 0210 - 0224 5,200 MSL 1.20,800 C(XXIER FMAt.)1NCTION IE.EEN LINES, EAtGLE F)INT
TO BACLIFF ,,T PU[TJr)
5 0227 - 0240 CT*O A TEST FRAMES orT PLOrrI' )
MAP NO. MH 15-7.
fh-49-FJ-238-0002 8 12 MAY 70 238 JLBBOK, TEXAS 137 KA-62/D, 89, B/W 2402, 3 IN.
ROLL LINE EXPOSLPE NJ4IJEi S ALTI7E= SCALE REMAIS
1 0742 CLD CA, MBA MMLdUCTIG
1 0743 - 0775 3,000 MSL 1.12,000
1 0776 - 0178 ECIRA FRAIMES AND/OR CAMERA MF'W. ION
7 2 0779- 0801 3,000 MSL 1.12,000
1 3 0802 - 0823 3,000 MSL 1.12,000
7 4 0824 - 0850 3,000 MSL 1.12,000
1 a 0851 - 0872 3,000 MSL 1.12,000
1 0 0873 - 0897 3,000 MSL 1.12,000
7 1 0898 - 0920 3,000 MSL 1.12,000
1. 8 0921 - 0931 10,000 IiL. 1.40,000
1 0933 - 0947 CID%1. ALM) C,%'t*IN.X - l).l N 7TI(IN
MAP W0. hI 14-7
4I
PART VI - ELECTRONIC DATA
SECTION 75 - ELECTRONIC DATA
AGCCESSION N11 DATlE , ¥'IA 1;(XCE :DIt NF:4 ..F1IRKS
1N-75-00-000-01099 8 MAR 69
M1-75-00-000-01100 8 MAR 69
W1-75-00-000-01101 8 MAR 69









FR-15-EJ-030-01103 10 MAR 69 APOLLO 9 ANAlOG FMCT
MR-15-EI-030-01104 10 MAR 69 APOXJ. 9 ANALO MWCT.
Fl-75-00-000-01105 12 MAR 69
I-7?5-00-000-01106 12 MAR 69
MR-75-00-000-01107 12 MAR 69
W1-75-00-000-01108 12 MAM 69
1-175-00-000-01109 12 PAR 69
·1-75-00-000-01110 12 MAR 69
NR-75-00-000-01111 12 MAR 69
IR-75-00-000-01112 12 MAR 69
MNR-175--046-00158 15 NOV 65













































































































Ai4XI1 9 I;lkHL. tltr A/C 1100
AKoUX) 9 tI,llnI.Iufn'f A/C 1100
APUII) 9 U"L.FfITCH A/C 1100 (AW/EVEN
APUI(D 9 Lt FL3ICi'HT TP: 12 NASAI1 F1RT 12
IIUNS 1-4 11C" DATA APMODXIMiTE
APOUL 9 .DRFl*LI l' TAIPE 13 NASAII FT 12
RLhIS 5-8 'llSON DATA APPIFOXIMATE
APALID 9 I.Dt"LIGrHT TAPE 14 NASAIB FiT 12
RFNS 9-12 1t.SON DA1'A APPROXIM?%TE
APUD 9 Lbm3'1i.ICGH A/C 0900
APOlUD 9 LDERFLICHT A/C 0900
APOUG 9 IN1ICTIGI- A/C 0900
APOUD 9 UNWtFLICIT A/C 0900
APOLJD 9 UWADE( IIGT A/C 0900
APOUlD 9 UDF !FtICl' A/C 0900 UD/kEV*E
APLLDO 9 UID.FLIC'FI A/C 0900 OOD/WEVEI
APLDW 9 LDERF1LIGHT A/C 0900 ODM
SITE 046 FLICHT 1





SITE 046 FGI'H 3 SITi: 043 'LIG' 4
SITE 043 FLIGHT S
SITE 043 FLIICHT 6
SITE 043 FLICHT 6
SITE 043 FLICIff' 6
SITE 031 FLICHT I
SITE 032 FLGfFIT I
SITE 032 FLIGHT I
SITE 021 FLIGHT 1
SITE 028 FLICIr 2
SITE 028 FLICHn 2
SITE 051 FLIiGf 3
CEIHTRAL, FH'IC OIATA FIIE























































AI-75-tU-086-00136 10 MAR 66
NR-15-FI-086-00137 10 MAR 66
NR-75-HJ-0e6-o00o38 10 A 66
NR-_S5-M-0H6-00139 10 MIW 66
R-75-KIU-086-00140 10 MAR 66
MN-75- J-086-00141 11 MAR 66
iR-7T5-U--086-014Z 12 MAR 66
FR-75-FU-086-00143 12 MAR 66
NR-75-HU-086-00144 12 MAR 66







































































































SITE 051 FLIGl(r 4
SITE 015 FLIGHT 5
SITE 015 FLIGHI 6
SITE 021 FLIGI.f 1
SITE 027 FLIG(I' 7
SITE 027 Fl.,Ifr 8a
SITE 027 FLIGHI' 2
SITE 027 FLGHQ ' 3
SITF: 0Z7 -l. IAif' 4
SITE 06 F.lclfl I
SIT; 086 FEIIfi' I
SITE 086 F'LlCifr I
SITE 086 FLICGHI I
SITE 086 F'LIGFHr I
SITE 086 FLIQCI I
SITE 086 F.IGIfr I
SITE 086 FLIGHr I
SITE 086 FLIIHT 2
SITE 086 FLIGI' 2
SITE 086 FLlOft 2
SITE 086 FLIGHT 2
SITE 086 FLICI' 3
SITB 0886 FLIo 3
SITE 086 FLIofrr 3
SITE 086 FLIGnr 3
SITE 086 F.IGHI' 3
SITE 086 FL'GF 4
SI1E 086 FLIGHr 6
SITE 086 FLICOr 6
SI1'TE 046 Fl.ICHff 6
SITt: 086 Ifi ICI 6
SIT,' 086 F'l.Gln 6
SITE 086 ICEIGHT 7
SITE 086 FLICln' 8
SITE o08 R',ICd*T8
SITE 086 IIIG' 8
SITE 002 FLITC 2Z
CElIHAI. b':IlHIC DITA I'II1.
AXESSI1ON 14LNIHF DAE DT'A .SXWE NtDII
NR-75-00-000-00002 2 APR 66
MR-75-DK-040-00003 2 APR 66
NIR-75-DK-040-00004 2 APR 66
1R-75-EJ-998-00005 5 APR 66
R-75-FJi-998-00006 S'APR 66
hR-75-JK-087-00007 19 APR 66
IR-75-JK-08-00000 19 APR 66
iR-75-JK-0917-00009 19 APR 66
NR-75S-JK-087-00010 19 APR 66
NR-15-JK-087-00011 20 APR 66
NR-75-JK-068i-00012 20 APR 66
M-T15-JK-087-00013 20 APR 66
RI-75-JK-087-00014 21 APR 66
IR-75-JK-087-00015 21 APR 66





































7 MAY 66 MISSION 023
7 MAY 66 MISSION 023
7 MAY 66 MISSION 023
7 MAY 66 MISSION 023
7 M1AY 66 MISSION 023
8 MAY 66 MISSION 023
8 MAY 66 MISSION 023
9 MAY 66 MISSION 023
9 MAY 66 MISSION 023
9 MAY 66 MISSION 023
9.MAY 66 MISSION 023
10 MAY 66 MISSION 023
10 MAY 66 MISSION 023
10 MAY 66 MISSION 023
II MAY 66 MISSION 023
11 MAY 66 MJSSION 023
14 1AY 66 MISSION 024
14 MAY 66 MISSION 024
30 JUN 66 MISSION 025
30 JUN 66 MISSION 025




























































SITE 000 FIGHWT 2
SITE 040 FL.Ifl' 3
SITI 040 F.ICHT1 4
SIE 032 SITE 002 Fl.lCtf 5
SITE 032 51TE 002 FLIQlS 5
SIlE 087 FIaICK I
SITE 087 FLIGHT 2
SITE 087 FLTla' 2
SITE 087 FLIQI' 3
Silt 087 FlaGH' 3
S17E 087 FLIGHF 3
SIIB 081 FLIG(F' 4
SITEF 0m7 'llW.ll' 4
SITE 0H7 F'Ll. I' 4
SITE 046 I'lAlfl' I
SITEl' 046 1l.IGfP I
SIT:E 046.F11ICGfH I
SITE 046 I1.ICHfr I
SITE 046 11.lI'tr 2
SITE 106 FLIOrF 3

































SITE 108 Fl..l(.fT 4
SITE 108 FLIHPT 4
SITE 108 FLI4IlP 4









-,IflT I -l.li(Hf 2 (i OF' 2)













































NR-75-OK-040-000508 1 AIG 66
R1-75-OK-040-00059 11 AUO 66
IMR-T5-DK-040-00060 11 AGi 66
Mo-T5-OK-040-00061 I1 ALG 66
NR-75-EJ-019-00062 30 ALG 66
NiR-75-EJ-019-00063 30 ALU 66
i1-75-EJ-019-00064 31 AUG 66
hR-75-6EJ-019-00065 31 AUJ 66
NR-75-EJ-019-00066 31 ALJ 66
E-75-E-J-003-00067 I SEP 66
NR-75-DJ-020-00068 I SEP 66
NR-75-DJ-020-00069 I SEP 66
NR-75-DW-998-00070 I SEP 66



























































































































































SITE 114 SITE 130
SITE 114 SITE 130
SITE 114 SITE 130























CtIMAL NHFIIIC DATA F'IIFJ
AMCESSION Ni&R DATE DATA S(t]CE MFDILM RF.3 N().
NR-75-EJ-003-00073 I SEP 66
NR-75-EJ-052-00074 3 SEP 66
MR-75-FJ-052-00075 3 SEP 66
NR-75-EJ-052-00076 3 SEP 66
MN-75-EJ-052-00077 3 SEP 66
NR-75"(-043-00078 15 SEP 66
NR-15-FJ-076-00079 19 SEP 66
NR-75-FJ-076-00000 19 SEP 66
MR-15-EJ-011-00081 20 SEP 66
RI-75-EJ-011-00082 20 SEP 66
NR-T5-EJ-011-00083 20 SEP 66
NR-75-EJ-011-00084 20 SEP 66
PR-75-EJ-011-00085 20 SEP 66
NR-75-FJ-011-00086 20 SEP 66
NM-75-EJ-011-00087 21 SEP 66
MR-75-F'J-011-00088 21 SEP 66
FO NRM-75-EJ-011-00089 21 SEP 66
oN NR-75-EJ-011-00090 21 SEP 66
MR-75-EJ-011-00091 22 SEP 66
NR-T5-EJ-014-00092 22 SEP 66
NR-75-EJ-011-00093 22 SEP 66
NR-75-EJ-011-00094 22 SEP 66














































R-175-FJ-076-00328 19 SEP 66 MISSION 032 ANALOG MCT
NR-75-FJ-076-00331 21 SEP 66 MISSION 032 A.AIIX; MAUI
MN-75-FJ-076-00332 21 SEP 66
R-75-J-0FJ 6-00487 21 SEP 67
NM-75-FJ-076-00489 8 SEP 67
NR-75-FJ-06- 00491 11 SEP 67
MNR-5-PJ-114-00095 3 OCT 66
R-75-EJ-114-00174 3 OCT 66
MR-75-C-046-00096 II OCT 66
NR-75*-J-046-00097 11 OCT 66
MR-$15-I046-00098 II OCT 66


















































SITE 003 FLIGHT 5
SITE 052 FLIGHT 6
51TE 052 FLIGHT 6
SITE 052 FLIGHT I
SITE 052 F1.IGIT 7
SITE 043 FLIGHT I
SITE 076 FLIIGrT I
SITE 076 FCIGHT I
SITE 011 FLIGHT 2
SITE 011 FLIGHT 2
SITE 011 FLIGHT 2
SITE 011O FLIGHT 3
SITE 011 FLIGHT 3
SITE 011 FLIGHT 3
SITE 011 FLIGHT 4
SITE 011 FLIGHT 4
SITE 011 FLIGHT 4
SITE 011 FLICHT 4
SITE 011 FLIGHT 5
SITE 011 FLIGHT 5
SITE 01 FLICHT 5
SITE 011 FtIGHT 5
FILTER ANALG 2 SETS OF DATA SITE 076 FLIGHTr I
LINE 91 RUN I LINE 4 RUN I RELEASFD TO WAVE
ANALYSIS LAB
PILTER ANALOG 2 SETS OF DATA SITE 076 FLIGHT I
LINE 3 RUN I SITE 076 FLIGHT I LINE 3 RUN I
RBLASED) TO WAVE ANALYSIS LAB
F'II.TF:HI) AD AII I'I E', 076 F1.ll I LIe' 
HINN I HI1FASI ) 11) W;AVE AAI,.I.S LAH
FILT1'NID ANAIUU SI1VF 076 F.lorr I LINE I
RtN I H*LSI',FD 10 RAVE ANAL)SIS ILA
SITE 76 F.T I LINE 4 RUN I F'"A RWX 190, 199
SIl'F 76 FI.T I LINE 2 HUN I F+A REO 203, 204
SITE 76 F1.T I .hINE I 1RN I F.A RFo 200, 209
SITE 114 FtLIGHT I
SITE 114 FLIHTr I
SITE 046 FLICHT I
SITE 046 FIGCHT I
SITE 046 FIGCHT I
CTblRAL MIII I C DrATA FIt F
ACCESSION NUERI DATE DATA .SO.RCE MEDIltM
NR-75-.J-046-00099 11 OCT 66 MISSION 034
NR-75-HU-138-00100 12 OCT 66 MISSION 034
NR-7s5-K-138-00101 12 OCT 66 MISSION 034
MNR-7s5--099-00102 12 OCT 66 MISSION 034
NR-75-I-099-00103 12 OCT 66 MISSION 034
RM-75-GH-099-00104 12 OCT 66 MISSION 034
PNR-75-H-099-00105 12 OCT 66 MISSION 034
NR-75-QH-099-00106 13 OCT 66 MISSION 034
NR-75-GH-099-00107 13 OCT 66 MISSION 034
NR-75-GH-099-0010B 13 OCT 66 MISSION 034
1R-75-GH-099-00109 13 OCT 66 MISSION 034
NR-75-GH-099-00110 14 OCT 66 MISSION 034
MN-7?-MH-099-00111 14 OCT 66 MISSION 034
MN-75S--099-00112 14 OCT 66 MISSION 034
NM-75-CH-099-00113 14 OCT 66 MISSION 034
MR-IS- - -00114
R-175-GIH-12-0011 5 Il OCT 66 MISSION 034
R-?75-H-128-00116 17 OCT 66 MISSION 034
NR-75-G-128-00117 IT OCT 66 MISSION 034



















NR-75-JU-138-00330 Il OCT 66 MISSION 034 ANALOG M.'T
NR-75-HJ-138-00396 II OCT 66 MISSION 034 ANALOO MACT
Nr-75-HJ-138-00397 II OCT 66 MISSION 034 ANALOG MAGT
MR-?5-HJ-138-00398 11 OCT 66 MISSION 034 ANALOG MACT
NH-75-UJ-13 8 -003 9 9 11 OCT 66 MISSION 034 ANALOG MACT
NR-75-HJ-138-00484 20 MAR 67 MISSION 034 C(IPUsTE TAB




















































SITE 046 FLIGHT I
SITE 138 FLIGHT 2
SITE 138 FILIGHT 2
SITE 099 ;FLIGHTr 3
SITE 099 FLICT 3
SITE 099 FLIGHT 3
SITE 099 FLIGHr 3
SITE 099 Fl(IlT 3 FLIGHT 4 (1 OF 4)
SITE 099 FLIG-r 4
SITE 099 FLIG HT4
S I E 099 sF1t.l*' 4
SITE W099 FlIGrr S
S11E 099 Ln.lctr 5
SITE 099 FLIGWlt 5
SITE 099 FLIGHT 5
SITE 128 FILIafr 7
SITE 128 FLIGHT 7
SITE 128 FLIGHT 7
SITE 128 FLIGf'r 7
FILTERFD ANAiOG SITE 138 FLICGT 2 LINE I
RUN 4 RLEASED TO WAVE ANALmSIS LAB
FILTERFI) ANAtLm SITE 13F FLIGHT 2 LINE I
RUN 3 RILF'ASED TO WA`E A;NAL SIS LAB
FILTEFRJ ANALOG SITE 138 FLT 2 LtINE I RUN 5
REtIEST 226 REL'ASI:) TO WAVE AhAL$SIS LAB
FE14D A ANA1LOG SITE 138 FLT 2 LINE 2 RUN 2Z
REOUEST 221
FILltR A, ANAML SITE 138 FLT 2 LINE 2 RtN 3
NIXUEST 228
FILTIEFD ANALOG SITE 138 FLT 2 LINE 2 RUN 4
REQUEST 229
SITE 138 FLT 2 LINE I RUN 3 F+A REO 134, 135
SITE 138 FLT 2 LINE I RLN 4 F.A REO 132, 133
SITE 138 FLT 2 LINE I RUN 5 RED 226
SITE 138 FLT 2 LINE Z2 RUN a REO 227
SITE 138 FLT 2 LINE 2 RUN 3 REO 228
SITE 138 FLT Z LINE 2 RUN 4 RIEX 229
SllE 76 7.1T I l.l\1E 91 HI I F', HUO 200., 1I
SITE 76lb FIT I I.lIN: I HtN I IA. HIX) 205, 06h
SITE 03'2 FIl(.;r I
S llTE 032 I-Tarr I
SITE IOZ SITE 103 I-l.l;HIf' I
REAH'HS
A(CESS ION NU43-R DATE
NR-15-H-990-00176 6 DEC 66
NR-75-0I-104-00177 6 DEC 66
,NR-75-GO-095-00178 7 DEC 66
MR-75-GH-098-00179 7 DEC 66
l-75-GH-095-00180 8 e D 66
NR-75-H-0955-0181 8 DEC 66
I-75-I-095-0 0182 8 DEC 66
NR-75-GH-095-00183 8 DEC 66
NR-75-FH-086-00187 22 JAN 67
NR-75-FU-086-00188 22 JAN 67
NR-75-HJ-086-00189 22 JAN 67
NR-75-MJ-086-00190 22 JAN 67
MI-75-IU-086-00191 23 JAN 67
NR-75-FU-086-00192,23 JAN 67
NR-75-FU-086-00193 23 JAN 67
MR-75-J-086-00194 23 JAN 67
N R-15-HJ-096-00195 23 JAN 67
NR-75-FJ-086-00196 24 JAN 67
NR-75-U-0866-00197 24 JAN 61
MR-75-00-000-00517 28 MN 67
NR-75-00-000-00518 29 iOV 67
Ra-75-00-000-00519 30 OV 67
NR-75-00-000-00520 7 DME 67
MR-75-00-000-00521 7 DeC 67
NR-75-00-000-00625 21 DEC 67
NR-75-EJ-114-00198 4 FEB 67
NR-75-EJ-114-00199 4 FEB 67
MR-75-00-000-00200 6 FEB 67
NR-75-EJ-114-00369 28 M4R 67
NR-75-FJ-114-00370 24 MR 67
hR-75-GH-099-00201 21 FEB 67
MR-75-GH-099-00202 21 F'B 67
MR-75-GH-099-00203 21 FEB 67
NR-75-C-099-00204 21 FEB 67









































































































SITE 103 SIl'E 104 FLI'IT I
SITE 104 Fl.IC-fl' I
SITE 095 FLIGHI' 2
SITE 098 FLIOHT 2
SITE 095 FLIG(;HT 3
SITE 095 FL.IGrf 3
SITE o095 FLIHT 4
SITE 095 FLI.HT 4
SITE 086 FLIGCH I
SlTE 086 FLIOfi I
SITE 086 FLIGHT I
SITE 086 FLIGHT I
SITE 086 FLIGH T2
SITE 086 FLIGHT 2
SITE 086 FLIGHT 2
SITE 086 FLIGHT 2
SITF: 086 1Fl. ' 2
Sll' 086 FtLItfl' 4
SITE 086. FLICfHT 4
FILTFID) ANALOU FI .lHT 2 LINE 92 RUN 4
FIL'FIID) ANALOG FLI(HI 2 LINE 92 RON 8
FILRFD ANAXLO FLI(T 4 LINE 91 RN I
FILTERFD ANAIlU FLICHIT 4 LINE 93 RUN 3
FILTIED ANUCG FLIU(i 4 LINE 93 RUN 4
FLIGT' 4 LINE 93 RUN 2
SITE 114 FLIG01 I
SITE 114 FLIGTI 2
TEST TAPE SIMULAT'D DATA 2
PILTEIRFD ANALO SITE 114 FLIGHTf 2 LINE 96-97
RUN 2-3 REL:ASlD 1TO WAVE ANALYSIS LAB
114 2 96-97 2-3
FILTERFID ANALOX SITE 114 FLT 2 LINE 95 RUN I
RELEASI3) TO WAVE ANALYSIS LAB
SITE 099 FLIGHT I
SITE 099 FLIC(fl I
SITE 099 FLICf1F I
SITE 099 FLIGHI' I
SITE 099 FLIC11T 2
CENTRAL IN H:HIC iTVrI'.A FI I
CINTRAL F.IRIC I)ATA FIlE
ACC-ESSION NMMBFR DATE DATA S(AIRE
R-715-CH-099-00206 Zl FF:H 67 MISSIO(N 040
NR-75-.H-099-00207 21 FEF: 67 MISSION 040
NR-75-CH-099-00208 22 FEl 67 MISSION 040
N-175-CH-099-00209 22 FH 67 MISSION 040
M-7?5-GH-099-00210 22 Ft 67 MISSION 040
tR-15-CH-998-00211 23 FPLl 67 MISSION 040
NR-75-WJ-102-00212 23 FEB 67 MISSION 040
NR-715-G-128-00213 24 FIX 67 MISSION 041
Rl-75-CH-128-00214 24 FEB 67 MISSION 041
1iR-75-GK-128-00215 24 FE 67 MISSION 041
NR-15-G-128-00216 24 FE3 67 MISSION 041
MN-715-H-128-00217 24 FeL 67 MISSION 041
Pa-750-H-128-00218 24 FM3 67 MISSION 041
NR-75-GH-128-00219 24 FE.3 67 MISSION 041
MI-TS-G4-128-00220 24 FEB 67 MISSION 041
NR-75-(I-128-00221 24 FEB 67 MISSION 041
IqR-75-sCH-128-00222 24 FE 67 MISSION 041
-I-75-Q -128-00223 24 FEB 67 MISSION 041
MI-N5-5H-128-00224 24 FEB 67 MISSION 041
NR-75-EJ-114-00241 14 MAR 67 MISSION 043
NR-75-eJ-114-00242 15 MA1R 6 MISSION 043
1-175-E J-998-00243 15 MIR 67 MISSION 043
MI-75-EJ-998-00244 16 MAR 67 MISSION 043
NR-T7-EJ-101-00245 16 MAR 67 MISSION 043
Ma-15-0H-128-000246 14 MAR 67 MISSION 043
MR-75-CH-128-00247 14 MAR 67 MISSION 043
NR-75-00-000-00268 8 MAY 67 MISSION 043
NhR-5-EJ-998-00269 11 MAY 67 MISSION 043
hR-75-EJ-051-00248 29 MAR 67
NR-75-E4-052-00249 29 MAR 67
NR-75-EJ-052-00250 29 MAR 67
NR-75-EI-052-00251 29 MAR 67
M-715-EJ-051-00252 29 MAR 67
1R-75-EJ-998-00253 29 MAR 67
N41-15-EJ-002-00254 29 M4R 6?











































































Sl'rE 099 F.li.lr 2
SITEU9 0 9 l.l(;F' 3
SITE 099 FlIG(HTF 3
SITE 099 JF.l(UH' 3
SIT 099ss FLIt'lf 3
SITE 103 SITE 104 F.lIGH' 4
SITE 102 FLIGHT 4
SITE 128 I'LIGr I
SITE 128 FLIGFIT 2
SITE 128 FLIOCr 2
SITE 128 FLIGHr 2
SITE 128 FLIGHI 2
SITE 128 FLIGIT 2
SITE 128 FLIGHIr 2
SITE 128 FLIGHr 3
SITE 128 FLIGTf 3
SITE 128 FLICHT 3
SITE 128 FLIGHT 3
SITE 128 FLICGH 4
SITE 114 FLICHrT 
SITE 114 FLIGCH 2
SITE 114 SITE 129 InIGHTI 3
SITE 129 SITE 101 Fl,IGHI' 4
SITE 101 FLIGHT 4
SITE 128 FLIGHr I
SITE 128 FLIGHT 2
FILTER ANAIOG FLT 4 LINE 91 RLN I FLICHT 4
LINE 92 RUN 2 REL:AISED 1I WAVE ANALUSIS IAH
FILIERFD ANAILG SITE 101 ItT 4 LINE 93 RNZ 2
SITE 002 ILT 4 LINE I RLUN 1 MISSION 044
SITE 051 FLIGHr I
SITE 052 FLIGHT 2
SITE 052 FLIGHT 2
SITE 052 FLIGFr 2
SITE 051 FLIGHT 3
SITE 154 SITE 002 FLIGHI 4
SITE 002 FLIGHT 4
SITE 002 FLIGHr 4
C*l-*TUA. IN-'H I C I 1'I A FI.11.1.:
ACCESSION NUHItER DATlE DATA S( UHCE MDI9LM Rl:FI. NO.
NR-75-EJ-002-00256 29 MAR 67
NR-75-EJ-002-00257 29 MAR 67
NR-75-EJ-052-00258 29 MAR 67
NR-75-EJ-052-00259 29 MAR 67
NR-75-EJ-052-00260 29 MAR 67
NH-75-EJ-052-00Z61 29 MAR 67
NR-75-F:J-052-00262 29 MAR 67
.NR-15-EJ-052-00263 29 MAR 67



















N1-75-00-000-00299 27 APR 67 MISSION 044 ANALOG MVST
NR-75-00-000-00300 31 APR 67 MISSION 044 ANAIXO MAG
4R-75-00-000-00301 31 APR 67 MISSION 044 ANALOG MaCT
MN-75-EJ-051-00394 21 MAR 67 MISSION 044 ANALOG MrT'
NR-75-E'J-051-00395 21 MAR 67 MISSION 044 ANALOG MWGT
NN-75-EJ-051-00486 5 SEP 67 MISSION 044 COLIPIER TAB
M11-75-00-000-00270 26 MAY 67
hR-75-00-000-00271 26 MAY 67
NR-75-00-000-00272 26 MAY 67
NR-75-00-000-00273 26 MAY 67
NR-75-00-000-00274 26 MAY 67
NR-75-00-000-00275 26 MAY 67
N1-75-00-000-00276 26 MAY 67
NH-75-00-000-00277 26 MAY 67
NR-75-00-000-00278 26 MAN 67
MR-75-00-000-00279 26 MAY 67
NR-75-00-000-00280 26 MAY 67
NR-75-00-000-00281 26 MAY 67
NR-75-00-000-00282 26 MAY 67
NR-75-00-000-00283 26 MAY 67
NH-75-00-000-00284 26 MAY 67
NR-75-00-000-00285 26 MAY 67
































































SITE 002 FLIGHr S
SITE 002 FLIGHrT 5
SITE 052. FLIGIT 6
SITE 052 FLIGHT 6
SITE 052 FLIGHT 6
Sill'' 052 iL.l(in 7
SITE: 0. Z F'IGFn' 7
SITE 052 FLIGIfT 7
FILT'tRHD ANAJL SITE 101 FIl' 4 LINF 93 HUN 2
SITE 002 ILT 4 LINE: I HN I MISSION 044
FI'LTFRED ANAIO) F1.ICHTr 4 .IN E 3 RUN I
FtlGHT 4 LINE 9 RUN 2 RItLASEID T) WAVE
ANAL SIS LAB
FILTFRtD ANAIL., FLICHT 3 LINE I RUN 2
RELEIASD TO WAVE AhALtSIS LAH
FILTtNFD ANAILG FLICGfI 3 LINE I RUN 3
REIEASEI TO WAVE ANAL1SIS LAt)
FILTEIRED ANALOG SITE 51 FIT I LINE I RLN I
RIDLEST 224 RELEASt) 10 WAVE ANALYSIS LAB
FILTEIRED ANALOG SITE 51 FIT I LINE I RUN 2
RESLUEST 225 RLEASED TO WAVE ANALYSIS LAB
SITE Sl FT I LINE I I RN' D 225









1. I CHT 3
F LI GC 3
F I CIi' 4







CEN''IRAI . MITRIC D\T'A FI'11'
ACCE'SSION hNU4*31 DATE DATA S(OXCE MDIIMI
NR-75-00-000-00287 26 MAY 67 MISSION 047 ANALOG M1rd
Ni-75-00-000-00288 26 MAY 67 MISSION 047 ANALOG MAGT
NR-75-00-000-002e9 26 MAY 67 MISSION 047 ANALOG MAGT
NR-75-00-000-00290 26 MAY 67 MISSION 047 ANALOG MA'T
NI-75-00-000-00291 26 MAY 67 MISSION 047 ANALOG MACT
NR-75-00-000-00292 26 MAY 67 MISSION 047 ANAlOG MAGT
NR-75-00-000-00293 26 MAY 67 MISSION 047 ANALOG MACT
-R-75-00-000-00294 26 MAY 67 MISSION 047 ANAL*OG MAOT
MR-75-00-000-00295 26 MAY 67 MISSION 047 ANALOG MAO
1R-75-00-000-00296 26 MAY 67 MISSION 047 ANALOG MAGT
NR-75-00-000-00297 26 MAY 67 MISSION 047 ANALOG MAGT
NR-75-00-000-00298 26 MAI 67 MISSION 047 AN;.UIG HU'l'
NR-75-CL-143-00367 26 MAY 67 MISSION 047 ANALOG MAT
NR-15-CL-143-00368 26 MAY 67 MISSION 047 ANALOG FMAGT
N-7l5-CL-143-00382 10 AUG 67
R-5-CL S 6P*R-'-75-CL-143-00488 II SEP 67
MISSION 047 ANALXI MAG
MISSION 047 CIOMPUIR TAB
NR-75-CL-143-00492 II SEP 67 MISSION 047 C(MPIL'R TAB
NR-75-00-000-00303 15 JUN 67
NR-75-00-000-00304 15 JUN 67
MR-75-00-000-00305 IS JUN 67
PR-75-00-000-00306 15 JUN 67
'1R-75-00-000-00307 15 JUN 67
41-75-00-000-00308 15 JUN 67
NR-75-00-000-00309 15 JUN 67
NR-75-00-000-00310 15 JUN 67
P-R-75-GH-128-00312 20 JUN 67
NR-75-Cl1-128-00313 20 JUN 67
PMR-75-CH-128-00314 20 JUN 67
1R-75?-CH-128-00315 20 JUN 67
PNR-75-GH-128-00316 20 JUN 67
NR-75-CH-128-00317 20 JUN 67
NR-75-GH-128-00318 20 JUN 67
NII-75-CH-099-00319 20 JUN 67










































































F I olrr 7
F'ILFIFR: A\;AIA(X; S l'l'E141 1'T 5 l.INE' 92 R:N 2
RELEASED TO) *AV' AAI.YS IS I IH
F'ILl'REl) A¥NA.L STllE 143 I-L' 6 .lINE 94 Rl;N I
RELEA.SED TOD AVE ANALISIS AB
F'ILTIERD ANALOG SITE 143 kl.1Gtff1 3 LINE 91
RUN I REI.E'ASED TO WAVE ANALlSIS LAIH
SITE 143 FLT 3 LINE 91 RUN I F+A
RFE 221, 222
SITE 143 FLT 5 LINE 92 RLN 2 .P*A
REO 217, 218 SITE 143 FLICMT 6 LINE' 94 RUN I









SITE 128 FLI. IHT 1
SITE 128 FLIGHT 2
SlI' 128 FLIGHT 2
SITE 128 FLIGHT 2
SITE 12 F. I-l(lDf 3
SITE IZt4 FIffl' 3
SITF: 12 F'LIUAff 3
SllVE 099 LINE' 4
SITE 128 LINE 4
ACCESSION NFU'HR DATE
NR-75-H-099-00321 20 JLUN 67
NR-75-GI-099-00322 20 JUN 67
NR-75-CH-099-00323 20 JUN 67
MR-75-4H-095-00324 20 JUN 67
R-75CH-099-00325 20 JUN 67
NR-75-4:-099-00326 20 JUN 67
MR-75-GH-998-00327 20 JUN 67


















kR-75-CH-099-00780 20 JLN 67 MISSION 050 VOICE tIPT
MR-75-G-099-00178 20 JUN 67 MISSION 050 VOICE M0aT
hR-75-C-099-00782 20 JUN 67 MISSION 050 VOICE M4AGT
NR-75-FH-0322-0342 27 JUN 67
iR-75-FH-032-00343 27 JUN 67
NR-75-00-000-00353 17 JUL 67
U~ NMR-75-00-000-00354 17 .11I. 67
OD
NH-75-00-000-00355 17 JIL 67
Mi-75-Fl-032-00515 IH8 NM 67
IR-75-CG-044-00344 30 JLN 67
N-75-GJ-04-0 00345 30 JLN 67















HM-75-gJ-998-00348 17 JLL 67 MISSION 053 ANAIAXC ',T
FR-75-GJ-150-00349 17 JIt 67 MISSION 053 ANAIAX 'i'T
NR-75-GJ-998-00350 17 Jtl. 67 MISSION 053 ANAI.l: MTAL
NM-75-UH-998-00351 17 JUL 67 MISSION 053 ANA OIX: .T
NR-75-CJ-043-00352 17 JLL 67
NR-75-DJ-056-00375 17 AUG 67
NR-75-WJ-056-00376 17 ALU 67
NIH-75-DJ-056-00377 17AI.G 67
NR-75-DJ-056-00378 I? AtC 67





















MISSION 053 ANALOG I MT 6 OF 6
MISSION 055 ANAL3G M.T I OF' 2
MISSION 055 ANAUOG FliT 2 OF 2
MISSION 055 ANAUXG MAC I OF' 2
MISSION 055 ANALOG M0PAT 2OF' 2
MISSION 055 ANAIOG MAfT I OF' I
SITE 099 LINE 4
SITE 099 LINE 4
GROND CDUS * PREFLIGHT SITE 099 LI
SITE 095 LINE 5
SITE 099 LINE 5
SITE 099 LINE 5
SITE 108 LINE 6 SITE 095 LINE 6
SITE 99 FLT 5 COPIED FIbU 75-00323
RLEASED FOR RItiSE
SITE 99 FLT S COPIED) 1FR( 75-00324
RUEASD FOVR RIUSE
SITE 99 FLT 5 COPIED FR1OI 75-00325
RFlEASID) FR REJSE
SITE 99 FLT 5 COXIPID FRI(J 75-00326
RELEASED FOR REISE
SITE 032 FL.IGfr I
SITE 032 FtLIGI I
FtIGfT I
-1.1(2rl' 2 FlI(l I (I OfI I
F1. Iu' Z
MI(H(CII.TVE mU)I( J I''t'H /' S/ l'I'i': Ie II
SITE 044 2F1lir' Z
SI'IT: 044 Fl.l(1lU 2
SITE' 046 FIT I .INE I RkN I SIl:
LINE I-S RtN I
SI': 142 II.T I.INE I .2 RlN I SIT
FLT 2 LINE I-3 HlN I SITE: 152 1.T
LINE 1-3 HlU I
SI1' I,0 F'T 3 LINE I-5 HLN I
SFIT: 124 Fll' 4 LINE I HlN I SIl:
LINE 4-6 RUN I SITE 142 FI1'T 4 tI.I
RUl 1 SITE 152 1.T 4 lINE 1-3 HUN
SITE 153 FLT 4 I.INE 1-3 HUN I
SITE 124 FLT 5 LINE I RUN I SITE
LINE 4-6 RUN I SIT'E 11 FLT 5 LIN
SITE 152 FLT 5 LINE 1,2 RLN I SIT
FLT 5 LINE 1-3 RUN I
SiTE 043 FLT 6 LINE I RUN I
SITE 56 FLIHT 5
SITE 56 FLIGIFT 5
SITE 56 FLIGHT 6
SITE 56 FL IGlT 6









NE I RUN I
YE 153
OF' 75-00375



















NR-75-sFH-158-00400 18 SEP 67
NR-175-SH-158-00401 18 SEP 67
NR-'15-SH-158-00402 2 1 SEP 67
H-7'5-1-H-158-00403 18 SEP 67
NR-75-FH--150-00404 16 SEP 67
NH-75-FH-150-00405 19 SEP 67
NR-7'5-H--15-00406 19 SEP 67
hM-75-FH-158-00407 19 SEP 67
NM-75-CH-146-00408 21 SEP 67
N-75--H-146-00409 21 SEP 67
NR-75-CH-146-00410 21 SEP 67
NR-75-CH-146-00411 21 SEP 67
NH-175-tiH-146-00412 21 SEP 67
NRH-5-1;H-146-00413 21 SEP 67
N1-15-H-1H2(-00383 31 At; 67
N1-75-GCH-12-00384 31 AUC 67
NR-'-5-CI-1~2-00385 31 AI 67




























NR-75-CH-128-00694 31 ALU 67 MiSSION 058
N1-75-"H-120-00695 31 ALUI 67 MISSION 05$
NR-75-DJ-159-00421 1$ OCT 67 MISSION 059
NR-75-EJ-051-00422 20 OCT 67
NH-75-EJ-051-00423 20 OCT 67
NR-75-EJ-051-00424 21 OCT 67
































Sl 'IE 9I Fl(7I11 I
Sl'l'E 130 FLlutrI 
SITE 130 F-l.l(r{I' 2 SlTlE 130 1- l(:ll 3
SITE 130 l.ln3' 3 SITE 130 L.ICHIT 4
SITE 130 FLIG-fI 4
SITE 19,3
SITE 19 bLIGFHI' 6 SIT1E 000 FI.ltrfI 7
MISSION SH/3A HELICOPTEN TEST SITE 19 FL:T 3











































FLIGHT I LINE I RUN I
FlIGHT I LINE I RUN I
FL IGIHT I LINE I RUN 2
1-LIfi]' I LINE I RUN 2
FLIGT' I LINE I RUN 2
FLIGAHT 2 LINE I RUN I
FLIGHT 2 LINE I RUN I
FLIGHT 2 LINE I RUN I
FLIiHT4 LINE2 RUN I LINE 3 RUN I
FLIGHT 4 LINE I RUN I
FLIGHT 4 FLIGHT 5 LINE I RUN I
FLIGHTS LINE2 RUN I LINE 3 RUN I
I'I.Itl f '
F1 .1(71' 6 tINF171: 4I HI" I
I.INE 3.,5 H. I
LINE 1,4,41 HL\ I
LINE 91 RUN I
SITE 120 ST'.T' IS 27 32 STOP 16 II 52 COPI:D
FR1(M 15-00383 HEl:.AS-I)) FOH HF1s.E
SITEI28 START 16 21 05 S'1TOP 17 22 57
COPIED) FRaHl 75-003r4 REIIEASED) FU HEU;SE
SITE 128 START 16 00 00 STOP IP 40 00
COPIED FROM 75-00305 RLI:IASEI) FUR HF3;SE
FIRST PART O1' GRCi'D CHE'CK * FCF 3 SITE 159
FILIGHr 4 LINE I RLN I HUN 2
SITE 051 FLIC (HI 6
SITE SI FLI'GHT 6
SITE 51 FLIGHT 7
POSTI'LIGQIT CALIH ON RADIOIETRFS SITE 51
FLIGHT' 7 FLIC-fI 8
CENI'IH\I. II: 'IC I)lVI'A FII:
CENTRAI. MF'INIC IV.' FI' ILE
ACCF'SSION NtNIS lDATE
NR-15-FJ-051-00426 21 OCT 67
MR-75-JK-160-00434 31 OCT 67
NR-75-JK-160-00435 31 OCT 67
NI-75-JK-160-00436 31 OCT 67
NR-75-JK-160-00437 31 OCT 67
NR-75-JK-160-0043' 31 (Xl1' 67
NR-75-JK-160-00439 31 OCT 67
NR-75-JK-160-00440 31 OCT 67
NR-75-JK-160-00441 31 OCT 61
NR-75-JK-160-00442 31 OCT 67
N'R-T5-FJ-129-00461 13 NOV.67
NR-75-FJ-129-00462 13 NOV 67
NR-75-FJ-129-00463 14 NOV 67
1N-75-FJ-129-00464 14 KN 67
kR-75-FJ-076-00465 14 NOV 67
N1-75-FJ-07-06-00466 14 NV 67
N) 9tNR-75-00-000-00467 15 NOV 67
0R-75-00-000-00468 16 FOV 67
NR-75-00-000-00469 16 FNV 67
NR-75-00-000-00470 17 NOV 67
Nh-75-00-000-00471 17 NOV 67
N1-75-00-000-00474 4 DEC 67
NR-75-00-000-00475 4 DC 67
NR-75-00-000-00476 4 DEC 67
NR-75-00-000-00477 4 DEC 67
NR-75-00-000-00476 4 DEC 67
NR-75-1CH-165-00535 5 JAN 60
hN-75-CJ-165-00536 5 JAN 6F
NR-7.5-00-000-00572 II JAN 6Y
HR-75-FI-032-00560 15 JAN 68
HR-75-41-998-00596 22 DEC 67
1NR-75-GJ-990-00597 22 DEC 67
IR-75-1'-99e-00596 22 DEC 67
DAITA .S(XRCE lDMI 
MISSION 059 ANALOG MFT
MISSION 060 ANALG FWST
MISSION 060 ANALmG MIY 
MISSION 060 ANALG MfT
MISSION 060 ANAUM M1AT
MISSION 060 ANIAL(IS M.bT
MISSION 060 ANAL.S MIrGT
MISSION O0 ANEAiL MCT
MISSION 060 ANAL MACT
MlSSION 060 ANAOi MI'VGT
MISSION 061 ANALOG MCT
MISSION 061 ANALOG MACT
MISSION 061 ANAlfXI MIT
MISSION 061 ANALO fM4CT
MISSION 061 ANAXIS MAST
MISSION 061 ANALOG MA,%.T
MISSION 061 ANALG MAGT
MISSION 061 ANALJ MAT
MISSION 061 ANALIOG MAC
MISSION 061 ANALO0 MACT
MISSION 061 ANAI3G MASIT
MISSION 062 ANALOG MAGT
MISSION 062 ANALOG MACT
MISSION 062 ANALOG MACT
MISSION 062 ANALOG IMAGT
MISSION 096 ANALLG MAGTlS  9 4 4bIM vSGT
MISSION 064 ANALUX MASCT
MISSION 064 ANMAXI M,%GT
MISSION 065 AN'ALDG 4GCT
MISSION 065 ANAIOG MSGT


























SITE 51 FLi-r 8e
PREFLIOHT CALIBRATIONS
LINE 91 RLN 1
SITE 160 FLIGOFT I
SITE 160 FLIgFT 1
SITE 160 FLIGHT 1I
P(STtLI- I' CALI HI1' I (Ih
SITE 160 IFLIF'*I' 2
SITE 160 FLIC l' 2
SITE 160 Il-IC (T 2
SITE 160 FlICT' 2
SITE 129 FLICHfi I
SITE 129 FL IC. HT I
SITE 129 FLIGCH 2 LINt
SITE 129 FLIGHIT 2 LINE
SITE 76 FLIGHT' 3












MICH()AVI: I.LV3: E1A. ll:-
MICR(MAVE IN.VIGE SITE' 0
SITE 046 FLT I LIiE I
LINE 1,4 Rl.N I SLIT: I
RLN I
SIE 124 ILT 2 LINE 71
SITE 150 I'LT 2 LINE 6
SITE 142 FLT 3 1.1E 3
FLT 3 LINE 1-3 RLN I
LINE 1,2 RUN I
SITE 160 FLICHT I
SIT-; 60 Il i Fll'Ir I
e I RU.N I
E I RLU'N I 
' Fl .n I' f 2
032
IHlI S I1' ITE 124 FI. 2
14 1.1' 2 LINE: F,9
,10 HIN I
6 9 RUN I
RI.? 1-7 SITE 152
SITE 161 I"LT 3
CENlHiM. Ft7'l''Hl IllVIA 'IIE
ACCESSl(IQ NtIHF*H DaTIE DATA S1RCE WI:I)IttI


























































































NR-75-(H-128-00703 10 FEB'H 68 MISSION 066 VOICE Ml'T
kR-15-00-000-00682 27 FEB 68
NR-75-00-000-00683 27 FEB 68
NR-75-CH-147-00684 27 FEB 6
NR-75-CH-147-00685 22 FEB 68
NR-15-CJ-165-006 8 6 I MAR 68
NR-75-J-165-0067l I MAR 6R
SR-75-GI-165-00688 I MAR 68
NR-75-J-165-00689 I MAR 68















































SITE 150 FI.T 4*-. LINF 6-9 HRUN I SITE 152
FLT 4*5 LINF: 1-3 HI% I SITE 161 L'I' 4+5
LINE I,.2 RUNh I
SITE 124 FLT 5 LINE 1,4.7-10 RUN 1,2
SITE 124 FLT 6 LINE 1,4,7-10 RUN I
SITE 46 FLT' 6 LINE I RUN I SITE 150 FIT 6
LINE 1,6-9 RUN I
SITE 162 FLCIlHT'I' 6
SITE 164 FLIICHT I
SITE 164 FLIGHT 2
SITE 164 FlIGHT 2
SITE 164 FLIGHT 2
SITE 164 FLI;IGHT 3
SIT' 164 F l.lCIl 3
SITf 164 FLIICtf 3
SITE; 16 FLitIf' 3
S ITt' 162 FItltiHfI' 7
SITE 162 F I lGHT 7
SITE 162 FlIC1HT 7
SITE 162 FtLI;HIr 7
SITE 163 FltIG lHT 9
SITE 163 FLIGH'T' 9
SITE 163 FLIGHfrT 9
SITE 128 FLIGHT 11
SITE 128 FLIGfT' II
FLT I COPIED FROM 75-00630 HEL.EASF'D FOR REUSE
SITE 128 FLT II COPIED FROM 75-00645
REEASFJ D FOR RE'USE







Fl.l fI' 7,-  I I F' " I)
FI.lI.i' 8
FI1 I3C4l' 9
CW7RNl,1 MTI 'RIC Dl1'A FI I.E
AXCFSS IOION NR DATE DATA (XtHCUE MEDILM RF:I. NO).
NR-75-GH-145-00691 2 MAR 68 MISSION 067
IR-75-LL-166-00715 4 APR 68 MISSION 070
NR-75-LL-166-00719 09 APR 68 MISSION 070
NR-75-LL-166-00720 09 APR 68 MISSION 070
NR-75-LL-166-00721 09 APR 68 MISSION 070
hR-75-LL-166-00722 09 APR 68 MISSION 070
NR-75-LL-166-00723 09 APR 68 MHISSION 070
NR-75-LL-166-00724 09 APR 68 MISSION 070
NR-75-LL-166-00725 08 APR 68 MISSION 070
NR-75-LL-166-00726 08 APR 68 MISSION 070
NR-75-LL-166-00727 08 APR 68 MISSION 070
NR-75-LL-166-00728 31 MAR 68 MISSION 070
N1-75-LL-166-00729 03 APR 68
', NRR-75-LL-166-00730 03 APR 68
hR-75-LL-166-00735 08 APR 68
NR-75-LL-166-00736 22 APR 68













IR-75-UL-166-00757 24 APR 68
NR-75-LL-166-00758 24 APR 68
,R-75-GJ-044-00759 6 MAY 68
NR-75-CJ-044-00760 6 MAY 68
HR-75-J-044-00761 7 MAY 68
























MISSION 070 ANALX MALT 2 OF 3
MISSION 070 ANALOG MACT 3 OF 3
MISSION 070 IOICE .'Vl,'T I OF' I
MISSION 070 ANAI DC MAUiT
MISSION 070 VOICE MAGT
MISSION 070 AIIAi MAUI
MISSION 070 ANAIlD MAGT
MISSION 070 ANALG MAWC
MISSION 070 ANAIX; MGT
MISSION 070 ANALOGM MCT
MlSSION 070 VOICE MACT
MISSION 070 VOICE MACT
MISSION 070 VOICE MACT
MISSION 072 ANALG MAGT
MISSION 072 ANALOG M(GT
MISSION 072 ANALOG MAGT
MISSION 072 ANALOXI MAT
I-n.iur 9
SllE 166 FLIGHT 2
SITE 166 FIl' 5 LINE: 30 Hlh I
PI': CALI HIRA1'TONS
SITE 166 FLT 5 LINE 30 RLU I
SITE 166 FLT S LINE 30 RLN I
SITE 166 ILT 5 LINE 30 HUh I
POST CALIBRATIONS
SITE 166 FLT 3
SITE 166 FLT 4 LINE 21-25 RUN I
SITE 166 FLT 4 LINE 25 RbN I
SITE 166 FLT 4 LINE 25 RUN I




SITE 166 FLT 1
TAPE CALIBRATIONS
SITE 166 FLT I
SIl'E 166 Itl' 4
START'I 13 52 00




SI1¥ 166 IT 4
SITE 166 FIT 3
STAl'I 13 21 00
STOP 13 51 58
COPIED FIR(iM 75-00723
REC.I-ASI) FOR R1,isF
INFIUARED SITE 166 F.T 5 RuN 1-21
INIFiRID SIlE; 166 F'Ll' 5 RUN 22-33
INFRARUID SITE 166 F.T 5 RLN 34-37
INFRARFD SITE 166 FtT 5 RUN 38-40
INFlRARE) SITE 166 FIT 4 RUN 8-23
SITE 166 FLT 5 COPIED FR(OM 75-00748
RELEASD FOR REUtSE
SITE 166 FLT 5 COPIED FlROl 75-00751
RELEASED FOR REUJSE
SITE 166 FLT 4 COPIED CROM 75-00752
RELEASED FPO REUSE
SITE 44 FLT I
SITE 44 FUT I
SITE 44 FLT 2


















CF:%,'H NI. Dl'H I A I IV', -'1 1 F:
ACCE:S ION N',IH$] DATE
NH-?o5-WJ-044-00763 7 MKIW 6$
NH-75-GW-167-00764 7 KM 6$
NH-75-W-167-00765 7 KH 68
NH-75-(.K-126-00766 10 M', 6$
,R-75-CK-I26-00767 10 MAY 68
Nh-75-[:1-~998-00768 21 AY 68
hR-75-KIJ-998-00769 21 MAY 68
hNH-75-J-99e-00770 21 MIN 6.
RH-15-F;J-99$-00771 21 FAY 6$
NR-75-EJ-99.-0077Z 21 tMA 6F
Nh-75-'J-99$-007e4 22 MAY 68
NR-75-EJ-998-007$5 22 MAY 6.
NR-75-F!-99,-007E6 23 MAY 68
Nh-75-EJ-998-00767 23 MA, 68
NR-75-tJ-998-00788 23 MAY 6$
h-7?5-EJ-027-00789 23 MAY 68
NR-75-EI-027-00790 23 MAY 6$
hR-75-E)-027-00791 23 MAY 68
NR-75-EJ-027-00792 23 MAY 6e
tR-75-EJ-998-00793 24 MAY 68
WN-75-EJ-998-00794 24 MAY 68
N-75-EJ-130-00795 24 MAY 68
KR-75-EJ-130-00796 24 MAY 6$
tM-75-EJ-072-00797 25 MA' 68
NH-75-EJ-072-00798 25 MA 68
MR-75-E6.J-072-00799 25 MAY 68
!H-75-E.J-072-00800 25 MAY 68
NHR-75-FJ-072-00801 26 MAY 68
hR-75-EJ-072-00802 26 MAY 68
MR-75-DJ-048-00803 27 MAY 68
NR-75-[J-020-00804 28 MY 68
NR-75-DJ-020-00805 28 MAY 68
WR-75-)J-020-00806 28 MAY 68
NI-75-G-998-00807 17 JUN 68
NR-75-CJ-99e-00O0 17 JUN 68
h-75-WJ-998-00809 17 JUN 68

































































































S Il' 44 F1I' 2
S1I'E 1(67 HAI' .1
Sl'lF: I7 K'l 'I 3
SIIIF I F F 1.1. T. 126 F1'T 




FIl.I(;1fI I POSi CAI.S.
FLIGnH 2
FLIGHfI' 2








I, I u(fl' 6
1, I Ufl' 7
FL I Cf$ a
FL I GI 8
FLIG GHT 9





SITE 168, 174 FLT' I
SITE 168, 174 F1'T 1
SITE 168, 174 FLT I
N)
\-
C .'IAI. FIrH IC IVTI'A F II.E













































NR-75-LD-056-00841 18 JUL 68
/R-75-DJ-056-00842 19 JUL 68
NR-75-CK-056-00843 19 JUL 68
WR-75-FJ-076-00845 29 JUL 68
NR-75-F'J-076-00846 29 JUL 68
NH-75-FJ-076-00847 29 JL 68
NR-75--J-044-0048P 30 JIL 68
NR-75-(J-044-00i49 30 JUL 68
HM-75-GJ-044-00850 30 JUL 68
NR-75-J-044-00851 30 JUL 68
N1-75-WJ-148-00852 31 JUL 68
NR-75-GJ-998-00853 1 AUG 68
'IR-75-EJ-998-00861 28 AUG 68






































































































































SCAT DUl' UiSED ON THI S 'L.IGHT
SCAT XII' USFD) Oh THIS .IGHHT
SCAT DOT US)ED ON THHIS FLIGHI
SCAT ltXT USED ON TlHS F'.IG;,I'
SCAT WIT USED ON 1HIS FL IGH
SCAT DOT USED ON THIS FLIIGHT
FtlGHT








CEI.'NTRtAI MIRIC I)A\TA I I:
ACCE-SSION NIMBITR \AT'lE DATA S(IXHC(' M1F3,l)lt
hR-75-EJ-998-00863 28 ALUK 68
NR-75-OK-040-00864 30 AUG 68
NrR-75-NK-156-00865 30 AUG 68
Nh1-5-lSJ-190-01613 22 ALU 68























-,R-75-FH-171-00890 23 SEP 68
NR-75-1Fl-171-00891 23 SEP 68
NR-75-F1H-171-00892 23 SEP 68
MR-75-PH-171-00893 24 SEP 68
NR-75-FH-17I-80894 24 SEP 68
hR-75-FH-171-00895 24 SEP 68
NR-75-F1-171-00896 24 SEP 68
NR-75-F1-171-00897 24 SEP 68





















MISSION 078 ANAIIUT FT'
MISSION 078 AdNA. DG %1'
MISSION 078 AN,%.IC M,.T
MISSION 078 ANALOG MUIGT
MISSION 079 ANAuLG I-FT
MISSION 079 ANALOG MWFT
MISSION 079 ANALOG MACT
MISSION 079 ANALOG MAT
MISSION 079 ANALOG MACT
MISSION 079 ANALJ MAiCT
MISSION 079 ANALOG MItT
MISSION 079 ANALOG MACT
MISSION 079 A;NA L1U M,UGT
MISSION 079 ANALUOxG M;1
MISSION 079 ANALOXG ZMT
MISSION 070 ANAUC MAUT
MISSION 00 ANALO MACT
MISSION 080 ANAV;L MAGT
MISSION OO ANALLG MALT
MISSION 080 ANALXG M1-
MISSION 080 ANALL: MWFIT
MISSION 0e0 ANAIEG MAIT
MISSION 00 ANALDG MT
MISSION 080 ANALOG MACT
MISSION P080 ANALOG MACT
MISSION 080 ANALU F MT
MISSION 080 ANALOG MA-ISS  H G AC"T
MISSION 0oeo0
MISION O080 ANAI umMAT
MISSION 081 ANALG MACOT
MISSION 081 ANAumL MACT
MISSION 061 ANAUIOG; MAT
MISSI(O Ol ANAUIX; MGT
KN-175-Ct-99,-00909 II (XC' 6a MISSION Orl ANAI.X; FtuNI
FLt I iT' Z
FL I CIT 3,4
FLIGHT 5.6
SITE 198 FLT 4 AIRCRA\FT N/A
SITE 173 FT1T' 1,2 POST CAtS.
SITE 173 FtT I LINE I RU3 N I
SITE 173 FI1T I LINE Z
SITE 155, 164 FLT 2,3
SITE 164, 174 FiT 3,4
SITE 174 F.T 4
SITE 174, 168 FLT 4,5
SITE 168 FLT 6
Sl'l'F: 1d FI. ' 
SITE 17? 3-T1 7
SITE 17L F1.T 7
SITE 171 Y.1*T I iSTART 14 3Y 30
SITE 171 I'LT I S'l)P 15 44 05
SITE 171 F1.T 2 START 19 17 25 S1tP 19 51 S0
SITE 7' I FLT 2 START 19 5l 35 STOP Z0 43 05
SITE 171 FLT 3 START 09 54 50 STOP 10 40 04
SITE 171 FLT 3 START 10 3UT  35 STOP 11 29 35
SITE 171 FIT 3 START 11 35 35 STOP 11 49 40
SITE 7'1 IFT 4 START ZO0 54 30 STOP 23 46 30
SITE 171 l T 4 START 21 50 05 STOP 21 58 40
SITE 11e FLTT5 START 11 2 50 STOP 11 30 22
SITE 118 FLT 5 START 11 31 20 STOP 11 59 25
SITE 118 FLT 5 START 12 00 25 STOP IZ 34 35
SITE 76 FLT 7 START 15 27 48 STOP 15 46 28
SITE 76 FLT 7 START 15 48  5 STOP 16 18 18
SITE 76 FLT 7 START 16 19 08 STOP 16 31 40
SITE 165 FLT I START 18 04 35 STOP 1809 20
SITE 165 FIT 2 START 15 06 00 STOP 16 13 55
SITE 163 FLT S START 12 51 15 STOP 13 29 25
S'I'E 163 Il: '5 ST'ARH'I 13 30 STO) IJ3 5.3 4
SI': 146, 147 MIT. 6 START 01 39 20
STOP 09 0.5 30
SllTF 146., 147 1-T h Sl'R' 09 01 00






















H"F:I. ). HF)I- llS
CIlTRAL Ii' fRIC LVATA FI L:
AX;CF1SSION N:~*R DATE DATA S,(AICE .I.)ILM
WR-75-H-998-00910 11 OCT 68 MISSION 081 ANLfmX KWT
M-75-GH-998-00911 II OCL 68 MISSION 081 ANAWCL MGT
tM-75-GH -998-00912 II OCT 68 MISSION 08l ANALNOG Iu.T
'R-75-WG-132-00913 11 OCT 68 MISSION 081 ANALxO MA
WN-7S-FJ-998-00914 14 OCT 68
N1-75-FJ-998-00915 14 OCT 68
NR-75-EJ-030-00916 15 OCT 68
R-75-EBJ-030-00917 15 OCT 68
NR-75-EJ-994-00918 16 OCT 68
MR-75-EJ-994-00919 16 OCT 68
NR-75-EJ-030-00920 17 OCT 68
NR-715-EJ-030-00921 18 OCT 68
MNH-75-EJ-998-00922 18 OCT 68
NR-75-EJ-181-00923 19 OCT 68
) NR-7?5-EJ-181-00924 19 OCT 68
Sh -175-E.I-994-00925 20 (CT 6.
MN-715-1I-994-00926 20 UL1' 68
N-715-RH-175-00927 23 OC' 68



























AvUU: M V t,
Nh-715-1U-176-00933 6 SN 6 1 MISSIO (h A .%IM; t ,-rT























fRl-75-IF-179-00946 23 ODC 68














AAI A 3 1f'4fVJ






































SITE 146. 147 F14 .T 6 STAT 09 48 00STOP 10 25 25
SITE 145, 146 II.T 1 STAfT 13 00 55
STOP 13 35 54
SITE 132 FLT 8 SITE 145, 146 FLT 7START 13 40 47 ST1P 18 47 50
SITE 132 I.T 8 SITE 132 FLT 9
START 18 49 30 STOP 20 24 30
SITE DALIAS, ANSON FLT 2
SITE DALLAS FLT 2 SITE TUCSON FLT 3 (1 OF' 3)
SITE TUCSON FLT 3
SITE TUCSON FLT 3
SITE EL PASO FLT 4
SITE EL PASO FLT 4
SITE TUC.SON FLT 6
SITE TXCSON FLT 7
SITE TUCSON FLT 7 SITE 181 F1.T 8 (1 OF 3)
SITE 181 FLT 8
SITE 181 FLT 8
S1I'F1: El. P%.~<) F.A' q
Sl I: I. P4.O FI.r 9
SFIfE 175 IST II
SITE 161. 152 F1i Lz START 0ov ih Z0
.1-7 09 2I 40
SITE1 176 1' .I START 15 09 30
S1X)P 15 S4 40
SITE: 176 I1T 3 ST.AT IS 59 40
.ilPW I1 IS 52
SlIFT: 176 FIT 3 START 17 16 57 S'TOP 17 40 40
SITE 147 F.,T 4 START 14 42 42 STOP IS 08 35
SITE 147 FLT 4 START I 20 32 Sll)TOP 1S 54 50
SITE 178 IL'T 1
SITE 178 FLT 2
SITE 178 FLT 2
SITE 178 FLT 3
SITE 178 FLT 3
SITE 178 FLT 4
SITE 179 FLT s
SITE 179 FLT S
SITE 179 FLT 6
SITE 179 FLT 6












































NR-75-GH-996-00959 14 JAN 69 MISSION 085 ANALOG MAGT
NR-75-GH-996-00960'14 JAN 69 MISSION 085 ANALOX MAC
N1-75-GH-146-00961 16 JAN 69
NR-75-EJ-163-00969 27 JAN 69
HR-75-EJ-163-00970 27 JAN 69
NR-75-EJ-183-00971 28 JAN 69
NR-75-,J-183-00972 26 JAN 69
NR-75-FJ-180-00973 29 JAN 69
NH-75-EJ-180-00974 30 JAN 69
NR-715-E-180-0097S 31 JAN 69
NlW-5--H-000-00965 24 F1E 69


















































































IOF32 O  
3 OF 3
SITlE 179 11' 6
SITE 1179 .1' 6
SITE 179 ILT 6
SITE 179 FtT 7
SIFTE 165 1.T I SITE 165 l:Y 2 (I O1-' )
SITE 164 IlTl 3 (1 0F' 3) S'TAR' I IsI 2Z
STOP 16 02 50
SITE 164 I.T 3 STARIT 15 11 22 STOP 16 
SITE 164 FLT 3 START 16 03 47 SITDP 16 
SITE 146 ItT 4 START 18 55 35 STOP 19
SITE 146 FL.T 4 START 19 40 04 STOP 20
SITE 146 MifT 4 SITE 164 FLT 5 (I O- 3)
START 20 42 55 STOP 02 17 55
SITE 164 FLT 5 SITE 165 FLT 6 (1 -' 2)
SITE 146 FLT 7 (I OF 3)
START 02 26 25 STOP 15 34 40
SITE 164 FLT 5 SITE 165 FLT 6 (2 OF 2)
SITE 146 FLT 7 (2 OF 3 )
START 15 41 00 STOP 11 53 20
SITE 146 FLT 7 START 11 59 15 STOP 12 2
SITE 183 FLT I START 21 31 15 STOP 21 4
SITe 183 FLT 2 START 00 37 45 STOP 01 t
SITE 183 FLT 3 START 13 31 55 STOP 14 I
SITE 183 FtT 3 START 14 07 38 STOP 14
SITE ll0 ll.' 4 sil'AH 01 I i IZlr :'IOP 0I
SITE': I0 M.1' S START 19 s15 .S'lIP Z02
SITE 10 1l' 6 STAR'T 14 25 5. 0 SITOP 14 4
CF GAI.VE'SITh ARFA STW1ART 0 44 05
SITE1 171 .1T' I START 15 54 05 STOP 16 4
SITE 171 I"LT I START 16 45 14 ST1P 17 3
SITE 171 FLT 2 START 19 53 05 STOP 20 3
SITE 171 FtT 2 START 20 42 05 STOP 21 2
SITE 171 FLT 3 START 21 39 25 STOP 22 1
FLIGHT 2 SITE 166, JL. lET
FLIGHT 3 SITE 166,
FLIIrr 4 SITE 166, INDIA
FLIGHT 4 SITE 166, INDIA
FLIGHT I SITE 166, IRELAND
FLIan' 2 SITE 166, IRELAND

















CN;'ltAI. i'tNRIC DATA Fl11e
ACCESSION NMtN1FN DATE DATA S(XtCE MFDItM RFI-I. NO.
MR-75-LL-166-00991 13 MAR 69
.NR-75-LL-166-00992 13 MAR 69
NR-75-IL-166-00993 14 MAR 69
MI-75-LL-166-00994 14 MAR 69
NR-75-WJ-030-00995 8 MAR 69













NN-75-IJ-030-00997 9 MAR 69 MISSION 0P9 ANALxIt KIIT
NR-75-FJ-030-00998 11 MAR 69 MISSION 089 ANALOG MAGIT
iR-75-GJ-165-00985 13 MAR 69 MISSION 090 ANALCO MAGT
NR-75-H-998-00986 14 MAR 69 MISSION 090 ANAL.t MAIGT
I-755-GH-164-00987 14 MAR 69
NR-75-FH-998-00999 9 APR 69
MNR-15-B-998-01000 9 APR 69
Mt-75-FH-998-01001 12 APR 69
Mt-15-FH-998-01002 10 APR 69
t-75-FH-996-0100310 APR 69
Nt-15-F1 -702-01004 11 APR 69
tR-75-FH-996-01005 II APR 69
Nt-75-FH-703-01006 11 APR 69
MIt-75-FI-703-01007 11 APR 69
Nt-75-FH-703-01008 12 APR 69
N1t-75FH-705-01009 14 APR 69
MR-75-FIt-706-01010 14 APR 69
NM-75-FP-706-01011 14 APR 69
MN-75--1-706-0014 17 APR 69
N4t-75-FHt-000-01015 17 APR 69
MI-75--H-705-01016 17 APR 69
MI-75-Flt-998-01017 18 APR 69
tM-75-F1H-705-010l8 23 APR 69
NR-75-FH-706-01019 25 APR 69
NR-75-F~H-998-01020 25 APR 69
NR-75-Flt-998-01021 25 APR 69
NR-75-FI1-706-01022 26 APR 69















































































FLII'IT 5 SITE 166, IRELAND
FIiGHT 5 SITE 166, IRELAND
FLGI'T 6 SITE 166, NORTH SEA
FtIGHT 6 SITE 166, NORTH SEA
SITE TUCSON FLT 2,3 START 19 47 15
STOP 17 00 00
SITEI TUC.N FLT 3,4 S1'ART 17 15 45
51OP (OxNT. ON NTxr TAPE
SITe: TlUCSU ILT 4 START WL'.T. FI-O4 PAST TAPe
STOP 21 07 00
SITE TUCSON ILT 6 START 19 20 45
STOP 19 52 55
SITE 165 -LT 1,2 START 17 25 20 SmP 20 50 15
SITE 164, 165 FLT 3 START 14 42 45
SOP 16 07 45




FIHr# 2 SITe 701-703
Fn.IH- 2 SITE 701-703
FLIOGT 3 SITE 702
FIGIHT 3 SITE 702, 701
FLIGHT 4 SITE 703
FtT 4 SITE 703 FLT 5 SITE 7031 I OF' 3
FLT S SITE 703
FIT 6 SITE 705
FIT 7 SITE 706
FLT.? SITE 706
IF.T 9 SITE: 706
ItT 9 SITE
FIT 9 SITE 705
FLT 10/11 SITE 706/705 (69-04-23)
FLT II SIT' 705
FLT 12 SITE 706 * P(ST CALs FtT 11
IFT 13 SITE 706/705
FIT 13/14 SITE 706/705 (69-04-26)
FIT 13/14 SITE 706
SITE HOUSTON FtT 1.2 'CF' START 22 23 35
S1OP 21 50 00
CNI'TU41. FIC IC VI'A F IlE
30 APR 69 MISSION 092
30 APR 69 MISSION 092
30 APR 69 MISSION 092





'NR-75-GH-998-01029 I MAY 69 MISSION 092 ANALt MACGT
NR-75-QI-164-01030 I MAY 69 MISSION 092 ANALG MACIT
NN-75-GH-998-01031 I KAY 69 MISSION 092 ANALtO MCAT
NR-75-CH-998-01032 3 MAY 69 MISSION 092
NR-75-GH-99H-01033
NI-75-GH-99H-01034
4 MAY 69 MISSION 092
4 MAY 69 MISSION 092





INR-75-CH-998-01036 4 MAY 69 MISSION 092 ANAIOG MCT
NI-75-Gi-169-01037 IS MAY 69 MISSION 093 ANALOX WAT
R-75-QH-169-01038 15 MAY 69 MISSION 093 ANAXG MAGT
NN-75-CI-998-01039 15 MAY 69 MISSION 093 ANALOG MA4GT
NR-75-G'-145-01040 IS MAY 69
NI-75-MH-145-01041 15 MAY 69
MN-75-GH-145-01042 15 MAY 69
iR-75-00-000-01043 15 MAY 69
























































































SITE 165 PtI' I START 14 08 25 Sn)P 15 24 00
SITE 164 FLT I START 15 26 00 STOP 16 01 40
SITE 164 FLT 1,2 START 16 04 35 STOP 18 54 10
SITE 163, 164, 169 F.T 2,3
STAR' 16 55 20 STOP 13 33 35
SITE 163, 164, 169 FLT 2,3
START 13 34 45 STOP 23 55 00
SITE 164 FLT 4 START 23 56 05 STOP 00 49 05
SITE 164 MFT 4 SITE 147 FLT 5
START 01 51 00 STOP 15 17 03
SITE 147 FLT 5 SITE 146 FtT 6
START 15 25 37 STOP 08 50 35
Sll': 146 111' 7 SIT' 147
START OF' 54 35 S1T)1' 09 49 13
SITF 146 FI.T 7 SIT'l' 147 IF:r 
START 09 50 45 S'IOP 14 24 42
SITE 146 FIT 7 SITF 147 FI-l H'
START 14 26 00 STOP I 1I1 45
SITE 146 SITE 147 F1.T 8
START IS 12 45 STOP IS 26 50
SITE 169 PIT I FCF' ST''-RT 14 34 30
S1)P 16 59 20
SITE 169 IZ.T I START 17 00 00 STOP 17 27 00
SITE 169 IF.T I SITF 145 FLT 2
START 17 28 02 ST1VP 20 37 00
SITE 145 FLT 2 START 21 41 05 S1TP 21 18 00
SITE 145 FLT 2,3 START 21 19 00 STOP 00 27 50
SITE 145 FIT 3 START 00 29 15 STOP 00 49 15
SITE N/A FIT 5 START N/A STUP N/A
SITE 175 FLT 2
SITE 710 FT I SART 1400 STOP IS 35 00
SITE 710 FIT I START 15 41 00 STOP 16 40 00
SITE 710 FIT I START 17 01 05 STOP 18 00 00
SITE 710 FIT I START 18 07 00 STOP 19 05 00
SITE 710 FLT 2 START 17 28 45 STOP 19 35 00
SITE 710 FLT 2 START 19 44 00 STOP 20 40 00
SIT'E: 710 1IT ' STUA Z20 45 00 STOP 2? 05 00
SITF: 710 -1: j 3 START 0l 12 00 )TOP 03 24 0 '
SITEF 710 I'T 3 START 03 51 07 STOP 04 21 30
SITE: 710 PI"T 4 START 12 12 00 S'ID' 14 40 00
SITEl' 710 IT 4 START 14 4 00 STOP IS 45 00







ACC'ESSI(ON INUM. UD\'E O-A'A X.': FU'.)ItM NF:EI. N).
CI-:lIAL IM':ll'IC DI\T'A F II:E
7 JUN 69 MISSION 094
7 JUN 69 MISSION 094
P JUN 69 MISSION 094
8 JUN 69 MISSION 094
9 JUN 69 MISSION 094
9 JUN 69 MISSION 094
9 JUN 69 MISSION 094










NR-75-lF-179-01167 13 JUN 69 MISSION 095 ANALOG MAGT
NR-75-Fi-*179-01168 13 JUN 69 MISSION 095 ANALOX MfGT
NR-75-FH-179-01169 13 JUN 69 MISSION 095 ANALXG MAG1T
NR-75-i-179-01170 13 JUN 69 MISSION 095 ANALOG MHAT
NR-75-FH-179-01171 13 JUN 69 MISSION 095 ANALUG MAGT
IR-75--1-179-01172 13 JUN 69 MISSION 095 ANAIG MMTl'
Mt-75-FH-990-01173 13 JUN 69 MISSION 095 ASAUII[ MFV,'
FR-75-GJ-165-01174 16 JUN 69 MISSION 095 ANALOG MIGT










5 JUL 69 MISSION 096
7 JUL 69 MISSION 096
7 JUL 69 MISSION 096
7 JUL 69 MISSION 096
8 JUL 69 MISSION 096
9 JUL 69 MISSION 096
9 JUL 69 MISSION 096
9 JUL 69 MISSION 096










NR-75-KF-803-01091 10 JUL 69 MISSION 096 ANALOG MAGt'
NR-75-JE-001-01092 II JUL 69 MISSION 096 ANALOG MAiT
MR-75-JE-998-01093 13 JUL 69 MISSION 096 ANALOG MACT
NR-75-KE-803-01094 14 JUL 69
NR-S5-JE-998-01095 14 JUL 69
MISSION 096 ANALG MiAGT '

































SITE 710 .IT 4 START 17 00 00 STOP 17 55 00
SITE 710 F.T 4 START 18 01 00 STOP 19 0 8 30
SITE' 710 1-.T 5 STAR' 16 12 IS ST1WP 18 35 00
S11T 710 FlT 5 START 18 46 00 STOP 19 51 00
SITE 710 F'T 6 START 12 13 20 STOP 14 30 00
SITE 710 FLT 6 START 14 41 00 STOP 15 39 00
SITE 710 FLT 6 START 15 50 00 S1OP 16 45 00
SITE 710 FLT 6 START 16 56 00
STOP 1HRU POST CALS
SITE 179 FLT I VOICE
SITE 179 FLT 2 START 14 41 15
STOP 15 29 10 VOICE
SITE 179 FT 2 START 15 30 35
STOP 15 54 55 VOICE
SITE 179 F.T 2 START 15 56 10
STOP 16 24 07 VOICE
SITE 179 FLT 2 START 16 25 20
STOP 17 14 55 VOICE
SITF: 179 FlT' 2 SITE 179 F-ll' 3
START 17 16 00 STOP 19 54 30 WICE-
SIT 179 F-.T 3 SIlT 165 ILI' 4
START 20 09 45 STOP N/A VOICE
SITE 165 FLT 4-5 VOICE
SITE 804 l.T I SITE 804 FIl' 2 (I 04' }
RS-14 G+N
SITE e04 i.T 2 RS-14 C+N
SITE 804 F1T 3 SITE P05 FLT 3 RS-14 C+N
SITE P05 FLT 3 RS-14 G+N
SITE e05 FtT 3 RS-14 G+N
SITE P03 FLT 5 RS-14 G+N
SITE 803 FLT 6 RS-14 G+N
SITE P03 FUT 6 RS-14 G+N
SITE 803 FLT 6 RS-14 G-N
SITE 803 FLT 6 SITE 03 FLT 7 (I OF' 2)
RS-14 G+N
SITE 803 FLT 7 SITE 803 FLT 8 RS-14 G+N
SITE 801 FT 9 SITE 801 FLT 10 RS-14 G+N
SITE 801 FLT 11 SITE 803 FLT 12 (1 F0Y 3)
RS-14 G+N
SITE 803 FLT 12 RS-14 G*N
FUT 12 SITE 801 4 FT 13 (I OF' 1) SITE 802
iFT 14 (1 OF' 1) RS-14 G+N











CENTHAI. WEIf1IC t)VI' F 1IF:



































NR-75-DJ-007-01139 11 AUG 69
NR-75-DJ-007-01140 11 AWG 69
NR-75-DJ-007-01141 Il AUG 69








































hH-75-W-007-01143 12 AUG 69 MISSION 099 ANAIX; L-Wrr





























N1-75-00-000-01146 02 AUG 69 MISSION 101 ANADL MAIiT




2 OF 2I  
2 OF 2
I OF I
















NR-75-00-000-01140 08 AUL 69 MISSION 101 ANALOG MA'GT
SITE .01 1-I1. . I;E ' oIF: e l I'l ;. ' S-14 (- 
51'rI: 901 FIL I IFIT;Nh'I'IN.t S--14 .+s
SIT1,; 92 IFl' I ST'W'r- 10 55 00 1STOP 13 5h 00
SlIT 9i2 .T 1 STVTART 14 02 00 (,i/21)
ST)OP 14 15 50 (--e21}
SIT: 92 FIX 3 SITE 92 FlT 4 (I OF 2)
SllE 92 FIT 4 SIE: 9Z FIT s5 {I OE 2)
SITE 92 ItT ,
SITE 192 FLT 6 SITE: 192 F1.T 7 I OF 2)
SITE 192 FLT 7
SITE 7 LtT I VOICE/PlIT-5
SITE 7 FIT 2 \OICE/PRHT-5
SITE 7 FLT 3 SOICE/PRT-5
SITE 7 FT 4 VOICE/PRT-5
SITE 7 FLT 4 VOICE/PHT-S
SITE 7 FIT 5 VOICE/PRF-5
SITE 7 FLT 6 VOICE/PRT-5
SITE 7 FLT 7 VOICE/PRT-5
SITE 7 FLT 8 VOICE/PRTS-5
SITE 7 FLT 8 VOICE/PRT-5
SPI'' 7 FI1 94 S ITE 7 FI.T l (1I OF 2I
OI(CF I'IT- 5,
SITEl 7 I: I(} S IlE 7 FI.T I II I OF i)
VOI CEF/PH'IT-S
SlITE 7 FI.T II SITE 7 FI.X 12 1 1 OF I
A.OICE;/PIT-5
SITE 007 FL. 3
SITE 007 FI.' 1




SITE KIRTLAND FIT I AIHCRAP1' RB-57
VOICE / GUIDANCE * NAVIGATION
SITE KIRTL.AND FILT 2+3 AIRCRAFT RH-57
VOICE / GUIDANCE * NAVIGATION
SITE KIRTLAND FLT 4 AIRCRAFT R1-57
VOICE / GUIDANCE * NAVIGCATION
SITE KIRTLAND FLT 5 AIRCRArT RH-57
VOICE / GUIDANCE * NAVIGATION
I OF 2
CF:NTH'AU. M'*IRIC 1 A '1' I I1.E
ACCESSION NULL-R DATE DATA SIX HCt. M1)IM RF1. :1. M).
NR-75-00-000-01149 08 AUG 69 MISSION 101 ANALOG MGT 2 OF' 2
PNR-75-00-000-01150 09 AUG 69 MISSION 101 ANALG MAGT
NR-75-00-000-01151 10 AUG 69 MISSION 101 ANALOG MAGT
WR-75-00-000-01152 II ALG 69 MISSI(ON 101 A4%f -U;/ U T
FH-15-00-000-01153 II AUL 69 MISSION 101 AN-U.IX; FtUT
NR-75-00-000-01154 12 AlG 69 MISSION 101 ANAULG MIGT
FR-75-FK-197-01175 26 AUG 69 MISSION 102 ANUL MIT
NR-75-FI-197-01176 26 AUG 69 MISSION 102 ANAlD G MWT
tR-75-FJ-998-01177 26 AUG 69 MISSION 102 ANALOG MAGT







NR-75-EJ-998-01179 27 AUG 69 MISSION 102 ANALOG MAGT 5 O1' 
·.....4 NRW-75-EJ-998-01180 28 AUG 69 MISSION 102 ANALOGA KT 6 OF 7
NR-75-FJ-005-01181 28 AUG 69 MISSION 102 ANALU MAGT' IO8' 7
NR-75-FH-175-01187 02 SEP 69 MISSION 102 ANALDG MAGT
NM-75-F'J-076-01188 03 SEP 69 MISSION 102 ANALOG F1GT
N-75-00-000-01590 21 ALC 69 MISSION 102 ANAG MAT
NR-75-00-000-01591 21 ALC 69 MISSiON 102 ANAIXG MACT
MN-75-00-000-01592 21 AIC 69 MISSI(ON 102 ANAIIX; AGIT'
NH-75-00-000-01593 23 ALG 69 MISSION 102 ANA41tX; MVGT
NR-75-00-000-01594 23 ALUC 69 MISSION 102 ANALOt MAIGT
hI-75-GJ-177-01182 25 ALC 69 MISSION 103 ANAlOG MAG
M-75-41-177-01183 25 AUG 69 MISSION 103 ANALOG MIU'T
NR-15-WJ-177-01184 26 AUG 69 MISSION 103 ANALU MA-*OGT
hR-75-00-000-01192 10 SEP 69 MISSION 103 ANALU MAGT
NR-75-00-000-01193 10 SEP 69 MISSION 103 ANALU MAlGT
NI-75-00-000-01194 12 SEP 69 MISSION 103 ANALOG MPGT
NR-75-00-000-01195 12 SEP 69 MISSION 103 ANAL:G M4FT
Mt-15-00-000-01196 13 SEP 69 MISSION 103, ANALOG -MAUT

















SITE KIR.TLANTD FLT 5 AIRCRAFT Ri-57
VOICE / GUIDANCE + NAVIGATION
SI'TE KIRTlAND FLT 6 AIRCRAFT RB-57
VOICE / GUIDANCE +* NAVIGATION
SITE KIRTLAND FLT 7 AIRCRAFT RB-57
VOICE / GUIDANCE * NAVIGATION
S IT'FI': I FNll .1%1) Il:' 1 lII14CH.\FI' H11-57
(OICE: / (t In)%M('; * -%N, 1(4'T'1)
SITE KIN'I'I.\I) I.'I' AliNc1'HAI' H11-,.7
VOICE / (U IL)i'CE' * NA.VIUTI'ITO
SIT1': KINH1IAI) 1I*T 9 AIHCRAFT HH-57
VOILE I It:IOCEF * NAVIGU.V'IC)
SITE 197 FLT I SllE 197 I1T 2
STAHT 11 09 35 S'IW 14 00 00 NS-14 I/ U;
SIllE 197 Fl.T 3 STAR 16 56 30
STOP 19 34 30 R5-14 / UCN
SITE 197 F1.T 4 SITE 186 Fl.T 4 SITE 39 FLT 4
SITE II FLT 4 1R-14 / O+N
SITE 186 I'T 5 SITE 39 FLT 5 SITE 11 F'T 5
RS-14 / G+N
SITE II FLT 5+6 SITE 186 FtT 5+6
SITE 39 FLT 5+6 RS-14 / G.N
SITE 1I6 F.T 6 SITE II F'LT 6 START 11 43 20
STOP 12 51 55 RS-14 / G+N
SITE 85 FLT 5 START 17 58 15 STOP 19 20 40
RS-14 / G4N
SITE 175 FCF NO. 3
SITE 76 FLT 9 CHANNELS RS-14 (SYNC, VIDIEO AND
VIDEO) 2) CA,%NEL GN (ASQ 90)
SITE PADCRE ISLAND FCF I HOU-6A START 20 21 09
STOP N/A AIRCRAFT 927
SITE FAFB FLT N/A 13.3 TEST GOR.fND TEST
START N/A STOP N/A
SITE t.'ISlN FtCF I AIHCHRA' 927
SITE HI,;/,ULV 'F11 2 AINHCNA'I 927
SITE -OU,JGALV F1I'F 2 AIRCRH'FT 927
SITE 177 FItT I
SITE 177 Fl.T I
SITE 177 I FT 2
SI]TE *II l'.lSM I T I'.T 2
SITE LFTSMITH FT 2
SITE .T.Y4SMI1T FLT 5
SITE StiSMITI FIT 5
SITE IURTSMITH FLT 6
SITE lURTSMITH FIT 6
CI:NItI,. F';I'HI(H ' I)f. IF11J:i
ACCFSSI(ON NNMt'l.R DVIKE oVI'a SXI cIC: MI)DIULM
NR-75-IU-18 -01198 14 SEP 69
NH-75-IU-I$8-01199 14 SEP 69
NH-75-00-000-01200 15 SEP 69
NR-75-00-000-0 1201 15 SEP 69
NR-75-WC-16-01215 13 SEP 69
tR-75-J-I168-01216 13 SEP 69
NR-75-HJ-176-01217 14 SEP 69
R-15-KIU-176-01218 14 SEP 69
NHR-75-CJ-204-0121 9 14 SEP 69
NH-75-LI2-28-~01220 IS !.EP 69
NR-75-IFIJ-I8-01221 15 SEP 69
NH-75-CJ-174-01222 16 SEP 69
HR-75-00-000-01223 16 SEP 69























ANIU Dl t; Gfl'
AVULX: MI;2'
ANUMIL; Mfl*
A\Na\l S M vun
NR-75-J-99k-01225 18 SEP 69 MISSION 104 ANAIUX; M;1T
NR) NR-75--IJ-168-01226 1I SEP 69
PR-15-GJ-16-012227 19 SEP 69
,R-75-HJ-151-01228 19 SEP 69
NR-75-KJ-151-01229 19 SEP 69










MOR-75-00-000-01596 12 SEP 69 MISSION 104 ANALm M'GT
NI-75-00-000-01597 11 SEP 69 MISSION 104 ANAID IA'Tr
fR-75-00-000-0120F 23 SEP 69
NH-75-00-000-01209 23 SEP 69
hR-75-Fl-175-01210 23 SEP 69
NR-75-00-000-01211 23 SEP 69
NR-75-FJ-99f-01230 29 SEP 69
NR-75-F1-172-01231 29 SEP 69
rH-75-F-1715-01232 27 SEP 69
SR-75-GH-128-01233 27 SEP 69
NR-75-CH-990-01234 27 SEP 69



















NH-75-FJ-171-01236 30 SEP 69 MISSION 105 ANAUDO MAOT
RF--1I. *().
I OF 2




























SITE 18 FtLT 7
SITE 18H F'I'T 7
SITE N/A FLT 7
SITE N/A FUT 7
SITE 168 F.T 1
SITE 168 rtT I
SITE 176 FLT 2 START 13.59 40 STOP 14 57 55
SITE 176 /FT 2 START 15 19 30 STOP 16 52 35
SITE 204 FLT 2 START 17 56 00 STOP 1e 13 30
Sl'l': Id I1I '' . S l''1 V 17 47 4' STOP It 57 4,5
Sll-: II1 Ftl' I STAHI 19 09 415 SllP Z0 .11 IS
SllI.' 174 F.lT 4 START 14 26 00 S'OP I5 4Z 310
SITE N/A4 F.T 4 STARwT 15 54 55 STO)P N(Yl' C(; FN
SllKl4?. 2151 1.1 5 START 22 2$ 35
STOP 01 53 55
SITE 142, I8 II.T S START 01 5s l0
STOP 03 IS 35
SITE 16 FlT s SlTART 03 47 40 STOP 04 49 10
SllTE 16 F'LT 5 START 05 18 05 STOP 05 35 55
SITE 151 FLT 6 START' 08 21 25 STOp 09 14 55
SITE 151 FLT 6 STARl' 09 25 20 STOP 09 39 15
SITE HI*1LE, HAT(4N, GAC.V, FCF I
START 16 24 40 "SlTP 17 s5 05 AIRCAFIT 929
SITE GALV FCF 3 START 13 35 20 STOP 13 38 t0
AIRCHAIT 929
SITE GALV FCF 2 START 18 30 30 STOP 18 41 05
A I RCIRA'f 929
SITE EtD FLT 105
SITE N/A FLT 105
SITE 175 FtT 105
SITE N/A FLT 105
SITE 184, 178 FLT I
SITE 178 FIT I
SIT 17'15 .'T F*cF-2
SITEK 128 F1l' tF--2
Sll'E 128/175 FI.' FcF-2
SITE 184 FLT I SI1E 17$ FT:,' 2 (9-30-69)
RS-14/G-N
SITE 17$8 "T 2 RS-14/GC+
CEMTALFl MFTR I C DATA F I 1.E
ACI'SSION NL*R DATE DATA .OU'RCE
Ni-75-FpJ-118-01237 30 SEP 69 MISSION 105
M-75-FJ-178-01238 01 OCT 69
NR-75-FJ-998-01239 01 OCT 69
iR-75-EJ-185-01240 02 OCT 69
NR-75-EJ-185-01241 02 OCT 69
NR-15-WJ-185-01242 02 OCT 69
NR-75-BJ-185-01243 02 OCT 69
P1-75-00-000-01249 27 SEP 69









NR-75-FJ-998-01245 29 SEP 69 MISSION 106
IR-75-00-000-01246 01 OCT 69
1R-75-00-000-01247 01 OCT 69
NR-75-00-000-01248 02 OCT 69



















AK MIX ; MFUT'
MR-15-GI-19-01156 20 AIG 69 MISSION 107 MA1llO V6.'
NR-75-FJ-002-01252 08 OCT 69
NR-75-EJ-002-01253 08 OCT 69
Nl-75-EJ-998-01254 10 OCT 69
NR-75-F'J-998-01255 10 OCT 69
MR-75-EJ-998-01256 10 OCT 69
M-75-EJ-998-012ZS 10 OCT 69
MR-75-FJ-200-01166 22 AIG 69









FR-75--(-998-01265 15 OCT 69 MISSION III
11-715-H1-208-01266 15 OCT 69 MISSION III
NRt-75-K-998-01267 17 OCT 69 MISSION 111
NR-75-00-000-01598 08 OCT 69
NR-75-0044-01250 07 OCT 69
NR-75-GJ-044-01251 07 OCT 69
NR-75-I-998-01268 13 OCT 69









































SITE 176 FLT 2 SITE 17S FIT 3 (10-1-69)
RS-14/G+N
SITE 178 FLT 3 RS-14/GN
SITE 85 FLT 4 SITE 76 FLT 4 HS-14/GCN
SITE 185 FtT 5 RS-14/G+N
SITE 185 FtT 5 RS-14/O+N
SITE 185 FtT 5 RS-14/G-N
SITE 185 FlT 5 RS-14/G.N
SITE EAFB FLT 2 START 20 53 00 STOP 22 30 00
SITE 178 FLT I SITE 184 FLT I
ADAS-TK 9/PBW F4/FM-TK 10
SITE 178 FLT I SITE 184 FLT I
ADAS-TK 9/PBW FIIVFM-TK 10
SITE N/A FLT 2 ADAS-TK 9/PWN FM/FM-TK 10
SITE N/A FLT 2 ADAS-TK 9/PBW FM/FM-T' 10
SITE N/A FtT 3 AOAS-T< 9/PBW F4/FM-TK- 10
SITE :19 F.T I I C IC: S''H'I' I 117 0i
1,XJP 20 49 20
SITF: 1 e F 1.2 O(ICF START i6 33 45
S'ITP 17 34 59
SITE 2 FIT I
SITE 2 FIT I
SiTE 75, 22 FIT 2
SITE 75, 22 FIT 2
SITE 75. 22 F.T 3
SITE 75, 22 FIT 3
SITE 200 ItT I CV 240 SAASA 926
SITE 196, 20P ItT 1*2 START 15/35 40
STOP 19/14 20
SITE 196, 208 FT 3 START 11/03 10
STOP 12/53 40
SITE 208 FIT 4 START 15/15 50 STOP 15/46 15
SITE 196, 208 FLT 5 START 17/23 40
STOP 19/30 10
SITE N/A FOF I AIRRlAFT 929
SITE 44 FLT I
SITE 44 FLT I
SITE 163, 169 FLT 2 START NT REXWD




CENTlNAI. MFIRi I C IV I' I I 
ACCESSION NU'tIH ' DATE
NR-75-GH-998-01270 14 OCT 69
hN-75-O4-998-01271 15 OCT 69
,R-75-Wl-998-01Z72 15 OCT 69
NH-75-.H-164-01273 16 OCT 69
NR-75-FI'-158-01275 10 NOV 69
NR-75-Pm-158-01276 10 KN 69
WR-75-E14-158-01277 10 NOV 69
hRh-75-E4-158-01278 10O KV 69
hR-75-Fi-158-01279 12 NOV 69
hR-75-FH-158-01280 12 NOV 69
NR-75-FH-158-01281 12 KV 69
W1-75-FH-158-01282 12 NOV 69



























WN-75-FH-158-01284'13 NOV 69 MISSION 113 ANAIXO MAGT
NR-15-F'1-158-01285 13 KN 69 MISSION 113 ANALOX KAT
--3 h-75-Fll-158-01286 13 IOV 69 MISSION 113 ANALtX MAT
N1-75-FH1-158-01287 13 NOV 69
NR-75-FH-158-01288 13 NOV 69







NH-75-'1-151-01290 14 NOV 69 MISSION 113 &AAIO Mt;GT
M,-75-CH1-155-01291 18 MOV 69
IhR-75-CH-155-01292 18 KNV 69
hR-7515--155-01293 19 WN 69
NR-75-CH-155-01294 19 NOV 69
NR-75-C(-155-01295 20 NOV 69















MR-75-00-000-01601 06 KWV 69 MISSION 114 ANALXOEG MA
1R-75-FJ-205-01302 01 DM 69 MISSION 115 ANALOG MAT
NR-75-FH4-202-01303 01 DEC 69 MISSION 115 ANALOG MT
NR-75-FH-171-01304 02 DEC 69 MISSION 115 ANALOG MACOT













SITE 146, 147 Fl.T .1 STAlUT N',(' HNl 'O(HI*I')
SIT'F 164, 165 FlT' 4 SAR'I'T (lf H-:C(M I':I)
SiTE 164. 16)5 KAT 4 STAHT MU? HI-H(IA'I)
SITE 164 FlrT 5 STI'ART' /A STOP
SITlE ISP IT I START 18 45 00 S'IOP 19 52 50
SITE ISP 15 F1. I STAI'T 19 59 00 SlO)P 21 2. 10
SITE 15H I1T I ST.URT 21 33 00 STOP 23 05 00
SITE 158 FLT I START 23 I I 00 51TP ?3 23 40
SITE 158 FIT I START 16 35 00 S1OP 18 23 00
SITE' 158 FLT I STAR' IS 52 00 STOP 19 48 00
SITE 158 FLT 2 START 19 5S 00 STOP 21 24 50
SITE 158 .,T 2 START 21 32 00 STOP 22 26 20
FtT hO. 3 SITE 158 START 17 47 00
STOP 18 52 00
FLT hO. 3 SITE 158 START 19 07 00
STOP 20 23 45
FIT NO. 3 SITE 158 START 20 30 00
SIOP 20 52 00
FIT NO. 4 SITE 158 START 00 55 13
S'TOP 02 11 50
FLT NO. 4 SITE 158 START 02 22 00
STOP 03 46 10
FLT NO. 4 SITE 158 START 03 51 29
STODP 04 10 00
FI.T M). S I'': T '' STARi I (9 (10
S11UP 19 ?7 50
I-T %O. illf I'.* ST'l'A'T 1935 I10
S'ITP 20 I1 00
SITE I55 FI.T I START 13 31 25 STOIP 14 29 00
SIT'E 55 I.T I S''ART 14 37 10 STOP 15 23 30
SITE 155 I.T 2 START 09 4P IS STOP 09 58 10
SITE 155 FIT 3 START 13 53 35 STOP 14 50 20
SITE 155 I.T 4 START 19 12 50 STOP 20 02 55
SITE HLMI:.R I:FEPORT IFF' 2 START N/A
STOP 00 48 40 AIRCIURi' 929
SITE IOCAM. FCF 3 START 19 51 55 STOP 21 00 40
AIRCRAFT 929
SITE HtI4LE, FREEPORT FCF I AIRCRiUFT 929
SITE 205 FlIT I START 17 49 35 STOP 20 36 40
SITE 202 FLT I START 21 24 30 STOP 21 38 15
SITE 171 FLT 2 START 15 33 00 STOP 16 55 30
SITE 171 FLT 2 START 17 26 45 STOP 19 46 35
ACCxSSION MU4hIf DATlE DATA S(X II(:E FIl)ILT HRF:1. NO.
NR-75-FH-175-01306 04 DIC 69
NR-75-00-000-01301 23 NOV 69
NR-75-GJ-044-01311 04 EC 69
NR-75-JF-212-01313 08 DOC 69
NI-75-JF-212-01314 08 DEC 69
hH-15-FH-032-01326 07 JAN 70
FRi-75-FH-03-03-01327 07 JAN 70
I-75-l-H-707-01328 11 JAN 70
NR-75-1'H-707-01329 It JAN 70
FR-75-FH-708-01330 12 JAN 70
FM-75-FH-708-01331 12 JAN 70
Ml-75-Fti-708-01332 12 JAN 70
Ml-75-FH-998-01333 21 JAN 70
NIr-75-F'-706-01334 21 JAN 70
IM-75-EJ-210-01335 13 JAN 70































NR-15-00-000-01603 15 JAN 70 MISSION 117 ANAI MACGT
NR-75-Fti-175-01315 06 JAN 70
NR-75-FH-175-01316 06 JAN 70
NR-75-iF-175-01317 07 JAN 70
FR-15-FH-17S-01318 07 JAN 70
NIR-75-FH1-175-01319 09 JAN 70
NR-75-Ft-175-01320 09 JAN 70
Fi-75-FH-175-01321 09 JAN 70
Mi-75-IfH-175-01322 09 JAN 70
FH-75-4M-175-01323 13 JAN 70
MI-75-1t4-175-01324 14 JAN 70
kM-15-EM-175-01325 14 JAN 70
M-75-J-044-01310 04 DtC 69
MR-75-EJ-210-01312 06 DMC 69
Mi-75-UJ-086-01336 19 JAN 70
1-75-HJ-086-01337 19 JAN 70
M-75-I-0-086-01338 19 JAN 70
R1-75-KH-0P6-01339 19 JAN 70



























































SITE 175 LtT 3 START 16 25 30 STOP 17 32 55
RB-57P FlCF 3 REORDER A
SITE 044 FLT 2 START N/A STOP N/A
SITE 212 FLT 4 START N/A STOP N/A
SITE 212 FIL 4 START N/A STOP N/A
SITE 032 11.1' I ST 03 04 0 STOP 04 03 65
SITE 03Z Fl'T 2 START 05 59 20 STOP 09 56 Z0
SITE 707 FLT 4 START l1 10 40 SOP 19 33 Z.5
SITE 707 FLT 4 START 19 42 00 S1T'P 20 35 40
SIllTE 708 T 5 START 17 36 40 'STOP 17 54 55
SITE 706 ItT 5 START I1 20 40 STOP 19 23 55
SITE 708 FLT 5 START 19 32 10 STOP 20 58 30
SITE 707, 706 FLT 6 START 06 15 10
STOP 08 28 40
SITE 708 ItT 6 START 08 32 40 STOP 08 44 30
SITE 210 FLT 3
SITE LOCAL FCF N/A START 17 16 00
STOP 18 25 35 AIRCRAFT 929
SITE LOCAL FCF 3 START 20 00 25
STOP 20 18 55 AIRCRAFT 929
SITE 175 START 19 01 10 STOP NO GIVE4
SITE 175 START I ' GIVEN STOP 22 13 15
SITE 175 FLT I RECORD A
SITE 175 FLT I RECORD B
SITE 115 FLT 2 START 17 47 00 STOP 18 50 15
SITE 175 FLT 2 START 18 5se 00 STOP 19 29 15
SIFT 175 FLT 2 START 19 50 00 STOP N/A
SITE 175 1T ' 2 slTART 21 05 l5 STOP 21 42 I5
SITE 175 FL1' 3 START 20 49 9 STOP 22 36 25
SITE 175 ILT 4 S'ART 21 16 00 SOP 22 33 30
SITE 175 FtT 4 START 22 42 00 STOP 23 00 00
SITE 044 FtT 2 START N/A STOP N/A
SITE 210 FIT 3 START N/A STOP N/A
SITE 086 FLT I START 12 34 S1)P 14 31
SITE 086 FLT I START 14 40 STOP 15 58
SITE 086 FLT I START 16 04 STOP 1 12
SITE 086 FIT I START 17 38 STOP 18 50
SITE 086 FLT 2 START 12 31 00 STOP 14 23 15
ro
-4
CEISl1Hm,. I-IRHIC DI'A I- Fl:
CEN0TRAI, tl,.TC I)DATA FIL.F:
AtIFSSION NLhUIR DATE DATA StXlCE MF:I)IIM
N1-75-FU-086-01341 20 JAN 70 MISSION 119
MN-75-J-086-086-01342 20 JAN 70 MISSION 119
hR-715-W-086-01343 20 JAN 70 MISSION 119
NR-75-HJ-086-01344 21 JAN 70 MISSION 119
MI-75-FU-086-01345 21 JAN 70 MISSION 119
NR-75-JI-086-01346 21 JAN 70 MISSION 119
hR-75-UHJ-086-01347 22 JAN 70 MISSION 119
91-75-HJ-086-01348 22 JAN 70 MISSION 119
NF-75-FU-086-01349 22 JAN 70 MISSION 119
NR-75-UHJ-08-01350 23 JAN 70 MISSION 119
NR-75-H)-OF6-01351 23 JAN 70 MISSION 119
MN-75-HJ-086-01352 23 JAN 70 MISSION 119
N1-75-IUJ-086-01353 23 JAN70 MISSION 119
N1-75-HJ-086-01354 26 JAN 70 MISSION 119
NR-75-JU-086-01355 26 JAN 70 MISSION 119
hR-75-HJ-086-01356 26 JAN 70 MISSION 119
tNR-75-HJ-086-01357 26 JAN 70 MISSION 119
NR-75-FU-086-01358 26 JAN 70 MISSION 119
NR-75-UH-086-01359 27 JAN 70 MISSION 119
NR-754U-086-01360 27 JAN 70 MISSION 119
NR-75-IH-086-01361 27 JAN 70 MISSION 119
MR-75-FJ-086-01362 27 JAN 70 MISSION 119
NR-75-FJ-086-01363 04 FE91 70 MISSION 119
NR-75-FJ-086-01364 04 FEB 70 MISSION 119
iR-75-FU-086-01365 04 FEB 70 MISSION 119
ilR-75-JU-086-01366 05 FEB 70 MISSION 119
NR-75-EJ-029-01377 03 FEB 70 MISSION 120
NR-75-FJ-194-01378 05 "B31 70 MISSION 120
NR-75-FJ-029-01379 06 FEB 70 MISSION 120
NR-75-EJ-029-01380 06 FEB 70 MISSION 120
hR-75-EJ-998-01381 08 FB 70 MISSION 120
NH-75-F'J-194-01382 09 FIHF 70 MISSION 120
NR-75-FJ-194-01383 09 F1F1 70 MISSION 120
NR-75-CJ-124-01385 18I E1 70 MISSION 121
NIt-75-GJ-142-01386 19 FFB 70 MISSION 121












































































































START 14 37 00
START 15 50 00
START 17 14 28
START 12 27 00
START 15 07 40
START 16 41 00
START 16 37 00
NO TIIES GIVEN
START 21 39 00
START 12 38 00
START 15 01 16
STAR'T 17 51 00
START 19 17 30
START' 12 22 00
START 14 26 00
START 16 55 00
START 18 25 30
START 19 48 00
START 12 12 00
START 14 44 00
START IS 55 00
STOP T GCIVE N
STOP 17 06 00
STOP 18 28 00
STOP 15 00 10
STOP 16 34 00
STOP 17 01 00
STOP 20 16 30
STOP 22 01 15
STOP 14 55 30
S1OP IS 57 ZI
STO)P 19 12 30
STOP 20 I P 00
STOP 14 19 00
S1OP 15 20 30
STOP 18 18 30
S1OP 19 35 00
STOP 20 35 00
STOP No GI VEN
STOP 15 49 00
STOP NtM' GIVlE
SITE 086 FLT 9 START 17 24 00 STOP 18 40 00
SITE 086 FLT 10 START 20 01 30 STOP 21 29 50
SITE 086 F'T 10 START 22 21 00 STOP 23 25 30
SITE 086 FLT 10 START 23 31 30 STOP 00 38 00
SITE 086 FIT 10 START 00 41 40 STOP 01 07 12
SITE 029 FLT I NO TIMES GIVEN
SITE 194 FLT 2 NO TIMES OIVEN
SITE 029 FLT 3 NO TIMES GIVEN
SITE 029 FtT 3 NO TIMES GIVEN
SITES 029, 210 FLT 4 NO TIMES GIVEN
SITE Iq4 FI:' 5 M)NO TI':S GIVF
SITt 194 iLT 5 hNO TINIE:S (;IVE.N
SITE 124 I-LT I START 15 01 10 STOP 15 2
_
55
SITE 142 FLT 2 START 04 00 15 STOP 05 37 15
SlTE 124, 152 F1.T 3 ST'AHl' 0 47 15
ST)P 11 10 10
CE,'tl" l, MF'I IC IDATA F I I-E'
ACCESSION tlIER DAlE tLATA S.1XCE:
NR-15-FU-998-01388 20 F'EB 70 MISSION 1ZI
MFl) 1 t M HN:I. NO.
ANALXM MwC
R-T75-HU-998-01389 20 FB 710 MISSION 121 ANALOG MAGT
NR-75-FJ-998-01390 20 FE TO MISSION 121 ANALOC PACT
1R-750--125-01391 24 FElB 10
R1-75-HJ-151-01392 25 FtI 70
NIR-75-tJ-151-01393 25 FE T70
R-75-GCJ-125-01394 27 FB T70
Nl-T5-OJ-125-01395 27 F13 T0
MR-75-GJ-143-01396 27 FEB 10
MR-75-C-142-01397 28 FEB 70
N1-T75-GH-163-01398 09 MAR 70
-'175-G1-169-01399 09 MAR 10
NR-75-GH-998-01400 09 MAR 70TO
M-75-DJ-211-01401 10 MAR 70
NN-15-01-211-01402 10 MIX 70
1) MI-'15-J'-213-01403 13 MAR 70
D NIR-75-JF-213-01404 13 MAR 10
RII-5-FJ-998-01408 16 MAR 70
R-715-EJ-998-01409 16 MAR 10
M-75T--155-01415 24 MAR '10
hM-15--G-155-01416 24 MAR 70



































MNR-5-00-000-01605 12 MAR 10 MISSION 124 ANAILO MACT
-175-OJ-137-01384 I7 FB T70
FR1-5--14-175-01407 31 MAR 10
1-5-H5-14-15-01410 23 MAR 70
R-75-F-Il-75-01411 23 MAR 10
NI-75-F1-IT75-01412 23 MR 70TO
NR-75-F1-175-01413 23 MAR 10
1-715-F-I15-01414 23 MAR 70
NR-75-1S-221-01417 08 APR 70
FR-75-BK-221-01418 08 APR 70
NR-75-.o-093-0142 16 APR 70














































SIT 215, I1O, 152 I'.T 4 START 13 42 25
SlOP NOT GIVEN
SI1' 215, IP8, 152 1-LT 4 S'ART NT GIVEN
STOP 17 54 10
SITE 215. 1e8, 152 FLT 5 START 14 08 55
STOP 15 54 35
SITE 125 FLT 6 START 18 42 00 STW 19 03 05
SITE 151 F.T 1 START 10 01 55 STOP 11 00 10
SI17TE 151 FT START 11 10 25 STOP 12 12 00
SITE 125 FiT 8 START 02 09 45 STOP 03 16 05
SITE 125 FT 8 START 03 20 00 STOP 03 49 25
SITE 142 FLT 9 START 22 00 10 STOP 01 05 50
SITE 142 IT 9 START 01 16 25 STOP 02 11 35
SITE 163 LT I START 18 58 25 STOP 20 07 10
SITE 169 FT I START 20W 1120 STOP 21 30 25
SITE 163, 169 FLT I START 21 36 10 STOP 22 01
SITE 211 FLT I
SIT'F 1 I I.T I
SI T 213 F.T 2
SITE 213 FItT 2
SITE 210, 029 I-tT 3
SITE 210. 029 FLT 3
SITE 155 FLT 4
SITE 155 FtT 4
SITE LOCAL. FtF' N/A START 20 47 50 STOP N/A
AIRCIAFT 929
SITE LOCAL. ICF N/A START 15 54 40STOP 16 25 35 AIRCRAFT 929
SITE 137 FILT I NO TIMES GIVEN
SITE 175 FLT 2 START 16 22 06 STOP 19 37 40
SITE 175 FLT I START 16 23 30 STOP 18 20 00
SITE 175 FLT I START 18 24 00 STOP 19 50 00
SITE 15T FLT I NO TIMES GIVEN
SITE 175 FLT I START 21 03 00 STOP 22 44 20
SITE 175 FLT I START 22 48 10 STOP 23 28 40
SITE 221 FTL N/A
SITE 221 FLT N/A
SITE 93 FLT 3 START 18 53 STOP 22 31
SITE 093 FIT 3 START 22 40 STOP 23 35
ACCESSION N-MLHFR DATE
NH-15-CL-219;0)423 17 APR 70
NR-75-CIl-219-01424 17 APR 70





















Nl-75-FJ-996-01434 02 MAY 70
NR-75-M1-132-01435 04 MAY 70
NR-75-G-998-01436 05 MAY 70
.NR-75-EJ-994-01443 13 MAY 70
D NHIR-75-FJ-998-01444 14 MAY 70
NIR-75-W-211-01445 15I MAY 70
1R-75-'J-030-01446 22 MAY 70
NR-75-FJ-235-01447 22 MA4 70
NR-75-1J.-994-01448 23 MAY 70
NR-75-HJ-187-01412 07 JtT 70
I-715-H.-998-01475 28 JUN 70
IR-75-FJ-228-01636 15 JAN 71
NR-75-EJ-998-01449 21 FAY 70
lR-15-EJ-998-01450 21 MAY 70
NR-75-FI-216-01451 26 MAY 70
1R-7751-175-01438 19 MAY 70
N4-75-F*-195-01439 19 MAY 70
NR-75-1eH-175-01440 22 MAY 70
N1-75-FIH-175-01441 22 MAY 70
NR-75-FJ-076-01455 27 MAY 70
N1-75-FJ-076-01456 27 MAY 70
NR-75-CJ-165-01459 20 JUl 70
























































MISSION 128D ANAIUXG MCiT
MISSION 121) ANUDtO MAGT






















SI'-F: 'l '- FTr 4 STA'I': 17 4; S'I() Z.3 1
SITE 219 .1' 4 'IAR' :l 2 Z STIl) 00 04
Sil.: z19 Fi'. S STAHlT I S S'I X)P Z1 .31
SI'F: z19 FI.T S STARHT 1Z 410 s'P 22 37
SIT: 219 I.T 6 ST'i'H I' 47 Sl1W 22 
SITE 219 I-.T 6 STAHT Z2 46 STOP) 23 15
SITE11 Z19 FI1T 7 STAR I 1 3 STOP 2240
SITE Z19 IX.T 7 STAHl 22 51 S'IW 23 33
SIlE 219 ItT e START 16 54 STOP 19 54
SITE 210, 029, 030 START 17 43 STOP 20 13
atX K FL.T I
SITE 175 FtT NOT lIVtN START 20 06 STOP 21 35
SITE DAllAS, FT. COh, OKLA. CITY Fi.T 2
SITE DALLAS, FT. T lH, M(LA. CITY. FLT 2
SITE 132 FLT 3
SITE 217, 046 FLT 4
SITE 994 LLX FLT I START 14 13 STOP 15 27
SITE PIEDNIX RIVERSIDE FLT 2 START 17 57
STOP 18 50
SITE 211 WFT 3 START 16 26 STOP 18 12
SITE 030 FLT 4 START 15 28 STOP 17 05
SITE 235 I.T S STUART 21 30 S1l)P ZI 50
SITE 994 FLT 6 S'TAR 15 30 STIOP 16 00
SITE 1-7 FIT 3 START 13 55 56 SO1P 14 45 14
SITE 229 AND 230 F1.T 2 START 20 02 SlTOP 21 42
SITE 228 FI.,T 2 START 10 00 05 STOP 19 50 00
AIRCRAFT HR-57
SITE 029 030 210. FLT I START 16 05 ST)7P IP 40
SITE 029 030 210 F1.T I START l1 40 STOP 19 05
SITE JAMFSTOAN IlT I START 17 15 STOP 19 35
SITE 175 N/A START 16 01 00 S1TP 18 41 40
SITE 175 N/A START 18 52 22 STOP 22 02 00
SITE 175 FCF I START 14 38 40 STOP 16 49 15
SITE 175 FLT 2 START 16 58 00 STOP 18 13 35
SITE 076 FtT 3 START 15 31 10 STOP 19 57 10
SITE 076 FtT 3 START 20 26 00 STOP 21 06 35
SITE 165 FLT 3 START 13 26 STOP 15 02
SITE 165 F.T 3 START IS 05 STOP 15 23
I OF1 2
2 OF 2
C.1.H ItAl. h!IIItI ;1 I Fl' I, I F.:
ACC'FSSION MUI1R3 OATE
Nt-75-OJ-217-01462 09 JtN 70
Ni-75-GJ-217-01463 09 JbN 70
Ml-75-FJ-178-01481 25 JUN 70










iR-15-(:I-998-01403 30 JtN 70 MIIS'IRI 132 ANAIlIG -7(r1
NI-715-CJ-990-014F4 30 JdU 70 MISSION 132 ANAIXU ,XN
Ml-15-IFX-216-01485 01 JUt 70
NRl-75-FX-216-01486 01 JLN 70
MISSION 13Z ANNAIG IR'
MISSI(O 132 ANUAIDC T
N,-75-O-190-01487 05 JLt 70 MISSION 132 ANAUG MAS(T
M-75-GJ-190-01488 05 JUL 70 MISSION 132 ANAL(L KCT
1R-75-CJ-239-01489 06 JUL 10 MISSION 132 ANA[I. MAFT
NR-75-J-239-01490 06 JdL 10 MISSION 132 ANNAIDG FGT
IR-75-J-168-01491 07 JUL 0 MISSION 132 ANAI.J MAGT
NR-5-PFJ-076-01457 19 JUN 70
R-75-FJ-076-76-01458 19 JUN 70
NR-15-F'J-06-06-0461 22 JUN 70
NH-75-F'J-178-01464 24 JUN 10
FR-75-FJ-178-01465 24 JUN 70
NI-75-FJ-076-01466 26 JUN 70
NR-75-FJ-178-01467 25 JlN 70
M3-15-F'J-17-0146@ 25 JUN 70
Ni-75-FlJ- 17-01469 26 JUN 710
NM-75-FJ-178-01470 26 JbN 70
NM-75-FJ-076-01471 09 JbL 70
NR-15-GH-128-01405 16 MAR 70
FIR-75-CH-128-01406 17 MAR 70
FM-75-IF- -175-01442 22 MA' 70
NR-75-DN-206-01452 26 MAY 70
FM-75-GJ-204-01453 27 MAY 70
MI-75-FJ-238-01437 12 IMAi 70
MR-75-Jt-237-01492 23 JUL 70
MISSION 133 ANALUO MAGT
MISSION 133 ANALGI MAOT
MISSION 133 ANALXG MAGT
MISSION 133 ANALXG MA-OT
MISSION 133 ANAL MAGT
MISSION 133 ANAUlIF IGT
MISSION 133 ANAL3 MAGT
MISSION 133 ANAI MAGT
MISSION 133 ANAtID PACT
MISSION 133 ANAItI* k'CT
MISSION 133 ANALOGX MGT
MISSION 135 ANALII MAGT
MISSION 135 ANALG WAGT
MISSION 136 ANALOG MAT
MISSION 136 ANALO0 M;'T
MlISSION 136 ANALX MACT
MISSION 137 ANALXO MAG













SITE 217 FLT I START 14 55 STOP 17 30
SI'IE 217 FLT I START 17 30 STOP 17 43
SITE 178 FLT I AIRCRAFT RB 57F START II I1 47
STOP 13- 57 06
SITE 178 FLT I AIRCRAFT RR 57F START 11 11 47
STOP 13 57 06
511: 1910 0144 'll' I AINCN'Ht' RH 57F
ST'AN'I' lb 1r' 3(1 S'll I- :- 4t,
SITE 190 (144 I.'T 1 AIlCHN'r NHi 57F1
START 17 02 SlPW 21 Z9
SI11T 216 IFT 4
STOP IF 33
SITE 216 F.T 4
STOP 18 33
SlTE 190 FLT 6
STOP 17 30
SITE 190 FLT 6
S'OP II'
SITE 239 FLtT 7
STOP 15 45
SITE 239 FLT 7
SIPW 17 29
SITE 168 FLT 3
SWOP 07 20 48
AIRHL'RAIT NH 57F' START IS 36
AINCH.\1'T RHH S7F STA''T 15 36
AINCiR-' NS/A START 15 35
AIRCR.AT N/A START 17 31
AIRCR,'T N/A STAR'N 13 49
AIRCR4AT N/A START IS 45
AIRCRA4T RB 57F' STAR 09 02 10
SITE 076 FLT N/A START 17 06 00 STOP 17 51 35
SITE 076 FLT N/A START 17 56 10 STOP N/I
SITE 076 FLT 2 START 14 39 00 STOP 18 21 IS
SITE 178 FtT I START 21 20 30 STOP 23 14 35
SITE 178 FLT I START 19 30 30 STOP 21 08 35
SITE 076 FLT 6 START 17 17 15 STOP 21 13 30
SITE 178 FLT 2 START 08 50 00 STOP 11 46 40
fSITE 178 FI' 3 STMT 13 24 00 STOP lb 23 19
SITE 17 FT 4 START N109 23 4S STOP 12 34 10
SIT: 178 START 13 43 29 STEP 16 07 01
SITE 076 FLT 7 START 16 24 SS STOP 19 12 15
SITE 128 FUT I START 20 03 00 STOP 01 12.10
SITE 128 FtT 2 START 01 22 40 STOP 21 38 10
SITE 175 FCF' I START 19 30 05 STOP 21 03 50
SITE 206 FLT I START N/A STOP N/A
SITE 204 Ft 2 START 14 04 20 STOP 16 15 30
SITE 238 FLT I START 17 06 34 STOP 20 02 25
SITE 237 FLT I AIRCRAFT 927 START 12 11 02
STIOP II 5 00
ro
OD
C* 'AI.M. F.."1Rl IYC lTA F'IIE
CF RllI41. .11- ltl.: IVI'A F"IIE:
ACCI':SSION NUHIt DATE DAT'A I.tHCE
NR-75-HH-237-01493 24 JLL 70
NR-75-HH-237-01494 26 JUL 70
NR-75-HI-237-01495 26 JUL 70
NR-75-00-000-01496 27 JUt 70
NR-75-I4-237-01497 29 JU. 70
NR-75-FJ-242-01498 21 JUL 70
hR-75-W-211-01499 10 Jtl. 70
NH-75-EF-243-01500 24 Jtl. 70
NR-75-WD-020-01501 25 JUt 70
NH-75-00-000-01502.26 JU. 70
NH-75-00-000-01503 27 JLU 70
3 NIKR-75-EJ-029-01504 28 JU 70OD
hR-75-FH-175-01505 03 AIG 70
kR-75-EJ-022-01508 16 ACG 70
NR-75-LJ-022-01509 15 AUG 70
NR-75-EJ-022-01510 IS AUG 70
NR-75-DJ-007-01511 14 AUG 70
R-75-1WJ-007-01512 14 AW 70
NR-75-DJ-007-01513 13 AtW 70
NR-75-DJ-007-01514 14 AUG 70
NH-75-1W-007-01515 13 AtG 70
NH-75-W-007-01516 13 AW. 70
R-75-DJ-007-01517 13 AW 70























































SITE 237 FtT 2 AIRCRAFTI 927 START 12 04 30
STOP 12 30 45
SITE 237 FLT 4 AIHCRaFT 927 START 12 II 14
SITOP 15 01 40
SITE 237 FUbT 5 AIRCRAFT 927 START 18 46 06
SlOP 20 06 00
SITE SAN JUAN FLT 6 AIRCRAFT 927 START 12 04 4
STODP 20 09 00
SITE 237 FLT 8 9 AIRCRAFT 927 START 12 17 35
STOP 14 13 00
SITE 242 FLT I AIRCRAFT RB 57FP START 16 24
SLOP 16 42
SI'l; l I FI'I:' 41 AIHC(:RA'IT H 17F h'l'II I?'1 17
SIUV I- 53
S l1': 2:43 F1' 4 AI.HCRIF' Hll 57F STR I1'1) 05
5TOP 20 07
SIT. '020 I.T 5 AIHC'HRAT HH 571' STARlT 17 15
STOP 19 07
SITE7 lHtCE: RI FI. X I 6 AIRCRH1t,-T Hl 57F
STAI'r 17 26 SIOP IS 50
SITE THtLi('K3 2 I.T 7 AIHCRAbFT RH 57F
START 17 06 S1'OP I 37
SITE 029 FLT' 8 AIRCHIIA RH 57F' START 16 21
STOP 17 57
SITE 175 FtT N/A AIRCRAFT 927
START 18 23 15 STOP 20 07 35
SITE' 022 FT 10 START 09 15 00 STOP II 43 IS15
AIRCHAFT 927
SITE 022 FLT 9 START 19 40 14 STOP 20 35 51
AIRCIRAI*1 921
SIT: 022 ILT 9 START 16 00 00 STOP 19 35 17
AI RCRAFT 927
SITE 007 F1LT 8 START 20 42 11 STOP 22 00 30
AIRCRAIT 927
S1TE 007 FLT 8 START 22 08 00 STOP 23 49 05
AIRCHAFT 927
START 20 36 STOP 21 50
AIRCRA4T 927
SITE 007 FIT 8 START 18 04 16 STOP 20 37 00
AIRCHAFT 927
SITE 0017 1.1T 7 S'TAR 2' 1 26 00 STOP o( '.4 (OI
A I RCHA1' 927
SlIT 0? 107 IT 7 START 21 26 40 SI'()P 2:3 
AIRCH;A.' 927
SITEl' 007 LT 6 7 STA'l
'
I 34 4 SI)P 20 33 .12
A I HCRA' 927
SIT'r 007 I I START 20 20 00 S0 OP 21 46 16
AIRCIRAr 927
CE:Nl'AI. 1fHIC T'rA IF11EJ
ACCESSION lC*NW DATE DATA SIA RCE
NR-75-00-000-01519 06 ALC 70
NR-75-00-000-01520 07 ACG 70
MN-15-DJ-007-01521 06 AUG 70
NR-75-W-007-01522 06 AtI 70
IT-75-DJ-007-01523 09 AtC 70
NR-15-DJ-007-01524 10 A.G 70
MR-75-DJ-007-01525 09 AUG 70
NI-t5-W-007-01526 09 AUG 70
NR-15-DJ-007-01527 08 AUC 70
MN-75-WD-007-01528 08 AUGC 70
lR-75-DJ-007-01529 08 ALC 70
Mt-75-00-000-01530 16 AUG 70
Ml-75-WX-007-01531 09 ALt 70
NR-75-W-007-01532 07 AtC 70
HR-75-DJ-007-01533 07 AIC 70
NR-75-W-007-01534 10 AUC 70
NH-75-WD-00-01535 08 ALC 70
NR-75-WD-007-01536 10 AIGC 70
NI-75-WJ-007-01537 10 AUC 70
NR-75-00-000-01543 27 AC 70
MR-15-EJ-220-01545 11 SEP TO
fR-T75-G-217-01546 14 SIP 70
HR-15-EJ-220-01637 09 AC 170
































































SIT N/A FT I ST4HRT 23 03 39 STOP Z3 5s 5
AIRCRAFT N/A
SIT'. N/A FILT 2 START 18 09 45 STOP 20 59 00
AIRCRAFT N/A
SITE 007 FIT I START 18 19 09 STOP 20 16 00
AIRCRAFT N/A
SITE 007 FLT1 I START 21 50 30 STOP 22 58 22
AI CRA'T N/A
SITE 007 FLT 4 START 21 05 40 STOP 22 22 00
AIRCRAFT N/A
SITE 007 FPLT S START 22 05 10 STOP 23 33 00
AIIRCRAT. N/A
SITE 007 FLT 4 START 22 25 33 STOP 23 37 55
AIRICAFT N/A
SITE 007 FT 4 START 186 28 05 STOP 20 57 45
AIRCRAFT N/A
SITE 007 FT 3 START 22 58 37 STOP 10 00 05
AIRCRAFT N/A
SITE 007 FIT 3 START 20 59 54 SOP 21 29 50
AIRcRAFT N/A
l'SIT 007 FI.T 3 .SI'AHT I 'hF 53
SOP NO) TI'f (;1I5:\ A3HCHA"I-T N/A
SITEI N/A IF-T 2 .,W1TAT 00 3o 00 S*flP 00 5. 50
AIRHC.Af N/A
SIT: 007 F1.T 4 START N/A STOP AIlHCRA' N/A
SilTE 007 F1.T 2 START 20 55 50 STOP 22 44 40
AIRCRAFI' N/A
SITE 007 I.tT 2 START 22 46 56 Sl)P 23 S5 00
AIRCRAF-T N/A
SITE 007 I1,T START 20 35 35 STOP 21 5b 00
AIRCRAfT N/A
SITE 007 FIT 3 START 22 59 37 STOP 00 05 30
AIRCRAfT N/A
SITE 007 ItT 5 START NOI' OINT2 STOP
AIRCRAFT 921
SITE 007 FLT 5 START 18 34 54 STOP 20 32 10
AIRCRAFT N/A
SITE WTAB FIWT N/A START 17 02 10
STOP 16 23 00 AIRCRAF'T R 57
SITE 220 ItT 2 START 17 00 STOP 18 38
AIRCRAFT RB 57F
SITE 217 FLT 3 START 16 01 45 STOP 19 52 00
AIRCRAFT RB 57F
SITE 220 FCF I START 13 02 00 STOP 21 0 00
AIRCRAFT RB-57F




CEIN1tlAI. MltN IC DVI'A F II E
ACCESSION NhM.1 DATE DATA S(XHCE: 'I)ILM HFF1. WM.
NH-75--J-244-01548 22 SEP 70
NR-75-J-244-01549 22 SEP 70
NR-75-G-244-01550 23 SEP 70
1M-75-C-Z244-01551 23 SEP 70
NR-75-GJ-244-01552 24 SEP 70
Nh-75-ZC-244-01553 24 SEP 70
N-75-G-244-01554 25 SEP 70
NM-75-'J-244-01555 25 SEP 70
NR-75-CJ-244-01638 29 SEP 70
NR-75-EJ-029-01556 06 OCT 70
N1-75-00-000-01557 07 OCT 70
NR-75-EJ-029-01558 08 OCT 70
MR-75-<J-251-01559 10 OCT 70
Nt-75-O-251-01560 10 OCT 70
IM-75-F-H-175-01561 13 (X1' 70
NI-75-F1H-253-01562 14 (l'1 70
MR-75-1H-253-01563 14 OCT 70
NR-'75-"J-190-01564 17 OCT 70
NR-75-J-244-01565 l OCT' 70
Ni-75-F-H-253-01583 31 OCT 70
MR-75-FH-253-01584 31 OCT 710
NR-75-F--175-01585 03 NM 70
NR-75-FH-175-01586 03 NOV 70






























































MISSION 145 ANALO M4WGT
%R-75-00-000-01587 02 NOV 70 MISSION 146 ANALOG MhAT
SITE 244 .'LT 2
AIH CHAA"f T H .57F
SITE Z44 -'T 2
AIRCRA'T RH 57F'
SITE 244 FLT 3
AIHCRAF'T HH 57F
SITE 244 FIT 3
AIRC'RAFT RH 57F'
SITE 244 F1T 4
AIRCRAFT RH 57F'
SITE 244 IFt.T 4
AIR CIRAFT RH 57F1
SITE 244 FLT 6
AIHCRAF`T RH 57F
SITE 244 FLT 6
AIRCRAIFT RH 57F
SITE 244 FLT 7
AIRCRAIT RB-57"
SITE 029 FLT I
AIRCRAFT RH 57F
SITE LOCAL FCF 2
AIRCRAFT RHt 57F'
SITE 029 FLT 2
AIRCRAFT Ri 57F
SITE 251 FLT 3
AIRCRAFT RB 57F
SITE 251 FLT 3
AIRCRAFT RH 57F'
SIT1'E 175 -1.1 4
AIHCRAIFI' NHI 571F'
SITE 253 1.T .S
AIHCINA'I' HH 57F'
SITE 253 n.T 3
AI HCIWI' Ri 57F
SITE 190 Fl.T 7
AIRCRLAFT RH 57F'
SIlE 244 F.T t
AI RC'AFT RH 57F'
SITE 253 FtT 10
AIRC'RAFT RH 57F'
SITE 253 FtT 10
AIRCRAFT R 57F'
SITE 175 Fl.T 11
AIRCRAJFT RH 57'
SITE 175 FLT 111
AIRCIAF RB 57F
START' 10 01 00
START 16 31 20
Sl'TART 10 01 00
ST'ART 16 13 30
START 10 06 00
START 16 06 42
START 10 00 00
STAR' 16 40 00
START 10 00 00
START 10 00 00
START 10 00 00
START 10 00 00
START 10 00 00
START 17 06 00
STl'IT 10 00 (0(
srART 10 00 00
START 17 30 00
START 10 00 00
START 10 00 00
START 14 00 00
START 10 05 00
START 10 00 00
START 18 23 00
SIX)P Ih 31 20
ST'IP N/A
S'IDP 16 13 30
STOP 17 25 00
STlW 16 06 42
STOP 17 00 00
STOP 16 40 00
STOP 17 36 00
STOP 15 05 00
STOP 1 05 00
STOP 19 15 00
STOP 18 32 00
STOP 17 06 00
STOP 19 15 00
S,'lOP I , 1 00
SI1))P 17 30 00
S'It)P ; ?
S1TW 17 40 00
STOP 16 51 00
STOP I 05 00
STOP 19 20 00
STOP 18 23 00
STOP 20 21 00
SITE EAFB FtT FCF I AIRCRAFT RB 57
SITE LOCAL FLT N/A START 10 00 00
STOP 19 59 00 AIRCRAFT RB 57F'
rt
I OF I
Cl-lNTHAI. 1F'IC I; >\TA F'll ,'
ACCESSION h4.1lt DATE
NR-75-FJ-255-01588 05 NOV TO
MR-75-C5F-851-01473 14 JIL 70
NR-75FOP-851-01474 13 JL T70
NR-75T-OF-851-01476 16 JL 70
Nl-75-CF-851-01477 13 JUL 70
MR-75-UP-851-01478 13 JUL 70
Nl-15-CF-851-01479 14 JIL 10
MR-75-CF-851-01480 14 JUL 10
FM-75-DJ-211-01752 30 MAR 71
NHR-15-CW-211-01753 31 MR 711
MN-75-W-998-01754 01 APR 71
NR-75-W-998-01755 01 APR 11
MR-T75--155-01506 06 AUG 70TO
O NM-T75-GH-155-01507 06 AG T70
R-715-C-198-01538 18 AWU 70
NR-715-J- I8-01539 18 AWO 70
kIR-751-H-98-01540 18 AW TO
MR-75--1-S98-01541 18 A TO0
NR-75-00-000-01542 25 AUC 10
NR-75--J-250-01544 26 AtC 10
M-75S-(G-250-01639 09 SEP TO
R-175-00-000-01566 13 OTX 71
NR-15-00-000-01567 13 OCT TO0
MR-75-EJ-185-01568 36 OCT To
MR-t5-EJ-185-01580 22 OCT 10




























































MISSION 153 ANALXI ACY
HIUIJkS
SITE 255 FLT 1 START 10 00 STOP 18 57
AIIRAFT RHB 57F
SITE 851 FLT 2 START 20 51 30 STOP 20 51 30
SITE 851 FLT I START 17 31 00 STOP 19 04 00
SITE 851 FLT 3 START 17 24 25 STOP 21 16 40
SITIST 51 I 1T I STA'T 2 q29 0 51 S)P 17 Z1 iS
SITt: PS5 n.T I 5IIH'rI 19I 30 StllW 19 25 S5
SITE 851 FLT 2 S1TART 16 IS 40 STOP 1 31 10
SITE 851 FLT 2 STAHT Ie 40 45 SP ' 20 23 00
SITE 211 FLT 3 START N/A S'RP 21 28
AI RCRAFT RH-57
SIT 211 FT 3ST ART 2 ST 1 2 STOP 22 06 17
AIRClAT RH-57
SITE 260, 254 P1.T 4 START IS 25 STOP 20 30
AIRCRAJT RB-57
SITE 260, 254 FLT 4 STAHT 20 30 STOP 22 52
AIRCRAIT RB-57
SITE 155 IlT 2 START 21 29 10 STOP 23 10 30
AIRCRAFT 929
SITE 155 FRT 2 START 23 14 39 STOP 00 35 40
AIRCOAFI 929
SITE 198 FIT I START IS 34 IS5 STOp 17 07 25
AIRCRAFT 929
SITE 198 FIT I START 17 16 30 STOP 19 28 50
AIRCRA'T 929
SITE 198 FIT I START 19 3? 00 ST1P 20 34 15
AIRClRAFI 929
SITE 198 FT I START 20 46 40 STOP 21 04 40
AIRCRAIFT 929
SITE EAFR FIT N/A START 25 13 32 00
STWP 25 22 00 00 AIRCOAFT RB 57
SITI: 2,0 -IT I SARIS TT 07 Jl O '51W lb 3I 15
AIHWN1..'I' HIt 57
SI'TE 250 IT3, 2 STAHlT I:1 02 00 N1T(' 16 I 00
AI RIU-FI' RH- 57 
SITE ICL I.I T FtF STTANT 15 2P J0 STOP 16 1 45
AIlRAFrf 929
SITE IL. FIT PFtI' START 16 27 55 S1IP 17 09 40
A I RRAL T 929
SITE I.5 FLT I START 16 26 45 STOP 17 55 20
AIRCRAFT 929
SITE 185 FLT 5 START 18 01 IS STOP IP 55 40
A I RCRAFT 929
SITE 185 FIT 3 START 17 43 35 STOP 18 08 30
AIROCRAT 929
ACESSION NU,4*: DATE DATA S.(tRt'F:
NR-75-FIJ-076-01582 28 OCT 70
WN-75-F1H-256-01569 20 OCT 70
NiR-5-F'H-175-01570 20 OCT 70
NH-75-00-000-01571 20 OCT 70
NR-75-00-000-01572 20 OCT 70
hR-75-W-128-01573 21 OCT 70
NR-15-GH-128-01574 22 OCT 70
NH-75-ZJ-251-01575 22 (LT' 70
NH-75-CIH-128-01576 22 OL"I' 70
NH-75-CH-128-01577 22 OLT 70
MR-75-Ghi-128-01578 23 OCT 70
NI-75-CH--128-01579 23 OCT 70
t4-75-EJ-261-01633 22 JAN 71
NR-75-EJ-259-01634 23 JAN 71
Wt-75-KJ-259-01635 25 JAN 71
NR-15-F'J-262-01640 21 JAN 71
SR-T5-IEJ-259-01641 18 JAN 71
NR-75-EJ-259-01642 19 JAN 71
M-75-EJ-259-01643 18 JAN II
NH-75-Ki-259-01644 19 JAN I71
N1-75-FJ-259-01645 23 JAN TI
IMH-75-I,-1175-01630 03 F.H 71
Nt-75-LL-166-01631 09 F-H 71
NR-15-U.-166-01632 09 1H 71TI




























































SITE 076 FLT 6 START 17 40 10 STODP 18 32 50
AIRCRAFT 929
SI'T 26 I.T I START 15 2335 STOPW 17 12 05
AIRCRAl T 929
SITE 175 FLT I START17 3415 STOP 18 16 5I
AIRCRAFT 929
SITE LAE CIARL S I'LT I START 18 3250
SOP 19 17 30 AIHCHAfT 929
SITE LCL FLT 1 START 20 01 50 STOP 21 17 10
A IRCRAFT 929
SI'ITE 128 FLT 2 START IS 16 15 STOP 16 41 05
AIRCRA.T 929
SITE 128 FLT 3 START 201320 STOP 205945
AIRCRAFT 929
SITE' 251 I.T 4 START 13 30 lOP 14 s5Fb 50
A I CRA'I' T 929
SITE 12*l' I'.T 3 STIR'T 01 It 40 5'OP 02O 57 35
AIRHCR'WF 929
SITI 120 IL'T 5 S'TART 03 03 15 S'iOP 03 1 40
AIRCRAI-" 929
SITEI 12R FLT 6 START I¥ 3 10 STOP19 4 35
AIRCRAFT 929
SITE 128 FLT 6 START 20 00 55 STOP 20 37 15
AIRCRAFT 929
SITE 261 IL¥ 5 START e1 25 STOP 19 32
AIRCRAT RB-57
SITE 259 'LT 6 START 1I 37 STOP 20 36
AI RC FT R,-S5
SITE 259 FLT S START 17 50 00 STOP 19 40 00
AIRCRAFT RB-57
SITE 262 FLT 4
SITE 259 FLT 2 START 10 00 00 SITOP 20 00 00
AIRCRAFT RH-5I
SITIE 259 FLT 3 START 14 00 STOP 20 29
AIRCRAFT RB-57
SITE 259 FLT 2 START 2000 STOP 21 30
AIRCRAPFT RB-57
SITE 259 FLT 3 START 20 29 STOP 21 371
AIRCRA1JT RB-5I
SITE 259 FLT 6 START 20 40 STOP 21 29
AIRCRAFT RB-57
I"SIT 17I I.'II l %TA*,,.II d 19 4:% S''()P 22Lb ,1 )oAIHCH-11I-i : I ill
SIVll' 1-1'"T I" STAHT 17 :Z 55 SlOP 1*' 10 45
AIRCHVI'i 929
SIT'El 166 ILT 2 STAR It i 13 IS 51'X 19 42 0OAIRCR AF' 929
SITE 166 F'I. I STAT' 16b 46 .,5 STOP 17 30 55
AI HCRAFT 929l
ru'%.n
CFMNTAI MTHIC DIT'A Fi't.'
Id:I) II HF:l1, M)
CI'FNIRAI. MTNIC Wl'r 'I11:
ACCESS ION NIF'N ODAT-:
NiR-5-LL-166-01652 09 FEh 71
MR-75-LL-166-01653 09 FF. 71
NR-15-UL-166-01654 1 1 FM 71
MR-75-LL-166-01655 16 F6N 71
NR-75-U.-166-01656 17 FIE 7i
R-S-ULL-166-01657 18 FEN 71
MN-75-FJ-263-01646 08 FEB 71
NR-75-00-000-01647 09 F'B3 71
NR-75-EJ-264-0164S 10 FIB 71
I-75-fl'-998-01745 13 FEB 71
rR-75-FH-99e-01746 13 FFB 71
N MR-7TS-5 -217-01747 14 FEB 710D
R-75-GH-998-017'48 iS F6H 71
1-75I-Q-998-01749 IS FEB 71
MIR-5-EJ-114-O1750 19 FEB 71
NR-75-EJ-114-01751 19 FEB 71
IR-7500000-0-01669 02 MAR 71
MR-75-EJ-029-01670 02 MAR 11
NR-75-EJ-029-01671 02 MAR 71
R-75-F-J-998-01672 03 MAR 71
NR-75-FH-032-01673 04 MAR 71
MN-15-GJ-217-01674 05 MAR 71
NR-15-EJ-246-01675 08 MAR 71
NR-75-FH-175-01658 26 FEB 71

































































SITE 166 I-g.T 2 START 19 44 36 ST'OP 21 0e 02
AIRCRAFT 929
SITE 166 I.T N/A START 21 10 55 STOP 21 54 50
AIRCRAFT 929
SITE 166 IF.T 3 START 15 59 50 STOP 17 46 25
AIRCRAFT 929
SITE 166 FT 5 AIRCRI-T 929
SITE 166 FLT 6 START 14 02 10 STOP 17 03 05
AIRCKRAFT 929
SITE 166 FLT 7 START 13 40 50 STOP 17 10 IS
AIRCRAFT 929
SITE 263 FIT I SITART 10 00 55 STOP 21 10 00
AIRCRAFT RB-5I
SITE OS ANGElES FLT 2 START 15 07 21
STOP 21 10 00 AIRCRAFT RB-57
SITE 264 FLT 3 START 19 10 00 STOP 21 02 00
AIRCRAFT RB-57
SITE 253, 128 FLT 4 TAPE A START 17T 10
STOP 19 20 AIRCRAFT RB-57
SITE 25.3, 12" I-T' 4 T.'AP: H S'l'lHl 11) Z
.SIP 21 20 AIRCHARtI' HR-;7
SIT' 217 FLT 5 T1'P A SARI' 15 55
.51TP 19 le. AIHCRAfT HR-57
SITE 169, Ir2 FLT 6 START 14 45 5TOIP 11 00
AIRCRAFlT R8-57
SITE 161, 1 '2 ILT 6 START 17 00 S1WP Z/A
AIRCRAFT RB-S5
SITE 114 FlT 7 TAPE A START 16 22 S1IP 20 08
AIRCRAFT. R8-57
SITE 114 FIT 7 TAPE B START 20 08 STOP 21 49
AIRCRAFT RB-57
SITE EhII2' FLtT KIRRA3ID AP-A O TIM: S GIPEN
AIRCRAFT RB 57
SITE 029 FLT I START 177I 6TOP 18 40
AIRCRAFT RB 57
SITE 029 FLT I START 18 40 STOP 19 41
AIRCRAFT RB 5S
SITES 220, 246 FLT 2 START 17 06 STOP18 12
AIRCRAFT RH 57
SITE 032 FLT 3 START 15 55 S1W 18 35
AIRCRAFT RB 57
SITE 217 FLT 4 START 17 34 STOP 19 04
AIRCRAFT RB 5S
SITE 246 FLT 5 START 19 13 42 STOP 20 50 35
AIRCRAFT RB 51
SITE 175 FLT 2 START 19 40 25 SITOP 19 56 40
AIRCRAFT 929
CF:NT I. ':I'HIC DI 'A F I I V:
ACCE:SSION NMIIU.1t DXTE1: LI'TA X.H(:.K
NH-15-tI-2.51-01659 04 5XH 71
NH-75-(H-126-01660 04 MAR 71
NH-75-CG-265-01661 03 MAR 71
NH-75-CH-265-01662 03 MWA 71
NR-75-FH-256-01663 08 MAR 71
NH-75-F'H-256-01664 0P MAR 71
Nh-755-C-128-01665 04 MAR 71
NR-75-GH-265-01666 04 MAR 71
SR-75-GCI-265-01667 04 MAM 71
NR-75-CH-998-01668 04 MAR 71
MR-75-{J-270-01649 23 F1H 71
--3 NMH-75--270-01650 23 FI! 71
NR-75-1DJ-998-01756 30 MAR 71
NR-75-DJ-998-01757 02 APR 71
NR-75-10-998-01750 04 APR 71
N'R-75-DJ-998-01759 04 APR 71
pr-75-DJ-998-01760 05 APR 71I
WN-75-DJ-998-01761 05 APR 71
NR-15-CH-128-01781 16 MAY 711
NR-75-CH-998-017@2 16 MAY 71
NR-75-O-251-01783 16 MAY 71 '1
hR-75-WH-128-l01784 16 MAY 71
























.3)11M I H:EEI{. NO.
AN\.VXI; t0L, ;.





























NM-75-FH-256-01786 17 MAY 71 MISSlON 165 ANAIDG MA2C
S I'rF Z , FII' II S'AHlT (I 02 o0 SIXP 1)4 :13 S0
AIHCNI'f 9 9
SITE IZ : 1 1 s3 STAHr 01b (17 45 51()P 01 21 20
AIHCHRF'I 929
SITE Z65 Fl T I STAHT 1'15 39 9 STOP 16 5 31
A I HCR-U' 929
SI'E 26i WI1f I START 17 10 25 STOP 17 56 15
AIRHCRAFT 929
SITE 256 FLT 4 START 16 44 55 STOP 17 21 25
AIRCRA'I' 929
SITE 256 1'T 4 STARUT 19 I7 20 STOP 20 13 05
AIRLCRAI 929
SITE 128 l.T2 STAR' 16 46IS STOP 17 30 00
AIR CRU'T 929
SITE 265 FIT 2 START 17 53 30 STOP 18 44 10
AIRORAJT 929
SITE 265 F1T 2 START 1915 20 STOP 20 27 00
AIRCRAIFT 929
SITE 265, 128 FLT 2 START 20 33 20
STOP 21 59 10 AIRLRAJ' 929
SITE 270 FILT I START 16 38 05 STOP 19 4945
AIRCRAFT 929
SITE 270 FLT.1 START 20 II 30 STOP 20 30 55
AIRCRAFT 929
SITE 260, 254 FT 2 START 19 32 STOP 21 00
AIRCRAFT RB-57
SITE 260, 254 FIT 5 START N/A STOP 21 00
AIRCRAF'T R -57
SITE 260, 254 . 6 START It 30 S'IP 20 51AIRCR'r No-H51
SITE 260, 254 I' 6 START 20 57 STIP 2Z 09
AIRCRAUI' RHH-51
SITE 260., 254 FT 7 START I17 4 STO)P 21 10AIRCRAJ-rT H-51
SITE 260, 254 IT 7 STAHRT' 21 10 STOP 22 07
AIRCRAFJT RB-57
SITE 126 WI I START 15 16 45 STOP 16 53 45
AIRCRAYI' 929-C-130
SITE 126, 251 FLT 2 START 21 14 00
STOP 00 55 15 AIRRAJL"' 929-C-130
SITE 251 FIT 2 START 01 19 10 STOP 01 52 20
AIRCRAFT 929-C-130
SITE 128 FLT 3 START 04 29 35 STOP 06 10 25
AIIRCRAFT 929-2 -130
SITE 265 FLT 4 START 16 56 35 STOP 18 00 15
AIRCRAI.T 929-C-130
SITE 256 FLT 4 START 18 07 05 STOP 18 23 00
AIRCRAFT 929-C-130
2 '2
CFNMRIA. 1M I IIC DITA FI .F
ACCESSION NUM 31R CATE
bR-75-FI-256-01787 I17 AY 71
R-75-GH-265-01788 18 MAY 71
NM-75-FI-265-01789 18 MAY 71
NH-75--265-01790 18 MAY 71
NR-15-H-265-01791 18 MAY 71
NR-75-F'J-076-01792 20 WM 71
MR-15-F'J-076-01193 20 MA1 71
aR-75-FJ-016-01794 20 MAY 71
MR-75-FJ-277-01843 12 WMAY 71
MR-15-FJ-277-01844 12 MAY 71
1R-75-FJ-277-01845 13 MIY 71
l/-75-F'J-277-01046 13 MAY 71
OD
CD NR-5-EJ-225-01847 14 MAY 71
















,R-75-'J-277-01849 16 RAY 71 MISSION 166
AIRCRAFT RB-57
iR-75-F'J-277-01850 16 MAY 71 MISSION 166
NR-75-FJ-277-01851 17 MAY 71 MISSION 166
IR-75-F'J-277-01852 I17 MAY 71 MISSION 277
NR-75-LI-16e-01053 18 MAY71 MISSI(ON 166
MR-75-CJ-168-01854 18 MAY 71 MISSION 166
IR-15-.-&0S-01855 18 MAY 71 MISSION 166
8R-715-C-168-01856 18 RAY 71 MISSION 166
R-175-J-Ii7-01858 21 MAY 71 MISSION 166
NR-5-iJ-1T7-01859 21 RAY 71 MISSION 166








































SITE 256 F'LT 5 START 0Z 50 50 STOP 22 48 45
AIRCRAFT 929-C-130
SITE 265 FLT 6 START 15 34 IS STOP 16 05 15
AIRCRAFT 929-C-130
SITE 265 FLT 6 START 16 15 20 STOP 17 23 20
AIRCRAFT 929-C-130
SITr 265 FLT 6 START 16 15 20 STOP 17 23 20
AIRCRAFT 929-C-130
.nl- Z6:5 1I' T 1 STAH' .1959 .5 " 'lP Z0 21 I0
AIRI.R3'rI 'r 90-tU- I 30
SI.(1 076 H:I* %T',RT 14 24 53 Sl`OP 14 'Il 14
AILR'RI 9Z9-C-I 30
SITll 076 n. l 7 STAHRT IS 10 05 Sl1P N/A
AI HCIA'r 929-C-130
SITEW 076 6LT I ST,4T 1. 45 00 ~)?P 20 04 45
AIRCRFT 929-C-1 30
SITE 277 FI'T I START IS 37 STPI 17 37
AIRCRAJT RH-57
AIRCIAFT RB-57
SITE 217 FLT 2 START IS 03 STOP 10 07
AIRCRAFT RH-57
SITE 277 IFT 2 START 15 03 STOP 18O 0
AIRCRAFT RB-57
SITE 225 F'LT 3 START 14 38 STOP 16 30
AIRCRAFT RB-57
SITE 2Z5 ILT 3 START 16 30 STOP 18 35
AIRCRAFT RB-57
SIT' 277 FIT 4 START 14 41 STOP 16 41
SITFE 27 FT 4 START 16 41 STOP 18 30
AIRCRAFT RB-57
SITE 277 FLT 5 START 14 28 SOP 17 18
AIRCRAFT RB-57
SITE 277 FtT S START 17 Ilb STOP 18I 12
AIRCRAFT RB-SI7
SITE 168 F'T 6 START 144 l44 )P bt 44
AIRCRAIT' RH--57
SITE 168 I.T 6 START 16 44 S'I' 17 37
AIRCIRI' RH-57
SITE 16 FILT 6 START 14 44 STOP 16 44
AIRCRAFT RB-57
SITE 16 FItT 71 START 1630 STOP 17 50
AIRCRAJ'T RB-57
SITE 177 IFT 8 START 14 42 STOP 17 20
AIR ICRAFT RB-5i
SITE 177 FLT 8 START 17 20 SIW 1914
AIRCRAFT RB-57
M-S-G75-190-01862 22 MAY 71 MISSION 166 ANAi)G WITS SITE 190 FLT 9
AIRCRAFT RB-57
I
START 16 28 STOP 17 48I O1 I
ACCtESSION NLHMIFIR DATE
NR-75-GJ-Z39-01863 29 MAY 711
NR-75-DJ-998-01826 02 JUN 71
NR-75-DJ-99e-01827 02 JUN 71
NR-75-DJ-99F-01828 02 JUN 71
NR-75-DJ-998-01829 02 JUN 71
NR-75-DJ-998-01830 03 JUN 71
NR-75-WJ-998-01831 04 JUN 71
NH-75-f-H-175-0l3 37 26 MA 71
NH-75-FH-175-0183e 26 MAY 71
NH-75-IH-175-01832.11 JUN 71
M-75-EJ-185-01866 14 JUN 71
NR-75-EJ-185-01867 14 JUN 71
NR-75-EJ-I$5-0186e 15 JIN 71
NR-15 5EJ-lS-01869 15 JIN 71
NR-15-FJ-185-01e70 16 J1 U 71
NR-75-EJ-185-01871 16 JUN 71
NR-75-lJ-998-01872 16 JUN 71
NR-75-FJ-076-01873 16 JLN 71
h-75-FJ-076-76-01874 16 JN 71
MR-75-CJ-168-01875 17 JUN 71
NR-75-FJ-IP5-01876 17 JUN 71
NH-75-FJ-076-01F177 2 J.UN 71
NR-75-FJ-076-01878 28 JUtN 71








































































NR-75-1J-177-01763 22 APR 71 MISSION 171 ANAIXG ,4*T 3 2
SITE 239 FLT 10 START 14 06 STOP 15 30
AIRCRAFT RB-57
SITE 020, 04 F'LT I START 16 55 50
STOP 18 24 10 AIRCRAFT 929-C-130
SITE 020, 048 FI.T START 18 31 20
STOP 20 36 00 AIRCRAFT 929-C-130
SITE 020, 048 FLT I START 20 40 45
S3OP 22 20 15 AIRCRAFT 929-C-130
SITE 020, 048 FLT I START 22 34 25
STOP 22 39 10 AIRCRAFT 929-C-130
SITE 020, 048 FLT 2 START 16 48 20
STOP 17 37 35 AIRCRAFT 929-C-130
SITE 020, 048 F'LT 3 START 16 35 25
STOP 17 11 15 AIRCRAFT 929-C-130
SITE 175 WtV: I iSTAH IF 09 251 StO)' 20 ;; 11(
AIHCRAF'I 3q-C-I:3i
SITE 175 FCF STAH'I' 23 0 IO SOP ?3 11 55
A I RCHAFT 929-C- 10
SITE 175 InT I START 13 43 IS STOP IF 07 30
AIRCRAFT 929-C-130
SITE 185 FT I START 13 04 05 Sill 19 27 30
AIRCRAFT 929-C-130
SIT F'15 FI.T I STOP NA AIRCRAFT 929-C-130
SITE IpIS IT' 2 START 12 40 25 STOP 14 35 40
AIRCRAFT 929-C-130
SITE 3e5 FlT 2 START 14 44 40 STOP 17 10 40
AIRCRAFT 929-C-130
SITE 185 FIT 3 START o0 21 30 STOP 10 02 15
AIRCRAFT 929-C-130
SITE 185 FLT 3 START 10 06 35 STOP 1 49 020
AIRCRAFT 929-C-130
SITE 185, 076 F'L 4 START 15 02 25
STOP 17 27 45 AIRCRAFT 929-C-130
SITE 076 FLT4 START 17 36 35 STOP 19 I0 40
AIRCRAFT 929-C-130
SITE 076 FLT 4 START 19 41 50 STOP 20 55 45
AIRCRAFT 929-C-130
SITE 168 FLT 5 START 16 07 10 STOP 17 15 15
AIRCRAFT 929-C-130
SITE 185 FLT 5 START 17 20 30 STOP 17 53 00
AIRCRAFT 929-C-130
SIT: 076 FlY. b T';4A T 15 19 30 '111V lb 33 40
AIRCRAFT' 929-C-330
SITE 076 F.T 6 STMIT 16 42 10 S'TP 1$ 13 45
AIRCRAFT 929-C-130
SITE 277 FI' I START N/A SltO N/A
AI RCRAFT 3H-57
SITE 177 F12' 3 STAIr 14 20 STOP 16 3$ 12
AIRCRAFT RH-57
CE.NTRAI, MIl'tIC DAT'A 'llyF
I O 2
CENT FAI. WIHIC DVl'A I '1 F,
ACCISSI" I N tl4Fl DATE
NR-75-WJ-177-01764 22 APR 71
M-175-GJ-177-01765 23 APR 71
NR-75-FJ-177-01766 23 APR 71
NR-75-FJ-217-01767 25 APR 71
NM-15-FJ-277-01766 2P$ APR 71
M1-15-00-000-01769 29 APR 71
M-715-FJ-227-01770 29 APR 71
M-75-00-000-01771 30 APR 71
Ihf-75-FJ-277-01857 01 MAY 71
R-75-FJ-277-01860' 03 MAY 71
MH-75-FJ-2717-0161 03 M\% 71
NR-15-F1H-175-01676 09 APR 71
MR-75-'H-175-01677 09 APR 71
NfR-5-FH-175-01671 09 APR 71
Mt-75-F1H-175-01679 14 APR 71
N1-15-FH-175-01680 14 APR 71
hli-75-FH-175-016P8 14 APR 71
Nf-75-FH-175-01702 15 APR 71
'l-75-'IH-175-01703 15 APR 71
NIR-75-1tH-175-01704 15 APR 71
-IR-75-F1-175-01705 15 APR 71
NRl75-GHII-7 01717 20 APR 71
R-75-GH-I711-01718 20 APR 71

































































SITr 177 F1I1 3 S1AR'T 16 3 12 
AIR7AVI'P RH-5i
SITE 177 FIT 4 START N/A STOP I
AIRCRAFT RH-51
SITE 177 FLT 4 START 1 00 STOI
AIRCRAI' RB-57
SITE 277 FLT 5 START 19 27 STCX
AIRCRA'T RH-5i
SITE 277 SITE 6 START 14 35 STOI
AIRRCRAF" RB-57
SITE N/A FLT I START 14 37 STOI
AIRCRAFT7 Rr-57
SITE 227 FLT 5 START 16 16 ST7I
AIRCaIAF RB-51
SITE N/A FLT I START 14 36 STOI
AIRCRAFT Rl-57
SITE 277 FIT 8 START 14 27 S
AIRCRAFT RB-57
SITE 277 FIT 9 START 14 57 STC
AIRCRAFT RB-51
SITE 277 I.T 9 START 16 , 53 Si
AInRCRA'T HH-57
SITE 175 I.T I
SITE 175 FI F I START 15 42 30
AICRAIFT C-130
SITE 175 IT I START le 44 20
AIRCRAkT C-130
SITE 175 FCF 2 START 15 31 55
AIRCRAI' C-130
SITE 175 FIF' 3 START 17 18 40
AIRCRAFT C-130
SITE 175 I'CF 2 START 19 27 10
AIRCRAVT C-130
SITE 175 FCF 3 STAR1' 17 47 40
AIRHCAFT 929-C-130
SITE 175 iCF 3 START 19 53 40
AIRCRAFT 929-C-130
SITE 175 FCF 3 START 21 51 22
AIRICRAI*T 929-C-I 30
SITE 175 FCF 3 START 00 30 00
AIRCRAFT 929-C- 30
SITE 711 FLT 2 START 13 10 45
AIRCRAFT 929-C-130
SITE 711 FLT 2 START 14 01 10
AIRCRAFT 929-C-130















1W I e Oh
$S'P I 27 50
S1OP 20 50 10
SnTP 17 07 40
STOP 19 00 50
STOP 20 57 40
STC1P 19 38 10
STOP 21 37 35
mSTP 00 09 55
STOP 01 14 50
STOP 13 54 40
STOP 14 48 45
STOP 16 41 55
CFM,'RAI. Fl'lI'R IC I)X\'A F I I.
ACCE:SSION NItF4*R DtATE ,DATA S(OLHCE
Nh-75-UHI-711-01720 20 APR 71
NR-75-CH-711-01721 21 APR 71
NR-75-(;H-711-01722 21 APR 71
NR-75-CH-711-01723 21 APR 71
NR-75-GH-711-01724 21 APR 71
NR-75-GH-711-01725 21 APR 71
NR-75-CH-711-01726 22 APR 71
N-75-CH1-711-01727 23 APR 71
NR-75-GH-711-01728 23 APR 71
NR-75-CH-711-01729 23 APR 71
PFR-75-CH-711-01730 23 APR 71
NR-75-IH-711-01731 26 APR 71
NN-75-CH-711-01732 27 APR 71
NR-75-CH-711-01733 27 APR 71
NR-75-0H-711-01734 27 APH 71
NR-75-CH-711-01735 27 APR 71
NR-75-GH-711-01736 27 APR 71
IR-75-GH-71) -01737 28 APR 71
NR-75-CH-711-01738 29 APR 71
NR-75-(i'-711-01740 30 APR 71
Mh-75-CJ-174-01833 09 JtN 71
R-1-75-GI-17 4 -01 8 34 08 JOLN 71
NR-75-'J-174-01835 08 JUN 714 M
FR-75-WJ-174-01836 08 JLt 71 I
iN-75--FH-278-01864 25 MAY 71 
NR-75-FH-175-01865 25 MAY 71 
EDI  H EEl. N).
MISSI(ON 172 A7%A LIX (. T
MISSION 172 AAIILE. M.T
MISSION 172 ANALOG M"T
MISSION 172 AMNJ. ITWr
MISSION 172 AiA.O MAGT'
MISSION 172 ANAI.X WCT
MISSION 172 ANALOG MACT
MISSION 172 ANALIG MAT
MISSION 172 ANAi/U M41T
MISSION 172 ANALO FKAGT
MISSION 172 ANALOX MAGT
MISSION 172 ANALXO AGT'
MISSION 172 ANALXG MACT'
MISSION 172 ANAL 4 MACT
MISSION 172 ANM(AX; M%;I
MISSIOh 172 ANAIA ;:KIAT
MISSION 17 ANAI ; MLT
MISSION 172 ANAI.G MKT
MISSION 172 ANALLI M8W
MISSION 172 ANALG MACT
MISSIONi 181 AINALG MACT
MISSION 181 ANAlG MACGT
MISSION 161 ANAILXG MAGT
MISSION 181 ANALG M4CT
MISSION 185 ANALOGX MACT


















SITI'F 711 F'I.' 2 STAH'' 1 49 35 sl(W It 27 50
AIHCRA'rf 929-C-130
SITE' 711 1.T 3 STAR'T 07
A I RCRUT 929-C- 130
SITE: 711 IFLT 3 STARHl' 0
AIRCRAFT 929-C-130
SITE 711 L1T 3 START 10
AIRCHAIUT 929-C-130
SITF: 711 lT:r 3 START 13
AIRCRAI-T 929-C-130
SITE 711 II.T 3 START 14
AIRCRAFT 929-C-130
SITF' 711 FLT 4 START 12
AIRCRAF'T 929-C-130
SITE 711 FI.T 5 START 08
AIRCRAFT 929-C- 30
SITE 711 FMT S START 10
AIRCRAFT 929-C-130
SITE- 711 IT 5 START 14
AIRCRAFT 929-C-130
SITE 711 FLT 5 START 16
AIRCRAFT 929-C-130
SITE 711 FLT 6 START 12
AIRCRAFT 929-C-130
SITE 711 FLT 7 START 12
AIRCRAFT 929-C-130
SITE 711 FIT 7 START 14
AIRCRAFT 929-C-130
S I'I' 711I I1:1 7 s'rYAHT 1SAIRCIF-'i 924-C- I 10
SIl'F: 711 FI": 7 .'TAH' 17
A I NCHA'F 929-C- .10
SI TE 711 11 T 7 START 1s
A I RCIH Tr 929-'-1. 0



















STOP 07 58 00
SIU)P 10 22 35
STOP 12 48 55
STOP 14 10 50
STOP 14 57 50
STOP 13 04 55
STOP 10 44 25
STOP 13 30 35
STOP 16 32 55
STOP 16 51 10
STOP 14 31 25
STOP 14 06 00
STOP 15 44 15
S'l(TP 17 0 .5
S'I'( I ' 33 00
S'OP 19 07 15
SlOP N/A
SIF 711 l.T 9 START' 12 IJ 55 S :13 34 45AIRlHCRA' 929-C-130
SITE 711 O-T 10 S'TART 12 20 45 Sn)P 13 26 50AIRCRAFTI 929-C-130
SITE 174 FIT 2 START 13 55 45 STOP 15 00 35AIRCRAFT 929-C-130
SITE I74 FLT I START 13 50 05 STOP 16 43 00AIRCRAFT 929-C-130
SITE 174 FIT I START 16 49 30 STOP 18 10 55
AIRCRAIr 929-C-i
SITE 174 FLT I 'START 18 16 50 STOP 19 52 40
AIRCRAF'r 929-C-130
SITE 27 FT I START 13 44 40 STOP 14 4 I
AIRCRAFT 929-C-130
SITE 175 FCF 13.3 START 15 04 15
STOP 16 21 15 AIRCRAFT 929-C-130
rD
t--




















































7 MAR 66 MISSION 020
7 4AR 66 MISSION 020
2 APR 66 MISSION 021
7 FAR 66 MISSION 020





M I CRLOF I IM
MICROEI IM









































35 IM I OF I
5 APR 66 MISSION 021 MICROFIIM 35 M4
5 MAR 66 MISSION 021 MICROFILM 35 MM
IRAA I1.:*I I I T
IMIN HFU lF11FtT I V I TI
NRt 4 MIAF
H.1j).tR NF1.-'rIl ¥ I Tn
RADIR HFe'Ta I V I Vl
HUIN AFT
RID,VI RE1'-1F I V I T
RNL I FUlE
AlAR REILTI V I Tn
RUN I AFT
RADIR IEUlECT I V ITY
RUN 3 AFT








SIT'E ,O FI1' Z
Sl'r: ost6 I.TT 
SITF 0,6 IFLT 2
SITE 086 FLT 2
SITE 086 .LT 2
SITE 086 FLT 2
SITE 086 FLT 2
SITE 086 FLT 2
SITE 086 FLT 2
SITE 086 FLT 2













NADAR R!IF IVITY SITE 086 FLT 2 LINE I
RUN I ltORE SITE 002 FLT 5 LINE I RUN 3 AFT
SITE 002 BELDi GS TO MISSION 021
Ht'dII. HEI.IlTflVITr SITE Otrh Fl'' LINE I
R.N 3 AFT
RAINR NI-Hl-XTIVITl SITE 086 PLT 2 LINE 2
ILUZ 2 ItHE
ItALR RIE1LX.IVITY SI'E 002 I.T S . INE I
RUN 3 AlT SITE 101 I'T 2 I.NE 91 HLh I
FUHE * AFT SITE 000 l.T I LINE 91 HUN I
RADAR I:ElE]CTIVIT' SllTE 06 I,.T 2 LINE I
RUN I .tE SITE 002 l.T 5 LINE I HUN 3 AFT
SITE 002 H:I')S 1TO MISSION 21
RAD Il l.ECTrIVITY SITE 101 FLT 2 LINE 91
RUN I FORK
ADAR REULFCTIVITY SITF 101 F1T 2 LINE 91
RUN I FORE * AFT MISSI(O 033 SITE 114 -LT I
LINE 3 RLN I FtlE + AFT
PUI-'CSSF:I) EI.l -VTN( NIC DL\I'A
ACCESSION IthIHI' DATE DATA S(XRCE I*)ItM
NI-761-1-998-00335 2 APR 66 MISSION 021I MICROFILM
T1 PE I
35 MM
1R-76-FJ-998-00336 5 APR 66 MISSION 021 MICROFIIIM 35 mN
1H1-76-000-000 495 15 NOV 61
FW-76-00-000-00496 15 NV 67
NR-76-00-000-00497 15 NOV 67
NR-76-00-000-00498 15 NOV 6
FPH-76-00-000-00499 15 M)V 67
NR-176-00-00o-00500 IS NOV 67
NH-76-00-000-00501 IS NOV 67
hN-76-00-000-00502 15 NOV 67
h-1!6-00-000-00503. IS NV 67
WR-76-00-000-00504 15 MV 67
NR-76-J-046-00510 l8 ME 67
R-76-00-0000-00505 15 O 67
HR-76-00-000-00506 15IS V 67
FhR-76-0000-000-511 18 NOV 67
MIN-76-00-000-00512 I MNOV 67









































PR-76-IFJ-076-00444 19 SEP 66 MISSION 032 MICRIOFILM 35 m
NR-76-FJ-076-00449 19 SEP 66 MISSION 032 MICROFILM 35 tM
Nl-16-FJ-076-00450 19 SEP 66 MISSION 032 MICROFILM 35 mi
14R-76-FJ-076-00451 19 SEP 66 MISSION 032 MICROFILM 35 NM
WI-76-=F--998-00240 5 MAR 66 MISSION 021 MICOF'ILM 35 MM
-NH--16 13-00337 10 DI-C 66 MISSION 034 MICIHOFIIM
I-H-76-JW-138-00445 10 DUE 66 MISSION 034 MICROFILM
N-T.6-T-13-00446 10 DFC 66 MISSION 034 MICROFIIM





L::I M. I. HARKS
I OF I RADAR REFI-ECTIVITY SITE 002 FILT 5 LINE I
RUN 3 AFI' SITE 101 FLT 2 LINE 91 NLN I
FiRE * AFT SITE 000 FLT I LINE 91 RUN I
FORE * AFT
I OF I RADAR REILTIVITY SITE 002 FIT 5 LINE I
RUN 3 FRIE * AFT SITE 101 l'T 2 LINE 91
RUN I FDRE AIT SITE 101 FLT 2 LINE 91
RUN 3 FIRE SITE 101 DATA 2 APR 66 MISSION 020
SITE 086 FLT 2 LINE I RUN 3 FURE
I OF 1- RC-8 ROLL I ORIGINAL NI-F.
I OF I RC-8 ROLL 2 ORIGINAL NG]O.
I OF I RC-8 ROLL 3 ORIGINAL NEC.
I OF I RE-8 ROULL 4 ORIGINAL NEG.
I OF I tNC-" RIX J, S (11t;lAI NI-;.
RC-P RXJl. 6 ItIII \N Nt;.
NC-P R(XL P (VlfIlAI. NItU.
RC-t 1X1l. 9 (IG;INAl.. N3.
RC-s R(l. 10 ORIGINAl. NFX;.
RC- I HOa, II ( I G I %N NI-l.
MICR0*AVE iId)IOt.l'N S/C SITE 046
RC-8 ORIGINAl. NItX;.
RC-8 (RICINAL NFIR. 21 INhL PteLIUN
MICRWOAVE RADI)Cl(P,.n1l S/C
MICROAV'E RAD)IOcxETE SI/C
I OF I RADAR RiELElU'IVITY SITE 076 FLT I LINE 4 RUN
I F'A REU. 19s,199
I OE I RADAR RFU'X'TIVITY SITE 076 FLT I LINE 2 HtN
I F+A RED. 203,204
I OF, I RADAR REFItCTIVITY SITE 076 FLT I LINE 91
RUN I F.A RQl. 200,201
RADAR REFEL'TIVITY SITE 076 IFLT I LINE 3 RUN
I F+A REQ. 205,206
RADAi REFItECT'IVITY SITE 076 FLT I LINE I RUN
I F+A REI. 208,209
I OF I RADAR RERkTIVITY SITE 101 ILT 2 LINE 91
RUN I FIE * AFT MISSION 033 SITE 114 FLT I
LINE 3 RUN I RE * AFT
I ()E I RAI).R HSEN I-T IV IT S EII 'E 13:- .1' 2 LIIh I
HUN 3 F+A U. 1.14. ,135 SIITE 13I- I1T 2 IE
I RUN 4 E-A NW-. IJZ,133J
I (WF I RA{)AH REI-1f'I'IVI'r1 T SI : 13J F1.T 2 LINE I HI;IV
5 F+A HNI. 226
I OF I URADAR REI-WI'IVITI SITE 13.4 FI-T 2 LINE 2 NUN
2 F+A RI-U. 227
I OF' I RADUR REELE,''IVITV S1IT 13e FILT 2 LINE 2 RUN
3 F.A NHW. 22:
PROIF SSIE)D El .- IIKNIC LIV'A
ACMFSSION 4t DATE
MN-76-F1U-138-00448 10 DEC 66
NR-76-00-000-00513 16 NOV 67
NR-76-tU-086-00575 23 JAN 67
N1-76-tJ-086-00576 15 DEC 67
NR-76-KIJ-06-6-00577 15 D 67
NR-76-tJ-0-0 00578 IS DEC 67
NR-76-1U-086-00579 IS ODt 67
RA-76-HJ-086-0060 30 JAN 68











R-76-EJ-114-00339 Z20 APH 67 MISSI(h 0J3
MI-76-EJ-114-00459 II SEP 67
NR-76-FJ-114-00460 II SEP 67
MR-76-00-000-00514 18 tV 67
NR-76-00-000-00829 10 JUN 68



















MFOIIM nTPE HEEIl. NO ).I hS
MILt*'ILM 35 M I (OF I NAIAR REFItXTIVITY SITE 13 F11. 2 LINE 2 RHN
4 F"-A RIU. 229
MIIROF'ILM 16 MM MICRIAAVE RADIlt3 TF1R S/C
MlCOF'IL 35 MM FCN * APT SITE 086 PFLlHfT 2 LINE 92 RUN 8
RUO 246
MIfCROFIII 35 M4 FulE * AFT SITE 086 FLIffT 4 LINE 93 RUN 3
RED 248
MICROFLLM 35 m FR AFT SI1E 086 FLIOHT 4 LINE 9 RUN IRUH 247
MICRO'ILM 35 MM FDUE * AFT SITE 086 FLIGHT 4 LINE 93 RLUN 4
RED 249
MICROtF'ILM 35 M FORE * AFT SITE 086 FtIGHT 2 LINE 92 RUN 4
REQ 245
MICROFILM 35 MM I' I SITE /86 FLT 4 LINE 93 RLN 2 F+A RED. 265
MICROFILM 35 MM RADAR REFLT'IVITY SITE 114 FLT I LINE 92
1RUN 3 F+A RUE. 139,140 SITE 114 FLT I LINE
93 RUN 3 F-A Reo. 153,154 SITE 114 FLT I
LINE 94 RUN 4 F'A RE. 150,151 SITE 114.
FLT I LINE 94 RU 4 F-A
mICH()'IIM .I F* I ( -I NIU)IR IHI:.II' I 'IT ll'r 114 FI.1 I lINE 91
HLN 3 IF-4 HFtU. II",169 SIE 114 Fl: I L .I%
91-9g Nt 3 AJr NR).J 171,172 Slfl 114 F1.T I
LIN: 94 HlU I AFTr HIU. 17i.1 ITE 114 i'r 2
LINE 96 RUN 2 VF.A RI). 154,159 SITE 114 FLT
2 LINE 97 HtR 3 F-A RH). 161-164
MIUlC)IIM 35 MM I (OF I RAU4A REFtik, TVrlVTl SITE 114 FLT 2 LINE 95
WRI I +A HEU). 525,526
MICROF'ILt 35 M4t I c' I LAVIC RAIDR RHEIFIrrTIVI SITE 114 F1,T 2 LINE
97 RUN 3 F.+A IR. 527,528
MICROFILM 16 M MICRQIAVE RADIOL'J'E1 S/C
MICROKIItM 35 1M I OF' I MICRIOAVE F'IGHTS 1-3
MICROFILM 35 MM I OF I RADAR RIFILCTIVITY SITE 101 FIT 4 LINE 91
R1L I VF+A REO. 184,185 SITE 101 FLT 4 LINE
92 R1 2 FUIE REO. IPI SITE 101 11.T 4 LIlE
93 RUN 2 F+A RI). 187,188 S1TE 101 FLT 4
LINE 92 R" 91 TEST RIu. 180
MICROFCILM 35 14 I OF' I RADAR REFIFXTIVITI SITE 002 FLT 4 LINE I RUN
I .IE * AFT SITE 051 FLT 3 LINE I RUN 2
F.A + TEST SIT'E 051 LT 3 LhEIE I RLUN 3 A
* TEST SITE 152 FLT 4 LINE 93 RUN I F-A
RED. 178,179 SITE 154 FLT 4 LINE I RLUN 2
F+A RED. 175,176 SITE 154 FLT 4 LINE I RUN
2 TEST RFE. 174
MICROFILM 35 M I OF I RADAR REFrEIVITY SITE 051 FILT I LINE I RUN
I F+A RID. 224
MICROFILM 35 M I OF I RADAR RER'ECTIVITY SITE 051 FLT I LINE I RUN
2 F+A RU%. 225
MICROF'ILM 35 MM RADAR RItECTIVITY SITE 143 F1T 5 LINE 92
RUNL 2 F+A RWU. 217,218
MICROF'ILM 35 M RADAR REFIrCTIVITY SITE 143 FLTs LINE 94
RUIN I F+A RED. 219,220
PH(X;IS'IS ) FLI1NllIIC DW1'4
ACCESSION NIMHH' DATE DATA SX(L4UECK M.FUILM
NH-16-CL-143-00455 II SEP 67 MISSION 047 MICHOF'IIM
NH-76-CL-143-.00456 11 SEP 67 MISSION 047 MICHROIIM
NH-76-00-000-00753 8 DIC 67 MISSION 055 MICIOFIIM
N1-16-00-000-00472 4 DEC 67 MISSION 056 MILCOF'ILM
NR-76-EJ-019-00479 9 DIX 67 MISSION 056 MICRO('ILM
14-76-F01-019-00480 8 DEC 67 MISSION 056 MICROF'IIM
NR-76-EJ-019-004Y1 9 O 67 MISSION 056 MICROFIIM
WN-76-IJ-019-00482 9 DME 67
WR-76-J-01-01004e3 8 DE 67
HR-76-00-000-00605 24 DIxC 67























MN-76-O0-000-0-00618 24 DIC 67
4H-76-00-000-0000019 24 D 67
NR-76-00-000-00620 24 DME 67


































MICROF'I LMI"I I 
'T PF RF-I. NO.
35 SIM











































I~R-?6-00-000-006`%4 4DEC ,%? MISSION 0,%6 HICROI"ILN 3,% ~ I 01-' I
AR-76-00-000-00655 4~ 67 MISSION056 MICRO~'ILM 35 14q IOFI
NR-76-00-000-006`%6 4~ 67 MISSION 05`% MICROFIUq 3.%~ !OF!
I~R-76-00-000-006`%7 4~67 HISSION 056 NICR(FIUq 35Mq IO~I
~R-76-00-000-00658 4IXgC `%7 MISSION 056 HICROI.'II/q 3,% Mq I OP 1
iqR-76-00-000-00659 4DJ~67 HISSION 056 NICRO~ilJ~ 35 M'4 I OP !
NR-76-00-000-00660 4~ 67 MISSION056 MIC'RO~II.,N 3514q I 01"I
NFH1,1AS
HA6NI) H '.I.1'IVI'Y 511'F: 143 FI'T 3 .N1 91
RUN I FIll11F: NH. 2ZI
HRA),H HEFIIXr'IVI'rn S1''F:l 143 IL1' 3 I.INE 91
Ht.N I AF'I HF). 22Z
MICHUImAv Fu.ltl'S S5,6
IN4HFD 1.1 6 12 I F  LINE HUN tF I LINEK 17
HUN I FIT 6 LINIE 19 HUN 2






























SITE 019 F1.T 6 LINES 19,2!,79,1 .13
SITE 019 FLT 6 LlINF:S 15,16,19 RLN I
FLT 6 LINES 20.25 HLN I
SITE 019 FLT 6 LINES 45-51
SITE 019 FLT 6 LINES 71,76.81 ,83
FLT 6 LINE Z
FLT 6 LINE 253,254
FLT 6 LINE 42,43,44
FtT 6 LINE 41,52-55
FLT 5 LINE i1,12,13
FLT 5 LINE 10,14 RUN 1,2
FLT S LINE 41 RUN 9-13
FILT LINE 29,30,41 RUN 1-3
FLT 5 LINE 41 RLN 4-6
l'f 1S .%1: 41,42 Ht'x , 14,1.5
FLT 5 .IfNE IF-21 HIN I
FLT 5 LINE 22-24 Ht.N I
F-T' 5 LINE I 0 LN 2
FIT S LINE 10 RUN I
FLT 5 LINE 15-17 RUN I
FLT .lINE 25-28 RUN I
8%'0Vq11'D FLT 6 LINE 12,17,19,253,254
SIOOTID FIT 5 LINE 10 RLN I
SMITW FD FLT 5 LINE 10 RLU 2
.SM111FDFT 5 LINE 10,14 Rt. 2,1
4OOTIED F.T 5 LINE 15-17 RUN I
SM=F1IFD FIT 5 LINE 18-21 RUN I
SWXTIFIED FLT 5 LINE 22-24 RUN I
SF1OOF) FLT 5 LINE 25-28 RUN I
PhtX.CF:S ED EI .I.IH(1 , IC i)vrI
ACCESSION NH41I DATE DATA S(tM1OCE
IR-76-00-000-00661 4 DEC 67 MISSION 056
NR-76-00-000-00662 4 EC 67 MISSION 056
NR-76-00-000-00663 4 DEC 67 MISSION 056
NR-76-00-000-00664 4 DEC 67 MISSION 056
MN-76-00-000-00665 20 FEB 68 MISSION 056
NR-76-kJ-019-00773 8 DE: 67 MISSIO( 0.56





I DFC 67 MISSION 056
8 DEC 67 MISSION 056
8 DEC 67 MISSION 056
8 CC 67 MISSION 056
R-76-00-0oo00-085 8 DEC 67
R-716-00-000-00886 8 DIC 67
NR-76-00-000-00887 8 DEC 67
MR-76-00000-0-00888 8DEC 67
haR-76-00-000-00754 8 67
,R-76-00-000-00928 31 ALC 67
NR-76-00-000-00755 8 EC ,67
NH-76-JK-160-00733 4 APR 68
NR-76-JK-160-00734 4 APR 68
NH-76-00-000-00820 10 JUN 68
NR-76-0C-00-00 821 10 JUN 68
NR-76-00-000-00822 10 JUN 68
%R-76-JK-160-00831 10 JUN 68
Ni-76-JK-160-00 832 10 JUN 68
NH-16-00-000-00i55 10 JUN 6-

































































NK-76-FJ-998-00783 20 JUN 67 MISSION 061 MICROFIIM 35 MM
MN-76-00-000-00870 20 JUN 67 MISSION 061 MILCRtFILM 35 MM
NR-76-00-000-00871 20 JUN 67 MISSION 061 MICHOFILM 35 MM
Ml-76i-(H-128-00823 10 JUN 68 MISSION 066 MICROC'ILM 35 MM
NR-76-LL-166-00738 6 APR 68 MISSION 070 MICROFILM 35 MM
NR-76-U-166-00739 6 APR 68 MISSION 070 MICROFILM 35 MM

























IN1RARED SMXJOHED FLT 5 LINE 29,30,41 RLN 1-3
INFRARED SMOOTflD) T 5 LINE 41 RUN 4-8
INFIRARED S DV FLT 5 LINE 41 RLN 9-13
IKFRARED SmnDi FLT 5 LINE 41,42 RUN 14.
15.1
INIRARED SCOTkhD FLT 6 BL4CK EBOY AND POLY.
ICALS.
SitJXYll'l) SIT'E 019 1T 6 .IF: Z HN% I
4MIIIHF) S.ITE' 019 FLT 6 LIN:E Ir 1, 6,19,20,2 25
Rl; I
SF.UIHF) SITI: 019 KLT 6 LINE 4Z-44 RUN I
5tJUl) STll'E 019 FIT 6 LINE 4i-51I RlU I
SMIHI13) 511'TE 019 FLT 6 LINE 41,52-55 RUN I
MO8(flFI.D SITE 019 FLT 6 LINE: 11,1215,17,20,
25 RUN 2
INFRARID TARS FLT 5 LINE 11-13
INlRARED PLOrS FLT 5 LINE 11-13
INFRARED TAHS FLT 6 LINE 72,71479,83,84




SITE 160 FLT I LINE 92 RUN 2 .'A RED. 546
SITE 160 FLT I LINE 92 RIN 2 Y+A RED. 547
MICROWAVE FLIGhr 1,2
MICROWAVE FLIG1'T 1,2,8
SCATIE iE83/RYAN PLbTS F*A i.IICHT 1,2
SITE 160 FLT 1,2 REO. 684-717 PI)TS
SITE 160 FLT 1,2 RED. 684-717 I,ISTIlGS
F"I.tfl' I HPU. hbh.hb,9 ;( Fl H.IlIIIfH
.RWIH HFEl:FlIrlil' 50 I.O H iA SPFIC HFJXt:S.' 607,
6t11, 690, ,97
()IIlNC.F:I' AND NAVIlAI0\ DIT'A ,SITE ' 1 oh IIT 3
SI1TE 085 FLT 4 I.7IX-:ST btl2-b78
'ILTFRItD) PL.l'S F.T 3.4 RFXUEST 672,678
FILTED TARkS FLT 3,4 RIFAI:.ST 67Z,67P
MlCRtUAV:E SITE 12a fLIGIfr 1,11
SITE 166 FLT 3 LINE 10 HUN I F+A REO. 633
SITE 166 ItT 3 LINE UI RUN-I I+A RFD. 634
SITE 166 FLT 3 LINE 12 RUN I F'A RED. 635
10
mh
PRCIlSS:I) F1 nH(h IC I)\''A
MXE.SSION iNULFFR DATE DATA .. ICE 1M1)IIM
NR-76-LL-166-00741 6 APR 68
NR-76-LL-166-00742 6 APR 68
NR-76-LL-166-00743 6 APR 68
NR-76-U.-166-00744 6 APR 68
NR-76-LL-166-00745 6 APR 68
NR-76-00-000-00856 22 APR 68
NH-16-00-000-00860 22 APR 68
NR-76(-J-161-00857 20 MAY 68
NR-76-00-~00-00830 27 JUN 68
NR-76-0-000-0096 4 24 MAY 68
NR-76-00-000-00872 18 JUN 68
NH-'76-IH-032-008k5N r JUL 68
NH-6-00-000-00169 a JUL 68
NR-76-00-000-00879 8 JI., 68
NR-76-00-000-00eo0 B JUL 68
N NR-76-00-000-00881 8 JUL 68
--4 NRm-176-00-000-00844 19 JUL 68
-1H-76-00-000-00659 16 JUL 68
NR-76-00-000-00854 30 JUL 68
NR-76-00-000-00929 30 JUL 68
NR-76-00-000-00930 30 JUL 68
N1-76-00-000-00931 24 SEP 68



























































































SITE 166 FLT 3 LINE 13 RL'N I F'A RIO. 636
SITE 166 FLT 4 LINE 21 RUN' I F+A Rb). 640
SITE 166 FLT 4 LINE 22 RUN I F+A REO. 641
SITE 166 FLT 4 LINE 23 RUN I FA RU'. 642
SITE 166 FLT 4 LINE 24 RLUN I FA REO. 643
FLICGK 3 REO. 633,635 50 KZ BANDWAMlDlH
FLIGHT 3 REAEST 633-636 FILTER ONLINE
SITE 167 FLIGCJT 3 REEST 761-764 ASO 90
MICROWAVE FLIGHT I
MICROWAVE FLT 4 RE. 9714
GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION ASO 90 ALL RXIUUEST
SII'I'F 32 FI.1 . HFX.F:ST 81-24 ASQo 90
RADAR FlFL'XfIVITl HEIX.EST t24.061,962
RADAR REFLI.'TIVvI'fL n T 3 RF;Q. eI8-23
MICROWAVE ANT:NNA 1TIP. FI.T 3
RADIOCI.1F FLT 3
RADIOETEhr ST I PCART FI.IGIHTS 1-5
RE1UEST 1?9-613 ASO 90
RADIOM'E4B STRIPCHA, T n.ICH 2
MICRONAVE FLT 2 LINE 30. RUN I FLT 2 LINE 31
RADAR REFLECTIVITY F'LT 2
RAD I ClITER STR I PCHART
RADIOMETER STRIPCHART FLT 2,3
2
)p
>on
K
La
0
